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Many transport measures envisaged for the future have a fundamentally dynamic element, ranging 
from real-time driver information to congestion charges affecting the temporal distribution of demand.  
 
This symposium will be the first event to gather leading international researchers to evaluate progress 
with the formidable problem of modelling network dynamics to support the design and evaluation of 
such policies, and to identify the gaps and major challenges for future research efforts. 
 
DTA2006 will bring together leading researchers in the field of Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) 
over transport networks. The aim is to provide a stimulating but informal atmosphere in which to 
debate and identify key developments in the field and to identify future research possibilities. Perhaps, 
it can be hoped, it can also be a way of generating new collaborative research arrangements between 
attendees. 
 
The hope is, of course, that this is the first in a series of such symposia; indeed, interest has already 
been expressed in hosting a follow-on event. However, no formal organising or decision-making body 
has been formed, and it is hoped that at the meeting we can debate the most effective way to continue 
the communication and collaboration, including the need for a standing organising committee. This 
first symposium is organised by a group of researchers from the University of Leeds, UK (see below). 
The impetus for our decision to organise DTA2006 has drawn from our involvement in several smaller 
scale initiatives on this topic, specifically a series of workshops involving UK and Japanese 
universities, a series of UK/Italian workshops, and a two-day workshop in Belfast in 2004 attracting a 
variety of participants. The International Scientific Committee for DTA2006 draws substantially on 
those that took a strong part in such events, and we acknowledge their efforts in laying the groundwork 
for a wider symposium. The impetus has also drawn from the communication we have with other 
leading researchers from around the world, and the ISC has also drawn on these contacts in its 
membership.  
 
Financial sponsorship for the event is being provided by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Research Council. 
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 09:00 – 10:00   Registration 

 10:00   Welcome to DTA2006  
     Watling, Balijepalli, Connors & Sumalee 

 
11:15  Coffee break 
 

 
1:15  Lunch 

Session 1: Properties of dynamic network loading models 
 
10:15 Analysis Of Dynamic Traffic Assignment  
  Heydecker & Addison 
 
10:45 Analysis and comparison of macroscopic approaches to Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
   Cantarella, Carteni, de Luca & Punzo 

Session 2: Dynamic link models 
 
11:45 Dynamic Queuing & Spillback in Analytical Multiclass Dynamic Traffic Assignment Model 
  Bliemer 
 
12:15 Multi-Commodity Dynamic Network Loading with Kinematic Waves and Intersection 

Delays 
  Tampere & Yperman  
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  Taale & Bliemer 
Time and Space Discretization in Dynamic Traffic Assignment  Models  
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09:00 The Development of a Probit-Based Stochastic Dynamic Traffic Assignment Model 
   Maher & Rosa  
 
09:30 Analysis of Dynamic System Optimum and Externalities with Departure Time Choice 
   Chow 
 
10:00  Existence, Uniqueness, Stability and Bilevel Optimisation Of Dynamic Traffic Equilibria 
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   Friesz, Mookerherjee & Kwon 

Session 5: Dynamic network assignment models 
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  Florian, Mahut & Tremblay  
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 Continuum Flows On Links 
  Carey 
 



 

 
1:00   Lunch 
 

 

 
 

3:30 Coffee break 

3:45 Coaches depart to take participants to Yorkshire Sculpture Park for … 

 Philosophical session: Future of DTA? (details to follow) 
 Discussion of, and vote on, future conference plans, dates, venues 
 Conference Dinner 
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   Sumalee & Kuwahara 
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   Ziliaskopoulos & Barratt 
Observability In Estimating Time Dependent Origin Destination Flows From Traffic Counts 
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  Gao 
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   Ozbay & Yanmaz-Tuzel 
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BG Heydecker: University College London, England  ben@transport.ucl.ac.uk 
JD Addison: University College London, England  puff@transport.ucl.ac.uk 

 

Abstract 
Dynamic road traffic assignment models can be used explicitly to represent and analyse route choice and 
travel times in networks for which the demand for travel varies over time and congestion arises. Static 
models cannot represent this phenomenon in a satisfactory manner. Despite the long-term research activity 
and the several approaches that have been introduced, no dominant approach has emerged to dynamic 
analysis. This seems to be due, at least in part, to the multiplicity of interrelated requirements on dynamic 
models for them to perform in a satisfactory.  Here, we consider analytical approaches to dynamic traffic 
assignment, and in particular the extent to which they address the issues of realism that arise. This leads to 
restrictive requirements on traffic models for satisfactory dynamic behaviour. The wider role of assignment 
modelling is considered in the context of activity analysis, transport planning, and network design. We show 
how dynamic assignment can be developed together with departure-time choice to serve in these functions. 
We present these results as a contribution to the literature on dynamic assignment and to support further 
analysis and model development.   
 
 

1 Introduction 
Road traffic assignment models are used to provide estimates of flows in a network and the associated costs 
of travel. The main components of a model of this kind are the demand for travel, the network that is 
available for their use in travelling, and a modelling principle that describes the way in which they choose 
between the possibilities that are available to them. The purpose of a models of this kind is to estimate the 
likely state of a network under specified demands (either in the form of values or functions of costs), and to 
help evaluate changes to this demand, to the network, and to the way in which travellers exercise the choices 
that are available to them. For practical use, models of this kind should be self-consistent and solvable 
conveniently, yielding results that are reliable and repeatable, and that stand scrutiny. 
 
When Wardrop (1952) proposed his two principles (user equilibrium and system optimal) of route choice, 
they were presented in verbal form. Within 4 years, Beckmann (1956) had established an equivalent convex 
mathematical programme for the case in which demand is constant over time. The solution for this is in the 
form of constant flows on routes through the network, with associated constant costs of travel. Satisfactory 
methods to calculate solutions for general networks based upon this took a further 10 to 20 years longer: 
after some 40 years, Patriksson (1994) presented a substantial review of this static case, showing that 
considerable interest and activity remained. 
 
In networks where the demand for travel exceeds the capacity of the network, transient congestion will arise. 
Because this arises from the accumulation of traffic during the period of overload, static models cannot 
represent this phenomenon in a satisfactory manner.  The topic of dynamic road traffic assignment has a 
history that is almost as long as that of its static counterpart. However, despite this long-term research 
activity and the several approaches that have been introduced, no dominant approach has emerged for 
dynamic analysis. This seems to be due, at least in part, to the multiplicity of interrelated requirements on 
dynamic models for them to perform in a satisfactory manner. By comparison, there are limited, if any, 
counterpart requirements in the static case.   
 
In his review of 10 years ago, Patriksson wrote  

“So far, no well-founded dynamic models free from any serious anomaly such as instant 
propagation of some travellers, infinite cycling, failure to recognize the first-in-first-out 
principle, etc., have appeared, and their numerical solution most often rely on a time-
discretization which brings the dynamic model into a (typically very large) static one.”  
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In the present paper, we consider analytical approaches to dynamic traffic assignment that have been 
developed during the time since then, and in particular the extent to which they address the issues that 
Patriksson and others have raised. By analysis of the equilibrium condition in the dynamic context, this 
identifies necessary conditions on traffic flows for an assignment to remain in equilibrium over time. Central 
to this discussion is exploration of ways in which formulation of dynamic traffic assignment goes beyond a 
sequence of static assignments. 
 
We consider dynamic traffic assignment as a process in continuous time, and perform much of the present 
analysis on this basis. This enables us to call on the calculus in our analysis. However, as a practical matter, 
numerical solution methods usually work in discrete time. Managing the discrete time solution of a 
continuous time process brings with it technical interest, and leads to certain insights into the dynamic 
formulation. This analytical approach can be used to inform model specification and formulation, solution 
approaches, and certain aspects of simulation approaches. 
 
Further analysis of dynamic traffic assignment leads to restrictive requirements on traffic models for 
satisfactory dynamic behaviour, which can be used to eliminate all but a few candidates. This analysis has 
been used to support the development of various solution approaches that can be used to calculate dynamic 
traffic equilibria in networks of practical size. The wider role of assignment modelling is considered in the 
context of activity analysis, transport planning, and network design. We show how dynamic assignment can 
be developed together with departure-time choice to serve in these functions. We present these results as a 
contribution to the literature on dynamic assignment and to support further analysis and model development. 
 
 

2  Traffic performance models 
2.1 Introduction 
Dynamic traffic assignment represents the response of travellers to variation over time in the travel 
conditions between which they choose. Some of the variations in travel time involved in this result from 
congestion, thus forming an interaction between choice and its consequences to be equilibrated in some way. 
In view of the importance of the time variation in travel time in dynamic assignment, we consider first the 
influences on travel times, most important amongst which is the effect of variations in traffic on travel times. 
These traffic models play a fundamental role in dynamic assignment, and can be identified with some of the 
issues that Patriksson raised with early approaches to analysis of this kind. 
 
2.2  Link representation 
We consider first a single section of road in the form of a unidirectional link that connects two nodes of a 
network. We consider elementary requirements on the model relationship that is used for the dynamics of 
traffic on links of this kind, and show that several problematic issues are associated with this. 
 
We suppose that there is a capacity  Q  for the link, which is the least upper bound on the rate at which traffic 
can leave it, and also that there is a greatest lower bound  φ on travel time, which obtains in free-flow 
conditions. We denote as  e(t)  the rate at which traffic enters the link at time  t , and as  g(t)  the rate at 
which traffic leaves it at that time. The amount  x(t)  of traffic present on the link at time  t  can be used to 
represent the state of the link. The requirement of conservation of traffic on each link  a  at time  t  can be 
expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( )x t e t g t t= − ∀ɺ         (1) 

where xɺ  denotes the derivative of  x  with respect to time. Clearly we require that each of the primary 
quantities non-negative, so that 

( )
( )
( )

0

0

0

e t

g t t

x t

≥ ≥ ∀≥           (2) 

Although there is no requirement on the sign of xɺ , the requirement in (2) that x  be positive is necessary and 
is independent of the other requirements. 
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2.3  Travel time and outflow 
The role of a link traffic model is to calculate, for a specified temporal inflow profile, what the resulting 
travel time and temporal outflow profile will be. Here, we denote as  τ(s)  the time of egress associated with 
entry to the link at time  s , so that the travel time is  τ(s) – s .  Because of conservation of traffic, the outflow  
g(t)  is closely associated with this travel time. 
 
We adopt at this point the first-in first-out (FIFO) condition, which specifies that the time  τ(s)  at which 
traffic leaves a link increases with the time  s  of entry to it, so that 

( ) ( )t s t s≥ ⇒ τ ≥ τ .         (3) 

When  τ(s)  is differentiable, this leads to 
 ( ) 0≥saτɺ .          (4) 

Where this FIFO condition is interpreted as applying to variations in the expected time of egress of an 
individual vehicle according to its time of entry, it seems to be entirely reasonable. However, if it is applied 
to the times of egress of different vehicles, then it precludes overtaking which can be unduly restrictive, 
especially where vehicles of distinct kinds are present. The importance of the FIFO condition is that it 
provides a clear reference for the analysis of traffic models that corresponds to a clearly defined, if special, 
case. This can be used as a point of comparison for more elaborate analysis where that is required. 
 
The FIFO condition can be used, following Astarita (1996), and Heydecker and Addison (1996) to establish 
an important interrelationship between the time  τ(s)  of egress, and the entry and exit flows associated with a 
link. The FIFO condition (3) means that the amount of traffic that has exited from a link before time  τ(s)  at 
which a vehicle that entered at time  s  does is exactly equal to the amount of traffic that had entered the link 
before time  s . Thus we have 

( ) ( )
( )ss

s t

e s ds g t dt

τ

′ ′=−∞ =−∞

′ ′ ′ ′=∫ ∫ .       (5) 

Differentiating this with respect to time of entry  s , and using the fundamental theorem of calculus and the 
chain rule of differentiation gives 

( ) ( ) ( )e s g s s = τ τ  ɺ         (6) 

This expresses the relationship between variations in travel time and those in the rate of flow at fixed points 
along the trajectory that is followed by a vehicle: it therefore describes the way in which flow propagates 
along the links of a network. According to this relationship, any function that specifies the time of egress 
from a link can be used to determine the rate of outflow at that time, and conversely a function that specifies 
the rate of outflow determines the time of egress implicitly. Furthermore, this flow propagation condition can 
be used together with the FIFO condition (4) to recover one or other of the positivity conditions in (2) on the 
entry and exit flows. However, if the FIFO condition fails, then one or other of the flow propagation 
condition (6) and the positivity requirement on outflow  g  must fail. 
 
A distinction arises between the state equation (1), which expresses conservation of traffic on a link, and the 
flow propagation equation (6), which expresses the relationship between variations in travel time and the 
outflow. The state equation is definitional and applies at an instant, whereas the flow propagation equation 
depends on the FIFO principle and applies along a vehicle trajectory. 
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2.4  Requirements on traffic models 
Several requirements arise on traffic models for use in dynamic traffic assignment.  Most of the issues raised 
by Patriksson, as well as various others, are associated with this component, and can be solved by choosing 
between possibilities accordingly. These requirements can be summarised as follows. 
 Positivity:   ( ) ( ) ( )0 0, 0e s s x t g t t≥ ∀ ⇒ ≥ ≥ ∀  

 Conservation:  ( ) ( ) ( )x t e t g t t= − ∀ɺ  

 FIFO:   ( ) ( ) ,t s t s s t≥ ⇒ τ ≥ τ ∀ ∀  

 Minimum travel time: ( )0 s s s∃φ > ∀ τ − ≥ φ  

 Finite clearing time: ( )S s s S s S∃ ∀ ≤ ⇒ τ ≤ + φ  

 Capacity:  ( )Q t g t Q∃ ∀ ≤  

 Causality:  ( ) ( ), is not affected bys t t s s e t∀ ∀ ≥ ⇒ τ . 

We note that correct flow propagation, and the consequent interrelationship between travel time and link 
outflow according to (6) follows from these conditions. The minimum travel time ensures that no flows 
propagate instantaneously and that infinite cycling is not possible in equilibrium, whilst the finite clearing 
time ensures that no travellers remain on the network indefinitely and that it returns to free-flow conditions 
after the study period. The causality requirement ensures that response follows stimulus. Thus many of the 
shortcomings that have been encountered in dynamic traffic assignment models can be ascribed to the traffic 
models that have been adopted, and can be avoided by choosing traffic models appropriately. 
 
2.5 Choice of link traffic model 
The requirements on models of traffic behaviour expressed in section 2.4 can be used to eliminate most 
candidates from use in dynamic traffic assignment. Hurdle (1986) Daganzo (1995), Astarita (1996), 
Heydecker and Addison (1998) and Mun (2001) have all contributed to this process. Thus, for example, the 
outflow functions proposed by Merchant and Nemhauser (1978) in their pioneering work specify that  g(t)  is 
determined by  x(t) , but this violates the requirement of causality, as noted by Hurdle (1986) and Daganzo 
(1995) amongst others. Daganzo (1995) showed that exit time functions should not depend on inflow or 
outflow at that time, though Carey, Ge and McCartney (2003) have developed a satisfactory formulation in 
which exit time depends on the outflow at the time of egress.  
 
Friesz, Bernstein, Smith, Tobin and Wie (1993) considered a model form in which the exit time depends on 
the state at the instant of entry, so that 

( ) ( )s s d x s τ = + φ +          (7) 

where  d  is the delay incurred.  Mun (2001), and Nie and Zhang (2005) have shown that the only satisfactory 
form for the delay function  d(.)  in respect of the requirements listed above (notably FIFO) is linear, in 
which case  d(x) = x/Q , which gives a model that behaves satisfactorily.  
 
Mun extended this affine travel time concept by subdividing each link into a freely flowing section followed 
by a capacitated one, with free-flow travel times given respectively by  φ - ∆t  and  ∆t  respectively: Mun’s 
canonical choice for the free-flow time  ∆t  of the capacitated part of the link is the time increment of 
solution. In the case that   ∆t = φ  this corresponds to Friesz’s model (7) whilst in the limit as  ∆t -> 0 , this 
corresponds to the deterministic queue.  
 
Other traffic models that are known to have satisfactory properties include Lighthill and Whitham’s (1955) 
kinematic wave model. However, solution of this is computationally demanding, though convenient solution 
methods have been developed for simplified versions of this (see, for example, Daganzo, 1994). 
 
From this analysis, we see that acceptable traffic models for use in dynamic traffic assignment are scarce. 
This contrasts with the case of static assignment, in which satisfactory properties can be established for broad 
classes of cost functions – Smith (1979) showed that monotonicity is adequate for this.  
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3 Network Loading 
3.1  Introduction 
The next topic for discussion is that of how the temporal profile of flows and travel times throughout a 
network can be calculated from specified inflows onto routes. This process is known as dynamic network 
loading, and is typically undertaken many times during the solution of a dynamic assignment. Analysis of 
this process calls upon that of link traffic models introduced in Section 2. Here, we show how relevant 
quantities can be calculated for the network using the link model, and derive certain network properties. 
 
3.2  Multi-commodity flows 
Each link of a network can appear on several distinct routes and will in general be used by traffic of several 
different kinds (in particular, traffic travelling to distinct destinations); we classify traffic in this sense as 
separate commodities. We suppose that the travel time associated with use of each link is calculated according 
to the whole state of the link, possibly making allowance for differing characteristics of various kinds of traffic, 

and then applies equally to all traffic entering it at the same time. Thus let ( )c
ae s  be the rate at which traffic of 

commodity  c  enters link  a  at time  s , and let ( )c
ag t  be the corresponding commodity-specific link outflow at 

time  t . By definition, the total link inflow ( )sea  at time  s  can be found as 

 ( ) ( )c
a a

c

e s e s=∑  

The associated time ( )saτ  of egress from that link can then be calculated according to the condition (5) from 

the traffic model for that link using the temporal profile of this total inflow.  

 

A direct consequence of this is that according to this, FIFO behaviour will be respected between different 
traffic commodities using the link. Multi-commodity FIFO requires that the resulting time of egress, and 
hence also its derivative, apply equally to all traffic irrespective of commodity  c .  Using (5), the 

commodity-specific link outflows ( )c
ag t  are then given by  

 ( ) ( )
( )

, ,
c
ac

a a
a

e s
g s c a s

s
 τ = ∀ ∀ ∀  τɺ .       (8) 

This result, which was noted by Papageorgiou (1990) shows how the traffic model, which applies to all the 
traffic on a link irrespective of its origin, destination or any other classification, can be used directly to 
calculate the correct traffic propagation and hence link outflows for the different traffic commodities in the 
network. If travel times and flow propagation are calculated according to this, traffic of one commodity 
cannot then overtake that of another. This avoids by construction problems of the kind identified previously 
by Carey (1992) that arise when the value of an objective function is improved by promoting one segment of 
traffic and holding back another. 

 
3.3  Flows at Nodes 
Analysis of flows at node in a network can be undertaken by appealing to conservation of flows. Here, we 
treat zone centroid connectors in the same way as other links, so do not distinguish them. First, we note that 
the flow of each flow commodity  c  is conserved at each node  n ,  so that 

 ( )
( )

( )
( )

c c
b a

b B n a A n

g t e t
∈ ∈

=∑ ∑   

where  B(n)  is the set of all links that lead into node  n , and  A(n)  is the set of all links that lead from node  
n .  Because this applies to each commodity separately, it also applies to the total flows entering and leaving 
a node. 
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3.4 Calculation of costs 
The cost  Cp(s)  of travel that is associated with use of path  p  starting at time  s  can be calculated from the 
cost of using each link on the path at the time it will be reached by following a vehicle trajectory. This can be 
expressed using the time  τap(s)  at which the entry to link  a  will be reached by a traveller who sets out on 
path  p  at time  s . Thus 

( ) ( )p a ap
a p

C s c s
∈

 = τ ∑ .         (9) 

This process of calculating costs according to the time of entry to each link corresponds to an ideal model of 
travel cost: it represents the cost that would be incurred by a traveller following that route. Because the 
partial travel times along the paths correspond to components of the cost, it is also known as a nested cost 
operator (Wie, Tobin, Friesz and Bernstein, 1995). 
 
 

3 Models of demand for travel 
4.1 Introduction 
We now consider various ways in which the temporal profile of origin-destination flows, which we denote as  
T(s)  can arise. It is these flows that are assignment at each instant  s  to the paths through the network, so 
that 

 ( ) ( ) ,

od

p od
p P

e s T s s od
∈

= ∀ ∀∑  

where  Pod  is the set of all paths from origin  o  to destination  d . 
 
4.2  Fixed exogenous origin-destination flows 
The first case that we consider is that the flows  T  are specified exogenously. This has the merit that the 
assignment calculations are performed for origin destination inflows that are fixed, so that the only 
dimension of choice to be resolved is that of route. However, formulations of this kind have the disadvantage 
that a complete temporal profile of travel demands is required for the whole network, which will present 
practical difficulties of data identification and collection. In this case, the costs of travel between each origin-
destination pair will usually vary through the study period as there is no mechanism for equilibrating them. 
 
4.3 Departure time choice 
The dynamic traffic assignment formulation can be extended to include choice of departure time as well as 
that of route. This has extension the merit that the temporal profile of flows  T(s)  is endogenous in this case, 
which obviates collection of specific data. However, in order for the interval during which travel takes place 
to be located, this requires time-varying incentives to be associated with travel. Thus by comparison with the 
case of exogenous flows, the representation of the reason for travel rather than the amount itself is 
exogenous. In this case, the costs of travel between each origin-destination pair will be equilibrated as part of 
the choice process that is represented in the model. 
 
4.4 Elastic demand 
In the case that choice of departure time as well as that of route is considered, the total volume of travel 
between each origin-destination pair is required either exogenously or endogenously to the model 
calculations. For each value of the volume of travel between the origin-destination pairs in the network, a 
certain cost of travel will arise that is equilibrated in some way through the choice processes that are 
represented. If the total volume is specified exogenously, then part of the solution process will be to 
determine an appropriate interval during which that amount of travel can take place through the network 
according to the behavioural assumptions of the model, and the associated cost will be determined by this. 
On the other hand, the relationship between the equilibrated cost and the volume of travel can be used to 
represent a performance characteristic of the network. This can be used together with an appropriate demand 
function to give a formulation that includes supply-demand in which the total volume of travel becomes 
endogenous.  
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5  Analysis of assignment 
5.1 Introduction 
Having identified satisfactory frameworks for approaches to modelling each of network performance and 
demand for travel, we now consider the interaction between them that is represented in the form of an 
assignment principle. Resolution of this interaction between flows loaded onto a network according to a 
choice principle and the costs that arise as a consequence corresponds to solution of assignment. The issues 
that we address here in turn are the assignment principle, the scope and interpretation of the choice process, 
and mathematical formulations required for model representation. 
 
5.2 Assignment principles 
Wardrop’s user equilibrium principle of route choice can be extended to the dynamic form that  

At each instant, the costs incurred by travellers on those routes that 
are used are equal and no more than those on any unused route.  

This can be expressed in complementary inequality form after Beckmann (1956) as 

( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

*

*

0
, ,

0

p od
p od

p od

C s C s
e s p P od s

C s C s

 > ⇒ =  ∀ ∈ ∀ ∀ 
= ⇒ ≥  ɶ ɶɶ ɶ       (10) 

where ( )sC p

~
 is the cost incurred in using route  p  starting at time  s , and ( )sCod

*~
 is the minimum cost of 

travel from  o  to  d  starting at time  s . 
 
Proceeding after Heydecker and Addison (1996), we consider the rate of change with time of the cost of travel 

on routes that are in use at a certain time. Differentiating the first case of (10) with respect to time  s  gives 

( ) ( ) sodPpsk
ds

Cd
se odod

p
p ∀∀∈∀=⇒> ,,

~

0      (11) 

where  ( )
ds

Cd
sk od

od

*~
=  is the common rate of change of costs for all routes in use between origin  o  and 

destination  d  at time  s .  

We now suppose that the cost of travel on each route  p  consists of the sum of the travel time  τp(s) - s  and a 

constant part, denoted as  βp , which can be used to represent distance and any special features. Without loss of 

generality, we can express the constant part in units of equivalent travel time so that the cost of travel on route  

p  starting at time  s  is  ( ) ( )[ ] ppp sssC β+−τ=~
. Differentiating this with respect to the start time  s , using 

the flow propagation relationship (6) to eliminate ( )spτɺ  and rearranging gives the necessary condition for 

equilibrium 

 ( ) ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( ) sodPpsT
sg

sg
se odod

Pq
qq

pp
p

od

∀∀∈∀= ∑
∈

,,
τ

τ
     (12) 

where the case of zero inflow can now be included  because the corresponding outflow will also be zero. 
 
Although the flows on the right-hand side of (12) occur at time  τp(s) , which is later that the time  s  of the 
path inflow that appears on the left-hand side, in a causally determinate traffic model, the value of the right-
hand side is determined by inflows before time  s . However, we note that in the case of outflow function of 
the form proposed by Merchant and Nemhauser, the right-hand side is determined by inflows strictly after 
time  s , with the result that the equilibrium assignment at time  s  is determined by later inflows rather than 
by earlier ones. A consequence of this is that with link traffic models of that kind, calculation of equilibrium 
assignments must be undertaken in reverse order of time. 
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As an alternative to the deterministic equilibrium principle (10), Dial (1971) adopted an approach that 
assigns some traffic to each reasonable path between each origin-destination pair, with decreasing amounts 
as costs incurred increase. Dial's rule for the assignment of traffic to each path  p  in the set of reasonable 
ones  Pod  can be extended to the dynamic case in the form 

( )
( )( )

( )( ) ( )
exp

exp

od

p
p od

q
q P

C s
e s T s

C s
∈

−
=

−∑ θ

θ
 ∀ p ∈ Pod , ∀ od ,  ∀ s     (13) 

where  θ  is a positive parameter that controls dispersion between routes. This formulation has the merit that 
the assignments are continuous functions of the costs. When exit time functions of the form (7) are used, the 
costs of travel are continuous in the state variable  x . In turn, according to (1) the state variable is continuous 
in time, so that the assignments are continuous in time. This has continuity has practical consequences for the 
convenient calculation of dynamic assignments according to (13). 
 
 
5.3 Scope of the choice process 
As discussed in section 4.3, the dimensions of choice can be extended from that of route alone to include 
departure time. Thus travellers can select the combination of departure time and route at that time in order 
most conveniently to meet their travel requirements. In order for this extended formulation to be complete, 
some time varying incentive is required to localise travel in the time domain. Initially, we suppose that the is 
a monotonically decreasing cost  ho(s) associated with time  s  of departure from origin  o , and a 
monotonically increasing cost   fd(t)  associated with time  t  of arrival at the destination  d . Thus the cost of  
using route  p  to travel from origin  o  to destination  d  departing at time  s  is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p o p p d pC s h s s s f s = + τ − + β + τ  .  

 
This formulation associates some benefit with time spent at these locations, contrasting with the cost that is 
associated with time spent travelling. The equilibrium principle in this case is that the total cost associated 
with travel, including the origin and the destination costs, is minimal and hence constant whenever travel 
takes place. An immediate consequence of this is that, by contrast with the case in which the departure 
profiles are exogenous, in this case there is a single cost associated with travel for each volume of travel 
between an origin-destination pair. This cost can then be used as part of a more extensive transport model 
that includes further dimensions of choice such as various kinds of elastic demand, modal split and 
distribution of trips. The effect of including departure time choice together with route choice in a dynamic 
traffic assignment model is that it then provides a choice-based network performance measure that relates 
unambiguously the costs of travel to the volumes that are assigned. 
 
The dynamic equilibrium condition (12) of route choice still applies to this extended formulation because 
equilibrium route choice remains part of it. However, in this case, the rate of change of arrival time, ( )p sτɺ  

for each route can be identified (Heydecker and Addison, 2005) using derivatives of the origin and 
destination-specific cost functions. Thus the equilibrium assignment in this case satisfies 

( ) ( )
( )

( ) , ,o
p p p od

d p

1 - h s
e s   =   g s p P od s

1 + f s

 ′   τ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∀   ′ τ   .     (14) 

 
Similarly, Dial’s stochastic choice principle can be extended to include the dimension of departure time 
choice, but in this case using the expected minimum cost at each departure time as a representative cost of 
travelling at that time. Thus the choice between departure times can be represented as being made according 
to a continuous logit model using the cost criterion: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1
log exp

od

od o e p d p
p P

C s h s C s f s
∈

  = + −θ + τ   θ ∑⌣
.     (15) 
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When departure time choice is introduced into dynamic assignment models, an interesting possibility arises 
to interface the resulting travel model with analysis of activities at the origin an destination. In this case, the 
functions  h(.)  and  f(.)  can be interpreted as representing the flow of utility associated with time spent 
(respectively) at the origin and the destination of the journey. In this case, departure form an origin to travel 
to a destination is induced when the benefit of reaching the destination outweighs that of remaining at the 
origin: the cost of travel is bourn to achieve this increase in benefit. This approach has been developed by 
Polak and Heydecker (2006). 
 
 
5.4 Mathematical formulations 
In simple cases, the necessary conditions (12) and (14) are sufficient to calculate dynamic equilibrium 
assignments (respectively, with departure time choice) in closed form: the equilibrium route inflows are 
expressed in terms of quantities that can be determined from earlier inflows. However, in general networks, 
more versatile procedures are required. Several approaches have been developed for this, which we note 
here. 
 
A crucial point in developing numerical methods for solution of dynamic assignments is in the transition 
from the continuous time formulation of the equilibrium conditions (10) to a discrete time formulation for 
solution. This is because a the continuous time formulation applies at an instant, whilst a numerical solution 
method will typically assign a calculated flow  ep(s)  to a path  p  throughout a time increment   [s, s+∆s) .  In 
order of the effect of the flows assigned to influence the costs that are used in determination of the 
equilibrium criterion, these costs should then be those incurred by a traveller departing at time s+∆s . Thus 
supposing the network to be in equilibrium at time  s , we seek assignments  e(s)  to the paths through a 
network that will apply throughout the incremental time interval [s, s+∆s) that achieve equilibrium at time 
s+∆s . If costs at time  s  are used instead, then the resulting assignments will be all or nothing, using only the 
path that had least cost for each origin-destination pair at time  s . 
  
This approach can be applied to a mathematical programming formulation based upon Beckmann’s (1956) 
objective function (Han and Heydecker, 2006). In this case, the objective  Z(s)  that is minimised is 
calculated at each incremental time interval using the flow  e(s)  that is assigned throughout that increment 
together with the costs  c(s+∆s) at the end of it. Although this approach leads to tractable analysis, it has not 
yet been applied to effectively to substantial networks. 
 
By contrast, the variational inequality formulation developed initially by Smith (1979) and Dafermos (1980) 
provides a practical approach to calculation of dynamic traffic assignments within the present framework. 
This was introduced for dynamic traffic assignment by Friesz, Luque, Tobin and Wie (1993) and has been 
adopted widely since then. It is convenient in this formulation to adopt a path-based expression of the 
variational inequality, though this requires evaluation of path cost along trajectories according to (9). Thus 
we seek assignments  e(s)  for the incremental time interval  [s, s+∆s)  leading to path costs  C(s+∆s) at the 
end of it that satisfy the variational inequality 

 ( ) ( ) ( )0
T

s s s D s − ⋅ + ∆ ≥ ∀ ∈ v e C v  

where  D(s)  is the set of demand-feasible assignments at time  s . The alternative approach of a link-based 
formulation has the advantage of more convenient cost calculation for each individual link, but instead 
requires calculation of link flows according to the flow propagation relationship (6) applied to path flows 
departing at some earlier time. 
 
The calculation of dynamic stochastic assignments according to Dial’s rule (13) is more convenient than that 
of deterministic assignments (See, for example, Lim and Heydecker, 2005). This is because of the continuity 
of the assignments in time that was noted in section 5.2. A practical procedure in this formulation is to 
calculate assignments  e(s)  for use during the incremental time interval  [s, s+∆s)  according to the costs  c(s)  
at the start of the interval. Although this gives rise to some error because the costs are outdated, continuity of 
the assignment guarantees that the error will tend to zero as the time increment  ∆s  does. 
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Finally, we consider the case of dynamic system optimal assignment, in which the objective is to minimise 

the total cost associated with travel: ( ) ( )
od

p p
od p P s

C s e s ds
∈

∑ ∑ ∫ . This objective was adopted by Merchant 

and Nemhauser, and by several other authors since then. If an elastic demand formulation is adopted, then 
the objective of maximising travellers’ surplus is appropriate, though this requires use of some composite 
measure of travel cost in order to identify the level of demand. When the costs of travel depend on the state  
x(s) , dynamic system optimal assignment can be formulated as an optimal control problem (see, for 
example, Friesz, Luque, Tobin and Wie, 1989), though the state-dependent time lags give rise to technical 
issues. In this case, the formulation can be reduced to an equivalent dynamic user-optimal assignment 
formulation in which additional components of cost are introduced for cost externalities caused to each of 
other traffic travelling at the same time and future traffic (see, for example, Chow, 2006). 

 
 

6 Conclusions 
The broad view of dynamic traffic assignment that has been presented in this paper has identified several 
requirements on the components of the models that are used in order for the model to have satisfactory 
behaviour in all respects. Whilst the formulation of dynamic traffic assignment in continuous time appears to 
differ from its static counterpart only in that flows and costs are qualified by time, implementation of this in 
a satisfactory model requires that several distinct dynamic characteristics be treated adequately. In summary 
these are: 
 
Development of traffic state: the accumulation of traffic in parts of the network during periods of overload 

and its dissipation afterwards should be modelled correctly, observing conservation of traffic. 
Appropriate traffic models: several requirements arise for the models that are used to represent the 

dynamics of traffic on links of the network. These include the first-in first-out (FIFO) discipline, and 
causality, which together restrict the choice of link traffic models that are suitable for this work to 
relatively few. 

Flow propagation: the relationship between variation in flows along a vehicle trajectory and variation in 
travel time that is consequent upon FIFO discipline together with conservation should be respected in 
the structure of the model. 

Costs of travel: the costs associated with following a path through the network should be calculated along 
vehicle trajectories. 

Predictive framework: in deterministic equilibrium assignments, flows should be calculated incrementally 
in time. The costs that are associated with flows during these time increments should be ones that are 
influenced by them, and hence those arising at the late end of the time increment. 

 
Provided that each of these aspects of model formulation is addressed, the way is now open for the 
development of practical implementations of analytical dynamic traffic assignment that are well founded and 
can be solved with reasonable computational effort, giving results that stand scrutiny. The models developed 
in this way should serve reliably in the role of the assignment component of the transport modelling process, 
and should interface appropriately with other modelling components including the traditional ones of choice 
of mode, destination and frequency as well as novel ones of activity-based modelling. 
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Abstract 
The assumption of a within-day stationary transportation system leads to well established static assignment 
models based on a linear synchronic network model. These models can quite easily be extended to deal with 
transportation systems with discrete service through diachronic linear network models. On the other hand, 
generalization to within-day dynamics is not straightforward at all for transportation systems with continuous 
service, since in this case the demand model is slightly affected but the network model is highly non-linear, 
possibly involving differential equations. This paper will presents a general analysis of macroscopic 
approaches to within-day supply models (for transportation systems with continuous service), leading to 
within-day Dynamic Traffic Assignment when combined with a demand model.  
 
1 Introduction 
A Traffic Assignment model may be broken down into: 
 
- A SUPPLY MODEL, which expresses how  route flows affects route costs, it is made up by: 

- a link TRAFFIC FLOW MODEL to simulate congestion, that is how the number of users (flow, density) 
on a link affects link travel times and (possibly different) transportation costs; 

- a network model of existing connections, usually through a graph (see also beginning of section 3), 
expressing route and link FLOW CONSISTENCY, and link and route TIME and cost CONSISTENCY. 

 
- a DEMAND MODEL, which expresses how route transportation costs affects route flows, by modelling route 

choice behaviour through utility functions and choice functions and including consistency between  OD 
matrix demand flows and route flows. 

 
Assumptions about demand-supply interaction leads to equilibrium models, which may be considered an 
instance of  day-to-day dynamic (DaDy) process models, which only affects demand models.  
 
The assumption of within-day stationary transportation system leads to well established static assignment 
models based on a linear synchronic network model, and largely used to support strategic planning,. These 
models can quite easily be extended to deal with within-day non-stationary transportation systems with 
discrete service through diachronic linear network models. In this case the supply model can sequentially be 
solved from route flows through link flows, link times and costs, to route times and costs. 
 
On the other hand, generalization to within-day dynamics is not straightforward at all for transportation 
systems with continuous service, since in this case the network model is highly non-linear, the demand 
model being only slightly affected. Moreover the number of users (density, flow, ...) on a link depends on the 
travel time from the origin to the link, whilst due to congestion the number of users affects travel times 
(speed-density coupling). Hence consistency between  route and link flows and link traffic flow models must 
be simultaneous solved leading to DYNAMIC NETWORK LOADING (DNL). The resulting link travel times 
allows to compute route travel times according to consistency equations, then transportation costs, which 
may include other attributes such monetary costs, penalty for early/late arrival (departure) wrt a desired time, 
etc.. Finally combining such a supply model with demand model yields the within-day DYNAMIC TRAFFIC 
ASSIGNMENT (DTA). In literature it is common to reserve the expression within-day dynamics (WiDy) to 
transportation systems with continuous service only, and use the same classification for traffic flow, DNL 
and DTA models, as in this paper. 
 
After a review of Traffic Flow Theory (section 2), this paper presents an analysis of modelling approaches to 
DNL (section 3) focusing on macroscopic models (section 4). Section 6 reports considerations about their 
use for DTA models, whilst section 6 some general comments as well as research perspectives. Only few 
references are reported in this paper (more references in Cascetta, 2001; a recent review in Simonelli, 2004). 
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2 Definition and Notations 
This section briefly reviewed main definitions and notations of (deterministic) traffic flow theory, regarding 
vehicles (or other kind of users) travelling along a linear facility or waiting to be served at a bottleneck. First, 
let us observe a traffic stream, i.e. cars moving along a highway segment, and consider which variables we 
can measure. To simplify notation no explicit  reference is made to the segment. Let: 
 
  t   be the time at which the stream is observed; 
  x  be the abscissa of any point along the segment, increasing along traffic direction;  
  vi(x, t)  be the speed of vehicle i at time t while traversing point x. 
 
For traffic observed at point x during the time interval [t, t+∆t], some variables can be defined: 
 
  m(x)   the number of vehicles traversing point x; 
  f(x) = m(x) / ∆t  the flow of vehicles crossing point x,(vehicles per unit of time); 
vτ(x) = Σi=1,...,m vi(x) / m(x)   the time mean speed, among all vehicles crossing point x. 
 
Similarly, at time t between points x and x+∆x, the following variables can be defined: 
 
  n(t )   the number of vehicles at time t; 
  k(t) = n(t) / ∆x  the density between points x and x+∆x at time t, (vehicles per unit of length); 
vs(t) = Σi=1,...,n  vi (t) / n(t)   the space mean speed at time t 
and also 
  u = f(x)  the inflow, i.e. the entering flow during time interval [t, t+∆t]; 
  w = f(x+∆x) the outflow, i.e. the exiting flow during time interval [t, t+∆t]. 
 
During time interval [t, t+∆t] between points x and x+∆x, a general flow conservation equation holds: 
 
 ∆n(x, x+∆x, t, t+∆t) + ∆m(x, x+∆x, t, t+∆t) = 0   (1a) 
 
More generally, the right term may be different from zero, and equal to the number of entering minus exiting 
vehicles (if any) during time interval [t, t+∆t], due to entry/exit points (e.g. on/off ramps), between points x 
and x+∆x. Dividing the general flow conservation equation ∆t, yields: 
 
 ∆n / ∆t + ∆f = 0      or    ∆n / ∆t + w − u = 0  (1b) 
 
Then, dividing by ∆x yields: 
 
 ∆k / ∆t + ∆f / ∆x =  0                                       (1c) 
 
A traffic stream is called stationary during a time interval [t, t+∆t] between points x and x+∆x if flow is (on 
average) independent of point x, and density is independent of time x: 
 
 f(x) = f = u = w 
 k(t) = k 
 
In this case, the time mean speed is independent of location and space mean speed is independent of time: 
 
 vT(x)  = vT 
 vS(t)  = vS = v 
 
It is easily noted that under stationary conditions flow conservation equation (1) is rather useless, still it can 
be easily proved that density and space mean speed must satisfy the stationary flow conservation equation: 
 
 f = k v                                           (2) 
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Multiple vehicles using the same facility may interact with each 
other and the effect of their interaction will increase with the 
number of vehicles. This effect, called congestion, occurs in 
most transportation systems, generally worsening the overall 
performances of the facility, such as the mean speed or the 
travel time, since a vehicle may not be able to move at the 
desired speed. Congested systems with continuous service can 
be modelled through (aggregate) deterministic models. In fact, 
under stationary conditions, aggregate relationships may be 
observed between any pair of variables: flow, density and 
speed. Generally, observed values are rather dispersed, an 
example of a speed-flow observation is given on the right side, 
usually the maximum value of flow, fmax, is called capacity, Q.  
 
The relationship between speed and flow may be represented 
through (deterministic) models, as well as those between speed 
and density and between flow and density, consistency being 
assured by equation (2): 
 
 v = V(k)                (3) 
 v = vv(f)               (4) 
 f = F(k)   (5) 
 
These three functions together are also known as the 
fundamental diagram of traffic flow, their general aspects being  
illustrated on the right side. Analysis of the diagram, as well as, 
the description of the several models proposed in literature are 
out of the scope of this paper. Let L be the length of the 
segment, travel time tt turns out a function of flow: 
 
 tt = tt(f) = L / vv(f)  (6) 
 
Now, let us observe a traffic queue, i.e. cars waiting to be served at a bottleneck with limited capacity. As in 
the above approach for traffic streams, some variables can be defined: 
 
  t   be the time at which the queue is observed; 
  ts   service time; 
 Q = 1/ts   capacity;  
 mIN   the number of vehicles joining the queue during time interval [t, t+∆t]; 
  mOUT   the number of vehicles leaving the queue during time interval [t, t+∆t]; 
  u =  mIN  / ∆t   be the inflow, i.e. the flow entering the queue during time interval [t, t+∆t]; 
  w =  mIN  / ∆t ≤ Q   be the outflow, i.e. the flow exiting the queue during time interval [t, t+∆t]; 
  n(t ) ≥ 0  be the queue length, the number of queuing vehicles at time t. 
 
During time interval [t, t+∆t] a  general flow conservation equation holds (cfr. 1b): 
 

∆n / ∆t + (w −  u) = 0 
 
Considering both under-saturation, u < Q, and over-saturation, u ≥ Q, conditions a general formula may be 
derived to describe the evolution over time of the queue length between time t and t+∆t: 
 
 n(t+∆t) = MAX{0, n(t) + (u − Q) ∆t}   
 
From eqn (6), waiting time tw may easily be defined as a function of arrival flow (cfr. 6): 
 
 tw = tw(u)  = n / Q   
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3 Approaches to within-day dynamics modelling 
For modelling a transportation system, a route can be considered as a sequence of links, each one a part of 
travel carried out with (approximately) constant features (e.g. a highway segment). Then, connection pattern 
is modelled through a graph, such that a link is modelled by an arc and a route through a path between two 
nodes (representing the origin and the destination). It is common practice in literature, and accepted in this 
paper, to use link and arc as well as route and path as synonymous (being no longer necessary to distinguish 
the modelled object and the modelling tool to avoid misunderstandings when models are described). 
 
From results of traffic flow theory about observed variables, several modelling approaches can be defined, 
according to assumptions about variables adopted for arc a, not explicitly introduced for simplicity’s sake. 
 

• FLOW REPRESENTATION over space x and time t  
 

o disaggregate, direct representation by tracing each vehicle i, xi(t),  such that  n(t) ≅ nOBS(t); 
 
o aggregate, mono-dimensional fluid approximation, through functions f(x,t), k(x,t), u(t), w(t), 

such that: 
  
  ⌠t2                ⌠x2 
  f(x,t) dt ≅ fOBS(x; t1, t2)  k(x,t) dx ≅ kOBS(t; x1, x2) 
  ⌡t1  ⌡x1 
  
  ⌠t2    ⌠t2   
  u(t) dt ≅ uOBS( t1, t2) w(x,t) dt ≅ wOBS(x; t1, t2) 
  ⌡t1  ⌡t1 
  

Explicit conditions may need to assure mono-dimensional fluid assumption: a particle may 
never reach (or overtake) a particle who has entered the link before, otherwise the fluid is no 
longer mono-dimensional. This condition is often referred to in literature as FIFO rule. 

 
• SPEED REPRESENTATION over space x and time t 
 

o disaggregate, by modelling the speed of each vehicles i, vi(t),  such that  v(t) ≅ vOBS(t); 
 
o aggregate, through functions v(x,t) (or travel time tt) such that 

  
  ⌠t2                
  v(x,t) dt ≅ vs

OBS(x; t1, t2)  
  ⌡t1  
  
In macroscopic models flow is represented through aggregate variables, so far single vehicles are not 
explicitly traced, and aggregate speed-flow (or other LoS attributes) relations are used, derived from 
stationary models. In mesoscopic models: flow is represented through disaggregate variables, by explicitly 
tracing each single (or group of) vehicles but aggregate speed-flow relations are used, derived from 
stationary models. In microscopic models flow is represented through disaggregate variables, by explicitly 
tracing single vehicles and disaggregate speed modelling is adopted based on explicit modelling of driver 
behaviour of speed adjustment (through well established models of car following, lane changing, overtaking, 
gap-acceptance, etc.). As already said, analysis of mesoscopic and microscopic models are out of the scope 
of this paper. Macroscopic approaches, which are the object of this paper, will be analysed below. 
 

  Speed representation 
  Aggregate Disaggregate 

Continuous MACROSCOPIC - Flow Representation Discrete MESOSCOPIC MICROSCOPIC 
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4 Macroscopic Dynamic Network Loading models 
Macroscopic DNL models can be classified according to assumptions about space and time representation, 
resulting models will be described in the next sub-sections: 
 

• SPACE REPRESENTATION: continuous vs. discrete 
• TIME REPRESENTATION: continuous vs. discrete 

 
It should be noted that the case of continuous space and discrete time never occurs for macroscopic models, 
in a broad sense mesoscopic and microscopic models might be considered belonging to this class.  
 
3.1 Discrete space and continuous time models 
Discrete space and continuous time macroscopic arc models (MACRO-DC) are specified by a differential 
equation over time. With reference to arc a, let 
 
La  be the length of arc a, 
wa(t)  be the outflow from arc a at time t, 
ua(t)  be the inflow into arc a at time t, 
na(t)  be the number of vehicles within arc a at time t, 
ka(t) = na(t)/La  be the density within arc a at time t, 
va(t)  be the speed of a vehicle entering arc a at time t, 
tta(t) = va(t)/La  be the travel time of a vehicle entering arc a at time t. 
 
Assuming that no exit or entry occurs within the arc, this equation, resembling equation (1c), is given below 
for each arc a: 
 
  ∂na(t) / ∂t + wa(t) − ua(t) = 0                            (7) 
 
then a conservation equation between inflow and outflow is added, taking into account travel time: 
     
 wa(t + tta(t)) ⋅ (1+ ∂tta(t) / ∂t) = ua(t)     (8) 
 
together with some boundary conditions. A speed model should also be included specified through a 
stationary speed-density function (eqn 3) expressed by travel time against number of users: 
 
 tta = La / va   or   tta(t) = La / Va(na(t) /La)  (9) 
 
For one arc, equations (7-10) specify the arc traffic flow model. It worth noting that mono-dimensional fluid 
assumption is not granted by any travel time function, thus some preliminary condition, usually addressed as 
FIFO rule, should be imposed about travel time function (Astarita, 1996), such as: 
 
 (1+ ∂tta(t) / ∂t) > 0   or   1 > ∂tta(t) / ∂t tta 
 
This condition, which also assures non-negative flows, is granted only by quite simple travel time functions. 
In a broad sense speed-density coupling is not granted since inflow immediately propagates to outflow.  
 
MACRO-DC DNL may be specified by adding to any of the above presented equations (7-9) a flow 
conservation equation for each node, provided that the so called FIFO rule is assured by the adopted travel 
time function (see for instance Friesz et al, 1993; Wie et al, 1990; Wu et al, 1998; Xu et al,  1999). A 
comprehensive formulation and in-depth analysis is reported in chapter 7 in Cascetta (2001). It has been 
recently addressed whether such models  may effectively deal with limited storage capacity of downstream 
arcs (Wu et al, 1998; Xu et al,  1999). 
 
Solution for real scale applications requires discretisation over time of equation (7), leading back to equation 
(1b), and equation (8). The effect of immediate propagation of inflow to outflow can be reduced by dividing 
the arc into smaller segments. This way discrete space and discrete time models are obtained, as described in 
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the next section 3.3. It should be noted that mono-dimensional fluid assumption as well as speed-density 
coupling are no longer assure under discretisation.  
 
Recently Rubio-Ardanaz et al (2003) proposed a solution of MACRO-DC by considering a polynomial 
approximation of involved functions over time; the greater the number of used points the better the 
approximation is. The degree of best polynomial is still an open issue, even though some indications are 
provided. 
 
3.2 Continuous space and continuous time models 
Continuous space and continuous time macroscopic arc models (MACRO-CC) are specified by a differential 
equation over space and time among flow, fa(x, t), density, ka(x, t), and speed, va(x, t), functions and a 
conservation equation. Assuming that no exit or entry occurs at point x, these equations, resembling 
equations (1c) and (2), are given below for each arc a: 
 
  ∂ka(x, t) / ∂t + ∂fa(x, t) / ∂x = 0                            (10)    
 fa(x, t) = ka(x, t) ⋅ va(x,t)                                              (11) 
 
together with some boundary conditions. A speed model should also be included.   
 
In first order models (MACRO-CC1) a stationary speed-density function is adopted (eqn 3) for each arc a: 
 
 va = Va(ka)  or   va(x,t) = Va(ka(x, t))  (12a) 
 
For one arc, equations (10-12a) specify the well-known LWR model (Lightill and Whitman, 1955) whose 
solution leads to the kinematic wave theory (Richards, 1956). (A review in Daganzo, 1995b.) 
 
In second order models (MACRO-CC2) the speed model is specified through an equation about acceleration, 
dv/dt, like the well-known model proposed by Payne (1971): 
 
 ∂va(x, t)/∂t + va(x, t) ⋅ ∂va(x, t)/∂x = (Va(ka (x,t)) − va(x,t))/τREC − (αANT/τREC) ∂ka(x, t)/∂x (12b) 
 
where τREC and αANT are parameters to be calibrated. These models have been criticized and revised over the 
years (see for instance Ross, 1988 and Papageorgiou et al, 1989), declared deceased (Daganzo, 1995c) and 
resurrected (Aw and Rascle, 2000; Rascle 2002), since their solutions may present some counter-intuitive 
features. Anyhow they seem better suited for simple motorway networks, rather than complex urban ones.  
 
MACRO-CC DNL may be specified by adding to any of the above presented models a flow conservation 
equation for each node. Some problems may arise to address this issue, especially when trying to deal with 
limited storage capacity of downstream arcs. It worth noting that mono-dimensional fluid assumption as well 
as speed-density coupling are implicitly granted by the differential model (10-12). 
 
Solution for real scale applications requires discretisation over time and space of equation (10) (and 12b) if 
the case) leading back to equation (1c). This way discrete space and discrete time models are obtained, as 
described in the next section 3.3. It should be noted that mono-dimensional fluid assumption as well as 
speed-density coupling are no longer assure under discretisation.  
 
Newell (1993a, 1993b) proposed a solution approach by considering only arc inflow and outflow profiles, 
thus leading to some sort of MACRO-DC models, described in section 3.1. 
 
3.3 Discrete space and discrete time models 
Discrete space and discrete time macroscopic arc models (MACRO-DD) are specified by a finite difference 
equation over space and time. With reference to arc a, not explicit introduced for simplicity’s sake, let 
 
vmax  be the maximum (or free-flow) speed, 
∆t   be the time discretisation step, 
∆x  be the space discretisation step, with ∆x > vmax ∆t to avoid that during a time interval flow may travel 

more than space interval (this condition is greatly useful to implement solution algorithms), 
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wjk =  uj+1,k  be the outflow from space interval j during the k-th time interval, 
ujk = wj-1,k  be the inflow into space interval j during the k-th time interval, 
njk   be the number of vehicles within space interval j at the end of the k-th time interval, 
kjk = njk / ∆x   be the (average) density within space interval j at the end of the k-th time interval, 
vjk be the (space average) speed of vehicles within space interval j during the k-th time interval. 
 
Assuming that no exit or entry occurs in a space interval, these equations, to be compared with equations 
(1b) and (2) or (7) and (8), are given below: 
 
 (njk − njk-1) / ∆t + wjk − wj-1,k = 0   (13) 
 wjk = (njk / ∆x) ⋅ vjk    (14) 
  
together with some boundary conditions about w0,k and nj0. A speed model should also be included.   
 
In first order models (MACRO-DD1) a stationary speed-density function is adopted (eqn 3) for each arc: 
 
 vjk = V(njk / ∆x)    (15) 
 
or similar specifications. 
 
MACRO-CC DNL may be specified by adding a flow conservation equation for each node to equations (13-
15) for each arc, thus leading to the basis of the well-known cell model (Daganzo, 1994a,b 1995a). This 
model has been further detailed also including limited storage capacity of downstream arcs.  
 
In second order models (MACRO-DD2) the speed model is specified through the discretisation over time 
and space of an equation about acceleration. For instance this way METANET model can be obtained 
(Papageorgiou and Korsialos, 1998). 
 
Some inconsistency may arise among number of users on arc, speed and outflow against intuitive analysis. In 
particular, mono-dimensional fluid assumption is not generally granted, but the shorter the space 
discretisation step, the  better is the approximation. Moreover, speed-density coupling is only approximately 
granted, but the shorter the time discretisation step, the  better is the approximation.  
 
Apart any other consideration solution for real scale applications can quite easily carried out.  
 
5 From DNL to DTA 
All the previously described macroscopic DNL models provide arc flows and travel times, given boundary 
conditions, which may be based on path flows. Then they may be combined with a duly defined model 
simulating travel time consistency, thus allowing  to compute path travel times. These values may be used to 
define transportation costs, which may include other attributes such monetary costs, penalty for early/late 
arrival (departure) wrt a desired time. These attributes can be used as input variables for the demand model 
to obtained path flows consistent with given O-D demand flows and assumed choice behaviour, leading to a 
full DTA model. This whole procedure has been outlined by Cascetta (2001), but still never be applied to 
real size cases. Most reported proposals are based on implicit path choice analysis by considering some 
rather simple approaches, such diversion fractions at nodes, or instantaneous shortest paths revised while-
trip, etc.. Thus it still seems an open issue whether and how an explicit demand model may be combined 
with macroscopic supply models. Therefore macroscopic DTA may not yet be considered a closed issue. 
 
6 Conclusions 
Even though at a first glance all the macroscopic models may seem equivalent from the solution point-of-
view, apart from the polynomial approach for MACRO-DC, is still an open issue which relationships hold 
among different kinds of models. A more efficient solution approach may be devised by combining space 
and time discretisation with the polynomial approach. 
 
Anyhow it should be stressed that all the macroscopic models show an radical inconsistency as they are 
based on stationary speed-density  relations. On the other hand these models, when duly specified, are a 
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generalisation of static models, since under constant demand time profile provide a flow pattern which tend 
to static one as time approaches infinite. 
 
Other issues worth of further research work seem the extension to multi-user DNL and to some sort of 
spillback modelling (if feasible), and at for urban networks the effect traffic lights on modelling formulation. 
 
All the above issues should be addressed through theoretical investigations as well as applications to toy and 
real networks, including a comparison with mesoscopic and microscopic models, and an analysis of the cases 
when their application can be most effective. 
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Abstract 
In this paper a new analytical multiclass dynamic network loading (DNL) model as part of a simulation-
based dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model is proposed. In contrast to many other proposed DNL 
models, this model will explicitly deal with queuing and spillback without having to rely on link travel time 
functions as input. As will be illustrated in the paper, using link travel times is likely to under- or 
overestimate the true travel times in a dynamic model if queues are considered. The proposed DNL model 
consists of a link model and a node model. The link model computes queue inflows and potential outflows, 
while the node model determines the actual outflows depending on the node structure. In the end, the link 
travel times are computed backwards in time. The model has been implemented in the INDY DTA software 
and an application shows that the approach is viable in real-life networks. 
 
1  Introduction 
In order to analyze transportation networks for planning purposes, traffic assignment models have shown to 
be a useful tool. For this reason these models have been applied for many years now. Although static models 
are still widely used, the theory and practice of dynamic models have evolved significantly over the last 10 
years. This resulted in a shift of focus from static traffic assignment to dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) in 
both research and (commercial) applications.  
 
DTA models typically describe route choice behaviour of travellers on a transportation network and the way 
in which traffic dynamically propagates through the network. A nice overview of DTA approaches is given 
in Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001). Two main approaches can be distinguished, namely (i) a pure analytical 
approach, and (ii) a simulation-based approach. In the pure analytical approach, the DTA problem (typically 
formulated as a variational inequality problem) is directly solved by using well-known optimization 
techniques. Examples are models proposed by Ran and Boyce (1996), Chen and Hsueh (1998), and Bliemer 
and Bovy (2003). These models are usually limited to small hypothesized networks, as they use solution 
procedures that do not take advantage of the specific characteristics of the transportation problems. On the 
other hand, simulation-based models are specifically designed for transportation problems and can handle 
larger and more realistic networks. These simulation-based DTA models are nowadays widely available and 
can define the problem either on a microscopic level (e.g., PARAMICS, AIMSUN2 with a micro-simulator 
propagating the network flows), a mesoscopic level (e.g., DYNASMART, INTEGRATION), or on a 
macroscopic level (e.g., INDY, MARPLE with a dynamic network loading procedure performing the flow 
propagation).  
 
While microsimulation-based models are best for (small area) urban transport networks and intersections, 
macrosimulation-based models are most suitable for (large area) motorway networks. As microsimulation 
models have to store data for all vehicles that are simultaneously on the network, computer memory becomes 
the limiting factor. The number of variables in macroscopic models is independent of the number of vehicles, 
therefore these models are more easily scalable and are faster in computation time. This way, dynamic traffic 
                                                 
* The author would like to thank Erik Versteegt, Edwin van Veldhoven, Muriël Poelman, and Ana Barros from The 
Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) for their contributions and the implementation of the 
model into the INDY DTA software. INDY can be downloaded and is free to use on networks with maximum 25 zones, 
see www.tno.nl/indy, and uses the Omnitrans graphical user-interface, which can be downloaded from 
www.omnitrans.nl.  
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assignment is even possible for large area networks with millions of vehicles (see e.g. Bliemer et al., 2005, 
where a country-wide network of the Netherlands is considered). On the other hand, microscopic simulation 
models can more easily deal with different vehicle types (in terms of different speed characteristics, e.g. cars 
and trucks), while many macroscopic models are limited to a single vehicle type. Furthermore, queuing and 
spillback are typically difficult to implement into a dynamic network loading procedure for macroscopic 
models. 
 
In this paper we will propose an analytical dynamic network loading (DNL) procedure in which queuing and 
spillback are taken into account in a multiclass setting with different vehicle types. Attempts of others have 
some strong restrictions, as will be pointed out in Section 2, while the model proposed in this paper does not 
rely on these (unrealistic) restrictions. This will lead to a completely time-responsive dynamic queuing 
model without any assumptions on stationary inflows, queue lengths, and/or outflow capacities. The key to 
the dynamic queuing model is that we do not rely on travel time functions that look forward in time, but only 
use queuing and exit functions that look backward in time. The formulation correctly deals with time-varying 
link attributes, such as inflow and outflow capacities and maximum speeds, such that a wide range of 
dynamic traffic management (DTM) measures can be incorporated. 
 
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, in Section 2 a brief description of other models proposed in the 
literature to include queuing in analytical dynamic network loading will be given, in which the underlying 
assumptions for validity will be discussed. In Section 3 the proposed DTA model framework will be 
introduced, in which the DNL model consisting of two main components: (i) a link model, and (ii) a node 
model. The link and node model will be described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 describes 
outcomes of an application on a real-life network using a new version of the INDY model in which the 
proposed dynamic queuing model is implemented. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.  
 
2  Approaches of queuing in dynamic network loading models 
Many macroscopic simulation-based DTA models use DNL models that propagate the traffic flow on the 
links using link travel time functions (see e.g. Astarita, 1996; Wu, 1998; Chabini, 2001; Bliemer et al., 
2004), which relate the travel time to the number of vehicles on the link at the time of link entrance. 
Although these models will generally be able to give good estimates for average travel times and flows, 
dealing with specific phenomena such as spillback and DTM measures in which changes in capacities play 
an important role constitute weak points. This is mainly due to the fact that the (forecasted) travel times are 
assumed fixed while traversing the link, while in reality the travel time is not known before a vehicle exits 
the link, as there may be dynamically changing queues and dynamically changing outflow restrictions. Also, 
they often predict delays inside the bottleneck instead of upstream the bottleneck. 
 
In the literature a few possible approaches for dealing with queues and spillback have been proposed. Often, 
these models consider a horizontal queue (as opposed to the unrealistic vertical queues) on a link that is 
artificially split up into a free-moving part followed by a queuing part. There are typically two difficulties: 
(a) the queue length may change while traversing the link, and  
(b) the outflow capacity may change while traversing the link. 
By means of trajectories illustrated in Figure 1 we will explain the differences in the approaches and how 
they deal with the above mentioned difficulties.  
 
Consider a link with a free-moving and a queuing part. In the figure is depicted how the queue grows and 
shrinks over time. Furthermore, consider a vehicle entering the link at time instant t. We are interested to 
know what time instant this vehicle will exit the link.  
 
Ran and Boyce (1996) proposed a model in which the queue length at link entrance (time t ) is considered, 
and then compute the link exit time computing the time in the free-moving part and in the queuing part, 
assuming that neither the queue length, nor the outflow capacity will change (which we will call an 
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instantaneous queue approach). This leads to exit time .It However, the queue length may change (due to 
vehicles entering the queue from the free-moving part and vehicles leaving the queue flowing out of the 
link). This problem was solved by He (1997) by realizing that all vehicles that are in the free-moving part at 
time t will have entered the queue when our considered vehicle enters the queue. By assuming a fixed 
outflow capacity, it is possible to determine the exact queue length, which leads to an exit time of IIt  (so-
called variable queue approach). Note that their approach is only valid if no overtaking finds place in the 
free-moving part, hence it will not hold in case of multiple vehicle types where first-in-first-out (FIFO) does 
not hold between all vehicles. Roels and Perakis (2004) do not require FIFO to hold in the free-moving part, 
as they look backwards from the tail of the queue. However, they also compute the travel time assuming that 
the outflow capacity does not change. In this paper we propose an approach that also does not require FIFO 
to hold in the free-moving part, but can take changing outflow capacities into account (so-called dynamic 
queue approach). For example, if the outflow capacity decreases at 't  (e.g., due to spillback, or DTM 
measures, or even just by changing composition of vehicles in the queue with respect to directions, etc), then 
the actual exit time will be .IIIt  All other described approaches will therefore yield an underestimation of the 
link travel time. Similarly, it can be shown (assuming a decreasing queue length and an increasing outflow 
capacity) that the other approaches will give an overestimation of the link travel time. Clearly, the true travel 
time is not known until the time of exiting the link, hence using link travel time functions may yield incorrect 
travel times that are not consistent with capacity constraints.  

 

queue

time

space

t

't
It
IIt

IIIt

 
Figure 1:  Different queuing approaches 

 
Besides approaches splitting links into two parts, other approaches exist, such as the cell transmission model 
(CTM, Daganzo, 1994), and the recently proposed link transmission model (LTM, Yperman et al., 2006). As 
these models rely on FIFO, multiple vehicle types cannot be taken into account, although they have the 
advantage that shockwaves are included. 
 
3  Model framework 
Consider a given transport network ( , )G N A=  consisting of nodes N and directed links A having certain 
attributes, and a given dynamic vehicle type specific travel demand ( )rs

mD k  for each origin-destination (OD) 
pair ( , ),r s  each vehicle type m, and each departure time k. The DTA model framework, depicted in Figure 2, 
is a typical route-based framework consisting of three main parts: (1) a route set generation model, (2) a 
route choice model, and (3) a dynamic network loading model. The first two models are the same as in the 
INDY model described in Bliemer et al. (2003) and will only be briefly described here. The main focus in 
this paper will be on the dynamic network loading model. 
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The route generation model aims to determine a set of routes rs

mP  for each origin-destination (OD) pair and 
each vehicle type. Two approaches are used, namely a Monte Carlo approach (adapted from Catalano and 
Van der Zijpp, 2001) and a static traffic assignment approach. In the Monte Carlo approach the link travel 
times are assumed stochastic, in which a new fastest path is determined using the current draws for the link 
travel times and then added to the route set. The static traffic assignment approach uses the well-known 
deterministic static assignment of the OD matrix (the time period with the highest travel demand) and returns 
all used routes (and also initial path proportions for the dynamic assignment). If certain links are not 
accessible for certain vehicle types, then the routes using these links are removed from the corresponding 
vehicle type specific route set. 
 
The route choice model aims to determine a stochastic dynamic multiclass user-equilibrium based on the 
actual route travel times (or generalized costs including e.g. tolls). In each iteration, new route flow 
proportions over route set rs

mP  are computed using a relative multinomial logit or path-size logit model. This 
yields new route flow rates ( )rs

mf k  that are passed on to the dynamic network loading model. In order to 
speed up convergence, the method of successive averages (MSA) is adopted on the route flow level.  
 
The dynamic network loading (DNL) model simulates the route flows ( )rs

mf k  along the links in the network. 
This model is at the heart of the DTA model and is also the most computationally intensive part. A 
completely new DNL model has been developed and added to INDY, which has dynamic queuing 
possibilities and does not have the drawbacks from most DNL models based on link travel time functions 
(see the previous section). This DNL model consists of a link model and a node model. Both will be 
discussed in detail in the next sections. 
 
 

( )am tτ( )rs
mpf k

Travel demand

( )rs
mD k

( )rs
mpq t ( )rs

mpv t

rs
mP

Dynamic network loading model

Link model

Node model

Route choice model

Route generation model Network

( , )G N A=

 
 

Figure 2:  DTA model framework 
 
4  Link model 
The link model is part of the analytical DNL model and describes the propagation of the flow through each 
link, taking into account different speeds for different vehicle types and a dynamic horizontal queue. The 
main outcomes are the link inflows, queue inflows, queue lengths, and link travel times. 
 
Consider a link a A∈  in network G for which the following attributes are given: link length aL  [km], 
maximum speeds per vehicle type max

amϑ  [km/h], and a queue density aJ  [pcu1/km]. Also, an unrestricted 
inflow capacity aC  [pcu/h] is given for each link, however this attribute will only be used by the node model, 
                                                 
1 Passenger car unit (pcu), which in our case it is a measure of road space occupancy of a certain vehicle type compared 
to passenger cars. 
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see Section 5. As mentioned in Section 2, we will (artificially) split each link into a free-moving part and a 
queuing part, conform Figure 3. The lengths of the free-moving part and the queuing part, denoted by ( )f

aL t  
and ( )q

aL t  respectively, are variables in the model. In case there is no queue, ( ) ,f
a aL t L=  while in case the 

queue covers the entire link (and hence spillback to previous links may occur), ( ) .q
a aL t L=  Splitting the link 

into these two parts is also important from a multiple vehicle type point of view. In the queue all vehicle 
types are assumed to travel at the same speed, which seems, while in the free-moving part vehicle types may 
travel at different speeds and may overtake each other. Hence, first-in-first-out (FIFO) need not be satisfied 
among different vehicle types (but typically is assumed to hold within each vehicle class), which has 
important consequences for the model. The model proposed here explicitly deals with this situation. 
 

( )amU t ( )amV t
( )f

amX t ( )q
amX t

( )amQ t

( )q
aL t( )f

aL t

( )amU t ( )amV t
( )f

amX t ( )q
amX t

( )amQ t

( )q
aL t( )f

aL t

 
 

Figure 3:  Link variables 
 
The variables ( ),amU t  ( ),amQ t  and ( )amV t  denote the cumulative link inflow, cumulative queue inflow, and 
cumulative outflow of link a at time t, respectively. In case there is no queue, ( ) ( ).am amQ t V t=  The number of 
vehicles of each vehicle type in the free-moving part, ( ),f

zmX t  and the number of vehicles in the queuing 
part, ( ),q

zmX t  then are 
  

( ) ( ) ( ), andf
am am amX t U t Q t= −  (1)

 

( ) ( ) ( ).q
am am amX t Q t V t= −  (2)

 

The link inflow rate ( )rs
ampu t  is determined by the corresponding outflow rate ' ( )rs

a mpv t of the previous link 'a  
on route p, or (in case link a is the first link on route p) given by the route flow rate ( ).rs

mpf t  This leads to the 
following flow conservation constraint: 

 

' ( ), if '  is the previous link on route ,
( )

( ), if  is the first link on route .

rs
a mprs

amp rs
mp

v t a p
u t

f t a p
⎧⎪= ⎨
⎪⎩

 (3)

  

Then the vehicle type m specific cumulative inflow ( )amU t  into (and cumulative outflow ( )amV t out of) link a 
till time t can be computed as 

 

0
( , )

( ) ( ), with ( ) ( ) ,
rs

m

trs rs rs
am amp amp amp

r s p P

U t U t U t u d
ω

ω ω
=

∈

= =∑ ∑ ∫  (4)
 

0
( , )

( ) ( ), with ( ) ( ) .
rs

m

trs rs rs
am amp amp amp

r s p P

V t V t V t v d
ω

ω ω
=

∈

= =∑ ∑ ∫  (5)
 

It is important to note that the link outflow rates ( )rs
ampv t  are determined by the node model (see next section) 

taking capacity constraints into account, and are not determined by a flow propagation constraint as usual in 
a link model using link travel time functions. As mentioned in Section 2, using flow propagation based on 
link travel time functions may violate capacity constraints. In our model, only the outflow out of the free-
moving part (which is the same as the inflow into the queuing part) is determined by a flow propagation 
constraint, which does not corrupt any existing capacity constraints at the end of the link. Instead of 
determining a travel time (for the free-moving part) at the time of link entrance, only a speed is computed per 
vehicle type. The reason for that is the following. The travel time of the free-moving part cannot be 
determined at the time of link entrance, as the length of the free-moving part ( )f

aL t  may change before 
reaching the queue (due to new vehicles entering the queue and due to vehicles leaving the queue depending 
on changing outflow capacities). Therefore, the flow propagation constraint for the free-moving part uses 
past speeds ( )amϑ ⋅  and determines which vehicles will enter the tail of the queue at time t. By looking 
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backward in time at these speeds (and assuming that they remain constant for each vehicle type while 
traversing the link), the correct queue lengths can be determined at all times, even in the case of different 
vehicle types that can overtake. The speeds ( )am tϑ  can be determined as a (decreasing) function of the 
number of vehicles of all types on the free-flowing part. However, this could potentially violate FIFO within 
each vehicle type. Choosing max( ) ,am amtϑ ϑ=  which is not unreasonable for the free-moving part, overcomes 
this problem. 
 
Assume a given link-specific queue density2 aJ  (in passenger car units, pcu, per km). The total number of 
pcu’s in the queue is defined by ( ),q

m amm
X tρ∑  where mρ  denotes the vehicle type specific pcu-value. The 

length of the free-moving part, ( ),f
aL t  can then be determined as 

 

( )
( ) ( ), where  ( ) .

q
m amf q q m

a a a a
a

X t
L t L L t L t

J
ρ

= − = ∑  (6)

  

Note that if ( ) ,q
a aL t L=  spillback will occur to previous link(s) by restricting the inflow into link a, see the 

node model in Section 5. A vehicle of type m entering link a at time ω  with speed ( )ϑ ω  will reach the tail 
of the queue at time t if  ( )( ) / ( ) .f

a amL t tω ϑ ω+ ≤  Hence, the cumulative queue inflow is given by 
 

( )

( )( ) ( ) , with  ( ) | .
( )

f
rs rs a
amp ampt

am

L tQ t u d t t
ω

ω ω ω ω
ϑ ω∈Ω

⎧ ⎫
= Ω = + ≤⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
∫  (7)

 

Then, the queue inflow rates ( )rs
ampq t  and the total cumulative queue inflow ( )amQ t  can be computed as 

 

( )
( ) , and

rs
amprs

amp

dQ t
q t

dt
=  (8)

 

( , )
( ) ( ).

rs
m

rs
am amp

r s p P

Q t Q t
∈

= ∑ ∑  (9)
 

Note that no travel times need to be computed for the flow propagation. However, the link travel times are 
usually an important output of the model, hence we will compute them afterwards. The computation of the 
link travel times is performed backwards in time for each link, as it is not until a vehicle leaves the link that 
the actual travel time for that vehicle is known. Consider a certain vehicle that exits link a at time 1.t  Then 
due to FIFO in the queuing part (keeping the order of the vehicles in the queue) the time of entering the tail 
of the queue is 2 ,t  where 2 1( ) ( ).am amQ t V t=  If FIFO also holds for the free-moving part,3 then that vehicle 
entered the link at time 3 ,t  where 3 2 1( ) ( ) ( ).am am amU t Q t V t= =  This results in a link travel time of 1 3.t t−  In 
general, the link travel time ( )am tτ  for type m vehicles entering link a at time t is given by 
  

( )1( ) ( ) .am am amt V U t tτ −= −  (10)
 
5  Node model 
As a second part of the analytical DNL model, the node model relates the inflows into and outflows out of 
each node. In doing this, it takes into account the inflow capacities into the outgoing links, and the potential 
outflow rates coming from the incoming links. The capacity constraints of links are therefore completely 
managed by the node model, not by the link model. The outcomes of the node model are the OD-dependent, 
path-dependent and vehicle type dependent dynamic outflow rates ( ).rs

ampv t   

                                                 
2 Considering this value as a constant may seem a rather restricting assumption, as the queue density may depend on 
how fast the queue moves (i.e., the outflow rate). However, the link definition with two parts is artificial and as such the 
queue density may be used as a parameter for calibrating the link travel times, which is the main output of the model. 
Although the exact moment of spillback may not be completely accurate, it is our belief that this deviation is within 
acceptable bounds by assuming a constant queue density. 
3 FIFO will hold by definition if the speeds are constant for the free-moving part, as explained before. In case the speed 
is a general function of the vehicles on the free-moving part, FIFO may not hold. In that case, the time of link entrance 
cannot be computed directly, but can still be determined based on the history of the speeds.  
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Consider a node n N∈  in network G. Each node n has a set in ( )B n  of incoming links and a set out ( )B n  of 
outgoing links, see Figure 4. Each incoming link in ( )a B n∈  has some potential outflow rates ( ),rs

ampv t  
consisting of vehicles arriving at the end of the link (queued or not queued) at time t. However, the actual 
outflow rates ( )rs

ampv t  may be smaller than these potential outflow rates due to inflow capacity restrictions. 
Each outgoing link out ( )b B n∈  has a certain inflow capacity in ( )bC t  which can change over time due to queue 
spillbacks or DTM measures. The potential outflow rates in the direction of link b have to share this limiting 
capacity.  
 

( )rs
ampv t

n

a

in ( )B n out ( )B n

b
( )b

amv t
in ( )bC t

 
 

Figure 4:  Node variables 
 
Let us first define these inflow capacities and potential outflow rates. The inflow capacity in ( )bC t  depends on 
whether the queue on link b is spilling back or not (or if a DTM measure changes the inflow capacity). If 
there is no spillback (i.e., ( )q

b bL t L< ), then the inflow capacity is equal to the unrestricted capacity .bC  On 
the other hand, if there is spillback, then the inflow capacity is set to the current outflow out of that link. 
Mathematically, 

 

in

( , )

, if  ( ) ,
( ) ( ), otherwise.

rs
m

q
b b b

rsb m bmp
r s m p P

C L t L
C t v tρ

∈

⎧ <⎪= ⎨
⎪⎩
∑∑ ∑  (11)

 

In order to compute the potential outflow rates ( ),rs
ampv t  we have to determine the flow rates at the head of the 

queue.4 In case there is no queue, the potential outflow rates are simply equal to ( ).rs
ampq t  However, if there is 

a queue, it will be assumed that all lanes will be used by vehicles in the queue and that the total potential 
outflow is equal to the capacity of the link,5 .aC  The potential outflow rates are then functions of earlier 
queue inflow rates *( ( )),rs

amp aq t t  where *( )at t  is the time instant in which the vehicles now at the head of the 
queue entered the tail of the queue. Since FIFO holds in the queuing part, this time instant can easily be 
determined by ( )* 1( ) ( )a a at t Q V t−=  using the cumulative queue inflow in pcu, ( ) ( ),a m amm

Q t Q tρ=∑  and 
cumulative outflow in pcu, ( ) ( ).a m amm

V t V tρ=∑  Of importance is, that the outflow rate proportions are 
conserved between each OD-pair, each path, and each vehicle type (again, due to FIFO). Therefore, the 
proportions between the queue inflow rates *( ( ))rs

amp aq t t  should transfer to proportions of the potential outflow 
rates sharing the link capacity .aC  Hence, the potential outflow rates are determined by 

 

*

' ' *
' ' '

( ', ') ' '

( ), if  ( ) 0,
( ( ))( ) , otherwise.

( ( ))
rs

m

rs q
amp b

rsrs amp aamp
ar s

m am p a
r s m p P

q t L t
q t tv t C

q t tρ
∈

⎧ =
⎪⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎪⎩
∑ ∑ ∑

 (12)

 

                                                 
4 Without loss of generality, the end of the link is referred to as the head of the queue, even if the queue length is zero. 
5 The assumption made here is that the capacity is reached when there is a queue, while in real life this may not hold. 
Again we stress here that, just like the queuing density, the capacity is a parameter for calibrating the link travel times 
(and queue lengths) and may not have a completely similar interpretation in traffic flow theory. 
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Since multiple paths can use the same outgoing link, the directional potential outflow rates ( )b

amv t  describing 
the (vehicle type specific) outflow from link a to link b will be used (see also Figure 4), defined by 
  

{ }( , ) |

( ) ( ).
rs

m

b rs
am amp

r s p P b p

v t v t
∈ ∈

= ∑ ∑  (13)
 

Knowing the boundaries on the inflows and outflows, the actual outflow rates ( )rs
ampv t  should be determined. 

The determination of these actual outflow rates is not trivial for a general node with multiple incoming and 
outgoing links and with multiple vehicle types. In the cell transmission model of Daganzo (1995), these 
outflow rates are computed for a simple merge and a simple diverge. These computations are essentially 
based on a linear programming (LP) problem in which the throughput of the node is maximized subject to 
capacity constraints and proportion conservation constraints. Adopting this idea, and extending it to a general 
node with multiple in- and outgoing links and multiple vehicle types, leads to the following LP formulation: 

 

in out( ) ( ) ( )

max ( )
b
am

b
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v t ma B n b B n

v t
∈ ∈
∑ ∑ ∑  (14)

  

s.t.                                        
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( ) ( )
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b b
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The objective function is the total outflow through node n at time t, Eqns. (15) and (16) describe the outflow 
and inflow constraints, respectively, and Eqns. (17)–(19) ensure flow proportion conservation. These 
proportion conservation constraints typically hold for freeway traffic if we assume that flow in a capacity 
constraint direction also constrains flow in other directions. This is because we assume a single queue on 
each link. If multiple queues for different directions are required (such as different lanes for different 
directions at intersections), then multiple links should be created. Constraints can be adapted or added in 
order to simulate different priorities of different links. It can be shown that solving LP problem (14)–(19) 
yields the following analytical expression for the solution (see Bliemer, 2005): 

 

out '

in
'' ( )\{ '| ( ) 0}
'

'

( )( ) min ( ), ( ) .
( )b

am

b
b b am
am am bbb B n b v t

m a m
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⎩ ⎭

∑∑
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Clearly from this expression, the actual outflow is either the potential outflow if the capacity constraints are 
not binding, or the actual outflow is a proportion of the available capacity. Knowing the directional outflow 
rates, the OD-pair and path dependent actual outflow rates ( )rs

ampv t  can be determined by 
 

( )( ) ( ).
( )

b
rs rsam
amp ampb

am

v tv t v t
v t

=  (21)

  

As an example to illustrate the capacity distribution in the node model, consider a node with two incoming 
and two outgoing links (See Figure 5). Furthermore, assume that two vehicle types are present. The 
directional potential outflow rates ( )b

amv t  and the inflow capacities in ( )bC t  are given, where the potential 
outflow rates have already been converted to pcu’s for convenience. What can be observed is that link 3 is 
the bottleneck with a capacity of 2,000 pcu/h, while in total 2,500 pcu/h would like to enter this link. Link 3 
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will be used at capacity, constraining the outflows out of links 1 and 2 in the direction of link 3. Because the 
flows from these links are constrained, the flows to link 4 will also be constrained (although 4,500 pcu/h 
could potentially flow into link 4, only 3,600 pcu/h actually enters link 4).  
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Figure 5:  Application of the node model on a two-link in, two-link out node 
 
6  Application 
The proposed model has been implemented (although currently only for one vehicle type) in the INDY DTA 
software and has been successfully tested on small test networks and correctly builds up queues upstream 
bottlenecks. The model presented in this paper is defined in continuous time, hence a discretization scheme 
was needed for implementation. This discretization scheme is not trivial, but it is beyond the scope of this 
paper to describe the discretization and the algorithm. Details can be found in Bliemer (2005). Here we will 
just briefly mention an application on a reasonably large real-life network.  
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Figure 6:  Voorne-Putten evacuation network 
 
  

The application involves an evacuation study in the Voorne-Putten area near Rotterdam in The Netherlands, 
see Figure 6. This area is surrounded by water and has only five exit points (as indicated) to get to the main 
land. Hence, in case of a flooding, the approximately 150,000 inhabitants of a few smaller cities have to 
evacuate using one of these five exit points. The aim of the study was to design evacuation plans for all 
inhabitants (consisting of the appointed exit points, routes, and departure times) that minimize the total 
evacuation time. The network consists of approximately 1,500 nodes and 6,000 directed links. In total there 
are 468 zones, of which 5 destinations and 463 origins. Results showed that evacuation of the city of 
Spijkenisse was the bottleneck. Long queues in the direction of exit point 4 existed in most scenarios (as 
indicated in the figure on the right-hand side), spilling back in multiple directions. The dynamic queuing 
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model in the DNL model seems to give plausible and realistic outcomes. More on the evacuation study can 
be found in Van Genugten (2005).  
 
7  Conclusions 
The newly proposed analytical multiclass dynamic network loading model with dynamic queuing has been 
described, consisting of a link model and a node model. The link model avoids the use of link travel time 
functions to maintain consistency between the travel times and dynamically changing queues. A general 
node model has been proposed to enable the distribution of the capacity to the corresponding directions. The 
model has been implemented in the INDY DTA software and has been successfully run on a fairly large real-
life network in the application presented. Special attention needs to be paid to gridlocks, as capacity 
constrained models typically may suffer from this, and our proposed model is no exception. It should be 
noted that the proposed model can handle dynamic changes of network attributes (by means of events in 
INDY), such as capacities, hence traffic lights and dynamic traffic management measures can be simulated. 
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0. Abstract 
 
This paper presents a method for including intersection delays in a flow-based traffic model. 
The original Multi-Commodity Link Transmission Model (MC LTM), a Dynamic Network 
Loading (DNL) model that is consistent with kinematic wave theory, is extended with 
delayed urban intersection models. Travel time as a function of traffic load becomes a 
monotonically increasing function, which is a desirable property in view of equilibrium 
calculation in DTA.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Modeling traffic flow propagation is one of the fundamental issues in dynamic traffic 
assignment (DTA) problems. The problem is known as the dynamic network loading (DNL) 
problem and consists of finding time-dependent route travel times given the time-dependent 
route flow rates. DNL models for simulation-based, iterative equilibrium DTA problems, are 
often classified in microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic simulation models.   

Microscopic simulation models, such as AIMSUN2 (Barcelo, 2002) describe traffic 
flow on the level of individual vehicles. Due to the stochastic nature of microscopic 
simulation models, one simulation run only represents one solution in a whole spectrum of 
possible solutions. Since route choices are made based on average travel times, one network-
loading step should be composed of several simulation runs. However, this procedure is 
generally too time-consuming in a DTA framework, since one micro-simulation run for a 
medium-sized network already requires high computational efforts. 

Dynamic network loading models that are used in mesoscopic DTA models, such as 
CONTRAM (Taylor, 2003), DYNASMART (Mahmassani et al., 2001) and DYNAMIT 
(Ben-Akiva et al., 2002) are less cumbersome computationally, but they are also less precise 
in the representation of traffic dynamics. CONTRAM uses a travel-time based traffic model 
that describes a vertical queuing process. The speed-flow functions yield incorrect densities 
and the physical extent of queues is ignored. DYNASMART and DYNAMIT use flow-based 
traffic models that propagate individual vehicles on links according to a modified Greenshield 
type speed-density relationship. Traffic description in these models suffers from drawbacks of 
realism.   

Macroscopic traffic flow theory is for example used in INDY (Bliemer et al., 2004). 
Ziliaskopoulos et al. (2004) and Szeto and Lo (2006) use the Cell Transmission Model (CTM, 
Daganzo, 1994) for Dynamic Network Loading. Yperman et al. (2006) have recently 
presented a DNL that is consistent with Newell’s simplified theory of kinematic waves 
(Newell, 1993): the Link Transmission Model (LTM). Kuwahara and Akamatsu (2001) 
proposed a similar approach to derive travel time functions, but their travel times do not 
correspond to actually experienced travel times. LTM shares the underlying theory and 
favorable properties that make traffic flow representation of the CTM superior to traditional 
approaches; it provides a first order correct prediction of queue spillbacks and dissipations. In 
addition, the computational complexity and the numerical discretisation error of the 
implementation are substantially smaller compared to the CTM. LTM is a multi-commodity 
model (i.e. traffic flows are disaggregated by route), enabling route choice information to be 
used within the DNL model.   

The original LTM describes traffic conditions on motorway networks with simple 
intersections. This paper presents an extension of the original LTM with refined intersection 



models for urban networks. Urban intersections impose both flow restrictions and intersection 
delays due to traffic lights and priorities of conflicting flows. After giving a short overview of 
the original LTM, the paper presents a method for including intersection delays in a flow-
based traffic model. A preliminary study on this topic was done by Durlin and Henn (2005). 
The paper ends with a case study, where the impact of these refinements and the 
consequences for equilibrium in DTA are illustrated.  
 
 
2. The original LTM 
 
2.1. Network representation 
Traffic networks consist of homogeneous links a, which start at place xa

0 and end at place xa
L. 

The links can have any length La and they are connected to each other via nodes. A route p is 
a series of links a and nodes n between an origin node r and a destination node s. Nodes have 
no physical length. They act merely as a flow exchange medium. A general motorway 
network can be represented by a combination of links and some basic nodes. Diverge nodes 
and merge nodes are respectively used to model diverging lanes/off-ramps and merging 
lanes/on-ramps. 
 
2.2. Simplified theory of kinematic waves 
The LTM uses Newell’s simplified theory of kinematic waves (Newell, 1993) to propagate 
traffic on links. This theory is based on the conservation of vehicles concept and it assumes a 
functional relation between the traffic flow q and density k, also known as the fundamental 
diagram of traffic flow (figure 1). The triangular shaped fundamental diagram is defined by 
three parameters: a fixed free-flow speed (vf), a maximum flow or capacity (qM) occurring at 
critical density kM and a jam density (k jam) (see figure 1). Traffic states on the increasing 
branch of the fundamental diagram (k < kM) hold vehicles travelling with a fixed free-flow 
speed vf. Traffic states on the decreasing branch (k > kM) are congested. Vehicles travel with a 
speed q/k.   

The evolution of traffic conditions on a link is described by a combination of the 
conservation law and the fundamental diagram. Traffic states travel at a wave speed dq/dk. In 
the simplified theory with a triangular shaped fundamental diagram, there are only two 
possible values of the wave speed, one positive (vf) for traffic states that hold free-flow traffic 
and one negative (w) for congested traffic states. A forward moving traffic state may intersect 
with a backward moving state in a shock, separating the free flow and the congested state. 
The evolution of traffic on the road network is in this model represented by the cumulative 
number of vehicles N(x,t) that pass the up- and downstream ends xa

0 and xa
L of each link a by 

time t. Cumulative vehicle numbers N(x,t) are disaggregated by route. Details on this multi-
commodity aspect can be found in Yperman et al. (2006). For notational convenience, the 
theory in this paper is further explained in terms of single commodity flows.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

figure 1: Triangular shaped fundamental diagram 
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2.3. Solution algorithm 
The LTM algorithm provides a discrete formulation of the continuum kW model of traffic 
flow. Traffic conditions are updated in successive time steps. For each time interval ∆t, the 
method involves three steps:  
 
Step 1: “For each link a, determine the sending flow at the downstream link end (xa

L) and the 
receiving flow at the upstream link end (xa

0 )”.  
 
The sending flow Sa(t) of link a at time t is defined as the maximum amount of vehicles that 
could leave the downstream end of this link during [t, t+∆t], if this link end were connected 
to a traffic reservoir with an infinite capacity.  
The receiving flow Ra(t) of link a at time t is defined as the maximum amount of vehicles that 
could enter the upstream end of this link during [t, t+∆t], if a traffic reservoir with an infinite 
traffic demand were connected to this link end.  
Sending and Receiving flows are determined based on Newell’s simplified theory of 
kinematic waves. A detailed analysis can be found in Yperman et al., (2006).  
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Step 2: “For each node n, determine the transition flows Gij (t) from the incoming links i ∈ In 
to the outgoing links j ∈ Jn, i.e. determine which parts of the sending and receiving flows can 
actually be sent and received (In (Jn) is the set of incoming (outgoing) links into node n)”.   
 
Transition flows Gij (t) are determined by node models. Node models hold some particular 
priority- and behavioural rules and they always obey to the conservation of vehicles concept. 
Transition flows for a diverge node with FIFO behavior and for a demand-proportional merge 
node are as follows: 

• diverge node:  ),(min
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Step 3: “For all link boundaries xa

0 and xa
L, update the cumulative vehicle numbers N(x,t)”.  
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3. Urban intersections 
 
The original LTM describes traffic conditions on motorway networks where merge and 
diverge node models represent basic motorway junctions. To describe traffic conditions on 
urban networks, we need to include urban intersection models, both for signalized and 
unsignalized intersections. Signalized and unsignalized intersections impose boundary 
conditions on the downstream boundaries of their incoming links. Two main effects are to be 
distinguished on these incoming links i: the capacity at the downstream link boundaries (xi

L) 
is constrained (cap(xi

L)) and vehicles on these links experience intersection delays Dint. Even 
if the constrained capacity cap(xi

L) is on average high enough to handle traffic demand, some 
vehicles still experience (intersection) delays waiting before red lights or waiting before 
conflicting priority streams.  



To incorporate capacity constraints and intersection delays, there are two possible solution 
methods: (i) explicitly simulating green and red stages (for signalized intersections) and gaps 
in conflicting priority streams (for unsignalized intersections), or (ii) considering the average 
effects of traffic lights and priority streams, without simulating them directly.  
The first solution method has three main disadvantages in the context of DTA: 

1) Explicit simulations of traffic light stages and gaps in traffic steams impose 
constraints on the simulation time step. Frequently changing boundary conditions 
require small simulation time steps. However, small time steps substantially increase 
computational complexity.  

2) Explicit simulations generate small fluctuations in route travel times over time due to 
stage alternations etc… However, drivers do not take into account these small travel 
time fluctuations for their route choice. Average travel times are more relevant.   

3) Due to their stochastic nature, explicit simulations yield one single solution in a 
whole spectrum of possible solutions. This single solution depends on an accidental 
combination of traffic lights offsets, accidental gap distributions in traffic streams 
etc… Since route choices are made based on average travel times, an average solution 
would be more relevant.   

In an attempt to overcome these disadvantages, we explore the second solution method, where 
the average effects of traffic lights and priority streams are considered indirectly.  
 
3.1. Capacity constraints and intersection delay formulae. 
In the past 5 decades, many formulae for capacity constraints and intersection delays have 
been proposed, both for signalized and unsignalized intersections.  
Signalized intersections impose the following trivial capacity constraints at the downstream 
link boundaries of their incoming links:  

,( )L
a M a

g
cap x q

c
=              (7) 

where cap(xa
L) = cap = capacity at the downstream end of link a (veh/s) 

g = effective green time (s) 
 c = cycle length (s) 
 qM,a = capacity of link a (veh/s). 
 
Signalized intersection delay formulae are generally described in terms of a deterministic and 
stochastic component to reflect both the fluid and random properties of traffic flow. The first, 
widely used approximate delay formula for signalized intersections was developed by 
Webster (1958) from a combination of theoretical and numerical simulation approaches: 
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  for qdem < cap       (8) 

where Dint = average intersection delay per vehicle (s) 
 qdem = traffic demand (veh/s). 
 
The first term in equation (8) represents delay when traffic can be considered arriving at a 
uniform rate (deterministic component), while the second term makes some allowance for the 
random nature of the arrivals (stochastic component). This is known as the “random delay”, 
assuming a Poisson arrival process. 
 
For unsignalized intersections, capacity and delay formulae are generally based on gap 
acceptance theory (Troutbeck and Brilon, 1997). Assuming a constant conflicting priority 
traffic flow qp (see figure 2) and an exponential distribution for priority stream headways, the 
following capacity equation for minor traffic flow was proposed by Drew (1968), Buckley 
(1962), and by Harders (1968), which these authors however, derived in a different manner: 
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where cap (xa
L) = cap = minor stream capacity (veh/s) 

 qp =  priority stream flow (veh/s) 
 tc = critical gap time (s) 
 tf = follow-up times (s). 

 
 

figure 2: Simple priority intersection 
 
A widely used average delay formula has been given by Harders (1968):  
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    for qdem < cap               (10) 

where qdem = minor stream traffic demand (veh/s).  
 
Formulae (9) and (10) are valid for non-saturated flows (qdem < cap) in free-flow traffic states. 
Adjusted delay formulae are applied for over-saturated flows (qdem = cap) in congested traffic 
states. In that case, arrivals at the intersection are uniform (queue discharge) and only the 
deterministic component of intersection delay needs to be taken into account. For signalized 
intersections, intersection delay becomes:  
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    for qdem = cap                (11) 

where qn = flow level in the congested traffic state (veh/s) 
 
For unsignalized intersections, we introduce a reduction factor a to neutralize the influence of 
random arrivals (validation of factor a belongs to future work): 
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    for qdem = cap               (12) 

Intersection delay formulae (8), (10), (11) and (12) are valid for steady states, assuming an 
infinite time period of stable traffic conditions. In reality, traffic flows are seldom stationary; 
the period over which demand is sustained, is  finite. When traffic demand changes, it takes 
some time to reach a new equilibrium intersection delay. This topic is discussed in the next 
section.  
 
3.2. Including intersection delays in a flow-based traffic model 
As opposed to travel-time based models such as CONTRAM, it is not self-evident to include 
intersection delays in a flow based model such as LTM, since travel time is not a basic 
variable in these models. Travel times are a result in flow based models, they are only 
determined after vehicles completed their journey. Therefore, intersection delays have to be 
taken into account indirectly.  

We propose to do this by holding up vehicles at the downstream link ends of 
incoming links, thereby introducing Point-Queues (P-Q’s) at these downstream link ends. 
Vehicles have to pass through these P-Q’s before they can exit the link. Times spent in P-Q’s 
correspond to the intersection delays.  

P-Q’s are determined by their inflow and outflow rate, and by the number of vehicles 
in the P-Q. Assume there is a P-Q at the end of link a (link a starts at place xa

0 and ends at 

priority stream 

minor stream 

qdem 

qp 

link a 



place xa
L). The entrance and the exit of this P-Q are respectively indicated by space-

coordinates xa
L and xa

L’. P-Q inflow rates q(xa
L,t) are easily determined: they correspond to 

link outflow rates in the original LTM (i.e. link outflow rates in case of empty P-Q’s).  The 
determination of P-Q outflow rates q(xa

L’,t) and the number of vehicles in a P-Q is illustrated 
here based on the example in figure 3:  

 
figure 3: Cumulative vehicle numbers of a P-Q 

 
• Steady state [t- , t0] 

For steady states, the P-Q outflow rate equals the P-Q inflow rate: 
'

0 0( ,[ , ]) ( ,[ , ])L L
a aq x t t q x t t− −=                     (13) 

This equation is used in the next section; algorithm step 3a; equation (21).  
The number of vehicles in the P-Q (NP-Q) is such that each vehicle experiences the 
presupposed delay Dint passing through this P-Q at given flow rate q(xa

L,[t-,t0]): 
'

0 0 int 0( ,[ , ]) ( ,[ , ]) ( ,[ , ])L L L
a a aN x t t N x t t D q x t t− − −− = ⋅                   (14) 

 
• Transition state [t0 , t2] 

Two steady states are separated by (at least one) transition state. In transition states, the P-Q 
outflow rate differs from the P-Q inflow rate to adjust the number of vehicles in the P-Q: 

'
0 2 0 2( ,[ , ]) ( ,[ , ])L L

a aq x t t q x t t≠                                 (15) 
 

o Transition state stage 1 [t0 , t1] 
Since we assume anisotropic traffic flows where vehicles only react to stimuli ahead of them 
(traffic conditions behind the vehicle do not influence driver behavior), the P-Q outflow rate 
in the first stage of the transition state equals the P-Q inflow rate of the original steady state, 
until the last vehicle of the original steady state has left the P-Q (note that we also assume 
FIFO-behavior): 

'
0 1 0( ,[ , ]) ( ,[ , ])L L

a aq x t t q x t t−=                     (16) 
This equation is used in the next section; algorithm step 3a; equations (22) and (23).  
The number of vehicles in the P-Q changes during time interval [t0 ,  t1] towards number 

'
1 1( , ) ( , )L L

a aN x t N x t− , which corresponds to the original intersection delay Dint at new flow rate 

0 1( ,[ , ])L
aq x t t .  

 
o Transition state stage 2 [t1 , t2] 

Following equations (8) and (10), smaller (higher) flow rates generally yield smaller (higher) 
intersection delays. In case of a decreasing (increasing) P-Q inflow rate in transition state 
stage 1 ([t0,t1]), the number of vehic les in the P-Q keeps decreasing (increasing) to realize the 

smaller (higher) intersection delay µ
intD  corresponding to the smaller (higher) flow rate 

µ
intD

q(xa
L’,t) 

NP-Q 

t- t+ 

q(xa
L,t) 

Dint 

N(xa
L,t) N(xa

L’,t) 

N(xa
0,t) 

t 

t2 
t1 

N(x,t) 

t0 



0 1( ,[ , ])L
aq x t t . Generally, this new number of vehicles in the P-Q will be reached as soon as 

possible. However, we want to prevent that a decreasing (increasing) P-Q inflow rate incites 
an increasing (decreasing) P-Q outflow rate. Therefore, the P-Q outflow rate stays equal 
during transition state stage 2, both for decreasing and increasing P-Q inflow rates in 
transition state stage 1: 

' '
1 2 0 1( ,[ , ]) ( ,[ , ])L L

a aq x t t q x t t=                     (17) 
This equation is used in the next section; algorithm step 3a; equations (22) and (23).  
The evolution of intersection delay during transition states is modeled here as a linear process 
with constant P-Q outflow rate. It might be interesting to explore the possibility of modeling 
an exponential process in transition state stage 2, since recent research results (Viti, 2004) 
indicate an exponential nature of this evolution.  
 

• Steady state [t2 , t+] 
The transition state continues until the desired number of vehicles in the P-Q corresponding to 
the new steady state is reached: 

µ'
int2 + 2 + 2 +( ,[t ,t ]) ( ,[t ,t ]) ( ,[t ,t ])L L L

a a aN x N x D q x− = ⋅                   (18) 

where µ
intD  is the intersection delay in the new steady state.  

 
The example in figure 3 involves non-saturated flows in free-flow traffic states. For over-
saturated flows in congested traffic states, the LTM algorithm takes into account that: 

• flow restrictions occur at the P-Q entrance and P-Q exit at the same time. The number 
of vehicles in the P-Q cannot decrease during congestion: 

' '
+ c( ,t ) ( , ) ( ,t ) ( , )L L L L

a a a a cN x N x t N x N x t+− ≥ −       (19) 
where tc is the time on which congestion is initiated (tc < t+). 
This equation is used in the next section; algorithm step 3a; equation (24).  

• delays due to over-saturation itself (i.e. due to flow exceeding capacity), are already 
taken into account by the original LTM. 

• intersection delays occur in addition to the above-mentioned delays. 
 
Other examples (e.g. increasing traffic flow rates, multiple transition states between two 
steady states, etc…) are treated analogously. The following algorithm is valid in general.  
 
3.3. Solution algorithm including intersection delays 
 
Step 1: “For each link a, determine the sending flow at the downstream link end (P-Q entry) 
and the receiving flow at the upstream link end”. 
 
Compared to the original LTM algorithm, signalized and unsignalized intersections impose an 
extra capacity constraint (cap(xa

L)) on the sending flow: 
0

,
,

( , ) min(( ( , ) ( , )) , , ( ) )L L Li
i i i M i i

f i

L
S x t N x t t N x t q t cap x t

v
= + ∆ − − ∆ ∆                 (20) 

 
Step 2: “For each node n, determine the transition flows Gij(t) from the incoming links i ∈ In 
to the outgoing links j ∈ Jn, i.e. determine which parts of the sending and receiving flows can 
actually be sent and received”. 
 
This step is the same as in the original LTM algorithm.  
 
Step 3: “For each node n, determine the transition flows G ij

’(t) from the incoming links i ∈ In 
to the outgoing links j ∈ Jn, i.e. determine which parts of the sending flows at the P-Q exit 
(i.e. '( , )L

iS x t ) can actually be sent”. 
 



In this step, a distinction is made between non-saturated and over-saturated flows. The 
argumentation from previous section 3.2. results in the following procedure:  
 
a) For non-saturated flows in free-flow traffic states (i.e. Si < Gi, where 

n

i ij
j J

G G
∈

= ∑ ):  

• determine the sending flow at the P-Q exit:   
' ' '( ) min( ( , ) , ( ( , ) ( , ))L L L
a a a aS t cap x t t N x t N x t t= ∆ − − ∆                  (21) 

if ' '( ( , ) ( , )) ( ( , ) ( , ))L L L L
a a a aN x t N x t t N x t N x t t− − ∆ = − − ∆  (steady state) 

' ' ' '
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 (22) 

if ' '( ( , ) ( , )) ( ( , ) ( , ))L L L L
a a a aN x t N x t t N x t N x t t− − ∆ < − − ∆       (transition state, decreasing P-Q inflow)  

' ' ' '
int

( , ) ( , )( ) min( ( , ) ,max(( ( , ) ( , ) , ( ( , ) ( , )))
L L

L L L L La a
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if ' '( ( , ) ( , )) ( ( , ) ( , ))L L L L
a a a aN x t N x t t N x t N x t t− − ∆ > − − ∆  (transition state, increasing P-Q inflow)  

where cap(xa
L,t) is determined by equation (7) (for signalized intersections) or equation (9) 

(for unsignalized intersections), and where intersection delay Dint is determined by equation 
(8) (signalized intersections) or equation (10) (unsignalized intersections), (where qdem = Si).   
 

• determine the transition flows Gij
’(t) following the procedure in step 2  

 
b) For over-saturated flows in congested traffic states (i.e. i iS G≥ ): 

' '
int

( , ) ( , )
( ) max(0 , ( , ) [ ( , ) ( , )] ( , ))

L L
L L L La a

i a a c a c a

N x t t N x t
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= + ∆ − − − −
∆

  (24) 

where tc is the time on which congestion is initiated, and Dint is determined by equation (11) 
(for signalized intersections) or equation (12) (for unsignalized intersections), (where qn = Gi).   
 
Step 4: “For all link boundaries xa

0, xa
L and xa

L’, update cumulative vehicle numbers N(x,t)”. 
( , ) ( , )
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L L
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∈

+ ∆ = + ∑         (27) 

(Note that cumulative vehicle numbers are actually disaggregated by route, cf. section 2.2).   
 
 
4. Case study 
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figure 4: Road network and demand pattern of the case study 

 
The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how user equilibrium assignment depends on 
whether or not we account for the delays at intersections. Consider the network of figure 4. 
Traffic from A to B has two routes at its disposal: one over the ring road (length 20 km; free 
speed 120 km/h) and one through the city (length 10 km; free speed 80 km/h). We assume 
that the capacity of any link on both routes is equal to 4000 veh/h.  



 
figure 5: Travel times and route choice in SUE in the reference case (without intersection delay) 

 
Fig 5 shows the stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) assignment (multinomial logit with cost 
linear in travel time: C Tµ= − ) result for a range of demand levels (demand linearly 
increasing in time from 0 to 4000 veh/h during 4 hours, leading to no congestion anywhere in 
the network). In this case delays at intersections on the urban route are neglected. Since traffic 
is free flowing on both routes, travel times are independent of the demand level and equal to 
10 (ring) and 7.5 minutes (urban). With the logit parameter µ = 30, 78% of traffic chooses the 
urban route, irrespective of the demand. 
 

  
figure 6: Travel times and route choice in SUE with intersection delay 

 
Fig 6 shows the SUE assignment for the same demand pattern, however, urban traffic now 
encounters delay at 4 (non-coordinated) major intersections. Traffic lights control traffic with 
cycle time 180 s of which 40% green time for the route considered. We have assumed that 
upstream of the intersections extra lanes are available for through traffic, so that saturation 
flow during green is 10000 veh/h. Whereas this might be unrealistic, we ensure in this way 
that the intersections do not act as bottlenecks (average capacity over the node equal to link 
capacity). The intersections solely impose delays during red, but – with demand levels 
considered here – all waiting vehicles are served in the consecutive green phase.  
Whereas travel time on the ring remains unaffected, the urban route now has become 
considerably slower. Moreover, free flow travel times are no longer invariant for traffic 
demand. Minimal travel time is now 9.7 min, increasing to 10.4 min at the highest demand. 
As a consequence, the ring road is a much more attractive option: 46 to 55% of traffic 
chooses the ring instead of 22% in the reference case. 
We conclude from this case study that accounting for intersection delays in DTA problems 
has two major effects: (i) travel times over secondary roads increase, hence making them less 
attractive alternatives as compared to motorways; (ii) travel times over secondary roads 
become monotonically increasing with demand (even if demand remains below capacity of 
any link or node that is traveled) instead of being invariant (up to capacity) in the original 
Link Transmission formulation. This is a more desirable property in view of equilibrium 
calculation (e.g. uniqueness). 
 



5. Conclusions and future research 
 
This paper presents a method for including intersection delays in a flow-based traffic model. 
The method is used as an extension to the Multi-Commodity Link Transmission Model (MC 
LTM), a Dynamic Network Loading (DNL) with the following properties: 

• the propagation of traffic flows is consistent with kinematic wave theory  
• vehicles are disaggregated by route (multi-commodity model) 
• high computational efficiency 

The extended LTM accounts for capacity constraints and delays imposed by conflicting flows 
at intersections. As a result, travel times over secondary roads in a network increase, hence 
rendering them less attractive as compared to motorway alternatives. Moreover, travel time 
becomes a monotonically increasing function of traffic load instead of being invariant for 
loads up to capacity. This is a more desirable property in view of equilibrium calculation in 
DTA (convergence, uniqueness). 

The next steps in our research involve applying a similar approach to motorway links: 
here also a monotonically increasing dependency of travel times versus traffic demand can be 
obtained by decreasing free flow speed as demand levels approach capacity. Another open 
issue is to ensure consistency between priority flows and minor flow capacity, which might be 
mutually dependent on each other if a fraction of the minor flow turns to join the priority 
flow. Finally, the impact of first order correct congestion dynamics on the existence and 
uniqueness of equilibriums in networks needs to be examined, as well as the impact on 
iteration schemes to calculate equilibrium. A comparison with alternative DNL formulations 
based on travel time functions or simpler queuing models is desired. 
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Abstract 
Moving bottlenecks in highway traffic are defined as a situation where a slow moving vehicle or convey 
disrupt the continuous flow of traffic. The effect of these moving bottlenecks on traffic delays is an 
important factor in the evaluation of network performance, especially in places that experience high level of 
heavy vehicles such as industrial areas, harbours, military bases and highway work zones, which cannot be 
properly assessed by existing transportation planning tools. 
  
This paper describes a new dynamic traffic assignment model that can evaluate the effects of moving 
bottlenecks on network performance both in terms of travel times and travelling paths. The model assumes 
that the characteristics of the moving bottleneck such as travelling path, physical dimensions and desired 
speed are predefined and therefore is suitable for planned conveys. The model is based on a mesoscopic 
simulation with unique features that allow for the assessment of special dynamic characteristics of moving 
bottlenecks and the induced moving queue while ensuring all the constraints of traffic flow dynamics such as 
the first-in-first-out and causality principles. The paper presents numerical examples that provide insights 
regarding the impact of a moving bottleneck on a traffic network. 
 
1 Introduction 
A moving bottleneck (MBT) in highway traffic is a well-known phenomena where a slow moving vehicle or 
convey obstructs the traffic stream and causes delays. Many MBTs, such as military convoys and slow-
moving heavy vehicles near work zones, are predictable in terms of their route, physical dimension and 
desired speed. The ability to evaluate the impact of MBTs on the performance of a traffic network and obtain 
optimal paths in their presence is important for short-term planning and traffic management.  
 
Several studies (Gazis and Herman (1990), Newell (1998), Muñoz and Daganzo (2002), Daganzo and Laval 
(2005)) discussed the issue of MBTs. These studies mostly addressed the impact of MBTs on traffic flow 
within a single link. To the best of our knowledge, there have not been any attempts to evaluate, qualitatively 
or quantitatively, the impact of MBTs on the performance of transportation networks.  
 
This paper presents a new model that facilitates the analysis of the impact of MBTs on a transportation 
network in terms of travel times and travelling paths. The model incorporates a Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
(DTA) procedure that employs a mesoscopic traffic simulation as a dynamic network loader. The model can 
be used to find a set of optimal travelling paths that minimize traffic delays in the presence of a MBT, and 
thus can be used as a tool to generate and evaluate guidance strategies.  
 
2 Literature Review  
 
2.1 Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Dynamic Traffic Assignment models capture the dynamic evolution of traffic flow in networks with time 
varying demand, under an assumed route choice behaviour. There is an extensive literature on the Dynamic 
User Equilibrium (DUE) principle, which reflects the objective of drivers to minimize their travelling costs. 
The Dynamic System Optimum (DSO) problem, which aims to optimize traffic distribution, is also of 
interest, specifically in situations where traffic may be controlled. A variety of DTA models have been 
proposed in the last two decades and an extensive review can be found at Ziliaskopoulos and Peeta (2002).  
 
To be reliable, a DTA model should represent the traffic dynamics in a realistic fashion. This requires that 
four principles should be maintained:  
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• The FIFO principle that states that on average, traffic should exit a network link in the same order it has 
entered it.  
• The causality principle that states that the link travel time for traffic entering at a given time should depend 
on the traffic entering at that time and earlier, but not on traffic entering later. Astarita (1996) and Carey et al 
(2003) emphasized the importance of the causality property in realistic dynamic traffic networks. 
• Preventing artificially unreasonable traffic delays at nodes. A situation that might happen in DSO, as 
discussed by Ghali and Smith (1995) and Carey and Subrahmanian (2000).  
• Proper queuing modelling which required to be physical rather than vertical in order to allow the 
assessment of spillbacks. Daganzo (1998) and Kuwahara & Akamatsu (2001) showed that the two 
approaches might yield different results since the location of the back of the queue is an important factor in 
determining shortest paths at each instant of time. 
 
Existing mesoscopic simulation DTA models, such as DYNASMART (Jayakrishnan et al, 1994), 
DYNAMIT (Ben-Akiva et al, 1997) and CONTRAM (Taylor, 2003) maintain most of the above principles. 
However, they have two drawbacks in terms of traffic flow. The first is the use of deterministic queue 
clearance rates to determine queuing delays at intersections while the second is that they fail to preserve that 
causality principle due to the application of whole-link delay functions. This implies that all the vehicles 
located simultaneously on the same link travel at the same speed regardless of their position and that speed 
and density variations along the link are not assessed and therefore queues are associated only with the 
intersection capacity at the end of the link. 
 
In the scope of the objectives of this paper, these assumptions are even more critical since they do not allow 
for the integration of a moving bottleneck, which by definition moves at a lower speed than the average 
traffic and may create a moving queue along the link.  
 
2.2 Moving Bottleneck Theory 
Gazis and Herman (1992) were the first to introduce a theoretical analysis of a MBT on a two-lane roadway. 
They defined three distinct regions around a MBT: a free flow region upstream of the moving queue, a 
moving queue region and an escape region downstream of the moving queue. Based on the LWR model 
(Lighthill and Whitham (1955), Richards (1956)), and assuming that the traffic in the moving queue is 
equally spread in both lanes, they derived the following equation for the traffic flow that passes a MBT:  
(1)  q   dbdr kvv *)( −=
Where  is the MBT speed and,  and  are, respectively, the speed and density within the escape 
region. The average speed of vehicles in the moving queue (with density k ) was then formulated as: 

bv dv dk
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Newell (1998) further developed the theory of MBTs. Relying on kinematic wave theory, he showed that by 
using a moving coordinates system, the problem can be simplified and solved as a problem of a static 
bottleneck on a scaled-down version of the freeway's flow-density curve. 
 
Muñoz and Daganzo (2002) conducted experiments to model the effects of a MBT on traffic using 
occupancy detectors located along the US Interstate Freeway I-880 in California. The observations supported 
Newell (1998) and Gazis and Herman (1992) assumption that traffic around a MBT behaves as predicted by 
the LWR solution to the kinematic wave traffic theory. They extended the research of the previous authors 
and showed that the maximal flow downstream of a MBT increases monotonically with the bottleneck speed 
and it is considerably higher than in a stationary bottleneck. To model these findings they offered a simple 
linear relationship between the downstream capacity flow and the MBT speed:  

(3)   [ ] 
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b
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Where   denotes the capacity flow of passing lane at a static bottleneck and  denotes the capacity 
flow of the passing lane when the freeway is experiencing its maximum sustainable flow and v is the 
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link’s free flow speed. By analyzing the experimental data, the authors offered the following relationship 
between the rate in which vehicles pass the MBT, the bottleneck speed and the downstream capacity flow: 

(4)  )1(*
f

b
dr v

vq −=q  

 
Daganzo and Laval (2005) proposed to model MBTs with a series of pre-defined static bottlenecks with 
equal capacity. However this method can capture only the effects that the MBT has on the traffic flow but 
not vice versa. That is, if the MBT has to slow down due to traffic congestion, then the defined time-space 
series is no longer valid.   
 
In summary, there are relatively few studies that examine the behaviour of traffic flow around a MBT in 
highways. There has not been an attempt to assess their impact on the performance of a traffic network. 
 
3 Model Description 
 
3.1 General Definitions and Overall Structure  
The outline of the problem solved by the proposed model modifies the general definition of the DTA 
problem and can be stated as follows – Given a traffic network consisting of nodes and links, a time 
dependent OD matrix for the analysis period and one or more MBTs with a pre-specified path, desired speed 
and physical properties, determine the set of paths that will carry traffic, based on a specified route choice 
principle. The model can solve both the DSO and the DUE problems but it is described in this paper using 
the DSO problem since it was created as a tool for optimal route guidance. The model can also assess 
situations where the MBT travels slower than its desire speed due to traffic congestion. 
 
The proposed model is essentially a mesoscopic simulation-based DTA that incorporates an enhanced 
network loading procedure. The model receives as an input a traffic network and time varying trip matrices. 
Each link in the network is characterised by length, free flow speed, jam density and number of lanes, while 
each node is characterized by intersection control type and specifications. The time varying trip matrices 
specify the number of trips that wish to travel from each origin to each destination at each (demand) time 
interval. A typical length of these intervals ranges between 10-15 minutes depending on the available data.  
 
The algorithm has a bi-level structure and it is solved by an iterated averaging algorithm. At each iteration, 
the upper problem (UP) solves a least marginal travel time path problem with time dependent link travel 
times and sets a time-space expended temporal sub network that includes only links that are part of these 
paths. The sub network is stored as a set of binary variables where each variable is determined as follow: 

(5) 




=
otherwise

ttimeatinodecrossesdtimeatrfromgoriginatinpathaifti
dr 0

1,
,ψ  

 
The lower level (LP) solves a dynamic system optimum traffic assignment problem on the defined sub 
network. LP consists of a least marginal travel time path algorithm and a mesoscopic simulation. At each 
iteration, the least marginal time paths are determined and stored as a set of splitting rate variables Φ , which 
determine the turning proportions of traffic at each network node. Each variable  is defined as the 
fraction of traffic originating node r at departure time d that leave node i to an immediate downstream node j. 
Once the set of splitting rates is determined, the mesoscopic simulation assigns the corresponding OD 
demand and computes new travel times and marginal times that are used to determine a new set of paths. The 
Method of Successive Averages (MSA, Powell and Sheffi (1982)) is then used as the averaging procedure 
and the splitting rates are the averaged variables. LP converges when the splitting rate values of two 
successive iterations are sufficiently close. Then, the travel times and marginal travel times calculated in last 
simulation are sent back to UP for next iteration. The entire program converges when the difference between 
two consecutive sub-networks of two successive solutions of UP is within the convergence criteria. 

ij
rdφ

 
The proposed algorithm resembles previous works by Janson (1992), Janson & Robles (1995) and 
Jayakrishnan et al. (1995, 1999), which offered it as a solution to the difficulty of applying averaging 
algorithms due to the temporal nature of the links-paths incidence matrix in dynamic networks, which might 
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cause discontinuity of flows. The proposed algorithm performs a full network loading simulation, which 
assures the continuity of flows but applies the bi-level structure to enhance the MSA convergence. Following 
the heuristic method offered by Cascetta and Pastorino (2001) of restarting the algorithm at specific points, 
the bi-level structure restarts the algorithm and determines new directions search based on the optimal 
solution of the assignment problem at the previous iteration. A detail description of the model formulation 
and properties can be found in Juran (2005).  
 
3.2 Network Loading Procedure 
The network loading procedure is based on a mesoscopic simulation that simulates the movement of packets 
of traffic using speed-density macroscopic relationships. A packet  is defined as a packet that departed 
origin node r at time d, and arrived at the tail node i of link a at time t. When a packet is initiated, its load is 
equal to the total demand from its origin at its departure time to all destinations. The packet follows its pre-
defined path and at each node it is divided proportionally to smaller packets according to the splitting rate 
variables at that node. Each of the smaller packets is headed for different sub set of destinations. The 
simulation terminates when all packets from all origins and departure times have arrived their destinations. 
Splitting rates may be adjusted within the course of the simulation to reflect changes in the composition of 
destinations due to limited available capacity of downstream links. 

ti
adrp ,

,,

 
To allow the integration of a MBT within the simulation and the preservation of the causality principle of 
traffic flow, the simulation does not use link-based delay functions but rather assigns each packet a unique 
speed on each link, based on the packet load and the links' characteristics. The basic assumption calculating 
this speed is that the leading vehicle of the packet is not influenced by vehicles behind it and it may travel at 
a free flow speed, until it encounters the packet in front. Hence the distance that the leading vehicle travels in 
one interval is the product of the link's free flow speed ( and the length of the time interval:  )aSf
(6)  aSftf ** ∆=λ  

Since the length of the demand time intervals is relatively long, λ  is adjusted by factor  that reduces it to 
the distance that can be traveled in a smaller period of time, usually one minute. The other vehicles in the 
packet follow the leading vehicle and will be spread uniformly throughout this distance on the link's lanes 

. Hence, the density  and speed  of a packet with load  is:   
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Where  is the link’s jam density and α and β are calibrating parameters. It is important to 
emphasize that although the packet’s speed is calculated, as it was the only packet on the link, its actual 
progression is subjected to packets traveling ahead in order to ensure FIFO. 

jaK

 
The current model employs physical queues by, as common in other models, decomposing each link in the 
network to two parts, a moving segment and a physical queuing segment located at the end of the link. 
However since the MBT may create a second (moving) queue, links in which it passes are divided to 4 
segments: the bottleneck and the queue it induces (both of them are denoted by the QMBa segment in Figure 
1 where the bottleneck is denoted by MB), two moving segments (one behind the moving bottleneck 
(denoted by M1a) and the second in front of it (M2a) and a queuing segment (Qa) at the end of the link.  
 
Using this approach, the following process is assumed: When a packet enters link a at point A, it moves 
according to its calculated desire speed throughout segment M1a, constrained by the packet in front. Thus its 
dynamic motion in this segment is expressed by: 
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Where  is packet’s  location at time τ,,

,,
ti

adrX ti
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,, τ  and  is its length. ti
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,, ( )τtsim∆  is the length of the 

simulation time interval at time τ  and packet  is assumed to travel directly in front of . ',
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Figure 1.  Four segments link representation 
 
The simulation time interval (STI) is a second type of time interval that is dedicated only to the simulation. It 
is required since the demand time interval is too long and cannot capture traffic dynamics. The STI length 
ranges between 0.5 and 10 seconds and it is continuously recalculated within the simulation. 
 
When the packet reaches point B it joins the moving queue behind the MBT. At this stage, the vehicle 
adjusts its speed to the speed of the moving queue. The MBT travels in its pre-specified speed unless it 
encounters a slower packet and is required to adjust its speed. When the vehicle passes the moving queue 
segment and reaches the front of the bottleneck (point C), it enters an escape region M2 where it first travels 
at a speed slightly higher than its desire speed in order to compensate on the time it had lost and then returns 
to its desire speed. The vehicle continues to travel until it reaches (and joins) the queue at the end of the link 
(point D), if the latter exists at that time. At the queue, the packet moves a different distance at each STI 
according to the number of vehicles that can exit the link at each time interval ( , exit capacity), again 
constrained by the packet in front:  

τ
ac
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ti
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When the packet reaches the link's head node (point E), the link's travel time is calculated. At this point, the 
packet either completely exits the link, or when its load is greater than the exit capacity, it is divided to two 
parts. The first part, with load equal to the exit capacity, exits the link while the second part remains on the 
link and forms a physical queue. The part of the packet that exits the link is then divided among downstream 
links according to its splitting rates defined at this intersection. 
 
The temporal exit capacities are recalculated endogenously for each link in each STI for each arriving packet 
as the minimum of two values: (a) the available input capacity of downstream links (b) the maximum 
vehicles that can pass through the head node intersection in one time interval. The latter is calculated based 
on the intersection control type. Four types are defined: signalized intersections, un-signalized intersections, 
metered ramp and ramps without meter. The exit capacities based on the available input capacity of 
downstream links are calculated in a link-to-link fashion based on the splitting rate variables in order to 
reflect the true demand of the packet. For example, the packet may not need to utilize in full the available 
input capacity of a downstream link. therefore the actual exit capacity, which determines the progression of 
vehicles in the queue, might be less than the sum of available input capacities of downstream links.  
 
Let represent the link-to-link transferring capacity from links entering node i, ( l ), to links 

exiting node i ( a ) at time 

),( eb alC ( )iPb ∈

( )iOe ∈ τ  and assume that ti
adr e

p
,

,, is the last (most backward) packet on link 
.  Then the link-link and total exit capacities (the some of the link-to-link transferring capacity) are: ea
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Figure 1  illustrates the base state where the bottleneck is located between two moving segments and all four 
segments exist. However the dynamic motion of the MBT creates other states. For example, if it has just, 
partially, entered the link, then segment M1 does not exist and the MBT constrains the exit capacities of 
upstream links. Vehicles entering the link join the moving queue at the side of the bottleneck. A different 
state, for example, occurs when the MBT joins the queue at the end of the link and segment M2 does not 
exist. An analysis of sample networks revealed that the progression of a MBT on a link might lead to 14 
different feasible states of the link depending on the location of the MBT, the size of the induced moving 
queue and the size of the queue at the end of the link. All these states have to be addressed within the 
simulation procedure given the fact that they may be encountered and cannot be ignored.  
 
Considering the above approach, the following three issues are assessed within the simulation:  

• The length of each of the four segments in each simulation time interval  
• The methods in which vehicles move in each segment  
• The marginal travel time within the moving queue 

 
The length of each of the four segments is continuously updated in each STI in the following manner:  
First, the length of segment Q is determined based on the number of vehicles waiting in the queue at time τ  
(VQ ), the jam density and the number of lanes:  τ

(14) 
nlK

VQQ
j *

τ
τ =   

Next, the location of the MBT is determined (point C in Figure 1). If the MBT is part of the physical queue 
and section M2 does not exist, then its location at each STI depends on the link's temporal exit capacities:  
(15)   ( ) ( )ajaasimaa nlkctMM */*1 τττ τ∆+=+

Alternatively, if the MBT is not within the physical queue, then its location at time τ  is determined by: 
(16)  ( ) ),min(*1

dbsimaa vvtMM τττ ∆+=+

Where  is the traffic speed downstream of the bottleneck. dv
  
Once the location of the MBT has been determined, M2 length is calculated as the distance between the 
upstream end of segment Q (point D) and the location of the MBT (point C). The length of M1 depends on 
the location of the upstream end of the moving queue and it is discussed later.  
 
The packets' speed in each segment is determined as follows: 
In segment M1 it is assumed that packets travel in their desire speed (while maintaining FIFO). In segment 
QMB, they travel according to the moving-queue speed. In segment M2 it is assumed that the packets 
discharged from the moving queue first travel in an escaping speed and then proceed with their desire speed 
while in queue Q vehicles are progressed according to the temporal exit capacities.  
 
Hence, four variables have to be determined: (a) The speed of the moving queue; (b) The rate in which 
vehicles pass the MBT; (c) The escaping speed of vehicles discharged from the moving queue and (d) The 
location of the upstream end of the moving queue. 
 
To determine the speed of the moving queue, Gazis and Herman (1992) formulation (equation 2) was 
modified to reflect Muñoz and Daganzo (2002) correction that the capacity downstream of the bottleneck is a 
function of the MBT speed (equation 4). Hence the speed of the moving queue is determined by: 
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The rate in which vehicles pass the MBT is calculated based on Muñoz and Daganzo (2002) theory 
constrained by the available feasible space, that is:  
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Packet  is assumed to travel just in front of the MBT. Since STI length is very short, it may be take 
required several intervals for a packet to pass the MBT. Therefore, in each interval, the fraction of the packet 
is calculated until it has completely passed. 

ti
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The escaping speed in segment M2 is also calculated based on Muñoz and Daganzo (2002) suggestion that 
the capacity of downstream flow varies linearly with the MBT speed. Once the downstream capacity flow is 
determined, the escaping speed  is evaluated based on the assumption that a simple Greenshilds (1934) 
traffic flow relationships can be applied to the road, though other macroscopic relationship can be applied. 

dv

 
Lastly, the location of the upstream end of the moving queue is calculated in each STI based on the MBT 
location and the number of vehicles in the packets located within the moving queue. Let  denote the 
available space adjacent to the MBT on link a at time 

τηa

τ  and  denote the set of all packets located on link 
a at time

τ
aP

τ , then the length of the moving queue behind the MBT at time τ  is calculated as: 
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Where  is the location of the rear end of the MBT on link a at time τγ a τ  and bϖ  is its width. Once the 
length of the moving queue is determined, the location of its upstream end at timeτ  is given by:  
(22)   τττ ξγ aaao −=
 
 
The marginal travel time within the moving queue is evaluated as follows: 
Both link travel times and marginal travel times are measured within the course of the simulation. As each 
packet possess different traffic characteristics, these values are evaluated at the packet level rather than at the 
link level (which is an average of packets’ characteristics). Travel times are measured by recording the 
entrance and exit time of the packet from the link and calculating the difference between them. The link’s 
marginal travel times is evaluated as the difference between the travel time that the packet experienced and 
the travel time experienced by a virtual packet which travel in parallel with the actual packet and carries a 
specified additional number of vehicles, That is, for each packet that enters a link at a given time, a virtual 
packet is created and the difference in travel time between them is used to evaluate the link marginal time. 
The travel time difference is the sum of the difference in travel times in the moving segments, the delay in 
the moving queue and the delay in the queue at the end of the link.  
 
The additional delay caused by each vehicle in the queue at the end of the link is based on deterministic 
queuing models with a fixed discharge rate. At the moving queue, the model assumes that the additional 
delay caused by each vehicle is a decreasing function of the bottleneck speed with two boundary points: (1) 
the bottleneck speed is zero where it acts as a stationary bottleneck that induces ω seconds delay for each 
additional vehicle, and (2) the bottleneck speed is equal to the approaching packet's speed where it does not 
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induce any delay. Using these two boundary points, the following function is applied to calculate the 
additional delay of each vehicle within the moving queue: 

(23) ωωωω +−= bti
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4 Experimental Study  
The model was applied in two experimental studies. The first study, which did not include a MBT, was 
performed to verify the validity of the developed DTA model and included experiments of both DUE and 
DSO, using several degrees of traffic demand. The experiments showed that the DSO traffic flow pattern is 
most effective when the traffic network experiences moderate to high congestion levels. When the network 
observes low or extremely high levels of congestion, the DSO pattern does not produce significantly better 
results than DUE in terms of total network travel times. These findings are consistent with the previous 
studies of Mahmassani and Peeta (1993) and Wie et al (1995).  
 
The second experimental study was carried out in order to derive insights regarding the impact that a MBT 
has on a traffic distribution among the available paths in the network and on travel times.  
 
4.1 The Effect of a MBT on Path Utilization 
To observe the effects that a MBT has on path utilization, experiments were conducted on the sample 
network illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of 14 links, 9 nodes, 2 origins (nodes 1 & 2) and 2 destinations (3 
& 4). The trip matrix represents an hourly demand of 6400 trips divided evenly among the 4 OD pairs. This 
matrix was multiplied by several loading factors that generated several levels of traffic demand. The matrix 
was applied to the network in 12 time intervals of 5 minutes each, in a gradual profile. The MBT departs 
node 5 at interval 3 and travels to node 9 via node 6. Tests were performed with several MBT speeds and 
several degrees of traffic demand. All tests were based on the DSO assignment principle.  
 An analysis of the results revealed that all traffic originating node 1 (from all departure intervals) for both 
destinations passed through node 9 using one of 3 paths: path #11 (with links 2-8-10 and free flow time of 
50), path #12 (links 2-5-11 and free flow time of 40) and path #13 (links 2-5-9-10 and free flow time of 56). 
Figure 3 compares the fraction of traffic that uses each path in networks with and without a MBT (base 
network) as a function of network load. In the base network, as expected, at low traffic (LF=0.8) trips are 
divided between paths 11 and 12 with more trips assigned to path 12 that has a lower free flow travel time. 
No traffic is assigned to path 13. At higher demand levels, the use of paths 11 and 13 increases at the 
expense of path 12 due to increased interactions with traffic originated node 2. In the MBT network the 
results are different. Since the MBT travels through link 11, traffic is significantly diverted from path 12 to 
the alternative paths, mostly path 11, specifically in low demand levels. Therefore path 11 usage is 
significantly higher in the MBT network (45%) than in the Base network (30%), in low traffic (LF=0.8). As 
the average network congestion increases, the distribution of trips between the three available paths becomes 
similar in the two networks and at high demand levels (LF=1.5, 1.8 and 2.0) the utilization of paths is almost 
identical for the two networks. Hence the effects of the MBT on the paths utilized by traffic departing origin 
1 is significant at low to moderate congestion but hardly noticed in higher levels. A similar analysis of traffic 
originating node 2 yielded the same conclusion, that is, the MBT affects the optimal distribution of trips in 
the network as it diverts traffic from links in its path especially in low to moderate congestion. 
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Figure 3.  Trip distribution on paths from origin 1 
 
4.2 The Effects of a MBT on Network Travel Times 
To observe the effects of a MBT on network travel times, experiments have been conducted on the Tel Aviv 
metropolitan network using data obtained from the DOT. The network has 182 links including freeways, 
regional highways, arterials and suburban Freeways. The network includes 22 traffic zones that create 462 
OD pairs. The OD matrix, that has a total of 173,397 trips, reflects demand of a peak hour in the afternoon. 
The network, traffic zones and their respective productions and attractions trips are presented in Figure 4. 
 
The MBT travels south on road no. 4 from point A to point B. It is 0.5 km long and 1-lane wide. Tests were 
performed with two MBT speeds – 40 and 50 kph. As in the sample network experiment, the network was 
tested under different levels of loading factors leading to several degrees of traffic congestion ranging from 
very light to very heavy traffic. Each OD matrix was loaded to the network in 10 intervals of 6 minutes each, 
in a gradual profile. The total network travel time and average speed are reported in table 1.  
 
The results indicate two things: The first shows, in accordance with the result obtained in the sample network 
tests, that the disruption of the MBT to the average traffic has an inverse relationship with its speed. That is, 
as the speed of the MBT increases, the total travel time spent in the network decreases. This result seems 
logical for two reasons: (a) as the bottleneck travels faster, its speed becomes closer to the average traffic 
speed and therefore it creates less interruption to traffic and (b) as the MBT’s speed is higher it arrives its 
destination faster and therefore affects the traffic in fewer time intervals.   
 
The second conclusion suggests that the disruption of the MBT is a function of overall network congestion. 
When the network experiences very light traffic (LF=0.1), the MBT has practically no effect on network 
travel times since there are very few vehicles that might be affected. As the level of demand increases, the 
disruption to traffic grows since the MBT affects more vehicles. This continues until the network is loaded 
with a certain demand level in which the additional network delay imposed by the MBT is the highest 
(LF=0.6). Beyond this point, the opposite phenomenon occurs as the MBT effects decline with higher levels 
of demand. This happens since as of this point, the average network speed decreases more rapidly and 
becomes closer to the bottleneck's velocity. Hence, beyond the maximal point, as average congestion grows 
the MBT causes less delay to traffic. Figure 5 illustrates this result. It depicts the relative additional network 
travel time induced by the MBT with respect to a network with out a MBT. The figure clearly indicates that 
the MBT that travels in a speed of 50 kph causes less delay than the one that travels in 40 kph and that their 
disruption to traffic is a function of the demand level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Average Network Speed (kph)

Base 40 50
0.1 79.8 79.7 79.8
0.3 74.0 71.6 71.7
0.5 73.1 71.6 71.6
0.6 72.1 69.7 71.3
0.8 66.8 66.1 66.4
1.0 61.7 61.5 60.9
1.1 59.8 59.5 59.7
1.3 53.5 53.8 53.3

LFTotal Network Travel Time (hr)

Base 40 50
0.1 3,142 3,144 3,143
0.3 10,684 10,854 10,763
0.5 13,894 14,650 14,579
0.6 15,067 16,344 15,819
0.8 19,308 20,095 19,878
1.0 23,054 23,822 23,666
1.1 25,414 26,021 25,907
1.3 32,058 32,639 32,552

LF

Table 1.  Tel Aviv network, total network travel time and average speed 
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Figure 4.  Tel Aviv metropolitan network and demand data 
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Figure 5.  Relative additional network travel time induced by the MBT 
 
5 Summary and Conclusions 
This paper presented a dynamic traffic assignment model that can assess the phenomena of moving 
bottlenecks and moving queues and evaluates their impact on network performance and network congestion. 
The model incorporates an enhanced mesoscopic simulation-based network loading procedure that is able to 
assess the complex dynamic interactions between the MBT and the traffic in an efficient and original 
methodology while maintaining all dynamic constrains of traffic flow including the causality principle.  
The paper presents results of an experimental study conducted with several levels of demand and MBT 
speeds. The study found that a MBT affects both the optimal distribution of traffic and travel times in the 
network. The study also found that the MBT disruption to traffic is a function of the average network 
congestion and it may be possible to define a certain level of demand where the bottleneck induces a 
maximum of additional network travel times. The MBT effect has also an inverse relationship with its desire 
speed where MBT that travel at higher speeds cause less delay, except for very light and very heavy traffic 
conditions where the bottleneck speed has very little impact 
 
The experimental study appears to indicate that the model developed in this research yields a reasonable 
forecasting of the impact of a MBT on the traffic flow and network performance. However it should be noted 
that it is based on the existing theory and practical research of traffic mechanism in the vicinity of a MBT, 
which is limited. Further experimental studies are needed to develop a complete theory of MBT and moving 
queue phenomena based on observations. This theory may then be incorporated in the developed model.   
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Abstract 
The cell transmission model (CTM) has been used in the past to develop a linear formulation for the single 
destination dynamic traffic assignment problem, and show the existence of a minimum cost flow sub-
structure. Here, the fundamental equations of the CTM are revisited to develop a complete formalized graph 
structure, a graph theoretic version of the CTM. An analytical discussion is provided for the modelling of 
backward propagating traffic waves. The graph structure is proved to be acyclic. Further, it is illustrated that 
every pair of arc-disjoint paths are also node-disjoint. The trade-offs between modelling accuracy and 
computational benefits are highlighted and computational experience is presented.  
 
1 Introduction 
The cell transmission model (Daganzo, 1994, 1995) has been widely used for a variety of planning 
applications. The single destination system optimal dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) formulation 
(Ziliaskopoulos, 2000), based on the cell transmission model (CTM), enabled a linear formulation of 
dynamic flows in traffic networks through a linear approximation of the fundamental traffic flow-density 
relation. Related work (Li et al, 2003) identified a graph sub-structure by excluding the constraint that 
addresses the propagation of the backward traffic waves which models the heavily congested traffic 
conditions. Also, following Daganzo (1994), the CTM-based DTA literature has always used this constraint 
in its empirically-calibrated format. In our paper, we propose a formal graph structure with hard constraints 
for traffic flow propagation, including for the backward traffic waves. The graph structure is proved to be 
acyclic. Further, it is illustrated that every pair of arc-disjoint paths are also node-disjoint. These special 
topological properties permit the implementation of polynomial algorithms of the acyclic minimum cost flow 
problem for the system optimal (SO) and user equilibrium (UE) dynamic traffic assignment problems. 
 
The proposed graph structure is achieved through the following steps. Initially, all the constraints are 
integrated and formalized to a capacitated graph structure with arc costs independent of the flow. Then, the 
hard constraint for the propagation of backward traffic waves is obtained by explicitly noting that the total 
number of vehicles in a cell is less than the maximum number of vehicles that can exist in the cell at 
maximum occupancy. The system optimal (Ziliaskopoulos, 2000) and the user equilibrium (Ukkusuri, 2002) 
objectives are simply instances of this graph structure with transformed arc costs. If needed, the original 
CTM empirical constraint for backward traffic wave propagation can be incorporated through a Lagrangian 
relaxation, while still obtaining an acyclic minimum cost flow structure. 
 
The identified graph structure is shown to be acyclic, and that every pair of arc-disjoint paths is also node-
disjoint. The acyclic property is due to the time-expanded nature of the graph; a flow in a time-expanded 
network cannot loop in time. It allows the exploitation of the acyclic shortest path algorithm (Ahuja et al, 
1993). An arc-disjoint path is always node-disjoint because every node of the graph has either the in-degree 
or the out-degree equal to 1; there can be no second arc-disjoint path crossing any node of the graph. The 
coexistence of the minimum cost flow structure and the acyclic structure allows for the efficient 
implementation of algorithms with shortest path sub-structures for the minimum cost flow problem (such as 
successive shortest paths, primal-dual, out-of-kilter, capacity scaling, repeated capacity scaling and the 
enhanced capacity scaling (Ahuja et al, 1993)).  
 
The proposed graph-based formulation (GBF) reduces the complexity of the single destination dynamic 
traffic assignment problem from general linear programming to acyclic minimum cost flow. Hence, its main 
contribution to the DTA literature is that it directly bridges DTA and graph theory, providing 
computationally efficient mechanisms to solve a wide range of DTA problems. 
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2 The single destination system optimal DTA formulatiom (SDSODTA) 
This section summarizes Ziliaskopoulos (2000) single destination system optimal dynamic traffic assignment 
formulation. It is a linear model based on the CTM. It provides the starting point for the comprehensive 
transition to the graph-based formulation, and is hence analytically described here using notation consistent 
with our paper. 
 
The network is represented by the set of cells i C∈ , and the set of cell connectors j E∈ . A cell belongs to 
one of three cell types: the subset of origin cells RC C⊂  (source cells), the subset of destination cells 

SC C⊂  (sink cells), or the subset of intermediate cells GC C⊂ . The set of the successor cells of cell i C∈  

is ( )iΓ  and the set of the its predecessor cells is 1( )i−Γ . The maximum occupancy of a cell i C∈  in time 
interval t T∈  is t

iN , and the maximum inflow or outflow is t
iQ . For cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈ , the 

free-flow speed is t
iv , the traffic wave’s backward propagation speed is t

iw , and the t t
i iw v  ratio is t

iδ . The 

constant discretization time interval is τ . The demand (inflow) at a source cell Ri C∈  in time interval t T∈  

is t
id . 

 
The variables of the model are the number of vehicles t

ix  in cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈ , and the 

number of vehicles t
jy  routed by cell connector j in time interval t T∈ . These variables are non-negative 

real numbers. The linear programming formulation for the SDSODTA is expressed as follows: 
 

Minimize: 
\ S

t
i

t T i C C
xτ

∈ ∈

⋅∑ ∑  
 

(1)

Subject to:   

( ) ( )1

1 1 1t t t t
i i j j

j i j i

x x y y
−

− − −

∈Γ ∈Γ

= − +∑ ∑  \ ,Ri C C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (2)

( )

1 1t t t t
i i j i

j i

x x y d− −

∈Γ

= − +∑  ,Ri C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (3)

( )

t t
j i

j i
y x

∈Γ

≤∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (4)

( )

t t
j i

j i
y Q

∈Γ

≤∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (5)

( )1

t t
j i

j i

y Q
−∈Γ

≤∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (6)

( )
( )

1

t t t t
j i i i

j i

y N xδ
−∈Γ

≤ −∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (7)

0t
ix ≥  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (8)

0t
jy ≥  ,j E t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (9)

 
The objective (Equation 1) of the formulation is to minimize the total time spent in the network. It consists of 
the total time spent by travelers in all cells other than the destination cells. The parameter τ  is included for 
highlighting the physical meaning of the objective function. 
 
Equation (2) represents the mass conservation constraint for all cells other than source cells. The number of 
vehicles t

ix  in a non-source cell \ Ri C C∈  in time interval t T∈  equals the number of vehicles 1t
ix −  in it the 

previous time interval plus the inflow from incoming cell connectors ( )1j i−∈Γ , minus the outflow on the 

outgoing cell connectors ( )j i∈Γ . Equation (3) represents mass conservation at source cells Ri C∈  and 
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introduces demand t

id  in time interval t T∈ . Constraints (4) to (7) are capacity constraints for cells and cell 
connectors. Constraint (4) models defines free-flow region. Constraints (5) and (6) constrain the inflow and 
outflow, respectively, in the capacitated region. Constraint (7) addresses the over-congested region, and 
captures the backward traffic wave effects through the empirical parameter δ . Constraints (8) and (9) are the 
non-negativity constraints. 
 
This formulation ((1)-(9)) is an exact equivalent of Ziliaskopoulos’ model. However, its notational simplicity 
allows a straightforward elucidation of the conceptual generalization to the graph-based formulation, as 
discussed hereafter. 
 
2. The graph-based formulation for the single destination dynamic traffic 
assignment problem 
This section defines, describes and analytically introduces the graph-based formulation for the single 
destination dynamic traffic assignment problem (GBSDDTA or briefly GBF). The concept that enables the 
development of the graph-based formulation is introduced hereafter in three simple steps: (i) new variables 
are introduced, (ii) the mass balance constraints are reconstructed and the complete well-formalized set of 
constraints is summarized, and (iii) the objective functions for the SO and UE cases are built for the single 
destination dynamic traffic assignment problem (SDDTA). A complete comparison between the proposed 
GBF and the SDSODTA demands an analytical discussion on the modeling of the constraint (7) responsible 
for backward propagating traffic waves, which is given in the following section. Finally, the formulation for 
the generalized SDDTA problem is summarized, with its exact graph structure illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
The total number of vehicles that advance into cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈  is defined to be t

IN iy , which 

is equal to the sum of the flows 1t
jy −  of the incoming cell connectors ( )j i∈Γ  (Equation 10). Accordingly, 

the total number of vehicles in cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈  that advance to the next cells is defined to be 
t

OUT iy , which is by definition equal to the sum of the flows t
jy  of the outgoing cell connectors ( )j i∈Γ  

(Equation 11). The number of vehicles in cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈  that do not advance to the next 
cells is denoted by t

iz , and is equal to the difference between the total number of vehicles t
ix  minus the 

number of vehicles t
OUT iy  that advance to the next cells for each cell i C∈  and time interval t T∈  

(Equation 12). The corresponding definitional equations are: 
 

( )1

1t t
IN i j

j i

y y
−

−

∈Γ

= ∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (10)

( )

t t
OUT i j

j i
y y

∈Γ

= ∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (11)

t t t
i i OUT iz x y= −  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (12)

 
The number of vehicles t

iz  in cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈  can also be viewed, from a mathematical 
programming standpoint, as the strictly non-negative slack variable added to the left hand side of constraint 
(4) for formulating the equivalent equality. This makes the definitional equation (12) mathematically 
equivalent to constraint (4). Constraints (2) and (3), considering definitional equations (10) and (11), can 
now be rewritten as follows: 

1 1t t t t
i i OUT i IN ix x y y− −= − +  \ ,Ri C C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (13)

1 1t t t t
i i OUT i ix x y d− −= − +  ,Ri C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (14)

Constraints (13) and (14) will now be unified in order to represent the mass balance equation for all types of 
cells. The inbound traffic demand t

id  in cells other than the origin cells \ Ri C C∈  in time interval t T∈  is 
by definition: 

0t
id =  \ Ri C C∀ ∈  (15)

The total inflow t
IN iy  in origin cells Ri C∈  from other cells in time interval t T∈  is by definition: 
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0t
IN iy =  Ri C∀ ∈  (16)

Accordingly, the total outflow t
OUT iy  in destination cells Si C∈  to other cells in time interval t T∈  is by 

definition: 
0t

OUT iy =  Ri C∀ ∈  (17)

By adding t
id  to the right hand side of equation (13) and t

IN iy  to the right hand side of equation (14), we 
simply get the same equation defined for two independent and complementary subsets RC C⊂ , \ RC C C⊂  
of the set of all cells C . Considering equations (13) to (17) we have the mass balance equation (18) at the 
cell level, which is equivalent to the original constraints (2) and (3), and therefore it replaces them. 

1 1 1t t t t t
i i OUT i IN i ix x y y d− − −= − + +  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (18)

Finally, we apply constraint (12) for cell i C∈ in time interval ( )1t T− ∈ , and we substitute 1t
OUT iy −  in the 

mass balance equation (18), the following holds: 
( )1 1 1t t t t t t

i i i i IN i ix x x z y d− − −= − − + + ⇔  
1t t t t

i i IN i ix z y d−= + +  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (19)

The physical interpretation of constraint (19) is that the number of vehicles t
ix  in cell i C∈  in time interval 

t T∈  is equal to the sum of the vehicles 1t
iz −  that existed in the same cell i C∈  in the previous time interval 

( )1t T− ∈  and did not advance to the next cell(s), the number of vehicles t
IN iy  that advance into cell i C∈  

from the predecessor cells and the inbound traffic demand t
id  in cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈ . It is noted 

here that in order to retain the feasibility of the model, t
id  has to be less or equal to t

iN . This is true for origin 
cells, since an infinite capacity is assumed for them. For intermediate cells (ordinary, merging, diverging) 

0 0
i id N≤  values can be used to represent initial traffic conditions, without loss of generality. Constraints 

(12) and (19) are equivalent to constraint (18), and can replace it as now representing the mass balance 
equations. Concluding, we have proved that the original mass balance constraints (2) and (3) and the free-
flow speed constraint (4) are equivalent to constraints (12) and (19) and therefore will be replaced by them.  
 
In order to enhance the generalization capabilities of the proposed formulation, the outbound traffic demand 
of cell i C∈  in time interval t T∈  is defined to be t

ib  and it is added to the right hand side of equation (12). 
The following holds for all non-destination cells: 

0t
ib =  \ Si C C∀ ∈  (20)

The SDSODTA based on the CTM, as originally formulated by Ziliaskopoulos (2000), did not include the 
parameter of outbound traffic demand t

ib . Traffic flow was propagated to the destination cells only because 
destination cells were not contributing to the system optimal objective. When Lo (1999) used the same 
formulation for traffic signal coordination, the objective used was the minimization of the total delay. It can 
be observed that in a network with loops, the objective could reach a non-inferior optimal value by just 
propagating flow at free flow speed in the loops – without any delay occurring – and still never allowing the 
vehicles to reach the destination cells. The proposed introduction of the t

ib  parameter explicitly constrains 
vehicles to reach their destination, and further contributes to the formalization of the problem in the classical 
structure of the minimum cost flow problem. A feasibility restriction of the minimum cost flow problem is 
that the total inbound traffic demand t

id and the total outbound traffic demand t
ib  have to be: (i) equal, and 

(ii) in time intervals when there exists a feasible set of routes. The first restriction is accounted directly by 
the definition of the problem, by considering the definitional equation (21): 

S R

t t
i i

i C t T i C t T
b d

∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

=∑∑ ∑∑   (21)

Since the inbound traffic t
id  is usually fixed, the second restriction can be handled by assigning all outbound 

traffic t
ib  in the last time interval T . Finally, in scenarios where all destinations are equivalent, as in the 
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evacuation problem, a single super-destination cell can added and connected to all destination cells or 
directly replace the destination cells and retain their cell connectors. 
 
The transformations made are adequate to provide the exact set of constraints ((22) to (31)) of the graph-
based formulation. They are summarized here: 
 

( )1

1t t
IN i j

j i

y y
−

−

∈Γ

= ∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (22)

1t t t t
i i IN i ix z y d−= + +  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (23)
t t t t
i i OUT i ix z y b= + +  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (24)

( )

t t
OUT i j

j i
y y

∈Γ

= ∑  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (25)

t t
IN i iy Q≤  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (26)
t t
i ix N≤  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (27)
t t
i iz N≤  ,j E t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (28)

t t
OUT i iy Q≤  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (29)

t
j jy Q≤  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (30)

, , 0t t t
i j ix y z ≥  , ,i C j E t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (31)

 
Constraints (22) to (25) are the mass balance constraints, constraints (26) to (30) are the arc capacity 
constraints, and constraints (31) are the non-negativity constraints. It is interesting to note that in the exact 
formalized graph structure of Figure 1, each mass balance constraint corresponds to a node of the graph 
representation. Capacity constraint (27), although definitional, will be explicitly discussed in the next 
section. 

 

Figure 1. “Generalized” cell representations. 
 
The generalized objective function in the GBF is presented in equation (32). The weights of the flows in the 
objective function are selected appropriately for modeling the SO or UE objectives. 

( )1 2 3 4 5
t t t t t t t t t t
i i i IN i i OUT i i i j j

t T i C j E
c x c y c y c x c y

∈ ∈ ∈

⎛ ⎞
⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑ ∑   (32)

The SO objective has been formulated for the CTM in Ziliaskopoulos (2000). The SO objective (1) is to 
minimize the total time spent in the network. It is noticed that from all the flows that appear in the GBF, only 
the flows representing the number of vehicles t

ix  in cell \ si C C∈  in time interval t T∈  are accounted for 

with weight 1
t
ic τ= . All other weights are zero. These are the exact flows that “count” the total vehicle-

hours spent in the network. 
 
The single destination user-equilibrium dynamic traffic assignment problem (SDUEDTA) has been 
formulated for the cell transmission model by Ukkusuri (2002). The objective is to minimize the weight sum 
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of exit cell connector flows, where the weights are strictly increasing with time and it is lexicographically 
better to route each unit of flow earlier to the sink cells than later. The SDUEDTA problem’s objective is: 

( )1 , S

t t
j

t T j i i C

M y
−∈ ∈Γ ∈

∑ ∑   (33)

The constraints for routing the flow in the network are the same as in the single destination system optimal 
dynamic traffic assignment problem. The equivalent objective function in the GBF is: 

S

t t
IN i

t T i C
M y

∈ ∈
∑∑   (34)

The formulation retains the minimum cost flow problem structure as in the SDSODTA, differing only in the 
arc weights. It is noticed that from all the flows that appear in the GBF, only the flows representing the 
number of vehicles t

IN iy  exiting the network to destination cell Si C∈  in time interval t T∈  are accounted 

for with a weight 2
t t
ic M=  lexicographically increasing with time. 

 
3 Backward propagating traffic waves 

In this section, the replacement of the original constraint (7) for handling backward propagating 
traffic waves with constraint (29) is justified. We specifically focus on constraint (29) as it has never 
appeared in the existing literature. This is because it has been considered redundant with the use of constraint 
(7). The hard constraint (29) can be extended as follows: 

( ) ( )
(23) (24)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1t t t t t t t t t t t t
i i i IN i i i i OUT i i IN i i ix N z y d N x y b y d N+ + + + + + + +≤ ⇔ + + ≤ ⇔ − − + + ≤ ⇔  

( )1 1 1t t t t t t
IN i i i OUT i i iy N x y b d+ + +≤ − + + −  ,i C t T∀ ∈ ∀ ∈  (35)

The hard constraint (35), which is equivalent to constraint (29), differs from the well-established constraint 
(7). Certain remarks justify the transformation: 
 
(i) Constraint (35) is the direct outcome of the hard-physical constraint (29); it simply has to hold. 
 
(ii) Parameter 1t

iN +  in (35) refers to a later time interval than in (7). In the general case that iN  remains the 
same across all time intervals, there is no difference between constraints (35) and (7). It is considered that 
(31) is a more exact representation. It allows to physically bound flows in case of sudden reductions in the 
cell’s maximum occupancy (accidents, contra-flow operations). It is noted that the original CTM is a discrete 
model, outcome of a “discretization” process of the continuous equations of traffic flow theory. The use of 
adjacent discrete intervals in both time and space for all modeling elements needs to be discussed in each 
case, and accordingly selected after comparing the case-specific tradeoffs. Moreover, the CTM was directed 
mostly towards simulation applications, where simplicity precludes “looking” one time step ahead. 
 
(iii) Variable t

OUT iy  does not exist in (7), because “the effects of the outflow should only be noticed 
upstream after some time” (Daganzo, 1994). Constraint (35) alone does not allow for the existence of the 
time lag in the CTM. However, if relatively large time intervals are used, the effect of the outflow can be too 
significant to be avoided. 
 
(iv) Parameters t

ib  , 1t
id +  are equal to zero for Gi C∈ , t T∈ . When R Si C C∈ ∪ , t T∈ , at least one of 

them is zero and the constraint simply holds because origin and destination cells have infinite maximum 
occupancy t

iN . This further implies that this constraint, by definition, is always satisfied, without even 
becoming active, thus it is redundant for R Si C C∈ ∪ ; no backward propagating traffic waves can be created 
from source and destination cells with infinite maximum occupancy. 
 
(v) Parameter t

iδ , which is responsible for enhancing the modeling realism of the backward traffic wave 
speed, does not exist in (35), so backward propagating traffic waves with speed equal to the free-flow speed 
are allowed. Nevertheless, let us examine a typical traffic pattern of uniform initial traffic density t

iQΜΑΧ  
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(where maximum flow t

iQΜΑΧ  is achieved) along a corridor of maximum density t
iNΜΑΧ  with a full-stop 

enforced at its end. The GBF will generate a backward propagating traffic wave with speed equal to 

( )t t t
i i iQ N QΜΑΧ ΜΑΧ ΜΑΧ− , which for freeway cells is approximately equal to 1/5 – close to a typical t

iδ  

value ranging from 1/4 to 1/6. 
 
(vi) The additional use of a Lagrangian relaxation for constraint (7) retains the minimum cost flow structure 
of the formulation, while it allows: (i) the time lag in the backward propagation of waves, and (ii) backward 
speed less than the free-flow speed. It is noted that constraint (7) is from an empirical calibration (Daganzo, 
1994). This implies that it is not a hard constraint unlike (35), and therefore it may be acceptable for it to be 
“slightly” violated. 
 
4 Graph properties 
It has been proved that the GBF has a minimum cost flow (MCF) structure. The MCF structure allows for 
well-known algorithms to be used. Such algorithms include pseudo-polynomial (successive shortest paths, 
the primal-dual, out-of-kilter), weakly polynomial (capacity scaling, cost scaling, double scaling), strongly 
polynomial algorithms (minimum mean cycle-canceling, repeated capacity scaling, enhanced capacity 
scaling), and the traditional network simplex method (Ahuja et al., 1993). Furthermore, it is proved in the 
following section that the GBF’s network structure is: (i) acyclic, and (ii) an edge-disjoint path is also a 
node-disjoint path.  These properties allow for increased computational efficiencies in the application of the 
MCF algorithms. 
 
Proposition 1: The GBF’s network is acyclic. Proof: It is proven by contradiction. It is assumed that there is 
a loop in the network structure. The loop will allow a flow to pass twice from an arc representing the number 
of vehicles in a cell i C∈  in a time interval t T∈ . The flow entering that arc arrives from previous time 
intervals and exits in future time intervals, which are exclusively connected by the single direction that time 
flows; a flow can never go back in time in order to enter the same cell i C∈  in a time interval t T∈  if it has 
been there before. This contradicts the initial assumption and completes the proof. The physical 
interpretation is that there is no path allowing a flow to return back in time. This property allows the 
implementation of the reaching shortest path algorithm for acyclic networks (Ahuja et al., 1993), which has a 
running time complexity of O(m). This property, in accordance with the special graph structure of the GBF 
can further classify the structure as a time-expanded network. A potential application is in the field of fast 
real-time traffic-responsive routing of emergency vehicles. 
 
Proposition 2: An edge-disjoint path in the GBF’s network is always node-disjoint. Proof: It is proven by 
contradiction. It is assumed that there is a node in the GBF’s network structure such that it belongs to at least 
two edge-disjoint paths. Then the inflow degree of this node is at least two and the outflow degree is at least 
two, since there are at least two different links starting from and ending to this node. As seen in Figure 1, all 
nodes have at least either the inflow or outflow degrees strictly equal to one. This contradicts the initial 
assumption and completes the proof. This property allows standard solution methodologies for edge-disjoint 
paths to be implemented for node-disjoint paths also. Furthermore, it is useful in the identification of spatio-
temporal disjoint paths for secure and redundant routing of emergency response vehicles. 
 
5 Computational experience 
A test network (Figure 2) is built and the linear SDSODTA formulation based on the CTM and the graph-
based formulation are compared. The SDSODTA based on the CTM is solved with the Simplex method and 
the SDSODTA based on the GBF is solved with the Network Simplex method. The Network Simplex 
method does not have the best worst-case complexity for minimum cost flow problems. However, it is 
selected as a benchmark as it is well established, widely available, and generally performs well on average. 
The computing environment consists of a Sun Ultra Enterprise server E6500 with 26 400-MHz UltraSparc II 
processors under the multi-user Solaris 7 operating environment with 23 GB of RAM, 131 GB of swap 
space, and 8 MB of cache. The GAMS modeling language and CPLEX’s solver were used. 
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Figure 2. Test network. 
 
The test network consists of a 3x4 grid network that replicates a dense urban environment with highways 
(long cells), arterials (medium length cells) and side streets (short cells), as described in Table 1. The single 
destination formulation is capable of modeling the evacuation problem (Daganzo, 1994). Therefore, the 
experimental setup can be seen as an evacuation routing problem. From an evacuation standpoint, the bottom 
of the network represents the boundary of the evacuation zone from which vehicles move to the safety zone. 
Evacuees are assigned uniformly to 20 sources cells and routed to the safety zone. In order to evaluate the 
formulations’ performance for different problem sizes, the problem is solved for 500 to 5000 evacuees in 
increments of 500. The effect of population size on the problem size is in terms of time-expansion; although 
the same network topology is used, the number of time intervals needed to solve the problem is increases 
proportionally to the population size. 
 
Table 1. Cell characteristics of the test network. 
Cell Type Highway Arterial Side Street Source Destination
Cell IDs 1-22 23-78 79-126 127-146 147-150 
Free flow speed (miles/h) 70 35 20 - - 
Time interval (sec) 10 10 10 10 10 
Cell length (feet) 1000 500 250 - - 
Number of lanes 3 2 1 3 3 
Maximum flow in evacuation operations (veh/hr/lane) 1440 1260 1080 1440 1440 
Maximum cell flow (veh/time step) 12 7 3 12 12 
Maximum number of vehicles per cell (veh/cell) 108 36 9 infinite infinite 
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The computational results are illustrated in Figure 3. Both the linear and the graph-based formulations reach 
the same SO objective level for each population size. This means that the GBF produces non inferior results 
for the SDSODTA problem, although it is expected to overestimate the speed of the backward propagating 
traffic density wave. The reason is that a cell’s maximum flow is still achieved at light and intermediate 
traffic density levels other than the high traffic densities at which backward propagating waves occur. These 
are non-inferior solutions for the SDSODTA, where traffic is not assigned to high traffic densities. In other 
words, there are non-inferior solutions for the SDSODTA where constraint (7) remains inactive at system 
optimal levels. For the largest problem instance of a population size equal to 5000, the percentage reduction 
in computational times is 78.90%. It is interesting to note that for the smallest instance of the problem, there 
is an increase in the computational time. This is explained by the fact that the GBF uses more variables than 
the linear formulation, despite the better worst-case complexity.  
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Figure 3. Computational time as a function of the problem size for the linear and the graph-based 
formulation of the SDSODTA. 
 
6 Conclusions and extensions 
This study introduced a graph-based formulation for the SDDTA. It is a hard-constrained, acyclic minimum 
cost flow dynamic traffic assignment formulation based on the CTM which produces non-inferior solutions 
for the single destination system optimal dynamic traffic assignment problem at significantly reduced 
computational times. Therefore, the importance of the graph-based formulation is that it has a solid 
computational base directly related to well-known structures and algorithms of the acyclic minimum cost 
flow problem derived from the operations research domain.  
 
The graph-based computational base can be applied to formalize the structure and improve the performance 
of several planning schemes, as they have been already modeled in a CTM format. The traffic signal 
coordination problem has been modeled in a CTM base (Lo, 1999). Under a graph-based perspective, the 
traffic signal coordination problem is equivalent to the network design problem. We simply need to solve for 
the capacity of cell outflow arcs. Contra-flow operations for the network re-design problem have been 
modeled using a CTM basis (Tuydes and Ziliaskopoulos, 2003; Kalafatas, 2005). It is also equivalent to the 
network design problem. We simply solve for the capacity of cell inflow, cell outflow and cell occupancy 
arcs. Hence, the ability to formalize these problems to the network design problem allows for more efficient 
solution methodologies from the operations research domain. 
 
In on-going research, the multiple destination dynamic traffic assignment problem is formulated in the GBF 
context, explicitly accounting for the first-in-first-out property. Also, a better approximation of the 
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fundamental flow-density relation is being developed to improve the compliance of the GBF to well-known 
empirical observations. Finally, the graph structure of the GBF provides the bridge to graph theory and 
operations research domains for the direct adoption of graph properties and solution methodologies.  
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Abstract 
The Lagged Cell Transmission Model (L-CTM) is the enhanced version of the cell transmission model. This 
model assumes that the flow-density relation is non-concave, which allows capturing rather dense traffic in 
queues coasting towards the end of the queues. However, this paper shows that this model can yield negative 
densities and densities higher than the theoretical jam density. To cope with this, this paper improves L-CTM 
by introducing one more term in each sending and receiving functions of the model. The resulting model is 
proved to have to yield nonnegative densities not greater than the jam density, and includes CTM and L-
CTM as the special cases. Numerical studies are also set up to illustrate the accuracy of the proposed model.  
 
1 Introduction 
Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models have many applications, ranging from offline transport planning, 
design and policy evaluation, to online intelligent transportation system (ITS) applications such as real-time 
traffic control, time-varying tolling, and traveller information services. While offline applications only 
require DTA models giving an accurate prediction or evaluation, online applications require the models 
obtaining a reasonable accurate solution within a very short period of time to manage the sudden change in 
traffic conditions and provide real-time traffic information to drivers.  DTA models for real-time applications 
have to strike a balance between solution speed and modelling accuracy. These two issues relate to the 
approaches of developing one of the important components of DTA, the dynamic network loading model.  
 
Many approaches have been developed (e.g., Adamo et al., 1999; Addison and Heydecker, 1995; Balijepalli 
and Watling, 2005; Ben-Akiva et al., 1998; Bliemer and Bovy, 2003; Cantarella et al., 1999; Carey, 1987; 
Friesz et al., 1993; Gentile  et al., 2005; Janson, 1998; Jayakrishnan et al., 1995; Jin and Zhang, 2005; Lam 
and Huang, 1995; Peeta and Mahmassani, 1995; Perakis and Roels, 2004; Rubio-Ardanaz et al., 2001; Ran 
and Boyce, 1996; Smith, 1993; Tong and Wong, 2000; Wu et al., 1998). These approaches have been 
reviewed and compared recently in Szeto and Lo (2005). In particular, one of the approaches that receive 
most attention is based on the hydrodynamic theory of Lighthill and Whitham (1955) and Richards (1956), 
probably because this approach can capture realistic traffic dynamics, such as shock wave, queue 
formulation, queue dissipation, and queue spillback, and can describe the actual traffic situation with a 
desirable level of accuracy. The hydrodynamic theory views traffic as fluid. The movement of traffic is then 
described by a partial differential equation, an empirical flow density relation, and a definitional relationship 
of flow, density, and speed. These three equations form the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model.  
 
The model can be solved by the method of characteristics, but the solution procedure is very tedious even for 
a single link. To solve the model efficiently, current efforts focus on deriving a discrete version of the LWR 
model and computing solutions using finite difference schemes. In particular, two methods receive wide 
attention: Newell’s (1993) solution scheme and Daganzo’s (1994) cell transmission model (CTM). Newell’s 
solution scheme is able to solve the LWR model for a simple link based on a triangular flow density relation. 
His scheme is easily extended to deal with trapezoidal flow-density relations and general networks 
(Kuwahara and Akamatsu, 2001; Yperman et al., 2006), but cannot handle general nonconcave flow-density 
relations. 
 
Daganzo’s CTM is developed based on a trapezoidal flow-density relation, but this scheme also works when 
the flow-density relation is a triangular one. The scheme can also be applied to general networks (Daganzo, 
1995a,) and extended to consider general flow-density relations (Daganzo, 1995b), priority vehicles and 
special lanes (Daganzo, 1997; Daganzo et al., 1997). In this aspect, CTM is better than the Newell’s 
approach. However, CTM requires dividing a link into many homogenous segments called cells, and all 
operations are calculated at the cell level rather than at the node level as in Newell’s method. This greatly 
increases the computational burden. 
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To reduce the computation burden while maintaining a certain level of accuracy to suit the needs of online 
ITS applications, various modifications to CTM has been proposed (e.g., Boel and Mihaylova, 2006; Ishak et 
al., 2006; Muñoz et al., 2003; Ziliaskopoulos and Lee, 1997). These modifications allow variable cell lengths, 
and hence require few cells, and reduce the computation burden. However, their developments are based on 
triangular or trapezoidal flow-density relations, which cannot model the coasting effect of rather dense traffic 
in queues (rather dense traffic in queue appears to be coasting towards the end of the queue). To capture this 
effect, non-concave relations must be adopted in the LWR model (Daganzo, 1999).  
 
Daganzo (1999) improves CTM by allowing variable cell lengths. This relaxation leads to an enhanced 
version of CTM, called the Lagged Cell Transmission Model (L-CTM), which is suitable for online 
applications. This model has many desirable properties. First, like the CTM version proposed in Daganzo 
(1995b), this model is developed based on a general flow-density relation, and hence able to capture the 
coasting effect when a non-concave flow-density relation is adopted. Second, this model can converge to the 
LWR model when the lattice spacing tends to zero. Third, L-CTM is proved to be second order accurate 
when the flow density relation is triangular or trapezoidal and the optimal lag is used. Fourth, L-CTM is 
shown to be more accurate than CTM in term of flow prediction. However, L-CTM can yield negative 
densities and densities higher than the maximum density, the jam density, as will be shown in Section 2 
using two counter examples. Negative densities are unrealistic as this implies that the number of vehicles is 
negative. Densities to be higher than the jam density are not realistic too since this allows highways or roads 
to hold vehicles more than the storage capacity. 
   
To get rid of this, this paper enhances L-CTM, by introducing two terms in it, one in the sending function 
and one in the receiving function. The resulting model, called the Enhanced Lagged Cell Transmission 
Model (EL-CTM), is proved to give densities between zero and the jam density inclusively, and can retain 
the most of desirable features of L-CTM, including allowing variable cell lengths and applicable to non-
concave flow density relations. This model also includes CTM and L-CTM as the special cases, and is shown 
to give more accurate solutions than L-CTM. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews L-CTM for the sake of completeness. 
Section 3 describes the two counter examples. Section 4 formulates and discusses the proposed EL-CTM. 
Section 5 is the numerical studies. Finally, section 6 is the concluding remarks. 
 
2 The lagged cell transmission model  
Consider a highway, which is partitioned into cells. These cells can have different lengths. The flow-density 
relation ( )T k  of this highway is represented by two monotone functions, the sending function ( )S k  and the 

receiving function ( )jamR k k− . ( )S k  is non-decreasing with respect to the density k , which has a value of 

zero when k  equals zero (i.e., ( )0 0S = ), and has a maximum value of maxQ  when the density k  is greater 

than or equal to the optimal density ok  (i.e., ( ) max , oS k Q k k= ≥ ). ( )jamR k k−  is non-decreasing with respect 

to jamk k− , whose value is zero when k  equals the jam density jamk (i.e., ( )0 0R = ) and is equal to maxQ  

when k  is less than or equal to the optimal density ok  (i.e., ( ) max ,jam oR k k Q k k− = ≤ ). The minimum of 

these two non-decreasing functions, ( ) ( )( ), jamMin S k R k k− , forms the unimodal ( )T k  curve with the 

maximum flow maxQ , and gives ( )S k  when ok k≤  and ( )jamR k k−  otherwise. This unimodal curve can be 

non-concave depending on the choices of ( )S k  and ( )jamR k k− .  

 
Consider also a time-space plane, where the t-axis is for time and the x-axis is for the highway considered. A 
rectangular lattice with spacings ε  and jd  is then overlaid on this (t, x)-plane, where jd  is the length of cell 
j  and ε  the length of each discrete time interval.  The x-coordinate of the lattice point jx  represents the 

centre of cell j , and the t-coordinate it  the time when the average cell density ( ),i jK t x  for cell j  is 

evaluated by L-CTM. This evaluation is based on flow conservation and the flow-density relation adopted. 
Flow conservation is expressed as: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , / 2, / 2 / 2, / 2j j j j j j
j

K t x K t x Q t x d Q t x d
d
εε ε ε⎡ ⎤+ = − + + − + −⎣ ⎦ ,  (1) 

where ( )/ 2, / 2j jQ t x dε+ +  is the average flow that advances from cell j  to cell 1j + , and 

( )/ 2, / 2j jQ t x dε+ −  the average flow that advances from cell 1j −  to cell j .  

 
The flow advanced is the minimum of the local demand from cell j , ( )( ),j jS K t f xε−  and the local supply 

from the downstream cell 1j + , ( )( )1 1,jam j jR k K t l xε+ +− − : 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )1 1/ 2, / 2 , , ,j j j j jam j jQ t x d Min S K t f x R k K t l xε ε ε+ ++ + = − − − ,  (2) 

where ( ).S  and ( ).R  follow earlier definitions. 
  

jf  and jl  in  (2) are respectively the two non-negative lags for cell j , which must satisfy: 
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for stability reasons, where ,maxkS  and ,maxkR  are the maximum of the absolute forward and backward 
wave speeds, respectively; that is, they correspond to the maximum of the absolute values of the slopes of 
the sending and receiving functions. The lag jf  is used to forestall the deterioration of accuracy where large 
cells are used whereas the lag jl  is used to account for the difference of the speeds of waves emitted from the 
sources to the lattice points where the average densities are calculated.   
 
To minimize the second order error, jf  and  jl  are set such that  
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hold, but this can result in non-integer jf  and jl . In this case, an interpolation of densities is required. In the 
extreme case, when jf  and jl  are set to zero for all cells, L-CTM becomes CTM if all cell lengths are the 
same.  
 
3 Two counter examples  
L-CTM (1)-(4) has many desirable properties, including being able to capture the coasting effect of rather 
dense traffic in queues, allowing variable cell lengths which suits for online applications, providing second-
order accurate density estimation, and converging to the LWR model when the lattice spacing tends to zero. 
However, L-CTM has two undesirable properties: it can yield negative densities as shown in counter 
example 1 below, and it can give densities to be greater than the jam density, as illustrated in counter 
example 2. 
  
Counter example 1: L-CTM predicts negative densities 
Consider a homogenous highway with the maximum flow of 30 veh/min and the jam density of 180 veh/mile. 
The flow-density relation is triangular (The forward and backward wave speeds are 1 mile/min and -0.2 
mile/min). The inflow to the highway is zero veh/min. The initial density profile follows ( )0, 1jk x j= − .  

The ultimate objective of this counter example is to illustrate that L-CTM can yield negative densities.  
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Since L-CTM requires valid densities in addition to the initial densities when lags are positive, the exact 
results are calculated by CTM first as CTM can give the exact result predicted by the LWR theory in this 
case. These results can also be used to illustrate how well L-CTM predicts the densities. The highway is 
discretized into homogenous 11 cells, and the results are shown in Table 1. The first row is for time. The first 
column shows the cell number. The last column shows the average densities of the last 5 cells, which are 
used for comparison purposes later. The shaded numbers are the input densities. The arrows show the wave 
and traffic propagation directions. The slope of each arrow is 1, which exactly matches the forward wave 
speed. 
 
Table 1 Densities predicted by the LWR theory and CTM in example 1 
cell \ time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 average density 

of cells 7-11
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8
1 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7
2 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 6
3 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 4
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 3
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 2
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 1.2
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0.6
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.2

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

 
Table 2 Densities predicted by L-CTM in example 1 

L-CTM is then used to predict 
the densities over time. The 
highway is discretized into 7 
cells. The cell lengths of the 
first 6 cells are the same and 
the cell length of the last cell 
is five times longer. Based on 
this setting, we calculate the 
lag according to (5). We can 
obtain the lag 7f  to be equal 
to 2, (and the rest are zero) 
Hence we need two more sets 
of input data in addition to the 
boundary data of the densities 

of cell 1 as shown in the shaded region in Table 2.  The input densities for cells 1-6 can be computed using 
the LWR theory and the last one is obtained by the last row of the table 1. We can then predict the densities 
over time using L-CTM. As you can see, the underlined numbers in boldface are the same since the lag is 2. 
Moreover, because we draw the table in the correct scale, we can see that the slopes of the arrows in table 2 
are exactly the same as those in table 1. This matching means that the traffic and wave propagations agree 
with the LWR theory. In addition, the densities of cell 7 match with those in the last row of table 1 quite well 
at the beginning, but do not at the end. More importantly, L-CTM generates negative densities, as shown by 
the bolded numbers! It happens as the flow (the number of vehicles per time interval) leaving cell j  at time 
t  is predicted based on the density at  jt f ε− , ( ),j jK t f xε− , not the current density ( ), jK t x  but the flow 

present on that cell is a function of ( ), jK t x . The flow leaving can be greater that the flow present on that 

cell. A negative density arises when the difference is greater than the flow entering that cell and the current 
flow on that cell is close to zero. 
 
 

cell \ time 1 2 3 4 5 6 large cell
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 8
1 0 0 1 2 3 4 7
2 0 0 0 1 2 3 6
3 0 0 0 0 1 2 5
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.2
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.04
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.16
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.20
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.19
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.16
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Counter example 2: L-CTM predicts densities higher than the jam density 
This example considers the same highway as in example 1. This highway is discretized into 11 homogenous 

cells again but the initial density profile is ( ) 160 2 , 1,..,10
0,

180, 11j

j j
K x

j
+ =⎧

= ⎨ =⎩
. Based on this setting, we 

calculate the lag l  according to (6), which equals 2. Since the lag l  is two, we again need two more set of 
data, which can be computed using the LWR theory. The densities for cell 1 and cell 11 are also computed 
using the LWR theory, which serve as the correct boundary conditions. L-CTM is used to compute the 
densities and they are shown in Table 3. Like Table 2, the first row is the time index; the first column is the 
cell number; the traffic propagates in the direction of increasing cell number; the shaded numbers are the 
input values, and the arrow is the wave propagation direction. The slope is equal to -0.2 which matches with 
the backward wave speed. The underlined numbers in bolded face also match exactly each other. This shows 
that L-CTM can in general give a very accurate result compared with the LWR result. However, the numbers 
in italic do not match exactly, contrasting to the LWR results that they must be the same. This is due to the 
diffusion effect introduced by the numerical approximation near the shock region. More importantly, L-CTM 
can give the densities higher that the jam density! Again, this is because of the lag introduced. The allowable 
number of vehicles entering the cell at time t  depends on the densities jl ε  time unit earlier, which can be 
greater than the actual available space at time t . When the number of vehicles leaving the cell is smaller than 
the difference between predicted and actual available spaces, and the number of vehicles in that cell is very 
close to the maximum allowable number, the densities evaluated can be greater than the jam density.  
 
Table 3 Densities obtained by L-CTM in example 2 
cell \ time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

0 162 164 166 168 170 172 174 176 178 180 180
1 162.4 164.4 166.4 168.4 170.4 172.4 174.4 176.4 178.4 180 180
2 162.8 164.8 166.8 168.8 170.8 172.8 174.8 176.8 178.8 180 180
3 163.2 165.2 167.2 169.2 171.2 173.2 175.2 177.2 179.2 180 180
4 163.6 165.6 167.6 169.6 171.6 173.6 175.6 177.6 179.52 180 180
5 164 166 168 170 172 174 176 178 179.76 180 180
6 164.4 166.4 168.4 170.4 172.4 174.4 176.4 178.4 179.92 180 180
7 164.8 166.8 168.8 170.8 172.8 174.8 176.8 178.78 180.02 180 180
8 165.2 167.2 169.2 171.2 173.2 175.2 177.2 179.14 180.06 180 180
9 165.6 167.6 169.6 171.6 173.6 175.6 177.6 179.44 180.08 180 180

10 166 168 170 172 174 176 178.00 179.69 180.08 180 180
11 166.4 168.4 170.4 172.4 174.4 176.4 178.38 179.87 180.06 180 180
12 166.8 168.8 170.8 172.8 174.8 176.8 178.75 180.00 180.05 180 180
13 167.2 169.2 171.2 173.2 175.2 177.20 179.09 180.08 180.03 180 180
14 167.6 169.6 171.6 173.6 175.6 177.60 179.39 180.12 180.02 180 180  

 
4 The enhanced lagged cell transmission model 
To get rid of these undesirable properties, one may adopt truncation or round off when the densities are out 
the range of 0, jk⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . Nevertheless, this is not a good idea, as flow conservation will not be satisfied, and this 

will cause some flows to disappear. In this paper, we propose to introduce two terms in (2), one in the 
sending function and one in the receiving function: 
  ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )1/ 2, / 2 ' , , ,j j j jam jQ t x d Min S K t x R k K t xε +′+ + = −  , (7) 

where 

 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )' , , , ,j
j j j j

d
S K t x Min S K t f x K t xε

ε
⎛ ⎞

= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, and (8) 

 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )1
1 1 1 1' , , , ,j

jam j jam j j jam j

d
R k K t x Min R k K t l x k K t xε

ε
+

+ + + +

⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤− = − − −⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠
. (9) 

( )'S k  is the modified sending function which is formed by the sending function used in L-CTM, ( )S k  and 

the newly added term, ( ),j
j

d
K t x

ε
. This additional term accounts for the current available number of 

vehicles in cell j  at time t , ( ),j jd K t x . With this term, the maximum outflow of cell j  cannot be greater 

than the available number of vehicles. Similarly, ( )'R k  is the modified receiving function, formed by ( )R k  
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and the additional term ( )1
1,j

jam j

d
k K t x

ε
+

+
⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦  to account for the current available space in the downstream 

cell 1j + , ( )1 1,j jam jd k K t x+ +
⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦  and to ensure the inflow to cell 1j +  must be less than or equal to the 

available space. By introducing the two terms, we have a new model called EL-CTM formed by (1), (3), (4), 
(7)-(9), which can guarantee that the densities must be within 0, jamk⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  as shown below. 

 
Proposition 1: The density ( ), jK t x , t T∀ >  obtained by EL-CTM must be within the range 0, jamk⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  if 

( ), jK t x , [ ]0,t T∀ ∈   is in this range. 

Proof: 
Given that ( ), jK t x , [ ]0,t T∀ ∈ , x∀  is in the range 0, jamk⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  , we know that ( )( ), jQ K t x , [ ]0,t T∀ ∈ , x∀  

must be nonnegative according to (8) and (9). Based on this fact, we consider two cases when t T= : i) the 
uncongested case ( ( ) 0, jK t x k≤ ) and ii) the congested case ( ( ) 0, jK t x k> ). 

 
For the uncongested case, we show that ( ), jK t x  must be non-negative in this region. From (1),  we have: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )

, , / 2, / 2 / 2, / 2

, / 2, / 2

, , .

j j j j j j
j

j j j
j

j j
j

K t x K t x Q t x d Q t x d
d

K t x Q t x d
d

K t x S K t x
d

εε ε ε

ε ε

ε

⎡ ⎤+ = − + + − + −⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤≥ − + +⎣ ⎦

′≥ −

 (10) 

The first inequality arises because ( )/ 2, / 2j jQ t x dε+ −  must be non-negative, and the second inequality 

arises because ( ) 0, jK t x k≤ . When ( )( ) ( ), ,j
j j j

d
S K t f x K t xε

ε
− < , or  

 ( ) ( )( ), , 0j j j
j

K t x S K t f x
d
ε ε⎡ ⎤− − >⎣ ⎦ ,  (11) 

( )( ) ( )( ), ,j j jS K t x S K t f xε′ = −  according to (8). (10) then becomes  

( ) ( ) ( )( ), , ,j j j j
j

K t x K t x S K t f x
d
εε ε⎡ ⎤+ ≥ − −⎣ ⎦ , which is greater than zero because of (11). On the other 

hand, when ( )( ) ( ), ,j
j j j

d
S K t f x K t xε

ε
− ≥ ,  ( )( ) ( ), ,j

j j

d
S K t x K t x

ε
′ =  . (10) becomes 

( ) ( ) ( ), , , 0j
j j j

j

d
K t x K t x K t x

d
εε

ε
⎡ ⎤

+ ≥ − =⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

. Thus, ( ), jK t xε+  must be nonnegative when t T= . 

 
For the congested case, we have: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )

, , / 2, / 2 / 2, / 2

, / 2, / 2

, , ,

j j j j j j
j

j j j
j

j jam j
j

K t x K t x Q t x d Q t x d
d

K t x Q t x d
d

K t x R k K t x
d

εε ε ε

ε ε

ε

⎡ ⎤+ = − + + − + −⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤≤ + + −⎣ ⎦

′≤ + −

 (12) 
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since ( )/ 2, / 2j jQ t x dε+ +  is nonnegative and ( ) 0, jK t x k> . According to (9),   

( )( ),jam jR k K t x′ − = ( )( ),jam j jR k K t l xε− −  when ( )( ),jam j jR k K t l xε− − <  ( ),j
jam j

d
k K t x

ε
⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦  or when 

 ( ) ( )( ), ,j jam j j jam
j

K t x R k K t l x k
d
ε ε⎡ ⎤+ − − <⎣ ⎦ .  (13) 

Hence, (12) becomes ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , ,j j jam j j
j

K t x K t x R k K t l x
d
εε ε⎡ ⎤+ ≤ + − −⎣ ⎦ , which is less than jamk  due to 

(13).  On the other hand, ( )( ),jam jR k K t x′ −  is equal to ( ),j
jam j

d
k K t x

ε
⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦  when ( ),j

jam j

d
k K t x

ε
⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦  is 

less than ( )( ),jam j jR k K t l xε− − . Hence, (12) becomes: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1, , ,j
j j jam j jam

j

d
K t x K t x k K t x k

d
εε

ε +

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤+ ≤ + − =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
. 

Hence, ( ), jK t xε+  must be less than or equal to the jam density at t T= . 

 
Combining the results of cases (i) and (ii), ( ), jK t xε+  must be within in the range of 0, jk⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  at t T= . 

Using this fact, we know ( )( ), jQ K T xε+  must be nonnegative. We repeat the above analysis at each 

, 2 ,...t T Tε ε= + +  starting from t T ε= +  sequentially. We can then find that ( )0 , kamK t x k≤ ≤  when t T>  
if this holds when [ ]0,t T∀ ∈ . This completes the proof. □ 
 
EL-CTM becomes CTM if both lags equal zero and all cell lengths are the same, because the two additional 
terms are always redundant. This is pointed out by the following proposition. 
 
Proposition 2: EL-CTM becomes CTM if both lags are equal to zero and all cells have the same length. 
Proof: 
When 0j jf l= = , jd d= , (8) and (9) become: 

 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )' , , , ,j j j
dS K t x Min S K t x K t x
ε

⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
, and (14) 

 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1 1 1' , , , ,jam j jam j jam j
dR k K t x Min R k K t x k K t x
ε+ + +

⎡ ⎤− = − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
. (15) 

The first term in the square brackets in (14) must be less than the second term because  

  
( )( )

( )
( )( )
( )

,

0
,max

,

, ,

jK t x

k j
k

j j

S z dz S K t xd S
K t x K t xε

≥ > =∫ .  (16) 

The first inequality is due to (3). The second inequality means that the maximum absolute forward wave 
speed must be greater than the average forward wave speed. The last equality is obtained by simplifying the 

numerator.  Rearranging the terms in  (16) gives ( )( ), jS K t x < ( ), j
d K t x
ε

. This implies:  

 ( )( ) ( )( )' , ,j jS K t x S K t x= , (17) 

and the second term in the brackets in (14) is redundant. 
 
Similarly, the first term in the square brackets in (15) must be less than the second term because  

  
( )( )

( )
( )( )
( )

1,

10
,max

1 1

,

, ,

jam jk K t x

k jam j
k

jam j jam j

R z dz R k K t xd R
k K t x k K t xε

+−

+

+ +

−
≥ > =

− −
∫ .  (18) 

Rearranging the terms gives ( )( ) ( )( )1 1, ,jam j jam j
dR k K t x k K t x
ε+ +− < − , which implies:   
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 ( )( ) ( )( )1 1' , ,jam j jam jR k K t x R k K t x+ +− = − . (19) 

Substituting (17) and (19) into (7) gives ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )1/ 2, / 2 , , ,j j j jam jQ t x d Min S K t x R k K t xε ++ + = − , 

which is the rule used in CTM. This completes the proof. □ 
 
As both EL-CTM and L-CTM are more general than CTM and L-CTM has the undesirable properties in 
estimating density near the jam density region or zero density region, one may question whether CTM will 
generate negative densities or densities larger than the jam density. The answer is no, as CTM does not 
consider the lags. The proof can be found in Daganzo (1995b). 
 
One of the features of EL-CTM is that when the adjustment terms are redundant, so that EL-CTM becomes 
L-CTM and retain all the desirable properties of L-CTM.  When they are not, they can help improving the 
accuracy of density prediction, as shown in the two examples in the next section.  
 
5 Numerical studies 
Example 1. EL-CTM predicts the exact solution 
The setting of Example 1 is the same as that of counter example 1. The highway is discretized into 7 cells in 
which the first 6 cells have the same length but the last one has the cell length five times longer.  The result 
is obtained by EL-CTM and completely satisfies the LWR theory as shown in Table 1.   
 
Example 2. EL-CTM predicts a better result than L-CTM 
Similarly, the setting of example 2 follows that of counter example 2, but this example computes the absolute 
errors produced by EL-CTM and L-CTM, which are defined as the density estimated by the model minus the 
correct density ( ) ( ), min 160 2 / 5 ,180jK t x j t= ⎡ + + ⎤⎣ ⎦ . The absolute errors are shown in Tables 4 and 5. The 

positive (negative) values mean that the estimated densities are lower (higher) than the jam density. 
According to these tables, one can see that EL-CTM produces a better result. First, EL-CTM always 
estimates densities less than or equal to the jam density, as shown by the fact that the errors are always non-
negative. Second, its error region (the region where the numbers are non-zero) is much smaller. Third, its 
maximum error in each cell is smaller. Fourth, the magnitudes of errors (absolute values) are always equal to 
or less than the corresponding values estimated by L-CTM.  
 
6.  Concluding remarks 
 
This paper shows that L-CTM can give densities outside the feasible range, and proposes a model to get rid 
of this. The proposed model can never yield densities outside the feasible range and includes some desirable 
features of L-CTM, including allowing variable cell lengths and capturing the coasting effect of traffic in 
queues by using a non-concave flow density relation. The proposed model can include CTM and L-CTM as 
special cases, and can produce more accurate results than L-CTM.  
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Table 4 the exact result minus the corresponding L-CTM result 
time\cell 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 -0.02 0.00 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 -0.06 0.00 0.00
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 -0.08 0.00 0.00

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 -0.08 0.00 0.00
11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.13 -0.06 0.00 0.00
12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 -0.05 0.00 0.00
13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 -0.08 -0.03 0.00 0.00
14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 -0.12 -0.02 0.00 0.00
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.36 -0.13 -0.01 0.00 0.00
16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.17 -0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.02 -0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 -0.08 -0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.25 -0.13 -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.40 -0.16 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.20 -0.16 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.04 -0.14 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.18 -0.07 -0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.29 -0.14 -0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.43 -0.18 -0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00  

 
Table 5 the exact result minus the corresponding EL-CTM result 
time\cell 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00
12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Abstract 
In this paper two existing dynamic traffic assignment models (INDY and MARPLE) are described and tested 
for a large road network (the Dutch main road network). The models consist of three modules: route set gen-
eration, route choice and network loading. The focus of the paper is on the route generation process, which 
generates an a priori route set. It is shown that both models are able to quickly generate routes for large net-
works with normal computer resources. The variance allowed in the link travel times is an important variable 
within this process as well as the allowed route overlap. For the DTA process itself, it can be concluded that 
it is also feasible to use a dynamic model on large networks, even using relatively small time steps. Both 
computation time for a single iteration and internal memory usage are within reasonable limits for both mod-
els. MARPLE is faster, but uses more internal memory. Typically, only a limited number of iterations are 
needed for convergence to a stochastic dynamic user-equilibrium due to the use of an a priori route set. 
 
1 Introduction 
In The Netherlands transport and traffic policy heavily relies on traffic management. Building new roads is 
either too expensive or too difficult due to spatial and environmental conditions. Road pricing will not be 
feasible the coming years, so traffic management is the key direction in which solutions for the increasing 
congestion problems have to be found. Traditionally, traffic management is local: locally there is a problem 
and it is solved with a local traffic management measure, mostly without considering the effects on the rest 
of transportation system or other side effects. Also, in most cases, motorways and urban roads are operated 
and maintained by different road authorities. In practise, these authorities are only responsible for their own 
part of the network and do not have the incentive to cooperate. In The Netherlands this problem has been 
recognised and a method for regional cooperation has been developed (Rijkswaterstaat, 2003), together with 
a tool to support the steps described in this method (Taale et al., 2004). Part of this tool is a dynamic traffic 
assignment model, called MARPLE (Model for Assignment and Regional Policy Evaluation). MARPLE is 
the result of research at the Delft University of Technology on the combined traffic assignment and control 
problem. It is a route-based macroscopic dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model, which uses travel time 
functions to propagate traffic through the network. The assignment can either be deterministic or stochastic. 
Earlier, research on multi-class models led to the multi-class DTA model INDY (Bliemer et al., 2003; Blie-
mer, 2005). INDY is also a route-based macroscopic DTA model and is similar to MARPLE, but uses a dif-
ferent dynamic network loading procedure and is completely multi-class.  
 
Performing DTA calculations is very cumbersome and time consuming, especially for larger networks. In 
most DTA models, this is due to the large number of (dynamic) shortest path calculations for successive time 
periods and successive iterations. Apart from the computational burden, the DTA solution approaches using 
successive shortest path search have a number of theoretical drawbacks. 
 
This paper compares two DTA approaches (INDY and MARPLE) offering computational and theoretical 
advantages by applying so-called a priori route choice sets established in advance of the route choice model-
ling and consequent dynamic network loading (DNL). In this approach, the set of attractive feasible paths for 
all time periods is generated only once at the beginning of the DTA process. The behavioural bases and 
computational principles of this effective and efficient choice set generation approach are elaborated. The 
use of a priori route set generation has advantages for the travel choice modelling in DTA, such as the easy 
treatment of non-linearities present in the generalized cost function and unlimited flexibility in choice model 
types to be adopted. Complexities such as physical overlap among routes and other dependencies can be 
handled satisfactorily with a-priori route set generation. 
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2 Dynamic traffic assignment framework 
In dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) we are interested in route choice proportions, link loads, and travel 
times on the network. In this paper we focus on a (stochastic) dynamic user-equilibrium assignment on large 
networks. Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001) give an overview of different DTA approaches in which they 
mainly distinguish pure analytical approaches and simulation-based approaches. Pure analytical approaches 
(e.g., Ran and Boyce, 1996; Bliemer and Bovy, 2003) have a nice mathematical structure and can be solved 
using standard optimization techniques, however they are typically restricted to small hypothesized net-
works. On the other hand, simulation-based DTA models are designed for transportation problems and are 
able to handle real-life networks. A wide range of simulation-based DTA models have been proposed, which 
range from microscopic models (e.g., PARAMICS, AIMSUN, VISSIM) to macroscopic models (e.g., 
VISUM, INDY, MARPLE). Microscopic models that base computations on individual vehicles can include a 
lot of detail in car movements, but also require a significant amount of computer memory and computation 
time in case many vehicles are present at the same time on the network. This makes them suitable for small 
area (urban) networks. Macroscopic models rely on aggregate variables on links of the network, such that the 
memory usage and computation time are independent of the number of vehicles. Hence, they are very suit-
able for large area (freeway) networks in which less detail is required in vehicle movements. 
 
In this paper we discuss the feasibility of DTA in large networks using two macroscopic simulation-based 
models, MARPLE (Taale, 2004) and INDY (Bliemer et al., 2003; Bliemer, 2005). Both models are route-
based and use route sets that are a priori generated, thereby avoiding time-consuming (dynamic) fastest paths 
computations while running the DTA model. The framework of both models is the same and is depicted in 
Figure 1.  
 

Route set generation model

Dynamic route choice model

Dynamic network loading model

route flows travel times

routes

travel 
demand

transportation
network

 
 

Figure 1:  DTA components of MARPLE and INDY 
 
MARPLE as well as INDY consider three components: (i) a route set generation model, (ii) a dynamic route 
choice model, and (iii) a dynamic network loading model. Given the transportation network, routes are gen-
erated by the route set generation model. These routes are typically generated without any knowledge of the 
travel demand, as will be explained in the next section, only the set of origin-destination (OD) pairs are 
passed to the route generation model. Once the route set is determined, route choice proportions are com-
puted for each OD pair and each departure time interval based on a generalized dynamic route travel costs 
(which includes route travel times and maybe other attributes). Multiplying these proportions by the (given) 
dynamic OD demand for each departure time, we obtain route flows. Finally, these route flows are propa-
gated along each route on the network by using a dynamic network loading (DNL) model. The DNL model 
is the most computationally-expensive model in the framework and performs the traffic simulation using a 
system of analytical equations.  
 
Each of the DTA components will be discussed in the following sections, with a special focus on the route 
set generation procedure. As large networks may require special settings of the components in the DTA 
model, each section will briefly discuss such settings that may enable faster computations. 
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 3 Route set generation model 
The first component is the route set generation model. Given a transportation network consisting of nodes 
and (directed) links, and given a set of OD pairs, a set of routes is determined for each OD pair. It is impor-
tant to note that the route set generation is only performed once. Instead of finding the (dynamic) shortest 
routes continuously as part of the assignment and simulation process, it is assumed that the road user chooses 
a route from an a-priori set of routes (which has been argued to be consistent with route choice from a behav-
ioural point of view). The advantage is that the routes can be computed in advance. The disadvantage is that 
the set of routes is fixed and does not change during the assignment. Hence, it is important to generate a suf-
ficiently large set for each OD pair such that at least all used routes are included. Clearly, it is not known in 
advance which routes will be used, therefore the generated route set will typically be larger than the set of 
used routes (although the number of unused routes should preferably be kept to a minimum). Ideally, one 
should check after the assignment with a dynamic fastest path algorithm if there are any routes on the net-
work that have a lower travel time than the routes in the route set. If so, then these routes should be added to 
the route set and the DTA model should be run again.  
 
Different route set generation models could be considered (Bliemer, 2001), such as: 
(a) All acyclic routes – All routes without cycles are enumerated, independent on their length and travel 

time. This would generate a huge route set with many unrealistic alternatives. For real-life networks, this 
approach is not feasible; 

(b) k-shortest routes – In this approach, the fastest route, the 2nd fastest route, till the k-th fastest route will 
be determined. The number of routes for each OD pair will be exactly k, which may for certain OD pairs 
not be sufficient, or could be too large (yielding unrealistic routes); 

(c) Essentially least-cost routes – All routes with a travel time within a certain threshold from the fastest 
route are considered. In this case, the number of routes may be different for each OD pair and would not 
generate unrealistic routes;  

(d) Most probable routes – Using Monte Carlo simulations, a set of routes is generated in which the link 
travel times are assumed to be a random variable (e.g., representing congestion). Same as in the previous 
approach, the number of routes per OD pair is an outcome, not an input. 

 
MARPLE and INDY both adapt a form of route generation approach (d), based on the most probably routes. 
It avoids the problem of an exploding number of routes, the problem of having too few or too many (unreal-
istic) routes, and the problem of only assuming free-flow travel times. Moreover, approach (d) is very easy to 
implement and the computation time is low (even for large networks). 
 
In the route generation, the link travel times aτ  for each link a are assumed be random variables: 
 

( )0 21 , where  (0, ).a a a a Nτ τ ε ε σ= + ∼  (1)
 
Given the free-flow travel time 0 ,aτ  a positive random component aε  is added to this free-flow travel time. 
This random component is assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean and a variance 2.σ  A higher 
variance is likely to lead to higher link travel times. If one chooses 1

3 ,σ =  then it is unlikely that the link 
travel times are longer than twice the free-flow travel time (since Pr( 3 ) 0.997).aε σ< =  By iteratively draw-
ing different error components for each link and finding the fastest route based on the updated link travel 
times (1), routes can be generated. The higher the number of iterations and the higher ,σ  the more routes 
will be generated. Initially the variance is set to zero, to ensure that the actual fastest route is always in-
cluded. Then in INDY, over the number of iterations, the variance can be increased, which will increase the 
probably of finding a new route (with also an increasing detour). MARPLE ensures that the detour is not too 
large by keeping the variance constant, resulting in only allowing routes that are within a certain threshold 
from the fastest route (as proposed in the essentially least cost approach). 
 
Although routes that take an off-ramp and immediately an on-ramp again are perfectly valid, they are usually 
considered unwanted in the assignment. In order to prevent this type of routes and in order to create a set of 
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sufficiently different routes, an overlap filter is used to remove routes that have too much overlap with previ-
ously generated routes.  
 
Route set generation algorithm (for both MARPLE and INDY) 
Input: Network with for each link free-flow travel times, and a set of OD pairs with positive travel de-

mand. Parameters: maximum variance ,σ  the maximum allowed number of routes per OD pair, 
K,  the maximum percentage of route overlap, ,γ  and the maximum number of iterations, 1.N  

Output: A route set rsP  for each OD pair ( , ).r s  
Step 1: Set : 1.n = Set ( ) : 0.nσ =  
Step 2: Compute link travel times ( )( ) 0 ( )1 ,n n

a a aτ τ ε= +  with independent draws ( )( )2( ) ( )0, .n n
a Nε σ∼  

Step 3: For each OD pair ( , ),r s  find the currently fastest path ,( )rs np  using Dijkstra’s algorithm. 
Step 4: For each OD pair ( , ),r s  if ,rs rsp P∉  and ,rsP K<  and the overlap in route length is not more 

than ,γ  then set : .rs rs rsP P p= ∪  
Step 5: If 1,n N=  then stop. Otherwise, set : 1n n= +  and set ( ) :nσ σ=  (in MARPLE) or 

( )
1: /( 1)n N nσ σ= − +  (in INDY). Continue with Step 2. 

 
In INDY there is also an alternative route set generation procedure implemented based on static traffic as-
signment. If this procedure is selected, the OD matrix for the time period with the highest travel demand 
(with an optional multiplication factor) is selected and a static deterministic user-equilibrium assignment is 
performed on the network. The used routes for each OD pair will be stored, yielding the route set, and also 
the route flow proportions are stored. The latter information can be used in the dynamic route choice model 
as initial route flow proportions, which may speed up the convergence.  
 
For large networks, a priori route set generation has several advantages. First of all, fastest paths only have to 
be computed only once, and the route set could be used as input in subsequent studies. Secondly, starting 
with a set of routes instead of with a single route in the first iteration (which is common for most assignment 
models that find fastest paths during the assignment) enables the distribution of the OD flows over multiple 
routes already from the first iteration. This may significantly speed up the convergence of the DTA model.  
 
In the route set generation model, some settings can be chosen that reduce the computation time. As previ-
ously mentioned, by using an overlap factor we try to rule out routes that may not contribute much in terms 
of extra capacity, but do add to the computation time. More importantly, we should aim to reduce the number 
of OD pairs. Obviously, for each OD pair routes have to be generated, hence if we are able to reduce the 
number of OD pairs, also the number of routes will decrease. Needless to say that no route generation is nec-
essary for OD pairs with zero flow, hence these OD pairs can be removed. However, there are possibly many 
OD pairs with very little flow (e.g., less than 1 vehicle per hour). By removing also these OD pairs the num-
ber of OD pairs can be reduced significantly without removing much travel demand (as will be shown in the 
case study in Section 6, we were able to remove more than 50% of the OD pairs, which account for less than 
1% of the total travel demand). Removing low demand OD pairs should be done with care, as they are likely 
to be long distance trips (and therefore to many links on the network), hence removing this travel demand 
may have some impact on the DTA outcomes. Another advantage of removing OD pairs is that the number 
of used links decreases, which speeds up the dynamic network loading  
 
4 Dynamic route choice model 
Once for each OD pair ( , )r s  the set of routes, ,rsP  has been generated, the travellers have to choose be-
tween these alternative routes. In this section we will assume that the route choice behaviour is based on a 
stochastic dynamic user-equilibrium in which no traveller thinks he or she can be better off by unilaterally 
changing routes. As commonly assumed, travellers will choose the route alternative with the lowest actually 
experienced (perceived) generalized cost. This generalized cost may consist of route travel times travel, route 
toll costs, etc. For simplicity, here we assume that the travel cost solely consists of travel times, although this 
can easily be extended. Let ( , )rs

ap k tθ  denote the dynamic link-route incidence indicator, which equals one if 
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vehicles departing at time k on route p from r to s enter link a at time t, or zero otherwise. This indicator de-
pends on the link travel times on the network. Then the actually experienced route cost is 
 

( ) ( , ) ( ),rs rs
p ap a

a p
c k k t c tθ

∈

=∑  (2)

 
where ( )ac t  is the cost of link a when entering the link at time t.  Each route cost may be perceived differ-
ently by different travellers, hence the route cost is assumed to be a random variable by adding an unob-
served random term to the route costs. Under the assumption that all routes are independent and that the un-
observed term is extreme value type I distributed, the route choice proportions ( )rs

p kψ  are given by the well-
known multinomial logit (MNL) model. If routes are overlapping, then the independence assumption may 
not hold. Therefore, a commonality factor (Cascetta, 1996) in MARPLE or a path size factor (Hoogendoorn 
et al., 2005) in INDY is added to each route cost, denoted by .rs

pF  Then, the route choice proportions for 
each departure time k can be computed as 
 

( )
( )' ''

exp ( )
( ) .

exp ( )

rs rs
p prs

p rs rs
p pp

c k F
k

c k F

µ
ψ

µ

⎡ ⎤− +⎣ ⎦=
⎡ ⎤− +⎣ ⎦∑

 (3)

 
Let the travel demand for OD pair ( , )r s  departing at time k be given by ( ).rsD k  The route flows ( )rs

pf k  can 
be determined by 
 

( ) ( ) ( ).rs rs rs
p pf k k D kψ=  (4)

 
The route choice is an iterative process in which the route flows are determined based on route costs, which 
may change again due to changes in the route flows. In each iteration n, new route flows are computed using 
Eqns. (3) and (4), which will be averaged with route flows from previous iterations to speed up convergence. 
The method of successive averages (MSA) is used in INDY with an averaging weight of ( ) 1/ ,n nζ =  while in 
MARPLE the weights are chosen as ( )

1 2 3exp( ) /n n nζ α α α= − +  (with some 0iα ≥ ) such that the weights 
for small n are larger than those in MSA and smaller for larger n (which may improve the rate of conver-
gence). Faster iterative averaging schemes as proposed by Bottom and Chabini (2001) have been investi-
gated, but these accelerated averaging schemes seem to work predominantly if a larger number of iterations 
is needed. In our case, where we use an a-priori route set, convergence is typically reached within a small 
number of iterations (5 to 20). Accelerated averaging therefore did not show a significant improvement, but 
it did require an extra set of route flows to be stored in memory, which may be problematic for large net-
works. 
 
The convergence can be checked using multiple criteria. The first one is that the absolute route flow differ-
ences between iterations are going to zero. Although this criteria is useful to see that at some point the algo-
rithm can be terminated, it does not guarantee that the algorithm has reaches a (stochastic) dynamic user-
equilibrium. This is due to the fact that applying MSA or other averaging schemes yield smaller route flow 
changes in each iteration by default, so is not a good measure for convergence to a user-equilibrium. A better 
measure is the dynamic relative duality gap, defined by 
 

( )
( )( , )

( , )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) , where  ( ) min ( ) .

( ) ( )
rs

rs

rs rs rs
p p

r s kp P rs rs
prs rs p P

r s k

f k c k k
G k k c k

D k k

π
π

π
∈

∈

−
= ≡
∑ ∑ ∑

∑∑
 (5)

 
For each departure time k, this relative gap function should decrease. In a stochastic assignment it will not go 
to zero, but it should stabilize at some value somewhat greater than zero. 
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Route choice algorithm (for both MARPLE and INDY) 
Input: Route sets ,rsP  dynamic travel demand ( ),rsD k  route travel cost functions, and the maximum 

number of iterations, 2.N  
Output: Dynamic route flows ( ).rs

pf k  
Step 1: Set : 1.n =  Base the initial travel costs ( ) ( )n

ac t  on the free-flow travel times. 
Step 2: Compute the route travel costs ,( ) ( )rs n

pc k  as in Eqn. (2) based on the current link travel costs 
( ) ( )n
ac t  and current link travel times.   

Step 3: Compute new intermediate route flows ,( ) ( )rs n
pf k  using Eqns. (3) and (4) with ,( ) ( ).rs n

pc k  
Step 4: Compute new route flows ( ),( ) ,( 1) ( ) ,( ) ,( 1)( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .rs n rs n n rs n rs n

p p p pf k f k f k f kζ− −= + −  
Step 5: Perform dynamic network loading (see Section 5) to compute new link travel costs ( 1) ( ).n

ac t+  
Step 6: If 2n N=  or if other convergence criteria are satisfied (maximum route flow changes, maximum 

relative duality gap), then stop. Otherwise, set : 1n n= +  and return to Step 2. 
 
5 Dynamic network loading model 
The third component of both DTA models is the dynamic network loading module. The dynamic routes 
flows ( )rs

pf k  from the assignment module are loaded onto the network and flows and travel times are calcu-
lated. The remainder of this section describes the DNL algorithms for INDY1 and MARPLE 
 
Dynamic network loading algorithm (for INDY) 
Input: Dynamic route flows ( ),rs

pf k  link capacities, maximum speeds, speed-density functions.  
Output: Dynamic link travel times ( )a tτ  and link costs ( ).ac t  
Step 1: Consider an empty network. Set : 1.t =  
Step 2: For each link a, compute the current cumulative outflow ( )aV t  out of the link, using the inflow 

history of the link.  
Step 3: For each link a, compute the current cumulative inflow ( )aU t  into the link, using the dynamic 

route flows ( )rs
pf k  and the outflows of previous links. 

Step 4: For each link a, compute the current number of vehicles ( )aX t  on the link, ( ) ( ) ( ).a a aX t U t V t= −  
Step 5: For each link a, compute the current link travel time ( )a tτ  based on the number of vehicles 

( )aX t  on the link, using speed-density relationships.  
Step 6: While not all travel demand has been assigned yet and while the network is not empty yet, set 

: 1t t= +  and return to Step 2. 
 
Dynamic network loading algorithm (for MARPLE) 
Input: Dynamic route flows ( ),rs

pf k  link capacities, maximum speeds, flow-travel time functions.  
Output: Dynamic link travel times ( )a tτ  and link costs ( ).ac t  
Step 1: Initialise the network and give every link an initial flow consistent with the demand. 
Step 2: For each link a and simulation period k, compute the free flow travel time and the change in ca-

pacity according to the signal control plans (controlled links only). Set : 1.t =  
Step 3: For each link a, compute the travel time and delay with the travel time functions (different link 

types have a different travel time function). 
Step 4: For each link a, compute the outflow and the remaining space. 
Step 5: For each node, compute the inflows and outflows, based on the routes flows ( )rs

pf k  and splitting 
rates. 

Step 6: For each link a, compute the inflow and correct it for the available space on the link. 
Step 7: For each link a, if necessary adjust the outflow, because of downstream queues. 
Step 8: For each link a, compute the link flows and queues. 
Step 9: While not all travel demand has been assigned yet, set : 1t t= +  and return to Step 3. 

                                                 
1 In INDY, two different dynamic network loading procedures are implemented. The one presented here uses link performance func-
tions in order to propagate the flow over the routes. The other procedure uses a dynamic queuing approach which takes also spillback 
into account, see also Bliemer (2006). Although this second procedure is able to handle capacity constraints more accurately, it needs 
significantly more computation time. Hence, we restrict ourselves here to the first procedure, which is applicable for large networks. 
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A time step of 10 seconds needs 10 times less computation time than a time step of 1 second. For most DTA 
models the length of the time step should be smaller than the shortest travel time that is needed to traverse 
any link. MARPLE has certain heuristics implemented to circumvent this restriction, such that larger time 
steps can be chosen and thus to speed up calculations. In INDY the restriction can be dealt with in two dif-
ferent ways. A first obvious way is to automatically increase the lengths of all links such that the link travel 
times are equal to the time step set by the user. This may lead to somewhat longer trips, slightly overestimat-
ing the travel times. Another way is that INDY ignores congestion on the links with free-flow travel times 
less than the time step. In this case, the travel times will be slightly underestimated. 
 
6 Case study on a large network 
In this case study the possibilities of MARPLE and INDY on a large network are illustrated. MARPLE is 
programmed in Matlab, while INDY is implemented in C++. Both models are able to use the Omnitrans 
graphical user-interface for creating and editing networks and travel demand matrices, for running the mod-
els, and for viewing the (dynamic) output variables on the network. Both models were applied to the road 
network of the Dutch National Model (“Landelijk Model Systeem”, LMS), shown in Figure 2. This road 
network consists of 345 zones (foreign zones are not included), 25,341 one-directional links and 17,963 
nodes. The OD matrix contains 24 hours of travel demand on approximately 109,000 non-zero cells and is 
divided into 24 matrices with one hour demand.  
 

Randstad areaRandstad area

Amsterdam

The Hague

Rotterdam

Utrecht

 
 

Figure 2: Road network of the Dutch National Model 
 
The route generation module was tested by varying the maximum percentage of route overlap, ,γ  the maxi-
mum number of iterations, 1N  and for MARPLE the variance parameter. For the route overlap parameter, 
percentages of 70%, 80% and 90% were used, in combination with 10 or 25 iterations. For 0.33σ = (longest 
routes is not longer than twice the shortest route), MARPLE generated far less routes than INDY. Therefore, 
the influence of the variance σ  was tested by doing the same runs for 1 10N =  with 0.66σ =  (longest route 
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is not longer than three times the shortest route). The results, in terms of number of generated paths and cal-
culation times2, are shown in Table 1.  
 
Overall, INDY generates more paths in less time. That INDY generates more paths is due to the increasing 
variance used in INDY. Choosing 0.66σ =  gives comparable results for MARPLE and INDY. INDY can 
also generate a route set using a static assignment. Some results from performing a static assignment (using 
25 iterations) are also presented in Table 1. Different loading factors (L) of the travel demand were used, 
where a higher loading factor leads to a more congested network and therefore yields a higher number of 
used routes. 
 
Some results of the route generation algorithm are shown in Figure 3. This figure illustrates that the number 
of generated routes for an OD pair is not fixed, but depends on the OD pair and the network. Figure 3(a) 
shows an OD pair with only two routes that have a large overlap. So, only one route remains in the route set. 
Figure 3(b) also shows an OD pair with two routes, but these routes are clearly different having a low over-
lap factor, hence both routes remain in the route set. Finally, the OD pair in Figure 3(c) has many routes. 
 
Table 1: Results of route generation 
Monte Carlo 
   1 10N =     1 25N =   
  0.70γ =  0.80γ =  0.90γ =   0.70γ =  0.80γ =  0.90γ =  
INDY paths 261,324 328,372 449,134  345,278 468,984 716,733 
 CPU ± 4 min. ± 4 min. ± 5 min.  ± 12 min. ± 13 min. ± 14 min. 
         

MARPLE paths 174,507 205,744 276,810  203,462 254,292 379,240 
0.33σ =  CPU ± 18 min. ± 18 min. ± 18 min.  ± 43 min. ± 43 min. ± 43 min. 

MARPLE paths 237,901 308,447 469,642     
0.66σ =  CPU ± 21 min. ± 23 min. ± 28 min.     

         
Static assignment 
  0.8L =  1.0L =  1.2L =  1.4L =    
INDY paths 201,292 227,541 285,257 364,179   
 CPU ± 5 min. ± 5 min. ± 5 min. ± 6 min.   

 
 
 

(a)                                                          (b) (c)  
Figure 3:  Example routes generated for different OD pairs 

 
                                                 
2 A Pentium 4 CPU 3.2 Ghz with 2GB of internal RAM is used for all computations. 
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For the same network an assignment was done with a single iteration to show that it is indeed possible to run 
a DTA model for such large networks. From the OD matrix about 1% of the demand is removed resulting in 
about 47,750 OD pairs remaining. Due to this reduction in the OD matrix, also the number of used links in 
the route set decreases. About 72% of the links and 83% of the nodes are used. The unused links and nodes 
are omitted from the calculations. The adjusted OD matrix was used in the assignment. The time step in the 
DNL model is set to 10 seconds for INDY and 30 seconds for MARPLE. The results for the computation 
time and the internal memory usage are shown in Table 2. For the calculation the length of the time step is 
taken into account.  
 
Table 2: Computation time and internal memory usage 
 INDY MARPLE 
# OD pairs 47,628 47,965 
# routes 133,169 147,042 
CPU time route generation 3 min. 22 min. 
CPU time DTA per iteration 5 hrs. 1 hr. 
Internal memory usage 580 MB     1223 MB 

 
From this table it is clear that both models can handle this large network using a reasonable amount of com-
puter resources. Since INDY is implemented in C++ it is more efficient in terms of internal memory usage 
than the Matlab implementation of MARPLE. MARPLE is faster for the DTA itself. This is probably caused 
by the differences in the dynamic network loading. MARPLE computes split rates before the dynamic net-
work loading, which speeds up the simulation by making it completely link-based, while INDY remains 
route-based, explicitly keeping track of the origins and destinations of each link flow. Note that the travel 
demand period is 24 hrs, while the longest trip in the network takes approximately 4hrs, hence simulating a 
total time of 28 hrs. Therefore, INDY and MARPLE are simulating traffic through the network 28 and 5.5 
times faster than real-time, respectively. 
 
7 Discussion and conclusions 
In this paper two dynamic traffic assignment models have been tested for a large road network. Both models 
are the result of PhD research at the Delft University of Technology, but were developed for different pur-
poses and have different characteristics. MARPLE and INDY are both route-based macroscopic DTA mod-
els. MARPLE only considers one vehicle type and uses travel time functions, while INDY is completely 
multiclass and uses speed-density functions. 
 
From the research it can be concluded that the route set generation module of both models is able to deter-
mine a route set for large networks, such as the one tested: the network of the Dutch National Model. With 
some extra simplifications, both models are also able to do a dynamic assignment for this network, using a 
normal PC with no special additions. This means that using a DTA model for large networks is within reach 
for all kinds of applications, including planning and traffic management (Taale and Westerman, 2005). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dynamic Traffic Assignment is the problem of loading a road network with time varying demand flows 

from origins to destinations on shortest paths. In order to model this correctly there are several issues that 

shall be addressed: 

1) the presence of vehicle queues due to capacity reductions at intersections (bottlenecks), and the fact that 

vehicles’ speed is a function of the their distance, i.e. of the flow density (fundamental diagram), make the 

link travel times depend on the link flows (congestion), and since flows are time varying also performances 

(travel times and costs) are such; 

2) queues’ spillover on the backward links further reduce their capacity, making the arc performance model 

non-separable both in time and space; 

3) users departing from a given origin at a certain instant will perceive the cost of each link composing the 

path that they have chosen to reach their destination at the time when they will actually travel on it, which is 

given by the concatenation of the exit times of the previous links in the sequence; 

4) the presence of tolls makes the problem of determining the dynamic shortest paths more complex than 

that of finding the fastest routes; 

5) different perception of link costs by different users requires to introduce random arc cost errors and to 

model stochastic route choices; 

6) high congestion in the peak hour induces users to modify their desired departure time; 

7) the combination of congestion with the possibility of choosing the route and the departure time yields an 

equilibrium problem, where a flow and performance pattern is sought such that no user has an advantage in 

modifying his travel decisions. 

Many of the existing models introduce rough approximations on some of these regards, so that few of them 

are completely satisfactory in every respect. 

The main differences among the approaches to DTA modelling pertain to the fundamental question of 

discretization, which has deep implications also on the algorithmic side. This is a crucial aspect of the 

solution to the problem, since it implies a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. In general, the more the 

discretization is dense, the more the resulting model is accurate and the more its procedures are time 

consuming. Indeed, computation efficiency is still a main goal in DTA modelling because, depending on the 

solution approach and on the dimension of the road network, the simulation can be even slower than the real 

system. On the other hand, DTA is often involved in real time applications, such as route guidance and 
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traffic control, and will be more and more utilized in the future for planning purposes where several hours of 

the day are to be simulated.  

We can identify three different levels of discretization: 

1) flow discretization – traffic flows are indeed constituted by individual vehicles, which can be modelled as 

single entities, whose positions can be tracked on the network; 

2) space discretization – it is quite natural in traffic assignment to discretize the road network into links, but 

in order to reproduce traffic conditions in detail some models split each link into segments or “cells”; 

3) time discretization – most DTA models require a dense time discretization (say 1 second) since they 

exploit “short time intervals” (the exit time from a link or cell during any time interval falls into the next 

time interval or later), while few models allow for “long time intervals” (say 10 minutes). 

In the last years we have focussed our efforts (Bellei, Gentile and Papola, 2005; Gentile, Meschini and 

Papola, 2005; Bellei et. al., 2005; Gentile, Meschini and Papola, 2006) to address all the above issues jointly 

by formalizing within-day DTA in the framework of functional analysis, that is to consider as model 

variables functions of time instead of vector of numbers. However, when implementing, it is anyway 

necessary to introduce some sort of time discretization. Our aim is then to reduce discretization as much as 

possible. Therefore we adopt macroscopic flow models for whole links and long time intervals. On these 

bases the equilibrium can be formulated as a fixed point problem in terms of link inflow temporal profiles 

and solved through the MSA or with some other better performing algorithm. 

This approach made it possible to achieve a good compromise between accuracy in reproducing the 

relevant traffic phenomena and efficiency in solving large instances of DTA. The accuracy of the 

representation is suitable for transport planning and flow or performance pattern estimation, while other 

methodologies are more appropriate for the detailed analyses needed in traffic signal setting and geometric 

design of links or intersections. The efficiency of the computation is suitable for simulating with a standard 

PC the traffic of huge urban and regional networks during several hours. Indeed, the complexity of the model 

is that of the corresponding static assignment multiplied by the number of (long) time intervals introduced; 

which makes real time prediction of traffic conditions for large cities at hand. 

In this paper we will discuss the role of discretization in DTA, by presenting a classification of the 

existing approaches from this perspective. Then we will outline our model, with the aim of placing it into the 

above classification and supporting the soundness of its mathematical formulation, underlying assumptions 

and algorithmic features. 

DTA models have two fundamental components: the network loading model, which propagates all user 

trips on the current route choice pattern yielding an arc flow pattern consistently with the resulting travel 

time pattern, where queuing and traffic congestion must be taken into account; b) the route choice model, 

which reproduces the behaviour of a driver travelling from an origin to a destination on the road network in 

terms of path (and departure time) decisions, that are taken on the basis of the performance pattern. These 

two sub-models are somehow iterated in sequence until an equilibrium is reached. 
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THE NETWORK LOADING MODELS 

Time discretization can be generally of two types: short intervals (a few seconds), long intervals (some 

minutes). Also the space discretization can be of two types: short arcs (each road link is divided into 

segments of 10-100 meters), long arcs (each link between two intersections is considered as a whole). In the 

following we will see which models can adopt the “long features, that are more convenient from a 

computational point of view. 

But the main criteria to distinguish among network loading models is probably flow discretization. The 

specific purpose of each methodology (from intersection geometry design, to traffic signal setting, until 

transport planning) legitimates a great variety of approaches on this respect: from micro-simulation, where 

the behaviour of each single vehicle (essentially, longitudinal and lateral acceleration) is connected with the 

relative speed and position of the adjacent vehicles through car following and lane changing models; to 

meso-simulation, where groups of vehicles (in case, a single vehicle) are handled as dense point packets, 

while the interaction among vehicles is reproduced though macroscopic flow models; until macro-

simulation, where the continuous flow paradigm is fully accepted. To be noticed that the concept of meso-

simulation is somewhat vague in the literature, and the definition given above is merely our interpretation of 

this idea.  

There are two types of micro-simulation: time-based, which leads usually to the assumption that a vehicle 

can traverse at the most one node during a single clock, thus involving also for simple models short time 

intervals, especially on urban networks; event-based, which does not require to move each vehicle at every 

clock, but only when a relevant circumstance takes place (such as: a vehicle has reached the head of the link 

if no queue is present, a new slot becomes available at the tail of a link in spillback, ecc.) and other future 

events are produced. Although the latter approach may be somewhat more complicated to implement, if a 

simple model with few types of events under control is considered, it may lead to relevant savings of 

computing resources. 

Micro and meso simulation models are both affected by pseudo-random processes to generate vehicles 

from centroids, and to assign them to a specific path or to divert them to a specific link at each node, in case 

the routing is performed according to splitting rates instead of paths. This implies that the expected traffic 

flow pattern could be actually retrieved only as an average among many simulation runs, which is almost 

never the case, because each run is nowadays too expensive in terms of computing resources to be replicated, 

so that the output of the model is indeed the result of a multivariate random variable. However, one could 

observe that traffic flows on road links are usually made up by hundreds of vehicles, so that the variances of 

the above variables should be relatively small. 

Micro simulation (Barcello and Casas, 2002) usually requires lots of data which are often not readily 

available, while meso and macro simulation do not require more data than static traffic assignment – besides 

the modulation of the demand in time – which is a great advantage from the applicative point of view. 

Moreover, with respect to static traffic assignment DTA models do not require to calibrate the parameters of 

the volume-delay functions (e.g. alpha and beta of the BPR). The heavy data requirements of micro 

simulation lead to the opportunity of meso simulation, which still moves single vehicles but according to the 
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much simpler macroscopic flow models. Two examples of this approach are Mahmassani (2001) and Mahut 

et al. (2004), respectively adopting a time based and an event based mechanism. 

Meso and macro simulation models consider typically two distinct flow conditions: hypocritical and 

hypercritical. Hypocritical flow conditions are usually reproduced according to the Theory of Kinematic 

Waves of Lightill, Whitham and Richards, which requires short arcs, or its first order approximation, called 

the Simplified TWK (Newell, 1993). Hypercritical flow conditions are usually reproduced according to 

deterministic queue theory (Arnott De Palma and Lindsey, 1990; Ghali and Smith, 1993), where often the 

concept of storage capacity is introduced to comply with the spillback phenomenon. 

Many DTA models (e.g. Astarita, 1996; Ran et al., 1997; Friesz et al., 1993; Tong and Wong, 2000; 

Papageorgiou, 1990; Carey, Ge and McCartney, 2003) evaluate instead travel times through volume-delay 

function that consider the speed corresponding on the fundamental diagram to the current average density of 

the link. This approach appears convenient from a computational point of view, since it doesn’t require space 

discretization and leaves a certain freedom in choosing the time discretization. However, it can be easily 

shown that any model which is separable with respect to time will reproduce satisfactorily neither the 

formation and dispersion of vehicle queues, nor the interaction of vehicles under hypocritical conditions. 

Much better results are obtained applying space continuous models (e.g. METANET, Messmer and 

Papageorgiou, 1990, which derives from a second order approximation to the TKW; the Cell Transmission 

Model, Daganzo, 1994, 1995a, which is consistent with the first order approximation), that are formulated 

through differential equations in time and space and solved through finite difference methods. Such models 

yield accurate results, but their numerical solution relies on a dense space and time discretization, thus 

requiring considerable computing resources. A suitable compromise between accuracy and efficiency can be 

obtained by revisiting the STKW in terms of cumulative flows (Daganzo, 1997), which allows for preserving 

a whole link approach by implicitly taking into account the propagation of flow states along the link. This 

model, originally developed for urban arcs with a triangular fundamental diagram, has been recently 

extended to represent extra urban arcs with any concave fundamental diagram (Gentile, Meschini and 

Papola, 2005) and to address the case of spillback congestion (Gentile, Meschini and Papola, 2006).  

Finally we present a rough discussion about complexity. We take as reference the road network of Rome, 

characterized by the following dimensions for a simulation period of 3 hours during the morning peak: 

nZ  number of centroids            500 

nA  number of link              10.000 

nT  average number of trips travelling at the same time   500.000 

nC  average number of cells for each link       10 

nIL number of cells for each link          10 

nIS number of short time intervals (DTS = 6 sec)     1800 

Each network loading costs the following number of operations, depending on the approach: 

micro simulation     a1 * nT * nIS =       a1 * 900.000.000 

meso simulation     a2 * nT * nIS =       a2 * 900.000.000 

macro simulation     a3 * nIL * nA * nZ =      a3 * 150.000.000 
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CTM without destinations a4 * nIS * nA * nC =      a4 * 180.000.000 

CTM with destinations  a5 * nIS * nA * nZ =      a5 * 9.000.000.000 

Clearly micro simulation requires a much higher number of operations to move each vehicle with respect to 

meso simulation, so that a1 >> a2. Macro simulation requires just few operations to propagate the flow 

forward (network flow propagation should be iterated to compute the dynamic network loading, but this can 

be avoided leaving the task to the overall equilibrium procedure as illustrated later), so that we can 

reasonably state a difference of one order of magnitude between meso and macro for a large network. 

Clearly for smaller networks this difference is higher. Moreover DTL can go up to say 15 min, while DTS 

can go down to 1 sec, so that the above difference can go up to two order of magnitudes.  

THE ROUTE CHOICE MODELS 

Vehicles may divert at nodes: either following a given path; or on the successive link given by the 

solution of the dynamic shortest path problem; or consistently with some splitting rates, specific of each 

destination and time varying. In connection to this, the flows resulting from the successive iterations of the 

network loading are to be averaged. One possibility is to consider path explicitly, and assign the demand to 

the resulting proportions. A second possibility is to follow an implicit path enumeration approach, that is 

averaging directly the link flows, and assign the demand all or nothing to shortest paths. A variant of this 

approach is to average the splitting rates, typically when path choice is stochastic. In any case, the dynamic 

shortest path problem lies at the heart of within-day dynamic traffic assignment. 

We now focus on the route choice model in presence of time-varying arc costs and travel times, but 

without the possibility of waiting at nodes, under the assumptions of perfect information and rational 

behaviour of the drivers. This leads to deterministic models where drivers travel only on dynamic shortest 

paths, i.e., paths with minimum cost. The cost of a path is given by the sum of the costs of its arcs, each one 

evaluated at the time when the user travelling along the path enters it, while the travel time of a path is given 

by the concatenation of the exit times of its arcs. As usual in transportation applications, we consider the 

many-to-one version of the dynamic shortest path problem, since the main concern of the user is to reach his 

destination. 

Most of the literature address the discrete case (Pallottino and Scutellà, 1998), where it is assumed that 

the time varies in a finite set of values and that the exit time from each arc evaluated at one of these instants 

belongs to the set. In this case, the dynamic shortest path problem can be studied by introducing the so-called 

space-time network, or diachronic graph, where each node of the original network is replicated into a vertex 

for every instant, and an edge connects the vertex relative to the initial node of each arc at every instant with 

the vertex of its final node at the corresponding exit time. The space-time network has no cycles, and any 

chronological ordering of its vertices provides a topological ordering. Exploiting this property, it is possible 

to solve efficiently the dynamic shortest path problem, by performing reverse chronological visits of the 

space-time network. For more details about discrete formulations of the dynamic shortest path problem in 

transportation networks, see De Palma, Hansen and Labbé (1993) and Nachtigall (1995). 
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The shortest paths may contain cycles, since it may be convenient to wait around on the network with the 

aim of traveling on certain arcs later at a lesser cost. Moreover, in order to find the dynamic shortest paths 

arriving to a given destination at a particular instant from each origin it is necessary to handle multiple cost 

labels for each node, one for every instant. The most efficient algorithms to solve this problem introduce a 

list of vertices to be examined with a bucket (Dial, 1969) for each instant. A vertex is extracted iteratively 

from the latest non-empty bucket, so that each vertex of its backward star is updated in terms of shortest path 

solution and inserted in the proper bucket, if its label can be improved through that edge. All labels are 

initialized to infinity except the label of the origin vertex, which is initialized to zero and inserted in an 

empty list. 

A shortest path is said to satisfy the concatenation property if its two sub-paths from the origin to any 

intermediate node and from this node to the destination are themselves shortest paths. In general, this does 

not hold in the dynamic context. However, if the FIFO rule is satisfied for each arc, i.e., no overtaking can 

occur on road links, then the concatenation property holds true with respect to travel times (Ziliaskopoulos, 

1994). Moreover, if the arc costs are proportional to the travel times, this can be extended to costs, thus 

inducing to study the deterministic model where drivers travel only on dynamic fastest paths, i.e., paths with 

minimum travel time (Dreyfus, 1969; Cooke and Halsey, 1966; Ziliaskopoulos and Mahmassani, 1993). 

Based on the FIFO rule, the fastest paths cannot contain cycles. Moreover, any classical algorithm with 

only one label for each node can be applied in order to find on the space-time network the fastest trajectories 

arriving to a given destination at a particular instant from each origin (Kaufmann and Smith, 1993), thus 

solving the dynamic fastest path problem. In this case the bucket list paradigm, applied to the original nodes 

instead that to the vertices of the space-time network, can be adopted to implement efficiently the label 

setting approach. 

Often is the applications to DTA the dynamic shortest path problem is to be solved for every arriving 

time. For this case, Chabini (1998) proposed an algorithm that addresses all the temporal instances jointly, 

and finds the next arc of the trip from any given node at each particular instant in order to reach the 

destination at a later time with the minimum cost. This is simply achieved by comparing, among each arc 

exiting that node, the sum between the arc cost at that instant and the minimum cost from the final node of 

the arc to the destination, evaluated at the corresponding exit time from the arc. The above approach 

underlies a temporal-layer structure of the solution rather than a trajectory structure, since the temporal 

perspective is local. 

The latter algorithm eliminates by its nature the need to handle multiple cost labels and, based on the 

acyclic property of the time-space network, requires a simple visit of all its vertices in reverse chronological 

order, while no particular order is to be maintained when processing the vertices of a same temporal layer, 

which leads to an optimal running time. The only drawback of the above approach is common to all discrete 

models based on the paradigm of the diachronic graph. This is the need to introduce a great number of time 

intervals having a short length in order to reproduce the arc travel times with the required accuracy, since 

these are multiples of such a length (usually 1 second, in urban contexts), which results in time-consuming 

procedures. 
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Continuous models, which do not introduce the space-time network but operate directly on variables that 

are functions of time, have been analyzed by Orda and Rom (1990-1991). However their exact solution 

approach seams to be unfeasible for large networks. We have explored the possibility of allowing some 

approximations when operating on the temporal profiles in the algorithm, with the aim of achieving fast 

heuristics. Specifically, we dealt with temporal profiles that are piecewise linear functions of time defined on 

a pre-specified set of instants, and keep their form during any operation accepting the necessary distortions. 

With this aim the trajectory approach has been simply extended, while the temporal-layer approach has been 

more significantly tailored, to the case where costs and travel times are functions of time having a continuous 

domain and range. Indeed, to avoid a dense time discretization in the temporal-layer approach, we have 

renounced to the acyclic property of the space-time network, by letting the exit time from any given arc at 

the beginning of a particular interval to fall within that same interval. This leads to the possibility of cycles in 

the solution relative to a same temporal layer and therefore introduces the need to make some approximation. 

Specifically, we force a label setting strategy and implement it through a bucket list. 

In both approaches, the reference instants on which basis the piecewise linear temporal profiles are 

defined can then identify time intervals of several minutes. This, on one side, allows to capture the features 

of road traffic dynamic that are relevant for most planning purposes, and on the other side, results in much 

shorter computational times. The more the time intervals are short, the more the proposed continuous models 

tend to coincide with the corresponding discrete models. This property has been exploited in the validation of 

the proposed heuristics both in terms of results and computing times. 

Finally we present a rough discussion about complexity, taking as reference the case of Rome: 

discrete shortest trajectories     nA * (nIS) * nIL * nZ =   270.000.000.000 

discrete fastest trajectories     nA * nIL * nZ =     150.000.000 

discrete shortest temporal layer    nA * nIS * nZ =     9.000.000.000 

continuous fastest trajectories    nA * nIL * nZ =     150.000.000 

continuous shortest temporal layer   nA * nIL * nZ =     150.000.000 

OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 

Recently, we proposed a new model for within-day DTA on road networks, where a user equilibrium is 

expressed as a fixed point problem in terms of arc flow temporal profiles. The model integrates spillback 

congestion into an existing formulation of DTA based on continuous-time variables and implicit path 

enumeration, which is capable of representing explicitly the formation and dispersion of vehicle queues on 

road links, but allows them to overcome the arc length. 

By extending to the dynamic case the concept of Network Loading Map (NLM), stated in Cantarella 

(1997) for the static case, it is no more needed to introduce the CDNL (Xu et. al., 1999) as a sub-problem of 

the DTA, because the coherence through the arc performance model between the travel times and the flows 

loaded on the network consistently to given path choices can be attained jointly with the equilibrium.  
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Figure 1. Scheme of the fixed point formulation for the DTA. 

 

The propagation of congestion among adjacent arcs is achieved through the introduction of time-varying 

exit capacities which limit the inflow on downstream arcs in such a way that their storage capacities are 

never exceeded. This approach is consistent with the definition provided by Adamo et al. (1999), where the 

spillback phenomenon is characterized as a hypercritical flow state, either propagating backwards from the 

final section of an arc and reaching its initial section, or originating on the latter, that reduces the capacities 

of the arcs belonging to its backward star and this way influences their flow states. To determine the 

temporal profile of these exit capacities requires solving, on the supply side of the DTA, a system of spatially 

non-separable macroscopic flow models based on the theory of kinematic waves, which describe the 

dynamic of the spillback phenomenon and yield consistent network performances for given arc flows. 

 

 
Figure 2. Scheme of the fixed point formulation for the NPM to simulate spillback. 

CONCLUSION 

Combining these results, we have been capable of proposing a macroscopic DTA model allowing for long 

intervals and long arcs. This model, called DUE, has been implemented in an existing commercial software 

for transport analyses (Visum – by PTV) and will then soon be available to many practitioners. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the model, solution algorithm and some selected applications of a simulation-based dynamic traffic 
assignment model based on equilibrium concepts. The model is formulated as a variational inequality and a solution 
algorithm is developed for a discretized version of the model. It is most useful, in its current form, for off-line 
applications, such as the testing of control strategies and scenario analyses in planning studies that must consider 
temporal flow variations and are not well served by the application of static models. The determination of time-
dependent path input flows is modeled as a master problem inspired from a simplicial decomposition approach. The 
determination of path travel times for a given set of path flows is the network-loading sub-problem, which is solved 
using the simplified traffic simulation approach of Mahut. The reported applications of this model include references to 
studies carried out in several cities around the world and some detailed model calibration results for Montreal. The 
results show that this model is applicable to medium-size networks with very reasonable computing times  
 
Index Terms – dynamic traffic assignment, method of successive averages, traffic simulation, queuing models 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper provides a summary description and some selected applications of an equilibrium based dynamic traffic 
assignment model. In order to provide a common terminology to the various models, it is convenient to refer to the 
main components of any dynamic traffic model: the route-choice mechanism, the determination of the path input flows 
and the network-loading mechanism. The latter is the method used to represent the evolution of the traffic flow over the 
links of the network once the route choice and the path input flows have been determined. 
 
Some of the most popular dynamic traffic models today are those based on the representation of the behavior of each 
driver regarding car following, gap acceptance and lane choice. These are micro-simulation models.  
The successful use of micro-simulations is commonly limited to relatively small size networks. Their application has 
been hindered for medium-to-large networks by the relatively high computation time and the effort required for a proper 
model calibration. Nevertheless, micro-simulation models are popular and their use is enhanced by traffic animation 
graphics that capture the attention of non-technical staff. Some of these are micro-simulation models are CORSIM 
(http://www.fhwa-tsis.com/corsim_page.htm), INTEGRATION (Van Aerde, 1999), AIMSUN2 (Barceló et al, 1994) 
(http://www.tss-bcn.com), VISSIM (http://www.ptv.de), PARAMICS (http://www.quadstone.com) and DRACULA 
(http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/software/dracula/). MITSIM (Yang, 1997) (http://web.mit.edu/its/products.html) is an 
academic research model that has been used in several studies in Boston, Stockholm and elsewhere. 
 
The aim of handling larger networks with reasonable computational times has led to the development of so-called 
“mesoscopic” approaches to traffic simulation. The aim is to obtain a traffic representation that still captures the basic 
temporal congestion phenomena, but models the traffic dynamics with less fidelity. Some of the earliest examples of 
such an approach are CONTRAM (Leonard et. al., 1989) (www.contram.com)  and SATURN (Dow and Van Vliet, 
1979) which are commercially available packages that are used in England and elsewhere.  
Recently, the development of mesoscopic simulation models for off-line dynamic traffic assignment has become an area 
of significant research activity, as witnessed by the United States FHWA Dynamic Traffic Assignment Project. 
(http://www.dynamictrafficassignment.org). The development of DYNASMART (Mahmassani et al., 2001) and 
DYNAMIT (Ben-Akiva et al., 1998) (http://web.mit.edu/) are two significant developments. Another approach to the 
network loading algorithm is that based on cellular automata theory (Nagel and Schreckenberg, 1992), which has been 
implemented in the TRANSIMS software (http://transims.tsasa.lanl.gov), developed by the Los Alamos National 
Laboratories in the USA. The advance of vehicles is carried out by using local rules for each vehicle that determine the 
next cell to be occupied and the speed of the vehicle. Ziliaskopoulos and Lee (1997) developed a dynamic traffic 
assignment model based on the cell transmission model which is a particular solution method for the classical 
macroscopic traffic flow model. Another macroscopic flow based model is that of Gentile et al (2005). 
 
Other dynamic traffic assignment models that have their roots in macroscopic traffic flow theory (Lighthill and 
Whitham, 1955) (Richards, 1956) such as  METACOR (Diakakis and Papageorgiou, 1996) and METANET (Messmer 
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et al., 2000a), These models are based on the work of Papageorgiou (1990)  and Messmer et al., 2000b respectively. 
The route choice in METANET is carried out iteratively by splitting proportions at nodes of the network, with the 
restriction that  only two arcs can originate at a given node. The network loading method is based on a second order 
(p.d.e.) traffic flow model. 
 
Another line of research is that of analytical dynamic traffic assignment models, which have their roots in the 
mathematical programming and optimal control approaches. Their aim is to introduce temporal dimensions to 
extensions of static network equilibrium models which are based on link travel time functions. There is a very large 
body of literature that contains academic contributions made by using this approach. A good recent reference is a 
special issue of  Networks and Spatial Economics ( Vol 1, Issue 3/4 , 2001).  The paper by Friesz et al (1993) provides a 
formulation the equilibrium dynamic traffic model which serves as the basis for the algorithm developed here. 
 
The network loading method presented in this paper is based on a traffic simulation model that was designed to produce 
reasonably accurate results with a minimum number of parameters and a minimum of computational effort (Mahut, 
2000, Astarita et al., 2001). The underlying structure of the network model and the car mover have more in common 
with microscopic than with mesoscopic approaches, as the model is designed to capture the effects of car following, 
lane changing and gap acceptance.  
 
The paper is structured as follows. The next section is dedicated to the exposition of the network and demand 
representation used in the model; then the formal statement of the model and its discretized version are given. The next 
sections are dedicated to the statement of the algorithm and to the description of the network loading method. 
Applications of the model are then given and some conclusions end the paper. 
 

2. NETWORK  REPRESENTATION, TRAFFIC  CONTROL  AND DEMAND 

The network definition required for this DTA model requires somewhat more information than that required for static 
network equilibrium models, yet somewhat less than is generally required for micro-simulation traffic models.  
 
Since the underlying traffic model moves individual vehicles on discrete lanes, each link must be defined by a number 
of lanes. Each lane furthermore is defined by an access code that determines which classes of vehicles may use the lane 
(e.g., taxi, bus, HOV, etc…). A length and speed limit furthermore define each link. At each node (intersection) of the 
network, a turn is defined for each permitted movement from an incoming link to an outgoing link. Each turn is defined 
by an access code and a saturation flow rate per lane. Unlike micro-simulation models, the network definition does not 
require geometrical information such as lane width, turning angles, and the dimensions of intersections.  
 
The model also permits the specification of detailed traffic control information such as (pre-timed) signal timing and 
ramp metering plans. Traffic control specifications furthermore require the number of lanes associated with each 
turning movement, and the lanes (on both the upstream and downstream links) that may be used for executing a turn. 
These data may vary with the signal phase rather than being fixed for each turn. 
 
Vehicle attributes (or parameters) can be broken down into two distinct categories: physical attributes and routing 
attributes. The physical attributes are the effective length (based on vehicle spacing at jam density), and the 
driver/vehicle response time. Together, these parameters yield the jam density and negative wave speed associated with 
each vehicle class. 
 
 Routing attributes include the vehicle class identifier, which determines which lanes and turns of the network may be 
used by the class, and identifies any class-based routing strategy that may be defined. For instance, the class car uses 
different routing rules than the class bus, which travels along fixed itineraries and has mandatory stops. A demand 
matrix by class contains the flow in vehicles per hour for each origin-destination pair. The matrices are “time-sliced” in 
the sense that flow rates may be specified for given time intervals. The demand is considered to be fixed in this version 
of the model. 

3. DYNAMIC TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT – THE MODEL 

Two different approaches are commonly used to emulate the path choice behavior of drivers: dynamic assignment en 
route and dynamic equilibrium assignment. In this work, the approach taken is to seek an approximate solution to the 
dynamic equilibrium conditions. Extensions of the model for en route assignment 
are indicated at the conclusion of the paper. 
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In the equilibrium assignment problem, only pre-trip path choices are considered. The path choices are modeled as 
decision variables governed by a user optimal principle where each driver seeks to minimize the used path travel time. 
All drivers have perfect access to information, which consists of the travel times on all paths (used and unused). The 
solution algorithm takes the form of an iterative procedure designed to converge to these conditions.  
 
The mathematical statement of the dynamic equilibrium problem is in the space of path flows ( )thk , for all 

paths k belonging to the set iK  for an origin-destination Ii ∈ , at time t. The time-varying demand rates are denoted 

( )tg i . The path flow rates in the feasible region Ω  satisfy the conservation of flow and non-negativity constraints for 

dTt ∈ , where (0, Td) is the period during which the temporal demand is defined. That is 
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The definition of user optimal dynamic equilibrium is given by the temporal version of the static (Wardrop) user 
optimal equilibrium conditions, which are: 
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=Ω∈ min)(,  for almost all dTt ∈  and )(tsk is the path travel time of path k. Friesz et al (1993) 

showed that these conditions are equivalent to a variational inequality problem, which is to find Ω∈*h  such that 
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The solution approach adopted for solving the dynamic network equilibrium model (1)-(3) is based on a temporal 

discretization into time periods 1,2,..., dT

t
τ =

∆
, where t∆  is the chosen duration of a time interval. This results in the 

time discrete model: 
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where the feasible set of time dependent flows khτ  belong to 
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which can be shown to be equivalent to solving the discretized variational inequality. 
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where i
i I

K k
∈

=U   where hτ is the vector of path flows ( )khτ for all k and τ. 

 
The demonstration of existence and uniqueness of a solution to this model depends on the properties of the mapping 
s(h[g]), that is the dependence of link and path travel times on the path input flows and the dependence of the path input 
flows on the demands. Since the properties of this mapping are not easily verified due to the fact that it is the output of a 
simulation model and not an analytical transformation, no claims are made about the existence or the uniqueness of a 
solution. The equilibrium principle is used as a guide in computing an approximate solution of the time discrete 
variational inequality. 
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4. THE DTA ALGORITHM 

The solution algorithm used here consists of two main components other than the computation of the temporal shortest 
paths: a method to determine a new set of time-dependent path input flows, given the experienced path travel times at 
the previous iteration, and a method to determine the actual link flows and travel times that result from a given set of 
path inflow rates.. The algorithm furthermore requires a set of initial path flows. The general structure of the algorithm 
is shown schematically in Figure 1. 
 

The path input flows ,kh k Kτ ∈  are determined by a variant of the method of successive averages (MSA), which is 

applied to each O-D pair I and time interval τ .An initial feasible solution is computed by assigning the demand for 
each time period to a set of successive shortest dynamic paths. Starting at the second iteration, and up to a pre-specified 
maximum number of iterations, N, the time-dependent link travel times after each loading are used to determine a new 
set of dynamic shortest paths that are added to the current set of paths. 
At iteration ,n n N≤ , the volume assigned as input flow to each path in the set is ig

n

τ , ,i I all τ∈ . After that, for 

iteration  ,m m N> , only the shortest among used paths is identified and the path input flow rates are redistributed over 

the known paths. The MSA step size may be determined by various rules. In the statement of the algorithm below the 
step size chosen is 1/n. 
 
If the flow of a particular path decreases below a small predetermined value then the path is dropped and its remaining 
flow is distributed to the other used paths. This heuristic approach is akin to the restricted simplicial decomposition 
algorithm of Lawgphonpanich and Hearn (1987) for the solution of the static network equilibrium model with fixed 
demand. The algorithm is summarized below: 
 
 
 
 
 

• Step 0 Initialization (l=1): 
 Compute temporal shortest paths based on free-flow travel times; 
 load the demands to obtain an initial solution; l=l+1 

• Step 1 Reallocation of input  flows to paths: 
                               Step 1.1 If         
                             Compute a new dynamic shortest  path; 
                             assign to each path k the input flow  
                                   Step 1.2  If                 
                                           Identify the shortest among used paths; 
                              redistribute the flows as follows: 
 
                                                                                                                   (7)   
 
 
                             
                           Drop path k for time period τ  if ( )lh

k
τ   <  a predefined small number. 

                  
• Step 2 Stopping rule: 

 If                                                                        
   
  otherwise return to Step 1 

    
While no formal convergence proof can be given for this algorithm, since the network loading map does not have an 
analytical form, a measure of gap, inspired from that used in static network equilibrium models may be used for 
qualifying a given solution. It is the difference between the total travel time experienced and the total travel time that 
would have been experienced if all vehicles had the travel time (over each interval τ ) equal to that of the current 
shortest path.  
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Figure 1. Structure of the solution algorithm for the DTA model 
 
A Normalized (or Relative) Gap for each departure time interval τ  may be computed as 
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where ( )iu nτ  are the lengths of the shortest paths at iteration n. A normalized gap of zero would 

indicate a perfect dynamic user equilibrium flow. Clearly this is a fleeting goal to aim for with any dynamic traffic 
assignment. 
 
It is very important to note that this model, even though its general formulation is very similar to flow based models, is 
in fact a discrete vehicle model. The network loading procedure, as realized by the event based simulation, moves 
individual cars on the links of the network. This is addressed in the next section. 
 

5. THE NETWORK LOADING METHOD 

In the simple case of a homogeneous traffic stream (all vehicles with the same physical characteristics) on one-lane link, 
the simplified car following model underlying the traffic simulator can be solved as follows: 
 
 
 
 
Where λλλλ is the effective vehicle length, ττττ is the driver/vehicle response time, and n is the vehicle number by order of 
arrival to the lane. L is the length of the link (multiple of λλλλ), V is the free-flow speed, T(n,0) is the time at which vehicle 
n enters the link, and T(n,L) is the time at which vehicle n exits the link. The above relationship demonstrates how the 
model is solved in continuous-time using an event-based algorithm. This model yields a steady state triangular 

flow/density relationship where Q=1/(λλλλ/V+ττττ), K=1/λλλλ and W=λλλλ/ττττ, is the negative wave speed.  
                                                                                                    

( ) ( ) ( ),0 max ,0 , 1,0 , ,
L L L

T n T n T n T n L
V V

λτ τ
λ λ

      = + − + + − +      
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                     Figure 2. Flow-Density Relationship 
 
The simulation, or car mover, that serves for the network loading, is a discrete-event procedure which moves individual 
vehicles through a network defined at the level of individual lanes. The computational effort per link required by this 
model is strictly proportional to the number of vehicles to pass through it, regardless of their travel times. Another 
special property of this model is that traffic dynamics are modeled without the (longitudinal) discretization of links into 
segments or cells. As a result, the procedure only explicitly calculates the time at which each vehicle crosses each node 
on its path. This leads to a drastic reduction in computational effort when compared to microscopic discrete time 
approaches, where the computational effort is a function of the total travel time experienced by the drivers. This is made 
possible by the results obtained by Mahut (2000) which demonstrate that the traffic dynamics obtained by the solution 
of the car following model used do not require the (longitudinal) discretization of links. 
 
The underlying mechanism of congestion in the model is the crossing, merging and diverging of vehicle trajectories. 
Simply stated, whenever two vehicles pass the same point in space there must be a minimum time separation between 
them. Conflicts may occur on links, such as weaving movements, or at nodes, due to the interference of vehicles among 
unprotected movements. Vehicle conflicts are resolved in traffic simulation models by gap-acceptance rules (Barcelo et 
al., 1994) (Van Aerde, 1999), which are based on one of the two vehicles having priority over the other, and the 
specification of a time-gap parameter. In continuum traffic models, the approach is to specify the maximum low-
priority flow as a function of the prevailing high-priority flow (Leonard et al., 1999). In the model used here, a 
relatively simple gap-acceptance model has been implemented to determine precedence between vehicle conflicts at 
nodes, while a FIFO (first-in-first-out) rule is applied on links.  
 
Once conflicts are identified and resolved, the resulting delays are propagated upstream by the car-following model. 
The amount of delay propagated from one vehicle to the next is exactly as would be determined by a standard queuing 
approach. What is different is where and when a vehicle in queue experiences each of the delays (or residuals thereof) 
that are propagated from downstream. This difference is due to the fact that the model employed here rigorously 
respects the finite speed at which delays propagate in actual traffic, sometimes called the negative wave speed. The 
positive (forward) wave speed is given by the speed limit. Mahut (2000) provides a detailed description of the model. 
 
The pre-trip path information is complemented by a set of lane choice rules in order to provide the necessary 
information to identify conflicts between vehicle trajectories. In this way one can capture queue spil- back upstream and 
queue spill-over to adjacent lanes. The addition of look-ahead rules based strictly on local information has been shown 
to significantly improve the reality of the model outputs for some specific though not uncommon network topologies 
(Barceló, 2000) (Ben Akiva et al., 2000).  
 
A problem associated with traffic control is that of preventing gridlock, or deadlock, in traffic networks. This situation 
occurs when a sequence of stopped vehicles forms a cycle in a network, and thus each driver is ultimately waiting for 
his/her own vehicle to move. This problem was addressed by developing an adaptive deadlock prevention algorithm 
that identifies when there is a high risk of a deadlocked cycle occurring. The algorithm explores the network starting at 
any given node using a depth-first search and continues as long as certain conditions are met. The additional 
computational effort is minimal. 
 
The vehicle time update mechanism is done as follows: 
 

• Each update of a vehicle at (upstream of) a node consists of the following: 
– next link determined by the path  
– arrival and departure lanes on next link: 
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• look-ahead rules followed by local rules 
– calculation of time at which vehicle may execute movement 

 
• After all vehicles have been updated at a node, select the next vehicle to move at the node (next event): 

– dead-lock avoidance algorithm: 
• gives priority to vehicles on high density cycles 

– determine precedence among conflicting vehicles 
• gap-acceptance modeling 

 
In the next section some applications of this DTA model are reported. 

6. APPLICATIONS 

This dynamic traffic assignment algorithm was coded in C++ using an object-oriented approach. The code runs under 
Linux and Win XP/2000. The model was first applied in Stockholm and then in Calgary, Canada. The Calgary 
application and model calibration was reported in Mahut et al (2004). Other applications have been accomplished in 
Basel, Switzerland, in California, U.S.A., in Montreal and elsewhere. We give below the relative sizes of some of these 
applications and the computing times per iteration on an 1.6 Ghz Intel Centrino notebook computer operating under 
Win XP. 
 

City Zones Nodes Links No. of vehicles Time/iteration 

Stockholm 114 1,191 2,080 108,000  1.5 min 
Calgary   76    402    752   12,563  6.4 sec 
Basel   62    376    642   47,768 10.7 sec 
Montreal  232    966 2,563 232,667  7.5 sec 
Bakersfield   64    368    582   47,023 51.2 sec 

We present next some details of the Montreal application. The static planning model for the Montreal Region consists 
of 1,400 zones, 15,000 nodes and 33,500 links. A sub-area identified in pink in Figure 3 indicates the  
corridor that was identified for the study of an improved urban arterial facility. The demand was obtained by computing 
a traversal matrix  for the sub-area by using the static model and then adjusting it by using link counts. More detail was 
added where necessary and some 320 traffic signals were coded by the staff of the City of Montreal. The resulting 
model has 232  zones, 966  nodes,  2,563 links and the total vehicle demand is 232,667. Three classes of vehicles were 
used: private cars, light trucks and heavy trucks. The data collection, coding and calibration effort took some nine 
months. The results of the calibration are shown in Figure 4 and a typical convergence result for 10 time intervals for 
the 6:30 – 9:30 AM peak period are shown in Figure 5. The calibration results are nearly as good as those obtained for 
the regional static model. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of a dynamic assignment results animation and Figure 7 is a 
snapshot of a scenario comparison. The facility that is improved is indicated with an arrow. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The Notre Dame corridor sub-area Figure 4. AM calibration scattergram 
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  Figure 5.     AM period convergence 

 
Figure 6.  AM flows colored by occupancy 
 

 

 
Figure 7. Scenario comparison : left window after improvement. 
 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

A dynamic traffic assignment model, which uses a method of successive averages to determine pre-trip dynamic 
equilibrium path choices combined with an event-based traffic simulation model, was successfully applied to, validated 
and calibrated for several medium-sized networks. The results indicate that an acceptable level of convergence can now 
be obtained for a medium-size network, using a realistic traffic model with a reasonable amount of computing time and 
memory usage. 
 
The method has excellent potential for use in practice for a variety of planning applications that require the explicit 
consideration of temporal traffic flows and queues off-line. The model may have potential for further development as an 
on-line tool, due to the low computation times and memory requirements. Its computational efficiency is at least one 

Improved facility: 
Notre Dame 
Avenue 
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order of magnitude faster than microscopic traffic simulation models. One of the next developments is the adaptation of 
the method for en route assignment and route guidance. 
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TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT ON NETWORKS WITH TIME-VARYING FLOWS, 
WHILE APPROXIMATING CONTINUUM FLOWS ON LINKS 

 
Malachy Carey: Queen’s University, Belfast, m.carey@qub.ac.uk 
 

Abstract   
In modelling traffic flows varying over time on road networks it would seem desirable to handle the flows using 
models based on traffic flow theory.  The cell transmission model and a more general finite difference 
approximation to the LWR model were introduced for that purpose. They both approximate the widely accepted 
LWR traffic flow model and both have the virtue that they can handle spillbacks, traffic controls, moving queues 
in a way that is consistent with traffic flow theory.  Both were initially formulated as simulation models, with 
route choice taken as fixed.  Here we wish to investigate system marginal costs, economic externalities and 
optimal congestion tolls hence need a system optimising model with route choice treated as variable.  A system 
optimising assignment model incorporating the CTM was developed some years ago.  The present paper 
develops a system optimising model for traffic networks using a finite difference approximation to the LWR 
model to handle the flows.  This allows nonlinear flow-density functions and we assume multiple origins with a 
single destination.  We also derive system marginal costs, economic externalities and optimal congestion tolls 
from the model, extend the model to elastic demands, and establish links with previous dynamic traffic 
assignment (DTA) models.  
 

1  Introduction  
 
In this paper we present and analyse a system optimum model for dynamic traffic assignment in which the traffic 
flows are modelled by approximation to a widely accepted traffic flow model, due to Lighthill and Whitham 
(1955), Richards (1956) and referred to a the LWR model.  Since the latter model is continuous in time and 
space it is not analytically or computationally tractable for general network modelling and it is more convenient 
to approximate it by a finite difference approximation, as in Daganzo (1995b).  Daganzo (1994) developed a 
model, referred to as the cell transmission model (CTM), that approximates the LWR model for a single link 
when the flow-density function is assumed to be triangular or trapezoidal, as in Fig 1.  In Daganzo (1995a) he 
extended the CTM to a network, and in Daganzo (1995b) further extended the analysis to allow general 
nonlinear flow-density functions, as in Fig 2.  He refers to the latter model, with nonlinear flow-density 
functions, as a finite difference approximation to the kinematic wave model, or LWR model, rather than 
referring to it as a CTM.  For each of these models he showed that as the discretisation of time and space is 
refined to the continuous limit, the model solves the LWR model.   
 
In the above papers, and in various later papers, the CTM and the finite difference approximation (FDA) to the 
LWR model are presented as simulation models in which traffic at a junctions and intersections merges and 
diverges in fixed proportions at each point in time (Daganzo (1995a)), which implies that route choice is fixed.  
Later there has been substantial interest in embedding the CTM in traffic assignment models for user equilibrium 
(e.g. Lo (1999), Lo and Szeto (2002), Szeto and Lo (2004)).  An important reason for this interest is that in 
traffic assignment models route choice, and hence the proportions of traffic using the various links, are 
endogenously determined rather than being prespecified or constrained by fixed merge or diverge proportions.   
 
Ziliaskopoulos (2000) reformulated the CTM as a set of linear constraints and hence developed a linear 
programming model for the single-destination system optimum DTA problem for a network.  The present paper 
also introduces a system optimizing formulation but assumes a general nonlinear form for the flow-density 
functions for some or all links, rather than the triangular or trapezoidal form assumed in the CTM.  The form of 
flow-density function assumed in the CTM can be thought of as a special case of the nonlinear form.  Also, in 
this paper we are concerned with deriving system marginal costs, externalities and optimal tolls.  Since optimal 
tolls require a system optimising formulation rather than a user equilibrium formulation, that is what we develop 
in this paper.  
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In Section 2 we outline Daganzo’s finite difference approximation to the LWR model and re-write the max 
function as inequalities.  In Section 3 we extend this formulation from a single discretised link to a network of 
such links, and formulate the traffic network assignment problem as a convex nonlinear programme.  The merge 
and diverge proportions at junctions are determined endogenously within this programme, so as to minimize 
travel costs or maximise traveller net benefits.  
 
This system optimising formulation can lead to the phenomenon of “holding back” of flows, which has been 
identified by a number of authors as a feature common in models that seek to optimize traffic flows on a network 
over time.  For example, by holding traffic back on some links it may be possible to hold traffic density 
downstream to a level that allows maximum flow and throughput, that is, at the peak of the flow density 
function.  Conversely, letting traffic flow without any “holding back” could cause traffic density downstream to 
move onto the congested downward sloping part of the flow-density function, which would restrict traffic flow.  
This holding back of traffic can be interpreted as a form of traffic flow control (as in Carey (1987) and 
Ziliaskopoulos (2000)), which could be implemented by variable speed controls, ramp metering, etc.  The 
methods for implementing such flow controls are not necessarily currently available in practice.  
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      Fig. 2.  A nonlinear flow-density or flow-occupancy function.  
 

2  A finite difference approximation to the LWR model  
 
The LWR traffic flow model (Lighthill and Whitam (1955) and Richards (1956) assumes that the flow at each 
point in space and time (z,t) depends only on the density at that point, and not at any later or earlier points, hence 
can be set out as a flow-density equation ),),,((),( tztzkQtzq = .  Here, as is common, we assume that the link is 
homogeneous over space and time, which reduces the flow-density function to  
 

)),((),( tzkQtzq =            (1) 
 
In the LWR model this is combined with a conservation or continuity equation  
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Daganzo (1995b) presented a discretised form of the LWR model (1)-(2) as follows.  Divide the time span into 
time intervals t = 1, …, T, each of length ∆t, and divide the link into j = 1, …, J, segments or cells such that the 
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free-flow travel time for the each cell is one time interval.  We can assume that the given link is homogeneous, 
so that all cells will be of the same length d.  Let jtk  denote the cell density, which can be assumed constant 

along the cell length or can be taken as the mean density in the cell.  The flow-density function for a cell can 
then be written as )( jtjjt kQq = , but it is convenient here to work in terms flow-occupancy dkx jtjt =  rather 

than flow-density jtk .  Substituting dxk jtjt /=  in the flow-density function gives the flow-occupancy function 

denoted )( jtj xg .  From the latter construct two functions )( jtj xg +  and )( jtj xg − :  )( jtj xg +  is obtained by 

taking the upward sloping part of )( jtj xg  and extending it to the right via a horizontal straight line from its 

peak, and )( jtj xg −  is obtained by taking the downward sloping part of )( jtj xg  and extending it back to the 

vertical axis via a horizontal straight line from its peak.  Then, as in Daganzo (1995b), for consistency with the 
continuous LWR model the number of vehicles exiting from cell j in time interval t, should satisfy  
 

jtv  = })(),(min{ ,11     tjjjtj xgxg +
−
+

+         (3) 

= min{(sending capacity of cell j at time t) ,  (receiving capacity of cell j+1 at time t)}  
 
Except for the final cell on a link, the outflow jtv  from cell j in any time interval equals the inflow tju ,1+  to next 

downstream cell j+1 in the same interval, thus  
 

tjjt uv ,1+=             (4)  

 
as illustrated in Fig 3.  The number of vehicles in cell j in time interval t+1 is the number present in time interval 
t plus the inflow minus the outflow in interval t, thus,  
 

jtjtjttj vuxx −+=+1,            (5)  

 
Equations (3)-(5) comprise a finite difference approximation to the LWR model.  Equation (3) can be rewritten 

as )( jtjjt xgv +≤  and )( ,11 tjjjt xgv +
−
+≤  if we assume for the moment that the outflow jtv  is held at the 

maximum consistent with these inequalities, so that one or other of the inequalities is a strict equality.  Hence 
(3)-(4) can be rewritten as  
 

)( jtjjt xgv +≤  and  )( ,1,1 tjjtj xgu +
−

+ ≤         (6.1) 

    where the flow tjjt uv ,1+=  is assumed held at the maximum consistent with (6.1).    (6.2) 

 
The finite difference approximation to the LWR model now consists of (4)-(6).  An advantage of the inequalities 
in (6.1), for the purposes of a mathematical programming model below, is that they represent convex sets, since 

)( jtj xg +  and )( ,1 tjj xg +
−  can be assumed to be concave functions.  In contrast, (3) is a nonlinear equation hence 

represents a nonconvex set.   
 
                                               Occupancy 
                    node k                of link j = xjt             node i     

 
                               ujt , inflow                       vjt , outflow       uj+1,t , inflow   
                               to link j.                          from link j.        to link j+1. 
 

Fig 3.  Inflow, outflow and occupancy (ujt , vjt and xjt) for cell or link j.  
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3  A system optimising DTA model, based on a finite difference approximation to 
the LWR model  
 
Consider a network consisting of a set of nodes NO connected by a set of directed links AO, with individual nodes 
and links denoted i ∈ NO and j ∈ AO respectively.  Let each of the original links in the network be divided into 
cells, introduce an artificial node between each pair of neighbouring cells, and treat each cell as a link between 
these neighbouring nodes.  Denote this expanded set of links as A and the expanded set of nodes as N.  The set N 
consists of NO and the new/ artificial nodes between cells.  Let B(i) denote the set of links immediately before 
node i (pointing into node i), and A(i) denote the set of links immediately after node i (pointing out of node i).  
 
Extending the cell conservation equation (5) to a network.  To extend (5) to the network, simply rewrite it for all 
cells j ∈ A in the network, thus  
 

jtjtjttj vuxx −+=+1,     Aj ∈∀ .       (7)  

 
Extending the node conservation equation (4) to a network.  The equations (4) apply to the new nodes 
introduced between cells on the links of the original network, since for each of those nodes there is only a single 
in-link and out-link.  To ensure conservation at the original nodes i ∈ NO of the network, let the sum of the 
inflows to each node equal the sum of the outflows from the node, thus  
 

∑+=∑ ∈∈ )()( iBj jtitiAj jt vDu    i ∈ NO        

 
where Dit is the exogenous travel demand from node i to the destination.  For simplicity in the later discussion it 
is convenient to collect into a single set the conservation equations (8) for nodes i ∈ NO and the conservation 
equations of type (4) that apply to nodes (i ∈ N, i ∉ NO), and write all as a single set, thus 
 

∑+=∑ ∈∈ )()( iBj jtitiAj jt vDu    i ∈ N       (8)  

 
At the new nodes along the original links (nodes i ∈ N, i ∉ NO), Dit = 0 and (8) reduces to (4), i.e. tjjt uv '=  

where j' is the (single) cell immediately after cell j.  We can assume an artificial link exiting from the destination 
and Dit = 0 at the destination node.  
 
Extending the exit flow equations (6) to a network.  
 
Applying (6) to all cells on all links we have the following.  For each cell j the outflow vjt should not exceed the 

sending capacity )( jtj xg + , thus,  

 

)( jtjjt xgv +≤ .    ∀ j∈ A        (9.1)  

 

and for each cell j the inflow jtu  should not exceed the inflow capacity or receiving capacity )( jtj xg − , thus,  

)( jtjjt xgu −≤      ∀ j∈ A.       (9.2)  

and 
either (9.1) or (9.2) is a strict equality    for each j∈ A      (9.3)  

 
Condition (9.3) is needed to be consistent with (6.2) and hence (3). However, we wish to construct a 
mathematical programming model for system optimizing and in a mathematical programme a constraint such as 
(9.3) converts the programme to a nonconvex nonlinear programme or a combinatorial problem (integer 
programme).  Fortunately, in the mathematical programme that we construct later below, condition (9.3) is 
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frequently satisfied in any solution of the mathematical programme without having to be imposed as an explicit 
constraint, and any deviation from satisfying (9.1) can be interpreted as a system optimising flow control.  
 
In the literature on the CTM, and on the finite difference approximation (FDA) to the LWR, it is common to 
discuss behaviour at merge and diverge nodes separately from ordinary connecting nodes along a link.  This is 
done to handle “splitting” proportions that are prespecified at merge and diverge nodes.  However, that is not 
needed here since the splitting proportions are not prespecified but are endogeneous to the optimisation model 
set out below.  For example, suppose that a single cell j immediately precedes one of the original nodes i ∈ NO 
and there is more than one link pointing out of this node.  In that case, the outflow from cell j flows immediately 
into a set of cells )(' iAj ∈  that diverge from the node i at the exit of cell j.  Equation (12.4) ensures that the 

outflow from cell j equals the sum of the inflow to the cells )(' iAj ∈  pointing out from cell j, and equation (9.2) 

ensures that, for each of these cells )(' iAj ∈ , the inflow tju '  will not exceed the cell's receiving capacity, that is, 

it will satisfy )( ''' tjjtj xgu −≤  for all )(' iAj ∈ .   

 
A system optimising DTA model  
 
We can now set up a system optimising dynamic traffic assignment model, consisting of minimising the network 
travel costs for all users, subject to the constraints (7)-(9).  The time spent by a user in cell j in time interval t is 1 
(in whatever units time is measured) hence the time spent by all users jtx  in cell j in time interval t is 1 jtx , the 

total time spent by all users on the network is ∑ =
=∈

Tt
tAj jtx1,  and the total cost of this user time is  

 

 ∑= =
=∈

Tt
tAj jtjt xcC 1,            (10) 

 
where jtc  is the users’ cost per unit of time spent in link j in time interval t.  To obtain the system optimising 

flows on the network, minimise (10) subject to (7)-(9) and nonnegativity of all the variables.  This is set out 
more formally as follows.  
 

SO: Minimise (10)  
 
subject to, for all time intervals t = 1, …, T,  

 

( 0≥+
jtα )   )( jtjjt xgv +≤     ∀ j∈ A      (11.1) 

 

( 0≥−
jtα )   )(  jtjjt xgu −≤     ∀ j∈ A      (11.2) 

 
(βjt)             jtjtjttj vuxx −+=+1,     ∀ j∈ A     (11.3) 

 
(γit)    ∑+=∑ ∈∈ )()( iBj jtitiAj jt vDu     ∀ i ∈ N    (11.4) 

 
   xjt ≥ 0, ujt ≥ 0, vjt  ≥ 0    ∀ Aj ∈ .      (11.5) 

 

The term in brackets before each equation (i.e., 0≥+
jtα , 0≥−

jtα , βjt and γjt) is a dual variables or Lagrange 

multipliers corresponding to that equation and will be used later.  
 
It is interesting to consider what happens if the equations (11.2) are dropped from the above model SO.  If the 
data is such that, in solutions of the model, the link occupancies jtx  are never in the domain of the downward 
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sloping part of the exit-flow or flow-density functions )( jtj xg , for all links and time periods, then equations 

(11.2) are redundant and can be dropped.  Without (11.2), the above model becomes formally the same as the 
DTA model of Merchant and Nemhauser (1978a, 1978b) except that, in the latter, the equations (11.1) are 
written as strict equalities whereas here they relaxed to inequalities.  The MN model with (11.1) as inequalities 
was introduced by Carey (1987), where it was noted that it converts the nonconvex optimisation model of MN to 
a convex model.  That model is formally the same as the above model, except that the MN model has usually 
been applied to networks with each link treated as a whole link.  However, the MN model can equally be applied 
after first discretising whole links into cells and discretising time as in the above model SO.  
 
Solving programme SO. 
 
The above convex nonlinear programme SO is linear except for the concave functions in (11.1) and (11.2).  It 
can easily be solved in various ways.  It can be solved by using standard linear programming packages if we first 
piecewise linearise the concave functions in (11.1) and (11.2).  Many commercial LP (or mathematical 
programming) packages include a facility for automatically performing such piecewise linearization.  
Alternatively, the programme SO can be solved using available commercial packages for solving convex 
programming problems with nonlinear constraint (e.g., Minos, Conopt, or other solvers available with GAMS).  
Or special purpose solution algorithms can be devised to take advantage of the special structure of the model.  
As already noted, the programme SO is similar to the form of DTA model formulated in Merchant and 
Nemhauser (1978), except for the additional constraints (11.2).  Various algorithms were devised to take 
advantage of the structure of the latter model and these could perhaps be extended to the present model.  The 
model SO also has another special feature which would speed up its solution: most of the links j in SO were 
formed by discretising the given original links in the network, hence cells that have only single links (cells) 
pointing in and out of them.  That simplifies the structure and greatly increases the sparsity of the matrix of 
constraint coefficients, which may make standard math programming algorithms competitive with special 
purpose algorithms.  
 

4  Properties of the model:  marginal costs, externalities and optimal tolls 
 
To investigate the properties of solutions of Programme SO, we use the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions 
which can be set out as below.  These conditions are necessary and sufficient to characterise an optimal solution 
of SO since the objective function and constraint set of SO are convex.  These are convex since the objective 
function is convex, the constraints (11.3) and (11.4) are linear, and the constraints (11.1) and (11.2) represent 

convex sets since both are “≤” constraints with a r.h.s. consisting of a convex function, )( jtj xg +  and )( jtj xg − .   

 
The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for Programme SO consist of: For t = 1, …, T,  

 
equations (11.1)-(11.5)          (12.0) 
 
Complementarity for the pairs of inequalities in (11.1) and in (11.2).  
 

(vjt ≥ 0)  ++≤ jtitjt αγβ ,     j ∈ B(i), i ∈ N    (12.1) 

 

(ujt ≥ 0)  −+−≤− jtktjt αγβ ,     j ∈ A(k), k ∈ N    (12.2) 

 

(xjt ≥ 0)  )()()( 1, −
−−++ −+≤+ tjjtjtjtjjtjtjjt cxgxg ββαα ,  ∀ j∈ A   (12.3) 

 
Complementarity for the pairs of inequalities in (12.1)-(12.3). 
. 
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Complementarity or ‘complementary slackness’ means that, in a solution of the KT conditions, if either one of a 
pair of inequalities is a strict inequality then the other one must be a strict equality.  To interpret these optimality 
conditions we first consider the system marginal costs (s.m.c.s).  In a mathematical programme the system 
marginal cost (s.m.c.) of varying a parameter, such as Dit in (11.4), is the change in the optimal value of the 
objective function per unit change in the value of the parameter (such as Dit), while holding all other parameters 
fixed.  This s.m.c. is given by the value of Lagrange multipliers or dual variables associated with the constraint 
in an optimal solution of the programme.  Thus in Programme SO  
 

γit  the optimal value of Lagrange multiplier associated with equation (11.4), is the s.m.c. per unit increase in 
the exogenous inflow Dit  

 
Proposition:  In an optimal solution of programme SO consider the set of time-space paths starting from any 
node i at time t and travelling to the destination.  The s.m.c. of traversing these time-space path is the same for 
all time-space paths that are utilised, is less than or equal to the s.m.c. of traversing any time-space paths that are 
not utilised, and is give by the value of the dual variable γit in the optimal solution.   
 
Proof:  Since the s.m.c. γjt depends only on i and t, it is independent of the time-space path, or paths, that the 
traffic may take from node i to the destination.  It follows that if the traffic from node i at time t utilises several 
time-space paths then the s.m.c. of using each of these paths is the same.  Further, the s.m.c. for any unused path 
must be higher than for used paths, otherwise the total system costs could be reduced by switching marginal 
traffic to this currently unused path, which would contradict the assumption that the solution is optimal.        g 
 
In the DTA literature, two different definitions of user equilibrium (UE) have been used.  In an "ideal" user 
equilibrium the travel times to the destination are computed along the time-space paths actually followed by 
users, that is, they are computed from the link travel times that will be experienced by users when they arrive at 
the link in question.  In an “instantaneous” user equilibrium the travel times to the destination, starting from node 
i at time t, are computed from the link travel times that hold at the current time t.  Though these two concepts are 
usually applied to user equilibrium rather than system optimum, we can adapt them to the latter by replacing 
“link travel time” with “system marginal cost” in the definitions, to define an “ideal” SO and an “instantaneous” 
SO.  It follows from Proposition 1 that the solution of the model SO satisfies the “ideal” SO definition and the 
“instantaneous” SO definition, and everything in between.   
 
Externalities and optimal tolls  
 
For congested road traffic, an additional or marginal traveller tends to cause an increase in travel times or costs 
for some or all users and this increase in costs is referred to as the externality caused by the additional user.  It is 
normally assumed that, when deciding whether or when to travel, each road user takes account only of the travel 
time or cost that he or she would incur (or perceive themselves to incur), and does not take account of any 
congestion externality.  The total cost, or system marginal cost (s.m.c.) caused by an additional (marginal) user 
of a road link or cell is thus:  
 

(s.m.c of using a link) = (cost incurred by a marginal/ additional user of the link)  
+ (congestion externality caused by the marginal/ additional user).  

 
As usual, we define the optimal congestion toll to be exactly equal to the congestion externality.  The reason for 
that is of course that, if this toll is imposed on each user, then the total cost incurred by each user (own cost + 
toll) becomes equal to the s.m.c. so that the user takes account of the full s.m.c. when making travel decisions.  
In other words, the user is induced to "internalise" the externality.  
 
4.1  S.m.c.s, externalities and optimal tolls for each link  
 
There are various s.m.c.s that we can define associated with using a cell.  For example, at time t the s.m.c. of 
travelling to the destination from the node k at the beginning of a cell is ktγ  and from the node i at the exit of the 
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cell is itγ , hence the s.m.c. of letting a vehicle (a marginal unit of traffic) enter at node k instead of node i at 

time t is ( ktγ  − itγ ).  Similarly, the s.m.c. of letting a vehicle enter at node k at time t−1 instead of at time t is 

( 1, −tkγ  − itγ ).  The cost of a vehicle being on the link for this extra time period (from t−1 to t) is jtc , hence the 

“externality” associated with letting a vehicle enter at node k at time t−1 instead of at time t is ( 1, −tkγ − itγ )– jtc .  

However, the above are not the s.m.c.s or externalities with which we are normally concerned in traffic 
assignment and in obtaining optimal tolls.   
 
The discussion in this section applies whether we are considering one of the original links in the network, or a 
link that consists of one of the cells into which the original links have been subdivided, or a sequence of such 
cells.  For simplicity we refer to each of these as a link.  We noted above that the externality is the s.m.c. of 
using a link minus the cost of using it incurred, or perceived, by a single user.  To derive an expression for the 
s.m.c. associated with using a given link, we first recall how this is computed in a static assignment model.  In a 
static assignment model we find the s.m.c. of travelling from the beginning of link j to the destination and the 
s.m.c. of travelling from the exit of link j to the destination and subtract the latter from the former to give the 
s.m.c. of traversing link j.  This procedure can be extended from a static traffic model to a dynamic traffic model, 
in which travel times and s.m.c.s may vary over time, as follows.  Find the s.m.c. of travelling from the node at 
the beginning of link j at time t to the final destination, find the time (e(jt) = t + )(tτ ) at which a vehicle will exit 
from link j if it entered it at time t, and find the s.m.c. of travelling from the exit of link to the destination, setting 
out at time e(jt).  Subtracting the latter s.m.c. from the former gives the s.m.c. of traversing link j, i.e., the s.m.c. 
of traversing the link = s.m.c.(k,t) – s.m.c.(i, t + )(tτ ) where k and i are the nodes at the entrance and exit 
respectively of link j.   
 
In the case of static traffic assignment model, and some DTA models, we can use the Kuhn-Tucker optimality 
conditions to derive an analytic expression for the s.m.c. of using a link.  Unfortunately, for the present DTA 
model it seems that it is not possible to do that.  The reason is, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for this model do not 
yield an analytic expression for the time e(jt) at which traffic exits from the link and, as noted above, the time 
e(jt) is needed in order to derive the s.m.c. for using the link.  To compute e(jt) we first solve Programme SO, 
use the optimal solution of SO to compute the cumulative inflow curve at the beginning of link j, the cumulative 
outflow curve at the exit of link j, and use these two curves to obtain the exit time e(jt) from link j: this well-
known procedure is set out in more detail in Appendix 1.  The travel time on link j is thus obtained from a 
computational procedure or set of steps, rather than simply evaluating an analytic expression.   
 
Given the exit time e(jt) from link j, the s.m.c. of travelling to the destination from node i at the exit of link j at 
time e(jt) is )(, jteiγ .  Recall that the s.m.c. of travelling to the destination from node k at the entrance of link j at 

time t is itγ .  Hence the s.m.c. of a vehicle using link j, entering link j at time t, is ( tk ,γ  – )(, jteiγ ).  Note that the 

exit time e(jt) may or may not have an integer value, as traversing the link travel time may take a non integer 
number of time intervals.  Hence )(, jteiγ  may not be the dual variable associated with equation (11.4) for a 

particular time interval t.  To compute )(, jteiγ  we can interpolate between the values of 'ktγ  and 1', +tkγ  where t′ 
< e(jt) < t′ +1, using linear interpolation. 
 
The actual travel time (travel cost) incurred on link j by an individual user who is about to enter link j at time t is 
e(jt) –t = )(tτ .  Subtracting this from the s.m.c. of using link j gives, for traffic entering link j at time t, we obtain 

externality associated with using link j  
    = (s.m.c. of using link j) – (travel time or cost incurred by an individual user on link j)  
    = ( tk ,γ  – )(, jteiγ ) – (e(jt) – t).   

 
In view of the discussion just before this section 4.1, the above externality is also the optimal congestion toll for 
traffic using link j, if entering link j at time t.  
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5.  Extending to cost-elastic travel demands  
 
In the discussion so far we have assumed that the travel demands itD  are fixed, that is, they do not depend on 
any of the other variables in the problem.  However, in practice the origin-destination (O-D) travel demands may 
depend on the travel times or costs incurred or perceived by users, and the latter travel time or cost depend on the 
traffic flows.  Such travel demands are usually referred to as elastic or cost-elastic, can be introduced into the 
above model, and into Programme SO, by a slight extension of the well-known method used in static traffic 
assignment models.  Recall that, in the latter, elastic travel demands are introduced by adding, to the objective 
function, the integral of the inverse travel demand functions.  
 
Let the O-D travel demand from node i in time interval t be )( ititit cdD =  where itc  is the cost incurred/ 

perceived by a user travelling from node i to the destination, and let the inverse of this be )( ititit Dcc = , where 

(.)itc  denotes (.)1−
itd .  (In an Appendix we consider a different form of elastic demand.) The integral of this, 

inverse function summed over all demand nodes and time intervals is ∑ ∑ ∫= ∈

+∞

=
= T

t Ni D
itititC

it
dDDcI

1 0
 )( , 

which can be interpreted as a measure of benefit to travellers.   
 
To maximise net benefit (i.e. the above travel benefit function minus the travel costs (10)), proceed as follows: 
add the negative of the benefit function (i.e. −I) to the objective function of Programme SO, treat itD  as a 
variable rather than a constant in constraints (11.4) and leave Programme SO otherwise unchanged.  Now 
consider how this affects the Kuhn-Tucker (K-T) optimality conditions for Programme SO, that are set out just 
after SO above.  Since the demand functions )( ititit cdD =  can be assumed decreasing or non increasing in itc , 

the inverse functions )( ititit Dcc =  are decreasing or non increasing in itD , hence the integral I is a concave 
function and the negative of the integral is a convex function.  It follows, as before, that the K-T conditions are 
necessary and sufficient to characterise an optimal solution of Programme SO.  The K-T conditions are as before 
except that there is now an additional set of conditions,  

( itD )   )( ititit Dc=γ ,    ∀  i ∈ N       (12.4) 
 

and inverting the latter gives )( ititit dD γ= .  We saw in Proposition 1 that the s.m.c. of traversing any utilised 

time-space path from node i to the destination, setting out at time t, is given by the dual variable itγ .  Thus, 

(12.4) states that the travel demand itD  at each origin node increases up to the point where the s.m.c. itγ  of an 

additional trip is just equal to the price )( ititit Dc=γ  that travellers are willing to incur to sustain that level of 

demand )( ititit dD γ= .  
 

6  Concluding remarks  
 
In the above we set out a system optimising model for a traffic network in which the flows within links are 
handled by a finite difference approximation to the LWR model.  From the model we showed how to obtain 
system marginal costs (s.m.c.s), economic externalities and optimal congestion tolls for each link and path of the 
network, and found that these are easily computed.  We extended the model to allow cost responsive travel 
demands, that is, let the travel demands realised at each origin node, at each point in time, depend on the current 
s.m.c. of travelling from there to the destination.  The results obtained for the fixed demand case continue to hold 
for the cost elastic or responsive demands.  We also noted links between the model and one of the oldest models 
developed for dynamic traffic assignment, the Merchant-Nemhauser model.  At present we are running 
computational experiments applying the model to small networks.   
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Appendix 1: Obtaining cell, link, path travel times from a solution of Programme SO 
 
The travel time jtτ  and exit time e(jt) = t + )(tτ  for a cell or link or path, which is used in Section 4.1, is not 

immediately available from the solution of Programme SO, since the variables in SO are all flow variables.  
However, jtτ  and e(jt) are easily computed from the solution of SO since, as is well-known, travel times can be 

computed from cumulative inflow and outflow curves, which are obtained as follows.  The same method is used 
to find the travel time and exit time for a cell, link or path, but we here set it out for a cell.  The solution of SO 
provides values of ujt and vjt for t = 1, …, T (the values of ujt and vjt for t = 0 are taken as given) and from these 

we obtain the cumulative inflows ∑= =
t
t jtjt uU 0' '  and outflows ∑= =

t
t jtjt vV 0' '  for any.  We can assume that Ujt 

and Vjt represent discrete points on continuous-time functions Uj (t) and Vj (t).  A continuous Uj(t) can be 
constructed by interpolation (we can assume linear interpolation) between the points (t, Ujt), t = 1, …, T, and a 
continuous Vj (t) by interpolation between the points (t, Vjt).  We can also assume that traffic exits from a cell j in 
the same time order that it entered it, that is, first-in-first-out (FIFO).  In that case, the cumulative inflow up to 
time t (i.e. Uj (t)) will all have exited by exactly time t+ )(tjτ  where )(tjτ  is the travel time of the last vehicle 

that entered at time t (i.e. Uj (t) = Vj(t+ )(tjτ )).  Hence, to find the cell traversal time, for traffic that enters it at 

time t, take the cumulative inflow Uj (t) up to time t and find the time e(jt) by which this amount Uj (t) has all 
exited from the cell: the cell exit time is then e(jt)–t = )(tjτ .  This can be illustrated graphically by drawing Uj 

(t) and Vj (t) curves, with time t on the horizontal axis: )(tjτ  is the horizontal distance between the two curves, 

starting from the Uj (.) curve at time t.   
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Abstract 
Building on the authors’ previous research on static assignment, the paper formulates a probit-based dynamic 
traffic assignment model.  The departure time choice model allows for correlation between the tripmaker’s 
perception errors associated with similar departure times, whilst the path choice model allows for correlation 
between the tripmaker’s perception errors associated with overlapping paths.  The cell transmission model is 
proposed to model the propagation of traffic flow through the network over the modelled period.  Previous 
work by the authors on numerical approximation methods for evaluating choice proportions in a MVN 
discrete choice model is employed to produce a number of different approaches to tackling the simultaneous 
departure time – path choice loading problem.  Initial results are described from some, as yet, limited 
numerical examples.  
 
1  Introduction 
This paper presents ongoing work for the development of a Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) model 
representing departure time choice and route choice with a stochastic model set within the random utility 
framework. 
 
The introduction of stochastic choice models in a DTA model allows the replication of phenomena such as 
multi-routeing due to different cost perceptions and has been considered in previous studies.  In particular, 
Ran and Boyce (1996) gave formulation and algorithms for a DTA model with stochastic route choice.  Han 
(2003), still working on DTA including route choice only, discussed a logit stochastic network loading 
procedure that extended the one given by Ran and Boyce (1996) and was solved with a solution algorithm 
underpinned by the Dynamic Stochastic User Equilibrium formulation of Ran and Boyce. 
 
We aim to model a Dynamic Stochastic User Equilibrium (DSUE) flow pattern where no user can improve 
their perceived travel cost by unilaterally changing route or departure time.  This definition extends on that 
given for DSUE by Han (2003) which, in turn, was based on the SUE definition given by Daganzo and 
Sheffi (1977). 
 
An analysis of the desirable properties of route and departure time choice models included in a DTA model, 
has led us to put forward for both choices the use of the multinomial probit (MNP) model.  This, however, 
means dealing with the efficient solution of the probit choice function, which cannot be written in closed 
form.  In this paper we explore the possibility of solving the MNP models of departure time and route choice 
by using analytical approximations building on our previous work on static traffic assignment (Maher, 1992, 
Maher and Hughes, 1997; Rosa and Maher, 2002; Rosa, 2003). 
 
The paper focuses the formulation of the route and departure time choice models and on the difficulties and 
methods related to calculating the resulting large probit models.  The general structure of the model under 
development is also presented.  Section 2 describes how costs are formed in the model, detailing the 
elements of the systematic part of the costs.  The route choice model and the departure time choice model are 
outlined respectively in section 3 and 4, relating the formulation adopted to the properties desirable in such 
models.  Section 5 introduces briefly the analytical methods for solving the multinomial probit choice model 
that are considered in this work while, in section 6, their application for dynamic stochastic loading is 
discussed.  Finally, ongoing and further model developments are delineated in section 7. 
 
2  The model structure, the travels costs and the traffic model 
In this paper the choice of departure time from an origin and of route to the given destination on a road 
network is modelled within the random utility framework.  We assume that there is a fixed number of drivers 
who will travel during the time modelled and that each of them has a finite set of routes and departure times 
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to choose from as well as a preferred arrival time at destination.  The finite set of departure times results 
from the division of the period under study into time slices of equal duration, within each of which the rate of 
traffic flow departing from the origin is obtained dividing the flow to depart in the time slice by its duration 
(i.e. the flow rate is stationary within each time slice). 
 
According to the definition of DSUE given above, each driver chooses a combination of route j and 
departure time s so as to minimise his/her perceived overall cost of travelling defined as Csj = csj + es + εj. In 
this expression csj is a systematic cost due to network conditions encountered by a driver who has chosen to 
travel along path j leaving at a time s; thus “ideal” or “realistic” travel costs are used, i.e. the driver chooses 
according to the costs which will actually be experienced during the journey rather than those current at the 
time of entering the network.  The random perception errors es and εj associated respectively with departure 
time choice and path choice are assumed independent of each other but capture, through the correlations 
between es and et the similarity between departure times s and t in the perception of the travellers and, 
through the correlation between εj and εk the similarity between paths j and k (that is, the topology of the 
network).  The latter term is therefore analogous to that used in static traffic assignment. 
 
The systematic cost csj , in more detail, is defined as the sum of a travel cost or travel time, obtained as the 
sum of the travel times experienced along each of the links that make up a route and of a late/early arrival 
penalty. 
 
Much DTA literature discusses how to best represent the traffic behaviour along a network arc.  Our aim is 
to look mainly at the choice components of a DTA model; therefore we will employ as a traffic model the 
Cell Transmission Model (CTM) of Daganzo (Daganzo, 1994, 1995) which, whilst simple, is realistic 
enough to replicate key features of such real traffic queues and their formation and dissipation, ensures 
causality (conditions experienced by traffic are not caused by future events) and a FIFO vehicle processing 
(within the refinement of its time divisions). 
 
The CTM divides the time into time ticks, during which the events of the model take place: flow enters or 
exits the network and moves from one of the cells representing an arc of the road network to the next.  The 
flow travels through the network in packets, each of which assumed to contain vehicles of equal 
characteristics (as e.g. path to travel along, desired arrival time).  Packets are released at the cells 
representing the origins and are further divided, as necessary, when the whole packet content of flow cannot 
move from a cell to the next. 
 
Since we have assumed that the flow rate leaving an origin during a time slice is stationary, the traffic flow 
departing during a time slice is divided into packets of equal content departing at each of the CTM time ticks 
that make up the time slice.  
 
As the traffic flow is represented in the CTM by packets, our account of costs is kept accordingly: the cost of 
travelling along a path at a time slice is obtained by recording the time employed by each packet of flow 
departed during that time slice to reach the destination along that path. 
 
Each packet of flow will also incur in a late/early arrival penalty which, as for other models in the literature 
is given by a piecewise linear function (see e.g. Szeto and Lo, 2004, who refer to Small (1982) for an 
empirical confirmation of the validity of this assumption).  In particular, if dati is the desired arrival time for 
a traffic packet i that reaches its destination at the actual arrival time aati and ibi is the indifference interval 
for that traffic packet, the late/early arrival penalties leapi can be written as: 
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where λe and λl are, respectively, unit costs of early and late arrivals. 
 
The travel time and the late/early arrival penalty associated to each packet of flow reaching the destination 
are then summed to define the total cost incurred by that packet of flow.  Finally, a weighted average of the 
travel cost experienced by each flow packet that left during a time slice and reached the destination along a 
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certain path will give the total cost of travelling at that time and along that path considered by the route and 
departure time choice models.  The weights considered are the amounts of flow in each packet. 
 
3  The route choice model 
The route choice model is defined by the distribution of the random term used to represent the variation in 
the perception of costs of travelling along a set of paths.  Ideally, such a random term should be able to 
account correctly for the similarity of the alternatives due to the topology of the road network.  This 
challenge has been faced by modellers from the beginning of studies on static stochastic traffic assignment 
and much of the recent work on choice models for route choice has tried to overcome the limitations of the 
logit model, widely adopted and convenient to use but unsuitable to capture network structure, since it 
calculates choice proportions accounting only for absolute cost differences and cannot account for options’ 
similarity (as illustrated by Sheffi, 1985, pp.302-305).  One alternative, also investigated from the beginning 
of static stochastic traffic assignment and able to represent network structure correctly, is to use the probit 
model, with arc costs assumed to be Normally distributed. 
 
We adopt this latter alternative, thus we assume that the cost of travelling along a network arc can be 
represented as Normally distributed with the variance of the travel time related to a fixed characteristic of the 
arc, such as its length, exactly as in probit static traffic assignment (Daganzo and Sheffi, 1977).  The Normal 
distribution of travel cost perceptions can be justified by considering that it represents a mean perception of 
the costs by a large number of drivers. 
 
As in the static traffic assignment case, considering arc costs as independently Normally distributed results in 
a multivariate Normal distribution of the path costs, whose covariance matrix is able to capture the network 
topology.  The path choice model is therefore multinomial probit model. 
 
Different ways of accounting for the choice set, the paths between an OD pair, relate the choice models to 
the methods for solving them when applied to a network.  Methods considering paths directly or implicitly 
using arc data have been investigated in the literature.  In this study we assume that the set of paths between 
an OD pair can be enumerated prior to the DTA calculations and is of limited size, thus not posing problems 
for its representation in the solution algorithm. 
 
4  The departure time choice model 
Also the models for departure time choice (DTC) appeared in the literature have included instances of the 
logit model applied to time divided in slices and also in this case the need to represent realistically the 
similarity of the alternatives has been long recognised and has lead to develop and employ more complex 
models.  In fact, the significance of accounting for correlation amongst alternatives is remarked by an early 
work as that of McFadden et al. (1977) who pointed out that it is actually more stringent the smaller are the 
time slices employed. 
 
In general, a satisfactory choice model for DTC should be one in which the correlation between the 
perception errors of the costs at times s and t, es and et, tends to 1 when ⎪s - t⎪ tends to 0, and decreases 
monotonically as ⎪s - t⎪ increases.  Also, the results of a choice model used for DTC should not be unduly 
sensitive to the discretisation of the time period being modelled but should remain consistent as the 
discretisation of the time is refined so that the model defined over a discrete set of departure times becomes, 
in the limit, a model defined over continuous time.  We use a continuous time equivalent of a discrete time 
AR(1) time series model, in which the correlation between es and et is of the form exp(-λ⎪s - t⎪).  Given the 
correlation between the costs of travelling at any two times, it is thus possible to calculate λ, the rate of 
decrease of the correlation over time, and obtain the correlation for the costs of the departure time 
alternatives defined over discrete intervals. 
 
Such an AR(1) process results in costs that are MVN distributed and thus in a multinomial probit choice 
model.  A comparison of the effect of choosing such an AR(1) formulation as opposed to a logit-based one 
can be found in Maher and Rosa (2006).  That work highlights the substantial differences in the choice 
patterns between the AR(1) formulation used here and a corresponding logit formulation, also pointing out 
the effect of different systematic cost patterns.  Maher and Rosa (2006) also compare choice patterns directly 
obtained on given time discretisations with those obtained from finer ones, remarking the good aggregation 
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properties of the multinomial probit model which, however, are contrasted by the practically perfect 
aggregation experienced with the logit model. 
 
Potentially, the departure time choice framework outlined in this section could be applied by assuming as 
time slice the duration of the single ‘time tick’ of the CTM, which we have selected as underlying traffic 
model.  However, in practice such a refinement is limited by the precision and computation effort required 
by method used to solve the MNP model. 
 
5  Analytical solutions of the MNP model 
Having the determined multinomial probit models as desirable models for departure time and route choice 
poses the problem of solving the choice function, which cannot be written in closed form.  The solution of 
the MNP choice function by simulation has been favoured in much of the transportation literature, probably 
due to the excessive computational effort entailed by the numerical integration methods explored and to 
discouraging results on the precision of the Clark approximation. 
 
However, being able to solve the choice function numerically would be of advantage to develop an efficient 
solution algorithm for the DTA problem. 
 
A recent review of analytical methods for solving the MNP model, appeared partly in Rosa and Maher 
(2002) and more extensively in Rosa (2003), pointed at the work of Genz (1992, 1993) for a more viable 
numerical integration approach to calculate the MNP choice function and used it to obtain reference results 
and investigate the precision of several approximation methods.  Some of those approximations had not been 
previously considered in transportation, but had been devised in other fields where MVN integrals are 
evaluated.  Rosa (2003) suggested that the method of Mendell and Elston (1974), also treated by Kamakura 
(1989), and the method of Tang and Melchers (1987) should be further considered for practical applications 
since they give a good trade off between the accuracy of the results and the computational effort required. 
 
In part of the work reported in this paper, we consider solving the MNP choice function with the method of 
Mendell and Elston.  Its application relies on turning a MNP choice problem into its equivalent problem in 
difference with respect to the alternative whose choice probability is calculated.  The corresponding MVN 
integral (which is of one dimension smaller that the original problem) is then evaluated by applying the 
formulae of the approximation.  While, potentially, there is no limit to the size of the choice set that can be 
dealt with, the approximation may become less precise for larger choice sets. 
 
We also use the approximation of Clark (1961) which is essential for one of the stochastic network loading 
methods put forward below since it is able to calculate mean and variance of the minimum - approximated as 
Normal - of the costs of a number of options.  This is required if we wish to carry out the stochastic network 
loading by considering explicitly the marginal choice of, say, departure time and the conditional choice of 
path and therefore we need to quantify the aggregate cost of all options available in the conditional choice (in 
the example, all paths available when departing during a time slice).  The approximation of Clark is based on 
approximating as Normal the minimum of two Normal distributions; applying it repeatedly allows us to 
compare the cost of an option with the approximated minimum of all the others in the choice set and 
therefore evaluate its choice probability.  Similarly, applying the approximation until all options in the choice 
set are included in the calculations allows us to obtain the approximated distribution of the minimum cost of 
the choice set.  Considering the minimum of a number of Normal variates as Normal is only an 
approximation which sometimes is so imprecise as to give largely inaccurate results (especially for small 
actual choice probabilities and for large choice sets).  
 
6  The dynamic stochastic network loading problem 
If we were interested in the development of a DTA model incorporating only a MNP model of path choice 
(therefore not allowing for the choice of departure time) the development of a path-based MNP dynamic 
stochastic network loading method would be a simple extension of that for the static case.  The dimension of 
the choice problem would be given by the number of paths between origin-destination pairs and the 
approximation methods investigated by Rosa and Maher (2002) could be employed. 
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However, we set out to develop a DTA model including also departure time choice.  The likely large number 
of time slices to be considered in the model imposes a significant increase on the dimension of the choice set 
and could result in decreased accuracy of the MNP approximations used.  Although the solution of the 
choice model will be in any case approximate, in the following we consider different ways of structuring the 
calculations in an attempt to reduce the likely inaccuracies. 
 
The first and simplest method for carrying out the dynamic stochastic loading is to consider all options 
together, all paths available between an OD pair for all departure times, solve the relevant MNP choice 
model and release the traffic from the origin accordingly.  Each entry of the vector of systematic costs is 
formed as described in section 2, whilst the covariance matrix is obtained by summing the covariance matrix 
for the path costs at all time slices and the covariance matrix for the time slice similarities and considering 
that the two MVN random terms are independent of each other.  Thus, if vst is the entry of the covariance 
matrix of the perception error for departure times s and t and wjk is the entry of the covariance matrix of the 
perception error for paths j and k, Cov(Csj, Ctk) = vst + wjk. 
 
This method is simple and has the further advantage that does not impose a hierarchy between path and 
departure time choice, which – we believe – should be avoided since it seems artificial.  However, it requires 
one calculation of the choice proportions between SJ choices (where S is the number of departure times, and 
J is the number of paths).  Considering the full choice set is not practical for realistic networks where its size 
would be large especially as a result of the number of time slices and the quality of the MNP approximation 
would decrease. 
 
An alternative method would be to consider that the time slice-path choice pattern necessary for carrying out 
a dynamic stochastic network loading could be obtained in two equivalent ways: by considering a marginal 
choice of path and a conditional choice of departure time or, alternatively, by considering a marginal choice 
of departure time and a conditional choice of path.  Taking into account both ways of conducting the 
calculations allows us to attain the final result by applying the MNP solution method only to calculate the 
two sets of conditional choice probabilities, therefore employing it on choice sets much smaller than the 
whole one. 
 
In more detail, if we call rs the marginal probability of choosing to depart at time s and asj denotes the 
probability of travelling along path j conditional on the choice of departing at time s, the probability that a 
driver leaves at s and travels along j can be written as: 

ssjsj rap =             (2) 
The same probability psj can be calculated starting from cj, the marginal probability of choosing path j, and 
the conditional probability bjs of departing at s conditional on the choice of travelling along path j: 

jjssj cbp =             (3) 
Having introduced this notation, we can also write that the overall probability of choosing a route is equal to 
the sum of the probability that it is chosen by the proportion of travellers departing at each time slice: 

js
s

sj cra =∑
            (4) 

and, similarly, it is possible to write that the total probability of choosing a time slice is equal to the sum of 
the probability that it is chosen by the proportion of drivers travelling along each path: 

s
j

jjs rcb =∑
            (5) 

In matrix form the (4) and (5) result, respectively: 
crA    T =             (6) 

and 
rcB    =              (7) 

where r the vector of marginal departure time choices, c is the vector of marginal route choices, A is the 
matrix of route choices conditional on the departure time choices and B is the matrix of departure time 
choices conditional on the route choices. 
 
Substituting the expression of c from (6) into (7), it results: 
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rrAB     T =             (8) 
We can solve for r by recognising the linear dependency amongst the m equations in (8).  Thanks to this 
dependency we can write the matrix M formed as [BAT –I] with the last row replaced by a row of 1 and the 
vector h, of size m, with all entries equal to 0 except the mth which is set to 1, and use them to write: 
M r = h             (9) 
Which readily gives: 
r = M-1 h                       (10) 
allowing us to use the entries of A and r as in (2) to obtain the departure time-path choice pattern. 
Working similarly, we can also replace r given by (7) into (6) and calculate c, which then allows us to solve 
the departure time-path choice pattern using (3). 
 
The advantages of this method are that it reduces the size of the choice set to be dealt with in MNP 
calculations while continuing to avoid imposing a hierarchy between path and departure time choice.  It 
requires S calculations of the proportions in a J-choice set (to find the matrix A), and J calculations of the 
proportions in an S-choice set (to find B). Moreover, while it disaggregates the original problem into two 
problems considering marginal and conditional choices, it avoids calculating the marginal choices directly, 
thus obviating the need to deal with the aggregate costs of the options considered in the conditional choices.  
The disadvantage of this method that it relies on the consistency between the two alternative ways of 
calculating the overall choice proportions set out in (2) and (3) which is not necessarily assured. 
 
A third option to derive the proportion of drivers choosing each alternative path-departure time combination 
would be to impose a hierarchy of choice and calculate separately marginal and conditional choice 
probabilities.  For instance, we could consider the choice of path conditional on that of time slice.  Then, the 
probability of choosing each of the available paths at a time slice would be calculated as well as the 
distribution of the minimum of the path costs for that time slice.  Using these aggregate costs the choice 
probability of each time slice could then be obtained and employed to calculate the choice proportions for all 
departure time-path combinations. 
 
To apply this method we require the minimum of the cost of the conditional choice options.  In the MNP 
case this can be calculated, although approximately, by the method of Clark (1961).  Moreover, to complete 
the calculations of the distribution of the minimum of the costs for each time slice we also need to calculate 
their covariance, which result from the overall covariance structure assumed and can be obtained, again, with 
the method of Clark. 
 
For instance, if we assume that the choice of route is conditional on that of path, the cost of travelling a time 
s can then be written as: 

)(min sjjs CY =                       (11) 

and is assumed to indicate the choice proportion for path j, given that departure time s has been chosen. )(s
jp

By using Clark we can write the covariance between the distribution of minimum cost of travelling at time s 
and the variate representing the cost of travelling at any departure time-path combination (t, k): 

∑∑ +==
j

jkst
s

j
j

tksj
s

jtks wvpCCpCY )(),(Cov),(Cov )()(                 (12) 

Therefore, if  is the minimum cost of travelling along all paths available at time t, that are 

chosen with proportion , the covariance between the minimum costs of departing at time s and at time t  

)(min tkkt CY =

)(t
kp

( ) ∑∑∑ +==
j k

jkst
t

k
s

j
k

tks
t

kts wvppCYpYY )(),(Cov,Cov )()()(                (13) 

Having obtained the distribution of the costs Ys of departing at all time slices s, a MNP choice function 
calculation method can then be applied to determine the departure time choice proportions and, finally, the 
overall departure pattern. 
 
Alternatively, and performing analogous calculations, the departure pattern can be obtained assuming that 
the time is chosen conditional on the route to follow. 
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The advantage of this last method is that it breaks the original problem into two smaller ones therefore 
limiting the negative effect of the size of the choice set on the Clark approximation.  The disadvantage is that 
it imposes a hierarchy of choice which is not necessarily justified except by computational convenience and 
requires the use of the approximation method of Clark. 
 
Whether any of the three alternative methods described above stands out for precision and is suitable for use 
in a dynamic stochastic network loading algorithm can be determined by comparing the results they return 
on a set of test cases with those from a calculation method that can be assumed as precise, such as the 
numerical integration method of Genz (1992, 1993) which we already used for this purpose in previous 
work. 
 
A number of examples, each replicating a small network with 3 alternative paths between the only OD pair 
and 6 departure time slices have been designed.  We have considered independent and partially correlated 
routes as well as departure times perceived as independent and as partially correlated.  Since we are 
investigating a network loading, we have assumed the values for the options’ costs rather than obtaining 
them from the traffic model as will be the case in the final DTA model.  The route cost patterns considered 
include a flat cost pattern as well as patterns with variations of the costs over time slices and paths. 
 
The results obtained so far are only preliminary both because of the limited scope of the networks 
investigated and because, due to the structure of the covariance matrix, we have not been able to carry out 
the calculations with the numerical integration method to obtain the reference figures.  In fact, the covariance 
matrix for the whole path-departure time set as defined above results positive semi-definite rather than 
positive definite as should be for input in the numerical integration program we are using. 
 
Since the semi-definiteness of the matrix indicates that its rank is smaller than its dimension, the problem 
should be reformulated so as to be defined with a full rank covariance matrix.  A method to perform this in 
relation to the numerical integration calculations has been suggested by Genz and Kwong (2000). 
 
While we need to address this issue before obtaining conclusive results, it should be noted that the 
approximation methods of Clark and of Mendell and Elston do not seem to be affected, at least in their 
mechanism, by the semi-definiteness of the covariance matrix. 
 
The data obtained so far show that the two ways of finding the departure pattern by using only conditional 
probabilities give consistent results on flat cost profiles with all the methods investigated: Clark, Mendell-
Elston and numerical integration.  Inconsistencies, however, arise when systematic costs vary by option and 
it is interesting to note that they are most often of similar percentage importance when using the three 
alternative MNP calculation methods, thus suggesting that they are due to the departure pattern calculation 
method rather than to the approximations.  While the inconsistencies observed suggest that this method is 
likely to return imprecise results, its final assessment requires evaluating the magnitude of the inaccuracies. 
 
Similarly, the third method suggested above, which imposes a choice-hierarchy and requires using the 
approximation of Clark, returns consistent results from either possible hierarchy as long as the systematic 
cost profiles are flat while different results are obtained for other cost profiles. 
 
We also noted from the results obtained so far that, when the cost profile is not flat, there are also 
disagreements between the choice probabilities returned from the approximation of Mendell and Elston 
applied to the whole choice set and those from its application to the method using only conditional 
probabilities.  
 
7  Summary and further model development 
The work reported in this paper sets the basis for the development of a Dynamic Stochastic User Equilibrium  
model which builds on previous results on static traffic assignment.  The aim to capture options’ similarity 
correctly when considering a tripmaker’s choice between alternative paths and departure time combinations 
has lead us to specify a multinomial probit model for the determination of the departure pattern from each 
origin.  As a result of this specification the first building block of the model, the Dynamic Stochastic 
Network loading, requires the determination of probit choice probabilities for large choice sets.  In view of 
developing an efficient algorithm for finding the equilibrium flow pattern, we considered obtaining such 
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probit probabilities with analytical approximation methods.  However, besides applying the approximations 
to the whole choice set –which may prove impractical- we have considered ways of dividing the choice sets 
into smaller ones for the purpose of improving the precision of the calculations.  As, at the current stage of 
work, the merits of the alternative methods could not be assessed, further work will aim at producing 
reference values and carry out investigations on the accuracy of the methods discussed.  In parallel to 
characterising a suitable network loading method, we plan to develop a formulation for the overall DTA 
model described in the paper and a related solution algorithm. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper aims to analyse the dynamic system optimal assignment with departure time choice, which is an 
important, yet underdeveloped area. The main contribution of this paper is the necessary conditions and the 
sensitivity analysis for dynamic system optimizing flow. Following this, we revisit the issue of dynamic 
externality in a more plausible way. We showed that how the externality can be derived and interpreted from 
the control theoretic formulation and the sensitivity analysis of traffic flow. To solve the system optimal 
assignment, we propose a dynamic programming solution approach. We present numerical calculations and 
discuss the characteristics of the results. In particular, we contrast the system optimal assignment with its 
equilibrium counterpart in terms of the amount of travel generated, flow profiles, and travel costs.  
 
 

1 Introduction 
 
This paper aims to analyse the dynamic system optimal assignment with departure time choice, which is an 
important, yet underdeveloped area. The dynamic system optimal assignment process suggests that there is a 
central “system manager” to distribute network traffic over time within a fixed horizon. Consequently, the 
total, rather than individual, travel cost of all travellers through the network is minimised.  
 
The travel cost incurred by each traveller is considered to have three distinct components: time-specific costs 
associated with the departure time of the traveller from the origin, and the arrival time at the destination 
respectively; and a cost related to the travel time en route. Given the assigned network flow, the associated 
travel times through the network are determined by a traffic model. This paper uses the linear whole-link 
traffic model proposed by Friesz et al. (1993), who considered the travel time on each link to be a linear non-
decreasing function of whole link traffic. This traffic model satisfies the principles of flow conservation, 
proper flow propagation (i.e. consistency between flows and travel times), non-negativity of flow, first-in-
first-out (FIFO), and causality. Detailed discussion of this traffic model can be referred to Mun (2001).  
 
This paper starts with introducing the formulation of dynamic system optimal assignment, which is an 
optimal control problem with state-dependent response. Following Friesz et al. (2001), the optimality 
conditions for this special kind of control problem can be derived using the calculus of variations technique. 
At optimality, traffic is assigned such that the total system travel cost is minimized. To solve the dynamic 
system optimization, information on the sensitivity of the value of the objective function with respect to the 
control variable is necessary. Section three illustrates a novel sensitivity analysis of travel time and travel 
cost with respect to perturbations in inflow. Section four then shows a dynamic-programme algorithm for 
solving dynamic system optimal assignment. Numerical calculations are given in section five. Finally, 
concluding remarks are given in section six.  
 
 

2 Formulation of dynamic system optimal assignment  
 
The system optimal assignment with departure time choice for fixed travel demand can be formulated as the 
following optimal control problem. The optimization problem (1) minimizes the total system travel cost 
within the planning horizon given a predefined amount of total throughput: 
 ∑∫

∀
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We consider the total travel cost ( )sCa encountered by each traveller on the travel link has three distinct 

components. The first component is the time spent on travelling along the link, which is determined by the 
travel time model embedded. In addition to the travel time, we add a time-specific cost [ ])(sf aτ  associated 

with arrival time ( )saτ  at the destination. Finally, we add a time-specific cost )(sh  associated with 

departure from the origin at time s. Possible choices of these time-specific cost functions are investigated by 
Heydecker and Addison (2005). Consequently, the total travel cost ( )sCa  associated with departure on link a 

at time s  is determined as a linear combination of these costs as 
 

               ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )][][ sfssshsC aaa ττ +−+= .                               (2) 

 
The notation )(saτ  denotes the exit time from the link a for traffic which enters at time s. For Friesz’s 

(1993) linear whole-link traffic model,  )(saτ  takes the following functional form:  
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)( ++= φτ ,                                                                          (3) 

 
where the amount of whole link traffic at time s is represented by )(sxa . The free flow travel time and the 

capacity of the travel link are denoted by aφ  and aQ  respectively.  

 
Equations (1b) ensure the proper flow propagation along each route. Equations (1c) are the state equations 

that govern the evolution of link traffic. Equations (1d) define the cumulative inflow )(sEa . Equation (1e) 

specifies the amount of total throughput Jod generated in the system within the time horizon T. Conditions 
(1f) ensure the positivity of the control variable. Since Friesz’s (1993) traffic model has been shown to 
satisfy FIFO structurally (Mun, 2001), we do not need to add any explicit constraint for this.  
 
The optimality conditions for the optimization problem (1) can be derived as  
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where νµ =)(sa  is a constant of time and its magnitude is determined by the predefined amount of 

throughput. The derivative  
su

Z

∂
∂

 represents the sensitivity of the value of the objective function with 

respect to a perturbation u in the profile of inflow at time s, where  
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The quantity  
su

Z

∂
∂

 indeed can also be interpreted as the marginal contribution of adding an additional traffic 

to the link to the total travel cost on this link. It is the sum of two components: )(sCa  is the travel time 

experienced by that additional traveller given the current traffic condition; dtte
u

CT

a
s

a∫ ∂
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travel cost, which is also known as externality, added by this traveller to each of the existing travellers. 
Understanding the nature of this externality is important in managing dynamic network, and it requires 

knowing 
s

a

u

C

∂
∂

, which is analysed in Section 3.  

 
Furthermore, the costate variable )(saλ  is determined as:  
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This costate variable )(saλ  represents the sensitivity of the value of the objective function wih respect to the 

changes in state variable )(sxa . In other words, the costate variable )(saλ  is interpreted as the marginal 

travel cost of increasing the link traffic volume by one unit. The details of derivation of this set of optimality 
conditions can be found in the full version (Chow, 2006). 
 
 

3 Sensitivity analysis  
 
In this section, we start with establishing an expression for the derivatives of the time of exit from a link with 
respect to a parameter of the inflow profile. Following this, the externality with respect to additional traffic 
can be derived.  
 
Consider the expression of the whole link traffic, )(sxa ,  it can be written alternatively as  
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in which )(saσ  is the time of entry to the link that leads to exit at time s. The expression for the time of exit 

in (3) then becomes  
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A perturbation u in the profile of inflow )(sea  induces a change in the time of exit as   
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The first term is the bracket can be calculated directly. To determine the second term in (9), we first apply 
the definitional relationship,  
 

 [ ] ssaa =)(στ ,                                                                                                (10) 

 
and using chain rule implies  
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However, at the same time we note that  
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since s is fixed with respect to perturbation u.  
 
Hence,  
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Furthermore,  
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Therefore,  
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Thus,  
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The derivative of exit time with respect to the perturbation u is then expressed in terms of the dependence of 
the inflow profile )(sea  in which s lies between s and )(saσ , the current outflow )(sga , and the derivative 

of exit time at the time of entry, )(saσ .  

 

When the analysis is implemented in computer, calculating 
du

sd a )(τ
 requires knowing the value of 

)(s

a

a
du

d

σ

τ
, in which )(saσ  usually is not an integer. Therefore, a linear interpolation is needed to determine 

the value of 
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where the notation  )(saσ  represent the smallest integer not smaller than )(saσ , and  )(saσ  is the 

greatest integer not larger than )(saσ . 

 
After deriving the sensitivity of travel time with respect to inflow, the sensitivity of the objective function 
with respect to inflow can be deduced as  
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4 Solving dynamic system optimum  
 
We propose the following procedure to solve for the dynamic system optimal assignment with fixed travel 
demand:  
 
Step 0: Initialisation 

0.1. Guess an initial equilibrium cost *odC ;  

0.2 set the overall iteration counter 1:=n ; 

0.3 set 0:)( =kea   for all links a, ],1[ Aa ∈ , and all times k, ],1[ Kk ∈ . The notation )(kea  represents the 

assigned inflow to link a between times sk∆  and sk ∆+ )1( . The total number of simulated time steps 

is denoted as sTK ∆= /  and the total number of parallel links is denoted by A;  set time index 
0:=k ; 

0.4 set costates 0:)( =kaλ  for all times ],1[ Kk ∈ ; 

0.5 set the link index 1:=a ; 
0.6 set the time index 0:=k ; 

0.7 set the overall iteration counter 1:=in . 
 
Step 1: network loading 

Find )1( +kaτ  by loading the travel link using the inflow )(kea  at the current iteration.  

 
Step 2: equilibrating 
2.1 Calculate [ ] [ ] [ ])1()1()1()1()1()1()1( +−+++++−+++=+ kkkfkkkhkC aaaaaa τλλττ ;  

2.2 calculate 
s

kCkC aa

∆
−+

=Ω
)()1(

 and [ ]( )
a

a
a Q

kf
ke

1
)1('1

)(
' ++=

∂
Ω∂=Ω τ , in which 

[ ] [ ] [ ]
)()1(

)()1(
)('

kk

kfkf
kf

aa

aa
a ττ

τττ
−+
−+

= ;  

2.3 update dkeke aa π−= )(:)(  with the second-order searching direction 'Ω
Ω=d   and the step size 

π , which is interpolated linearly as  
 

)1()1(

)1(-
 

01

0*

+−+
+

=
kCkC

kCC

aa

aodπ ,  

 

where )1(1 +kCa  and )1(0 +kCa  represent the corresponding values of )1( +kCa  when )(kea  is 

being updated with π  is taken as 1 and 0 respectively. To determine π , two network loadings are 
required.  
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Step 3: Calculating costate variables 

3.1  Compute [ ]( ) s
Q

te
tfkk

a

a
aaa ∆+++=

)(
)('1)1()( τλλ ; 

 
3.2 calculate [ ])(kaa τλ  from )(kaλ  and )(kaτ . 

 
Step 4: Convergence verification 

4.1. Check if  ε≤− *)( oda CsC  or in  is greater than the predefined maximum number of   inner iterations, 

then go to step 3.2; otherwise, set 1: += ii nn  and go to step 1.1.   
4.2.   if Kk = , then go to step 3.3; otherwise k:= k + 1 and go to step 1.1;  
4.3.   if Aa = , then go to step 3.4; otherwise a:= a + 1 and go to step 0.5;  

4.4  define 
*

*

)(

)1()(

od
Kk Aa

a

oda
Kk Aa

a

Cke

CkCke∑∑∑∑
∈ ∈

∈ ∈
−+

=ξ  as the measure of disequilibrium, which is equal to zero at 

equilibrium. If n  is greater than the predefined maximum number of overall iterations or ξ  is 

sufficiently small, i.e. εξ ≤  where ε  is an arbitrarily small number, then go to step 3.2; otherwise set 
n:=n+1 and go to step 1.2; 

4.5. check if the total throughput ∑∑
∀ ∀

=
a k

aod keE )(  from the system is equal to the predefined total 

demand Jod for the o-d pair. If yes, then terminate the algorithm; otherwise update  −
+=

*

** :

dC

dE
EJ

CC
od

odod , and go back to step 0.3. The derivative 
*dC

dEod  is derived by Heydecker 

(2002) as  
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* ττ
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5 Numerical calculations 
 
To illustrate the analyses above, we demonstrate some numerical calculations. We consider a single link, 
which has a free flow time 3 mins and a capacity 20 vehs/min, connecting a single origin-destination pair. 
The origin-specific cost is considered to be a monotone linear function of time with a slope -0.4. The 
destination cost function is piecewise linear, which has no penalty for arrivals before the preferred arrival 

time 50* =t , and increases with a rate 2 afterwards. The size of discretized time interval s∆  is taken as 1 
min. The length of the planning horizon ],0[ T , where T=100, is set such that that all traffic can be cleared 

by time T. The total amount of traffic odJ  is taken as 390 vehs. Figure 1 plots the inflow, the outflow, and 

the total cost at dynamic user equilibrium. The traffic is assigned to the link during times 18 and 49.  
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Figure 1 Dynamic user equilibrium assignment 

 
To investigate the accuracy of the sensitivity analysis in Section 3, we suppose the inflow is perturbed at 
time 18, and plot the associated variations in travel time in Figure 2. The variations are calculated according 
to (16). In the same figure, we also plot the variations determined by using numerical finite difference 
method. To calculate the finite difference, we first increase the inflow at time 18 by one unit, and keep the 
values of other inflows at other times unchanged. The variations in travel times are then calculated by 
repeated link loading with the original inflow profile versus the perturbed inflow profile. The result shows 
that the analytical variations given by (16) can represent the true variations in travel time reasonably well. It 
can be observed that the variations take the value of aQ/1  during time s  and )(saτ  (i.e during times 19 and 

21), and then depend on the profile of outflow and previous variations after )(saτ . 
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Figure 2 Sensitivity of travel time with respect to a perturbation in inflow 

 
 
Using the derivative of travel time with respect to inflow, the externality, i.e. 
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induced by adding an additional inflow at all times can then be calculated accordingly. Figure 3 shows the 
profile of the externality for inflow under dynamic user equilibrium.  
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Figure 3 Externality at dynamic user equilibrium  

 
Calculating the dynamic system optimal assignment is still in progress. Figure 4 shows the inflow, the 
outflow, and the travel cost after one iteration of optimization from the dynamic user equilibrium. With the 
same total throughput Jod, the period of assignment shifts from times [18, 49] to times [9, 50]. It is also 
observed that this assignment, on the one hand, encourages late departures. On the other hand, it also has to 
maintain a certain amount of early departures to induce a high service rate for the departures at later times. 
The total system travel cost is decreased from 6,143.45 veh-hr in user equilibrium to 5,777.60 veh-hr. This 
assignment profile is still subject to further revision.  
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Figure 4 Solving dynamic system optimal assignment 
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6 Concluding remarks  
 
This paper analyses the dynamic system optimizing flow along a single travel link. We propose a novel 
sensitivity analysis of travel time and travel cost with respect to perturbations in inflow. We also presented a 
solution method using the dynamic programming approach and applied it to the numerical example. The 
characteristics of the results were discussed.  
 
The main contribution of this chapter is the necessary conditions and the sensitivity analysis for dynamic 
system optimizing flow. The investigation also gives us a deeper understanding of the nature of system 
optimal assignment problems. In addition to analyzing and solving the system optimizing flow, we also note 
that each additional traveller, who enters the system at a certain time, imposes an additional travel cost on the 
others who enter the system at that time and thereafter. We regard this additional cost as “externality”. 
Understanding the nature of the externality is important in managing dynamic network. However, previous 
research is implausible due to the underlying traffic model adopted (Carey and Srinvasan, 1993; Yang and 
Huang, 1997). This paper revisited the dynamic externality in a more plausible way. We also showed that how 
the externality can be derived and interpreted from the control theoretic formulation and the sensitivity 
analysis. This paper considered single-link networks in which only the departure time choices of travellers 
are considered. We are currently extending the present analysis and discussion to multi-route and multi-
destination networks in which the joint choices of departure time and travel route of travellers are 
investigated.  
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ABSTRACT 

The paper considers day-to-day dynamic traffic assignment models with deterministic queueing 
and inelastic demands, and no departure-time choice. Drivers swap (in day to day time) from 
more to less costly routes at each within day time.  
   Part A of the paper proves that under natural conditions this day-to-day model has a nonempty 
convex set of equilibria; and also, by using a Lyapunov function, that the day-to-day dynamical 
system is stable when certain strong conditions hold.  
   Part B considers a similar day-to-day dynamic model but on a very simple two-route network. It 
is again shown that the day-to-day dynamical system is stable. Finally we consider optimisation 
subject to dynamic equilibrium: dynamic bilevel optimisation. We show how in our very simple 
case gradients of the natural disequilibrium function may be estimated efficiently; such estimates 
are vital if we wish to optimise control parameters subject to dynamic equilibrium. 
 

PART A: GENERAL THEORY OF THE DYNAMIC QUEUEING MODEL 
 
The model. In our bottleneck model, queueing occurs (first-in first-out) vertically at the exit of 
links when flow exceeds exit capacity. Initially within-day time is considered to be a continuous 
variable, varying throughout the time period [0,1] representing a single day. During each day, the 
rate at which flow enters route r is represented by a non-negative, measurable real-valued 
function of within-day time. If there are N routes in the network, then all route inflows will be 
represented by a vector X with N component functions . We suppose that demand is inelastic; 
so we suppose that, for each OD pair and each within-day time, there is a given rigid (but time 
varying) rate at which traffic leaves each origin. We suppose that this rate for OD pair k is given 
by

rX

rX

kρ , a given bounded measurable function of within-day time taking only non-negative values. 
We suppose that a route inflow vector ),,( 21 NXXXX K=  always belongs to the feasible set  

},,0:{ ∑
∈

=≥=
kRr

krr XmeasurableXXD ρ  

where is the set of routes connecting OD pair k. kR
   The cost (in time) of traversing any link in the network is the sum of a constant (congestion-free 
or free-flow) travel time and a bottleneck delay at the link exit; this delay depends on the whole 
inflow function X. The delay may be zero. To represent the queueing delay which arises on 
saturated links, we suppose that the bottleneck delay on link i is connected to the bottleneck 
capacity  and the bottleneck inflow  by the following integral equation:  

id

is ix

∫∫
+

=
)(

0
0

)()(
ττ

τ

τ

τ

x
id

ii duusduux  for all ],[ 10 τττ ∈  

where the bottleneck is congested throughout the interval ],[ 10 ττ . Route cost functions  are 
found by summing the link costs along the route; but at the time that each bottleneck is reached:  

rC

∑
∈

=
rii

X
ir

x
ir PcXC

:
))(())(( ττ  
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where is the time that bottleneck i is reached if route r is entered at time)(τX
irP τ and the route 

inflow vector is X. Mounce(2006) shows that such route cost functions are Lipschitz continuous 
functions of time. 
   The day-to-day dynamical system is derived naturally from the usual dynamic user equilibrium 
condition, which is that (for each OD pair and each within-day time) more costly routes are 
unused. A natural day-to-day swap vector is given by )(Xφ where (for all within day timesτ ): 

∑ +−=
srsr

rssrr XCXCXX
~:,

)])(())(()[())(( δττττφ  

where sr ~  means that routes r and s connect the same OD pair, [x]+ = max{x, 0} and rsδ is the 
swap from route r to route s vector. We let t represent day-to-day time and view this as a 
continuous variable. We then consider the dynamical system. 

))(()( tX
dt

tdX φ= ,          (1) 0)0( XX =

where  and  is any initial route inflow vector in D. This dynamical system evolves 
continuously over day-to-day time with each element being a within-day inflow function giving 
all inflow rates to all routes at all within-day times. 

0≥t 0X

 
Existence of equilibria and convexity of the set of equilibria. At equilibrium, more costly 
routes are not used, i.e. . Therefore X is at equilibrium if and 
only if

0)())(())(( =⇒> τττ rsr XXCXC
0)( =Xφ . Smith and Wisten (1995) used Schauder’s fixed point theorem to prove 

existence of equilibrium of dynamical system (1) provided (a) that route cost is continuous (as a 
function of route inflow), and (b) that the feasible set D is convex and compact. It is clear that D 
is convex. Mounce (2006) establishes that the feasible set D is compact and Mounce (2005) uses 
an implicit function theorem to show that the route cost vector is indeed a continuous function of 
the route flow vector; these results fill gaps in Smith and Wisten (1995). 
   Here we say that the route cost function is a monotone function of )(XC X  if and only if 

   ∫∑ ≥−−
1

0

0))()())()(())((( τττττ dYXYCXC rrrr
r

for all route inflow vectors X and Y. In the single bottleneck per route (SBPR) case, each route 
passes through at most one bottleneck. Smith and Ghali (1990b) showed that, in this SBPR case, 
route cost is a monotone function of route inflow if link cost is a monotone function of link inflow 
for every link. Mounce (2006) shows that this is true if and only if the link capacities are all non-
decreasing functions of within-day timeτ . Provided that C(X) is a monotone function of X, the set 
of equilibria is convex; this is shown in Mounce (2005).  
 
Stability; or convergence to equilibrium. The dynamical system (1) is globally convergent if 
for any starting vector  the dynamical system converges to the set of equilibria as0X ∞→τ . We 
can show that this occurs here by giving a Lyapunov function V(X) for the dynamical system (1), 
i.e. a function V(X) satisfying:  
1.  0)( ≥XV
2.  if and only if X is at equilibrium. 0)( =XV

3. )()( Xf
dt

XdV
<  for all non-equilibrium X, where f is a continuous function of X that is 

negative for all non-equilibrium X. (t is omitted from X here.)  
A proof of this can be found in Mounce (2003).  
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   In our case route cost is a monotone function of route inflow and it follows that if we let, for all 
X ∈ D: 

∑ ∫ +−=
srsr

srr dXCXCXXV
~:,

1

0

2)))(())(()(()( ττττ , 

then V is a Lyapunov function for the dynamical system (1). It is not difficult to see that V(X) is 
nonnegative and zero if and only if X is at equilibrium. We also have (see Mounce (2006)): 

∫ ∑ +⋅−−<
1

0 ~:,

3)))(()(()(
srsr

rsr dXCX
dt

XdV τδττ . 

Hence, in this case, the dynamical system converges to equilibrium as and we have stability 
of our day-to-day dynamical system. (t is omitted from X here.) 

∞→t

 
PART B: A VERY SIMPLE TWO-ROUTE NETWORK 

Stability in the steady state, with evolution in day-to-day time “t” is studied first. Then we add 
within day time “τ” to deal with the dynamical state. Finally bilevel optimisation is considered. 
 
STABILITY OF EQUILIBRIA IN THE STEADY STATE 
 
The network. 1 OD pair connected by 2 non-overlapping routes. Demand is to be rigid. 
The main variables.  
X1  =    flow along route 1;  
X2  =    flow along route 2; and  
X1 + X2 =    1 and X1, X2  are both to be non-negative. 
Cost functions.  
C1(X1) = cost on route 1 if flow is X1  
C2(X2) = cost on route 2 if flow is X2. 
The rigid demand user-equilibrium condition.  

X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+  =  0  and   X2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+  =  0  
or  X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+ = 0.  
 
Definition of monotonicity. A real-valued function f of a real variable is monotone if and only if   

[f(x + δ) - f(x)]δ ≥ 0 for all real numbers x and δ.  
This is the case if:   

f '(x) ≥ 0; or δ·[f '(x)δ] ≥ 0 or δ·[f '(x, δ)] ≥ 0 for all real numbers x, δ. 
Here: f '(x) is the derivative of f at x; f '(x; δ) is the directional derivative of f at x in direction δ.  
   Thus C1 is monotone if and only if: 
∆1[C1'(X1)]∆1 ≥ 0 for all real numbers X1, ∆1 or: ∆1C1'(X1; ∆1) ≥ 0 for all real numbers X1, ∆1

where C1'(X1) is the Jacobian of C1 (or the derivative of C1) at X1 and C1'(X1; ∆1) is the 
directional derivative of C1 in direction ∆1, at X1. Directional derivatives allow greater generality.  
Monotonicity assumption. We assume that C1 and C2 are both monotone. 
 
A possible natural day-to-day evolution. Let ∆(X) = (∆1(X), ∆2(X)) where: 
 ∆1(X) =  (-X1

2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+),  

∆2(X) =  (-X2
2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+ + X1

2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+). 
∆(X) = 0 if and only if X is an equilibrium. ∆(X) swaps flow from more to less costly routes and 
preserves total flow. These swap rates are similar to natural swap rates introduced in Smith (1984).  
   We now suppose that X0 = (X0

1, X0
2) is any feasible start point. So that  

X0
1 + X0

2 = 1, X0
1 ≥ 0 and X0

2 ≥ 0.  
We also suppose that the route flow vector X(t) evolves as day-to-day time passes by obeying:  
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X(0) = X0 and dX(t)/dt = ∆(X(t)) for all t ≥ 0.   
A candidate Lyapunov function or objective function. Changing Smith (1984) slightly, we let  

V(X) =  X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+

2 + X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+

2 for all X ≥ 0.  
Then V(X) measures the departure of any feasible X from equilibrium; or  

V(X) ≥ 0 and V(X) = 0 if and only if X is an equilibrium.  
Our X will continually follow ∆(X) = (∆1(X), ∆2(X)) as shown above. It is natural to find grad V(X) 
to see if V(X(t)) declines to zero as time becomes large. So let J1(X1) = C1'(X1) be the derivative 
(one-dimensional Jacobian) of C1(.) at X1, and let J2(X2) = C2'(X2). Then:  
½ gradV(X) = {X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2 + X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+J1(X1), -X1

2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+J2(X2)}  
+ {-X2

2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+J1(X1), X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
2+ X2

2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+J2(X2)}. 
= (X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2 - {X2
2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+ - X1

2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+}J1(X1),  
        X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+

2 - {X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ - X2

2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+}J2(X2)) 
= (X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2 - J1(X1)∆1(X), X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
2 - J2(X2) ∆2(X)) 

= (X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+
2 - C1'(X1; ∆1(X)), X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+

2 – C2'(X2; ∆2(X)). 
The last two lines here give gradV in terms of both derivatives and directional derivatives (but 
strictly speaking the final line only holds where gradV exists; although we make use of this 
definition for convenience). 
Descent to equilibrium? Assuming that C1 and C2 are both monotone; away from equilibrium, 
∆(X) is a descent direction for objective V at X and so V(X(t)) declines to 0 as t  ∞. Here we 
just verify this descent (and we do not prove convergence of V to 0 as t  ∞). 
   Of course ∆(X) is not a descent direction for objective V at X if X is already an equilibrium as 
then V(X) = 0 and since V ≥ 0 always there can be no descent direction from X. So let us now 
suppose that X is not an equilibrium and so V(X) > 0. Then   

X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+   >  0  
and so X1

3[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+
3 +X2

3[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+
3  >  0.  

   At any X, as we have seen:  
½ grad V(X) = (X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2 - C1'(X1; ∆1(X)), X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
2 – C2'(X2; ∆2(X)) 

Now 
∆1(X)X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2 

=   (-X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2

2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+) X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+
2  

=    -X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2  
(as X2

2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+ X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+
2 = 0). 

=    -X1
3[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

3. 
Similarly:  

∆2(X)X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
2   =   -X2

3[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
3.  

Hence:  
½ V'(X; ∆(X)) = ½ ∆(X)·gradV(X)  =  ½ (∆1(X), ∆2(X))·grad V(X)  
= (∆1(X), ∆2(X))·(X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2 - C1'(X1; ∆1(X)), X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
2 – C2'(X2; ∆2(X)) 

= 
∆1(X)X1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2-∆1(X)C1'(X1;∆1(X))+∆2(X)X2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
2–∆2(X)C2'(X2;∆2(X)) 

=  - X1
3[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+

3 – X2
3[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+

3 < 0  (as X is a non-equilibrium) 
     - ∆1(X)C1'(X1; ∆1(X)) – ∆2(X)C2'(X2; ∆2(X))   ≤ 0  (as C1 and C2 are monotone) 
     < 0. 
Thus ∆(X)·gradV(X) < 0 and ∆(X) is a descent direction for V at X, provided X is not an 
equilibrium; and we have shown using the chain rule that (for our dynamical system): 

dV(X(t))/dt = gradV(X(t)) · dX(t)/dt = gradV(X(t)) · ∆(X(t)) = V'(X; ∆(X)) < 0 for all t ≥ 0. 
It is easy now to show (provided some further continuity holds) that V(X(t))  0 as t  ∞ and it is 
then easy to show that dist[X(t), E]  0 as t  ∞, where E is the non-empty set of equilibria. This 
work follows Smith (1984) with a slightly changed swap rate. 
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STABILITY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM SET IN THE DYNAMIC STATE WITH 
CONTINUOUS WITHIN-DAY TIME 
 
Here we just add “(τ)”, representing within-day time, to the previous analysis. The within-day 
time period will be represented by the interval [0, 1], representing a whole day of 24 hours. 
The network. There will still be just 1 OD pair connected by just 2 non-overlapping routes. 
There will still also be a given rigid time-varying demand. But now each of the two routes will 
have a fixed “free-flow” travel time and also a single bottleneck of fixed capacity at the route exit. 
Any flow at the route-exit exceeding the capacity at the bottleneck exit is stored in a queue just 
upstream of the bottleneck, and the queue discharge rate equals the capacity. 
The main variables. 

X1 and X2 are now measurable functions of within-day time, both going from [0, 1]  R+. 
X1(τ)  =    inflow rate into route 1 at time τ ( ≥ 0 always);  
X2(τ)  =    inflow rate into route 2 at time τ ( ≥ 0 always) ; and 
[X1 + X2](τ) =    ρ(τ) where ρ: [0, 1]  R+ is a given bounded measurable function. 

The feasible set F. Given ρ: [0, 1]  R+ the feasible set F of route inflow vectors X is now:   
F = { X = (X1, X2): X1, X2 are non-negative measurable functions of within-day time τ 

satisfying: [X1 + X2](τ) = ρ(τ) for all τ in [0, 1].} 
Cost functions.  
C1(X1)(τ)  =  travel cost experienced on route 1 if entered at time τ (if inflow is X1). 
C2(X2)(τ)  =  travel cost experienced on route 2 if entered at time τ (if inflow is X2). 
C1(.) and C2(.) will both be assumed to be continuous with relevant metrics and directionally 
differentiable at each X1, X2. 
   In the earlier part of the paper and in Smith and Ghali (1990a) and Mounce (2006) it is shown 
that provided the capacities are, for each bottleneck, non-decreasing functions of time and 
provided that queues at link exits store those vehicles which cannot emerge from the bottleneck in 
the right order then C1(X1) is a monotone function of the inflow rate X1 and C2(X2) is a monotone 
function of the inflow rate X2. Here costs are defined to be the sum of a free-flow travel time and 
a bottleneck queueing delay.  
The rigid demand user-equilibrium condition. Here we say that X is an equilibrium if: 

X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+(τ) =  0  and  X2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+(τ) =  0 for all τ  
or: {X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+}(τ) =   0 for all τ.  
[Here X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+(τ) =  0 is shorthand for X1(τ)[C1(X1)(τ)  – C2(X2)(τ)]+ =  0. To reduce the 
number of times τ appears we will usually utilise this and similar shorthands.]      
Definition of monotonicity in function space. A function f from one set of bounded measurable 
functions on [0, 1]  another set of bounded measurable functions on [0, 1] is monotone iff   

 [f(x + δ) - f(x)]·δ≥ 0  
for all measurable functions x and δ. For directionally differentiable f, f is monotone if and only if  
 δ·[f '(x; δ)] ≥ 0 for all x, δ;
f '(x; δ) is the directional derivative of f at x (now a function) in direction δ (now a function). 
Thus C1 is monotone if and only if ∆1·C1'(X1; ∆1) ≥ 0 for all functions X1, ∆1, where C1'(X1; ∆1) is 
the directional derivative of C1, at X1, in direction ∆1. 
Monotonicity of the cost functions. If C1 is the sum of an uncongested travel time and a single 
queueing delay then it is monotone and ∆1·C1'(X1; ∆1) ≥ 0 for all X1, ∆1. The same applies to C2.  
A possible natural day-to-day evolution in F. Following the steady state case above, let  

1∆ (X)(τ) = {-X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2

2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+}(τ)  

2∆ (X)(τ) = {-X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+ + X1

2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+}(τ)  
and  ∆(X)(τ)    = ( (X)(τ), (X)(τ))   = (1∆ 2∆ 1∆ (X), 2∆ (X))(τ) 
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Here we have used our shorthand by having only one τ on each of the first two right hand sides here 
instead of six. This direction is obtained from the steady-state direction by simply adding “(τ)”.  
   Then ∆(X)(τ)  =  0 for all within day times τ if and only if X is an equilibrium inflow vector in F. 
As before moving in direction ∆(X) preserves the total of the two route-inflows as before, but now at 
each within-day time τ; it swaps flow from the more costly to the less costly route at τ. 
   We suppose that X0 = (X0

1, X0
2) is any start point in F. So X0 is measurable, is non-negative, 

[X0
1 + X0

2](τ) = ρ(τ), X0
1 ≥ 0 and X0

2 ≥ 0.  
We also suppose that the route inflow vector X(τ) evolves with day-to-day time “t” by obeying:  

X(τ)(0) = X0(τ) and dX(τ)(t)/dt = ∆(X(τ)(t)) for all t ≥ 0 and all within day times τ ∈[0, 1].   
A candidate Lyapunov function or objective function. Again following the steady state case, let  

V(X) =  ∫ {X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+

2 + X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+

2}(τ)dτ  
for all X in F. Then V(X) measures departure from equilibrium at X; or  

V(X) ≥ 0 and V(X) = 0 if and only if X is an equilibrium.  
All integrals in this section of the paper will go from 0 to 1; they go over the whole 24-hour day. 
Descent to equilibrium? In this case now, where C1(.) and C2(.) are both monotone, it follows 
that, away from equilibrium, ∆(X) is a descent direction for objective V at X. Here as in the steady 
state case we just verify this descent (and we do not prove convergence of V to 0 as t  ∞; but 
this does happen under natural conditions just as in the steady state case; see part A of the paper). 
   Of course ∆(X) is not a descent direction for objective V at X if X is already an equilibrium in F 
as then V(X) = 0 and since V ≥ 0 always there can be no descent direction from X.  
   So let us now suppose that X is not an equilibrium and so V(X) > 0. Then: 

V(X)   =   ∫ {X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+

2 + X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+

2}(τ)dτ  >  0 and so also  
       ∫ {X1

3[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+
3 +X2

3[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+
3}(τ)dτ   >  0.  

Using this, at any feasible non-equilibrium X, just as above in the steady state: 
V'(X; ∆(X))  [= ∆(X)·gradV(X)  =  (∆1(X), ∆2(X))·grad V(X) when gradV exists]  
=  - 2∫{X1

3[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+
3 +X2

3[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+
3}(τ)dτ      (< 0 as X is a non-equilibrium) 

    - 2∫ (X)(τ)C1∆ 1'(X1; (X))(τ)dτ -2 ∫1∆ 2∆ (X)(τ)C2'(X2; 2∆ (X))(τ)dτ (≤ 0 by monotonicity) 
 < 0.  
   Thus we have again used the chain rule and our dynamical system to obtain:  

dV(X(t))/dt = V'(X(t); ∆(X(t)) < 0 for all t ≥ 0. 
And so ∆(X) is away from equilibrium a descent direction for V. It now follows, under natural and 
weak conditions, that V(X(t))  0 as t  ∞ and it is then easy to show that dist[X(t), E]  0 as t  
∞, where E is the non-empty set of equilibria and dist[X(t), E] is the distance between X(t) and E. 
(the set E of equilibria is non-empty from part A.)  Thus in the simple two-route two-bottleneck case 
we are considering, the set of dynamic equilibria is stable: non-equilibrium inflow functions X(t) in F 
naturally converge to the equilibrium set E.  
 
STABILITY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM SET IN THE DYNAMIC STATE WITH TIME 
SLICES AND STEP FUNCTION INFLOW RATES  
 
Here we let τ represent an integer. So τ = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , M; where the 24-hour day is divided into 
M equal intervals or time-slices. So as to be as specific as possible we think of M as being 1440 = 
24×60 so that each interval or time-slice has a duration of 1 minute. We let W denote the set {1, 
2, 3, . . . , M} of all possible within-day times τ. These are the names of the intervals or time-
slices into which we have divided the whole day. So there are M time-slices:   

slice 1 = [0, 1], slice 2 = [1, 2], . . . , slice τ = [τ -1, τ], . . . , slice M = [M-1, M].   
representing 24 hours in total. We don’t worry about the overlap here. Inflows will now be in 
vehicles per minute. We imagine all route-entry flow rates being constant over a single time slice. 
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Therefore the total flow entering a route in time slice τ = the (constant) rate at which flow enters 
during time-slice τ. 
   As previously we deal again with a very special network with just two non-overlapping routes 
having just one bottleneck. 
   So as to make this analysis as close to that above as possible we will write an M-vector  

(X1, X2, X3, . . . , XM) as (X(1), X(2), X(3), . . . , X(M)) and so on. 
The network. The network still has just 1 OD pair connected by 2 non-overlapping routes; and 
each route has just one bottleneck on it. Again the demand is a rigid time-varying demand.  
   As before each of the two routes will have a fixed “free-flow” travel time and also a single 
bottleneck of fixed capacity at the route exit. On each route, any flow greater than the capacity at 
the route exit is stored in a queue just upstream of the bottleneck. 
The main variables. X1 and X2 are still now functions of within-day time; but now they are step 
functions which are constant over each time slice. 
X1(τ)  =   inflow into route 1 during time-slice τ (assumed constant);  
X2(τ)  =   inflow into route 2 during time-slice τ (assumed constant); and 
[X1 + X2](τ) =   ρ(τ) where each ρ(τ) is non-negative and given (for all τ in W). 
X1, X2  are of course both to be non-negative at all τ in W. 
The feasible set F. Given the M-vector ρ whose co-ordinates ρ(τ) are all non-negative the feasible 
set F of route inflows is now as follows:   

F = { X = (X1, X2); X1, X2 are M-vectors with non-negative co-ordinates satisfying:  
X1(τ) + X2(τ) = ρ(τ) for all τ in W.} 

Cost functions  
C1(X1)(τ)  =  average travel cost experienced on route 1 if entered at time τ (if inflow is X1) 
C2(X2)(τ)  =  average travel cost experienced on route 2 if entered at time τ (if inflow is X2) 
Here “at time τ” means “during time interval numbered τ”. These cost functions will both be 
assumed to be generated as previously as the sum of a constant uncongested travel time and a 
queueing delay at the route exit. 
The rigid demand user-equilibrium condition. Following closely the two previous cases we say 
that X is an equilibrium if: 

X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+(τ) =  0  and   X2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+(τ) =  0 for all τ in W.  
or: {X1[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+}(τ) =   0 for all τ in W.  
Definition of monotonicity now. A function f from one set of M-vectors x    another set of M-
vectors is monotone if and only if   

[f(x + δ) - f(x)]·δ≥ 0  
for all M-vectors x and δ. If f is also directionally differentiable then f is monotone if and only if  
 δ·[f '(x; δ)] ≥ 0 for all x, δ
where f '(x; δ) is the directional derivative of f at x (now a M-vector) in direction δ (now a M-
vector). Thus C1 is monotone if and only if: 

∆1·C1'(X1; ∆1) ≥ 0 for all N-vectors X1, ∆1
where C1'(X1; ∆1) is the directional derivative of C1, at X1, in direction ∆1. 
Monotonicity. In the earlier part of the paper and in Smith and Ghali (1990a, b) and Mounce 
(2006) we have shown that C1(X1) is a monotone function of inflow rate X1 and C2(X2) is a 
monotone function of inflow rate X2 provided that the bottleneck capacity is a non-decreasing 
function of within-day time τ. Here we retain the assumption that C1 is monotone. Or that: 
∆1·C1'(X1; ∆1) ≥ 0 for all X1, ∆1. We also assume that C2 is monotone.  
A possible natural day-to-day evolution in F. For each within day time τ ∈ W, let  

1∆ (X)(τ) = {-X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+ + X2

2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+}(τ),  

2∆ (X)(τ) = {-X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+ + X1

2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+}(τ), and 
∆(X)(τ)   = ( (X)(τ), (X)(τ))   = (1∆ 2∆ 1∆ (X), 2∆ (X))(τ). 
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Then ∆(X)(τ)  =  0 for all within day times τ in W if and only if X is an equilibrium in F. As before 
moving X in F in direction ∆(X) preserves the total of the route-inflow at each within day time; it is a 
“swap” function, merely swapping inflow from the more costly to the less costly route at each τ. 
   We suppose that X0 = (X0

1, X0
2) is any start point in F. So X0 is measurable and non-negative and  

[X0
1 + X0

2](τ) = ρ(τ), X0
1 ≥ 0 and X0

2 ≥ 0.  
We also suppose that the route inflow vector X(τ) evolves with day-to-day time “t” by obeying:  

X(τ)(0) = X0(τ) and dX(τ)(t)/dt = ∆(X(τ)(t)) for all t ≥ 0 and all within day times τ ∈ W.   
A candidate Lyapunov function or objective function. Rather as before, let  

V(X)  =  ∑ τ {X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+

2 + X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+

2}(τ) 
for all X in F. Then V measures departure from equilibrium; or  

V(X) ≥ 0 and V(X) = 0 if and only if X is an equilibrium.  
All sums in this section of the paper will go from 1 to M; so they go over all the time-slices. 
Descent to equilibrium? Provided C1(.) and C2(.) are both monotone, it now follows that, away 
from equilibrium, ∆(X) is a descent direction for objective V at X and so, again under further 
natural assumptions, V(X(t)) declines to 0 as t  ∞. Here as above we verify just descent under 
restricted conditions (and do not prove convergence of V to 0 as t  ∞; this does as before 
happen under natural conditions). 
   Of course ∆(X) is not a descent direction for objective V at X if X is already an equilibrium in F 
as then V(X) = 0 and since V ≥ 0 always there can be no descent direction from X.  
   So let us now suppose that X is not an equilibrium and so V(X) > 0. Then: 

∑ τ {X1
2[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+

2 + X2
2[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+

2}(τ)   >  0  
and so: ∑ τ {X1

3[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+
3 + X2

3[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+
3}(τ)   >  0.  

   Using this, at any feasible X, just as above in the steady state: 
V'(X; ∆(X)) 
=  -2 ∑ τ {X1

3[C1(X1) – C2(X2)]+
3 +X2

3[C2(X2) – C1(X1)]+
3}(τ)  (< 0 as X is a non-equilibrium)  

     -2 ∑ τ 1∆ (X)(τ)C1'(X1; (X))(τ)            (≤ 0 by monotonicity of C1∆ 1) 
     -2 ∑ τ 2∆ (X)(τ)C2'(X2; (X)))(τ)            (≤ 0 by monotonicity of C2∆ 2) 
 < 0. 
Thus ∆(X) is a descent direction for V away from equilibrium. So again by the chain rule we have 
shown that:  

dV(X(t))/dt = V'(X(t); ∆(X(t)) < 0 for all t ≥ 0. 
It now follows, under natural and weak conditions, that V(X(t))  0 as t  ∞ and it is then easy to 
show that dist[X(t), E]  0 as t  ∞, where E is the non-empty set of equilibria and dist[X(t), E] is 
the distance between X(t) and E.  
   Thus in this discrete time-slice model of our simple two-route two-bottleneck case we are 
considering, the set of equilibria is stable: non-equilibrium inflows in F naturally evolve in such a 
way as to converge to E as t  ∞. 

 
BILEVEL OPTIMISATION OF DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIA ON THE SIMPLE NETWORK 
 
Suppose now that there is a two-vector p = (p1, p2) of prices; one price for each route. Suppose that 
we seek the optimal value of these subject to a dynamic equilibrium traffic distribution. Then it is 
natural to put  
V(X, p)  =  ∑ τ {X1

2[C1(X1) + p1 – (C2(X2) + p2)]+
2 + X2

2[C2(X2) + p2  – (C1(X1) + p1)]+
2}(τ) 

and to seek a minimum of an objective function Z(X, p) subject to V(X, p) = 0. 
   Several methods have been proposed. Most of these methods require the estimation of the steepest 
descent of the disequilibrium function V in (X, p). This is challenging computationally and the most 
challenging part of that is to estimate the gradient of V in X-space (with p fixed). Here we show that 
under suitable natural but severe restrictions there is a natural way of estimating this X-gradient. 
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   The hope here is that these restrictions may be progressively relaxed so that this method leads to 
an efficient algorithm for solving dynamic bilevel optimisation problems.  
 
Steepest descent of V in X-space.  
Above we have utilised directional derivatives as we wished to follow a natural evolution equation 
which reduces V. But now we may with a little difficulty return to derivatives or Jacobians, partly 
because we are in Euclidean M-space. We do this as we need steepest descent directions of V in X-
space for fixed prices.  
   Suppose that  

C1'(X1; (X)) = 1∆
 C1'(X1) 1∆ (X1) for all 1∆ (X1)  

or that:  C1'(X1; (X))(τ) = 1∆
 C1'(X1) 1∆ (X1) (τ) for all τ in W.  

Here C1'(X1) = J1(X1) is to be the Jacobian of C1(X1) and says how C1(X1) changes as X1 changes. 
If X1 suffers a small displacement h 1∆ (X1) then C1(X1) will suffer a displacement of about 
hJ1(X1) (X1∆ 1). (Here h is a small positive real number.)  
   This Jacobian approach suffers from the difficulty that J1(X1) might not be defined everywhere and 
might be discontinuous at points where queueing delays vanish or appear. Partly in order to deal with 
this difficulty we will now make two very strong assumptions (aiming  to relax these eventually). 
ASSUMPTION 1:  
Suppose now that the uncongested travel times for the two routes are equal. 
ASSUMPTION 2:  
Suppose also that there are two within-day integer times A and B with the following property: 
throughout the time interval [A-1, B] or all time-slices A, A+1, A+2, . . . , B (or [A-1, A], [A, A+1], 
[A+1, A+2], . . . , [B-1, B]) there is a queue at the exits of both route 1 and route 2; and outside this 
time interval neither bottleneck is saturated (which implies that there are no queues outside [A-1, B]).  
Using assumption 1 we now think of inflows as being bottleneck inflows rather than route inflows. 
   For illustrative purposes suppose finally that B-A = 4 so that we are dealing with just five 
congested time-slices: [A-1, A], [A, A+1], [A+1, A+2], [A+2, A+3], [A+3, A+4]. 
   Our assumptions allow us to focus on just those five τ values: A, A+1, A+2, A+3, A+4 = B. For 
these τ values the restricted cost function Jacobians J1(X1) and J2(X2) are given by the equations  

J1(X1) = u1J and J2(X2) =  u2J  
where u1 = 1/(the exit capacity of route 1), u2 = 1/(the exit capacity of route 2) and  
 

J     = ½  0 0 0 0  
1 ½  0 0 0  
1 1 ½  0 0  
1 1 1 ½  0  
1 1 1 1 ½.   

 
J has this form as early arrivals delay later arrivals but not conversely. Under our assumptions both 
the Jacobians J1(X1) and J2(X2) have this (flow-independent) form uJ between A and B.   It now 
follows from our major assumptions that the network is equilibrated outside [A-1, B] and so the 
contribution to V arising outside [A-1, B] is zero. Hence, assuming further but with no real loss of 
generality that the price vector p is zero, 
V(X)  =  ∑ A ≤ τ ≤ B{X1

2(τ)[C1(X1)(τ) – C2(X2)(τ)]+
2 + X2

2(τ)[C2(X2)(τ) – C1(X1)(τ)]+}2. 
It follows that:  
½ gradXV(X) =  
(∑A ≤ τ ≤ BX1[C1(X1)–C2(X2)]+

2(τ)e(τ) - J1
T(X1)∆1(X),  

∑A ≤ τ ≤ BX2[C2(X2)–C1(X1)]+
2(τ)e(τ)-J2

T(X2)∆2(X)) 
where e(τ) is the M-vector with 1 in the τth place and 0 elsewhere. 
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   Using the formulae J1(X1) = u1J and J2(X2) =  u2J and the structure of J above:  
 
JT    =    ½  1 1 1 1 

0 ½  1 1 1  
0 0 ½  1 1       
0 0 0 ½  1       
0 0 0 0 ½ 

 
= 1  1 1 1 1 -  ½   0 0 0 0 

1 1  1 1 1  1 ½   0 0 0 
1 1 1  1 1  1 1 ½   0 0 
1 1 1 1  1  1 1 1 ½   0 
1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 ½ 

 
and hence: J1(X1)T = u1(1  -  J) and J2(X2)T = u2(1 -  J). 
   It now follows that J1(X1)T∆1(X)  =  u1[1∆1(X) - J∆1(X)] may be readily estimated since both 
1∆1(X) and  u1J∆1(X) may be readily estimated.  
Firstly: 
1∆1(X)  =  (∑ A ≤ τ ≤ B∆1(X)(τ), ∑ A ≤ τ ≤ B∆1(X)(τ), ∑ A ≤ τ ≤ B∆1(X)(τ), . . . ,∑ A ≤ τ ≤ B∆1(X)(τ))T  
and the sums involved here are available as all the ∆1(X)(τ) are available.
Secondly:  
the vector u1J∆1(X) is approximately [C1(X1 + h∆1(X)) - C1(X1)]/h if h is small and positive and this 
may be estimated by evaluating both C1(X1) and C1(X1 + h∆1(X)).  
   Thus J1(X1)T∆1(X)  =  u11∆1(X) - u1J∆1(X) may be readily estimated and similarly J2(X2)T∆2(X) = 
u21∆2(X) – u2J∆2(X) may also be readily estimated. 
   As these derivatives are readily estimated, the bilevel method in Smith (2005, 2006) (and other 
methods) may be applied to this simple dynamical optimisation problem. Earlier work along these 
lines, optimising controls in dynamical networks at equilibrium, is given in Smith et al (1998). 
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Abstract

In this paper we take the point of view that there is a formalism for modeling a within-day dynamic user equi-
librium (DUE) that is an extension of traditional differential game theory to accomodate the natural formulation
of DUE as an infinite dimensional differential variational inequality (DVI) involving explicit state-dependent time
shifts, explicit control variables and explicit equations of state. We also show how a second time scale (day-to-
day) may be included to model the learning process behind the formation of demand. An example based on
both time scales is included.

Keywords: Dynamic User Equilibrium; Differential Variational Inequality; Optimal Control

1 Introduction
In this paper we take the point of view that there is a formalism for modeling dynamic user equilibrium (DUE)
that is not widely understood or applied. That formalism is the extension of traditional differential game theory
to accomodate the natural formulation of DUE as an infinite dimensional variational inequality involving explicit
state-dependent time shifts, explicit control variables and explicit equations of state. We call this the differential
variational inequality (DVI) formalism (Friesz and Mookherjee (2006)). We begin with some foundation material
from the theory of deterministic optimal control, and mathematical programming in function spaces. From there
we show how time shifts may be considerd by appeal to the notion of G-differentiability. Next we show how dy-
namic Cournot-Nash-Bertrand games may be formulated as differential variational inequalities, leading to necessary
conditions for such dynamic games that are static variational inequalities. We then discuss how functional fixed
point algorithms whose subproblems are tractable optimal control problems – without time shifts even when the
original dynamic game has time shifts – may be constructed and implemented.
We then show how a well-known DUE model, proposed by Friesz, Bernstein, Smith, Tobin and Wie (1993),

may be treated using the apparatus of differential variational inequalities (DVIs). In particular, the DVI formalism
is shown to accomodate both path-based and arc-based formulations of DUE, as well as alternative models of
delay and explicit queue spill-back constraints. We observe that the DVI formalism allows a direct and quite
simple treatment of the first-in-first-out queue discipline. We also observe that the formalism may be extended to
account for stochastic phenomena, including both imperfect and incomplete information. We conclude this paper
by applying the formalism to create two entirely new formulations of dynamic user equilibrium when: (1) there are
dual time scales (day-to-day and within-day); and (2) demand information is uncertain.

2 Differential Variational Inequality with State Dependent Time Shifts
Dynamic systems comprised of game-theoretic agents having control of their own (but not necessarily anyone else’s)
strategic variables are self-organizing if observable, persistent behavioral patterns and hierarchies emerge with the
passage of time. Moreover, time-shifted variational inequalities with explicit state dynamics and explicit controls are
∗This paper supplies the mathematical background and a more rigorous theoretical development missing from Friesz and Mookherjee

(2006), which is mainly concerned with computation and is largely based on intuitive arguments. The present paper purposely subsumes
the previous Friesz and Mookherjee (2006) paper to provide a self-contained reference.
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known to arise in the modeling of such systems if the game-theoretic agents have a forward-looking or anticipatory
perspective and the emergent behavior is some variety of Cournot-Nash-Bertrand equilibrium, be it static or moving
in nature.
Here we take the point of view that infinite dimensional variational inequalities with state dynamics among their

constraints and having explicit control variables are direct generalizations of optimal control problems. Because such
problems contain ordinary differential equations of state among their constraints, they are one variety of differential
variational inequality (DVI) that we refer to as a differential variational inequality with controls (DVIC). It stands
to reason that the study of DVICs should involve the derivation of a generalized version of the Pontryagin maximum
principal as well as other necessary conditions similar to those encountered in optimal control theory — as we do in
Section 2.2. We know of no other manuscripts that use the optimal control perspective taken herein for the study
of time-shifted infinite dimensional (dynamic) variational inequalities with state dynamics and explicit controls.
In particular, we will consider the notion of a variational inequality in Hilbert space that includes state dynamics

as constraints in the form of a two-point boundary value problem depending parametrically on control variables.
Both the principal operator of the variational inequality and the dynamics themselves will involve time shifts that
are state-dependent. In fact we consider the following operator

x (u, uD, t) = arg

½
dx

dt
= f (x, u, uD, t) , x (t0) = x0,Γ [x (tf ) , tf ] = 0

¾
∈
¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n
(1)

where t0 and tf are given and
[t0, tf ] ⊆ <1+

Furthermore uD (t) is a shorthand for the shifted control vector

uD (t) =

⎛⎜⎝ u1 (t+D1 (x1))
...

um (t+Dm (xm))

⎞⎟⎠
where Di :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n −→ H1 [t0, tf ] for each i ∈ [1,m]. The other relevant mappings are

f :
¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n × ¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m × ¡L2 [t0, tf ]¢m ×<1+ −→ ¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢n
Γ :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n ×<1+ −→ ¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢r
u ∈ U ⊆

¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢m
; uD :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n ×<1+ −→ ¡
L2 [t0, t1]

¢m
where

t1 = tf +max {Di [x (tf )] : i ∈ [1,m]} (2)

In the above
¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢m
is the m-fold product of the space of square-integrable functions L2 [t0, tf ], while¡

H1 [t0, tf ]
¢n
is the n-fold product of the Sobolev space H1 [t0, tf ].

Additionally we invoke the following regularity condition for the two-point boundary value problem (1):

Definition 1 Regular Dynamics. We shall say the state dynamics operator x (u, uD, t) given by (1) is
¡
x0, U,Γ

¢
-

regular if the terminal state constraint Γ [x (tf ) , tf ] = 0 is reachable from the given initial state x0 for all u ∈ U .

The notation x (u, uD, t) is a direct generalization of that used by Minoux (1986) to describe how the Pontryagin
minimum principle of optimal control theory may be derived using notions from infinite dimensional mathematical
programming; it denotes an operator which determines the state vector for any pair of shifted and un-shifted control
vectors. In order to use the operator notation x (u, uD, t), we will invoke

¡
x0, U,Γ

¢
-regularity to ensure that the

parametric boundary value problem (1) is well posed. Such a regularity condition should not be interpreted as an
a priori stipulation that the variational inequality to be introduced below has a solution; rather it is a stipulation
that the constrained dynamics of (1) have a solution for all controls that are considered pertinent to the problem
of interest.
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2.1 A Related Optimal Control Problem

Before studying differential variational inequalities with state-dependent time shifts, we need to derive necessary
conditions for a related optimal control problem. That derivation relies on the notion of a so-called G-derivative:

Definition 2 (G-differentiable, Minoux (1986)) Let V be a normed vector space and J be a functional on V . If
for all ϕ ∈ V the limit δJ (v, ϕ) defined by

δJ (v, ϕ) ≡ lim
θ→0

J (v + θϕ)− J (v)

θ

exists, then J is said to be differentiable in the sense of Gateaux (G-differentiable) at v ∈ V.

With the preceding background, we consider the following optimal control problem:

minΓ [x (tf ) , tf ] +

Z tf

t0

G(x, u, uD, t)dt (3)

subject to

dx

dt
= f (x, u, uD, t) ; x (t0) = x0 (4)

u ∈ U (5)

This is a non-standard optimal control problem, and we will need its necessary conditions. In fact we will state and
prove the following result:

Theorem 3 (Necessary Conditions for Optimal Control with State-Dependent Time Shifts) If (i) u ∈ U ⊆
¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m
;

(ii) uD ∈
¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢m
; (iii) the operator x (u, uD, t) :

¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢m×¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m −→ ¡
H∞1 [t0, tf ]

¢n
is
¡
x0, U,Γ

¢
-

regular, continuous and G-differentiable with respect to u and uD; (iv) Di (xi) :
¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n −→ H1 [t0, tf ] is
continuously differentiable with respect to xi for each i ∈ [1,m]; (v) Γ [x, t] :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n × <1+ −→ H1 [t0, tf ] is
continuously differentiable with respect to x; (vi) G(x, u, uD, t) :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n×¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m×¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m×<1+ −→
L2 [t0, tf ] is continuously differentiable with respect to x, u and uD; (vii) f (x, u, uD, t) :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n×¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m×¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m×<1+ −→ ¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢n
is continuously differentiable with respect to x, u and uD; (viii) U ⊆

¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m
is convex and compact; and (ix) x0 ∈ <n

then any solution u∗ ∈ U of the optimal control problem (3) through (5) obeys the following necessary conditions:
1. the finite dimensional variational inequality principle:

mX
i=1

∂H∗1
∂ui

(ui − u∗i ) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ [t0, Di (x (t0))] , u ∈ U

mX
i=1

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩∂H∗1
∂ui

+

⎡⎣ ∂H∗1
∂ (uD)i

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x∗)
∂xj

dx∗j
dt

⎤⎦
si(t)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (ui − u∗i ) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ [Di (x
∗ (t0)) , tf +Di (x

∗ (tf ))] , u ∈ U

where si (t) = arg [s = t−Di (x (s))] ∀t ∈ [Di (x
∗ (t0)) , tf +Di (x

∗ (tf ))] , i ∈ [1,m] and
H∗1 = H1 (x

∗, u∗, u∗D, λ
∗, t) = G(x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) + (λ

∗)
T
f (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) ∀t ∈ [t0, tf ];

2. the state dynamics
dx∗

dt
= f (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) ; x

∗ (t0) = x0; and

3. the adjoint dynamics

(−1) dλ
∗

dt
= ∇x (λ

∗)
T
f (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) ; λ

∗ (tf ) =
∂Γ [x∗ (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
.
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Proof. The below proof extends the fixed time shift analysis of ? to state-dependent time shifts. Note that

x (u, uD, t) = x (t0) +

Z t

t0

f [x (u, uD, t) , u, uD, t] dt

It is immediate that

x (u+ θρ, uD + θρD) = x (t0) +

Z t

t0

f [x (u+ θρ, uD + θρD) , u+ θρ, uD + θρD, t] dt

Consequently,

δx (u, ρ;uD, ρD) =

Z t

t0

½
∂f [x (u, uD, t) , u, uD, t]

∂x
δx (u, ρ;uD, ρD) +

∂f [x (u) , u, uD, t]

∂u
δu (ρ)

+
∂f [x (u) , u, uD, t]

∂uD
δuD (ρD)

¾
dt

where the G-derivatives of u and uD obey

δu (ρ) = lim
θ−→0

(u+ θρ)− u

θ
= ρ; δuD (ρD) = lim

θ−→0

(uD + θρD)− uD
θ

= ρD

Employing the shorthand y = δx (u, ρ;uD, ρD), we have the integral equation

y =

Z t

t0

∙
∂f

∂x
y +

∂f

∂u
ρ+

∂f

∂uD
ρD

¸
dt (6)

It is of course immediate from this integral equation that y obeys

dy

dt
=

∂f

∂x
y +

∂f

∂u
ρ+

∂f

∂uD
ρD; y (t0) = 0 (7)

which is recognized as an initial value problem, verifying that the G-derivative of x is well defined. The G-derivative
of J obeys

δJ (u, ρ;uD, ρD) =

∙
∂Γ [x (t) , t]

∂x
δx (u, ρ;uD, ρD)

¸tf
t0

+

Z tf

t0

∙
∂G

∂x
δx (u, ρ;uD, ρD) +

∂G

∂u
δu (ρ) +

∂G

∂uD
δu (ρD)

¸
=

∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
y (tf ) +

Z tf

t0

∙
∂G

∂x
y +

∂G

∂u
ρ+

∂G

∂uD
ρD

¸
dt

We introduce adjoint variables λ defined by the final value problem

−dλ
dt
=

µ
∂f

∂x

¶T
λ+

µ
∂G

∂x

¶T
; λ (tf ) =

∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
(8)

so that

δJ (u, ρ;uD, ρD) =

Z tf

t0

"
−
µ
dλ

dt

¶T
y − λT

∂f

∂x
y +

∂G

∂u
ρ+

∂G

∂uD
ρD

#
dt (9)

Note that h
λT y

itf
t0

= [λ (tf )]
T y (tf )− [λ (t0)]T y (t0)

=
∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
y (tf )
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due to (8) and the fact that y (t0) = 0, so an integration by parts yieldsZ tf

t0

−
µ
dλ

dt

¶T
ydt =

Z tf

t0

λT
dy

dt
dt−

h
λT y

itf
t0

=

Z tf

t0

λT
dy

dt
dt− ∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
y (tf )

=

Z tf

t0

λT
∙
∂f

∂x
· y + ∂f

∂u
· ρ+ ∂f

∂uD
ρD

¸
dt− ∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
y (tf ) (10)

It follows that

δJ (u, ρ;uD, ρD) =
∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
y (tf ) +

Z tf

t0

½
λT
∙
∂f

∂x
· y + ∂f

∂u
· ρ+ ∂f

∂uD
ρD

¸
−λT ∂f

∂x
y +

∂G

∂u
ρ+

∂G

∂uD
ρD

¾
dt− ∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x
y (tf )

=

Z tf

t0

∙
λT

∂f

∂u
+

∂G

∂u

¸
ρdt+

Z tf

t0

∙
λT

∂f

∂uD
+

∂G

∂uD

¸
ρDdt

Defining H1 (x, u, uD, λ, t) = G (x, u, uD, t) + λT f (x, u, uD, t), we have

δJ (u, ρ;uD, ρD) =

Z tf

t0

∙
∂H1

∂u
ρ+

∂H1

∂uD
ρD

¸
dt (11)

as an expression for the G-derivative of the criterion with respect to both u and uD. Moreover, terms of the formZ tf

t0

∂H1

∂ (uD)i
(ρD)i dt =

Z tf

t0

∂H1

∂ (uD)i
δui (t+Di (xi)) dt

may be re-expressed by making the change of variables

∆i = t+Di (x (t))⇐⇒ t = ∆i −Di (x (t))

Because the Di (x) are differentiable with respect to xi, the implicit function theorem gives

dt

d∆i
= −∂ [t−∆i +Di (x)] /∂∆i

∂ [t−∆i +Di (x)] /∂t
=

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x)
∂xj

·
xj

or,

dt =
1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x)
∂xj

·
xj

d∆i (12)

Note that
t = t0 =⇒ ∆i = t0 +Di (x (t0)) ; Putting t = tf =⇒ ∆i = tf +Di (x (tf ))

Furthermore, without loss of generality, we may take δ (uD)i = 0 for any time t < Di (x (t0)) and δ (u)i = 0 for any
time t > Di (x (t0)). A change of variables based on (12) leads toZ tf

t0

∂H1

∂ (uD)i
(ρD)i dt =

Z tf+Di(xi(tf ))

Di(xi(t0))

∂H1

∂ (uD)i
δ (uD)i dt

=

Z tf+Di(xi(tf ))

Di(xi(t0))

⎡⎣ ∂H1

∂ (uD)i

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x)
∂xj

·
xj

⎤⎦
si(t)

δ (u)i dt

=

Z tf+Di(xi(tf ))

Di(xi(t0))

⎡⎣ ∂H1

∂ (uD)i

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x)
∂xj

·
xj

⎤⎦
si(t)

ρidt (13)
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where si (t) obeys si (t) = arg [s = t−Di (x (s))] for any given instant of time t at which the term

∂H1

∂ (uD)i

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x)
∂xj

·
xj

must be evaluated. Note that the change of variables in (13) has re-expressed the G-derivative of uD as a derivative
of u. We next note that Z tf

t0

∂H1

∂ui
ρidt =

Z Di(xi(t0))

t0

∂H1

∂ui
ρidt+

Z tf+Di(xi(tf ))

Di(xi(t0))

∂H1

∂ui
ρidt (14)

This last result means that for the change of variables introduced above the G-derivative is expressible in terms of
ρ; that is

δJ (u, ρ;uD, ρD) = δJ (u, ρ;u, ρ) ≡ δJ (u, ρ)

Using (13) and (14) we obtain

[δJ (u, ρ)]i =

Z Di(x(t0))

t0

∂H1

∂ui
ρidt+

Z tf+Di(x(tf ))

Di(x(t0))

⎧⎨⎩∂H1

∂ui
+

⎡⎣ ∂H1

∂ (uD)i

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x)
∂xj

·
xj

⎤⎦
t=si

⎫⎬⎭ ρidt

Note that in the above each component of δJ (u, ρ) has a different upper limit of integration and thereby we cannot
give an inner product representation of the G-derivative in terms of a gradiemt and a direction vector. However,
without loss of generality we may define δ (u)i = 0 for any t > tf +Di (x (tf )). Since δ (u)i = ρi we may write

[δJ (u, ρ)]i =

Z Di(x(t0))

t0

∂H1

∂ui
ρidt+

Z t1

Di(x(t0))

⎧⎨⎩∂H1

∂ui
+

⎡⎣ ∂H1

∂ (uD)i

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x)
∂xj

·
xj

⎤⎦
t=si

⎫⎬⎭ ρidt

where t1 is defined by (2) and the same for all i ∈ [1,m], which has the effect of defining the G-derivative of the
criterion as

δJu, ρ) =

Z t1

t0

∙
∂H1

∂u
ρ

¸
dt

Optimality requires u∗ ∈ U to obey
δJ (u∗, ρ) ≥ 0 ∀ρ ≥ 0 (15)

which directly yields the desired necessary conditions when it is observed that each direction may be stated as
ρ = (u− u∗) for some u ∈ U .
The following result, stemming directly from the above proof, is also important:

Corollary 4 (Gradient of the Criterion in the Presence of Time Shifts) For regularity in the sense of Definition
5, the gradient of the criterion (3) is defined by

[∇J (u)]i =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∂H1

∂ui
if t ∈ [t0, Di (xi (t0))]

∂H1

∂ui
+

"
∂H1

∂(uD)i

1

1+ m
j=1

∂Di(x)

∂xj

·
xj

#
si(t)

if t ∈ [Di (x
∗ (t0)) , tf +Di (x

∗ (tf ))]

for i = [1,m].

Proof. By the Riesz representation theorem we know

δJ (u∗, ρ) = h∇J (u∗) , (u− u∗)i ∀u ∈ U (16)

The result is then immediate. ¥
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2.2 Statement of a DVI with State Dependent Time Shifts

With the above background we are now ready to study the following problem:

find u∗ ∈ U such that

hF (x (u∗, u∗D) , u∗, u∗D, t) , u− u∗i ≥ 0 for all u ∈ U (17)

where

x (u, uD, t) = arg

½
dx

dt
= f (x, u, uD, t) , x (t0) = x0, u ∈ U,Γ [x (tf ) , tf ] = 0

¾
∈
¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n
(18)

We refer to (17) as a differential variational inequality with explicit controls and time shifts, abbreviatedDV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0).

2.2.1 Necessary Conditions

To develop necessary conditions for solutions of (17) we will rely on the following notion of regularity:

Definition 5 [Regularity of DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0)] We call DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0) regular if: (i) u ∈ U ⊆¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m
; (ii) uD ∈

³
t2f [t0, tf ]

´m
; (iii) the operator x (u, uD, t) :

¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢m×¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m −→ ¡
H∞1 [t0, tf ]

¢n
is
¡
x0, U,Γ

¢
-regular, continuous and G-differentiable with respect to u and uD; (iv) Di (x) :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n −→
H1 [t0, tf ] is continuously differentiable with respect to xi, for each i ∈ [1,m]; (v) Γ (x, t) :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n × <1+ −→¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢r
is continuously differentiable with respect to x; (vi) F (x, u, uD, t) :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n × ¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m ×¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢m × <1+ −→ ¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢m
is continuous with respect to x and u; (vii) f (x, u, uD, t) :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n ×¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m× ¡L2 [t0, tf ]¢m×<1+ −→ ¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢n
is continuously differentiable with respect to x, u and uD; (viii)

U ⊆
¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m
is convex and compact; and (ix) x0 ∈ <n.

We next note that (17) may be restated as the following optimal control problem

min γTΓ [x (tf ) , tf ] +

Z tf

t0

[F (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t)]
T udt (19)

subject to

dx

dt
= f (x, u, uD, t) ; x (t0) = x0 (20)

u ∈ U (21)

where x∗ = x (u∗, u∗D) is the optimal state vector and γ ∈ <r is the vector of dual variables for the terminal
constraints Γ [x (tf ) , tf ] = 0. We point out that this optimal control problem is a mathematical abstraction and of
no use for computation, since its criterion depends on knowledge of the variational inequality solution u∗. In what
follows we will need the Hamiltonian for (19) through (21), namely

H2 (x, u, uD, λ, t) = [F (x
∗, u∗, u∗D, t)]

T u+ λT f (x, u, uD, t) (22)

where λ (t) is the adjoint vector that solves the adjoint equations and transversality conditions for given state
variables and controls. It is now a relatively easy matter to derive the necessary conditions stated in the following
theorem:

Theorem 6 [Necessary Conditions for DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0)] When regularity in the sense of Definition 5 holds,
solutions u∗ ∈ U of DV IC(F, f,Γ,D,U, x0) must obey:
1. the finite dimensional variational inequality principle:

mX
i=1

⎡⎣Fi (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) + mX
j=1

λj
∂fi (x

∗, u∗, u∗D, t)

∂ui

⎤⎦ (ui − u∗i ) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ [t0,Di (x (t0))] , u ∈ U
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mX
i=1

⎧⎨⎩Fi (x
∗, u∗, u∗D, t) +

mX
j=1

λj
∂fj (x

∗, u∗, u∗D, t)

∂ui

+

⎡⎣λj ∂fj (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t)
∂ (uD)i

1

1 +
Pm

j=1
∂Di(x∗)
∂xj

fj (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t)

⎤⎦
si(t)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (ui − u∗i ) ≥ 0

∀t ∈ [Di (x
∗ (t0)) , tf +Di (x

∗ (tf ))] , u ∈ U

2. the state dynamics
dx∗

dt
= f (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) ; x

∗ (t0) = x0; and

3. the adjoint dynamics

(−1) dλ
∗

dt
= ∇x (λ

∗)
T
f (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) ; λ

∗ (tf ) = νT
∂Γ [x∗ (tf ) , tf ]

∂x

where ν ∈ <r is the vector of dual variables for the terminal constraints Γ [x (tf ) , tf ] = 0.

Proof. DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0) is equivalent to the optimal control problem

min νTΓ [x (tf ) , tf ] +

Z tf

t0

[F (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t)]
T
udt

subject to

dx

dt
= f (x, u, uD, t) ; x (t0) = x0

u ∈ U

with Hamiltonian H2 (x, u, uD, λ, t) = [F (x
∗, u∗, u∗D, t)]

T u+ λT f (x, u, uD, t) .By virtue of regularity we may apply
Theorem 3; the necessary conditions follow immediately.

2.3 Fixed Point Formulation and Algorithm

Furthermore, there is a fixed point form of DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0). In particular we state and prove the following
result:

Theorem 7 (fixed point formulation of DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0)) When regularity in the sense of Definition 5 holds
and f (x, u, uD, t) :

¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n×¡L2 [t0, τ ]¢m×¡L2 [t0, tf ]¢m×<1+ −→ ¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢n
is convex, DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0)

is equivalent to the following fixed point problem:

u = PU [u− αF (x (u, uD, t) , u, uD, t)]

where PU [.] is the minimum norm projection onto U ⊆
¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m
and α ∈ <1++.

Proof. The fixed point problem considered requires that

u = argmin
v

½
1

2
ku− αF (x (u, uD, t) , u, uD, t)− vk2 : v ∈ U

¾
(23)

where α ∈ <1++ is any strictly positive real number. That is, we seek the solution of the optimal control problem

min
v

γTΓ [x (tf ) , tf ] +

Z tf

t0

1

2
[u− αF (x, u, uD, t)− v]

2
dt
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subject to

dx

dt
= f (x, v, vD, t) ; x (t0) = x0

u ∈ U

where u and uD are treated as fixed vectors. Because of regularity and the assumed convexity of f (x, v, vD, t), a
necessary and sufficient condition for a solution v∗ ∈ U of this optimal control problem is

[∇vH3 (x
∗, v∗, v∗D, η

∗, t)]T (v − v∗) ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ U (24)

where H3 (x, v, vD, η, t) =
1
2 [u− αF (x, u, uD, t)− v]

2
+ ηT f (x, v, vD, t) and for given x and v

η = arg

½
(−1) dη

dt
= ∇xH3 (x, v, vD, η, t) , η (tf ) = γT

∂Γ [x (tf ) , tf ]

∂x (tf )

¾
Note that ∇vH3 (x, v, vD, η, t) = −u+αF (x, u, uD, t) + v+∇vη

T f (x, v, vD, t). Because u = v by virtue of (23) we
have

∇uH3 (x, v, vD, η, t) = αF (x, u, uD, t) +∇uη
T f (x, u, uD, t) (25)

Now if we set λ = η
α ; we haveh

F (x∗, u∗, u∗D, t) +∇u (λ
∗)
T
f (x∗, u∗, t)

iT
(u− u∗) ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ U

which is identical to the finite dimensional variational inequality principle of Theorem 6. The other optimality
conditions are also identical. This completes the proof.
Naturally there is an associated fixed point algorithm based on the iterative scheme

uk+1 = PU
£
uk − αF

¡
x
¡
uk, ukD

¢
, uk, ukD, t

¢¤
The detailed structure of the fixed point algorithm is:
Step 0. Initialization: identify an initial feasible solution u0 ∈ U and set k = 0.
Step 1. Solve optimal control problem: call the solution of the following optimal control problem uk+1.

min
v

Jk (v) = γTΓ [x (tf ) , tf ] +

Z tf

t0

1

2

£
uk − αF

¡
xk, uk, ukD, t

¢
− v

¤2
dt (26)

subject to
dx

dt
= f (x, v, vD, t) ; x (t0) = x0 (27)

v ∈ U (28)

Step 2. Stopping test: if
°°uk+1 − uk

°° ≤ ε where ε ∈ <1++ is a preset tolerance, stop and declare u∗ ≈ uk+1.
Otherwise set k = k + 1 and and go to Step 1.
The convergence of this algorithm is guaranteed by the following result:

Theorem 8 When DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0) is regular in the sense of Definition 5 and f (x, u, uD, t) :
¡
H1 [t0, tf ]

¢n×¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m×¡L2 [t0, tf ]¢m×<1+ −→ ¡
L2 [t0, tf ]

¢n
is convex, while additionally F (x, u, uD, t) is strongly monotonic

for u ∈ U , the fixed point algorithm presented above converges.

Proof. Consider

uk+1 − u∗ = PU
£
uk − αF

¡
x
¡
uk, ukD

¢
, uk, ukD, t

¢¤
− PU [u

∗ − αF (x (u∗, u∗D) , u
∗, u∗D, t)]

and note that PU is a contraction; that is, the projection of a vector is never greater in length than the length of
the vector itself. Thus

kPU (v)k ≤ kvk
for any v ∈ U ⊆

¡
L2 [t0, τ ]

¢m
. Define

F k = F
¡
x
¡
uk, ukD

¢
, uk, ukD, t

¢
; F ∗ = F (x (u∗, u∗D) , u

∗, u∗D, t)
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Because F obeys a strong monotonicity condition, we have

hF k − F ∗, uk − u∗i ≥ ε
°°uk − u∗

°°
where ε ∈ <1++. We also know that both

°°F k − F ∗
°° and °°uk − u∗

°° are bounded, by virtue of the boundedness of
U and the continuity of F . Consequently, there must exist β ∈ <1++ such that°°F k − F ∗

°°2 ≤ β
°°uk − u∗

°°2 (29)

The contractive property of PU and the strong monotonicity of F together with property (29) mean°°uk+1 − u∗
°°2 ≤

°°¡uk − u∗
¢
− α

¡
F k − F ∗

¢°°2
=

°°uk − u∗
°°2 + α2

°°F k − F ∗
°°2 − 2αhF k − F ∗, uk − u∗i

≤ (1 + β − 2αε)
°°uk − u∗

°°2
Note that we may chose α > 0 such that 1 + β − 2αε < 1 which is equivalent to α > β

2ε a condition ensuring°°uk+1 − u∗
°°2 < °°uk − u∗

°°2
Consequently, the algorithm is a strict contraction mapping and convergence is assured.

2.4 Descent in Hilbert Space for the Projection Sub-Problems

It is important to realize that the fixed point algorithm of Section 2.3 can be carried out in continuous time
provided we employ a continuous time representation of the solution of each subproblem (26)-(28) from Step 1 of
the fixed point algorithm. This may be done using a continuous time gradient projection method. For our present
circumstances, that algorithm may be stated as

Descent Algorithm in Hilbert Space for the Projection Sub-Problems

Step 0. Initialization. Pick vk,0 (t) ∈ U and set j = 0.
Step 1. Finding state variables. Solve the state dynamics

dx

dt
= f

³
x, vk,j , vk,jD , t

´
(30)

x (t0) = x0 (31)

Call the solution xk,j (t) .In the event a discrete time method is used to solve the state dynamics (30) and (31),
curve fitting is used to obtain the continuous time state vector xk,j (t) .
Step 2. Finding adjoint variables. Solve the adjoint dynamics

(−1) dλ
dt
= ∇xH

k |x=xk,j ; λ (tf ) =
∂Γ
£
xk,j (tf ) , tf

¤
∂x (tf )

(32)

where
Hk =

1

2

£
uk − αF

¡
xk, uk, ukD, t

¢
− v

¤2
+ λT f

³
x, vk,j , vk,jD , t

´
Call the solution λk,j(t).In the event a discrete time method is used to solve the adjoint dynamics (??) and (32),
curve fitting is used to obtain the continuous time adjoint vector λk,j(t).
Step 3. Finding the gradient. Determine

∇vJ
k,j (t) = ∇vH

k

Step 4. Stopping test. For a fixed and suitably small fixed step size

θk ∈ <1++
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determine
vk,j+1 (t) = PU

£
vk,j (t)− θk∇vJ

k,j
¤

(33)

In the event a discrete time method is used to solve the above projection subproblem, curve fitting is used to obtain
the continuous time control vector (33).
Step 5. Stopping test. For ε2 ∈ <1++, a pre-set tolerance, stop if

°°vk,j+1 − vk,j
°° < ε1and declare vk∗ ≈ vk,j+1.

Otherwise set j = j + 1 and go to Step 1.
This gradient projection algorithm in Hilbert space has known convergence properties. In fact the following result
obtains:

Theorem 9 If DV IC(F, f,Γ, D, U, x0) is regular in the sense of Definition 5 while the conditions

hv − v0 + λT [∇vf (x, v, vD, t)−∇vf (x, v
0, v0D, t)] , v − v0i ≥ ξ kv − v0k (34)

and °°°v − v0 + λT [∇vf (x, v, vD, t)−∇vf (x, v
0, v0D, t)]

°°° ≤ δ kv − v0k (35)

are satisfied for some ξ, δ ∈ <1++ and all v, v0 ∈ U , then the gradient projection algorithm for the fixed point
sub-problem converges.

Proof. Note that
∇vJ

k (v) = v − uk + αF
¡
xk, uk, ukD, t

¢
+ λT∇vf (x, v, vD, t)

From (34) we have D
v − uk + αF

¡
xk, uk, ukD, t

¢
+ λT∇vf (x, v, vD, t)−h

v0 − uk + αF
¡
xk, uk, t

¢
+ λT∇vf (x, v

0, v0D, t)
i
, v − v0

E
≥ ξ kv − v0k

or
h∇vJ

k (v)−∇vJ
k (v0) , v − v0i ≥ ξ kv − v0k

which is recognized as a coerciveness condition. Also (35) can be similarly re-stated as°°∇vJ
k (v)−∇vJ

k (v0)
°° ≤ δ kv − v0k

which is recognized as a condition. Of course

vk,j+1 − vk∗ = PU
£
vk,j − θk∇vJ

k
¡
vk,j

¢¤
− PU

£
vk∗ − θk∇vJ

k
¡
vk∗
¢¤

Because of the contractive nature of the projection operator, we have immediately that°°vk,j+1 − vk∗
°°2 ≤

°°vk,j − vk∗ − θk
¡
∇vJ

k
¡
vk,j

¢
−∇vJ

k
¡
vk∗
¢¢°°2

=
°°vk,j − vk∗

°°2 + (θk)2 °°∇vJ
k
¡
vk,j

¢
−∇vJ

k
¡
vk∗
¢°°2

−2θkh∇vJ
k
¡
vk,j

¢
−∇vJ

k
¡
vk∗
¢
, vk,j − vk∗i

Because of coerciveness and the Lipschitz assumption, we have°°vk,j+1 − vk∗
°°2 ≤

°°vk,j − vk∗
°°2 + (θkδ)2 °°vk,j − vk∗

°°2 − 2θkξ °°vk,j − vk∗
°°2

=
h
1 + (θkδ)

2 − 2θkξ
i °°vk,j − vk∗

°°2
We may select θk such that 1+(θkδ)

2−2θkξ < 1 which is equivalent to a non-zero step obeying θk < 2ξ
δ2
,a condition

ensuring the algorithm is a strict contraction mapping.
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3 Brief Overview of Friesz, Bernstein, Suo and Tobin (2001) DUE
Model

Most of the dynamic network user equilibrium (DUE) models proposed to date are comprised of four essential
submodels:

1. a model of path delay;

2. flow dynamics;

3. flow propagation constraints; and

4. a route/departure-time choice model.

Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001), in a comprehensive review of DTA and DUE research, note that there are several
published models comprised of the four submodels named above.

3.1 Choice of Formulation

Recently Friesz and Mookherjee (2006) have shown how the DUE formulations by Friesz et al. (1993) and Friesz
et al. (2001) may be numerically solved using infinite dimensional mathematical programming and a fixed point
algorithm in Hilbert space. The Friesz et al. (1993) and Friesz et al. (2001) formulations are more computationally
demanding than most if not all other DUE models because of the complicated path delay operators, equations of
motion and time lags they embody. As such the algorithmic results they report and which are reviewed in this
paper should work as well or better when adapted to other DUE models, including those for which path delay is
determined by a nonlinear response surface or by simulation for a so-called rolling horizon. In the balance of this
subsection, we closely follow Friesz et al. (2001) in presenting the DUE formulation emphasized in this paper.
The network of interest will form a directed graph G (N ,A), where N denotes the set of nodes and A denotes

the set of arcs; the respective cardianlities of these sets are |N | and |A|. An arbitrary path p ∈ P of the network is

p ≡
©
a1, a2, ..., ai, ..., am(p)

ª
where P is the set of all paths and m (p) is the number of arcs of p. We also let te denote the time at which flow
exists an arc, while td is the time of departure from the origin of the same flow. The exit time function τpai therefore
obeys

te = τpai (td)

The relevant arc dynamics are

dxpai (t)

dt
= gpai−1 (t)− gpai (t) ∀p ∈ P , i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m (p)}

xpai (t) = xpai,0 ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m (p)}

where xpai is the traffic volume of arc ai contributed by path p, gpai is flow exiting arc ai and gpai−1 is flow entering
arc ai of path p ∈ P. Also, gpa0 is the flow exiting the origin of path p; by convention we call this the flow of path p
and use the symbolic name

hp = gpa0

Furthermore

δaip =

½
1 if ai ∈ p
0 if ai /∈ p

so that
xa (t) =

X
p∈P

δapx
p
a (t) ∀a ∈ A

is the total arc volume.
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Arc unit delay is Da (xa) for each arc a ∈ A. That is, arc delay depends on the number of vehicles in front of
an auto as that auto enters an arc. Of course total path traversal time is

Dp (t) =

m(p)X
i=1

h
τpai (t)− τpai−1 (t)

i
= τpam(p)

(t)− t ∀p ∈ P

It is expedient to introduce the following recursive relationships that must hold in light of the above development:

τpa1(t) = t+Da1 [xa1(t)] ∀p ∈ P

τpai(t) = τpai−1(t) +Dai

h
xai(τ

p
ai−1(t))

i
∀p ∈ P, i ∈ {2, 3, ...,m (p)}

from which we have the nested path delay operators first proposed by Friesz et al. (1993):

Dp(t, x) ≡
m(p)X
i=1

δaipΦai(t, x) ∀p ∈ P ,

where
x = (xpai : p ∈ P, i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m (p)}

and

Φa1(t, x) = Da1(xa1(t))

Φa2(t, x) = Da2(xa2(t+ Φa1))

Φa3(t, x) = Da3(xa3(t+ Φa1 + Φa2))

...

Φai(t, x) = Dai(xai(t+ Φa1 + · · ·+ Φai−1))

= Dai(xai(t+
i−1X
j=1

Φaj )).

To ensure realistic behavior, we employ asymmetric early/late arrival penalties

F [t+Dp (t, x)− tA]

where tA is the desired arrival time and

t+Dp(t, x) > tA =⇒ F (t+Dp(t, x)− tA) = χL(x, t) > 0
t+Dp(t, x) < tA =⇒ F (t+Dp(t, x)− tA) = χE(x, t) > 0
t+Dp(t, x) = tA =⇒ F (t+Dp(t, x)− tA) = 0

χL(t, x) > χE(t, x)

We now combine the actual path delays and arrival penalties to obtain the effective delay operators

Ψp(t, x) = Dp(t, x) + F {t+Dp(x, t)− TA} ∀p ∈ P (36)

Since the volume which enters and exits an arc should satisfy the conservation law, we must haveZ t

0

gpai−1 (t) dt =

Z t+Dai
(xai (t))

Dai
(xai (0))

gpai (t) dt ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ [1,m(p)] (37)

where gpa0(t) = hp(t). Differentiating the both sides of (37) with respect to time t and using the chain rule, we have

hp (t) = gpa1(t+Da1(xa1(t)))(1 +D0
a1(xa1(t))ẋa1) ∀p ∈ P

gpai−1 (t) = gpai(t+Dai(xai(t)))(1 +D0
ai(xai(t))ẋai) ∀p ∈ P , i ∈ [2,m(p)]

These are proper flow progression constraints derived in a fashion that make them completely consistent with
the chosen dynamics and point queue model of arc delay. These constraints involve a state dependent time lag
Dai(xai(t)) but make no explicit reference to the exit time functions. These flow propagation constraints describe
the expansion and contraction of vehicle platoons; they were first presented by Friesz, Tobin, Bernstein and Suo
(1995), Astarita (1995), Astarita (1996) independently proposed flow propagation constraints that may be readily
placed in the above form.
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3.2 Recast of DUE as a DVI with State Dependent Time Shifts

Given the traveling cost Θp for path p, the infinite dimensional variational inequality formulation for dynamic
network user equilibrium itself is: find (g∗, h∗) ∈ Ω such that

hΘ (t, x (h∗)) , (h− h∗)i =
X
p∈P

Z tf

t0

Θp [t, x (h
∗)]
£
hp (t)− h∗p (t)

¤
dt ≥ 0 (38)

for all (g, h) ∈ Ω, all of whose solutions ? show are dynamic user equilibria1. In particular the solutions of (38)
obey

Θp (t, x
∗) > µij =⇒ h∗p (t) = 0 (39)

h∗p (t) > 0 =⇒ Θp (t, x∗) = µij (40)

for p ∈ Pij where µij is the lower bound on achievable costs for any ij-traveler, given by

µp = ess inf {Θp (t, x) : t ∈ [t0, tf ]} ≥ 0

and
µij = min

©
µp : p ∈ Pij

ª
≥ 0

We call a flow pattern satisfying (39) and (40) a dynamic user equilibrium. The behavior described by (39) and
(40) is readily recognized to be a type of Cournot-Nash non-cooperative equilibrium. It is important to note that
these conditions do not describe a stationary state, but rather a time varying flow pattern that is a Cournot-Nash
equilibrium (or user equilibrium) at each instant of time.

4 Extensions

4.1 Dual Time Scales (day-to-day and within-day)

Let τ ∈ Υ ≡ {1, 2, ..., L} be one typical day within the planning horizon, and take the length of each day to be ∆,
while the clock time within each day τ is presented by t ∈ [(τ − 1)∆, τ∆] for all τ ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}. The planning
horizon consists of L consecutive days. We assume the travel demand for each day changes based on the moving
average of congestion experienced over previous days. We postulate that the travelling demand Qτ

ij for day τ
between a given O-D pair (i, j) ∈W determined by the following system of difference equations:

Qτ+1
ij =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣Qτ
ij − ητij

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

X
p∈Pij

τ−1X
j=0

Z (j+1)·∆

j·∆
Ψp [t, x (h

∗, g∗)] dt

|Pij | · τ ·∆
− χij

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

∀τ ∈ {1, 2, ...L− 1} (41)

Q1ij = Q̃ij

where Q̃ij ∈ R+ is the fixed traveling demand for the O-D pair (i, j) ∈ W for the first day. The operator [x]+ is
equivalent to max [0, x].

4.2 Uncertain Travel Demand Information

Once again let us assume τ ∈ Υ ≡ {1, 2, ..., L} be one typical day within the planning horizon, and take the length of
each day to be ∆, while the clock time within each day τ is presented by t ∈ [(τ − 1)∆, τ∆] for all τ ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}.
where the planning horizon consists of L consecutive days. Here we assume that the travel demand for each day is
a random variable in the following multiplicative form

Q̂τ
ij = Qτ

ij · zij
1Although we have purposely supressed the functional analysis subtleties of the formulation, it should be noted that (38) involves

an inner product in a Hilbert space, namely L2 [0, T ]
|P|.
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where Q̂τ
ij is the realized travel demand on day τ between the OD pair (i, j) where as zij is the random variable. To

keep exposition simple we assume that distribution of zij is known exactly, however, it can further be generalized
to have only partial information (e.g., first and second moments) about zij . The average travel volume, Qτ

ij may
be computed from (41).

5 Numerical Example
In what follows, we consider a 5 arc, 4 node traffic network shown below. The forward star array and arc delay
functions Da (xa (t)) for all 5 arcs of the network are contained in the following table:

Arc name From node To node Arc Delay, Da (xa (t))

a1 1 2 1
2 +

xa1
70

a2 1 3 1 +
xa2
150

a3 2 3 1
2 +

xa3
100

a4 2 4 1 +
xa4
150

a5 3 4 1
2 +

xa5
100

2

1 4

3

a4a1

a3

a5a2

2

1 4

3

a4a1

a3

a5a2

2

1 4

3

a4a1

a3

a5a2

Fig 1 : The 5-arc 4-node traffic network with (1, 4) being the OD-
pair

There is a travel demand of Q1
14 = 75 units from node 1 (origin) to node 4 (destination) on day 1. There are 3

paths connecting nodes 1 through 4, namely

P14 = {p1, p2, p3}
p1 = {a1, a4}
p2 = {a2, a5}
p3 = {a1, a3, a5}

We consider the planning horizon to be 4 days (i.e., L = 4) and the length of each day is ∆ = 24 hours. The desired
arrival time for commuters is TA = 13 (1:00 PM of every day).The controls (path flows and arc exit flows) and
states (arc traffic volumes) are enumerated in the following table:

Paths Path Flows Arc Exit Flows Traffic Volume of Arcs
p1 hp1 gp1a1 , g

p1
a4 xp1a1 , x

p1
a4

p2 hp2 gp2a2 , g
p2
a5 xp2a2 , x

p2
a5

p3 hp2 gp3a1 , g
p3
a3 , g

p3
a5 xp3a1 , x

p3
a3 , x

p3
a5

We consider the symmetric early/late arrival penalty

F [t+Dp (x, t)− TA] = [t+Dp (x, t)− TA]
2

Furthermore, without any loss of generality, we take the initial traffic volumes on every arc to be zero:

xpai (0) = 0 ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ [1,m (p)]
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We forgo the detailed symbolic statement of this example and instead provide numerical results in graphical form
for an essentially exact solution achieved after 29 iterations of the fixed point algorithm. Figures 2, 3 and 4 depict
departure rates and arc exit flows for paths p1, p2 and p3 respectively.
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Fig 2 : Path and arc exit flows for path 1
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Fig 3 : Path and arc exit flows for path 2
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Fig 4 : Path and arc exit flows for path 3

Cumulative traffic volumes on the 5 different arcs are plotted against time in Figure 5 where

xa1 (t) = xp1a1 (t) + xp3a1 (t)

xa2 (t) = xp2a2 (t)

xa3 (t) = xp3a3 (t)

xa4 (t) = xp1a4 (t)

xa5 (t) = xp2a5 (t) + xp3a5 (t)
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for all time t ∈ [0, L∆].
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Fig 5 : Cumulative arc volume vs. time

Note that the effective path delay operator in (36) gives the unit travel cost along a path p at time t. Figure 6
analyzes the effective delay and flow for path p2 by plotting both for the same time scale which shows that path
flow is maximal when the associated unit travel cost (effective path delay) is at its well defined minimum.
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Fig 6 : Comparison of path flows and associated unit travel costs for path p2

Net travel demand and demand reduction are plotted below against the same time scale (day) which clearly demon-
strates that more commuters switch to alternative mode (e.g., telecommuting) as their rolling average experience
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of congestion increases with passage of time.
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Fig 7 : Net travel demand and demand reduction

6 Concluding Remarks
We have explained how traditional non-cooperative differential game theory may be extended to accomodate the
natural formulation of DUE as an infinite dimensional variational inequality involving explicit state-dependent time
shifts. We show that such a perspective is not only useful for analysis but also leads to simple yet effective algorithms
for the computation of DUE solutions. We also apply this formalism to create two entirely new formulations of
dynamic user equilibrium when: (1) there are dual time scales (day-to-day and within-day); and (2) demand
information is uncertain. Our future DUE reserach will provide a more in-depth analysis of the stochastic DUE
problem in the presence of incomplete traffic information.
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Abstract 

We propose a link-node based complementarity formulation for the basic deterministic dynamic user equilibrium 
problem with single-user-class and fixed demands. In particular, the proposed model captures the exact flow 
propagation constraints that were usually approximated by previous studies. The solution existence and compactness 
condition for the proposed model is established under mild assumptions. The model is solved by an iterative 
algorithm with a relaxed NCP solved accurately and efficiently at each iteration. Therefore, the required number of 
relaxed NCP solves is fairly small. Numerical examples are also provided in this paper to illustrate the proposed 
model and solution approach. 

1. Introduction 

Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) which can predict, in a short-term fashion, the future dynamic traffic 
states, has been extensively studied for decades, particularly accelerated in the last fifteen years since the 
emergence of the intelligent transportation systems (ITS). In this paper, we are interested in the so-called 
dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) which is the fundamental yet most challenging problem of DTA. Two 
distinct approaches have dominated the methodologies applied to the DTA research: the simulation-based 
(microscopic/mesoscopic) and the analytical (macroscopic) approach. In this paper, we focus on the 
analytical DTA models, especially the variational inequality (VI) method which is more capable of 
computing dynamic network equilibria than the constrained optimization approach (Ran and Boyce, 1996; 
Chen, 1999; Peeta and Ziliouskopolous, 2001).  

VI has been applied for long for modeling various traffic interactions for static traffic assignment 
problems (Smith, 1979; Dafermos, 1981). It had not been used to model DTA until Friesz et al. (1993). 
Later on, Ran and Boyce (1994, 1996) extensively studied the issues of applying VI to formulate and 
solve DTA problems. The VI approach has also been used for DTA study by Lo et al. (1996), Ran et al. 
(1996), Heydecker and Verlander (1999), to name just a few. In particular, Friesz et al. (2001) and Friesz 
and Mookherjee (2005) developed the differential variational inequality (DVI) technique to model and 
solve DUE in the continuous time domain.Although formulated continuously in the temporal domain, 
most DUE models, e.g. those by Friesz et al. (1993) and Ran and Boyce (1996), were solved by the time 
discretization since to date solving the continuous-time DUE model directly for practical transportation 
networks is still not feasible. However, the discretized models were only treated as part of the solution 
procedure without rigorous investigations on their mathematical properties such as the solution existence 
conditions. Chen and Heush (1998) were among the first to investigate explicitly on the discrete-time VI 
model for DTA. Bliemer (2001) and Bliemer and Bovy (2003) further improved the model by Chen and 
Heush (1998) and proposed the link-route based quasi-variational inequality (QVI) formulation. Lo and 
Szeto (2002) integrated the cell transmission model (CTM) into DUE which was formulated as a route 
based VI problem. Due to the nature of CTM (Daganzo, 1994, 1995a), the model by Lo and Szeto (2002) 
is discretized in both temporal and spatial domains. 

As one special case of VI, the nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP) has been fully studied in the 
mathematical programming community (Facchinei and Pang, 2003 and references therein). Efficient 
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solution approaches have been developed during the last decade for solving large scale NCPs (Cao and 
Ferris, 1996; Billups et al., 1997; Ferris et al., 1999). Generally, solving an NCP is much easier than a 
regular VI. However to date, NCP has not been widely applied in modeling and solving DUE. The only 
study, to the best of the author’s knowledge, is Wie et al. (2002) which formulated the discrete-time DUE 
with departure time choice as an NCP. It was also pointed out in Wie et al. (2002) that continuous-time 
and discrete-time DUE models are significantly different. Generally, the former are infinite dimensional 
mathematical programming problems while the latter are finite dimensional mathematical programming 
problems. The NCP based DUE model by Wie et al. (2002), nevertheless, projected the link exit flows to 
two neighboring time grids. In this sense, the exact flow propagation of DUE (Astarita, 1996) was not 
fully respected. Further, the linear programming based solution approach in Wie et al. (2002) is similar to 
the Frank-Wolfe (FW) algorithm. Due to the well-known convergence problem of FW, such a method 
may not be effective for solving DUE, especially for producing accurate solutions. 

In this paper, we formulate the discrete-time DUE problem with exact flow propagations as a link-node 
based NCP. We consider the basic discrete-time DUE problem which is deterministic, single-user-class 
with fixed travel demands. We first start with the continuous-time DUE and formulate it as an infinite-
dimensional mixed complementarity problem (MiCP) with side constraints. Based on this MiCP model, 
we adopt the discretization scheme by Astarita (1996) and prove that an NCP formulation exists for 
discrete-time DUE with exact flow propagations. We further prove that the solution set of the proposed 
NCP is nonempty and compact, a sharper result compared with that in Wie et al. (2002). To solve the 
NCP, we develop an iterative algorithm with a relaxed NCP solved at each iteration. Due to the exact 
solve of each relaxed NCP, the solution process requires much less iterations than previous methods, 
which is demonstrated by the case study conducted in this paper. 

This paper is organized as follows. The continuous time DUE formulation is first discussed in Section 2, 
with a MiCP formulation provided. In Section 3, the method for deriving the discrete-time DUE model is 
presented with exact flow propagations. The derivation of the NCP model and its solution existence 
condition is established. Section 4 mainly presents the solution algorithm of the proposed model, 
including the network loading process and two gap functions to monitor the convergence of the algorithm. 
Numerical examples are provided in Section 5, followed by the concluding remarks and future research 
directions in Section 6. 

2. Continuous time DUE model 

In this section, we introduce the link-node based continuous-time formulation for DUE. Friesz et al. 
(1993), Ran and Boyce (1996), and Bliemer and Bovy (2003) have extensively studied the path-based and 
link-based continuous-time DUE models. 

Assume a given transportation network can be represented as a connected and directed graph, denoted as 
),( ANG , where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of links (arcs). Since we are dealing with dynamic (or 

time-varying) traffic flows, we denote ]',0[ Tt ∈  as the continuous time and 'T  is the total study period. 
Also denote R and S as the origin and destination node set, respectively. Throughout this paper, we will 
use index Aa∈  to denote a link, index Ni ∈  or Nj ∈  to denote a node, and index Ss∈  to denote a 
destination. Moreover, we only consider the basic DUE problem, i.e., the deterministic and single-user-
class DUE with fixed demands, for which )(tdis

 denotes the (fixed) travel demand rate from node i to 

destination s at time instant t. We conventionally set ]',0[,,0)( TtSstdss ∈∈∀= .  

2.1 DUE Condition 

The link-node model is derived from the so-called (link-node based) DUE condition which describes the 
optimality condition of the DUE problem. The DUE condition is a dynamic extension to the Wardrop’s 
first principle (Wardrop, 1952) for the static case and can be stated as follows: 
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If, from each decision node to every destination node at each instant of time, the actual travel times for all 
the routes that are being used are equal and minimal, then the dynamic traffic flow over the network is in 
a travel-time based dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) state. 

In this condition, a “decision node” with respect to a given destination node means any node in the 
network which either generates OD trips (i.e., origin nodes) or is traversed by flows heading to the 
destination (i.e., the intermediate nodes). Hence, we require that a destination node must not be a decision 
node of itself. Mathematically, the DUE condition can be expressed as follows: 

].',0[,, ,0)}()]([)({)(0 TtSsAatttttu slashaas aa
∈∈∈∀≥−++⊥≤ πτπτ    (1) 

Here )(tuas
 denotes the inflow rate to link a with respect to destination s at time instant t, )(tsla

π  and 

)(tsha
π  denote, respectively, the minimum travel time from the tail node (

al ) and head node (
ah ) of link a 

to destination s at time t and )(taτ  is the link travel time for link a at time instant t. We conventionally set 

]',0[,,0)( TtSstss ∈∈∀=π . In addition, “⊥ ” in (1) means “perpendicular” so that 0=⇔⊥ yxyx T . Note 

that the DUE condition can also be conveniently expressed in a Dynamic Programming (DP) manner. For 
details, one can refer to Han and Heydecker (2006). 

2.2 Dynamic Network Constraints 

The dynamic network constraints describe the defining set of the DUE problem, which must be satisfied 
by any feasible solution. Five types of constraints have been identified in the literature (Ran and Boyce, 
1996; Bliemer and Bovy, 2003), namely the mass balance constraints, the flow conservation constraints, 
the flow propagation constraints, First-in-first-out (FIFO) constraints, and other definitional constraints. 
In the following, we simply list these constraints without further discussions. For detailed descriptions, 
one can refer to Ran and Boyce (1996) and Bliemer and Bovy (2003). 

2.2.1 Mass Balance Constraints  

Mass balance constraints, as shown in equation (2), define the relationship between the link flow on a 
given link a with respect to destination s at time t, denoted as )(txas

, and the inflow rate and exit flow rate 

for the same link to the same destination at the same time instant (denoted as )(tuas
 and )(tvas

, 

respectively). 

]',0[,, ),()(
)(

TtSsAatvtu
dt

tdx
asas

as ∈∈∈∀−=        (2) 

Equation (2) implies that ]',0[,, ),0()]()([)(
0

TtSsAaxdwwvwutx as

t

asasas ∈∈∈∀+−= ∫ . We further assume the 

initial condition as 

., ,0)0( SsAaxas ∈∈∀=          (3) 

Then, the mass balance constraints (2) can be rewritten as: 

]',0[,, ,)]()([)(
0

TtSsAadwwvwutx
t

asasas ∈∈∈∀−= ∫ .     (4) 

2.2.2 Flow Conservation Constraints 

The flow conservation constraints require that for a given destination at any given time instant, the flows 
entering any node, together with the demands generated at this node, must all exit from this node unless 
this node is the destination itself. Mathematically, they can be expressed as: 
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]',0[,,, ,)()()(
)()(

TtsiSsNitvtdtu
iBa

asis
iAa

as ∈≠∈∈∀+= ∑∑
∈∈

,     (5) 

where )(iA  is the set of links whose tail nodes are i and )(iB  is the set of links whose head nodes are i. 

2.2.3 Flow Propagation Constraints 

These constraints describe the consistent evolvement of traffic flows in both temporal and spatial domains. 
It has been proved that in a continuous time fashion, the flow propagation constraints can be represented 
as (Astarita, 1996): 

]',0[',, ,
'/)'(1

)'(
)]'('[ TtSsAa

dttd

tu
ttv

a

as
aas ∈∈∈∀

+
=+

τ
τ .      (6) 

Note that equation (6) can be easily obtained by differentiating both sides of the Type I flow propagation 
constraints in Ran and Boyce (1996, page 74, equation (4.22)). Equation (6) can be rewritten as 

∫ ∈
∈∈∈∀=

]',0['
]',0[,,),'()'(),'()(

Tt asaas TtSsAatdtutttv µλ .     (7) 

Here ),'( ttaλ  is denoted as the indicator function defined as follows: 






 +=
+=

       otherwise                        ,0

)'(' if     ,
'/)'(1

1
),'(

ttt
dttdtt a

aa

τ
τλ .       (8) 

From (8), it is obvious that ),'( ttaλ  is not continuous. Therefore, the integral in (7) is a Lebesgue integral 

and )'(tµ  is the corresponding Lebesgue measure. The indicator function defined in (8) is similar to the 
“dynamic effective flow rate factor” proposed by Bliemer (2000). However, our definition here is link-
based and thus much simpler compared with that in Bliemer (2000). Also, since we assume vehicles to 
different destinations experience the same travel time as long as they enter the link at the same time, 

),'( ttaλ  is independent of individual destinations. 

2.2.4 FIFO Constraints 

FIFO constraints were first introduced into the DTA study by Carey (1987). Since then, it has been 
assumed to be a “discipline” respected by the dynamic traffic flows. FIFO requires that any vehicle 
entering into a link earlier must also exit from the link earlier. Ran and Boyce (1996) have shown that in 
order for FIFO to hold, an extra restriction should be imposed on )(taτ  as 1/)( −>dttd aτ . However, 

explicitly imposing such a constraint will dramatically increase the complexity of the resulting model. 
Therefore, most of the DUE models tend to implicitly guarantee FIFO by choosing a proper link 
performance function.  How to design such a function, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. Here 
we conventionally assume )(taτ  is a function of the link flow at time t on link a: 

))(()( txgt aa =τ .         (9) 

Here )(txa  is the total link flow on link a at time t (see equation (10) below). The function in (9) satisfies 

FIFO when g is linear, or if the gradient of g with respect to x is bounded from above when g is nonlinear. 
For more discussions, one can refer to Nie and Zhang (2005), Carey et al. (2003), and Xu et al. (1999).  
Note that such a function is only suitable for moderately congested networks (Daganzo, 1995). More 
sophisticated functional forms should be adopted for networks with heavy congestion. 

2.2.5 Other Definitional Constraints: 

Other definitional constraints are listed in equations (10) and (11) as follows. 
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∑

∑

∑

∈

∈

∈

=

∈∈∀=

=

Ss
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Ss
asa

Ss
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txtx

TtAatvtv

tutu

)()(

]',0[, ,)()(

)()(
,        (10)  





∈≠∈∈∀≥
∈∈∈∀≥≥≥

]',0[,,, ,0)(

]',0[,, ,0)( ,0)( ,0)(

TtsiSsNit

TtSsAatxtvtu

is

asasas

π
,     (11) 

Here )(),( tvtu aa
 denote, respectively, the total inflow rate and exit flow rate of link a at time t. Together 

with )(txa
, they are referred as “aggregated” variables, while )(tuas

, )(tvas
 and )(txas

 are called the 

“disaggregated” variables. For aggregated and disaggregated variables that satisfy (10), we call them 
“corresponding” to each other. 

2.3 MiCP Formulation 

Equations (1), (4), (5), (7) and (10) – (11) constitute the DUE model defined on disaggregated variables 

tsaastsaas tuutxx ,,,, ))((,))(( ∀∀ == , tsaas tvv ,,))(( ∀=  and sitsiis t ≠∀= ;,,))((ππ ; whereas 
',,)),'(( ttaa tt ∀= λλ  and 

taa t ,))(( ∀= ττ  can be treated as functions of these defining variables. However, such a DUE model can be 

further simplified. Firstly, from equations (4) and (7), x and v can be readily represented by u and λ . Then 
we can model DUE using u and π  only, while both λ  and τ  are functions of u. In this manner, the only 
significant equations are (1), (5), the nonnegativity constraints on u and π  in (11), and the definitions of 
λ  and τ  in (8) and (9). As a result, we have the following model for DUE: trying to find (u, π ) such that 
the following is satisfied 

(12c)                                                                       ]',0[,,,,0)(

(12b)            ],',0[,,, ,)'()'(),'()()(

(12a)                   ],',0[,, ,0)}()]([)({)(0

)(
0

)(

TtsiSsNit

TtsiSsNitdtutttdtu

TtSsAatttttu

is

iBa
as

t

ais
iAa

as

slashaas aa

∈≠∈∈∀≥

∈≠∈∈∀+=

∈∈∈∀≥−++⊥≤

∑ ∫∑
∈∈

π

µλ

πτπτ
 

, whereas λ  and τ  are defined in equations (8) and (9) respectively. Variables x and v are indeed 
intermediate and can be expressed by u through equations (4) and (7). Clearly, (12a) just repeats (1), and 
(12b) and (12c) correspond to (5) and the nonnegativity on π  in (10). Note that (12a) and (12b) define an 
infinite dimensional MiCP (Ulbrich, 1999), while (12c) imposes a side constraint which requires the 
minimum travel time from node i to destination s at time t must be nonnegative. Solving the infinite 
dimensional MiCP (12) with side constraints is generally difficult and we thus study the discretized 
problem starting from the next section. 

3. Discrete time DUE model 

3.1 Discrete Time DUE with Exact Flow Propagation 

In order to obtain the discrete-time model, we can evenly divide the entire study period into 'K  time 
intervals by introducing the length of each time interval ∆  such that '' TK =∆ . The notation at discrete-
time is first listed as follows: 

ksav

ksau

vvksakvv

uuksakuu

k
as

k
as

ksa
k
asas

k
as

ksa
k
asas

k
as

 interval  timeduring n destinatio  towardslink  from  flowsexit  the:

 interval  timeduring n destinatio  towardslink   toinflows  the:

)(  , interval at time n destinatio  towardslink  from rate flowexit   the:)(

)(  , interval at time n destinatio  towardslink   torate inflow  the:)(

,,

,,

∆

∆

=∆=

=∆=

∀

∀
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siksi
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a

A

Ss
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as
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a

ka
k
a

A

Ss
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as

k
a

ka
k
a

A

Ss

k
as

k
s

ksa
k
asas

k
as

eeukaeukue

ksid

ddksikdd

ksik

ukaku

xxksaxx

vvkavv

uukauu

xxksakxx

,

,,,

,,,

,

,

,

,

,,

)( , offunction  a , interval  timeofstart  at the  ntering esfor vehicl exit time the:)()1()(

 interval  timeduring n destinatio  to node from generated demands the:

)(  , interval at time n destinatio  to node from generated rate demand the:)(

)(  , interval at time n destinatio  to node from  time travelminimum the:)(

)(  , offunction  a , interval at time link  of  time travelthe:)()(

)(  , interval at time n destinatio  towardslink  of flows aggregated the:

)(  , interval at time link  from rate flowexit  aggregated  the:

)(  , interval at time link   torate inflow aggregated  the:

)(  , interval at time n destinatio  towardslink  of flows the:)(

∀

≠∀

≠∀

∀

∀
∈

∀
∈

∀
∈

∀

=+∆−≡

∆

=∆=

=∆=

=∆=

==

==

==

=∆=

∑

∑

∑

τ

ππππ

ττττ
 

Using this simple discretization scheme, one should be cautious about how to discretize (12a) and 12(b). 
First of all, (12b) is related to the flow conservation (5) and flow propagation (6). Assuming tk =∆− )1( , (5) 
can be easily discretized as 

',,2,1,,, ,
)()(

KksiSsNivdu
iBa

k
as

k
is

iAa

k
as L=≠∈∈∀+= ∑∑

∈∈

.       (13) 

According to (6), the exit flow rate k
asv  is related to inflow rate 'k

asu  if ∆=+∆−= kkue k
a

k
a

'' )1'()( τ . However, 

such an integer 'k  may not exist since travel time 'k
aτ  is real valued. In this paper, we adopt the 

discretization method in Astarita (1996) to address this problem. The method first constructs the pair of 
))(,( '' k

aas
k
a eve  for any inflow at 'k  and we then have, by discretizing (6),  

',,2,1',, ),()( ',1'' KkSsAauuev k
a

k
as

k
aas L=∈∈∀⋅= λ ,        (14) 

and 

∆+−
∆= + )()(

)(
'1'

',1

uu
u

k
a

k
a

k
a ττ

λ .          (15) 

Note that ',1 k
aλ  is a function of u since 'k

aτ  is so. Then for any k, we try to find 'k  such that 1'' +<∆≤ k
a

k
a eke , as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

link a 

time 

space 

k’ k’+1 
1'+k

ae  

)( 'k
aas ev  

)( 1'+k
aas ev  

vas(k) 

k 
'k

ae  
 

Figure 1 Discretization of flow propagation constraints 

In Figure 1, the solid line represents the trajectory of traffic flows entering link a at time 'k  or 1'+k . The 
exit flow rate at time interval k can be computed using linear interpolation of )( 'k

aas ev  and )( 1'+k
aas ev  as: 
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∑
+<∆≤

+⋅−+⋅=
1'':'

1',',2',',2 )())(1()()(
k
a

k
a ekek

k
aas

kk
a

k
aas

kk
a

k
as evuevuv λλ ,      (16) 

where )(,',2 ukk
aλ  is defined as: 

∆+−
∆−+=

−
∆−= +

+

+

+

)()(
)'()(

)(
'1'

1'

'1'

1'
,',2

uu

kku

ee

ke
u

k
a

k
a

k
a

k
a

k
a

k
akk

a ττ
τλ .       (17) 

Substitute equations (14) – (17) to (13), we obtain the discretized version of (12b) as  

',,1,,, ,]))(1()()()([
)( :'

1',',21',1',',2',1

)( 1''

KksiSsNiuuuuuudu
iBa ekek

k
as

kk
a

k
a

k
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kk
a

k
a

k
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iAa

k
as

k
a

k
a

L=≠∈∈∀⋅−⋅+⋅⋅+= ∑ ∑∑
∈ <∆≤

++

∈ +

λλλλ . (18) 

Similarly, to discretized )]([ tt asha
τπ +  in (12a), we project it to the two neighboring grids of 

k
a

k
a ke τ+∆−= )1( , denoted as l and l+1, such that ∆+<≤∆ )1(lel k

a . In other words,  

1,,3,,3 )](1[)()()]([ +⋅−+⋅==+ l
sh

lk
a

l
sh

lk
a

k
ashash aaaa

uuett πλπλπτπ .      (19) 

Here we define 

)
)(

2()(,,3

∆
−−+= u

klu
k
alk

a

τλ .         (20) 

Some observations thus follow. First, all 
1/;,,

,,33

;,',

,',22
',

',11 )(,)(,)( 1'' +<∆≤<∆≤∀∀ === + lellka

lk
aekekka

kk
aka

k
a k

a
k
a

k
a

λλλλλλ  and e 

are functions of τ  which is itself a function of the aggregated link inflow rate vector Au . Due to the 
relation between aggregated and disaggregated variables in (10), the above four functions are also defined 
on the disaggregated link inflow vector u. Furthermore, since we assume the link travel time defined in (9) 
satisfies FIFO, ',,0',1 kak

a ∀>λ . Meanwhile, from the definition of 2λ  and 3λ , we can easily observe 

10 ,',2 ≤< kk
aλ , 1'';,', +<∆≤∀ k

a
k
a ekekka  and 1/;,,,10 ,,3 +<∆≤∀≤< lellka k

a
lk

aλ . 

Finally substituting (19) to (12a), we have the following discretized DUE model with exact flow 
propagations: 













=≠∈∈∀≥
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=∈∈∀≥−⋅−+⋅+⊥≤
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(21c)                                                                                                                    ',,1,,, ,0

(21b)  ',,1,,, ,]))(1()()()([
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)( )()(:'
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Note that (21) is a MiCP with side constraints (21c). Also since u is the defining variable, )(
'

ue
k

a
 and )(ue

k

a
 

will both change as u does. This implies that the summation terms in the right hand sides of both (21a) 
and (21b) are not fixed; rather they change as u does. In this sense, model (21) is not close form. 

We next show that (21) has an equivalent NCP formulation. 

Theorem 1 If the link travel time function )(uk
aτ  is positive for any ',1, KkAa L=∈  and 0≥u , then 

model (21) is equivalent to the following NCP model: find  ),( πu  such that  
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Proof. We need to prove (a) if ) ,( πu  solves (21), then it is also a solution to (22); and (b) if ) ,( πu  solves 
(22), then it must also solves (21). 

(a) is straightforward. If ) ,( πu  solves (21), then it is obvious that ) ,( πu  also solves (22).  

In order to prove (b), suppose ) ,( πu  solves (22). Since ) ,( πu  is given here, )(
'

ue
k

a
 and )(ue

k

a
 are fixed for 

any ',1,', KkkAa L=∈ . This implies that both (21) and (22) become close form. For the sake of 
contradiction, assume ) ,( πu  is not a solution of (21). Then we must have siSsNi ≠∈∈ ,,  at some time 
interval k, such that 0]))(1()()()([

)( )()(:'

1',',21',1',',2',1

)( 1''

>⋅−⋅+⋅⋅−− ∑ ∑∑
∈ <∆≤

++

∈ +iBa uekuek

k
as

kk
a

k
a

k
as

kk
a

k
a

iAa

k
is

k
as

k
a

k
a

uuuuuudu λλλλ . Hence we have 

0=k
isπ  due to (22b). This implies 0== k

is
k
sla

ππ  for any link )(iAa∈ . On the other hand, Since 

10,0 21 ≤<> λλ  and 0' ≥k
asu , 01' ≥+k

asu , 0≥k
isd , we have 0

)(

≥>∑
∈

k
is

iAa

k
as du . Thus, we must have at least one link 

)(iAa∈  at time interval k, such that 0>k
asu . Then, we have 

0)](1[)()(
1/)(

1,,3,,3 =−⋅−+⋅+ ∑
+<∆≤

+ k
sl

luel

l
sh

lk
a

l
sh

lk
a

k
a a

k
a

aa
uuu ππλπλτ  due to (22a). This means 

0)](1[)()(
1/)(

1,,3,,3 =⋅−+⋅+ ∑
+<∆≤

+

luel

l
sh

lk
a

l
sh

lk
a

k
a

k
a

aa
uuu πλπλτ  since 0=k

sla
π . Nevertheless, 0)( >uk

aτ , 0≥l
sha

π , 01 ≥+l
sha

π , and 

10 3 ≤< λ , this is a contradiction. 

Note that in NCP (22), u is the defining variable, and 321 ,, λλλ , e and τ  are functions defined on u. 
However, (22) is not close form due to the same reason for model (21). We further define two vector 
functions 

,)](1[)()(),(
',1,,1/)(

1,,3,,3

KkSsAa
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sl
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l
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uuuuF
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a
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a

uuuuuuduuF
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++
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⋅−⋅+⋅⋅−−= ∑ ∑∑

+

λλλλππ
  (24) 

We can then compactly express (22) as follows. 





≥⊥≤
≥⊥≤

0),(0

0),(0

ππ
π

π uF

uFu u .          (25) 

We denote model (22) and (25) as NCPDUE thereafter in this paper. 

3.2 Solution Existence and Compactness Condition 

This section establishes the solution existence condition for NCPDUE. For this purpose, we need a 
solution existence condition for VIs, as stated in Lemma 1. 

Lemma 1 Let nRK ⊆  be compact (closed and bounded) and convex and let nRKF →:  be continuous. 
Then the solution set of VI defined by K and F is nonempty and compact. 

Proof. The proof can be found in Facchinei and Pang (2003) in Corollary 2.2.5. 

The solution existence result discussed here can then be summarized as follows. 

Theorem 2 Suppose a) the link travel time function )(uk
aτ  is positive for any ',1, KkAa L=∈  and bounded 

from above for any finite u, b) the given OD demand k
isd  is nonnegative and bounded from above for any 
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',1,, KkSsNi L=∈∈ , c) 1λ  is bounded from above, and d) ),( πuFu
 and ),( ππ uF  are continuous with respect 

to ),( πu . Then the solution set of NCPDUE is nonempty and compact. 

Proof. First of all, choose three scalars as follows. 

(26c)                                           ))](1[)()((maxmaxmaxmax

(26b)      ) ]))(1()()()([(maxmaxmaxmax

(26a)                                                                                                                           maxmaxmax
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1''
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L  

These three scalars exist because of the three boundedness assumptions and the fact that 10 ,',2 ≤< kk
aλ , 

)()(;,', 1'' uekuekka k
a

k
a

+<∆≤∀  and 1/)(;,,,10 ,,3 +<∆≤∀≤< luellka k
a

lk
aλ . For the same reason, they are all 

positive. We further define a set }1  ,1|0),({ παπαπ ≤≤≥== uuuyE  and a function 

)),(  ),,(( ππ π uFuFF u= . Here 1 is a vector with all components being 1 with the proper dimension. Set E 

and function F constitute a VI which tries to find Euy ∈= *)*,(* π  such that  

EyyyyF T ∈∀≥− ,0*)(*)( .         (27) 

Since E is compact and convex and further F is continuous with respect to ),( πu , according to Lemma 1, 

the above VI has a nonempty and compact solution set, denoted as *)}*,(*{ πuy ==Γ . We next show that 
the solution set of NCPDUE, denoted as Ξ , coincides with Γ . 

First of all, for each solution Γ∈= *)*,(* πuy , since E is a polyhedral set, there must exist multipliers γ  
and η  such that  













≥−⊥≤
≥−⊥≤

≥+⊥≤
≥+⊥≤

(28d)                                                                                                                                      0*10

(28c)                                                                                                                                       0*10
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u

u

  

In order to prove *)*,(* πuy =  solves NCPDUE, we need to show that 0=γ  and 0=η . Suppose 0>k
bsγ  for 

some b, s, k. We then must have 0
* >= u

k
bsu α from (28c). This implies 
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bb
uuu γππλπλτρ  due to (28a). This also means that for 

the tail node of link b, denoted as node i, 
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)(
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1''

]*))(1(*)(*)(*)([

0)]*))(1(*)(*)(*)([(
)( *)(*)(:'
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1''
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uuuuuud ηλλλλα  based on (26b). 

Hence 0 
** == k

sl
k
is b

ππ  according to (28b). Therefore, we have 

0*)](1[*)(*)(*)(0
1/*)(
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+ k
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sh
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k
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bb
uuuu γπλπλτρτ  which is a contradiction. 

Similarly if 0>k
isη  for some i, s, k, we have 0 

* >= παπ k
is  based on (28d). According to (28a), we must 

have 0*)](1[*)(*)(
**

1/*)(

1,,3*,,3
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uuu γππλπλτρ  for any link )(iAa∈ . However 
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since παππ == **
 k

is
k

sla
 and 0=k

asγ , 0*)](1[*)(*)(
*

1/*)(

1,,3*,,3
2 <−⋅−+⋅+= ∑

+<∆≤

+
παπλπλτρ

luel

l
sh

lk
a

l
sh

lk
a

k
a

k
a

aa
uuu  due the 

definition in (26c). This is a contradiction.  

So far we have proved that Ξ⊆Γ . In order to prove Γ⊆Ξ , we notice that for any solution Ξ∈= *)*,(* πuy , 

(28) has to be satisfied with the two set of multipliers 0=γ  and 0=η . Due to the equivalence between 
(28) and VI (27), *y  must also be a solution to VI (27). This implies Γ∈*y  and further Γ⊆Ξ . Therefore, 

Γ=Ξ  and since Γ  is nonempty and compact, so is the solution set of NCPDUE. 

4. Solution algorithm 

The solution algorithm in this section is based on the fact that for a given flow u  (denoted as base 

inflow), the link travel time vector τ  will be fixed by a network loading procedure. Hence, all 321 ,, λλλ  
and e will be fixed as well. As a result, the originally non-close-form NCP model (22) will become close-
form as in (29): 
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Note the only difference between model (22) and (29) is that 321 ,, λλλ , e and τ  in (29) are evaluated at 
the base inflow u , while in (22) they are functions of u. In other words, (29) is a close-form NCP which 
is much easier to solve. We denote (29) as the “relaxed” NCP of (22). 

The above observation outlines an iterative algorithm to solve model (22).  It is heuristic in the sense that 
the convergence can not be established using regularity conditions. This is mainly due to the fact that (22) 
can not be expressed in a close form. The algorithm is listed as below. 

Algorithm DUE 
Step 1. Initialization. Assign an initial feasible base inflow 0)(u . 
Step 2. Main Loop. Set n=0. 
Step 2.1 Construct current relaxed NCP at nu)(  by a network loading procedure. 

Step 2.2 Solve the relaxed NCP and denote its solution nnu )~(,)~( π  as a “candidate” solution. 
Step 2.3 Convergence Test. If certain convergence criterion is satisfied at the candidate solution,  
              go to Step 3; else, go to Step 2.4. 
Step 2.4 Update and Move. Set ))()~(()()( 1 nnnn uuuu −⋅+=+ θ , n=n+1 and go to Step 2.1. 

Step 3. Find an optimal solution nnu )~(,)~( π . 

In the above algorithm, 10 ≤≤ θ  is a pre-defined step size. In addition, there are several options for the 
convergence test in Step 2.3. The most commonly used and also simplest way is to check whether the 
base inflows stabilize between two consecutive iterations, i.e.,  

1
1 |)()(|_ ε≤−= +nn uuuGap .         (30) 

A more rigorous way is to check whether the complementarity condition in equation (1) holds: 

2),(_ επ ≤= uFuDUEGap u
T .         (31) 

In (30) and (31), 1ε  and 2ε  are chosen as small positive scalars. 

The next two sections will further discuss the network loading procedure and the method for solving the 
relaxed NCP model (29). 
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4.1 Link-Based Network Loading Procedure 

The network loading procedure in Algorithm DUE is link-based, i.e., for a given based inflow u , it is to 
load/propagate k

asu  to link a for each link a at any time interval k towards a given destination s. This will 

generate other traffic measurements such as )(),(,, ueuxv τ . In turn, )(),(),( 321 uuu λλλ  can also be determined. 
In Carey and Ge (2004) and Nie and Zhang (2005), this loading procedure is also called the “solution 
algorithm for link travel time model.” In this paper, we intend to call it a “loading procedure” since it 
indeed generates not only travel times but also link flows and exit flows. 

To be consistent with the discretization scheme in Section 3.1, we need to adopt the loading process in 
Astarita (1996). However, since the original algorithm by Astarita (1996) may have numerical problems 
(Nie and Zhang, 2005), in this paper, we apply the improved algorithm by Nie and Zhang (2005) which 
performs the loading based on cumulative departure curves (Algorithm D2). Furthermore, in order to 
construct the relaxed NCP model (29), one needs to track the relation between 'k

asu  and k
asv  for any a and s 

and appropriate ),'( kk  pairs. Due to the fact that inflows to any destination s will experience the same 

travel time at each entrance time k, we can first use a three dimensional matrix ),',( kkaV  to represent this 
relation. In particular, ρ=),',( kkaV  means that a proportion of ρ  ( 10 ≤≤ ρ ) of the inflows ∆'k

asu  will exit 

the link a at time k, i.e., become part of ∆k
asv . It turns out that we can introduce a “stack” for this tracking 

purpose. The revised loading procedure, denoted as Algorithm DL, is listed as follows. Note that since the 
loading procedure is the same for each link, we only show it for link a. Also, we omit the “bar” symbol 
on each variable to simplify the notation. 

Algorithm DL 
Step 0 Initialization. Set   SsRelkSsvxl u

asaa
k
asasa ∈∀===∈∀==∆= ,0;;,,1,,0,0,/ 11 αα L . Create an  

           empty stack SR. Set k=1. 
Step 1 Move. Set k=k+1. Compute Ssvuxx k

as
k
as

k
as

k
as ∈∀∆−+= −−− ,)( 111  and ∑∑∑

∈∀∈∀∈∀

===
Ss

k
as

k
a

Ss

k
as

k
a

Ss

k
as

k
a vvuuxx ,, .  

           Then compute k
aτ . Set k

a
k
a ke τ+∆−= )1(  and  len k

al −∆= / . If 1<ln , go to Step 1.1; otherwise,  

           go to Step 1.2. 
           Step 1.1: Update RsuRR k

as
u
as

u
as ∈∀+= − ,1 . Push pair )1,1( −k  into stack SR. 

           Step 1.2: Set l=l+1; )/()( 11 −− −−∆= k
a

k
a

k
ak eeelρ ; SsuRv k

ask
u
as

l
as ∈∀+= − ,1ρ . Push pair ),1( kk ρ−  to stack  

                          SR. Then pop each entry ),( ρi  from stack SR and set ρ=),,( liaV . 

                          For j=2 to ln : set l=l+1, )/( 1−−∆= k
a

k
ak eeρ , Ssuv k

ask
l
as ∈∀= − ,1ρ , and 

klkaV ρ=− ),1,( .  

                          Set )/()( 1−−∆−= k
a

k
a

k
ak eeleρ  and update SsuR k

ask
u
as ∈∀= − ,1ρ . Push the pair ),1( kk ρ−   

                          to stack SR.  
Step 2. If 'Tk < , go to Step 1; otherwise, stop. 

In Algorithm DL,  x  denotes the integral part of a real value x, 
aα  is the free flow travel time for link a, 

and ∆u
asR  is the undistributed inflows for destination s. The term “undistributed” here represents inflows 

that have not yet been used to determine exit flows (Nie and Zhang, 2005). The stack SR is used to track 
the time interval and proportion of those inflows that are undistributed. Therefore, each entry in SR is a 
pair of (k, ρ) where k is the time interval and ρ is the proportion, both for inflows. Besides tracking the 
relation between u and v, Algorithm DL above also extends Algorithm D2 in Nie and Zhang (2005) by 
performing the loading for each individual destination. It also worth noting that the matrix V represents 

1λ  and 2λ  in (29) and 3λ  can be computed using equation (20). Consequently, NCP (29) can be 

constructed readily using V and 3λ . 
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4.2 Solving the Relaxed NCP 

Since the relaxed model (29) is a well-defined NCP with continuous and close-form defining functions, it 
can be readily solved using existing solution techniques. Facchinei and Pang (2003) provides a 
comprehensive review of solution methods for NCPs. In particular, the projection-based methods play a 
central role in solving NCPs because calculating the projection on the nonnegative orthant, the defining 
set of an NCP, is extremely easy and efficient compared with that on a general convex set. Based on this 
observation, Dirkse and Ferris (1995) developed a path search algorithm which, under certain regularity 
conditions, is proved to be globally convergent with quadratic convergence rate (near the solution). The 
algorithm was later evolved to the PATH solver which is now available in GAMS (General Algebraic 
Modeling System, see Brooke et al., 1998). In this paper, we directly adopt the PATH solver which has 
been shown to be effective to solve NCP (29). For detailed descriptions of the solver, one can refer to 
Ferris and Munson (1998). Using the PATH solver requires developing GAMS codes for the relaxed NCP 
(29) which is straightforward and hence the details are omitted here. 

5. Numerical examples 

In this section, a case study is provided to demonstrate the model and solution algorithm proposed in the 
paper. We start with the link travel time function that is actually used. 

5.1 Link Travel Time Function 

In this paper, we choose the following linear form for the link travel time function: 

)1( k
a

x
a

k
a

u
aa

k
a xu ββατ ++= ,         (32) 

where aα  is the free flow travel time for link a, u
aβ  and x

aβ  are constants that are shown in Table 1. Here 

we introduce the aggregated link inflow into the link travel time function by the constant u
aβ . The purpose 

is to make the solution algorithm for relaxed NCP (29) numerically stable. The reason is as follows. First, 
(29) can be rewritten in a matrix notation as  





≥−Λ⊥≤
≥Ω+⊥≤
0][0

0])([0

ssss

sss

du

uu

π
πτ

, Ss∈∀         (33) 

with 
sΩ  and 

sΛ  are fixed matrices computed using the base inflow. Here ,)( ,ka
k
ass uu ∀=  ,)( ;, siki

k
iss ≠∀= ππ  

and siki
k
iss dd ≠∀= ;,)(  denote destination-based variables. 

Model (33) has a very special structure such that it can be easily decomposed to individual destinations. 
The interactions between variables of different destinations only exist in the link travel time vector )(uτ . 
If we compute the Jacobian matrix of (33), denoted as M, we will have  
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∂∂∂∂Ω

∂∂∂∂Ω
Λ

Λ

=
.       (34)  

In (34), each variable on the right side of the matrix indicates the corresponding row is computed by 
taking the partial derivative of the function perpendicular to the particular variable over all variables; 
while each variable on the top indicates that the column is computed by taking partial derivative of each 
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function to the particular variable. If u
aβ =0, the diagonal of 

su∂∂ /τ  will be all zero since k
ax  only includes 

inflows up to time (k-1) and not k
au . This implies that the diagonals of the M are all zero. Such a matrix 

can be proved to be not positive definite and thus may cause problems to solve the relaxed NCP. Adding a 
small positive u

aβ  to the diagonal turns out to be helpful to stabilize the solution process. It worth noting 

that x
a

u
a ββ << , therefore, the possibility of FIFO violations due to u

aβ  is expected to be small which will be 

verified in later numerical studies. 

5.2 Case Study 

The case study is a small example tested on the hypothetical network depicted in Fig. 2, denoted as the 
D3 network. In the DUE literature, this network was first used by Chen and Hsuen (1998). In this paper, 
we use slightly different specifications for the D3 network, as shown in Table 1. The network has two 
origins: node 1 and 2, and one destination: node 3. Further, the length of each time interval is set as 

25.0=∆  minutes (15 seconds). 

 

1 2 3 

4 5 

1 2 

3 

4 5 

6 

   

 
 
 
To simulate the fluctuation of traffic volumes during peak hours, we employ a parabolic-shaped curve to 
represent the OD demands between each OD pair. In particular, the demand rate between any OD pair rs 
is assumed to be calculated through equation (35): 

SsRrKk
K

Kk
kd rs ∈∈∀≤≤∀







 −−+= ,,1),
2/

2/
1(*12040)(

2

,    (35) 

where K denotes the total number of intervals during which OD trips will be generated.  

For the case study, we set K=120 which is equivalent to 30 minutes. Algorithm DUE can solve 
successfully the proposed model. Fig. 3 first depicts the convergence performance of the algorithm for the 
first 25 iterations. In this figure, although the units for the two gaps are different as indicated, we plot 
them together in order to show their slight different performances. We can easily observe that both gaps 
decrease monotonically, whereas Gap_u decreases faster. When close to 10-4, Gap_DUE is stabilized. 
Furthermore, after 25 iterations, the absolute difference of inflow rates between two consecutive iterations 
is close to 10-5 vehicles/minute. This should be accurate enough for most transportation related 
applications. It is also worth noting that due to the exact solve of each relaxed NCP by the PATH solver 
(usually to 10-6), the proposed Algorithm DUE requires much less number of major iterations than 
previous DUE solution methods based on FW. 

Link 
aα  (min) u

aβ  (min2/vehicle) x
aβ  (min/vehicle) 

1 1.2 0.00125 0.01 
2 1.2 0.00125 0.01 
3 2.16 0.00125 0.0056 
4 1.2 0.00125 0.01 
5 1.2 0.00125 0.01 
6 2.4 0.00125 0.005 

Fig. 2 Test network 

Table 1 Configuration of the test network 
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Fig. 3 Convergence of the algorithm 

Fig. 4 below shows the aggregated inflow rate on each link. We can see that the inflow rates to link 1 and 
3 change more abruptly than those to link 4 and 6. This may be due to the fact that the choice of links at 
node 1 will be impacted by the inflows at node 2, and not vice versa. Notice that the inflows to link 2 and 
5 are exactly the exit flows from link 1 and 4, respectively. We can therefore observe that the shapes of 
exit flows are similar to their corresponding inflows, but are smoother. We further plots in Fig. 5 the 
travel times from node 1 and 2 respectively to destination 3 via different links. This figure shows that at 
the beginning (k=1 to 15), the travel time from node 1 to 3 via link 1 is higher than that via link 3. 
Consequently, all vehicles choose link 3 during this period as depicted in Figure 4. This is also true for 
the period of k>=115. While from node 2 to 3, choosing either link 4 or link 6 will have almost equal 
travel times, hence both links will be selected. The time-dependent link flows are also presented in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5 Travel Times 
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Fig. 6 Link Flows 

We illustrate the discretized version of the derivative of link travel time (over time), i.e. ∆−+ /)( 1 k
a

k
a ττ , in 

Fig. 7. Clearly link travel times change rather abruptly, but the derivatives are within the range of (-0.1, 
0.1). Therefore, FIFO is not violated for our case study since  1/)( 1 −>∆−+ k

a
k
a ττ  is held for all links at all 

time intervals. 
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Fig. 7 Link Travel Time Changes 
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6. Conclusions and future research 

We presented a link-node based NCP model for basic DUE problem and explicitly captured the exact 
flow propagations. The solution existence and compactness condition was established under mild 
assumptions. We also developed an iterative solution algorithm for the proposed model by solving a 
relaxed NCP in each iteration. The relaxed NCP can be solved very efficiently using existing solution 
technique and thus the entire algorithm only required fairly small number of iterations. The case study 
demonstrated that the proposed model and solution approach are effective for solving DUE problems. 

For future studies, the proposed NCP model, especially its solution approach, merits further investigations. 
Especially, certain solution convergence condition needs to be established. Secondly, the travel time 
function used in this paper may be suitable only for mild congestion scenarios. In this regard, more 
sophisticated functional forms need to be developed to capture heavy traffic congestion. Lastly, the model 
and solution approach proposed in this paper need to be further tested on large scale DUE problems. Due 
to the special structure of the proposed NCP model, certain decomposition scheme based on individual 
destinations may be applied. The authors have developed such schemes for solving asymmetric and static 
user equilibrium problems (Ban et al., 2006), as well as some preliminary extensions to DUE (Ban, 2005). 
More rigorous extensions to DUE are currently under investigation and results will be reported in 
subsequent papers. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper proposes a solution algorithm for solving dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) assignment without 
departure time choice. The DUE problem is firstly formulated as a variational inequality (VI) and then 
transformed to an equivalent optimization problem using an associated gap function of the VI. The objective 
function of the problem is the gap function which is a result of a minimization problem. Thus, the paper 
employs the theorem for deriving the derivative of the optimal value function to define the derivative of the 
gap function. This requires derivatives information of the path travel time at different departure times with 
respect to different path inflow profiles which were readily defined in the literature. The paper then describes 
the descent direction algorithm for solving the DUE assignment based on Wolfe’s Reduced Gradient method. 
The algorithm is then tested with a small example. 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Congestion occurring in the network is dynamic by its nature. This observation provides a strong support for 
the development of a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model. With its simplest form, there are two major 
elements of the DTA model: the dynamic loading model and route choice model. The dynamic loading 
model is responsible for evaluating the dynamic movement and resulting congestion of the given traffic 
volume in the network (see e.g. Chen and Florian, 1998, Friesz et al., 1993). Several researchers have 
attempted in defining an appropriate and plausible dynamic link model (see e.g. Carey et al., 2003, Friesz et 
al., 1993, Danganzo, 1994, Merchant and Nemhauser, 1978, Newell, 1993). For the route choice model, most 
of the assumptions made for the DTA model are similar to those for the static version. The main assumptions 
of route choice include deterministic user equilibrium and stochastic equilibrium. However, applying these 
same principles to the DTA framework causes a major difficulty in finding the modelling solution 
(equilibrated route choice inflows). This is mainly due to a complex structure of the dynamic loading model 
and the inter-relationship of the travel cost from one point in time to another. This represents the drawback of 
the DTA model as compared to its counterpart, the static model, whose modelling solution can be found 
efficiently.  
 
Solving a general case of the dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) is a challenging task. Several researchers have 
tackled this problem with a rather restricted assumption. Wie et al (1995) proposed a heuristic route-
departure swapping algorithm for a discrete time DUE comparing the route and departure time cost with the 
minimum OD travel cost. Lo and Szeto (2002) applied the projection method for solving variational 
inequality to the DUE assignment with cell-transmission model which requires the information about the set 
of routes as priori. Kuwahara and Akamatsu (1997) offered a convergence guaranteed solution algorithm 
with a restricted problem of the DUE under the case of one-to-many origin-destination case. With this 
restricted problem, they showed that the assignment can be decomposed by departure time. However, this 
property may not hold for a general network. Akamatsu (2001) later re-formulated the case with one-to-
many OD without using path variable and developed an efficient algorithm which does not need to generate 
the path set. The decomposition of the assignment by departure time is also applicable for the case with 
many-to-one OD. Friesz and Mookherjee (2006) revisited the problem by reformulating it as a fixed point 
problem based on the differential variational inequality with state dependent time shifts. They also proposed 
a solution algorithm based on optimal control problem for the continuous-time DUE assignment.   
 
This paper is motivated by the works of Han and Heydecker (2006) which provides an interesting discussion 
on the decomposition of DUE assignment and its equivalent formulation as a minimization problem (using a 
gap function) and Balijepalli and Watling (2005) which defines the derivative of the path travel cost with 
respect to inflow rates. In this paper, the problem of DUE assignment is first formulated as a VI and then 
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transformed to a minimization problem using its equivalent gap function. Then, through the optimal value 
function theorem (Dem'yanov and Malozemov, 1990) the descend direction in the space of path inflow 
vectors to minimize the gap function is defined using the derivative of the nested path cost operator as 
defined in Balijepalli and Watling (2005). The paper then applies Wolfe’s reduced gradient projection 
method (Wolfe, 1963) to solve the DUE assignment problem.  
 
The paper is structured into four further sections. The next section describes the definition of the dynamic 
link model and dynamic user equilibrium adopted in this paper. Then, section 3 explains the algorithm to 
find the descend direction inflow vector and the algorithm for solving the DUE problem. Section 4 tests the 
algorithm proposed with a small five link example. The last section summarises the paper and discussed 
future research issues.  
 
2 Preliminary  
 
This section presents the notations and assumptions of traffic model adopted in this paper. For the dynamic 
link, the paper adopts the model suggested by Friesz et al (1993) which exhibits several desired properties 
for a dynamic link model. A brief description of this model is given below.  
 
Let t be the indices of a discrete time instance and τ(t) denotes the travel time for traffic entering the link at 
time t to traverse the entire link. We assume that the time interval is discretized to create a finite set of time 
periods {t = 0, 1, …, T} and the length of each time period is unity for simplicity. Let u(t) and w(t) define the 
inflow rate and outflow rate at time t of the link considered. The amount of traffic on the link at any given 
time, x(t), can be defined as: 

( )( )
0

( ) ( )
t

s
x t u s w s

=

= −∑                                                             (1) 

Then, following the definition of the dynamic link model: τ(t) = f(x(t)), where f is a linear function with the 
argument of x(t). We now discuss the formulation of the deterministic user equilibrium condition (DUE) 
without departure time choice for the route choice model under the DTA framework.  
 
For each origin-destination pair, denoted (r,s), let ( ),r sΠ represents the set of feasible paths between this 

OD pair and each path is indicated by a subscript p. For each path, ( )pC t denotes the path travel cost for the 
traffic departing its origin at departure time t and hp(t) defines the inflow rate for path p at time t.  
 
Definition 1: The path inflow rate pattern, ( )*

ph t , is a discrete time dynamic user equilibrium if and only if: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

( ) ( )

* * *
,

* *
,

*

*
,

,

, , 0

, , 0 , , , , 0, ,

0

, , 0, ,

p p r s

p r s

p

p r s
p r s

h t c t h t h

c t h t h p r s r R s S t T

h t

h t Q t r R s S t T

µ

µ

∈Π

⎫⎡ ⎤− =⎣ ⎦ ⎪
⎪− ≥ ∀ ∈Π ∈ ∈ =⎬
⎪

≥ ⎪⎭
= ∀ ∈ ∈ =∑

…

…

               (2) 

where ( ) ( )*
, ,r s t hµ is the minimum travel cost for traffic departing origin r at departure time t and destined to 

destination s. This condition can be described as a generalisation of the Wardop’s user equilibrium condition 
for the static model. As pointed out in Wie et al (1995), the drawback of this formulation is the it requires the 
set of all used paths at the beginning of the algorithm. We can also formulate (2) as a variational inequality. 
 
Theorem 1: The discrete time DUE problem of definition 1 is equivalent to the following variational 
inequality: find *h ∈Ω  such that 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

* *

0 ,

,
,

, 0

, , 0, ,
:

0 , , , , 0, ,

T

p p p
t r R s S p r s

p r s
p r s

p

C t h h t h t h

where

h t Q t r R s S t T
h

h t r R s S p r s t T

= ∈ ∈ ∈Π

∈Π

⎡ ⎤− ≤ ∀ ∈Ω⎣ ⎦

⎧ ⎫= ∀ ∈ ∈ =
⎪ ⎪Ω = ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪≥ ∀ ∈ ∈ ∀ ∈Π =⎩ ⎭

∑∑∑ ∑

∑ …

…

                (3) 

 
The VI expression in (3) can also be formulated as an equivalent optimization problem using its associated 
gap function. This formulation will then allow us to develop an algorithm to find the descent direction in the 
space of path inflow vector to minimize the equivalent gap function. 
 
Lemma 1: Let Ψ  be a set of solution to a given VI condition of ( )( )* * 0f x x x x− ≤ ∀ ∈Ω , a function 

( )xΘ  from x to ℜ  is a gap function for this VI if: 

(i) ( )xΘ  is restricted in sign; 

(ii) ( ) 0x xΘ = ⇔ ∈Ψ  

The first condition means that ( )xΘ should have the same sign (either positive or negative) for all x∈Ω . 

Following Hearn et al (1984) the gap function for ( )( )* * 0f x x x x− ≤ ∀ ∈Ω satisfying the conditions 

stated above can be defined as: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )min min

x x
x f x x x f x x f x x

∈Ω ∈Ω
Θ = − − = −  

( )xΘ will always have a negative value and when ( )xΘ  = 0, x is the solution to its associated VI. 
 
Using Lemma 2, the gap function for the VI condition for the discrete time dynamic DUE in (3) can be 
defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
0 , 0 ,

min , ,
T T

p p p ph t r R s S p r s t r R s S p r s
h C t h h t C t h h t

∈Ω = ∈ ∈ ∈Π = ∈ ∈ ∈Π

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪Θ = −⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∑∑∑ ∑ ∑∑∑ ∑      (4) 

 
This formulation has also been proposed in Han and Heydecker (2006) for the development of their 
algorithm for solving the dynamic DUE. However, the key difference is that in this paper we do not 
decompose the assignment and the departure time at the origin as proposed in their paper. Consider the 
optimization problem: 

( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
, ,

min min ,

, min , ,

h h t

p p p ph t t r R s S p r s r R s S p r s

h h t

where

h t C t h h t C t h h t

∈Ω ∈Ω

∈Ω ∈ ∈ ∈Π ∈ ∈ ∈Π

Θ = Θ

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪Θ = −⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

∑

∑∑ ∑ ∑∑ ∑

       (5) 

 
From (5), for each of ( ),h tΘ , which is the dis-aggregated gap function by the departure time from the 
origins, there exists the contribution from the inflow from the path and future time period as Cp(t,h) is a 
function of a vector of h not just h(t). Thus, it is unlikely that we can decompose the assignment by 
incremental of departure time using (5). However, the formulation of (5) provides some possibility in 
applying an optimization method to solve the DUE. This will be discussed in the next section. 
 
3 Descent direction finding and solution algorithm 
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The problem stated in (5) can be considered as a minimization problem of an optimal value function, ( )hΘ . 
The strategy adopted in this paper is a straightforward application of the theorem related to the directional 
derivative of the optimal value function. At this stage, several assumptions are required to simplify the 
development of the algorithm. These assumptions are mainly relevant to the differentiability of the optimal 
value function. 
 
Assumption 1: The dynamic travel time function, f(x(t)) is continuously differentiable with respect to the path 

inflow profile vector, h.  
Assumption 2: For a given vector of path inflow profile, h, the solution of (4) is unique, i.e. there exists only 

one shortest path for each OD pair (unique shortest path solution). 
 
Assumption 1 is generally guaranteed by the definition of the dynamic link travel time model as discussed 
earlier. Assumption 2 is required for the following lemma to establish the differentiability of the optimal 
value function. This may not generally be true in different network. When this is not true, the gap function 
becomes non-differentiable at some point and one need to employ non-smooth optimization algorithm. 
However, for simplicity we assume that Assumption 2 is true in this paper.  
 
Lemma 2 (Dem'yanov and Malozemov, 1990): Let ( )xϕ be an optimal value function of the problem 

( ) ( )min ,
y

x f x yϕ
∈Ω

=  and assume that f is continuously differentiable everywhere and there exists a unique 

solution, y, to this problem for a given x. Then, ( )xϕ is continuously differentiable everywhere with respect 
to x and can be defined as: 

( ) ( )( )*,xx f x y xϕ∇ = ∇  

where  ( )*y x is the solution of ( )min ,
y

f x y
∈Ω

.  

 
This lemma provides us a possible formulation of the derivative of ( )hΘ  in (5) which can be defined as: 

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )

( )

( )
( ) ( )

( )
( )*

0 , 0 ,

, ,T T
p p

p p p
t r R s S p r s t r R s S p r sp p p

C t h C t hh
h t h t C t

h t h t h t= ∈ ∈ ∈Π = ∈ ∈ ∈Π

⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤∂ ∂∂Θ ⎪ ⎪= − −⎢ ⎥⎨ ⎬∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
∑∑∑ ∑ ∑∑∑ ∑   (6) 

 

where ( )*
ph t is the solution of 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ),

min ,p ph t t r R s S p r s
C t h h t

∈Ω ∈ ∈ ∈Π

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∑∑ ∑  which is simply a shortest-path 

problem. Finding ( )*
ph t  will also generate the new path which will then be included in the assignment 

process. From (6), we can notice the requirement of the calculation of the derivative of path travel cost with 

respect to the path inflow profile, 
( )
( )
,p

p

C t h
h t

∂

∂
. Balijepalli and Watling (2005) have already defined the exact 

formulation of this derivative for the general network using the same dynamic link model as adopted in this 
paper. Given the structure of (5) which involves only linear equality constraints, the method of Wolfe’s 
Reduced Gradient Projection (Bazaraa et al., 1993, Wolfe, 1963) will be employed for solving the problem. 
We need some notations before introduction the algorithm. Define the flow conservation constraint in the 
form of Ah = Q in which h is a stacked vector of path inflow for all departure time periods and the elements 
of A, ai,j if path j is related to OD pair i (qi(t) is the demand for OD pair i at departure time t) and aj denote 
the column j of A: 
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( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
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1

1

1

1

1
2

2

p

p

p

h

h
h

h

h T

h T

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

h

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1,1 1,

,1 ,

1,1 1,

,1 ,

1 1 0 0

1 1 0 0

0 0

0 0

p

i i p

p

i i p

a a

a a

a T a T

a T a T

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

A  

 
The algorithm can be summarised as follows: 
 
Initialisation Step: Choose a feasible path inflow profile, hk, satisfying the flow conservation constraint. Let 

k = 1 and go to Step 1 
Step 1: Given hk, conduct the dynamic network loading to evaluate ( ),pC t h . Solve the shortest path 

problem to find h  and then evaluate ( )hΘ , see equation (4) 

Step 2: Calculate ∇ Θh following equation (6) 

Step 3: Let ( ),k B N=d d d where dB and dN are obtained as below from (10) and (11), respectively. If dk = 0, 
stop and hk is the solution. Otherwise, go to step 2. 

 Ik = index set of the path with the highest inflow for each OD pair at each time period from Step 1 (7) 
 { } { }: :j k j kj I j I= ∈ = ∉B a N a         (8) 

 T T T
B= ∇ Θ −∇ Θ ⋅ ⋅hr I A          (9) 

 
if and 0 
if and > 0

j k j
j

j j k j

r j I r
d

h r j I r
− ∉ ≤⎧

= ⎨− ∉⎩
                  (10) 

 B N= − ⋅ ⋅d I N d                     (11) 
Step 4: Solve the following line-search problem: 
 ( )

max0
min k kλ λ

λ
≤ ≤

Θ +h d  

 where 1
max

min : 0 if 

                              if 

jk
jk kj n

jk

k

h
d

dλ ≤ ≤

⎧ ⎧ ⎫−⎪ ⎪≤ <⎪ ⎨ ⎬= ⎨ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
⎪
∞ ≥⎩

d 0

d 0

 

and hjk and djk are the jth components of hk and dk, respectively. Let λk be an optimal solution, and let 
1k k k kλ+ = +h h d . Replace k by k + 1 and repeat Step 1.  

 
Note that in our numerical experiment the Golden-section algorithm is adopted for solving the line-search 
sub-problem in Step 4. Noteworthy, other line-search algorithm (e.g. Armijo-line search) can also be applied 
to this step. The stopping criteria can also be set against the acceptable value of the gap function in Step 1 
(apart from the value of dk).  
 
4 Illustrative example 
 
This section illustrates the application of the proposed algorithm for the DUE assignment with a small five-
links network. Figure 1 depicts the test network. We assumes the linear-exit time function for all link in the 
form of a+bx(t). Table 1 shows the parameters for the link exit time functions adopted in the test. There is 
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one OD pair in this network from node 1 to node 4 with three possible paths including path 1 (link1-> link 
3), path 2 (link2 -> link4), and path3 (link1 -> link5 -> link4). Figure 2 shows the given inflow demand 
profile over the period of 25 units of time. The planning horizon is t0 = 0 and tf = 40 with the discretization of 
time at 1 unit time.  
 

 
Figure 1: Test network 
 

Link no From node To Node a b 
1 1 2 2.0 0.025 
2 1 3 2.5 0.010 
3 2 4 2.5 0.010 
4 3 4 2.0 0.020 
5 2 3 2.0 0.020 

Table 1: Link exit time parameters for the test network 
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Figure 2: OD inflow rate profile  
 
The algorithm proposed in the previous section is then applied to the problem with the stopping criteria on 
the gap function of 1.5. To demonstrate the output from the algorithm, figure 3 show the equilibrated inflow 
profiles for the three paths in the network. Figure 4 shows an example of inflow and outflow profile for link 
2. Figure 5 shows the path travel costs at the initial condition adopted. Figure 6 then presents the path travel 
costs from the solution as found by the algorithm. To demonstrate the convergence of the algorithm, figure 7 
plots the gap function at each iteration of the algorithm (the algorithm terminated after six iterations). The 
final value of the gap function is 1.5 comparing to the value of 45.8 at the initial point. The algorithm was 

1 4

2

3
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written in Visual Basics and tested on a 1.7GHz laptop with 256 MB-RAM. The computational time for this 
test was approximately 10 minutes. 
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Figure 3: Inflow and outflow profile for path 1 
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Figure 4: Inflow and outflow profile for path 3 
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Figure 5: Travel cost at different departure time based on the initial condition of the inflow profile 
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Figure 6: Equilibrated travel cost profile for all paths 
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Figure 7: Gap function at different iterations of the algorithm 
 
5 Conclusions 
 
Presenting the dynamical phenomena of congestion in traffic network modelling is a key advance step 
toward a more realistic modelling framework. Nevertheless, solving the assignment problem of dynamic user 
equilibrium is still a real challenging task. This paper proposed an alternative solution algorithm for the 
DUE. The main idea behind the algorithm was the reformulation of the DUE problem as a minimization 
problem using its equivalent gap function formulation. Then, we utilised the optimal value function theorem 
to define the derivative of the gap function (which is a minimization problem itself) and applied the 
formulation of the derivative of dynamic nested cost operator with respect to path inflow rate to complete the 
numerical algorithm. The derivative information of the gap function was then fed into the Wolfe’s reduced 
gradient projection algorithm to search for the descent direction in the space of path inflow rate (for all 
departure times). The paper described the detail of the algorithm and then tested it with the small five-link 
network. The result obtained is promising in which the algorithm converged to an acceptable solution with 
the criteria set on the gap function. Although, this initial test shows a rather encouraging result several issues 
need to be tackled in the future research. Firstly, the computational effort for the jacobian of path travel time 
is very intensive (accounted for more than 70% of the computational time). Future research will look into a 
way to reduce this computational burden using some approximation methods. Secondly, it is still not 
theoretical guaranteed concerning the stationary point of the gap function which may involve a saddle point. 
Further research will investigate the property of the gap function of DUE and test the performance of other 
line-search techniques (e.g. Armijo line search). Thirdly, several assumptions made for the differentiability 
property of the gap function may not be valid in general cases (e.g. unique shortest path). These assumptions 
should be relaxed in the subsequent work.  
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Abstract 
Time-dependent Origin-Destination (OD) flows are fundamental inputs to any Dynamic traffic 
Assignment (DTA). However, the true flows are generally unobserved. DTA systems often employ 
standard OD estimation methodologies to efficiently extract this information from link counts. 
Practical sensor coverage levels, however, dictate that the classical OD estimation approaches rely 
on target (or seed) OD flows to remove the indeterminacy caused by using fewer independent 
counts than OD variables, and to provide structural information about the unknown flows. In this 
paper, we evaluate the property of observability in the context of sequential time-dependent OD 
estimation for large-scale DTA systems. We hypothesize that under certain conditions, and given 
sufficient prior intervals of count observations, the OD flows for a particular time interval can be 
uniquely identified. A framework for the validation of observability in OD estimation is outlined. 
Guidelines for determining the number of “warm-up” intervals are suggested. Practical issues 
concerning the calculation of assignment matrices, key inputs for OD estimation, are also detailed. 
We present an empirical case study that verifies observability on a network from Los Angeles, 
California. 
 

1 Introduction 
 Ever growing traffic congestion and the externalities associated with it has forced transportation 
engineers and researchers around the world to better manage existing supply and demand. 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) have emerged as a key field in this direction, providing the 
tools and technologies to ease travel by “intelligently” managing all components of transportation 
(including planning, design and operations). One of the applications of ITS is the provision of pre-
trip and en-route travel information that enables informed driver decision making, lower delays and 
more reliable travel times. A necessary requirement of such systems is the ability to predict future 
traffic, so as to proactively respond to drivers’ concerns and avoid potentially undesirable network 
conditions such as long delays, congestions, queuing and excessive pollution. Dynamic Traffic 
Assignment (DTA) systems simulate and forecast network conditions under varying traffic demand 
and influencing factors such as weather, special events, construction activities and accidents. 
 
DTA systems model complex and dynamic interactions between transportation demand and supply, 
to estimate current conditions, anticipate future network performance and generate consistent, 
anticipatory route guidance. A key factor influencing the reliable deployment of such systems is 
appropriate model calibration. Effective calibration enables DTA systems to capture the demand-
supply interactions in the study area, through their numerous model parameters and inputs. A 
critical component of such an exercise is the set of time-dependent matrices of OD flows that 
capture network travel demand. True demand patterns are generally unobserved, and must be 
inferred from indirect measurements of the same. OD estimation methods are typically employed 
for this purpose.  
 
Classical OD estimation methods solve a system of linear equations that map the unknown OD 
flows to observed sensor count measurements. However, the number of independent sensors is 
typically much lower than the dimension of the OD matrix, thus mandating the need for a starting 
matrix of OD flows that will render the approach feasible. Starting flows are often selected 
arbitrarily, and impact the final OD estimates. The dependence on the seed matrix is an undesirable 
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property of real-time DTA systems. In this paper, we hypothesize that OD estimation for real traffic 
networks is an observable phenomenon: the OD flows for a given time interval may largely be 
identified uniquely, given repeated sensor measurements from sufficiently many past intervals. We 
provide a methodology for testing this hypothesis, and present empirical results that validate the 
same. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with a review of research focusing on 
issues related to observability in the context of traffic network modeling. We then discuss the 
mathematical basis for analyzing dynamic systems for observability, and describe the implications 
for the OD estimation problem. A framework for the validation of observability in OD estimation is 
outlined, and demonstrated through a case study on a real network from Los Angeles, California. 
We conclude with a summary of our main findings and future research directions. 
 

2 Literature Review 
Literature on the observability of the OD estimation procedure is limited. Ashok and Ben-Akiva 
(2000) propose a Kalman Filter based real-time OD estimation methodology, and mention 
observability as a desirable property of dynamic systems. The authors state that under conditions of 
observability, the influence of the initial value of the state vector in their state-space model would 
disappear with time. They also list several factors affecting observability, primary being the ratio of 
the number of sensors to the number of OD pairs. The authors also emphasize the importance of 
two linkages: between the OD flows and counts through an assignment matrix, and between the OD 
flows over time in the form of a transition matrix. 
 
Several papers report on the optimal sensor location problem, which is closely related to 
observability. The basic sensor location problem aims to identify the minimum number of sensors 
(and their locations) required in order to efficiently estimate all unknown OD flows. A restricted 
variant of this formulation incorporates resource constraints that limit the number of sensors that 
may be deployed. Alternatively, one may also determine the best OD estimation accuracy level that 
may be achieved with a given pattern of sensors. 
 
Yang et al. (1991) propose the Maximum Possible Relative Error (MPRE) index as an upper bound 
on OD estimation error. They provide a quadratic formulation that estimates the relative OD error 
(with the unknown true flows as the reference) by maximizing the sum of squared relative errors, 
using the observed link counts as constraints. The approach assumes perfect knowledge of the 
assignment matrix (and hence route choice), and focuses on static OD estimation. 
 
Yang et al. use their theoretical framework to develop rules that impact the observability of OD 
flows. Their OD covering rule dictates that all OD flows must be counted at least once. Yang and 
Zhou (1998) extend the MPRE results to propose additional guidelines to increase the reliability of 
the estimated flows. For example, they recommend that sensors be placed so that high fractions of 
all OD flows are measured, while ensuring that each sensor provides information about multiple 
OD pairs. The mutual independence of all sensor measurements is also a requirement. 
 
Bianco et al. (1997) propose a two-stage procedure that derives the complete network traffic flow 
vector before producing a reliable estimate of the (static) OD matrix based on a minimal-cost set of 
sensor counts. The authors use a heuristic algorithm based on the combined cutset principle of 
graph theory, and claim that the OD estimation error is always bounded, even when the OD 
covering rule is violated. The perfect knowledge of turning fractions is assumed. 
 
Other papers report on the optimal location of Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) readers 
(Anthony et al., 2004), image sensors (Gentili and Mirchandani, 2004) and variable message signs 
(Huynh et al., 2002). 
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Most of the sensor location literature makes restrictive assumptions, such as the network-wide 
availability of turning fractions, knowledge of the true assignment matrix, and error-free counts. In 
addition, the focus on static flows effectively ignores traffic dynamics. This paper furthers the state 
of the art along several dimensions. Observability in the context of the dynamic OD estimation 
problem is discussed, and the mathematical requirements for the unique identification of OD flows 
are outlined. An empirical methodology to test for observability is presented, and validated on a real 
and large traffic network with actual sensor data. 
 
3 Methodology 
We begin with general background on the estimation of dynamic OD flows for a network with nOD 
OD pairs and nl instrumented links. The time period of interest, such as the AM peak, is assumed to 
be sub-divided into H uniform intervals, h=1,2,…,H. The variables of interest are denoted as hx , a 

matrix of OD demand rates departing their origins during time interval h. The classical OD 
estimation problem can then be stated as the solution for unknown OD flows hh ∀x , given vectors 

of aggregate sensor counts hy  and some starting (target) OD flows 0x . The problem is generally 

formulated as a sequence of  optimizations of a function of two error terms, as defined by the 
following equations (Cascetta et al, 1993): 

hh
h
hh vxay +=                                                       (1) 

hh
a
h wxx +=                                                        (2) 

Equation (1) captures the fit between the observed counts hy  and the fitted values h
h
hh xay =ˆ , 

where h
ha  is an nl x nOD matrix of assignment fractions mapping the OD flows in interval h to the 

counts measured at the end of the same interval. The counts on the left hand side of equation (1) 

have been adjusted where relevant by ∑
−

−=

1

'
ˆ

h

php p
p
h xa , the contributions from vehicles departing in 

past intervals (p’ denotes the number of intervals required to span the longest trip on the network). 
Equation (2) models the dependence of the estimated OD flows on the target values a

hx . The terms 

hv  and hw  are errors that must be minimized after applying a (non-linear) transformation such as 

least squares. The starting OD flow matrix is used as the a priori OD matrix for the first interval 
(h=1). For subsequent intervals (h>1), a transition matrix is applied, that captures dependence of the 
flows in interval h on those estimated for h-1: 
 

1ˆ −Φ= hh
a
h xx                                                         (3) 

The simplest definition of the transition matrix hΦ  would be the identity matrix, thus setting 

1ˆ −= h
a
h xx . 

 
Observability 
 
In order to mathematically define observability in OD estimation, we start with the dynamic system 
encapsulated in equations (1), (2) and (3), but assume noise-free measurements. The evolution of 
the system over n consecutive intervals can then be represented by the following set of equations: 
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The dynamic system is observable in n measurement intervals if the initial state 0x  can be 
determined uniquely from the n sets of count measurements. It is easily verified that observability 
requires that the matrix Γ  be of full rank n so as to be non-singular. 
 
Other basic requirements for observability may be derived from analyzing the structure of the 
assignment matrix. Clearly, if an entire column of assignment fractions were zero, the 
corresponding OD flow will never be measured, and hence cannot be estimated. Such a flow would 
be unobserved, unless it is structurally related to other measured OD flows in some known way 
(through a non-diagonal transition matrix). Similarly, when the entries of a column of h

ha  are all 

negligibly small, the OD estimate will be subject to a high variance. These observations are 
essentially the OD covering and maximum flow interception rules proposed by Yang and Zhou 
(1998). 
 
Testing for observability 
 
The mathematical definition of a system’s observability, while simple, is not easy to test. The 
matrix Γ  is a complex, non-linear function of network travel times and drivers’ route choice 
decisions. Travel times in turn are manifestations of travel demand levels, which are yet to be 
estimated. Noise in the various measurement processes introduces further complexities that render a 
theoretical observability analysis intractable. 
 
We propose an empirical methodology to test for observability. For this purpose, we revert to the 
implications of an unobservable system on the outcome of the sequential OD estimation process. 
Ashok (1996) states that under conditions of non-observability, the effects of the starting matrix 0x  
do not disappear with time. The OD estimates will thus depend on the seed matrix, even when h is 
far from 1. Consequently, the use of different starting matrices should yield significantly different 
flow estimates as the sequential procedure progresses across h. 
 
The validity of the observability property may thus be tested using the following algorithm: 

1. Generate D separate starting OD matrices d,0x , d = 1,2,…,D. 
2. Obtain sensor count measurements for all H time intervals in the analysis period, h = 

1,2,…,H. 
3. d = 1 
4. Perform sequential OD estimation for all H intervals, using d,0x as the target matrix for h = 

1. Archive the output flows hd
h ∀x . 

5. d = d + 1 
6. Go to step 4 until d = D + 1. 
7. Compute statistics to compare estimates across h and d. 

 
The generation of starting matrices must reflect the fact that the true underlying demand patterns on 
the network are unobserved. Two dimensions are relevant in this context. The structure of the 
starting OD matrix must be varied to capture a range of possible relative magnitudes between the 
nOD flows. In addition, the matrices must be drawn with different mean flow levels, to determine 
any scale effects. 
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Determining H 
 
For an observable system, the effect of 0x  should diminish with h. The number of intervals before 
this effect falls below a pre-specified threshold should ideally be small. However, several factors 
may influence the rate of this process. A strong indicator of the magnitude of H is the ratio 
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nH * . Intuitively, each application of the transition equation carries over structural OD 

flow information into all future time intervals, implicitly generating additional measurement 
equations. After H* consecutive periods, there would therefore be sufficient equations to estimate 
the OD flows uniquely. It should be noted, however, that the above hypothesis relies on the 
existence and a priori knowledge of the temporal (interval-over-interval) relationships between the 
underlying OD flows, typically encapsulated in the transition matrix hΦ . When such relationships 

are either absent or hard to determine, each OD flow must be estimated from exactly one count 
measurement. The seed flows could then play a significant role in determining the final solution, 
thus preventing observability. 
The speed with which an OD flow estimate converges towards its “true” value may also be 
influenced by the ratio of the maximum travel time between the OD pair and the length of the 
estimation interval. Vehicles that stay on the network for many intervals will be counted multiple 
times during their trips. Counts from future intervals would thus provide useful measurements on 
past OD flows, thereby accelerating the convergence. In order to exploit this characteristic, 
however, one would have to simultaneously estimate the flows departing in more than one time 
interval, so that past flows are periodically re-estimated as new counts data become available. 
Ashok (1996) describes such a state augmentation procedure that displays attractive computational 
properties while efficiently utilizing the available sensor information. 
 
Note on the calculation of assignment matrices 
 
The assignment matrix h

ha  is critical to the OD estimation process, and may be obtained in several 
ways. The most frequently adopted approach involves the simulation of a demand matrix using a 
network loading mechanism (together with a route choice model), and recording vehicle crossings 
at each sensor location. A simple post-processing of the resulting database yields the fraction of 
each OD pair counted at every sensor. Such a simulated assignment matrix is adequate when the 
starting OD matrix is close to their true levels, and when the route choice model and network travel 
times are good approximations of reality. 
 
Often, however, all of the above components are unknowns that must be calibrated in the absence of 
a priori values. In such cases, the simulation of an arbitrary demand matrix may result in the 
estimation of stochastic and biased assignment factions, the bias arising from artificial capacity 
bottlenecks caused by unrealistic starting demand structure (Jha et al., 2004). The use of low 
demand levels to prevent artificial congestion could further increase the stochasticity, since fewer 
vehicles are used in the computation of the assignment fractions. To circumvent these drawbacks, a 
natural approach is to compute the assignment fractions analytically from simulated travel times. 
 
The theoretical basis and equations for the calculation of analytical assignment matrices may be 
found in Ashok (1996). The approach essentially combines route choice fractions with the origin-to-
sensor travel times for the first and last departures in interval p, to evaluate the fraction of an OD 
pair’s demand that crosses each sensor in every time interval. Route choice fractions may be 
obtained using a discrete choice model along with OD travel times by path. 
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An analytical assignment matrix is expected to be more reliable than its simulated counterpart, since 
the travel times on which it is based are averaged across vehicles from multiple OD pairs and hence 
less stochastic. Also, such a matrix explicitly captures the contributions of every OD pair to the 
observed sensor counts, in particular the pairs that have zero starting flows (an OD pair with a zero 
starting flow would never contribute to the simulated assignment matrix, and will thus be ignored 
during the current and future OD estimation steps). 
 
4 Case study 
A dataset from the South Park region of downtown Los Angeles was used to empirically test for 
observability. The network (Figure 1) was coded using 243 nodes connected by a total of 606 
directed freeway and arterial links. Count data from 203 loop detector stations were obtained and 
aggregated into uniform, 15-minute time intervals. In addition, arterial detector occupancy and 
freeway speed records were available. Occupancies were converted into density estimates, and used 
in conjunction with counts to infer speeds on arterial links.  
 
Experimental setup 
 
The beginning of the analysis period was chosen as 3:00 AM, when traffic conditions were 
ascertained to be clearly in the free-flow regime. Sequential OD estimation was carried out, using 
equation (3) to calculate the target matrix for each interval h>1. The assignment matrix, a crucial 
input for OD estimation, was calculated analytically from simulated network travel times. The 
necessary travel time estimates between each origin node and sensor were obtained from the 
DynaMIT (Ben-Akiva et al., 2001) mesoscopic traffic simulator. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The Study Network (source: Google Maps) 
 
In the absence of any a priori information regarding the structure of the OD matrix, nOD=3908 pairs 
were identified to cover every feasible origin-destination combination. A maximum of H* = 20 was 
thus assumed. 
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Supply and route choice model calibration 
 
DynaMIT’s supply and route choice models were calibrated using the archived sensor data, in order 
to replicate the traffic dynamics observed in the field. Several network links were sub-divided into 
segments based on physical attributes (number of lanes and location on the network). The resulting 
740 segments were further grouped based on their similarity with segments with sensors. Speed-
density relationships were fitted for each of the 15 segment groups, using techniques outlined in 
Kunde (2002). Three route choice model parameters (a travel time coefficient, freeway bias factor 
and a penalty for switching between facility types) were estimated through a grid search. 
 
Starting (seed) OD flows 
 
Three starting OD matrices were randomly generated, by drawing from various distributions: 

• Case D: rxr ∀= 10  

• Case U: [ ] rUxr ∀= 130,700  

• Case N: ( ) rNxr ∀= 5,200  
Cases D, U and N represent draws from constant, uniform and normal distributions respectively. 
The means of the various distributions (in vehicle departures per 15 minutes) were selected so as to 
introduce an additional scale effect. The index r denotes an OD pair. 
 
Measures of performance 
 
Two comparisons were used to study the impact of the starting OD matrix. Since the true OD flows 
on the network are unobserved, the OD estimates from the three cases were compared in pairs (for 
each time interval h) through the Root Mean Square Normalized (RMSN) and “scale” statistics: 
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where i and j belong to the set {D, U, N} and ji ≠ . In addition, the fit between the observed sensor 
counts and the corresponding estimated values was compared both graphically and through the 
RMSN statistic. 
 
Numerical results 
 
Figure 2 provides a graphical summary of the three starting OD matrices, outlining both the 
structural and scale variations between them. Interval-specific RMSN and scale statistics computed 
between cases D-N and N-U indicate that the estimated OD flows from the three starting points 
have converged after h=14 intervals, with the RMSN values consistently below the 7% level. The 
scales, evaluated as 0.996 for D-N and 0.999 for N-U, further validate the conclusion that the OD 
estimates after 14 intervals are comparable across starting points. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Starting OD Flows: (a) N vs. D (b) U vs. N 

Figure 3 graphically summarizes the three OD estimates for h=14. It is observed that case D 
overestimates the flow for a single OD pair. Further analysis revealed this pair’s origin and 
destination nodes to lie along a freeway mainline, while no sensor intercepted flow along the 
primary mainline path. The OD flow was therefore estimated based on very small contributions to 
parallel arterial streets, and was hence unreliable. 
 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of OD Flows for h=14: (a) N vs. D (b) U vs. N 

 
Having established that the OD flows are indeed observable, dynamic OD flows were estimated for 
the remainder of the 24-hour period. Graphical comparisons of the fit between observed and fitted 
counts (simulated by DynaMIT) for two intervals in the AM peak are presented in Figure 4. Stable 
RMSN statistics in the range of 0.15-0.19 were obtained for the combined AM+PM peak period. 
 

 
Figure 4. Simulated vs. Observed Sensor Counts: (a) 8:00-8:15 (b) 8:15-8:30 
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Figure 5 further illustrates the precision with which the estimated OD flows replicate temporal 
traffic dynamics. The plots compare the observed and simulated sensor count variability across 15-
minute intervals for sample arterial and freeway detectors, by time of day (3 AM-midnight). 

 
Figure 5. Temporal Sensor Count Variability: (a) Arterial and (b) Freeway 

 
6 Conclusion 
Classical OD estimation procedures, used for calibrating dynamic traffic assignment systems, 
typically update an a priori target (seed) matrix of OD flows with limited aggregate sensor count 
information. The choice of seed flows is known to impact the final estimates, which is undesirable 
from transportation planning and operations perspectives. In this paper, we present the hypothesis 
that dynamic OD flows are observable when sensor measurements from sufficiently many past time 
intervals, along with known interval-over-interval OD transition relationships, are available. We 
outline a framework for the numerical testing of this hypothesis, and present empirical evidence of 
its validity. Three randomly generated seed OD matrices (drawn from different distributions) were 
employed together with a sequential OD estimation approach. The least squares based estimates 
were found to converge after several intervals. We present some intuition for the number of 
consecutive warm-up intervals needed for convergence and observability. 
 
The case study illustrated the proposed test for observability using a large and real traffic dataset. 
However, the true underlying OD flows were unobserved. Ongoing research focuses on the use of 
known OD inputs and simulated sensor count data from the MITSIMLab (Yang and Koutsopoulos, 
1996 and Yang et al., 2000) microscopic traffic simulator, to demonstrate both the uniqueness and 
accuracy of the estimated flows. Various sensor configurations are also being tested. Directions for 
future research include analyses of the impact of assignment and transition matrix specification 
errors on observability. 
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Abstract 
A wide range of models has been developed to solve the problem of estimating a dynamic OD matrix from 
link counts. We propose here a simple approach based on both traffic flow considerations and on assignment 
equilibrium assumptions. Our two step process consists in: 1. the propagation and calculation of flows on 
links and through intersection in the network, and 2. the double tracking of composition changes from 
origins to destinations and from destinations to origins to calculate the OD matrix coefficients. We focus on 
the study of elementary networks that allows an illustration of some assignment phenomenon. It could also 
be useful in an approach based on the decomposition of complex networks into elementary ones. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In an operational context, the objective of dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models is to represent traffic 
evolutions on a road network when traffic conditions change. More precisely they seek to describe the 
assignment of origin-destination (OD) flows on the different paths connecting every OD couple 
corresponding to an equilibrium state. Considering the Wardrop definition (Wardrop, 1952) this equilibrium 
corresponds to the state such that no user can decrease its travel time by changing its path. 
To account for the effects of the demand and supply variations on assignment, DTA models are classically 
composed of two sub-models:  

- a Dynamic Network Loading (DNL) model, providing the links travel times for a given case of given 
case of demand and supply variation ; 

- an assignment model that determines the assignment coefficients from the calculated travel times, i.e. 
the flows assignment between all possible paths for each origin-destination pair. 

An iterative process is classically used to calculate the traffic assignment equilibrium: the DNL model 
calculates the travel times for a given assignment case. The assignment model then uses those travel times to 
determine a new assignment. While the equilibrium is not reached, the process “travel times calculation / 
assignment calculation” goes on. 
The quality of the results of the DTA model depends on the ability of the DNL model and of the assignment 
model to describe properly the traffic evolution and the users path choice behaviour respectively, i.e. on the 
intrinsic quality of the two sub-models. Another criterion for quality is the coherence between the 
operational goal of the DTA model, the model itself and the used data, in particular the dynamic OD matrix.  
 
Link counts are the dynamic data sources the most easily available and the less costly, even if the use of 
other types of data is possible, such as number plates (Watling, Maher, 1992) or parking survey (Bierlaire, 
Toint, 1995). A wide range of models has been developed to solve the complex problem of estimating a 
dynamic OD matrix from link counts. This problem is twofold whether you work in the overdetermined case 
or in the underdetermined one, i.e. whether you dispose or not of a sufficient set of observation equations 
compared to the number of variables (the dynamic OD path flows).  
For overdetermined problems some models use the times series of traffic counts to track the variations in the 
OD matrix (see for example (Cremer, Keller, 1981)). Those simple but efficient models take into account 
propagation effects, such as travel time or platoon dispersion (Bell, 1991b). They do not need prior 
information (a prior OD matrix) but are relevant only for overdetermined cases.  
Two classes of models respond to the underdetermined case. They use assumption on the structure of the 
observed OD matrix to increase the number of equations. The first one, generally derived from static OD 
matrix estimation models, are based on the minimization of the distance between a prior OD matrix and the 
estimated matrix. See for instance (Van Zuylen, Willumsen, 1980), (Bell, 1991a). They suffer from the 
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complex determination of the required prior matrix and from the artificial aspect of the minimization process 
that can lead to unphysical results.  
Another class of models are DTA-based, i.e. they use relations between paths derived from DTA concepts to 
increase the number of observation equations. The bilevel models directly search an OD matrix such that its 
assignment on the network gives flows that minimize the distance with the observed flows ((Yang et al, 
1992), (Yang, 1995), (Bell et al, 1997)). This approach is more coherent with the rest of the global process of 
DTA: it ensures that the assignment of the estimated OD matrix with the DTA model gives the real observed 
situation, at least on the links where measurements are available.  
(Wu, Chang, 1996) develops the idea of dynamic screenline flows. Those screenlines are built from the link 
counts so that they cut the network into smaller and isolated parts. Flows between a given sub-network and 
the others are then known. The restraint OD matrix inside this sub-network can be calculated independently 
from the global one for the rest of the network. 
 
We propose here a hybrid model between the time series and the assignment based models. We do not intend 
to create a general model for dynamic OD matrix estimation. We rather focus on theoretical considerations 
on some elementary networks that highlight some specific behaviours. The study of such elementary 
networks can be of some interest in a dynamic screenline flows approach.  
Our approach is a two steps process. First we calculate dynamic flows on all links on the network thanks to 
the given link counts. As a consequence this means that now we know flows for each origin and destination 
and the splitting rates in the intersections. The second step consists in the determination of the OD flows: 
every change in flows in an origin (respectively in a destination) can be tracked to the destinations 
(respectively to the exit). Our assumptions on the network configuration are strong. It has no cycle to allow 
this second step, and the problem must not be “too underdetermined”: considerations on assignment 
equilibrium must give enough new equations to reach the number of variables. 
Part 2 explains the general dynamic OD matrix process whose elements are detailed in the rest of the paper. 
Parts 3 and 4 respectively deal with the propagation of flows on links and through intersections. Part 5 
introduces travel time notions that are used in part 6 to present the assignment equilibrium assumptions. Two 
illustrations are presented in part 7.  
 
 
2. Dynamic OD matrix estimation process 
 
The proposed method for dynamic OD matrix estimation from link counts is a two step process: 

o flows estimation on all links,  
o downwards and forwards propagation of composition variations. 

 
The first step is the calculation of flows in the network. Parts 3 and 4 detail how we estimate flows on all 
links from a partial set of link counts. We use a traffic flow model to propagate information on a link 
downwards and upwards a count location (part 3). Flows in intersections are estimated according to the flow 
conservation principle (part 4). For underdetermined cases (i.e. cases where some flows are still unknown) 
we use assignment equilibrium assumptions that give some new relations between flows (or more precisely 
between path flows). Those assumptions are detailed in part 6. Once the unknown flows in an intersection 
are estimated, they can be propagated upwards or downwards to the next intersection to increase the number 
of observation equations in it. We assume that this simple process is sufficient to know flows on each link 
entry and exit for simple networks.  
 
The second step consists in the determination of the OD flows: every change in OD flows in an origin has 
consequences on flows of origin or destinations links. This change can be: 

o a simple change in composition of the origin flow imperceptible with the simple information on the 
flow value on the entry link, but it can be seen in a change in flows on the destinations links;  

o a simple change in the flow value on the origin link (but not in its composition) that can be seen both 
on the entry and on the exits; 

o a complex change in both the flow value and its composition that can be seen on the entry and/or on 
the exits. 
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We first track the change in the origins flows to destination to obtain an origin decomposition of link flows 
(downwards tracking). The origin-destination decomposition is done with a second track of flow variations 
from the destinations to the origins (upwards tracking). 
We use the cumulative flow method proposed by (Newell, 1992) to track the composition variations from the 
entry of a link to its exit (or from its exit to its entry).  
The downwards and upwards tracking of composition variations through intersections (detailed in part 5) 
may need more information than the simple flow conservation principle. Therefore we may also use 
information on path flows given from the previous assignment equilibrium assumptions.  
Once each origin and destination flow variation has been taken into account, the dynamic origin flow 
compositions give the dynamic OD matrix coefficients.  
 
 
3. Flows on links  
 
The study of directional flows in the intersections is the core of time series method or assignment based 
models because it gives information on turning rates. These rates directly results from the path choices and 
the path flows, that depends themselves on the OD matrix. However a link count provides dynamic 
information on the traffic state on the link, basically flows and concentrations (or more precisely occupation 
rates). This information is temporally and spatially limited. Therefore it must be propagated downwards and 
upwards on the whole link to intersections.  
Like assignment based models we choose to describe this propagation with the same DNL model as we use 
in the DTA model (Durlin, Henn, 2006). This DNL model is a first order macroscopic model: the Lighthill-
Whitham-Richards model. We will first describe the model and its numerical scheme for a downwards 
propagation, and then we’ll see how it can be adapt to upstream propagation.  

 
3.1. The LWR model 
 
We choose the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model ((Lighthill, Whitham, 1955) and (Richards, 
1956)) as our DNL model because it is a good compromise between our two opposite needs of calculation 
simplicity and accuracy in traffic phenomena description. It represents traffic as a homogenous and 
continuous flow described with three variables: the flow Q(x,t), the density K(x,t) and the flow speed V(x,t).  
The LWR model is based on three equations (the conservation equation, the flow definition and the 
equilibrium fundamental relation). The LWR model needs few parameters for its fundamental relation. In 
our application, we restraint the traffic to free flow states and we use a parabolic expression. Therefore we 
only need two parameters: Kc the critical concentration (the maximum concentration in free flow state) and 
Qx the maximum flow. 
 
The LWR model is generally numerically solved by using the Godunov scheme (Daganzo, 1995) and 
(Lebacque, 1996), based on a spatial and time discretization. We prefer here another approach based on an 
event discretization: the Wave Tracking (WT) method. Events are treated with a time increasing approach 
that avoids the use of spatial and temporal steps. 
The WT method has been applied to the LWR model for a single road (Henn, 2005b) with some boundary 
conditions (Henn, 2005a). Some specific developments for a DTA use have also been made to take into 
account the intersection delays and flow restriction from an average point of view (Durlin, Henn, 2005). 
Note that the WT method gives piecewise constant flows. 
 
3.2. Upwards propagation 
 
Flow models are classically used for a downwards propagation1: for given initial conditions (initial 
concentrations on the link) and given boundaries conditions (concentration variations at the entry of the link 
due to the upstream demand variation) they calculate the evolution of the traffic state for increasing event 

                                                 
1 The expression « time increasing propagation » would be more adequate than « downwards propagation » because 
congestion shock waves can propagate upwards but always with a propagation towards increasing times. However the 
second expression is more explicit: we want to know what is happening upwards. 
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times (see figure 2.a). On the contrary an upstream propagation seems unusual because it means working 
with a decreasing event time (see figure 2.b).  
(Newell, 1993) shows that the traffic state in a point (x,t) depends both on the demand ∆ in the point (x-dx , t-
dt) and on the supply Σ in the point (x+dx , t-dt): the demand propagates downstream and the supply 
upstream. In free flow state (when the supply exceeds the demand) the flow in x is then completely 
determined by the demand. Therefore under the assumption of a free flow state flows can be propagated 
upwards (and towards negative times).  
To solve this specific upstream propagation we use the same WT method as for the classical downstream 
propagation. However the WT scheme is a time increasing process. We then adopt the variables 
transformation x  -x and t -t. We also inverse the role of t and x in our scheme so that even congestion 
shock waves propagates with (-x) increase: all event are (-x) increasing (instead of time increasing with the 
classical downwards propagation). We work now in (-t,-x) – diagram, where shockwave speeds are the 
inverse of the shockwave speeds for the downwards propagation (see figure 2.c). The resulting calculation of 
shock wave propagation and intersection follows the same process as in the previous case.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Illustration of downwards and upwards propagation: principles and variables transformations  
(B - C and I - C: Boundary and Initial Conditions) 

This upwards propagation resolution scheme can also handle congestion shock waves. However the 
propagation of those waves is theoretically uncertain. A congestion shock wave can be detected with a link 
count and modelized in the vicinity of the link count abscissa. However the evolution of the shock wave 
upstream this abscissa can not be precisely described because it depends on the upstream demand variations 
that are inaccessible with a unique count. In congestion the link count can only estimate the supply and not 
the demand. Therefore we limit our study in this paper to free flow cases. 
Note that the same phenomenon of uncertainty happens for free flow cases but at a lower scale so that it can 
be neglected. The traffic state downstream the count depends both on the upstream demand (that is known) 
and the downstream supply. Considering cases where the network parameters are set to (variable but) known 
values the supply is perfectly known and can be taken into account. For example a queue spill back upstream 
an intersection can be theoretically modelized even if no count is available in the vicinity of the queue. 
 
Thanks to the downwards and upwards propagations we are now able to propagate the temporally and 
spatially limited count information anywhere on the link, in particular to its entry and to its exit. From now 
on we will no more mention this local aspect of the link count information and assume that having a count on 
a link means knowing flow both at its entry and its exit. 
 
 
4. Flow propagation on the network  
 
We have seen in part 3 how we propagate information on traffic (flows and concentrations) on a link 
upstream and downstream a count. We explain here how to handle simple nodes (diverge and merge) for the 
flow propagation step (first step of the OD matrix estimation process) and for the composition tracking 
(second step of the process). 
 
4.1. Flow propagation 
 
We consider here only simple nodes: one entry - n exits (diverge) or n entries – one exit (merge). These 
intersection configurations ensure us that every change in the OD composition at the entries or at the exits 
directly modifies the splitting rates and is then observable if all flows are known. 
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Figure 3. Simple intersection configurations: diverge and merge 

The problem of flow determination is linear. The number of flow variables for each time interval2 is then n+1 
(the flows on each entry and exit). The conservation of flows in the intersection gives one equation: 

∑
=

=
n

j
jexitentry QQ

1
 (diverge)  or  exit

n

i
ientry QQ =∑

=1
 (merge) 

Different cases are possible depending on the number of known flows which gives the number of 
observation equations: 

o Every flow at each entry and each exit is known (n+1 observation equations). The system is then 
overdeterminated. If counts and flow propagation are not perfect, there might be no solution to the 
problem. A data correction process could be used to avoid violation of the flow conservation law.  

o Only one flow is unknown. It could be easily calculated (n+1 variables, n observation equations + 1 
conservation equation). 

o More than one flow is unknown. Other equations are needed to solve the problem. Therefore we try to 
use some assumption based on assignment equilibrium considerations. For example, flows at two 
exits can be interdependent at the equilibrium if the two exits belong to two paths connecting the 
same OD (flows are such that travel times on the two paths are equals). See part 6 for more details. 

 
Once the unknown flows in an intersection are estimated, they can be propagated upwards or downwards to 
the next intersection to increase the number of observation equations in it. We assume that this simple 
process is sufficient to know flows on each link entry and exit for simple networks.  
 
4.2. Composition tracking 
 
The composition tracking is the second step of the process. We first track changes in the origins flows to 
destinations (downwards tracking) and then we track flow variations from the destinations to the origin 
(upwards tracking).  
The previous flow conservation equation for diverges can be extended considering OD flows: 

∑
=

=
n

j

OD
exit

OD
entry

k

j

k QQ
1

 for all OD flows ODk on the entry and exit links 

Any change in one exit flow composition is obviously attributable to a change in the entry composition and 
this new composition can be calculated. Therefore the upwards tracking is relevant in the case of diverge 
intersections. However a change in the entry composition does not induce calculable exit flows: if one exit 
has a fix constraint flow, such a composition modification induces changes only on non constraint exits. The 
downwards tracking in diverge needs more information. That is why we must also use information on path 
flows given from the assignment assumptions. 
Composition tracking in merge follows the same principle but behaves symmetrically: the downwards 
tracking is efficient and the upwards tracking needs assignment assumptions. 
 
 
5. Travel times functions 
 
In the next part we will explain assumptions on assignment equilibrium and how we use them to estimate 
some path flows. But before this, we need to introduce some notions on travel time functions that are needed 
to present those assignment considerations.  
 

                                                 
2 The WT scheme ensures us that flows are piecewise constant. Time can then be discretized into intervals during when 
all flows are constant and whose duration are variable. Therefore we prefer use « time interval » instead of « time step». 

n entries 1 exit 
n exits

1 entry 
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5.1. Link travel time function 
 
Considering the LWR model in free flow state with a parabolic fundamental relation the vehicle speed V(k) 
is: 

).2.()()( 2 kK
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k
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x −==  with [ ]cKk ,0∈  

The travel time function T(k) for a link whose length is L is then: 
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Using q instead of k as the variable, T becomes: 
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Those expressions of the link travel time are true only in the stationary case: the vehicle encounters the same 
traffic condition on the whole link. In the general dynamic case concentration and flow are variable functions 
of time and space k(x,t) and q(x,t). However as explain in the part 6 we will use the stationary case 
expression from now on.  
 
5.2. Link travel time function with constraint flows 
 
In a network some OD are connected with a single path. This is particularly true with small networks. 
Therefore these unassignable OD flows do not depend on travel times. We call then constraint flows. If such 
flows are known to use a link the travel time function of the link can be modified according to this 
information. The travel time function T’ for the unconstraint flow q’ (i.e. the flow that has chosen to use the 
link) is obtained with a translation T’(q’) = T(q’+qc): 
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with qc the total constraint flow. The maximum unconstraint flow is then reduced to cxx qQQ −=' . Note that 
qc can be composed of different OD flows, but only its total value and not its precise composition is 
important. The constraint flow is not necessarily constant but can be dynamic: qc(t).  
 
5.3. Sub-path travel time function  
 
We call sub-path a chain of successive links that have the same assignment role. This means that the 
unconstraint flow entering the first link must travel on the other link of the sub-path.  
The figure 4 shows such a sub-path A – B composed of three links. All the vehicles of the flow q’ entering 
the sub-path in A go on until B. In this example there is a known constraint flow qc from C to D using the 
link 2. We could also have a slightly more complex case with a constraint flow from A to D or from C to B, 
but the method will be the same.  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. A small sub-path with a constraint flow 

We search an expression for the travel time function of such a sub-path for the stationary case. Travel times 
are evidently cumulative, so the travel time function for the sub-path will be the sum of each travel time 
function. We use here the corrected functions integrating the constraint flows. Each link i has its own travel 
time function T’  i depending on its own parameters (Li, Qx

i, Kc
i and qc

i). The maximum unconstraint flow on 
the sub-path is then the minimum of each i

c
i

x
i

x qQQ −=' . The sub-path travel time function is then: 
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For the sake of simplicity the three links have here the same parameters (L = 1000 m, Qx = 2 veh/s, Kc = 0.3 
veh/m, qc=1 veh/s). As a consequence they all have the same basic travel time function but the link 2 have a 
specific travel time function integrating the constraint flow qc. Figure 5 shows those different functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Link travel time functions without and with constraint flow  

and sub-path travel time function  

We are now able to estimate path travel time functions depending on the parameters of the links composing 
this path and possibly on some known constraint flows on these links. Note that those functions are 
bijections so that we could express their inverse functions that give flows depending on travel times:  

q’(t) = T’ -1(t) 
 
 
6. Assignment equilibrium considerations 
 
If link counts are not numerous enough or/and unfortunately badly located, some underdetermination may 
appear in the flow conservation problem in intersections. Therefore we need to find other relations between 
flows. The OD matrix estimation problem is usually solved to obtain the OD information for a DTA model 
application. We logically choose to use the classical DTA assumptions to obtain our new (and consistent) 
relations.  
 
We assume that the network follows an assignment equilibrium principle. Considering the Wardrop 
definition (Wardrop, 1952) the equilibrium state corresponds to the state such that no user can decrease its 
travel time by changing its path. Considering paths connecting a same OD couple, the travel times of all used 
paths (paths with a nonzero path flow) are then equal to the same value Tpath and the travel times of unused 
paths (paths with a zero path flow) are greater that Tpath. Link flows are then such that the path travel times 
satify this constraint. 
Consider for example the network of figure 6 with two paths between A and B but only one available link 
count on link 2. According to part 5, the travel time on the first path can be estimated and the inverse travel 
time function of the second path gives the flow on link 3 corresponding to the assignment equilibrium state. 
As we have seen in part 5, the two paths can be composed of successive links with their own parameters.  
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. The one OD-two path flows network 

Our second assumption concerns the dynamics properties of the assignment equilibrium. For sake of 
simplicity we consider that the dynamic equilibrium is in fact a succession of static equilibriums: at each 
instant users choose their path as if the demand was constant. A simple change in the flow entering the 
intersection A induces a simple change in the assignment between the two paths. This means that we neglect 
the transition phase between the two stationary states. 
This assumption holds if the time scale of OD variations is greater than the travel times on the network 
because we consider that links stay on free flow regime. This is expected to be true with small elementary 
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networks. Bigger networks with great travel times are to be cut in elementary networks so that this is still 
true at the smaller network level. 
 
Note that only one link count is needed to know all dynamic link flows. If the count is located on link 2 or 3 
you can easily find the equilibrium flow on link 3 and so calculate flows on links 1 and 4. If it is located on 
link 1 or 4 you can use the same principle to calculate the assignment between the two paths which will give 
you all missing link flows. 
 
 
7. Illustrations 
 
Two cases are treated here to illustrate our approach. We first analyze the problem: number of variables, 
equations. We also use a measure TDS of quality of the OD matrix estimation problem based on the total 
demand scale proposed by (Bierlaire, 2002). It evaluates the underdetermination of the problem and 
consequently it gives an estimation of the dependence of the supplementary assumptions that are needed 
(here our assignment equilibrium assumptions). It consists in a calculation of the width of the interval [Qmin , 
Qmax] of all admissible values of the total demand on the network, with Qmin and Qmax the minimum and 
maximum values. The characteristic values are:  

o TDS = 0: the total demand is known and the underdetermination only concerns the repartition of this 
demand between OD flows, 

o TDS >0:  the underdetermination concerns both the total demand and its repartition between OD 
flows, 

o TDS = infinity: an OD flow can take any value because this is not captured by any count this flow3 
(link counts locations do not allow to create a screen line that isolates this origin or/and this 
destination and can capture the total OD flow4) 

After this problem analysis we briefly explain the different steps of the process. 
 
7.1. Case 1: the two OD-three path flows network 
 
Figure 7 shows the network configuration. The two dot lines represent the link counts on links 2 and 3. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. The two OD-three path flows network 

There are three paths: I: 1-2-5 (OD), II: 1-2-4-6 (OE) and III: 1-3-6 (OE). The flow towards D is constrained 
to use the path I.  
However this network presents some underdetermination: 

o Intersection A: 3 variables – 2 observation equations + 1 conservation equation: no 
underdetermination, 

o Intersection B and C: 3 variables – 1 observation equation + 1 conservation equation: one 
unconstraint variable. 

The two counts on links 2 and 3 constitute a screen line that captures all flows from the origin. The total 
demand scale is then: TDS = 0. The underdetermination only concerns the assignment of flows towards E 
between path II and path III. Using some assignment assumptions to treat this underdetermination is then 
relevant. 
 
We know the dynamic travel times from A to C on the link 3 T3 (q3) and from A to B on the link 2 T2 (q2). 
The assignment equilibrium assumption gives us the flow on link 4 q4: 

))()(( 2233
1

44 qTqTTq −= −
 

                                                 
3 In fact as we work with capacity constraint links all flows are obviously bounded but we still use the infinity value 
because it is easily identifiable as a non captured OD flow configuration. 
4 See (Wu, Chang, 1996) for further details on screen lines. 
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Tracking upwards this flow q4 gives us the composition variations in the intersection A and consequently the 
dynamic OD matrix. 
 
If link counts are now on links 3 and 4, our estimation process is still efficient. However, the total demand 
scale is now: TDS = infinity. The flow towards D is not captured but the assignment of flows towards E is 
known (path flows II and III are measured). As the underdetermination consists now in a total demand 
evaluation and not an assignment problem, our assignment assumptions seem less relevant even if they are 
sufficient to estimate the OD matrix. 
Note that wherever the two link counts are located on the network, our process is efficient. This gives some 
flexibility to the use of this elementary network inside any bigger network. 
 
7.2. Case 2: The two OD-four path flows network  
 
This network (see figure 8) presents a more complex configuration:  

o Four paths: I: 1-2-5-8 (OF), II: 1-2-5-7-9 (OG), II: 1-2-4-6-9 (OG) and III: 1-3-6-9 (OG), 
o Intersection A: 3 variables – 2 observation equations +  1 conservation equation: no 

underdetermination, 
o Intersection B and C: 3 variables – 1 observation equation +  1 conservation equation: one 

unconstraint variable, 
o Intersection B and C: 3 variables – 1 observation equation: two unconstraint variables. 
o The total demand scale is still: TDS = 0: the problem is an assignment problem. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. The two OD-four path flows network 

We decompose this complex network into to two simple networks (see figure 9). The first is the one we have 
studied in the previous subpart. We can use the same process to solve the problem. We now know flows on 
links 1 to 6, as well as the OD matrix for the two OD couples OD and OE.  
The second network is also the same, but the previous link 3 is now a subpath 4+6, with a known constraint 
flow on the link 6. As we know flows on links 4 and 6 and consequently travel times from B to E the flow on 
link 7 is easily calculated. The OD matrix for the two OD AF and AG couples is then calculated. 
The global OD matrix is calculated by mixing the two sub OD matrixes. Travel times corrections are made to 
take into account the flow propagation. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9. Decomposition into two elementary networks  

 
8. Comments and conclusion 
 
The paper presents a method for the dynamic OD matrix estimation from link counts. As dynamic OD 
matrices are needed as data for DTA models, their estimation process must be relevant and consistent with 
the DTA assumptions.  
The approach is then based on considerations on both traffic flow model and assignment equilibrium. We 
first propagate flows on links and through intersection in the whole network. We use some assignment 
equilibrium considerations to cope with the problem of underdetermination that may appear in the 
intersection. We then track the OD flows variations thanks to the flow variations on the origin and 
destination links. Two applications on small networks illustrate the process and highlight some interesting 
facts, such as the relevancy of assumptions depending on the network configuration.  
Our method is hardly directly applicable to general and complex networks because it makes strong 
assumptions on the network configuration and on the level of underdetermination: assignment equilibrium 
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considerations must be sufficient to avoid underdetermination in the flow and composition propagation 
through intersections. Nevertheless we propose a decomposition approach: complex networks could be cut to 
some extent into smaller elementary networks that can be treated with our method. The results on the 
restricted OD matrices related to those subnetworks are then mixed to obtain a global OD matrix. A typology 
of interesting and relevant elementary networks is still to be made. 
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Abstract 
This study proposes a fuzzy control based methodology to determine behaviour-consistent information-based 
control strategies based on the controller’s estimation of driver behaviour. It is the core of the broader 
problem where the objective is to effectively control/influence the performance of a vehicular traffic system 
by providing information to the drivers. Experiments are performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed methodology. The experiment results suggest the importance of using a behaviour-consistent 
approach to determine the information-based control strategies; that is, the effects of the level of 
responsiveness of drivers to information provision may require more meaningful strategies than those 
provided under the traditional DTA models to have a reliable estimation/control of system performance.  
 
1 Introduction 
 
The primary functional capabilities of dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) for advanced traveler information 
systems (ATIS) operations are to predict network states over time and to provide routing information to 
drivers consistent with some control objectives. Existing DTA models focus primarily on ensuring an 
adequate representation of the traffic flow dynamics while determining the vehicular routes that satisfy some 
system-level and/or driver class objectives (for example, Papageorgiou, 1990; Ben-Akiva et al., 1991; Peeta 
and Mahmassani, 1995). However, traditional DTA models are behaviourally restrictive, and limited in their 
ability to model driver response to information. This motivates the development of a DTA paradigm 
integrating traffic control/information provision decisions and realistic driver behaviour representation. A 
comprehensive exposition of the state-of-the-art on DTA is provided by Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001).  
 
Driver behaviour is a fundamental factor and a key source of complexity in predicting traffic network states 
unfolding over time. However, DTA models are based on a rigid framework, they either assume 
homogeneous drivers or pre-specify the behaviour of a few driver behaviour classes assumed in conjunction 
with the information characteristics. Few DTA models consider heterogeneity among drivers. Even these 
models assume that driver behaviour classes can be pre-specified. Further, they assume that driver behaviour 
class fractions in the ambient traffic stream are known deterministically a priori. This rigidity precludes the 
seamless incorporation of driver behaviour characteristics and raises issues vis-à-vis the realistic modeling of 
driver response to information provision. 
 
Incorrect prediction of traffic system states based on the aforementioned assumptions can negatively impact 
the validity and effectiveness of the information-based control strategies and potentially deteriorate system 
performance. In reality, the natural mechanism for driver route choice, even under information provision, is 
based on the driver’s innate behavioural tendencies, past experience, situational factors (such as time-of-day, 
weather conditions, and trip purpose), and the ambient traffic conditions encountered. This is true 
irrespective of whether drivers receive personalized, generic, or no information (Peeta and Yu, 2004).  
 
While information provision and content can be used as control variables to influence system performance, 
they cannot imply perfect compliance by the drivers to the supplied information, as is predominantly done in 
the DTA arena. From the traffic controller perspective, providing personalized or class-specific information 
based on a better understanding of driver response tendencies and ambient traffic conditions could generate a 
more effective control paradigm. The explicit consideration of driver behaviour leads to a new dimension of 
complexity in predicting traffic states. The proposed research focuses on developing an approach that 
enables theoretical consistency with the underlying behavioural process by estimating drivers’ likely 
response behaviour to information-based control strategies. In summary, this research focuses on developing 
information-based control strategies in which the controller factors the likely driver behaviour while 
determining the information to disseminate to drivers. 
 
2 Problem Definition 
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The behaviour-consistent information-based control strategies problem is defined as follows. A central 
controller seeks to determine information-based control strategies that are consistent with driver behaviour 
and address its objectives of enhancing system performance. The approach used by the controller is to 
influence driver route choice decisions (by providing route guidance information) in such a way that the 
percentages of drivers taking specific routes are close to the corresponding percentages under a system-wide 
objective, the system optimal (SO) solution. To achieve this consistency, the controller estimates the driver 
route choice behaviour using a model, and uses it to determine the appropriate information provision 
strategies that result in driver decisions which lead to route choice percentages that are close to those under 
the SO solution. Hence, the broader problem being addressed here is to determine the information-based 
route guidance strategies that minimize the difference between the controller-desired and actual percentages 
of drivers taking each route. 
 
This study adopts a perspective that by directing the system, to the extent possible, to a time-dependent SO 
state, the objective of the controller to enhance system performance can be achieved in a behaviourally more 
realistic manner that that under the traditional DTA approaches. The validity of this perspective has been 
successfully tested in Peeta and Paz (2006), where the authors use this approach to control a vehicular traffic 
network in a within-day context. The results showed the importance of incorporating driver behaviour 
realism in the determination of the information provision strategies. Significant differences in terms of total 
system travel time were obtained when the behaviour-consistent approach was compared to the traditional 
approaches. Figure 1 illustrates the overall logic of the proposed approach for the broader problem in the 
context of real-world deployment. In this paper, we focus on the key sub-problem of this approach, 
represented by the non-shaded box in the middle of the flowchart in Figure 1. This sub-problem, addressed 
by the controller, is the determination of the percentages of drivers that should be recommended specific 
routes so that when drivers make their decisions according to the controller-estimated driver behaviour 
model, close to SO percentages are obtained. 
 
2.1 Definition of Terms 
 
Desired Routes (DK): Desired routes are routes that the controller would like the drivers to take. These are 
the time-dependent system optimal routes obtained using current demand and network conditions.  
 
Preferred Routes (PK): Preferred routes are routes that are likely to be accepted by drivers. These routes 
represent the set of routes that are consistent with driver behaviour and can be obtained using historical data, 
travel surveys and/or two-way communication systems. 
 
Controllable Routes (CK): Controllable routes are defined as routes that belong to both the set of desired 
routes and the set of preferred routes. A controllable route is one where the controller is likely to be able to 
influence the percentage of drivers taking the route. 
 
Behaviour-Consistency Gap: Difference between the desired percentage of drivers taking a route and the 
percentage of drivers that must be recommended that route in order to achieve the desired percentage. 
 
2.2 Problem Statement 
 
Consider a traffic network represented by a directed graph G(N,A) where N is the set of nodes and A the set 
of directed arcs. A node can represent a trip origin, a destination and/or a junction of physical links. A 
network with multiple origins i∈I and destinations j∈J is considered for generality. Given the set of vehicle 
trip desires expressed as the number of vehicle trips ijR  from node i to node j, ∀ i∈I and j∈J, the system 
optimal traffic assignments expressed as the system optimal percentage of drivers assigned to each (desired) 
route k in the network kSO , the estimated set of preferred routes for the drivers PKij, ∀ i∈I and j∈J, the 

average experienced travel times by drivers for the set of preferred routes Trk, ∀ k∈PKij, r∈ ijR ; determine 

the behaviour-consistent information-based control strategies (θk,φk) for the set of controllable routes CKij, 
∀ i∈I and j∈J,  that minimize the difference between the system optimal traffic assignment percentages 
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kSO and the controller-estimated percentage of drivers taking routes kE , ∀ k∈CKij. Here, the information 
strategies are defined as personalized information θk for route k and generic information φk for route k.  
 
3 Determination of the Behavior-Consistent Information Strategies 
 
A fuzzy control approach is used to determine the behaviour-consistent information-based control strategies 
and can be conceptually defined as follows. It consists of an input stage, a processing stage, and an output 
stage. The input stage maps the inputs to the appropriate membership functions according to the control 
rules. The processing stage invokes each appropriate rule and generates a result for each, then combines the 
results of all fired (used) rules. Finally, the output stage converts the combined result to a specific control 
output value. It should be noted here that the fuzzy control approach is employed within a stage as illustrated 
in Figure 1; for simplicity, the time dimension is ignored in the discussion hereafter in Section 3. 
 
3.1 Input Stage 
 
For a given origin-destination (OD) pair ij, the control inputs are a function of the difference between the 
system optimal percentages and the controller-estimated percentages of drivers taking routes. The control 
inputs for iteration q of the control process are the vectors of error ( q

ke ) and change in error ( q
ke∆ ) defined 

by: 
 

q
kk

q
k ESOe −=     and   1q

k
q
k

q
k ee∆e −−= ,   ∀ k∈CKij    (1) 

 
where kSO  is the system optimal traffic assignment percentage along route k, q

kE  is the controller-estimated 

percentage of drivers choosing route k given the information strategies, and 1q
ke − is the error in the previous 

iteration of the control process. The estimated percentage of drivers choosing routes is calculated using a 
rule-based route choice model where travel time, route complexity and information are the factors defining 
the route choices.  
 
3.2 Processing Stage 
 
The processing stage can be summarized as follows. For a given OD pair (ij), for each route k and iteration q 
of the control process, the approach uses a fuzzy logic framework (Tsoukalas and Uhrig, 1997). The current 
inputs, qek and q∆ek  are matched against all the control rules resulting in M values of *q

kh∆θ , h=1,…,M and M 

values of *q
kh∆φ , h=M+1,…,2M. The degree at which rule h is activated, denoted by q

khγ , depends on the 

relevant components of qek and q∆ek . An aggregation scheme is used to aggregate the outcomes from all 

rules. Once the fuzzy aggregate outcomes *q
h∆θ  and *q

h∆φ  are defined, they are defuzzified using the center 

of gravity method (CGM) described in Tsoukalas and Uhrig (1997). The results, k∆θ and k∆φ , are then used 
to update the control variables as follows: 
 

q
k

1q
k

q
k ∆θθθ += −       ∀ k∈CKij   (2) 

and 
( )h

q
k ,( φφφφ ∆= h

q
k min     ∀ k∈CKij, h=M+1,…,2M  (3) 

 
where 1q

kθ
− is the numeric control values of the previous iteration.  

 
3.3 Output Stage 
 
There are two types of control outputs, personalized and generic information. Personalized information 
corresponds to route recommendations while generic information corresponds to qualitative descriptions of 
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routes (linguistic variables). While in both cases the information given to the drivers is discrete (e.g. a route 
is recommended or not), intermediate continuous variables are used to achieve a smooth convergence and 
reduce jumps in the objective function that can result from large variations in the control strategy. 
 

In this approach kθ is directly used as a control variable and represents the fraction of drivers that must be 

recommended to take route k, and k∆θ  represents its fraction of change or adjustment. kφ is the linguistic 
message to display or provide to the drivers; it influences the fractions of drivers taking route k or switching 
to other routes. Given that kφ is a linguistic variable, an additional step given by Equation 3 is required. The 

approach used is to select the fuzzy set (linguistic message) with the closest centroid to k∆φ . The rationality 
here is that the resulting chosen fuzzy set has the largest degree of membership (or mapping) among all the 
possible fuzzy sets. In addition, the center of gravity method used to obtain (defuzzify) the outcome can be 
viewed as a measure of central tendency or weighted average where the weights are the centroids of the 
fuzzy sets. Therefore, the fuzzy set with the closest centroid to the final outcome can be used as a 
representative set of the fuzzy sets used to calculate the outcome. 
 
As indicated in the decision process, both types of control strategies are calculated simultaneously and for all 
routes. This is necessary and adds several dimensions of complexity to the problem. The information-based 
control strategies must be calculated simultaneously and for all routes under control because they are 
mutually dependent. Some drivers may have access to both types of information and use them to make their 
routes choice decisions. Therefore, the effect of one strategy affects the effect of the other on the entire set of 
drivers choosing routes. 
 
Information on a route directly affects the fraction of drivers taking that route as well as the other routes 
because the information results in driver switching from some routes to others. For example, recommending 
route k makes it more likely to be chosen by drivers, and some of these drivers are switching from other 
routes, possibly reducing the fraction of drivers taking those routes. Hence,, it is necessary to simultaneously 
determine the information-based control strategies for all routes given their interdependencies. These 
interdependencies illustrated through the experimental results presented in the next section. 
 
4 Experiments 
 
Experiments are designed to evaluate the performance of the fuzzy controller and to illustrate the 
significance of behaviourally-consistent approaches to determine the information-based control strategies. 
Two sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the controller for various driver 
classes (in terms of information type, and their level of responsiveness to information).  
 
4.1 General Experimental Setup 
 
The study network is the Borman expressway corridor in northwest Indiana, USA. It consists of a sixteen-
mile section of interstate I-80/94 (called the Borman expressway), I-90 toll freeway, I-65, and the 
surrounding arterials and streets. The Borman network has 197 nodes and 458 links. While the procedure 
discussed in Section 3 can be used to determine the information strategies for multiple OD pairs, a single OD 
pair has been chosen here to illustrate insights for the proposed approach. There are four preferred routes and 
four desired routes, but only three of them fully overlap. The controller tries to achieve the SO percentages 
only on the set of controllable routes (the three routes that fully overlap). Thus, desired routes 1, 2 and 3 are 
defined as the controllable routes in this experimental setup. The SO percentages are 56%, 33% and 11% for 
routes 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
 
In the estimated behaviour model used by the controller, two types of drivers are considered based on their 
level of responsiveness to information provided. The first type of drivers, labelled as “more responsive” to 
the information strategies, are very likely to behave consistently with the information provided. The second 
type of drivers, categorized as “less responsive” to information strategies, are less likely to behave 
consistently with the information provided. These drivers are not as influenced by the information as the first 
type of drivers; they rely more on their past experience and perceptions to make route choice decisions. 
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Drivers that are not influenced at all by the information are viewed here as drivers without access to 
information. 
 
In the figures illustrating the experiment results, the dotted lines are used to show the results for “more 
responsive” drivers and the continuous lines indicate “less responsive” drivers. The initial points (iteration 0) 
represent the case when no information is given to the drivers. 
 
4.2 Experiments: Personalized Information 
 
Specific Objectives and Design 
 
The objective of these experiments is to evaluate the performance of the controller to determine personalized 
information under the two classes of driver responsiveness to information. It is assumed that all drivers can 
receive personalized information, but only a subset of them is provided route recommendations. The 
remaining drivers do not receive information, and hence their route choice decisions are assumed to be 
without the influence of information. The control variable is the vector θ that represents the percentages of 
drivers that are recommended to take specific routes. 
 
Experiment Results and Analysis 
 
Figures 2 and 3 present the results of these experiments. Figure 2 shows the estimated fraction (percentage) 
of drivers choosing routes in each iteration of the fuzzy controller under the currently calculated vector of 
information strategies. It can be noticed that the controller can achieve close to the desired percentages (SO; 
shown by the three horizontal lines in the figure for the three routes) through its information provision 
strategies. However, it achieves a faster convergence when all drivers are more responsive to the information 
strategies. This is because when drivers are more likely to make route choice decisions consistent with the 
recommendation, the controller can achieve its objective with fewer recommendations. 
 
Figure 3 shows the percentage of drivers that must be recommended to take each route in order to achieve 
the desired percentages. The control values at convergence indicate that more recommendations are required 
for two of the three routes under the more responsive behaviour scenario when compared to the less 
responsive behaviour scenario. This may seem counterintuitive since it is expected that fewer 
recommendations are necessary to achieve the desired percentages under more responsive behaviour. For 
example, as can be seen in Figure 2, under this type of behaviour the controller achieves its objective in 
fewer (about 5) iterations. As can be seen after 5 iterations in Figure 2, the estimated percentages are almost 
constant, but the recommended percentages in Figure 3 still have a lot of variability. This implies the 
existence of multiple solutions. For example, in Figure 3, in the neighborhood of 6 iterations, the controller 
still needs to use less information under the more responsive case compared to the less responsive case. 
 
The results from Figure 3 indicate that there are significant behaviour-consistency gaps in all cases. That is, 
there are significant differences between the desired percentage of drivers choosing routes and the 
percentages of drivers that must be recommended to take the routes in order to achieve the desired 
percentages. Some of the behaviour-consistency gaps are negative, while others are positive. Hence, the 
experiment results highlight the importance of using a behaviour-consistent approach to determine the 
information-based control strategies. 
 
4.3 Experiments: Generic Information 
 
Specific Objectives and Design 
 
The objective of these experiments is to evaluate the performance of the controller to determine generic 
information under the two classes of driver responsiveness to information. Here, all drivers are assumed to 
have access to generic information. Therefore, drivers route choice decisions are always influenced by 
generic information. The control variable here is the vector φ that represents linguistic messages describing 
route conditions. 
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The messages that can be provided are: “Very Light Traffic”, “Light Traffic”, “Moderate Traffic”, “Heavy 
Traffic”, and “Very Heavy Traffic”.  Numbers from 1 to 5 are use to represent these messages in the results 
(Figure 5) where 1 corresponds to “Very Light Traffic”, 2 corresponds to “Light Traffic”, 3 corresponds to 
“Moderate Traffic”, and so on.  
 
Experiment Results and Analysis 
 
Figures 4 and 5 show the experiment results. Figure 4 shows the controller-estimated percentage of drivers 
choosing routes for each iteration of the fuzzy controller under the currently calculated vector of information 
strategies. As shown by Figure 4, the controller can achieve close to the desired percentages. Though the 
controller achieves a faster convergence when all drivers have a more responsive behaviour, it achieves 
slightly better convergence when all drivers are less responsive. This is because when all drivers have access 
to the information, the change from one message to another produces a larger effect in the percentage of 
drivers choosing routes under the more responsive case. Therefore, while the controller achieves 
convergence faster, it has reduced ability to get closer to the desired percentage due to the large effects of 
information provision under more responsive behaviour.  
 
Figure 5 shows the results for the vector of control values φ, the set of messages that the controller provides 
to the drivers. As illustrated, the procedure converges to a stable set of messages. The control values at 
convergence indicate that in general, stronger messages are require under less responsive behaviour 
compared to those under the more responsive case. This result is intuitive because stronger messages are 
needed to compensate the fact that drivers are less influenced by the messages in the less responsive 
behaviour case.  
 
It is not possible to define behaviour-consistency gaps for linguistic information because each message 
represents an unknown percentage of drivers choosing routes. This is another reason to use a behaviour-
consistent approach to determine the information-based control strategies. Traditional approaches cannot 
incorporate the linguistic nature of some information strategies. 
 
5 Summary and Conclusions 
 
This study proposes a fuzzy control based methodology to determine behaviour-consistent information-based 
control strategies based on the controller’s estimation of driver behaviour. It has key features that enable 
realism and more efficient field deployment. The estimation of the driver behaviour to the control strategies 
enables the determination of behaviour-consistent information provision strategies, and can lead to faster 
improvements in system performance. The fuzzy control approach is consistent with the proposed controller-
estimated driver behaviour model, which is also based on simple if-then rules. The use of a fuzzy control 
approach simplifies the controller design and reduces the need for tuning or calibration of control 
parameters. The control framework is independent of the model structure used for the controller-estimated 
driver behaviour. The knowledge and experience of traffic control personnel can be seamlessly incorporated 
into the construction and calibration of the control rules. Also, the information strategies involve linguistic or 
qualitative information (fuzzy variables) which makes the problem amenable to a fuzzy logic-based 
approach. 
 
The experiment results highlight the complexity of the problem faced by the controller and show the 
effectiveness and robustness of the fuzzy controller approach to address the multidimensionality of the 
problem. They also indicate the importance of using a behavior-consistent approach to determine the 
information-based control strategies. That is, the effects of the level of responsiveness of drivers to 
information provision may require more meaningful strategies than those provided under the traditional DTA 
models to have a reliable estimation/control of system performance. 
 
A single within-day and day-to-day framework that uses the proposed methodology is currently under 
development. The resulting framework will be able to update model parameters based on both on-line and 
off-line data measurements to further improve system performance. The objective is to calibrate both 
behavioral and control parameters to better predict driver behavior. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework for the Behaviour-Consistent Within-day Traffic Routing under 
Information Provision Problem. 
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Figure 2. Estimated Percentage of Drivers Choosing Routes under 100% Personalized Information. 
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Figure 3. Percentage of Drivers that must be Recommended to Take Specific Routes under 100% 

Personalized Information. 
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Figure 4. Estimated Percentage of Drivers Choosing Routes under 100% Generic Information. 
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Abstract 
The opportunities for new technologies and improved computational resources have encouraged considerable 
research in the development of new methodologies and solution algorithms in dynamic transportation 
networks.  This paper reviews the authors work on dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model based on a 
linear programming approach where the embedded traffic flow model satisfies the Cell Transmission Model 
(CTM).  The advantage of the developed models apart from realistic traffic flow modeling is that they lend 
very well to numerous extensions and analysis which are difficult with traditional formulations.  This review 
begins with the formulation of a single destination based DTA model which satisfies user optimal conditions 
(Waller and Ukkusuri, 2003).  This model is extended to a single level network design (NDP) model which 
accounts for user optimal conditions.  This formulation is further extended to incorporate long term demand 
uncertainty.  Bilevel network design problems accounting for DTA conditions are analyzed based on the 
initial formulations (Karoonsoontawong and Waller, 2006).  Results from all these formulations are briefly 
discussed and compared. 
 
1 Introduction 
The ability to capture traffic dynamics using dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models have important 
consequences on the ability to understand traffic congestion, travel behavior and system management.  The 
governing relationships to model traffic dynamics form the core of any DTA model and are usually classified 
into two broad categories: (i) the travel choice principle which governs the behavioral rule for traffic 
assignment and (ii) the network loading component which captures the interaction and movement of vehicles 
under the behavioral assumptions in (i).  Usually, in travel choice decisions, the most commonly adapted 
principle is the dynamic extension of Wardrop’s principle called the dynamic user optimal principle and its 
stochastic extension, Stochastic dynamic user optimal.  In the literature most of the models, capture both (i) 
and (ii) as either nonlinear complementary problem (e.g. Boyce et al., 2001), variational inequality problem 
(Friesz et al., 1993), fixed point problem (e.g. Perakis and Kachani, 2004) or a non-linear mathematical 
program (e.g. Lo and Szeto, 2002).  Almost all of these formulations use complex non-linear relationships to 
capture traffic dynamics and require the route travel times to be strictly monotone with respect to route 
flows.  However, it is clear that this assumption is clearly problematic in bottleneck networks (Waller and 
Ukkusuri, 2003). 
 
The traffic flow component depicts how traffic propogates on a transport network and hence governs the 
network performance in terms of travel time.  In most of the previous formulations (see for e.g. Boyce et al., 
2002), this is modeled as a set of side constraints which render the resulting formulations to be difficult to 
solve.  Further, most of the studies in the past have aspired to address the following traffic behavior 
properties in DTA models: 

1. First-in first-out (FIFO) (e.g. Tong and Wong, 2000; Heydecker and Addison, 1998):  FIFO can be 
defined at different levels but at a OD level it means that travelers who leave the origin earlier, reach 
the destination earlier. 

2. Queue spillback and Shockwave propogation (Kuwahara and Akamatsu, 2001, Lo and Szeto, 2004):  
This refers to the end of the queue spilling backwards into the network when the flow exceeds 
capacity 

3. Consistency (Carey, 2001):  This refers that the DTA models satisfies what it intends to perform for 
all instances of the problem 

In this study, we synthesize the authors work on linear programming based DTA models (Ukkusuri and 
Waller, 2004; Ukkusuri et al. (2004); Karoonsoontawong and Waller (2005, 2006); Kyunghwi et al. (2006)).  
The developed models address (1), (2) and (3) explicitly by using the Cell Transmission Model (CTM) as the 
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embedded traffic flow model.  Initially, a linear programming based dynamic user optimal (DUO) 
formulation is presented.  This formulation will be extended to model the network design problem, account 
for demand uncertainities in a single level NDP model and develop a bi-level dynamic network design 
problem.  
 
2 CTM based Dynamic User Optimal (DUO) Formulation 
The basic relationships of the cell transmission model that describe the evolution of traffic flow are 
extensively discussed in Daganzo (1994, 1995) and in Ziliaskopoulos (2000).  Here, we briefly review the 
basic relationships.  A summary of the notation used in the LP formulation is given in Table 1.   

x x y yi
t

i
t

ki
t

ij
t= + − ∈ ∈ ∀ ∈− − − −1 1 1 1    k (i), j (i), iΓ Γ CO, ∀t∈T  (1)  

y x Q Nki
t

k
t

i
t

k
t

i
t

i
t= ∀ ∈min{ ( (, min[ , Q ], - x )}  k,i)i

tδ EO, ∀t∈T  (2)  

The first relationship constrains the cell mass conservation and is shown in Equation (1) for the Ordinary cell 
type, where xi

t is the number of vehicles in cell i at time t and yij
t is the number of vehicles moving from cell i 

to cell j at time t.   

Equation (2) states that the flow between two cells is constrained by the number of vehicles occupying the 
beginning cell, the remaining capacity at the ending cell, and the minimum of the maximum flow that can get 
out of the beginning cell and into the ending cell.  These relationships are shown for the ordinary cell type 
but can be extended to Diverging, Merging, Sink, and Source cell type.  Note that equation (2) is modeled 
with a relaxation within the linear program as in Ziliaskopoulos (2000).  The implication of this is that even 
though the capacity and flow constraints are not violated, the entire allowable traffic will not necessarily exit 
cell i.  This results in the potential of traffic being ”held” in a cell even though it could move as has been 
observed in the SO version of this model.  While this is clearly problematic and may suggest the need for a 
more constrained, and more difficult, formulation, it can be observed that in the single-destination UO 
version of this model, no unit of flow will be held if it causes any delay in that units arrival time.  The 
holding, therefore, only occurs in the case of a non-unique solution and correct flows can be found in post-
processing as demonstrated in Waller and Ukkusuri (2003).   

By incorporating these constraints along with the minimization of xi
t, a linear program for system optimal 

dynamic assignment is achieved.  In the next section, we develop an equivalent user optimal model from the 
system optimal (SO) objective function (Waller and Ukkusuri, 2003). 
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Table 1. LP-DTA Notation 

D : Sum of the total demand within the network 
Mt: Cost per time interval that will yield user optimal flows 
C  : The set of cells--ordinary cells (CO), diverging cells (CD), merging cells (CM), source cells (CR) 

and sink cells (CS). 
T  : The set of discrete time intervals 
S  : The maximum time interval in the set T 
xi

t  : Number of vehicles in cell i at time interval t 

N i
t  : The maximum number of vehicles in cell i at time interval t, 

t
ijy  : The number of vehicles moving from cell i to cell j at time interval t 

E  : The set of cell connectors—ordinary cell connectors (EO), merging cell connectors (EM), 
diverging cell connectors (ED), source cell connectors (ER), and sink cell connectors (ES) 

Qi
t  : The maximum number of vehicles that can flow into or out of cell i during time interval t 

δi
t  : The ratio of forward to backward propagation speed  for each cell and time interval 

)i(Γ  : The set of successor cells to i 

Γ −1( )i  The set of predecessor cells to cell i 
τ  : Discretization time interval 
di

t  The demand (inflow) at cell i in time interval t 
TAB         total available budget 
χ~   increase in t

iN~ per one unit of ib  

φ~    increase in t
iQ~ per one unit of ib  

ξ~             vec( t
id~ TtCi ∈∈∀ , ; t

iN~ TtCi ∈∈∀ , ; t
iQ~ TtCi ∈∈∀ , ; χ~ ;φ~ ) 

     vector of stochastic parameters  

ib    amount of budget allocated to cell i 
 

 
 
The complete UO-DTA formulation is given below (Waller and Ukkusuri, 2003; Ukkusuri, 2002).  Note, the 
constraint set is identical to the SO version of the problem 

Minimize        
( , ) s

t
t ij
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The objective function represents an opportunistic routing for each vehicle captured by the Mt vector as 
described in Ukkusuri (2002). Constraint (3-2) governs the cell mass conservation relationship for all cells 
excluding the source and sink cells. Constraint (3-3) is the relaxation of Equation 2. Constraint (3-4) is the 
equivalent of constraint (3-3) for sink cells. Constraints (3-5) and (3-6) regulate the amount of flow 
transmitted out of diverging cells i for time t.  Similarly, constraints (3-7) and (3-8) regulate the flow 
transmitted into a merging cell j; Constraint (3-9) expresses the cell mass balance for the source cells and the 
initial cell volumes; and constraint (3-10) specifies the initial flow conditions; demands  t

id  and initial 

occupancies iς are given and constraint (3-11) is a special case of the mass balance constraint specifying a 
required final state where all traffic has left the network. Constraints (3-12) and (3-13) state the non-
negativity conditions.  Next, the extensions of the DUO formulation in (3-1) to (3-13) are presented with 
simple numerical results. 

 
3 Extensions of the DUO formulation 
 
In this section, we extend the formulation in DUO DTA formulation in (3-1) to (3-13) to a stochastic 
network design problem (NDP) based on the formulation in Ukkusuri and Waller (2004).  The investment 
decisions are assumed to be continuous variables in each cell of the network. A formulation based on 
stochastic programming is developed where the long term demand is uncertain.  A second extension of the 
formulation is a deterministic bi-level NDP formulation. Brief results of both the problems are presented 
towards the end of this section.     
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Two-Stage Stochastic Linear Programs with Recourse (SLP2) of System Optimal (SO) and User 
Optimal (UO) Stochastic DTA-based Network Design Problem (NDP) 

The SLP2 SO and UO DTA-based NDP models (denoted as SLP2-SONDP and SLP2-UONDP) are limited 
to fixed-departure-time single-destination O-D demands.  We assume that continuous investment variables 
change practical capacity but not free flow travel time, and the improvement cost is a linear function of the 
improvement levels.  It is noted that the convex piecewise linear improvement cost functions can easily be 
incorporated.  The formulations of the SO and UO NDP is given below.   
 
Formulations of SLP2-SONDP and SLP2-UONDP 
min

b
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The two formulations employ the same problem parameters, decision variables, and constraints; they 

are different only in the objective function.  The objective function of the SO model minimizes the expected 
value of TSTT subject to a budget constraint and flow conservations; whereas the objective function of the 
UO model minimizes a function that makes all vehicles behave in the UO condition subject to a budget 
constraint and flow conservations.  Thus, in the UO model, the objective minimizes the expected value of 
each individual’s travel time rather than the expected value of TSTT. 
 
The timing of what we know and when we know it is of fundamental importance.  Here, we articulate the 
order of the events for clarity.  The first-stage decisions are the amount of budget allocated to each cell i 
( ib ), and are made with the knowledge of the distribution of stochastic parameters.  Thereafter, a realization 

of stochastic parameters ( ωξ  of ξ~ ) unfolds; there are five interested stochastic parameter types: the long 

term O-D travel demand originated at cell i at time t ( t
id~ ), the capacity of cell i at time t ( t

iN~ ), the maximum 
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flow into or out of cell i at time t ( t

iQ~ ), the increase in t
iN~  per a budget unit ( χ~ ), and the increase in t

iQ~  per 

a budget unit (φ~ ).  The stochastic parameters of the first three types are independent across time intervals 
and cells, and those of the last two types are time- and space-invariant.  After that, the scenario-dependent 
second-stage decisions are determined from corresponding DTA; i.e., the number of vehicles assigned to cell 
i at time t for scenario ω  ( ω,t

ix ) and the number of vehicles traversing on cell connectors between cell i and 

cell j at time t for scenario ω  ( ω,t
ijy ).  Note that the first-stage decisions cannot depend on the scenario ω  

because this would correspond to knowing the future. 
 
Two Monte Carlo bounding techniques, common random numbers (CRN) and independent random numbers 
(IRN) strategy, are employed to solve the stochastic models.  The details are referred to Karoonsoontawong 
and Waller (2005).  The results show that the CRN strategy outperforms IRN on their simple test network 
resembling a freeway corridor.  The network size is sacrificed to gain higher confidence probabilistic 
behavior and to intuitively understand the effects of different network improvement policies.  Although these 
findings may not necessarily be generalized, they provide interesting and insightful information.  First, the 
SO and UO models allocate investment differently for certain budgets.  Subsequently, the results of three 
comparison cases are summarized: i) for the SO models, it should be more valuable to solve the stochastic 
than the deterministic models, but it is not always the case for the UO models; ii) the SO models appear more 
desirable than the UO models for single level analysis; iii) it should be more valuable to solve the stochastic 
model accounting for more randomness.   

 

Bi-level NDP Model 

The network design problem is bi-level by nature, and can be seen as a static version of the non-cooperative, 
two-person game introduced by Von Stackelberg (1952) in the context of unbalanced economic markets.  
With the assumption of perfect information, the static game means that each player has only one move.  The 
leader (transport planner) goes first, attempts to minimize the total costs, and anticipates all possible 
responses of his opponent, the follower (road users).  The follower observes the leader’s decision and reacts 
such that the follower achieves his/her optimal benefit (individual’s travel time) regardless of external effects 
(system-wide costs).  The bi-level NDP model (BLPNDP) is described below. 

Formulation of Bi-level DTA-based Network Design Problem 
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00 =ijy    Eji ∈∀ ),(        (5-11) 
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0≥t
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The leader’s objective function (Eq.5-1) minimizes TSTT subject to a budget constraint (Eq.5-2 to Eq.5-3) 
and a UO DTA (Eq.5-4 to Eq.5-14).  Bard (1998) indicated that there had been nearly two dozen algorithms 
proposed for solving the linear bi-level programming problem (BLPP), but only some of them appear more 
successful.  He classified the viable algorithms into three categories: vertex enumeration, Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) condition and penalty approach.  This study employs an algorithm that belong to the first 
category.  The vertex-enumeration-type algorithm is the Kth-best algorithm originally invented by Murty 
(1968) and coined the name by Bialas and Karwan (1982).  This algorithm is adopted because it solves a 
series of known subproblem UO DTA, and this potentially leads to a heuristic.  Moreover, the advantage of 
this over the others is that if storage or computational limits are reached before convergence, the algorithm 
can return the best solution found with an optimality gap.  The other methods yield a feasible and optimal 
solution only at the end of the algorithm.  This algorithm involves the extreme point ranking procedure in the 
context of the simplex method.  Further details are referred to Karoonsoontawong and Waller (2006).   

From the computational experience, the degeneracy leads to extremely long computational time, so a 
modified Kth-best algorithm by ignoring the existence of degeneracy was used.  This leads to a heuristic with 
a deterministic error bound.  This algorithm is tested on a network shown in Figure 1a.  The BLPNDP results 
are compared with the SONDP and UONDP, shown in Figure 1b-1c.  Due to the modification to the original 
algorithm, the exact solutions cannot be guaranteed.  The deterministic error bound of BLPNDP solution is 
determined from the difference of upper and lower bounds.  They employed a known lower bound, the 
objective value of SONDP.  Recall that SONDP is less constrained than BLPNDP.  The deterministic error 
bounds of BLPNDP can be determined from Figure 1c.  In Karoonsoontawong and Waller (2006), they 
employed another solution method to verify that the BLPNDP solutions in Figure 1 are indeed globally 
optimal.  
 
 
 
 
a.1) Cell Transmission Network of Network 1 

 
a.2) Time-Varying Jam Density (Ni

t) and Saturation 
Flow (Qi

t) 
Cell Ni

t Qi
t 

c1 +inf 0.5 
c2 +inf 0.5 
c3 2 1 
c4 2 1 
c5 1 1 
c6 +inf +inf  

a.3) Value of Mt 
Time Interval Mt Value 

t1 1 
t2 1 
t3 86 
t4 98 
t5 99.8 
t6 99.96 
t7 99.995 
t8 100  

a.4) Time-Dependent Demand* (di
t) 

Cell t1 t2 
c1 2 1 
c2 2 1 

*All other cells and time intervals have zero 

a.5) φi and χi Value 
φi = 0.05; SCCi \∈∀  

χi = 0.03; SCCi \∈∀   

c1 

c2 

c3 c4

c6 
c5
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demand. 
  
b) Budget Allocations  (Total Budget = 37) 
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Figure 1. Test Problem and Results for Bi-level DTA-based Network Design Model 

 
 
4 Summary 
 
In this paper, we summarize the work done so far in the development of linear programming based DTA 
models which incorporate the cell transmission model as the traffic flow model.  Other than developing a 
user optimal DTA formulation with an embedded CTM model, the work of Waller and Ukkusuri (2004) 
provides an alternate uniqueness and existence condition for the DUO in capacitated networks.  Further, the 
DUO model is extended to account for stochaticity in the demand and capacity in a single network design 
model.  Specifically, Monte Carlo bounding techniques, common random numbers (CRN) and independent 
random numbers (IRN) strategy, are employed to solve the stochastic models.  In addition, the DUO 
formulation is extended to a bi-level NDP formulation and initial global results are presented for this 
problem.  The advantages of these models lend themselves to numerous extensions.  Current work with these 
models includes a combined hybrid simulation-analytical models that account for dynamic conditions for the 
network design problem.  All these research problems make these models tremendously attractive from the 
practical and theoretical view points.  The authors are currently working on some of these problems.    
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Abstract 
In this paper the dynamic traffic assignment model MARPLE was validated, using data from an assessment 
of traffic management measures during roadworks on the A10-West near Amsterdam. First, an assignment 
was done using the existing network and OD matrix. Comparing the simulated flows and travel times with 
the measured ones showed large deviations. A good OD matrix is a very important factor for obtaining good 
results. Therefore, the OD matrix was calibrated using an OD estimation method and the flow measurements. 
The results after calibration are very good. The model predicts flows and travel times in good agreement 
with the measured values. For the validation the situation with roadworks was used. The network and OD 
matrix were adjusted for this situation and the assignment was run. The results for the flows are less good 
than before, but, taking into account that the OD matrix used was scaled with a global factor and not per 
relation, the results are satisfactory. The results for the travel times are very good. The conclusion if this 
paper is that the dynamic traffic assignment model is capable of simulating large networks with good results. 
 
1 Introduction 
Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models can be used to predict traffic flows in a transport network and to 
evaluate the effectiveness of traffic management strategies. This can be realised in a number of ways. A 
common classification of models is based on the way the models deal with traffic flows. This can be done 
macroscopically (traffic is a flow, propagated through the network using macroscopic relations), 
microscopically (traffic consists of individual vehicles, which interact with each other and each vehicle has 
its own behaviour) and mesoscopically (traffic consists of individual vehicles, but is propagated through the 
network using macroscopic relations). 
To produce reliable predictions, a model should resemble reality as close as possible. One could say that 
microscopic models have an advantage on this aspect, but a good representation of the traffic flows in a 
network depends on more factors than just the modelling of traffic itself. A good network representation and 
a decent (dynamic) OD matrix are just as important. For regional networks it is even the question if 
microscopic models are the best way to predict traffic flows, due to the long calculation times and the large 
number of parameters one can adjust. For this type of networks a macroscopic approach can be better. To see 
if a macroscopic DTA model can adequately can represent traffic in a regional network, a validation study 
was done with MARPLE (Model for Assignment and Regional Policy Evaluation) (Taale et al., 2004). 
 
2 Context 
In the summer of 2001 large roadworks were planned for a part of the western stretch of the ring road around 
Amsterdam in The Netherlands, called the A10-West. After years of intensive use, a thorough renovation 
was needed. To be able to carry out these roadworks, Rijkswaterstaat consulted the municipality of 
Amsterdam and other stakeholders and together they decided to close one carriageway during the summer 
holidays. From earlier experiences, it was known that this method would cause the least disruption for the 
road users. Therefore, in the period from May 26th until August 26th, 2001 one carriageway with a length of 5 
kilometres was closed and the carriageway in the other direction was used to handle the traffic in both 
directions on narrow lanes. Furthermore, all on-ramps and off-ramps on the stretch were closed, with some 
exception for trucks and emergency services. This was done for both carriageways. 
Beforehand, it was judged that these roadworks would have a large impact on the traffic, not only on the 
A10-West itself, but also on the connecting motorways and the Amsterdam road network. To prevent chaos 
from happening, Rijkswaterstaat, in cooperation with the municipality of Amsterdam and other parties 
involved, prepared all kinds of measures. The measures consisted of mobility management and traffic 
management measures, together with a large public relations campaign to inform the public. 
Due to the large impact of the loss of capacity on the A10-West motorway, research was done in an early 
stage to see whether or not traffic management measures would be able to mitigate the expected problems. 
Also, in an early stage, the AVV Transport Research Centre of Rijkswaterstaat planned three studies: a 
dynamic modelling study to determine the effects of the traffic management measures and to adjust these 
measures; an enquiry among road users about their choice behaviour before, during and after the roadworks 
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and a large evaluation program to monitor the traffic situation and to analyse the effects of the roadworks 
and measures. Taale et al. (2002) formulated the main conclusions of these three studies as follows: 

o On the motorway itself no large problems occurred. In peak periods the traffic situation was 
reasonably good, due to the speed regime and the closure of on and off-ramps, among other things. 
This was different for the Amsterdam network. Especially on the north-south routes, traffic was 
severely congested. The volume on the A10-West decreased with 38%, but a large part of this 
presumably local traffic choose another route to arrive at their destination, due to the closure of the 
on-ramps and off-ramps. So, more traffic used the neighbouring motorways and the urban network. 
Therefore, a part of the congestion problem moved from the motorway to the urban network. 

o The public relations campaign to inform the road users, before and during the roadworks, was 
effective. The campaign was partially responsible for the fact that large problems on the motorways 
did not occur. Of course, also the holiday period contributed to this. A part of the road users was on 
holiday or a couple of days on leave. Also, the shift to other routes, times of departure or travel 
modes caused less traffic on the roads. 

o The measures related to mobility management (improve existing public transport and extend it with 
some temporary bus lines, improve the use of the bicycle, P+R facilities, teleworking, etc.) were not 
very effective. During the roadworks about 10% of the road users using the A10-West, chose 
alternatives such as public transport and the bicycle. The other mobility management measures were 
not used. Also the companies in the neighbourhood of the A0-West were not very interested in 
stimulating mobility management measures. 

o The expected traffic problems did not occur. A part of the traffic disappeared or took other routes 
and departure times, which is in agreement with the findings of Cairns et al. (1998) and Goodwin et 
al. (1998). They studied nearly 100 cases covering incidents of road closure and capacity reduction 
throughout the world. The report looks at the changes in travel choice and behaviour that affect 
traffic conditions when road capacity is reduced and shows how reducing road capacity can lead to 
traffic reduction. 

 
3 Measurements 
Data were gathered from the A10 (speeds and flows per minute), on-ramps and off-ramps, flows on urban 
roads and travel times for two periods. The first period was in the summer of 2000. The roadworks were 
realised between May 26th and August 26th, 2001, which was the second period. For the months May, June, 
July and August of 2000 and 2001, all data from the motorways around Amsterdam were gathered and 
processed. This concerned data per minute on flow and speed for the period between 06:00 and 20:00 hrs. 
On 25 locations shown in figure 1, flows were measured for both directions on the on-ramps and off-ramps 
and the urban network. These flows were measured on a 15-minute base for 2 weeks in the summer of 2000 
(June 26-30 and August 7-11) and two weeks in the summer of 2001 (June 11-15 and August 6-10). 
The travel times on the 8 routes shown in figure 2 were measured for 5 days in the first period and seven 
days in the after period with roadworks. This was done with probe cars. They drove through the network in 
the morning and evening peak and recorded the travel time and all abnormalities that occurred, e.g. open 
bridges, empty fuel tanks, etc. 
All these data have been used to analyse the traffic before and during the roadworks. For the validation it is 
important to note that the amount of traffic decreased with 11% in the situation with roadworks. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to distinguish between long distance and local trips, so a global decrease 
of the OD matrix was used. 
 
4 Calibration and validation 
For the validation of MARPLE, use has been made of the data from the simulation study and the 
measurements. The data from the first period (without roadworks) have been used to calibrate the model and 
the data from the second period with roadworks have been used to validate the model. The process and 
results of the calibration and validation are described in the next paragraphs. Part of this research is based on 
the work of Li (2005). She found that, apart from some model parameters related to path set generation, the 
OD matrix had the largest impact on the results. Therefore, in the calibration process much attention is paid 
to the OD matrix. For the model parameters, the values suggested in Li (2005) are used. 
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Figure 1: Measurement locations for flows 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Routes for travel time measurements 
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5 Results before calibration of the OD matrix 
From the simulation study, mentioned in section 2, the network was used, which is shown in figure 3. Some 
modifications were necessary for the use with a macroscopic model instead of a microscopic model. For 
example, for the lower level of detail in the macroscopic model it is not necessary to model all the turning 
lanes on an intersection. Other modifications dealt with some coding errors and missing links in the network. 
These errors were corrected and some new links were added.  
 

 
 

Figure 3: Model network for the A10-West 
 
 

With this adjusted network and the existing OD matrix, an equilibrium assignment was done and flows and 
travel times from the simulation were compared with the measured ones for the before situation. For 64 
measurement locations the flows are compared. For these locations the flow was measured for two and an 
half hour (15:30 - 18:00 hrs) divided into quarter of an hour periods. For the travel times the average value 
for the simulation period is used, because the number of measurements is too small to distinguish between 
the periods. The results for the flows are shown in figure 4 and for the travel times in figure 5. For the flows 
it can be seen that for the motorway flows (high values), the simulated flows are too high and the variation in 
smaller flows is large. The simulated travel times show a good resemblance with the measured ones. 
To be able to quantify the quality of the model, goodness-of-fit measures are used. One of these measures is 
the root mean squared percentage error. The RMSPE quantifies the overall error of the model, penalising 
large errors at a higher rate than smaller ones. It is defined as 
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where xi is the simulated value and yi the measured value. Another popular goodness-of-fit measure is the 
correlation coefficient (also called Pearson's correlation), which is defined as 
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Figure 4: Flows before calibration of the OD matrix 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Travel times before calibration of the OD matrix 
 

 
where x’ and y’ are the average simulated and measured values and σx and σy are the standard deviations of 
the simulated and measured values. The square of r is the well-known R² measure. According to Hourdakis 
et al. (2003) the RMSPE has an inherent deficiency in considering the disproportional weight of large errors 
while r, although being a good measure, does not provide any additional information to the modeller as to 
the nature of the error (difference) between real measurements and simulation. Theil (1961), in his work on 
economic forecasting, developed a goodness-of-fit measure called "Theil's Inequality Coefficient", which is 
more sensitive and accurate than the RMSPE or r and it can also be decomposed into three other metrics that 
provide specific information about the nature of the error. Theil's Inequality Coefficient is defined as 
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where U is bounded between 0 and 1: 0 means perfect fit and 1 means no correlation at all. This measure can 
be decomposed into three proportions of inequality: bias (UM), variance (US) and covariance (UC). These 
three components are defined as 
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By definition UM+US+UC=1. The bias reflects the systematic error, while the variance proportion indicates 
how well the simulation model replicates the variability in the observed data. Both should be as close to zero 
as possible, and in the opposite direction, covariance should be close to 1. 
For the flows, separate goodness-of-fit measures are calculated for the motorways, on-ramps and off-ramps, 
the urban network and the total network. For the travel times only 8 values are available and therefore only 
the RMSPE and R² measures are given. All measures are shown in table 1. From this table it can be 
concluded that for the motorway flows the correlation is high, but there is a strong bias, which can also be 
seen in figure 4 (the large flows). The explanation of the variance is better, which is also true for the on-ramp 
and off-ramp flows. For the urban flows the bias is small, but the variance is not explained that well. The 
prediction of the travel times is very good, which can be seen in figure 5 and the small values for the RMSPE 
and R². 
 
Table 1: Goodness-of-fit measures for flows and travel times before calibration of the OD matrix 
  RMSPE R² U UM US UC
Flows Motorways 0.2057 0.8586 0.0823 0.4883 0.0239 0.4930
 On and off-ramps 0.6742 0.4440 0.1973 0.0906 0.0215 0.8906
 Urban network 0.4006 0.7662 0.1456 0.0815 0.1822 0.7406
 Total network 0.5419 0.9489 0.1023 0.0007 0.2966 0.7043
Travel time  0.1051 0.8914   

 
 
6 Calibration method 
To improve the estimation of the flows the OD matrix was re-estimated using the method described by Van 
Zuylen and Willumsen (1980) and adjusted by Van Zuylen (1981). This method uses a base OD matrix and 
adjusts OD flows to match the measured flows as close as possible. Originally, the method was meant for 
static matrices and one time period. In that case the equation to solve is 
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where qod is the estimation for OD pair (o,d), q₀od the original demand for OD pair (o,d), Xo is defined by 
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Xa are factors to adjust the matrix and pa

od is the fraction of trips for relation (o,d) using link a. Xo and Xa are 
to be solved with 
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The algorithm to solve this starts with initialising the iteration number n=0 and setting the factors Xa

0=1 for 
all links a and 
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For each iteration n and for each link a, calculate Xa

n+1 by solving 
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Calculate the new OD adjustment factors with 
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and smooth them with 
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Now the estimated OD matrix for iteration n+1, qn+1

od is given by 
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If the flows, resulting from the assignment with qn+1

od, are sufficiently close to the measurements, then stop, 
otherwise increase the iteration number n with 1 and return to equation 12. 
The algorithm was used for adjusting the dynamic matrix by applying it for every time period separately. 
The dynamics are dealt with by taking travel times into account for the calculation of the OD link 
proportions. The original algorithm was adjusted a little bit and incorporated into a dynamic environment 
and an iteration loop with the dynamic stochastic assignment in MARPLE (Taale and Van Zuylen, 2003). 
The convergence criterion used, is the total RMSPE, as defined by equation (1). 
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7 Results after calibration of the OD matrix 
The calibration method described in the previous section was used to construct an adjusted OD matrix. For 
the first runs it turned out that the results for the motorway were not that good, caused by some measurement 
locations on road sections with congestion. The measurement locations were removed and the process was 
repeated to obtain a better OD matrix. This matrix was used in a new equilibrium assignment and the results 
for flows and travel times were again compared with the measured values. The results are shown in the 
figures 6 and 7. From these figures it is clear that the simulated flows show a much better correspondence 
with the measured flows. The correspondence for the travel times is a little bit worse, which is caused by the 
fact that in the simulation there is less congestion on the A10-West (less demand in the new OD matrix). 
This gives shorter travel times for the motorway routes The Hauge-Coentunnel and RAI-Coentunnel. But 
still the travel times in the assignment represent the measured ones reasonably well, which is also shown in 
table 2, that gives the goodness-of-fit measures. It is clear that the calibration improved the results a lot. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Flows after calibration of the OD matrix 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Travel times after calibration of the OD matrix 
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Table 2: Goodness-of-fit measures for flows and travel times after calibration of the OD matrix 
  RMSPE R² U UM US UC
Flows Motorways 0.1361 0.8802 0.0616 0.1469 0.0547 0.8092
 On and off-ramps 0.1426 0.9584 0.0715 0.4109 0.1756 0.4153
 Urban network 0.2451 0.9317 0.0749 0.0656 0.2356 0.7033
 Total network 0.1832 0.9751 0.0638 0.1193 0.0184 0.8637
Travel time  0.1403 0.9034   

 
 
8 Validation 
For the validation, the situation with roadworks was used. For this situation the network was adjusted, 
because of the closure of on and off-ramps and the reduced capacity and speed limit for the motorway 
section where the roadworks were done. From the measurements during the roadworks it could be concluded 
that the demand was decreased with 11%, although the decrease was not measured for every OD relation 
separately. Therefore, for the situation with roadworks a global scale factor of 0.89 was used for all OD 
pairs. Of course, also new routes had to be generated because of the differences in the network. An 
equilibrium assignment with the new network and the new OD matrix gives the results for the flows and 
travel times as shown in the figures 8 and 9. The results for the goodness-of-fit measures are shown in table 
3. 
From figure 8 it is clear that the predicted flows for the motorway are a little bit lower than the measured 
ones, which also results in a larger bias UM, but still the error is reasonably small. For the on and off-ramp 
and urban flows, the variations are larger, but the error remains within acceptable limits, taking into account 
that the OD matrix used, was scaled with a global factor and not per relation. Also the simulated travel times 
reproduce the measured travel times very well. 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Flows validation 
 
 

Table 3: Goodness-of-fit measures for flows and travel times for validation 
  RMSPE R² U UM US UC
Flows Motorways 0.1634 0.9350 0.0667 0.3353 0.0483 0.6248
 On and off-ramps 0.3933 0.4990 0.1872 0.2655 0.0028 0.7357
 Urban network 0.3844 0.5756 0.1533 0.0352 0.0000 0.9688
 Total network 0.3624 0.9438 0.0978 0.1603 0.0670 0.7744
Travel time  0.1425 0.9807   
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Figure 9: Travel times validation 
 
 

9 Conclusions 
In this paper the validation of the dynamic traffic assignment model MARPLE is described. Flow and travel 
time measurements from an assessment study, about the effects of traffic management during road works, 
were used to calibrate the OD matrix and validate the model. The results showed that the OD calibration 
method developed is very effective in improving the results of the assignment related to the measurements. 
The model is able to accurately predict the flows and the travel times in a network.  
The results for the validation are less accurate, but this can be attributed to the different situation and demand 
which were used for the validation. 
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Abstract 
This study uses Stochastic Learning Automata (SLA) theory to model commuters’ day-to-day learning 
behavior within the context of departure-time choices. Unlike other learning methods proposed in the 
literature, SLA is a powerful modeling tool that does not require extensive data because it attempts to find a 
solution without a priori information on the optimal action. The proposed SLA model addresses the 
learning/adaptation of travelers on the basis of experienced travel choices and user-specific characteristics. 
The stochastic nature of the system and heterogeneity among different drivers in day-to-day learning 
behavior are considered by combining Bayesian Learning approach with the SLA theory, and by developing 
probability distributions for each model parameter. To train and test the parameters of the model individual 
commuter data obtained from New Jersey Turnpike a 148 mile-toll road with 27 entry-exit points are used. 
The proposed model aims to capture the commuters’ departure-time choice learning behavior both under 
undisturbed (before toll change) and disturbed network conditions (after toll change) and to investigate 
commuters’ responses to toll, travel-time, departure/arrival time restrictions while selecting their departure-
times. The results have demonstrated the possibility of developing a psychological framework (i.e., learning 
models) as a viable approach to represent traveler behavior.  

1. Introduction 
Drivers’ day-to-day learning behavior and behavioral processes involved in travel decisions in uncertain 
environments, and how such learning affects their adaptation to the system have become a vital component 
of travel behavior research. Transportation systems are highly dynamic, non-stationary and uncertain. 
Moreover, drivers’ information is limited and perhaps biased, thus their choices among available alternatives 
reflect their perceptions of the utilities associated with each alternative (Avineri and Prashker, 2005). 
Consequently, drivers tend to make decisions based on their day-to-day experiences with the system which 
result from repeated previous choices. These experiences are the input for drivers’ learning behavior and 
their adaptation to the changes in the dynamic and uncertain system.  
 
In travel-choice decision-making process, travel utilities occurred in the past affect commuters’ current 
decisions. Travel attributes like travel time are not constant and not likely to be known before the current trip 
occurs, thus Horowitz (1984) suggested an equilibrium model in which the travel choices on each day are 
based on averages of travel times on previous days. However, recent research (Kahneman and Tversky, 
1979; Mahmassani and Cheng, 1985; Avineri and Prashker, 2003; Senbil and Kitamura, 2004; and others) 
has shown that travelers do not necessarily minimize travel time when making a travel choice, or they are not 
necessarily utility maximizers. Rather travelers may adopt some simple rules; such that good outcomes, 
associated with selecting a particular strategy, increase the probability that this strategy would be chosen 
again. This kind of learning process in travel-choice has been studied by applying Reinforcement Learning, 
Bayesian Learning and Stochastic Learning Automata.  
 
Roth and Erev (1995) suggested that drivers’ learning process can be described as reinforcement models. 
Reinforcement learning is a form of machine learning used to solve problems of interaction and to learn the 
optimal action through a learning process (Sutton and Barto 1998). It is a form of trial-and-error learning, 
where an agent starts interacting with the environment with a random action, and receives rewards when this 
action leads to successful performance. As the agent explores the environment and finds actions to high 
reward its behavior changes. To make the decision as to what action to take in a particular state, an agent can 
draw on previous experience and take the action which, on average, led to the better reward. In transportation 
area Erev and Roth (1998), Schreckenberg and Selten (2004), Miyagi (2005) and Selten et al. (2006) 
proposed reinforcement learning models considering route travel times, and conducted experiments to 
understand individual traveler behavior.  
 
Another form of learning model, Bayesian Learning (BL), describes the traveler-choice behavior as an 
iterative process, in which at each step, the traveler uses historical frequencies of different travel times and 
form a belief about the travel choices’ expected travel times. Then the traveler makes a choice to minimize 
the expected (or random) utility, given his/her beliefs. March (1996), Jha et al. (1998), and Chen and 
Mahmassani (2004) used Bayesian updating of travel time to model how travelers learn from experience.  
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Stochastic Learning Automata (SLA), a form of Reinforcement Learning model, mimics drivers’ day-to-day 
learning by updating the drivers’ choice probabilities based on information received by the drivers and the 
experience of drivers. The appropriate selection of the proper learning algorithm as well as the parameters it 
contains is crucial for its success in modeling choice behavior. In simple terms, the SLA approach is an 
inductive inference mechanism that updates the probabilities of its actions occurring in a stochastic 
environment in order to improve a certain performance index, i.e. travel cost of users. The learning schemes, 
in which the action probabilities of an automaton are updated, are based of the responses of the environment. 
This process is naturally closely related to BL, in which the distribution function of a parameter is updated at 
each instant on the basis of new information. However, in BL the updating takes place according to Bayes’ 
rule, while it is more general in SLA. In fact, in SLA, no unique procedure exists and the specific scheme 
used depends on a number of factors such as accuracy, stability, and speed of convergence (Narendra and 
Thathachar, 1989). Ozbay et al. (2001) and Ozbay et al. (2002) proposed to use SLA to model the day-to-day 
learning behavior of drivers in the context of route and departure time choice behavior.       
 
In this paper, Stochastic Learning Automata (SLA) theory is used to model drivers’ day-to-day 
learning/adaptation behavior within the context of travel-choices. In Section 2, the theory of SLA is 
discussed in detail. Next, in Section 3, the proposed SLA model developed to understand New Jersey 
Turnpike users’ departure-time choices under time-of-day pricing applications is provided. Then the 
proposed model trained and tested using NJ Turnpike traffic and traveler survey data. The results are 
presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to conclusions and discussions. 

2. Stochastic Learning Automata 
The stochastic automaton attempts a solution of the problem without any information on the optimal action 
(initially, equal probabilities are attached to all the actions). One action is selected at random, the response 
from the environment is observed, action probabilities are updated based on that response, and the procedure 
is repeated. A stochastic automaton acting as described to improve its performance is called a learning 
automaton (Narendra and Thathachar, 1989). The objective in the design of the learning automaton is to 
determine how the choice of the action at any stage should be guided by past actions and responses.  
 
Theory of learning automata is concerned with the analysis and synthesis of automata which operate in 
random environments. In this section we describe the random environments, the structure and characteristics 
of the automata, and the mathematical tools that are applicable to the analysis of such systems. 

2.1. Environment 
In the context of learning automata it is not easy to specify the environment. The definition encompasses a 
large class of unknown random media in which an automaton can operate. Mathematically, an environment 
is represented by a triple {α, c, β} where α represents a finite action/input set, β represents an output set, and 
c is a set of penalty probabilities, where each element ci corresponds to one action αi of the set α. The action 
α(n) of the automaton belongs to the set α, and is applied to the environment at time t = n. The output β(n) 
from the environment is an element of the set β. In the simplest case, the values βi are chosen to be 0 and 1, 
where 1 is associated with failure/penalty response. Consequently, ci represents the probability that the action 
αi will result in a penalty output. The elements of c are defined as: 

                  ( ) ( )( ) ( )r...,2,1icn|1nPr ii ====      ααβ                      (1) 
 

There are several models defined by the response set of the environment. Models in which the output can 
take only one of two values, 0 or 1, are referred to as P-models. In this case, response value of 1 corresponds 
to an “unfavorable” (failure, penalty) response, while output of 0 means the action is “favorable.” A further 
generalization of the environment allows finite response sets with more than two elements that may take 
finite number of values in an interval [a, b]. Such models are called Q-models. When the output is a 
continuous random variable with possible values in an interval [a, b], the model is named S-model. The 
focus of this paper is P-models. 

2.2.  The Stochastic Automaton 

The automaton takes in a sequence of inputs and puts out a sequence of actions. Mathematically, the 
automaton can be represented by a quintuple ( ) ( ){ }⋅⋅⋅Φ ⋅ ,H,,F,,, βα  where; 

- Φ  is asset of internal states. At any instant n, the state ( )nφ  is an element of the finite set 
{ }s,...,, φφφ=Φ 21  
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- α  is a set of actions (or outputs of the automaton). The output/action of an automaton at instant n, 
denoted by ( )nα , is an element of the finite set { }r21 ,...,, αααα =  
- β is a set of responses (or inputs from the environment). The input from the environment ( )nβ  is an 
element of the set β  which could be either a finite set or an infinite set, such as an interval on the real line: 

{ } ( ){ }b,a,...,, m21 == βββββ or      . 

- ( ) Φ→×Φ⋅⋅ β:,F  is a function that maps the current state and input into the next state. F can be 
deterministic or stochastic:  
    ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]n,nF1n βφ=+φ                                (2) 
- ( ) αβ →×Φ⋅⋅ :,H is a function that maps the current state and input into the current output. If the current 
output depends on only the current state, the automaton is referred to as state-output automaton. In this 
case, the function ( )⋅⋅,H  is replaced by an output function ( ) α→Φ⋅ :G , which can be either deterministic 
or stochastic:  
        ( ) ( )[ ]nGn φ=α                                   (3) 

Figure 1 shows the relation between the automaton and the environment. 

 
Figure 1 The automaton and the environment 

 
In the stochastic automaton one of the two mappings F and G is stochastic. If the transition function F is 
stochastic, the elements β

ijf  of F represent the probability that the automaton moves from iφ to jφ  following 
an input β :  
              ( ) ( ) ( ){ } m21ijij ,...,s,...2,1j,in,n|1nPrf βββββββ ===φ=φφ=+φ=                                       (4) 
 
For the stochastic mapping G, the definition is similar: 

( ) ( ){ } r,...2,1j,in|1nPrg ijij =φ=φ=+=       αα                              (5) 

2.3. Reinforcement Schemes 

A learning automaton generates a sequence of actions on the basis of its interaction with the environment. If 
the automaton is “learning” in the process, its performance must be superior to an automaton for which the 
action probabilities are equal. In general stochastic systems the action probabilities are updated at every state 
using a reinforcement scheme. Reinforcement schemes are categorized based on the behavior type they 
provide and the linearity of the reinforcement algorithm. In general terms a reinforcement scheme can be 
represented as  

       ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]n,n,npT1np βα=+                               (6) 
 

where T is mapping. If ( )1np +  is a linear function of ( )np , the reinforcement scheme is said to be linear, 
otherwise it is termed nonlinear. Since this study utilizes a linear reinforcement scheme with multi-actions, 
in Section 3.3 the update process of action probabilities in a linear environment is discussed in detail. This 
kind of learning scheme is called linear reward-penalty learning scheme and denoted by PRL ∈− . For other 
reinforcement schemes please refer to Narendra and Thathachar (1989).  

2.4. Convergence Properties 

The concepts associated with the convergence of learning automata require sophistical mathematical tools, 
and the nature of convergence depends on the kind of reinforcement scheme employed.  
 

Environment 
Penalty probabilities c 

Response β  Action α  

Automaton 
State φ  
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The following discussion based on Narendra and Thathachar (1989) about the expediency and optimality of 
the learning provides some insights about these convergence issues. Average penalty received by the 
automaton is one of the useful quantities in understanding the behavior of the SLA. At any stage, n, if action 
αi (departure-time choice i) is selected with probability pi, the average penalty (reward) conditioned on p(n) 
is given as follows: 

          
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
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For the linear reward-penalty scheme PRL ∈− , the pure chance automaton, Mo, is calculated as follows: 
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The learning automaton must at least do better than pure chance automaton at least asymptotically as ∞→n . 
This asymptotic behavior, defined in Definition 1 is called expediency. 
 
Definition 1: A learning automaton is called expedient if there exists a no such that for all n > no, 
      ( ) ( )[ ] 0nMnME o <−                    (9) 
 
Furthermore, if the average penalty is minimized by the proper selection of actions, the learning automaton is 
called optimal. This condition is defined in Definition 2. 
 
Definition 2: A learning automaton is called optimal if  
      ( )[ ] { }iin

cminnMElim =
∞→

                (10) 

 
The multi-action automaton using PRL ∈−  scheme is expedient for all initial action probabilities and in all 
stationary random environments.  

3. SLA Travel Choice Model 
Our approach to the problem of drivers’ learning behavior makes use of SLA techniques described in the 
previous sections. We model drivers’ day-to-day travel choices in a non-stationary environment. The aim is 
to design an automata system which can learn the best possible action based on the data collected from toll 
booths located at the exit locations of NJ Turnpike. The learning automata method we define will be useful 
in understanding the drivers’ behavior in congested and constrained systems and how they adapt their 
choices as a response to a change in a system i.e., toll changes. The following sections describe the data 
sources used in this study, the proposed model, and experiment and test results. 

3.1. NJ Turnpike 

NJTPK is a 148 mile-toll road with 27 entry-exit points. The toll-road extends from Delaware Memorial 
Bridge in the South New Jersey (NJ) to George Washington Bridge in New York City (NYC). Since 
September, 2000, time-of-day pricing has been applied to encourage peak-period commuters to shift to off-
peaks to reduce peak-hour congestion. Peak hour tolls are effective on weekdays from 7:00 to 9:00am and 
from 4:30 to 6:30pm. Only passenger cars with E-ZPass tag are eligible for time-of-day pricing, and cash 
users’ tolls are higher than E-ZPass users irrespective of time-of-day. During peak hours and shoulders, more 
than 90% of the vehicles are passenger cars with E-ZPass (Ozbay et al. 2005). On January, 2003, toll levels 
for each period and vehicle type were increased.  

3.2. Data Sources  

The proposed SLA model is applied to the road section from Exit no 14 (Newark, NJ) and Exit no 18E 
(George Washington Bridge, NYC). The main reason to select this specific road section is that, NJ Turnpike 
road sections from an exit location to another exit location include both the demand between these two exit 
locations and the demand from that particular exit to other exit points which are located further away. Thus, 
any change in the latter demand will affect the traffic conditions in the selected road section. In order to 
minimize these outside effects we selected the road section from 14 to 18E, a section isolated from the other 
portions of NJ Turnpike i.e., the more than 90% of traffic volume observed on this section is due to the 
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demand between exits 14 and 18E. The traffic data used in training and testing of the SLA model include E-
ZPass traffic volume and travel time information. The traffic volume data contain the traffic counts for each 
15 min time interval between 6:30 am and 7:30 am from October-2002 to March-2003, three-months before 
and three-months after the toll increase at NJ Turnpike. The travel time data, on the other hand, not only 
include mean travel times for the corresponding time period, but also the individual travel times for 20 users 
at each 15 min interval throughout the time period. From this data, the mean and standard deviation of the 
travel times at each interval are obtained. Unfortunately, the traffic data do not include any information 
regarding users’ desired/actual arrival times, early/late arrival amount to their locations. This crucial 
information about drivers’ departure-time selection is obtained from descriptive analysis of traveler surveys 
conducted for NJ Turnpike users. 

3.3. Model 

For the proposed model, an input set X composed of the explanatory variables typically used in the utility 
functions is considered. Thus X = {xn1, xn2,… ,xni} where n is the day, i is the individual user. The output set 
D = {d1, d2, d3, d4} includes multiple actions composed of four choices (1: interval 6:30-6:45 am, 2: interval 
6:45-7:00 am, 3: interval 7:00-7:15 am, 4: interval 7:15-7:30 am). Using the explanatory variables obtained 
from traffic and traveler survey data a user-specific travel cost function is derived. In terms of departure-time 
choice decisions, if at day n the travel cost on a time-period is less than the travel costs on other periods, the 
algorithm increases the probability of choosing that time-period and decreases the probability of choosing 
other periods using reinforcement learning scheme. Due to non-stationary nature of the system at each day a 
different time-period can be the minimum travel cost choice. The estimated travel cost function is a function 
of value of travel time, travel time, value of reliability, travel time variance, value of early/late arrival, 
early/late arrival amount, and toll value from exit 14 to exit 18E. In this paper only departure-time choice 
decisions of NJ Turnpike users are addressed. In general, drivers choose among both different departure-
times and different routes. However, for the NJ Turnpike case descriptive analysis of traveler surveys 
indicate statistically insignificant shift to other modes/routes from NJTPK (Ozbay et al. 2005), stating that 
NJTPK users make only departure-time choices depending on their valuation of travel costs.  

( ) kk,i,nk,i,nik,i,nk,i,nik,i,1nik,i,nik,i,n tollVOLAVOEAVORttVOTT ++++= − ξϖδγητ             (11) 
where; 
k = Departure-time interval index (1: pre-peak, 2: peak, 3: post-peak) 

i,nτ = Total travel cost for driver i on day n ($) 
VOTTi = Value of travel time for driver i ($/min) 
ttn,i = travel time for driver i on day n (min) 
VORi = Value of reliability for driver i ($/min) 

( ) i,1n−η  = Travel time variance experienced by driver i up to day (n-1) (min) 
VOEAi = Value of early arrival for driver i ($/min) 

k,i,nδ  = Amount of early arrival experienced by driver i on day n when departure-time k is selected (min) 
VOLAi = Value of late arrival for driver i ($/min) 

k,i,nξ  = Amount of late arrival experienced by driver i on day n when departure-time k is selected (min) 
Tollk = Toll amount at departure-time interval k ($) 

⎩
⎨
⎧=

otherwise    0
k time-departurechosen  has he/shen when destinatio  theearly to arrivesdriver   theif    1

k,i,nγ  

⎩
⎨
⎧=

otherwise    0
k time-departurechosen  has he/shen when destinatio  the tolate arrivesdriver   theif    1

k,i,nϖ  

 
In this paper, unlike the previous studies using constant values, the Bayesian Learning approach is combined 
with the SLA theory and for each individual driver, the parameters of the total cost function are sampled 
from probability distributions (Table 1). Each probability distribution is estimated using either traffic or 
traveler survey data. With the use of probability distributions, the stochastic nature of the system and 
heterogeneity among different drivers can be successfully included in the day-to-day learning and adaptation 
process of users.  
 
Based on the proposed travel cost function, traffic volume data collected between October 2002 and 
November 2002 for each 15 min interval are used to calibrate the reward (a) and penalty (b) parameters of 
the SLA model. Unlike other SLA models in the literature, we assume that reward and penalty parameters 
are specific to each individual driver and follow a probability distribution.  
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Table 1 Parameter information 

Parameter Distribution Data Source 
VOTT ($/hour) Normal (18,4) Traveler Survey (Ozbay et al., 2006) 
VOR ($/hour) Normal (10,3) Assumed 

VOEA ($/hour) Normal (20,5) Assumed based on Traveler Survey results 
VOLA ($/hour) Normal (20,5) Assumed based on Traveler Survey results 

Travel Time (min) Normal Traffic data (for each departure-time interval) 
Total Trip Duration (min) Normal (65, 15) Traveler Survey Data 

Desired Arrival time (time) Normal (7:30, 75 min) Traveler Survey Data 
Toll ($) constant NJ Turnpike Authority website 

Allowable time         (Desired arrival time) – (Departure time) 
Early/late arrival amount         (Allowable time) – (Total trip Duration) 

 
In this study linear reinforcement scheme ( )PRL ∈−  is considered for the proposed multi-action SLA model. 
For an r-action learning automaton, the general definition of ( )PRL ∈−  can be obtained as follows: 

( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )

1b,a0

npb
1r

bnph

npanpg

kk

kk

<<

⋅−
−

=

⋅=
                             (12) 

where gk and hk (k=1,2,…r) are continuous, nonnegative functions with the following assumptions:  
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )[ ] r...2,1i1nphnp0

1,0npnpnpg0
r

ik
kkk

kkk

=<+<

∈∀<<

∑
≠

   

   
                                          (13) 

Thus, the scheme corresponding to general linear schemes is given as:  
( )
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where 0<a<1 is the reward parameter, and 0<b<1 is the penalty parameter of the reinforcement scheme.  
 
Example: Suppose we have only 2 commuters (m= 1, 2) who make the following choices for 3 consecutive 
days, where during these days for commuters 1 and 2 minimum cost periods are period-3 and period-2, 
respectively. Moreover, assume after day 4 commuter 1 chooses departure-time periods 1, 2, 3 and 4 with 
probability 0.15, 0.15, 0.55, and 0.15, respectively, while commuter 2 chooses departure-time periods 1, 2, 3 
and 4 with probability 0.15, 0.55, 0.15, and 0.15, respectively. (Table 2) 

Table 2 Sample choice set for commuter 1 

Commuters Commuter 1 Commuter 2 
Choice Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 

Observed choice 2 1 3 3 4 2 
Optimum choice 3 3 3 2 2 2 

 
Based on this information, commuter i’s probability of selecting a period can be calculated for each day as 
shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Update of Choice probabilities at each day 

Commuter Choice Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 
3j ≠  0.25 ( )b125.0 −⋅  ( )2b125.0 −⋅  ( ) ( )( )2b125.0a1 −⋅⋅−  

1 
3j =  0.25 ( )b125.0

3
b

−⋅+ ( ) ( )⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −⋅+⋅−+ b125.0
3
bb1

3
b ( ) ( ) ( ) ab125.0

3
bb1

3
ba1 +⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −⋅+⋅−+⋅−

2j ≠  0.25 ( )b125.0 −⋅  ( )2b125.0 −⋅  ( ) ( )( )2b125.0a1 −⋅⋅−  
2 

2j =  0.25 ( )b125.0
3
b

−⋅+ ( ) ( )⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −⋅+⋅−+ b125.0

3
bb1

3
b ( ) ( ) ( ) ab125.0

3
bb1

3
ba1 +⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −⋅+⋅−+⋅−
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Since we know the true choice probabilities after day 4, we can find the parameters of reward (a) and penalty 
(b) distributions by maximizing the likelihood function given by:  

( ) ( )∏∏
= =

=
4

1j

2

1i
ijpgP;Lmax θθ                         (15) 

In this expression, θ  represents the unknown parameters that govern the distribution of choice probabilities 
as a function of the reward and penalty parameters which follow a particular probability distribution, pij is the 
probability of selecting departure-time j for commuter i during day 4 (as shown in Table 3).  
 
Unfortunately, this reinforcement learning scheme requires us to keep track of each commuter choice at each 
day of the analysis period, in order to update the probability values. However, our database does not provide 
any information regarding the choice of a particular commuter throughout the analysis period; rather it 
provides the resulting traffic volumes at each departure-time period for any day. Thus, it is not possible for 
the research team to calculate individual choice probabilities at each day n, and update the user probability 
values based on the proposed update mechanism. To overcome this drawback, instead of calculating 
individual choice probabilities, for any day, n, we calculate the probability of selecting a departure-time 
choice j using the following equation:  

                      ( )
n

T

1i
ni

j T

choice
np

n

∑
==                 (16) 

where; 
( )np j = Probability of choosing departure-time j during day n 

 
otherwise    0

day  during  choice selected has  individual if    
⎩
⎨
⎧=

nji1choiceni  

Tn = Total number of commuters at during day n 
 
Then, training procedure determines the optimum probability distributions (and the parameters of the 
distributions) for reward and penalty parameters, and updates the action probabilities ( )1np j +  at end of 
each day n based on PRL ∈−  scheme, such that at the end of the calibration process, the difference between 
the observed equilibrium departure-time choice probabilities and the calculated ( )Np j

 values at day N (last 
day of the calibration period) is minimized. 
 
After calibrating the model parameters, the proposed SLA model is tested using traffic data collected on 
December 2002 when the system is at equilibrium, and data collected between January 2003 and March 
2003 when the system is disturbed (i.e., toll level change on January 2003). Sensitivity analysis of the model 
both in equilibrium and disturbed conditions helps us to determine the performance of the proposed model 
under system changes, how drivers respond to these changes, and how long does it take for the model to 
converge. 

3.4. Training Results 

This section focuses on the training of the proposed SLA model, and estimation of reward and penalty 
distributions using October-November 2002 database. The calibration process resulted in the following 
distributions for reward (a) and penalty parameters (b): 

( )
( )001.0,0025.0 ~

005.0,032.0 ~
Normalb
Normala                 (17) 

 
On the basis of PRL ∈−  scheme, values around 0.02 and 0.002 are suggested for a and b parameters, 
respectively for learning automata in various disciplines (Ozbay et al., 2001). However, as obtained from 
training results, for NJ Turnpike users reward and penalty parameters are higher and come from a 
distribution rather than constant values. These relatively high values for a and b parameters state that NJ 
Turnpike users are more risk prone users, and can adapt themselves to the changes in the system quickly. 
This is in fact an expected behavior for NJ Turnpike users since most of the E-ZPass users are frequent users 
of NJ Turnpike and are familiar with the daily traffic conditions. To this extent, proposed SLA model with 
these estimated parameters seem to accurately mimic the day-to-day behavior of NJ Turnpike users. 
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Figure 2 shows the mean standard deviations (MSD) for each day, calculated from the difference between 
observed traffic values and the assigned traffic volumes using the proposed SLA model. The mean standard 
deviations show that small portion of the days have high MSD (between 0.18 and 0.22), while on other days 
the error is around 0.10. To investigate the reason for these days with high MSD values, travel time 
distributions for the whole time period are analyzed, as shown in Figure 3. The analysis results indicate that 
on the days with high MSD, the previous day travel time values were exceptionally high compared with 
other days. Since the proposed learning model is mainly built on travel time, travel time values directly 
affect users’ arrival time and consequently their departure-time choices. Thus, any unexceptional travel time 
value causes very high travel costs, and disturbs user-optimum departure-time choice behavior. Even though, 
the learning level is relatively low for these relatively high travel-time days, when the system returns back to 
the equilibrium state, the proposed model quickly adapts itself and in four to five days the MSD values drop 
down to values around 0.10, i.e. the model converges.  
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Figure 2 Mean standard deviation                                   Figure 3 Travel time distribution 
 
The overall calibration results show that proposed SLA model can successfully mimic the NJ Turnpike 
users’ learning/adaptation behavior and can quickly adapt itself to the system disturbances. Next section 
focuses on the testing of the proposed SLA model using December 2002-March 2003 database. 

3.5. Test Results 

This section tests the estimated SLA model both on undisturbed (before the toll change) and disturbed 
network conditions (after toll change). Test cases focus on the NJ Turnpike users’ responses to toll, travel-
time, departure/arrival time restrictions while selecting their departure-times. Figure 4 shows the change in 
MSD from December 2002 to March 2003. The values indicate that during December 2002 the MSD values 
are around 0.1. On the other hand, between January 2003 and February 2003 we observe relatively high 
MSD values indicating lower learning levels for the SLA model. This low level of learning can be explained 
by the fact that the time period from January 2003 to February 2003 is right after the toll increase. Thus, the 
system is still fluctuating as a response to the new toll levels, and has not reached to equilibrium yet, which 
results in higher MSD values for the proposed SLA level. On March 2003 the system reaches a new 
equilibrium, and MSD values reduce up to 0.1, indicating that the SLA model successfully captures this new 
equilibrium and correctly mimics drivers’ day-to-day behavior.  
 
Table 4 presents the observed and estimated percent shares of traffic at each departure-time choice. The 
results indicate that on January 2003 and February 2003 converged probability values for departure-time 
choice are slightly different than the observed probability values. On the other hand, on December 2002, and 
March 2003, where the system is at equilibrium, the proposed SLA model successfully converged to true 
probability values.  
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Table 4 Percent share of traffic at different periods 

 6:30-6:45 am 6:45-7:00 am 7:00 - 7:15 am 7:15-7:30 am 
 Observed Estimated Observed Estimated Observed Estimated Observed Estimated

Dec-02 0.198 0.193 0.269 0.270 0.288 0.295 0.245 0.242 
Jan-03 0.213 0.199 0.236 0.270 0.287 0.272 0.265 0.259 
Feb-03 0.211 0.195 0.248 0.254 0.265 0.284 0.276 0.267 
Mar-03 0.201 0.199 0.260 0.260 0.284 0.280 0.255 0.258 

4. Conclusions and Discussions 
In this paper, SLA theory is used to model commuters’ day-to-day learning behavior, and to evaluate the 
effect of a feedback mechanism on decision-making under uncertainty. A linear reward-penalty 
reinforcement scheme PRL ∈−  is proposed to represent day-to-day learning behavior of NJ Turnpike users 
both in undisturbed (before toll change) and disturbed network conditions (after toll change), and to 
investigate commuters’ responses to toll, travel-time, departure/arrival time restrictions while selecting their 
departure-times.  
 
The proposed learning model attempts to model drivers’ day-to-day travel choices in a stochastic 
environment where multiple choices are available to the users. The following improvements are achieved 
compared with the past studies: (a) unlike previous studies in the literature, in this study reward and penalty 
parameters are assumed to be different for each commuter, and follow a probability distribution, rather than 
just constant values, (b) while determining the drivers’ travel choices a wide variety of explanatory variables 
are considered other than the travel time, including value of travel time, travel time, value of reliability, 
travel time variance, value of early/late arrival, early/late arrival amount, and toll value (c) in order to 
consider the stochastic nature of the system and heterogeneity among different drivers in the context of day-
to-day learning behavior, Bayesian Learning approach is combined with the SLA theory and for each 
individual driver, the parameters of the total cost function are sampled from probability distributions, (d) the 
proposed model is trained and tested using real traffic and traveler survey data.  
 
The proposed SLA model is calibrated using NJ Turnpike E-ZPass traffic database (road section from Exit 
no 14 (Newark, NJ) and Exit no 18E (George Washington Bridge, NYC)) collected at each 15 minute time 
interval between 6:30 am to 7:30 am from October-2002 to November-2002. Using the explanatory variables 
obtained from traffic and traveler survey data, a user-specific travel cost function is derived. The user-
specific travel cost function is found to be a function of travel time, early/late arrival amount, travel-time 
variance, value of travel time, value of early/late arrival amount, and value of travel time reliability. The 
calibration results show that proposed SLA model can successfully mimic the NJ Turnpike users’ 
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learning/adaptation behavior and can quickly adapt itself to the system disturbances. Next, the calibrated 
model is tested using December 2002-March 2003 database in order to determine the performance of the 
proposed SLA model both for undisturbed (before the toll change) and disturbed network conditions (after 
toll change), and to investigate NJ Turnpike users’ responses to toll, travel-time, departure/arrival time 
restrictions while selecting their departure-times. The test results show that the proposed SLA model can 
successfully converge to observed probability values in four to five days. 
 
This study has attempted to gain insights into the learning/adaptation behavior of commuters in uncertain 
and dynamic environments. The experiment results have demonstrated the possibility of developing a 
psychological framework (i.e., learning models) as an alternative to represent traveler behavior.  
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Abstract 
 
This research forms an important element in the context of developing unified traffic assignment models 
combining deterministic and stochastic approaches. Developing a doubly dynamic simulation assignment 
model involves specifying a day-to-day route choice model as a stochastic process combined with a driver 
learning and adjusting model, and a within day dynamic network loading model for moving the vehicles 
along the links of the network while capturing the interactions amongst vehicles that departed in the 
same/successive departure periods. Numerical tests aim to show the stationarity of the stochastic process, 
while illustrating the consistency of the link flow model results with properties such as First-In, First-Out 
(FIFO), in case of a network serving multiple origins-destinations for which the O-D demand varies over 
multiple departure periods.   
 
1 Introduction 
 
Traditionally, dynamic traffic assignment in the literature refers to the modelling of traffic flows on street 
networks due to the variations in the demand within a day, and capturing the spatio-temporal congestion 
effects through suitable dynamic link travel time functions. Usually such models are aimed at solving for 
either dynamic system optimal or dynamic user equilibrium, and as they consider the traffic flow as a 
deterministic variable the solutions naturally tend to be deterministic representing an average situation at 
each moment. Clearly, the within day deterministic models cannot explain the random variations in traffic 
flow, besides being unable to represent the transient states in the evolution towards equilibrium (Cascetta, 
1989). In fact, the purview of dynamic traffic assignment is much wider and includes day-to-day variations 
in the demand. There are a few examples of pure day-to-day dynamic models such as Cascetta (1989), 
Watling (1996), Watling and Hazelton (2003), which considered the evolution of the traffic flow as a 
stochastic process, but are limited by the use of static within day cost-flow functions. However, a more 
generalised framework of assignment should include day-to-day and within day variations in traffic flows in 
order to be able to represent a realistic scenario, and such models are called doubly dynamic traffic 
assignment models; these models are the main subject of the present paper.           
 
Cascetta and Cantarella (1991) developed such a doubly dynamic simulation model in which they defined 
the route flows on any day as a stochastic process, and included a queuing model to capture the delays on the 
links. Friesz (1996) also developed a doubly dynamic assignment model, but assuming deterministic flow 
variables, which carries with it some of the limitations described in the previous paragraph. In this research, 
we aim to develop a stochastic process model capable of modelling the variations in day-to-day and within 
day traffic. This paper is a continuation of Balijepalli and Watling (2005) in which the overall context of the 
research was explained, but for the benefit of unfamiliar readers a brief summary is included here. 

The main aim of Balijepalli and Watling’s (2005) research is to bring the deterministic and stochastic 
modelling approaches into a common modelling framework. This should be plausible because the 
deterministic model can be seen as a special case of a stochastic model where the variability element is 
assumed to be zero. Their proposition was based on earlier research results, notably those by Davis and 
Nihan (1993), which proves in their asymptotic results that a fairly broad class of stochastic process traffic 
assignment models converge to a stationary multivariate Normal distribution, approximately, and that the 
mean of this distribution is equal to the stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) flows. In order to describe a 
Normal distribution completely, one would require its mean and variance (i.e. variance-covariance matrix). 
Since the mean, represented by the SUE flows, can be estimated by a method such as the method of 
successive averages, we only need to estimate the variance to complete the approximation. Hazelton and 
Watling (2004) followed this lead and estimated the variance in the case of day-to-day dynamic but within 
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day static conditions. In order to include the within day variability, we need to extend their modelling 
framework to replace the static cost-flow functions with dynamic cost-flow functions. However, in such a 
case, working out some of the parameters required to proceed with the approximation, viz., jacobians of the 
travel time functions with respect to the path inflows gets increasingly complicated, and Balijepalli and 
Watling (2005) includes a detailed specification for analytically computing the required jacobians. 
 
Given the time varying demand profile and the network specification, the expected output of the stochastic 
process model includes, during each departure period within a day, the mean traffic flow and the variance of 
route flows when the process is stationary. Thus this research provides an initial step in advancing our 
understanding of the variability of traffic flows on street networks and more importantly combines the 
deterministic and stochastic models - the two seemingly parallel approaches to carrying out the traffic 
assignment. The specific aims of this paper are to specify a stochastic process model for the route choice 
process incorporating the drivers’ day-to-day learning and adjustment process through a simple weighted 
averaging method, combined with a continuous time dynamic network loading method to obtain the drivers’ 
experienced travel costs. It is aimed that the doubly dynamic traffic assignment is solved using a simulation 
framework.  A simple grid network with multiple origins and destinations will be used to illustrate the 
principles described.   
 
2 Methodology 
 
Consider a network of directed links serving O-D demand represented by { },......., kq=Q  where kq is the O-
D demand for a particular commodity k, each commodity defining a combination of origin, destination and 
(discrete) departure period, it being assumed that the total period of analysis is divided into L departure 
periods. Each commodity k is served by a set of routes kR  with kR  elements; the full route set across all 

commodities thus has dimension ∑
=

=
K

k
kR

1

ρ . Let f be the ρ- vector of commodity route flows and c(f) be 

the vector of commodity route costs.   
 

It is assumed that all the trip makers of commodity k are rational in their behaviour when choosing their 
route, in an attempt to minimise their perceived cost of travel. For each commodity k and route kRr∈ , the 

perceived travel cost kn
rC )(ˆ  at the start of day k is given by 

 
kn

r
kn

r
kn

r CC )()1()(ˆ η+= −           (1) 

 

where kn
rC )1( −  is the population-mean perceived cost for commodity k and route r at the end of day n-1, and 

kn
r

)(η  is a random variable describing unobserved attributes contributing to the population-dispersion of the 
perceived attractiveness of route r by commodity k. The ρ -vector C(n-1) represents the collection of 
population-mean perceived costs across all routes and commodities. The probability of choosing route r on 
day n is then given by:  

 

( ) riCCob kn
i

kn
i

kn
r

kn
r

nk
r ≠∀+<+= −−− )()1()()1()1( Pr)(p ηηC     (2) 

 

pk(.) then represents the vector (of dimension kR ) of route choice probabilities for the commodity k, and 
p(.) denotes the collection of these choice probability vectors over all the commodities (i.e. p(.) is a vector of 
dimension ρ). The functional form of the path choice probabilities depends on the joint probability density 
function assumed for the residuals { }k

kn
r Rr ∈:)(η  for each commodity k, resulting (for example) in a logit 
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model, if independent Gumbel distributions are assumed, and a probit model for a multivariate normal 
distribution. 

 

While the behavioural choice-side of the model is quite conventional, a simple linear learning filter is used to 
replicate drivers building up their experience of travel costs on a day-by-day basis following the completion 
of each day’s trip. In this research, we assume a simple weighted average approach akin to many other 
simulation experiments, for example, Horowitz (1984), Cascetta (1989) and Nakayama et al (1999). Thus 
following the completion of trips on any day (n-1), the population-mean perceived costs are updated based 
on a weighted average of costs actually incurred in a finite number of previous days m, using the form: 

 

{ } 10)(....)()()( 1211)( <<∀+++= −−−−− λλλλ mnmnnn s FcFcFcC    (3) 

)1/()1()(
1

1 λλλλ −−==∑
=

− m
m

j

js         (4) 

 

where s(λ) is simply a scaling factor to make the weights sum to unity and c(.) is the commodity route cost-
flow function as defined above, and where Fn is a vector random variable of dimension ρ denoting the 
network path flows by commodity on day n.  Assuming that for any day n and for each commodity k, all qk 
drivers wishing to travel make their travel choices independently, conditional on their experiences in past 
days, then the number of drivers taking each possible route on day n by each commodity k, conditional on 
the costs (3) experienced in the past, is obtained as:  

 

))(,(~ )1()1()( −− nkknkn qlMultinomia CpCF     independently for k = 1,2,,….K   (5) 

where F(n)k is the vector of route flows on day n by the commodity k.  

 
In order to be able to capture the interactions amongst the vehicles departing in the same/successive 
departure periods, we need to subdivide each departure period into a number of smaller time steps. Let δ be 
the time increment of this discretisation, and denote the complete analysis period by (0, Nδ] for some 
positive integer N. The time increments are thus the intervals (t-δ, t] for t = δ, 2δ, …, Nδ, which are referred 
to as minor time steps. Below, when we refer to a time step (or interval) t, it is to be understood that we are 
referring to the period (t-δ, t]. We assume that δ is chosen so as to be smaller than the free flow time  to 
traverse any link. This is an assumption we shall use implicitly on a number of occasions – implying that a 
vehicle could not enter and exit a link in the same increment of time. The OD demand rates are assumed (for 
notational convenience) to be specified over a common discretisation of the whole analysis period (0,Nδ], 
divided it into L major time periods, also referred to as departure periods (wj-1, wj] (for j = 1,2,,..L) such 
that ],0(],(.......],(],( 12110 δNwwwwww LL =∪∪∪ − . These match exactly the departure periods defined 
in the previous section, and for convenience are assumed to be of the same duration, i.e. κ=− −1jj ww  for 
all Lj ,...,2,1=  and some given κ .  

 
Let A be the set of links on the network, such that A = {…., ai, …} for i = 1,2,…  Assuming that whole link 
travel time models of linear form (Friesz 1993) are defined on each of the links on route r, the travel time 
function and exit time functions for any link ai may be expressed as a nested path cost operators. Then the 
expressions for travel time and the exit time are as given below: 
 

)))((())((
11

tgxtg
iiiiii aaaaaa −−

+= βατ         (6) 

))(()()(
11

tgtgtg
iiii aaaa −−

+= τ          (7) 
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where, (.)

iaτ  is the travel time on the link ai , 
iaα is the free flow time on the link, 

iaβ is the inverse of the 

exit capacity of the link ai,  (.)
iax is the number of vehicles on the link ai , and (.)

iag is the exit time from 
the link ai .  
 
As the model discretises time into a finite number of minor time steps, we have the knowledge of travel 
times computed only at the discrete time steps. But this will be insufficient to compute the path travel time 
on any path with multiple links, especially from the second link onwards where the travel time needs to be 
computed at some real time and not just integers. We propose to counter this by computing the travel time in 
equation (6) using linear interpolation, which is given below: 
 

[ ]).(ˆ)).1((ˆ.).(ˆ)( δτδτ
δ

δ
δττ δδ

δ
δ ><−+><

><−
+><≈ t

a
t

a

t
t

aa iiii

t
t     (8) 

for, ),...,2,1;0( nit =≥        
where, (.)ˆ

iaτ = travel time on link ai at integer time, and 
 <t/δ> = integer part of time t. 
 
Then for example, the path travel time for vehicles entering the link a1 at time t on route r (with an being the 
last link on route r before discharging the vehicles to the their destination) is simply given as the difference 
between the exit time from link n and the entry time at the origin, expressed as ])([ ttg

na − .  
 

])([)( ttgtc
na −=           (9) 

 
Finally, the departure time dependent mean travel time for route r with uniform inflow rate in any departure 
time period T bounded by ( ]jj ww ,1− , may be expressed as, 
 

{ } ∑
+−=−−

=
δ

δ

jn

njtjj

T
r tc

ww
c

1)1(1

)(
)(

1
        (10) 

 
where, n is the number of minor time steps in major time period T. Departure time dependent mean travel 
time obtained from (10) is used for updating the drivers’ memorised travel cost in (3) which then is used to 
work out the route choice for the following day.  
 
3 Numerical Example 
 
In order to illustrate the principles described in the previous section, a simple grid network of 12 links 
serving two origins and three destinations is used (Figure 1). Note that all the links are one-way, and there 
are 14 routes in all and the link-path incidence is shown in Table 1. It is assumed that dynamic linear travel 
time functions with parameters shown in Table 2 are defined on all the links of the network. The demand for 
each of the six possible O-D pairs is assumed to be known in each departure period, and is as shown in 
Figure 2. The route choice is assumed to follow the logit principle with the dispersion parameter θ = 0.1, 
unless otherwise mentioned. In this example, we included four departure periods of 15 minutes each, and we 
assumed a minor step length of one minute each. Drivers were assumed to remember up to a couple of days, 
and the memory weight was taken to be 0.5. 
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Table 2     Network Link Parameters 
Link Free flow time, 

αa minutes 
Service Rate, βa 
minutes/vehicle 

Exit Capacity, 
Vehicles/hour 

1 6 0.025 2400 
2 4 0.040 1500 
3 5 0.029 2069 
4 4 0.021 2857 
5 5 0.015 4000 
6 5 0.030 2000 
7 3 0.018 3333 
8 2 0.024 2500 
9 4 0.019 3158 

10 3 0.022 2727 
11 6 0.01 6000 
12 5 0.01 6000 

 
 

O1 

O2 

D1 

D2 

D3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Figure 1   Grid Network 

OD Pair Path Links 
O1-D1 1 1-4 
 2 1-9-5-11 
 3 7-2-5-11 
O1-D2 4 1-9-5 
 5 7-2-5 
O1-D3 6 1-9-5-12 
 7 7-2-5-12 
O2-D1 8 8-2-5-11 
 9 3-10-5-11 
O2-D2 10 8-2-5 
 11 3-10-5 
O2-D3 12 3-6 
 13 8-2-5-12 
 14 3-10-5-12 

Table 1 Link – Path Incidence
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Figure 2 Origin–Destination Demand 

 
3.1 Comments on day-to-day results 
 
Total travel time measured by the vehicle-hours on the network indicates the intensity of travel over the 
network, and if monitored over the period of simulation, will indicate the day-to-day evolution of the 
intensity of travel. Figure 3 shows the plot of total travel on the network. It indicates that in a realisation of 
500 days, total travel time on the network settles down to about its mean value (= 3079 veh-hrs), with a 
standard deviation of 18.4 veh-hrs. While monitoring the total travel on the network, an initial burn in period 
equivalent to 10% of the simulated days has been discounted. Figure 4 shows the day-to-day evolution of 
travel over 1000 days and provides some visual reassurance that the process is stable. In order to further 
ensure that the stochastic process is stable, we have analysed the autocorrelations of route flows based on 
1000 simulated days. Autocorrelations are expected to die down (and approach their equilibrium levels) with 
larger lags for a stationary series and indicate that the random variable under consideration is stable about its 
mean value. Figure 5 shows the autocorrelations in path flows on routes 1,2 and 3 for up to 15 days of lag 
over a realisation of 1000 days. As the correlation of the flows with themselves is unity, the first bar (with 
‘0’ lag) reflects the same. From then on, the autocorrelations can be observed to reduce with increasing lags. 
Insignificant autocorrelations compared to standard errors at some lag k>0, indicate that the flows on any 
route do not depend on the flows on the same route beyond k days, during the same departure period. This 
condition also implies that the process is stationary. Figure 5 includes error bars (based on Bartlett’s formula 
for large lag standard error) for each of the routes 1,2 and 3, for some lag k>0 beyond which the theoretical 
autocorrelation function deemed to have died out. However, a more affirmative test of stationarity of the 
time series would be that the determinant of the autocorrelation matrix and all the minors should be greater 
than zero, thus requiring a large number of conditions to be satisfied. It can also be commented that the route 
flows in departure period 1 settle down relatively quickly, compared to the flows over the rest of the 
departure periods, this is intuitively supportive to the notion that the delays in later time periods are affected 
by the flows from the earlier time periods, and hence the flows in later time periods settle down much slower 
compared to the flows in earlier departure periods. 
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Figure 3   Total Travel time on the Network over 500 Days 
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Figure 4   Total Travel time on the Network over 1000 Days 
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Figure 5   Correlogram for Flows on Routes 1, 2 and 3 

 
3.2 Comments on within day results  
 
Figure 6 shows the link-time plot for routes 1,2 and 3 in each of the departure periods. They indicate the 
travel times are fanning out in general, meaning that the congestion builds up as we progress with the 
dynamic loading of vehicles over the network. Especially on links 1 and 2, this phenomenon is very clear. 
On the other hand, parallel travel time lines indicate that the links are uncongested and operate below the 
capacity, as is the case with most of the links on routes 1,2 and 3. Figure 6 also indicates that the model 
results are consistent with FIFO property as we do not have any intersecting link travel time lines. The figure 
is also indicative of satisfying the FIFO property at the path level. As link 2 is used by several paths (see 
Table 1), in order to illustrate the dispersion of outflows over larger periods than the inflow periods the link 
inflow and outflow profiles have been drawn (Figure 7). Figure 7 illustrates that the vehicles on link 2 no 
longer operate under free flow speeds and started experiencing higher travel times due to the increase in the 
level of congestion.  
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Figure 6  Link-Time Plots for Routes 1,2 and 3 
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Figure 7   Inflow and Outflow Profiles for Link 2 

 
 
4 Conclusions 
 
This research is an important element in the context of developing a unifying modelling framework 
combining deterministic and stochastic assignment approaches. In specific, simulation modelling offers a 
benchmark against which the results of the new paradigm can be compared. In its own right, simulation 
modelling provides solutions to complex traffic assignment problems, such as the doubly dynamic traffic 
assignment described in this paper, through a fairly simple and transparent process. However, the main 
difficulty lies in interpreting the volume of results, and also requires a high level of expertise in identifying 
the main features of the results. For example, identifying the stability of the stochastic process could be 
tricky. Simulation models require very long and intense computational processing to solve the real life 
practical problems. For example, for the 12-link grid network described in section 3, when a higher degree of 
stability was sought by increasing the length of the realisation, the computer program ran for over three 
hours on a machine with Pentium D processor with 3.0 GHz having 1GB RAM. Precisely, this is the 
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motivation behind the attempts of developing variance approximation method for the stochastic process 
(Hazelton and Watling 2004, Balijepalli and Watling 2005).  
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ABSTRACT 
Models of route and departure time choice for individual trips through congested networks can provide 

insight into the dynamics of peak periods and sensitivity of travellers’ behaviour in response to a range of 

transport policy measures, including time-varying pricing. The consequence of travellers’ scheduling process 

is an inter-linked spatial and temporal pattern of activity participation and travel episodes. The degree to 

which travellers will adjust the timing of a particular trip will in general depend on the overall structure of 

the activity pattern in which it is embedded. Moreover, the impact of a policy measure, such as time-

dependent road pricing, affecting one part of the activity pattern may have ramifications elsewhere in the 

pattern. In the present work, we explore a model that considers the choice of the schedule of a tour that visits 

several locations, linked by a congestable network. Traveller’s scheduling decisions are made on the basis of 

a trade off between the utility associated with participating in activities at successive stops on the tour, taking 

into account and the disutility of travel in the network between the stops. Under mild hypotheses, the 

equilibrium conditions for this model are identified and a number of properties explored.   

  

1  Introduction 
The decision entailed in undertaking a trip from one location to another is influenced by the benefits that 

would be gained by remaining at the origin, the conditions that are encountered in the making the trip, and 

the benefits gained through arriving at the destination. A traveller who undertakes a trip will generally do so 

because the benefits of being at the destination outweigh the losses associated with absence from the origin 

and the costs of making the trip. In making a trip, travellers who use public access transport systems of a 

kind that can become congested at peak times will incur additional travel costs because of that. Thus the 

collective behaviour of travellers influences the conditions experienced by each of them in travelling.  

 

From the point of view of the individual travellers, the requirement to travel arises from the range of 

locations at which different activities can be undertaken. This view of travel leads to a microscopic analysis 

of trip-making behaviour by individuals. On the other hand, the collective effect of travellers can be to cause 

congestion that will impact on the travellers themselves through increased journey times and decreased 

convenience of travel. This view leads to a macroscopic analysis of travel in congested networks. 
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The present analysis integrates the two distinct approaches of utility-based analysis for activity participation 

and scheduling (building on the work of Polak and Jones, 1994; Ashiru et al, 2004 and Ettema et al, 2004) 

and equilibrium-based departure-time choice for travel (building on the tradition of Vickrey, 1969; Arnott et 

al, 1993 and others). The benefit of undertaking the activities forming a tour is represented in the form of 

utility that depends on the timing and duration of participation at specific locations, whilst the cost of travel 

between locations includes congestion delays that are incurred as a consequence of the need to travel during 

peak periods. The analysis of tours is based upon consideration of the individuals’ needs for travel, and 

hence is microscopic in nature. The analysis of departure time choice is based upon consideration of the 

effects of congestion in the network, and hence is macroscopic in nature. Here, we show how these two 

distinct approaches to the analysis of travel behaviour can be combined into a self-consistent model. This 

brings a utility-based analysis of tours that describes the requirement to travel together with an equilibrium-

based analysis of the choices that are available to travellers, and in particular those of departure-time and 

route.  

 

According to this model, benefits (and also some kinds of costs, which can be accommodated directly in the 

present analysis) derive from time spent at the different locations, whilst costs are incurred through travel 

between them. This represents the role of travel as a means to the end of gaining access to facilities at a 

range of locations and hence emphasises its nature as a derived demand. In this model, we represent the 

benefit of attendance in the form of utility that depends on timing and duration of attendance. The resulting 

analysis is based upon consideration of the individuals’ requirements for travel, and is framed in terms of the 

benefits that they gain through having travelled. We represent the cost of travel between locations, including 

congestion delays that are incurred as a consequence of travel during peak periods, in the form of travel time. 

The present approach combines these elements in a single framework of travel equilibrium, for which we 

present analytical results. This model and analysis can be used to investigate the effects of transport policy 

interventions, such as road pricing, on travel patterns. Here, we apply them to a simple example and show 

how in equilibrium, different travellers can achieve identical net utility through different combinations of 

utility and travel cost by scheduling their travel at different times. We then examine the effect on individual 

travel behaviour of introducing a toll charge that eliminates congestion, and explore how the societal benefits 

of this are represented in the present model. 

 

 

2  A model of trip making 
2.1 Introduction 

The problem of unifying models of travel with those of activity patterns has been recognised in the literature. 

Kitamura (1988) noted that although the two kinds of model are complementary, establishing an integrated 

formulation would be challenging. Oppenheim (1995, 300-30) discussed combined formulations of activity 

at different locations and travel between them using discrete choice models for the locations together with  

static assignment to routes between the locations. Recker (1995) developed a discrete choice formulation of 
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this that includes departure time choice and congested travel with activities that have representative utilities 

that are constant over time. Lam and Yin (2001) extended this to time-dependent utilities at the different 

locations, and developed a discrete choice framework in discrete-time to select the sequence of activities. 

They adopted a variational inequality–based formulation of dynamic equilibrium assignment of traffic 

between locations and iterated to achieve mutual consistency between activity choices and consequent travel 

times. Zhang, Yang, Huang and Zhang (2005) developed a discrete-choice modelling formulation to 

calculate stationary distributions of departure times for journeys through a congested network. 

 

Here, we consider a population of travellers that is homogeneous in respect of their travel needs and their trip 

making decisions. We suppose that each of these travellers undertakes a tour that starts and ends at the same 

location (home) and visits a series of locations that we take in the first instance to be predetermined. The 

timing of these trips depends on the timeliness of attendance at each of the origin and the destination 

locations in respect of the benefits that accrue to the individuals. The duration of each trip depends on the 

traffic conditions that are encountered, and can be estimated by use of a traffic model. We suppose that travel 

between locations is undertaken when the benefit of attendance at the destination surpasses that of remaining 

at the origin when allowance is made for the time and cost of travel. The timing of the trip is then a 

resolution of the tension between the benefits for the individual of being at the origin and at the destination. 

This is balanced against the cost of travel through the network, which varies according to the congestion 

caused collectively by travellers. Hence the departure rates and consequent levels of congestion in the 

network are endogenous to the present analysis.  

 

2.2  Analysis of trip-making 

Consider a single trip  j  (1 < j < J)  made by a traveller that forms part of the day-long tour that include  J  

trips and up to that many locations. Suppose that the traveller departs from location  j - 1  on trip  j  at time  

sj  and consequently arrives at location  j  at time  τj(sj) so that the duration of this trip is  τj(sj) -  sj .  The 

arrival time for the trip is determined from the departure time by use of a traffic model according to the 

conditions that are encountered. The total travel time during a tour of this kind is then  Σj [τj(sj) - sj] . If a 

time-dependent toll  cj(sj)  (expressed in equivalent travel time) is charged for starting trip  j at time sj , then 

the total cost incurred during a tour of this kind is Σj [τj(sj) - sj + cj(sj)].  

 

Following Polak and Jones (1994) we suppose that the time from  t  to  s  spent at location  j  confers a 

benefit to an individual, which we represent as  fj(t, s) . For convenience, we express this in terms equivalent 

to savings in travel time. This benefit can depend separately and jointly on each of the start time  t ,  the 

duration of attendance  s - t , and the end time  s . In a tour, the start time  t  at location  j  is given by the 

arrival time  τj(sj)  of journey  j , and the end time  s  is given by the departure time  sj+1  of journey  j+1 . 

Thus the benefit derived from attendance at location  j  is  fj[τj(sj), sj+1]  and the benefit accumulated during a 

tour of this kind is  Σj fj[τj(sj), sj+1] . 
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The net benefit to an individual of undertaking a tour of this kind with departure times  s  is then 

  ( ) [ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )∑
=

+ −−−+=
J

j
jjjjjjjjj scssssfsfV

1
110 ,,0 ττs     (1) 

where by convention we set  sJ+1 = 24 h  so that the final part of the day is spent at location  J . 

 

Variations in departure time  sj  will affect the benefit that is obtained at the origin location  j – 1 , the toll 

charged, the duration of the journey and hence its cost, and the arrival time at the destination location and 

hence the benefit obtained there. 

 

 

2.3  Analysis of network equilibrium  

Suppose that the departure rate of individuals on trip j (1 < j < J)  at time  s  is  ej(s) . In equilibrium, the 

value V(s) achieved by each individual is identical – otherwise, some would have an incentive to change 

their departure times. Following Heydecker and Addison (2005), we note that while the departure rate is 

non-zero, the value of net utility  V  is invariant with respect to time so that 

 ( ) ( )Jj
s
Vse

j
jj ≤≤=

∂
∂

⇒> 100       (2) 

Let the partial derivatives of the functions  f  be ( ) 1, jj ftstf =∂∂  and  ( ) 2, jj fsstf =∂∂ . Then we can 

express the equilibrium condition (2) as 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Jjscsssfsfse jjjjjjjjjjjjj ≤≤=−+−+⇒> − 1010 12
1 τττ .     (3) 

Rearranging this gives 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )[ ] ( )Jj
sf

scsf
sse

jjj

jjjj
jjjj ≤≤

−

−+
=⇒> − 1

1
1

0 1

2
1

τ
τ .     (4) 

Now flow propagation (see, for example, Heydecker and Addison, 1996) on trip j (1 < j < J) means that the 

arrival rate  gj(t) at location  j  satisfies 

 ( ) ( )[ ] ( )jjjjjjj ssgse ττ=  .        (5) 

Thus the equilibrium departure profile  ej(s)  from location  j–1 (1 < j < J) is generated by the arrival profile  

gj(t) at location  j  using the flow propagation relationship (5) together with the invariance relationship (4) as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )Jjsg
sf

scsf
se jjj

jjj

jjjj
jj ≤≤⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−

−+
= − 1

1
1

1

2
1 τ

τ
 .    (6) 

The arrival rate profile  gj(t) at location  j  can be found from a suitable traffic model together with 

knowledge of departure profiles  ej(s)  from location  j - 1  at times for which  τ(s) < t : Mun (2001) has 

investigated the suitability of various models for this purpose. 
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We note that if, as is often the case, marginal increases in attendance at location  j  confer benefits, 01 ≤jf  

(for greater benefit with earlier arrival) and 02 ≥jf  (for greater benefit with later departure).  

 

In expression (1) for the net benefit  V  to an individual of making a tour, the effect of changes in travel time 

and in time spent at one or other of the locations have opposite signs. This highlights the role of travel as 

being a costly necessity in attending the various locations of the tour. We also note that travellers cannot 

change their allocation of time to a single component of the tour without affecting that to other ones: rather 

they can change their travel pattern in a way that transfers time between components. The UK Department 

for Transport (2004) provides typical perceived monetary values for transfer of time from commuting to the 

same amount of time spent at work (£22.11/h) and at leisure (£5.04/h). When converted to equivalent travel 

time, these values correspond to the quantities  1+f1  and  1-f2 . 

 

From expression (6), we can calculate a toll that will eliminate congestion on trip  j . Thus when  

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]jjjjjjj sfsfsc τ12
1 += −  ,        (7) 

the equilibrium departure rate is equal to the consequent arrival rate so that the travel time is constant. 

 

In order for travel on journey  j  to be confined to a bounded interval of time, either the marginal value of 

attendance at the origin should decrease over time, or the rate of change of toll should increase over time, or 

the marginal value of attendance at the destination should increase over time, or some combination of these. 

Equilibrium is achieved through variations in travel time between origin and destination that are 

complementary to these variations in utility. 

 

 

2.4  Volume of travel 

The volume of travel that takes place on each trip j is determined as the time integral of the departure rate. 

Travel starts when the net utility  V  of a trip made in uncongested conditions rises to the equilibrium value. 

Travel then continues until the net utility of further trips falls below the equilibrium value, even when the 

network is uncongested. Thus the volume Ej of travel of journey  j  is given by ( ) ( )JjdsseE
s

jj ≤≤= ∫ 1 , 

where the integrand has non-zero value only within a certain departure time interval within which travel 

incurs the equilibrium cost. Thus the start time of the interval during which travel takes place determines the 

end time, and together with the inflow profile they determine the volume. For conservation of flow along the 

tour, we require that the volume  Ej  be equal for all trips  j (1 < j < J) .  

 

The present model thus provides a relationship between the volume of trips made and the net utility  V  

achieved through making them, as given by (1). We expect that as the volume of travel increases, so 

congestion will increase travel costs and also reduce the time available to gain benefit from attendance at the 
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locations, so that utility decreases on each of these grounds. This relationship can be used in conjunction 

with a demand function D(V) to establish a demand-performance equilibrium in which  

( ) ( )JjVDE j ≤≤= 1         (8) 

where  ( ) ( )JjdsseE
s

jj ≤≤= ∫ 1 , with  ej(sj)  given by (6), and  

V  is given by (1), evaluated at times  s  when  e(s) > 0   

so that the equilibrium assignment of volume  E  induces the net benefit  V . 

 

 

2.5 Evaluation 

To undertake a macroscopic evaluation of a certain travel profile  e(s)  for a tour, we combine the individual 

utilities (1) according to the rate at which they are achieved. Thus for a trip  j , the contribution to the total 

cost incurred in travel is 

( ) ( )[ ] ( )∫ +−=
s

jjj
t
j dssescssW τ  .       (9) 

Because the tolls  cj(s)  charged for a trip are transferred within the system, the total revenue  C  appears as a 

benefit in a way that cancels this element of the total cost incurred by individuals. We can calculate the total 

revenue generated and credited in this way as 

( ) ( )∑∫

∑
=

=

j s
jj

j
j

dssesc

CC

.
        (10) 

Similarly, for activity  j , the contribution to the total benefit of the tour is 

 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )( ) ( ) ( )∫ ∫

∫ ∫

+

++++
+

+
+

=

=

j js s
jjjjjjjjjj

j

s t
jjj

j

a
j

dssedssessf
E

dssedttgstf
E

W

1

.,1

,1

1111
1

1
1

τ
    (11) 

The total net benefit  W  of the tours undertaken in equilibrium can then be expressed using (9), (10) and (11) 

as 

∑ +−=
j

j
t
j

a
j CWWW .        (12) 

Using expression (1) for the net benefit  V  that is achieved in equilibrium, we have 

( )dsseVWW
j s

j
t
j

a
j∑ ∫=− . This, together with expression (8) for the throughput in equilibrium and the 

definition (12) of  W  then gives 

( ) CVDVW += .         (13) 
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3 Example calculations 
By way of example, we consider a two-trip tour from home to work and back. We suppose that the marginal 

value of time at home is high early on during the day, and then falls to a constant value near the start of the 

morning peak period, representing a reluctance to depart too early: this is illustrated in Figure 1. Similarly, 

we suppose that there is a premium on attendance at work during core hours, and that some reward is given 

for flexible working beyond those: a marginal value of time at work that achieves this is illustrated in Figure 

2. 
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Figure 1:  Marginal utility of time at home   Figure 2: Marginal wage rate at work 

 

Let the marginal value of time at home, expressed in units of travel time saved, be 2.0 before 08:00 (480 

minutes) and be 1.5 after that. Thus the utility  f0(s)  of remaining home until time s  is  

f0(s) = 1.5 s + 0.5 Min(s,  s0) , where  s0 = 8 h (480 minutes). Suppose that the value of time at work is 

determined by three elements: the time of arrival, the duration of stay, and the time of departure. Let the 

wage rate, expressed in units of equivalent travel time saved, be 1.0 outside the core hours of 09:00 (540 

minutes) to 17:00 (1020 minutes), and  2.0 within these core hours. Thus the benefit  f1(t, s)  of working from 

time  t  to time  s  is given by  f1(t, s) = s - t + Min(s, s1) - Max(t, t1) , where  s1 = 9 h (540 minutes)  and  

t1 = 17 h (1020 minutes). Because time at home is valued at 1.5 throughout the day after 08:00, the return 

journey from work to home is influenced by that.  

 

According to this specification, we have the following relationships for the marginal utilities that affect the 

two journeys: 

( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

>
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sf  , and 

( ) 5.11
2 −=tf .           (13) 
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We suppose that the free-flow travel time for each journey is 30 minutes, and that the capacity of the 

network in each direction is 1800 vehicles/h . We use a deterministic queueing model (see, for example, 

Vickrey, 1969; Arnot de Palma and Lindsey, 1993; Mun, 2001) with these parameters to describe the travel 

times and their variations due to congestion. 

 

When the start time of departures from home to work is 07:40 (460 minutes), the end time of departures is 

09:40 (580 minutes) and the total volume of travel is 3,600 trips. In order to achieve the same volume for the 

return journey, departures from work to home start at time  16:00 (960 minutes), and end at time 

18:00 (1,080 minutes).  The departure profiles and consequent travel times that achieve equilibrium are 

shown in Figures 3 and 4: the initial peak in the profile of departures from home is a consequence of the 

higher marginal value of time at home before 08:00 (480 minutes). 
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        Figure 3: Journey from home to work   Figure 4: Journey from work to home 

 

The travel time at the time of the first departure from home at 07:40 (460 minutes) is 30 minutes, and the 

utility of having remained home until that time is equivalent to having saved  920 minutes of travel time. An 

individual who departs at this time will then arrive at work at 08:10 (490 minutes): if they remain only until 

the time of the first departure from work to home, at 16:00 (960 minutes), they will gain utility equivalent to 

a saving of 890 minutes of travel time. Departing for home at that time gives a travel time of 30 minutes, 

resulting in arrival at home at time 16:30 (990 minutes) where they will gain a further 675 minutes of utility 

during the remainder of the day. The net utility for this individual is then the sum of the two home utilities 

plus the work utility minus the two travel costs, giving 2,425 minutes, which will be identical for all 

travellers in this homogeneous group. These results are summarised in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Utility obtained by an individual departing at the start of the morning peak, 07:40 . 

 Home Travel Work Travel Home 

 Duration 
(minutes) 

Depart Duration 
(minutes) 

Arrive Duration 
(minutes)

Depart Duration 
(minutes)

Arrive Duration 
(minutes) 

Time 460 07:40 30 08:10 470 16:00 30 16:30 450 

Utility 920  -30  890  -30  675 

 

Consider now another individual who departs from home at the most congested time of 08:16 (496 minutes) 

and will arrive at work at 09.00 (540 minutes) after a travel time of 44 minutes. Because in this example each 

of the marginal utilities (13) of attendance does not depend on other start and end times, the journey from 

home to work can be equilibrated separately from that from work to home. Compared with the earliest 

departing individual, this one will gain an equivalent of 64 minutes of additional utility at home, but will lose 

14 minutes through increased travel time and a further 50 equivalent minutes of wages through later arrival 

at work. The results of this variation in departure time from home are shown in Table 2. This illustrates that 

in equilibrium, different individuals achieve identical net utilities through different interrelated combinations 

of costs and benefits by timing their journeys and activities differently. 

 

Table 2: Utility obtained by an individual departing at the height of the morning peak, 08:16 . 

 Home Travel Work Travel Home 

 Duration 
(minutes) 

Depart Duration 
(minutes) 

Arrive Duration 
(minutes)

Depart Duration 
(minutes)

Arrive Duration 
(minutes) 

Time 496 08:16 44 09:00 420 16:00 30 16:30 450 

Utility 984  -44  840  -30  675 

 

 

If the individual whose tour is described in Table 1 had remained at home instead of going to work, they 

would have had an additional 530 minutes there, each valued as equivalent to 1.5 minutes of travel time so 

leading to a benefit equivalent to having saved 795 minutes of travel time. This benefit is less that the net 

830 minutes (890 minutes from work minus 2 × 30 minutes spent travelling) gained by attending at work 

after allowing for the costs of travel. Similarly, the individual whose tour is described in Table 2 could have 

gained benefit equivalent to having saved 741 minutes of travel time by remaining at home, which again is 

less than the net 766 minutes (840 minutes minus 44 minutes minus 30 minutes) gained by working. 

According to this analysis an individual could even plan rationally to depart from home at 09:40 (580 

minutes), the end of the morning peak, arriving at work at 10:10 (610 minutes), and then depart from work 

just 350 minutes later at 16:00 (960 minutes) when the evening peak begins. This is because they would gain 

net benefit equivalent to 640 minutes of travel time saving (2 × 350 – 2 × 30 minutes), which is greater than 

the benefit equivalent to 615 minutes of travel time saving (1.5 × 410 minutes) that they would gain by 

remaining home for the whole of that time. 
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Now suppose that a time-varying charge is levied for travel during the morning peak, and that this is 

calculated according to (7) to achieve the same arrival profile but without any congestion. In this case, the 

travel time will be identical for all travellers and their utility maintained at the same constant value through 

variations in the charge. For a traveller who departs home at 08:16 (496 minutes), the travel time of 30 

minutes will lead to arrival at 08:46 (526 minutes). The timings and utilities for this trip are shown in Table 

3, where comparison is made between this trip and the untolled trips summarised in Tables 1 and 2. 

Compared with the case shown in Table 2, this traveller will save 14 minutes travel cost and consequently 

gain additional payment for employment equivalent to saving 14 minutes travel time: the charge required to 

render this in equilibrium is then equivalent to 28 minutes of travel time rather than the 14 minutes that are 

saved. In this case, the individual has a shorter journey and also earns more at work, but transfers both of 

these benefits through the toll charged.  

 

Table 3:  Utility obtained by an individual who departs from home at 08.16 (496 minutes) under congestion-
eliminating charging, paying 28 minutes toll. 

 Home Travel Work 

 Duration 
(minutes) 

Duration 
(minutes) 

Duration 
(minutes) 

Time        
Cf Table 1 
Cf Table 2 

496 
36 
0 

30 
0 

-14 

434 
-36 
14 

Utility  
Cf Table 1 
Cf Table 2 

984 
64 
0 

-30 -28(toll)  
-28 
-14 

854 
-36 
14 

 

 
For a traveller who arrives at work at 09:00 (540 minutes), the tolled travel time of 30 minutes will require 

departure at 08:30 (510 minutes). The timings and utilities for this trip are shown in Table 4, where 

comparison is made between this trip and the untolled trips summarised in Tables 1 and 2. Compared with 

the case shown in Table 2 where the traveller arrives at the same time but only after experiencing congestion, 

this traveller will save 14 minutes of travel time, but in this case will have spent that time remaining at home 

for longer. The benefit to this traveller is then equivalent to a saving of 21 minutes of travel time through the 

increased time at home plus the saving of 14 minutes of travel time on the journey. This is balanced exactly 

by the toll equivalent to 35 minutes of travel time. In this case then, the individual has a shorter journey and 

spends the time saved at home before travelling, but transfers both of these benefits through the toll charged.  
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Table 4:  Utility obtained by an individual who departs from home at 08.30 (510 minutes) under congestion-

eliminating charging, paying 35 minutes toll. 

 Home Travel Work 

 Duration 
(minutes) 

Duration 
(minutes) 

Duration 
(minutes) 

Time        
Cf Table 1 
Cf Table 2 

510 
50 
14 

30 
0 

-14 

420 
-50 
0 

Utility  
Cf Table 1 
Cf Table 2 

1005 
85 
21 

-30 -35(toll)  
-35 
-21 

840 
-50 
0 

 
 
We now consider the way in which the present analysis represents the macroscopic effects of this 

congestion-eliminating charging. The toll is calculated so that the arrival profile at the destination is 

unaffected by it. All of the changes are therefore caused at the origin and on the journey. Under this toll, the 

departure profile is similar to the arrival profile except that it occurs earlier by a time that corresponds to the 

free-flow travel time. This is achieved by deferring some departures so that extra time is spent at the origin. 

The total time spent at the origin is then  ( )∫=
s

a dssesT 10 , which increases by 26,400 person-minutes 

when the toll is introduced. The benefit to travellers of this can be calculated according to (11) as 

( ) ( )∫=
s

a dssesfW 100 , which increases by 67,500 person minutes of equivalent travel time saved when the 

toll is introduced. Because the total volume of travel is 3,600 persons, these equate respectively to a mean of  

7 1/3 minutes of additional time at home per person, with a mean benefit equivalent to saving 18 ¾ minutes 

of travel time per person. The toll revenue  C  generated by this is equivalent to 67,500 person-minutes of 

travel time saved, with the same mean charge equivalent to saving 18 ¾ minutes of travel time per person. 

 

From this, we see that the congestion-eliminating toll has the effect of converting congestion to toll revenue 

and the time saved through elimination of delay to additional time at the origin. For each individual traveller, 

the net effect of this is neutral. However, the benefits of this are then two-fold: first, the cash revenue that is 

generated can be allocated beneficially, which contrasts with the dead loss of congestion delays. Second, the 

travellers spend more time at their origin, with the possibility of conferring external benefits to those at that 

location: in the case of time at home, this corresponds to a benefit to the household, whilst in the case of time 

at work, it corresponds to a benefit to the employer. 

 
 
 
4 Summary 
The present model provides a representation of the way in which travellers organise their tours according to 

an equilibrium principle. We have seen how this can be used to represent travellers who choose their 

departure times in tours according to the benefits that they gain through attendance at different locations and 
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the travel conditions that they encounter between them. Choices made by individuals can, in equilibrium, 

include a range of possible balanced combinations of costs of travel and benefits obtained in attending the 

locations. We have shown how this can be used to investigate the effects of changes that might be made to 

travel provision (for example, to the free-flow travel time, capacity or monetary tolls made for use of the 

network) and to the marginal utilities of attendance at the locations. The influence of changes of these kinds 

on trip making has been illustrated using the example of a congestion-eliminating toll, and ways in which 

this confers benefits to society have been explored. From this analysis, we see that the marginal value of time 

spent at each location is of central importance in estimating travel activity. 

 

Several issues remain to be investigated in analysis of this kind. These include the effect of various kinds of 

heterogeneity, including that in marginal values of time at each of the locations, in values of cash paid as 

tolls, and in network behaviour. Furthermore, in multi-stop tours, equilibrium behaviour could entail balance 

between different sequences of locations in tours. The issues also arise of equity in charging of tolls, 

especially in heterogeneous populations of travellers, and in distribution of toll revenues. In due course, the 

present model will be extended to consider these various aspects. 
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Abstract 
The marginal social cost pricing policy has been proposed for many years to ensure that the resulting 
equilibrium flows are system optimal ones. However, how to implement a socially efficient congestion 
pricing scheme, taking into account drivers’ day-to-day route choice disequilibrium behavior, is not well 
studied. In this paper, day-to-day static and dynamic congestion pricing schemes have been proposed to 
guide the day-to-day dynamic flow evolving towards system optimal instead of user equilibrium, considering 
a general drivers’ behavior adjustment process. The strong dynamic optimal toll is defined to be such that the 
dynamic total system cost is monotonically decreasing along the day-to-day dynamic flow trajectory until 
day-to-day dynamic flows converge to system optimal flows. A simple solution to the strong dynamic 
optimal toll problem has been developed. The convergence of the tolled day-to-day dynamics, the 
equivalency between stationary link flow states and system optimal states in the tolled day-to-day dynamics, 
and the conditions where system optimal can be locally or globally asymptotically stable are discussed. The 
results are illustrated using the well-known Braess network.  
 
1 Introduction 
Congestion pricing has become one of the priorities on the transport policy agendas given the increasing 
congestion level throughout the world. The goal of traffic management agencies is to minimize the (traffic) 
system’s total travel cost, i.e., to reach the system optimal (SO) states.  However, drivers only concern their 
own travel cost. The end result is that the system reaches the user equilibrium (UE) state or other unstable 
states at the end rather than the SO one. Traditionally, we believe that we can employ the marginal cost toll 
to shift UE to SO (Beckmann et al., 1956). This marginal cost pricing, nevertheless, only considers possibly 
a final UE state of the system without considering the realistic driver’s day-to-day disequilibrium learning 
and route switching behaviour. Some important questions, including how the congestion pricing can impact 
the drivers’ day-to-day learning process and whether and how we can achieve SO taking into account the 
drivers’ day-to-day disequilibrium behavior, have not been studied in the literature as far as we know. 
 
Assuming that the marginal toll can guide the system towards SO. How can a traffic manager realize SO to 
be reached from the day to day perspective? Intuitively, we can first investigate the equivalence between 
path flow stationary and SO flow pattern since drivers consider paths rather than links in their switching 
decisions and consequently day-to-day dynamics usually deal with path flows. Nonetheless, measuring and 
monitoring path flow stationary is very difficult. Therefore, does link flow stationary imply SO flow pattern? 
 
Other than the realization problem, is there any other static tolling strategy that can lead to SO as well? It is 
well known that marginal cost pricing assuming that all roads can be tolled but this is not the case in reality.  
More importantly, can we have a better tolling strategy comparing with the static toll, in terms of reaching 
SO faster or the system cost to be decreasing towards SO? Obviously, reaching SO faster is desirable as the 
goal of the traffic management agencies is to minimize the total system travel cost. The property that the 
total system cost is monotonically decreasing along the day-to-day dynamic flow trajectory until day-to-day 
dynamic flows converge to system optimal flows is desirable too as this can tell the traffic management 
agencies that the tolling strategy is working well, the congestion level keeps being improved along the 
drivers’ day-to-day behavior adjustment process, and the system goes with the right direction and reaches SO 
at the end. Intuitively, a (day-to-day) dynamic toll can help in these two aspects.  
 
Suppose that we can have positive answers to the above questions.  Is the final state globally (or locally) 
stable? In other words, will any initial flow pattern be driven to system optimal by the drivers’ behavior 
adjustment process? Or, will any flow pattern near system optimal always stay close given some small 
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perturbation? These questions are crucial to transportation planners and analysts, as they prefer to have a 
tolling strategy that results in a stable state so that a small temporal change in supply can result in the same 
desirable state quickly. 
 
This paper gives answers to all the questions above by considering Yang and Zhang’s (2006) rational 
behavior adjustment process (RBAP). This adjustment process agrees with Zhang’s (2001) one, and is more 
general than the existing adjustment process including Smith (1984), Friesz et al. (1994), Nagurney and 
Zhang (1996), and Yang (2005) according to Yang and Zhang (2006). This paper also differs from Friesz et 
al. (2004), the only one we can find in the literature about day-to-day congestion pricing up to date, that they 
deal with elastic demand but we deal with fixed demand. We thus fill the gap in the literature. In addition, 
this study introduces a novel and simple day-to-day dynamic congestion toll (called the strong dynamic 
optimal toll) such that the total system cost is monotonically decreasing along the day-to-day dynamic flow 
trajectory until day-to-day dynamic flows converge to system optimal flows, under the mild assumption that 
the link travel cost function is differentiable. This dynamic toll can be viewed as the dynamic version of the 
classic marginal social cost one, by replacing the link flow and link travel cost at SO with the ones on current 
“day”. This dynamic toll is also shown to drive the day-to-day flow pattern to SO faster than the day-to-day 
static toll. Moreover, this paper proves the convergence of the day-to-day static and dynamic tolls, the 
equivalence between the stationary link flow pattern and system optimal flow pattern under RBAP, and the 
system optimal state to be globally or locally asymptotically stable under mild assumptions. For 
completeness, next section will give a brief review on UE, SO, marginal cost pricing, the existing day-to-day 
path flow dynamics, and the tolled day-to-day dynamics. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 3 discusses the day-to-day static tolls, including marginal tolls in the context of SO. Section 4 
extends the discussion to the day-to-day dynamic tolls. Section 5 examines the stability issue. Section 6 is 
the numerical studies. Lastly, section 7 is the concluding remarks.  
 
2 Review of UE, SO and Day-to-day Dynamics with and without Tolls 
Typically, a transportation network can be considered as a fully-connected directed graph denoted as 

(G N,A) , consisting of a set of nodes N and a set of links A . Let the set of O-D pairs be denoted by , 

the fixed travel demand for O-D pair w  by , the set of paths connecting the O-D pair w

W
W∈ wd W∈  by 

, the flow on path  by wP wp ∈P w
pf , the path travel cost on path p  by , the flow on link aw

pC A∈  by 

ax , the travel cost on link  by a aτ , the minimum travel cost vector by π , the link-path incidence matrix by 
A , the feasible path flow set by K  and the Cartesian product of each 

, and the link toll vector by  with . { :
rw nR f W∈ ≥ 0,  and 

p
∑ ,w w∈ }w dpK f= f = β 0β≥

The well-known Wardrop first principle states that at the user equilibrium state, all the paths actually used 
have the equal and minimal path travel cost. A feasible path flow vector *f  is the user equilibrium solution 

if and only if , *' * *( )f C π− = 0 *f K∈ , where the superscript ′  denotes the transpose of a vector (matrix). 

Equivalently, *f  is the solution of the variational equality problem C f*' *( )f 0− ≥ , f K∀ ∈  (Nagurney, 
1993). The total system cost is given by the dot product C . The system optimal flow ' f f  is the solution of 
the optimization problem , min 'C f f K∈ . 
 
Let C C '( ) Aβ β= +  denote the tolled path travel cost vector under the (static or dynamic) link toll vector . 
Then the tolled user equilibrium 

β
*f  is the solution of the variational equality problem C f*' *( ) ( )fβ 0− ≥ , 

f K∀ ∈ . Let x  and τ  be the link flow and link travel cost at system optimal states, respectively. The 
classic marginal cost pricing scheme is to add the marginal cost 'D xβ τ=  to each link, where Dτ  is the 
Jacobian matrix of the link travel cost function τ  with respect to the link flow x  at x . A toll scheme β  is 
called an optimal toll if adding this toll results in the situation where the tolled user equilibrium becomes 
(untolled) system optimal. Obviously the toll 'D xβ τ=  is an optimal toll scheme. 
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The arguments above only consider in the long-term day-to-day static case in toll determination and ignore 
the realistic and important driver’s day-to-day dynamic adjustment behavior. To account for this realistic 
adjustment process in determining optimal tolls, we must consider day-to-day dynamics. Day-to-day 
dynamics describe the aggregated path flow evolution over time. They play an important role in 
transportation network analysis, both for gaining a deeper understanding of the properties of the standard 
traffic equilibrium model, and for practical applications related to the monitoring and controlling of traffic 
flow evolution.  
 
In the literature, day-to day dynamics can be modelled in the continuous time setting, and take the form of 
ordinary differential equations. They assume that drivers have information on path flows and path costs on 
current “day” (including toll) before making their route choice decisions. The continuous time day-to day 
dynamics also have the property that there exists a unique solution trajectory of each dynamic and the fixed 
point of each dynamic is the corresponding user equilibrium. They include the proportional-switch 
adjustment process (e.g., Smith, 1984; Smith and Wisten, 1995), the projected dynamical system (e.g., 
Nagurney and Zhang, 1996), the network tatonnement dynamical system (e.g., Friesz, et al., 1994), and the 
Brown-von Neumann-Nash (BNN) dynamic (Sandholm, 2001; Yang, 2005).  
 
The proportional-switch adjustment process (PAP) originates from Smith (1984), although it is not named by 
Smith (1984). It assumes that travelers on a higher cost path will switch to other lower cost paths in next 
“day”, while the switching rate depends on the cost difference between this path and others. The PAP can be 
written as 
 

[ ] [ ]
w w

w w w w w w
p q q p p p

q q

f f C C f C C
P P

+ +
∈ ∈

= − − −∑ ∑ w
q ,                                  (2.1) 

where [ ] max{0, }x x+ = ; f  denotes the derivative of day-to-day dynamic path flow w.r.t. “day” t ; w
pf  and 

 are respectively the flow and cost on path w
pC p  between OD pair  on “day” t , in which the subscript  t  

is dropped from the dynamic variables hereafter to simplify notations if there is no confusion. By replacing 
the untolled path travel cost C  by the tolled one 

w

( )C β ,  we have the tolled dynamical system under the toll 
 β

                   
.               (2.2) [ ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]

w w

w w w w w w w
p q q p p p q

q q
f f C C f C Cβ β β β+ +

∈ ∈
= − − −∑ ∑

P P
 
The projected dynamical system (PDS) describes disequilibrium trajectories of traffic dynamics until 
reaching user equilibrium. It has been widely used to solve the variational inequality problem (Nagurney, 
1993). The individual driver’s behavior explanation for PDS is that travelers will switch to paths with 
positive probabilities if the path travel costs are lower than the special form of the weighted average travel 
cost (Sandholm and Lahkar, 2005; Yang and Liu, 2006). PDS can be expressed by 
 

( , )f f CΚ=∏ − ,                           (2.3) 

where the operator ∏  is defined as Κ
0

( )( , ) lim P x y xx y
ε

ε
ε

Κ
Κ

→

+ −=∏ and ( ) arg min
z

P x x zΚ
∈Κ

= −  is the 

projection of vector x  into the feasible set K . Similarly, the tolled projected dynamical system under the 
toll β  can be stated as 

( , ( ))f f C βΚ=∏ − .                    (2.4)  
 
The network tatonnement dynamical system (NTDS) describes drivers’ dynamic behavior adjustment under 
incomplete information. Recall the definition of  NTDS

[ ( ( )) ]Kf P f C fδ α π= − − − ,                   (2.5) 
where  are small positive constants. Then, the network tatonnement dynamical system under the toll  
can be expressed as 

,  δ α β

[ ( ( ( ) ( )) ]Kf P f C fδ α β π β= − − − .                          (2.6) 
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The BNN dynamic is a canonical dynamic in microeconomics to model players’ dynamical evolving 
behavior. It was first introduced by Brown and von Neumann (1950) for symmetric zero-sum games and 
recently studied extensively in Swinkels (1993), Hofbauer (2000), Sandholm (2001) and Hofbauer and 
Sigmund (2003). Yang (2005) was one of the first attempts to model the BNN traffic path flow dynamic. The 
BNN path flow dynamic describes a certain driver’s learning process where the frequency to choose paths 
with travel cost above average decreases, while the frequency with travel cost below average increases, as 
long as the path flow is changing. Furthermore, drivers choose the paths with positive probabilities whose 
travel costs are less than the weighted average travel cost (Yang and Liu, 2006). 
 

Let the average path cost be 1w
p pw

p

C
d wP∈

= ∑ w wfC  for O-D pair , and the excess travel cost of path w p  

relative to the average travel cost for O-D pair w  be ˆ x{0, w
pC C+ = − +[ ] . Then the BNN dynamic 

can be formulated as 
maw

p }wC

)
 

ˆ ˆ[ ] ( [ ]w w w w w
p p p q

q

f d C f C
wP

+ +
∈

= − ∑ .                     (2.7) 

After levying the static link toll β , we have the average tolled path cost 1( ) ( )w w
pw

pd
β β

∈
= ∑

wP

w
pfC C  and 

the excess tolled path cost on path p  is ˆ )] max{0, ( ) ( )w w
p pC Cβ β+ = − +[ ( . The tolled BNN path flow 

dynamic under the toll  becomes 
}wC β

)

β
 

ˆ ˆ[ ( )] ( [ ( )]w w w w w
p p p q

q
f d C f Cβ β+ +

∈
= − ∑

wP
.                 (2.8) 

 
It is well known that for the (untolled) PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics, their fixed points *f ’s are 
equivalent to user equilibrium, i.e., *' * *( )f C π 0− = . Are the fixed points of dynamical systems under the 
day-to-day static toll β  levied on every link on every day equivalent to SO flows? The next section 
investigates this. 
 
3 Day-to-day Static Optimal Toll and System Optimal Flow 
 
Proposition 1 Given any day-to-day static toll β , then for all PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics, their 

fixed points *f ’s are the tolled user equilibrium flows. In addition, for the day-to-day static scheme 
'D xβ τ= , the fixed points *f ’s of the tolled dynamical systems above are system optimal flows. 

 
Proof: Since the PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics do not require any condition on the (untolled) path 
travel cost, we can replace the untolled path travel cost C  by the tolled one C* *( )β , then 

. This concludes the first part. The second part follows because *' * *( ( ) ( )) 0f C β π β− = 'D xβ τ=  is an 
optimal toll.  
 
The above statement only concerns the marginal static toll. In fact, there is more than one optimal toll to 
achieve the same purpose: the fixed point is SO. These optimal tolls form a polyhedral set if the link cost 
function is differentiable (Bergendorff et al., 1997). Let the set of system optimal 
flows 'arg min{ | }S C f f=

*' *{ | ( ) ( ) 0,  C f fβ= − ≥

K∈

}∈

, the set of tolled user equilibrium flows 
. Then Bergendorff et al. (1997) proves that the optimal toll set is * *U f f Kβ ∀

* *Γ = { | }
f S

U U Sβ ββ
∈

∈ ⊆∪ . Our question is whether under any toll scheme in this polyhedral set, the 

stationary (tolled) path flows will be the system optimal flows.  The next proposition gives an answer to this 
question.  
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Proposition 2 For any Γβ ∈ , the fixed points of the tolled dynamical systems above are system optimal 
states. 
The proof follows the definition of the optimal toll set  and the proof of Proposition 1.  Γ
 
In words, for all PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics, when the day-to-day dynamic path flows are 
stationary, the stationary path flows will be system optimal flows, provided that the toll scheme is given 
from the optimal toll polyhedral set. However, to measure day-to-day dynamic path flow pattern is usually 
difficult, while it becomes feasible to monitor dynamic link flow pattern with the fast development of 
intelligent transportation systems (ITS). Therefore, we investigate the equivalence between stationary link 
flow states under static tolls and SO. We can actually prove that this equivalence holds in the rational 
behavior adjustment process (RBAP). RBAP includes the PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics (Yang and 
Zhang, 2006), and is actually the most general one of the proposed behaviour adjustment mechanisms in 
Zhang et al. (2001), although this mechanism is not formally named by Zhang et al. (2001). This RBAP 
requires that all the feasible directions of motion reduce the aggregate travel cost. In other words, if path 
flows are changing, they will move in the direction to reduce the aggregate travel cost. Furthermore, the 
fixed point will be the user equilibrium state. Mathematically, it can be written as: 
 

  if T
0  if T =

f
φ
φ

∈Τ ≠
=

 where T z .                     (2.9) '{ ( ) | ( ) 0,  ( ) ( ) 0}w
p

p

t z t C t z t
∈

= =∑
wP

<

 
RBAP also has a property that the stationary link flow pattern implies the stationary path flow pattern and 
user equilibrium as well (Zhang et al., 2001). Therefore, we have the following Lemma to state the 
equivalence of stationary link flow states and system optimal ones.  
 
Lemma 3 For all PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics, given any Γβ ∈ , the stationary link flow states are 
system optimal states. 
 
Proof: Yang and Zhang (2006) prove that all these dynamics satisfy RBAP, which has the property that the 
stationary link flow pattern implies the stationary path flow pattern (Zhang et al., 2001). Moreover, the 
stationary path flows implies system optimal flows (Proposition 2). Therefore, the stationary link flows 
implies the system optimal ones.  
 
4 Day-to-day Dynamic Optimal Toll and System Optimal Flow 
The statements above show that the 
static optimal toll schemes Γβ ∈  will 
function as guiding day-to-day 
dynamic traffic flow towards system 
optimal. More importantly, for any 
static optimal toll, if the link flows are 
steady, then they are the system 
optimal flows. However, the total 
system travel cost can be non-
decreasing along the dynamic flow 
trajectory as shown in the following 
example. 
 
Consider a simple transportation 
network with one O-D pair and three 
parallel links. Suppose the demand is 
1, and the link travel cost function is 

1 1 22 4 3x x xτ = + + , 2 1 24 2x x xτ = + +

32
 

and 3 1 24x x xτ = + + . The initial link flow condition is randomly chosen as x  and the 
static optimal toll 

0 (0.2 0.6 0.2) '=

(4 2 1) 'β =  has been levied all the time along the dynamic flow trajectory. Matlab 
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Figure 1 Total System Cost over Time under the Tolled BNN 
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ODE15 solver is used to solve the tolled BNN dynamic. The result is shown in Figure 1, which indicates that 
the dynamic total system cost actually increases in the early time. 
 
This is not good from the viewpoint of traffic managers, as this might indicate that the tolls are charged 
wrongly or the tolling scheme is not effective. However, we can get around it through implementing a strong 
dynamic optimal toll. To explain what a strong dynamic optimal toll is, let us introduce the strong dynamic 
optimal toll problem (SDOTP). The (SDOTP) is defined as:  
 
To find a strong dynamic optimal toll scheme ( ) 0tβ ≥  such that   
(i) ( ) 0 ( )f t f t= ⇒ ∈S  and            (SDOTP) 

(ii) '( ( ) ( )) 0d C t f t
dt

≤ , and the equality holds only if ( ) 0f t = , 

where ( )f t and C t denote respectively path flow and path travel cost vectors for day t ; ( ) '( ( ) ( ))d C t f t
dt

 is 

the derivative of the total system cost with respect to time.  
 
A day-to-day dynamic toll is then called the strong dynamic optimal toll if the toll solves (SDOTP). That is, 
the toll results in the following: 
(a) the fixed points of the tolled dynamical systems are the system optimal states, and 
(b) the total system cost is monotonically decreasing along the dynamic flow trajectory until the dynamic 
flows become the system optimal flows.  
 
Three points are worthwhile to mention. First, although the day-to-day static optimal congestion toll scheme 
satisfies (i) of (SDOTP), it might not necessarily be a strong dynamic optimal toll as (ii) might not be 
satisfied. One counter example is actually shown in Figure 2. Second, from the chain rule, we have 

' ' '( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))d C t f t grad C t f t f C t DC t f t f
dt

= = + ' ' . Hence '( ( ) ( )) ( ( ))d C t f t C t f
dt

β=

'( ) ( ) ( )t D t x tβ τ=

'  if the dynamic 

toll is given as . Therefore, the dynamic toll  is the strong dynamic 
optimal toll if C t  and the equality holds only if

'( ) ( ) ( )t D t x tβ τ=
'( ( )) 0fβ ≤ 0f = . Third, the strong dynamic optimal toll 

turns out to be simple and its mathematical form is close to the marginal toll, as shown later.  
 
Before showing this result, we introduce β -RBAP, the RBAP under the dynamic toll ( )tβ , which is 
obtained by substituting the tolled path travel cost C t '( ( )) ( ) ( )C t A tβ β= +  into RBAP (2.9): 
 

  if T
( )

0    if T  =
f t β β

β

φ
φ

∈Τ ≠
=

 where ( )'{ ( ) | ( ) 0,  ( ( )) 0}w
p

p

t z t C t z tβ β
∈

= =∑
wP

T z .            (2.10) <

We can do this substitution as RBAP does not impose any condition on link travel cost functions. Now we 
state the result. 
 
Theorem 4 Let the day-to-day dynamic toll scheme be '( ) ( ) ( )t D t x tβ τ= . Then for any tolled dynamical 

system satisfying β -RBAP, its fixed point ( )*f t  is system optimal flow. In addition, '( ) ( ) ( )t D t x tβ τ=  is a 
strong dynamic optimal toll and solves (SDOTP). 
 
Proof: Since the fixed point of RBAP (2.9) is user equilibrium, the fixed point of any β -RBAP (2.10) 

*( )f t  will be the tolled user equilibrium. Define * *( ) ( )x t Af t= , *
*

( )( ) ) |( x x tτ τ ==t x  and 

. Therefore, *
* '

( )( ) |x x tD x xτ τ ==( )D t * ' * * '( ) ( ( ) ( )f t C t A D tτ′ * *( ) ( )) 0x t tπ+ −

(

= , which is the Karesh-Kuhn-

Tucker (KKT) condition of solving the system optimal problem.  Hence  is an optimal 

toll and

* * *( )tβ τ ' ( )x t)t D=
*( )f t S∈ . This proves that '( ) ( ) ( )t D t x tβ τ=  satisfies (i) of (SDOTP). The rest of the proof is based 

on the fact that the definition of β -RBAP ensures '( ( ))C t fβ 0≤  and the equality holds only if .  0f =
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Remark: All PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics satisfy RBAP (see Yang and Zhang, 2006). Therefore, 

'( ) ( ) ( )t D t x tβ τ=  is the strong dynamic optimal toll for these dynamics. In the next section, again, t  is 
dropped for simplicity if this causes no confusion. 
 
5 Stability Results of System Optimal Flow 
The followings are some definitions on stability and Lyapunov functions.  
 
Let ( , )B f r  denote the open ball with center f  and radius r . A fixed point f  of the dynamical system 

( )f v f=  is called stable if for any , there exists a δ  such that, for every 0ε> 0> ( , )f B f δ∈ , the solution 
( )f t  with (0)f f=  is defined, and ( ) ( ),f t B f ε∈  for all . 0t >

 
A fixed point f  of the dynamical system ( )f v f=  is called locally asymptotically stable if it is stable and 
there exists a δ  such that for every solution 0> ( )f t  with (0) ( , )f B f δ∈ , we have lim ( )

t
f t f

→∞
= . f  is 

called globally asymptotically stable if for any (0)f K∈ , we have lim ( )
t

f t f
→∞

= . 

 
Let f  be the fixed point of the dynamical system ( )f v f= . If  is a continuous function defined 
on an open neighbourhood U of 

:L U →

f , differentiable on \{ }fU , such that 
1. ( ) 0L f =  and  if ( ) 0L f > f f≠ , and; 

2. for all f U∈ , if ( )f t  is the solution to ( )f v f=  with (0)f f= , then 0( ) ( ( ( ))) | 0t
dL f L f t
dt == ≤ , and the 

equality holds only if f f= . Then  is called a locally strict Lyapunov function for L f . If such conditions 
hold for any U , then   is called a globally strict Lyapunov function for K⊆ L f . 
 
Remark If there exists a locally strict Lyapunov function L  for the fixed point f , then f  is locally 
asymptotically stable. If there exists a globally strict Lyapunov function  for the fixed point L f , then f  is 
globally asymptotically stable (Robinson, 1995).   
 
Theorem 5 Let the day-to-day dynamic toll scheme 'D xβ τ= . For all tolled PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN 
dynamics, if the system optimal f  is isolated, then f  is locally asymptotically stable. 
 
Proof: f  is locally asymptotically stable if there exists a locally strict Lyapunov function for f . Let 

' '( ) | f fL f C f C f == − , i.e., the difference of the total system cost between f  and f . It suffices to prove 

that  is actually a locally strict Lyapunov function for ( )L f f . First, since the system optimal f  is isolated, 
there exists an open neighbourhood ( , )B f δ  such that ' | f f C f= < 'C f  for any ( , ) \f B f fδ∈ . Second, since 

'D xβ τ=  solves (SDOTP) for the tolled PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics, by Theorem 4, 

' ' ' '( ) ( | ) ( )  ( ) 0f f

d dL f C f C f C f C f
dt dt

β== − = = ≤ , and the equality holds only if f f= .  

  
Theorem 6 Suppose the total system cost C  is strictly convex. Then under the day-to-day dynamic toll 
scheme 

' f
'D xβ τ= , for all tolled PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics, the system optimal f  is globally 

asymptotically stable. 
 
Proof: since the total system cost C f  is strictly convex, the system optimal ' f  is unique. Then 

' | f fC f C f= < '  for any \f K f∈ . Let ' ' |( ) f fC f C fL f == − . Therefore ( ) 0L f =  and  if ( ) 0L f > f f≠ . 
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Since 'D xβ τ=  solves (SDOTP) for the tolled PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics, by Theorem 4, 

' ' ' '( ) ( | ) ( )  ( ) 0f f

d dL f C f C f C f C f
dt dt

β== − = = ≤ , and the equality holds only if f f= . Hence L f  is a 

globally strict Lyapunov function for 

( )

f .  
 
Therefore, under our day-to-day dynamic toll scheme 'D xβ τ= , for any day-to-day behavior adjustment 
satisfying β -RBAP (e.g., the tolled PAP, PDS, NTDS and BNN dynamics), when the link flow pattern is 
stationary, it can be concluded that this state is the system optimal one. Furthermore, this system optimal 
state will be locally asymptotically stable if it is isolated and globally asymptotically stable if the system cost 
function is strictly convex. 
  
6 Experimental Studies 
In the section, we will compare the different toll schemes including no congestion pricing, static marginal 
congestion cost pricing, another pricing from the static optimal toll set Γ , and the day-to-day dynamic 
optimal toll pricing. For illustrative purposes, the Smith’s PAP is used as the example of the four dynamics 
above to describe drivers’ rational day-to-day route choice behavior. The test network is the well-known 
Braess network as shown in Figure 2. There is only one O-D pair, (1,2), and its demand is 6 units. The 
unique system optimal flows are 3 units on paths (1,3,2) and (1,4,2). The unique user equilibrium flows are 2 
units on paths (1,3,2), (1,4,2) and (1,3,4,2). The initial condition is given as [5 1 0]'f = , i.e., 5 units on path 
(1,3,2), 1 unit on path (1,4,2) and no flows on path (1,3,4,2), when where link 5 (3 4) is just added into the 
network at time . ODE15 solver in Matlab is used to solve for the dynamic solutions.  0t =
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Figure 2 Braess Network 
Figure 3 Dynamic Total System Cost under Different Tolls 

Since the total system cost is strictly convex for this network, the unique system optimal is globally 
asymptotically stable under our dynamic optimal toll. In Figure 3, “static_1” stands for the static marginal 
congestion cost pricing, and “static_2” denotes another static optimal toll (Bergendorff et al., 1997), 

. Under all these three toll schemes, the total system cost keeps decreasing monotonically 
until reaching its minimal. Figure 3 shows that the dynamic optimal toll makes the total system cost 
converges slightly faster than other toll schemes.  

'(0,0,0,0,13)β =

 
It is of our interest to study why the total system cost could increase without toll while it is monotonically 
decreasing with the dynamic optimal toll, as shown in Figure 3. For the case without toll, the dynamic 
evolution of total system cost does behave as it is expected – keep decreasing – in the early stage, while later 
it behaves oppositely. Therefore, it seems that there exists a “transition” in the dynamic evolution of total 
system cost. This is our motivation to understand the dynamic behavior of total system cost.    
 
Since drivers make route choices in terms of (tolled) path costs, it is important to study the (tolled) path cost 
evolution. Figure 4 compares the dynamic path flow and path cost between no toll and the dynamic optimal 
toll cases. For the case without toll, when t 1t< , we have C C2 3 C1< < . Therefore, according to the 
individual behavior behind the proportional-switching adjustment process, flows on path 1 switch to both 
paths 2 and 3, and flows on path 3 to path 2 as well. This causes the rapid flow increase on path 2, so does its 
path travel cost. This leads to the situation where path 3 becomes the most “attractive” path from t t  1>
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because its path cost is minimal. It is expected that flows from both paths 1 and 2 switch to this path, which 
causes congestion on link 5 and deterioration of total system cost.  
 
After levying tolls on links, drivers aim at finding paths with minimal tolled path cost C( )β . For the case 
with the dynamic optimal toll, if t , 2t< 2 3( ) ( ) ( )C C C 1β β β< <

2 3( ) ( )C C
. Similarly, flows switch from path 1 to 

paths 2 and 3, and from path 2 to path 3. Since β β<<  at 2t t< , most of flows on path 1 will move 
to path 2. Because of the dynamic toll, the tolled cost of path 3 is greater than that of path 2 all the time, 
which removes the situation where flows move to path 3 from other paths as without toll case. Instead, at 

, path 3 becomes the most expensive path, therefore, few flows on path 3 keep switching to the other 
two paths until the flow dynamics converge to system optimal.   

2t t>
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Figure 4 Dynamic Evolution of Congestion 
 

 
7 Concluding Remarks 
In this paper, we study the convergence of both day-to-day static and dynamic tolled dynamical systems, the 
equivalency between stationary link flow states and SO states in the tolled dynamical system, and the 
conditions where system optimal can be locally or globally asymptotically stable. A notion of the strong 
dynamic optimal toll is also introduced and investigated. To our best knowledge, this is the one of the first 
efforts to find the strong dynamic optimal toll solution such that the dynamic total system cost is 
monotonically decreasing along the day-to-day dynamic flow trajectory until day-to-day dynamic flows 
converge to system optimal flows. More realistically, the traffic flows in the real world are more likely 
evolving at disequilibrium states due to the possible changes of the network supply or the travel demand. 
Therefore, our dynamic toll scheme addresses how to levy an optimal toll over the more likely 
disequilibrium flows than equilibrium flows. An interesting observation one can make is that our strong 
dynamic optimal toll scheme seems to be the dynamic version of the classic marginal social cost one, by 
replacing the system optimal link flow and link travel cost with the current ones. Therefore, similar to 
Bergendorff et al. (1997), there might exist multiple solutions to the strong dynamic optimal toll problem. 
However, we did not prove that the strong dynamic toll can always drive the flow pattern towards SO 
quicker than the static tolls and other feasible dynamic tolls. Furthermore, we only assume homogeneous 
driver’s behaviour. How to accommodate the heterogeneous behaviour in our framework is an interesting 
direction. We leave them to future studies. 
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Abstract

In this paper we present a theory of dynamic congestion pricing for the day-to-day as well as the within-day
time scales. The equilibrium design problem emphasized herein takes the form of an MPEC, which we call
the Dynamic Optimal Toll Problem with Equilibrium Constraints, or DOTPEC. The DOPTEC formulation we
employ recalls an important earlier result that allows the equilibrium design problem to be stated as a single
level problem, a result which is surprisingly little known. The DOPTEC maintains the usual design objective
of minimizing the system travel cost by appropriate toll pricing. In addition, we present a direct dynamic
generalization of the static e¢ cient toll problem and show that such a generalization involves certain ambiguities
that do not arise when the DOTPEC is formed as we suggest herein. A numerical example for the DOTPEC is
provided.

Keywords: Dynamic congestion pricing; Dynamic user equilibrium; Di¤erential Variational Inequality; Optimal
Control

1 Introduction

The advent of new commitments by municipal, state and federal governments to construct and operate roadways
whose tolls may be set dynamically has brought into sharp focus the need for a computable theory of dynamic tolls.
Moreover, it is clear from the policy debates that surround the issue of dynamic tolls that pure economic e¢ ciency is
not the sole or even the most prominent objective of any dynamic toll mechanism that will be implemented. Rather,
equity considerations as well as preferential treatment for certain categories of commuters must be addressed by
such a mechanism. Accordingly, we introduce in this paper the dynamic user equilibrium optimal toll problem and
discuss several plausible algorithms for its solution; we also provide detailed numerical results that document the
performance of one of those algorithms.
The dynamic user equilibrium optimal toll problem should not be confused with the traditional congestion

pricing paradigm associated with static user equilibrium and usually accredited to Beckmann, McGuire and Winsten
(1956). Rather, the dynamic user equilibrium optimal toll problem is closely related to the equilibrium network
design problem which is now widely recognized to be a speci�c instance of a mathematical program with equilibrium
constraints (MPEC). In fact it will be convenient to refer to the dynamic user equilibrium optimal toll problem
as the dynamic optimal toll problem with equilibrium constraints or DOTPEC, where it is understood that the
equilibrium of interest is a dynamic user equilibrium.
The relevant background literature for the DOTPEC includes a paper by Friesz, Bernstein and Kydes (2002)

who discuss a version of the DOTPEC but for the day-to-day time scale rather than the dual (within-day as well as
day-to-day) time scale formulation emphasized in this paper. Also pertinent is the paper by Friesz, Bernstein and
Stough (1996) which discusses dynamic disequilibrium network design and the review by Liu (2004) which considers
multi-period e¢ cient tolls.
As noted earlier, the DOTPEC is not the same as the problem of determining e¢ cient tolls including the latter�s

multiperiod generalization. Yet the exact nature of the di¤erences and similarities is not known and has never been
studied. To study the dynamic e¢ cient toll problem it is necessary to employ some form of dynamic user equilibrium
model. We elect the formulation due to Friesz, Bernstein, Suo and Tobin (2001) and Friesz and Mookherjee (2006)
and its varieties analyzed by Ban, Liu, Ferris and Ran (2005) and others. The dynamic e¢ cient toll formulation
will be constructed by direct analogy to the static e¢ cient toll problem formulation of Hearn and Yildirim (2002).

1
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Clearly the main focus of this paper is the formulation and solution of the DOTPEC. To this end, again using
the DUE formulation reported in Friesz et al. (2001) and Friesz and Mookherjee (2006), we will form a Stackelberg
game that envisions a central authority minimizing social costs through its control of link tolls subject to DUE
constraints with additional side constraints for equity and other policy considerations. Also, as we will allow
multiple target arrival times of the users, the within-day scale model can be easily extended to include day-to-day
time scale properly. Of course there are several ways such a model may be formulated. The formulations we shall
emphasize are based on our work on di¤erential variational inequalities and equilibrium network design.
In particular, Tan, Gershwin and Athans (1979) show that a system of inequalities is equivalent to a static user

equilibrium, and Friesz and Shah (2001) state the equilibrium network design problem as a single level mathematical
program. An extension of this result to the dynamic setting allows us in this paper to have an equivalent optimal
control problem statement of the DOTPEC. We consider two principal methods for solving this optimal control
problem: (1) descent in Hilbert space without time discretization, and (2) a �nite dimensional approximation solved
as a nonlinear program. In both approaches we employ a numerical scheme like that in Friesz and Mookherjee (2006)
for dealing with time lags that arise in the �ow propagation constraints. Friesz and Mookherjee (2006) establish
through numerical examples that such an approach for dealing with time lags works and is computationally practical.
In an example provided in the last part of this paper, we study a small network numerically and determine its

optimal dynamic tolls.

2 Notation and Model Formulation

In this section we purposely repeat key portions of the time-lagged DUE formulation given in Friesz et al. (2001).
The network of interest will form a directed graph G (N ;A), where N denotes the set of nodes and A denotes the
set of arcs; the respective cardianlities of these sets are jN j and jAj. An arbitrary path p 2 P of the network is

p �
�
a1; a2; :::; ai; :::; am(p)

	
where P is the set of all paths and m (p) is the number of arcs of p. We also let te denote the time at which �ow
exists an arc, while td is the time of departure from the origin of the same �ow. The exit time function �pai therefore
obeys

te = �
p
ai (td)

The relevant arc dynamics are

dxpai (t)

dt
= gpai�1 (t)� g

p
ai (t) 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

xpai (t) = xpai;0 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

where xpai is the tra¢ c volume of arc ai contributed by path p, g
p
ai is �ow exiting arc ai and g

p
ai�1 is �ow entering

arc ai of path p 2 P. Also, gpa0 is the �ow exiting the origin of path p; by convention we call this the �ow of path p
and use the symbolic name

hp = g
p
a0

Furthermore

�aip =

�
1 if ai 2 p
0 if ai =2 p

so that
xa (t) =

X
p2P

�apx
p
a (t) 8a 2 A

is the total arc volume.
Arc unit delay is Da (xa) for each arc a 2 A. That is, arc delay depends on the number of vehicles in front of

an auto as that auto enters an arc. Of course total path traversal time is

Dp (t) =

m(p)X
i=1

h
�pai (t)� �

p
ai�1 (t)

i
= �pam(p)

(t)� t 8p 2 P
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It is expedient to introduce the following recursive relationships that must hold in light of the above development:

�pa1(t) = t+Da1 [xa1(t)] 8p 2 P

�pai(t) = �pai�1(t) +Dai

h
xai(�

p
ai�1(t))

i
8p 2 P; i 2 f2; 3; :::;m (p)g

from which we have the nested path delay operators �rst proposed by Friesz et al. (1993):

Dp(t; x) �
m(p)X
i=1

�aip�ai(t; x) 8p 2 P;

where
x = (xpai : p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

and

�a1(t; x) = Da1(xa1(t))

�a2(t; x) = Da2(xa2(t+�a1))

�a3(t; x) = Da3(xa3(t+�a1 +�a2))

...

�ai(t; x) = Dai(xai(t+�a1 + � � �+�ai�1))

= Dai(xai(t+
i�1X
j=1

�aj )):

To ensure realistic behavior, we employ asymmetric early/late arrival penalties

F [t+Dp (t; x)� tA]

where tA is the desired arrival time and

t+Dp(t; x) > tA =) F (t+Dp(t; x)� tA) = �L(x; t) > 0
t+Dp(t; x) < tA =) F (t+Dp(t; x)� tA) = �E(x; t) > 0
t+Dp(t; x) = tA =) F (t+Dp(t; x)� tA) = 0
�L(t; x) > �E(t; x)

Let us de�ne the arc tolls ya for each arc a 2 A. It is assumed that users pay the toll at the entrance of the arc.
Then the path tolls yp for each path p 2 P are

yp (t) =

m(p)X
i=1

�aipyai
�
t+�ai�1(t; x)

�
8p 2 P

where �a0(t; x) = 0. If the tolls are paid when users exit arcs, then the path toll becomes

yp (t) =

m(p)X
i=1

�aipyai (t+�ai(t; x)) 8p 2 P

We now combine the actual path delays and arrival penalties to obtain the e¤ective delay operators

	p(t; x) = Dp(t; x) + F ft+Dp(x; t)� TAg 8p 2 P (1)

Since the volume which enters and exits an arc should satisfy the conservation law, we must haveZ t

0

gpai�1 (t) dt =

Z t+Dai
(xai (t))

Dai
(xai (0))

gpai (t) dt 8p 2 P; i 2 [1;m(p)] (2)
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where gpa0(t) = hp(t). Di¤erentiating the both sides of (2) with respect to time t and using the chain rule, we have

hp (t) = gpa1(t+Da1(xa1(t)))(1 +D
0
a1(xa1(t)) _xa1) 8p 2 P

gpai�1 (t) = gpai(t+Dai(xai(t)))(1 +D
0
ai(xai(t)) _xai) 8p 2 P; i 2 [2;m(p)]

These are proper �ow progression constraints derived in a fashion that make them completely consistent with
the chosen dynamics and point queue model of arc delay. These constraints involve a state dependent time lag
Dai(xai(t)) but make no explicit reference to the exit time functions. These �ow propagation constraints describe
the expansion and contraction of vehicle platoons; they were �rst presented by Friesz, Tobin, Bernstein and Suo
(1995), Astarita (1995) and Astarita (1996) independently proposed �ow propagation constraints that may be
readily placed in the above form.

2.1 Dynamic User Equilibrium

Given the traveling cost �p for path p; the in�nite dimensional variational inequality formulation for dynamic
network user equilibrium itself is: �nd (g�; h�) 2 
 such that

h�(t; x (h�)) ; (h� h�)i =
X
p2P

Z tf

t0

�p [t; x (h
�)]
�
hp (t)� h�p (t)

�
dt � 0 (3)

for all (g; h) 2 
, all of whose solutions Friesz et al Friesz et al. (2001) show are dynamic user equilibria1 . In
particular the solutions of (3) obey

�p (t; x
�) > �ij =) h�p (t) = 0 (4)

h�p (t) > 0 =) �p (t; x
�) = �ij (5)

for p 2 Pij where �ij is the lower bound on achievable costs for any ij-traveler, given by

�p = ess inf f�p (t; x) : t 2 [t0; tf ]g � 0

and
�ij = min

�
�p : p 2 Pij

	
� 0

We call a �ow pattern satisfying (4) and (5) a dynamic user equilibrium. The behavior described by (4) and
(5) is readily recognized to be a type of Cournot-Nash non-cooperative equilibrium. It is important to note that
these conditions do not describe a stationary state, but rather a time varying �ow pattern that is a Cournot-Nash
equilibrium (or user equilibrium) at each instant of time.

3 The E¢ cient Toll

Hearn and Yildirim (2002) studied the e¢ cient toll in the static setting with the traveling cost which is linear in the
tra¢ c �ow. The objective of the e¢ cient toll is to make the user equilibrium tra¢ c �ow equivalent to the system
optimum by appropriate congestion pricing. To study the dynamic e¢ cient toll, in addition to the e¤ective delay
operator de�ned in (1), let us have the tolled e¤ective delay operators as

�p(t; x; yp) = Dp(t; x) + F ft+Dp(x; t)� TAg+ yp (t) 8p 2 P

where yp denotes the toll for path p. Of course we have the relationship

�p (t; x; yp) = 	p (t; x) + yp (t) (6)

The system optimum is achieved by solving

min J =

Z tf

t0

X
p2P

e�rt	p (t; x)hp (t) dt

1Although we have purposely supressed the functional analysis subtleties of the formulation, it should be noted that (3) involves an

inner product in a Hilbert space, namely
�
L2 [0; T ]

�jPj.
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subject to

dxpai (t)

dt
= gpai�1 (t)� g

p
ai (t) 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g (7)

xpai (t) = x
p
ai;0 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

hp (t) = g
p
a1(t+Da1(xa1(t)))(1 +D

0
a1(xa1(t)) _xa1) 8p 2 P (8)

gpai�1 (t) = g
p
ai(t+Dai(xai(t)))(1 +D

0
ai(xai(t)) _xai) 8p 2 P; i 2 [2;m(p)] (9)X

p2Pij

Z tf

t0

hp (t) dt = Qij 8 (i; j) 2 W (10)

x � 0 g � 0 h � 0 (11)

Let us de�ne the set of mixed (state and control) constraints


 � f(h; x) : (8) ; (9) ; (10) and (11) are satis�edg (12)

and the Hamiltonian function

H1 (hp; �; t) �
X
p2P

e�rt	p (t; x)hp (t) +
X
p2P

m(p)X
i=1

�pai

�
gpai�1 (t)� g

p
ai (t)

�
The �rst-order necessary conditions for the system optimum are

0 �
X
p2P

@H1

�
hSp ; �

S ; t
�

@hp

�
hp � hSp

�
=
X
p2P

"
e�rt

(
	Sp (t; x) +

@	Sp (t; x)

@hp
hSp

)
+ �p;Sa1

# �
hp � hSp

�
8h 2 
 (13)

for each time instant t 2 [t0; tf ], the state dynamics (7) and adjoint dynamics,

�
d�p;Sai
dt

=
@HS

1

@xpai
= e�rt

@	p
�
t; xS

�
@xpai

8p 2 P; i 2 [1;m(p)] (14)

�p;Sai (tf ) = 0 8p 2 P; i 2 [1;m(p)]

where the superscript S denotes the corresponding values at the system optimum.
However, the dynamic tolled user equilibrium condition is

X
p2P

Z tf

t0

e�rt
�
�p
�
t; x

�
hU
�
; yUp

�	 �
hp (t)� hUp (t)

�
dt � 0 for all h 2 
 (15)

subject to

dxpai (t)

dt
= gpai�1 (t)� g

p
ai (t) 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

xpai (t) = x
p
ai;0 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

(h; x) 2 


where the superscript U denotes the corresponding values at the tolled user equilibrium. We formulate the �ctitious
optimal control problem for the user equilibrium variation inequality problem, whose objective is:

min
X
p2P

Z tf

t0

e�rt�p
�
t; x

�
hU
�
; yUp

�
hp (t) dt

with the same constraint set. The Hamiltonian function for this problem is

H2 (hp; �; t) �
X
p2P

e�rt�p
�
t; x

�
hU
�
; yUp

�
hp (t) +

X
p2P

m(p)X
i=1ai

�pai

�
gpai�1 (t)� g

p
ai (t)

�
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The �rst-order necessary conditions are

0 �
X
p2P

@H2
�
hUp ; �

U ; t
�

@hp

�
hp � hUp

�
=
X
p2P

h
e�rt

�
�p
�
t; x

�
hU
�
; yUp

�	
+ �p;Ua1

i �
hp � hUp

�
(16)

for each time instant t 2 [t0; tf ], the state dynamics (7) and adjoint dynamics,

�
d�p;Uai
dt

=
@HU

2

@xpai
= e�rt

@�p
�
t; x

�
hU
�
; yUp

�
@xpai

8p 2 P; i 2 [1;m(p)] (17)

�p;Uai (tf ) = 0 8p 2 P; i 2 [1;m(p)]

Assume that the the tra¢ c �ow at the tolled user equilibrium achieves the system optimum, i.e., hU (t) = hS (t),
which is the result we want to obtain by the e¢ cient toll. Comparing (13) and (16), we have

e�rt

(
	Sp (t; x) +

@	Sp (t; x)

@hp
hSp

)
+ �p;Sa1 = e�rt

�
�p
�
t; x

�
hU
�
; yUp

�	
+ �p;Ua1

= e�rt
�
	p
�
t; xU

�
+ yUp (t)

	
+ �p;Ua1

or, immediately

yUp (t) =
@	p

�
t; xS

�
@hp

hSp + e
rt
n
�p;Sa1 � �

p;U
a1

o
8t 2 [t0; tf ] (18)

The dynamic e¢ cient toll (18) we obtained is hard to evaluate by its nature that involves two-point-boundary-value
problems for two di¤erent problems, the system optimum and the user equilibrium.

4 Dynamic Optimal Toll Problemwith EquilibriumConstraints (DOT-
PEC)

The DOTPEC is a design problem to achieve the maximum of social bene�t constrained by the user equilibrium
conditions. That is

min J =

Z tf

t0

X
p2P

e�rtp 	p (t; x)hp (t) dt (19)

subject to X
p2P

Z tf

t0

e�rt�p [t; x (t) ; yp (t)]
�
�hp (t)� hp (t)

�
dt � 0 8 �h 2 
 (20)

dxpai (t)

dt
= gpai�1 (t)� g

p
ai (t) 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g (21)

xpai (t) = x
p
ai;0 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g (22)

x � 0 (23)

ya (t) � 0 8a 2 A (24)

h 2 
 (25)

where the set 
 is de�ned as (12). The in�nite dimensional optimization problem (19)-(25) is in the class of
mathematical programs with equilibrium constraints, or MPECs, which are usually hard to �nd the solutions. The
main di¢ culty arise in the presence of the equilibrium constraint. However, let us consider the following alternative
statement of the DUE conditions:

Theorem 1 Given that the traveling cost for path p is �p, a nonnegative path �ow h is a user equilibrium if and
only if

�p �
P

p2Pij
R tf
t0
�p [t; x (t) ; yp (t)]hp (t) dtP
p2Pij

R tf
t0
hp (t) dt

= �ij 8p 2 Pij ; (i; j) 2 W

are satis�ed
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Proof. The dynamic user equilibrium condition stated in (4) and (5) can be modeled as an equivalent complemen-
tarity problem, that is �

�p (t; x
�)� �ij

�
h�p (t) = 0; �p (t; x

�)� �ij � 0; h�p (t) � 0 (26)

for all t 2 [t0; tf ] ; p 2 Pij ; (i; j) 2 W. Integrating the complementarity equation in (26) over time horizon and
summing for all paths, we obtainX

p2Pij

Z tf

t0

�
�p (t; x

�)� �ij
�
h�p (t) dt = 0 8 (i; j) 2 W

or X
p2Pij

Z tf

t0

�p (t; x
�)h�p (t) dt = �ij

X
p2Pij

Z tf

t0

h�p (t) dt 8 (i; j) 2 W (27)

In addition, due to the nonnegativity conditions in (26), the result (27) is also equivalent to the dynamic user
equilibrium conditions.
Now we may replace the DUE constraint (20) by the following equality and inequality constraints:

�ij =

P
p2Pij

R tf
t0
�p [t; x (t) ; yp (t)]hp (t) dtP
p2Pij

R tf
t0
hp (t) dt

8 (i; j) 2 W

�p � �ij 8p 2 Pij ; (i; j) 2 W

With the above replacements, we now obtain an in�nite dimensional mathematical program with inequality
and equality constraints. To solve this problem, one may consider a descent in Hilbert spaces used in Friesz and
Mookherjee (2006), or a nonlinear program approach with appropriate time discretizations. When we discretize the
planning horizon, we may use o¤-the-shelf solvers like GAMS/MINOS.

5 Multiple Time Scales

Let � 2 � � f1; 2; :::; Lg be one typical day within the planning horizon, and take the length of each day to be �,
while the clock time within each day � is presented by t 2 [(� � 1)�; ��] for all � 2 f1; 2; :::; Lg. The planning
horizon consists of L consecutive days. We assume the travelling demand for each day changes based on the moving
average of congestion experienced over previous days. We postulate that the travelling demand Q�ij for day �
between a given O-D pair (i; j) 2 W determined by the following system of di¤erence equations:

Q�+1ij =

2666664Q�ij � ��ij
8>>>>><>>>>>:

X
p2Pij

��1X
j=0

Z (j+1)��

j��
	p [t; x (h

�; g�)] dt

jPij j � � ��
� �ij

9>>>>>=>>>>>;

3777775

+

8� 2 f1; 2; :::L� 1g (28)

Q1ij = ~Qij

where ~Qij 2 R+ is the �xed traveling demand for the O-D pair (i; j) 2 W for the �rst day. The operator [x]+ is
equivalent to max [0; x].

6 Algorithms for Solving the DOTPEC

In this secion, we provide two di¤erent algorithms for solivng DOTPEC: (1) descent in Hilbert spaces without
time discretization, and (2) a �nite dimensional approximation solved as a nonlinear program. In both approaches,
the state-depende time shifts, which are path delays in DOTPEC, are hard to treat. In the implicit �xed point
theorem for the dynamic user equilibrium Friesz and Mookherjee (2006) used control and state information from
the previous iteration to approximate the current time delay, which enables to have constant time delays instead of
state-dependent delays at each iteration. Adopting the idea, we propose a heuristic numerical scheme to solve the
DOTPEC as following:
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1. Pick a feasible set of control variables.

2. Determine the state-dependent time delays according to the current controls.

3. Solve a DOTPEC with the �xed time delays.

4. Update the control and repeat Step 2 and Step 3 until the control variables converge to the solution.

In solving a DOTPEC with the �xed time delays at each iteration, we have two above-mentioned numerical
algorithms.

6.1 Descent in Hilbert Spaces

To study the descent in Hilbert spaces, let us consider an abstract optimal control problem with state dependent
time shifts articulated as follows:

min J =

Z tf

t0

F (x; u; uD; t)dt (29)

subject to

x(u; uD; t) 2 
 =
�
x :

dx

dt
= f(x; u; uD; t); x(0) = 0; G(x; u; uD; t) = 0; x � 0

�
2 (H1[t0; tf ])

n

and

u 2 U � (L2[t0; tf ])m

uD � u(t+D(x)) : (H1[t0; tf ])
n � R1+ �! (L2[t0; tf ])

m

f : (H1[t0; tf ])
n � (L2[t0; tf ])2m � R1+ �! (L2[t0; tf ])

m

F : (H1[t0; tf ])
n � (L2[t0; tf ])2m � R1+ �! (L2[t0; tf ])

m

G : (H1[t0; tf ])
n � (L2[t0; tf ])2m � R1+ �! (L2[t0; tf ])

m

where (L2[t0; tf ])m is the m�fold product of the space of square integrable function space L2[t0; tf ] and (H1[t0; tf ])
n

is the n�fold product of the Sobolev space H1[t0; tf ] for the real interval [t0; tf ] � R1+.
Applying descent in Hilbert space method to the problem, we penaltize the equality constraints and the non-

negativity constraints as follows:

min ~J =

Z tf

t0

F (x; u; uD; t)dt+
1

2

Z tf

t0

X
i

�i(Gi(x; u; uD; t))
2dt+

1

2

Z tf

t0

X
i

�imin(0; xi)
2dt

subject to

x(u; uD; t) 2 ~
 =
�
x :

dx

dt
= f(x; u; uD; t); x(0) = x0

�
2 (H1[t0; tf ])

n;

where �i; �i and �i are increasing sequences.
This problem can be solved using a continuous time gradient projection method or a discrete time gradient

projection method supplemented by spline approximations. For the penalized problem, the algorithm can be stated
as following:

� Step 0. Initialization. Pick uk(t) 2 U and set k = 0.

� Step 1. Finding state variables. Solve the state dynamics

dx

dt
= f(x; uk; ukD; t) (30)

x(0) = x0 (31)

and call the solution xk(t).
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� Step 2. Finding adjoint variables. Solve the adjoint dynamics

�d�
dt

= rxHkjx=xk (32)

�(tf ) = 0 (33)

where H is the Hamiltonian for the penalized optimal control problem based on current information:

Hk = F (xk; uk; ukD; t) +
1

2

X
i

�ki min(0; x
k
i )
2 +

1

2

X
i

�ki (Gi(x
k; uk; ukD; t))

2 + �T f(xk; uk; ukD; t)

Call the solution �k(t).

� Step 3. Finding the gradient. Determine

ruJk(t) � ruHk

� Step 4. Updating the current control. For a suitably small step size

�k 2 R1++
determine

uk(t) = PU [u
k(t)� �kruJk]

� Step 5. Stopping Test. For � 2 R1++, a preset tolerance, stop if

jjuk+1 � ukjj < �

and declare
u� � uk+1

Otherwise set k = k + 1 and go to Step1.

6.2 Discrete-time Approximation of DOTPEC

The optimal control problem (19)-(25) may be given as the following discrete time approximation:

min J =
NX
k=0

X
p2P

� (k) e�rtkp 	p [tk; x (tk)]hp (tk)�

subject to

�ij =

P
p2Pij

PN
k=0 � (k)�p [tk; x (tk) ; yp (tk)]hp (tk)�P

p2Pij
PN

k=0 � (k)hp (tk)�
8 (i; j) 2 W

�p (tk) � �ij 8k 2 [0; N ] ; p 2 Pij ; (i; j) 2 W

xpai (tk+1) = x
p
ai (tk) + �

h
gpai�1 (tk)� g

p
ai (tk)

i
8k 2 [0; N � 1] ; p 2 P; i 2 [1;m(p)]

xpai (t0) = x
p
ai;0 8p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

x (tk) � 0 8k 2 [0; N ]
hp (tk) = g

p
a1(tk +Da1(xa1(tk)))(1 +D

0
a1(xa1(tk)) _xa1) 8k 2 [0; N ] ; p 2 P

gpai�1 (tk) = g
p
ai(tk +Dai(xai(tk)))(1 +D

0
ai(xai(tk)) _xai)

8k 2 [0; N ] ; p 2 P; i 2 [2;m(p)]X
p2Pij

NX
k=0

� (k)hp (tk)� = Qij 8 (i; j) 2 W

ya (tk) � 0 8a 2 A; k 2 [0; N ]
x (tk) � 0 g (tk) � 0 h (tk) � 0 8k 2 [0; N ]
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where k takes non-negative integer values, � is the discrete time step that divides the time interval [t0; tf ] into N
equal segments, � (k) is the coe¢ cient which arises from a trapezoidal approximation of integrals, that is

� (k) =

�
0:5 if k = 0 and N
1 otherwise

and
tk = k�

One advantage of time discretization is that we can now completely eliminate state variables (arc volumes) from
the problem by noting that

xpai (tk+1) = x
p
ai;0 +

kX
r=0

�
h
gpai�1 (tr)� g

p
ai (tr)

i
8k 2 [0; N � 1] ; p 2 P; i 2 f1; 2; :::;m (p)g

As a consequence one obtains a �nite dimensional mathematical program, which may be solved by conventional
algorithms developed for such problems.

7 Numerical Example

In what follow, we consider a 3 arc, 3 node network shown in Fig 1. The arc labeling and arc delay functions for
this network are summarized in the following table:

Arc name From node To node Arc delay, Da (xa (t))
a1 1 2 2 + (xa1=200)
a2 2 3 1 + (xa2=150)
a3 2 3 3 + (xa3=100)

There are 2 paths connecting the single OD pair formed by nodes 1 and 3, namely:

P13 = fp1; p2g ; p1 = fa1; a2g ; p2 = fa1; a3g

The conrols (path �ows and arc exit �ows) and states (path-speci�c arc tra¢ c volumes) associated with the network
are:

Path Path Flow Arc Exit Flow Tra¢ c Volume of Arc
p1 hp1 gp1a1 ; g

p1
a2 xp1a1 ; x

p1
a2

p2 hp2 gp2a1 ; g
p2
a3 xp2a1 ; x

p2
a3

We consider three-day toll planning in which each day is 24 hours, hence, � = 24 and L = 3. We assume there
is the initial travel demand ~Q = 150 units from node 1 (origin) to node 3 (destination). The threshhold for traveling
cost is � = 8300 and the speed of changes in traveling demand is � = 0:01. The desired arrival time for each day is
tA = 12, and we employ the symmetric early/late arrival penalty

F [t+Dp (x; t)� tA] = 5 [t+Dp (x; t)� tA]2

Further, without any loss of generality, we take

xpai (0) = 0 8i 2 [1;m (p)] ; p 2 P

We forgo the detailed symbolic statement of this example, and, instead, provide numerical results in graphical
form for the solution. Path �ows and arc exit �ows for paths p1 and p2 are presented in Figures 2 and 3, while path
�ows and toll at each arc are in Figures 4, 5 and 6. In this case, we have tolls tend to be proportional to the path
�ows. When, for path p1; we compare the e¤ective path delay operator with toll (6) with path �ow (which is the
departure rate) by plotting both for the same time scale, Figure 7 is obtained. This �gure shows that departure
rate peaks when the associated e¤ective path delay achieves a local minimum, thereby demonstrating that an user
equilibrium has been found. Similar comparisons are made for paths p2 in Figure 8.
The daily changes of traveling demand from the origin to destination according to the di¤erence equation (28)

are given in Figure 9.
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Figure 1: 3-Arc 3-Node Tra¢ c Network
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Figure 2: Path and arc exit �ows for path p1:
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Figure 3: Path and arc exit �ows for path p2:
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Path Flows and Toll at Arc 1
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Figure 4: Path �ows and toll at arc a1:
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Figure 5: Path �ow and toll at arc a2:
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Figure 6: Path �ow and toll at arc a3:
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Path Flow vs. Travel Cost at Path 1
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Figure 7: Comparison of path �ow and associated unit travel costs for path p1:
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Figure 8: Comparison of path �ow and associated unit travel costs for path p2:
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Figure 9: Daily changes of travel demand from the origin (node 1) to the destination (node 3)

8 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a study of the dynamic e¢ cient toll and a version of the DOTPEC that are central to the �eld
of dynamic congestion pricing. We have shown that the dynamic e¢ cient toll is hard to solve so that the DOTPEC
formulation of toll pricing becomes essential. For the DOTPEC, we recast the equilibrium constraints to the systems
of inequality and equality constraints so that we can convert the DOTPEC to an in�nite dimensional mathematical
program, and it may be solved by using a descent method in Hilbert spaces or by any available solvers for nonlinear
programs with time discretizations. Adopting the numerical scheme in Friesz and Mookherjee (2006) we were able
to deal the theoretically rigorous �ow propagation constraints within a non-simulation based model.As shown in
the numerical example provided, the dynamic optimal toll tends to be proportional to the arc �ow.
Future reserach should foucs on further analyzing the dynamic e¢ cient toll and providing numerically rigorous

approaches for the problem. In addition, we intend to include multiple target arrival times so that the model re�ects
the actual commuting networks and more.
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 TEMPORAL EXTERNALITY IN DYNAMIC USER EQUILIBRIUM WITH 
HETEROGENEOUS TRAVELLERS – WHO MAKES CONGESTION WORSE? 

 
 

Takamasa Iryo: Kobe University, Japan   iryo@kobe-u.ac.jp 
 
Abstract 
Temporal externality in dynamic user equilibrium is analyzed in consideration of departure time choice 
behaviour.  It is known that the increase of demand at earlier time of the congestion make the congestion at 
later time worse.  Knowing such temporal externality is important to find out travellers to be the targets of 
congestion alleviating scheme.  It is also known that considering departure time choice is necessary when 
travellers have their schedule constraint at their destinations.  Such situation can occur in morning commute, 
for example.  This study aims to find out travellers making congestion worse in consideration of departure 
time choice with schedule constraint at destinations.  An optimization problem which is equivalent to 
equilibrium is stated first, and analysis of external cost is made by utilizing this optimization problem.  It is 
revealed that travellers who need greater schedule cost to move out of the congestion have stronger external 
effect. 
 
NOTE: This is a condensed version of the paper.  Appendix is not included in this version.  Please see the 
full-length paper in the CD-ROM for appendix. 
 
1 Introduction 
It is known that change of demand in certain time period can affect not only the travellers travelling in the 
same time period but the travellers travelling at the different time in the bottleneck model.  Increase of a 
demand in an earlier period of congestion increases travel time at later time.  This can be interpreted that 
“new travellers joining the queue at the beginning of congestion makes congestion worse than travellers 
joining the queue in a later time period” (Kuwahara, 2001).  Thus, travellers travelling in earlier time can be 
considered as “travellers who make congestion worse”.  Policies affecting their behaviour are more effective 
than policies on other people. 
 
Problems finding “high social cost travellers” can be more complicated when travellers can choose their 
departure travel times.  Considering departure time choice is necessary when travellers have their schedule 
constraint at their destinations because the capacity constraint at the bottleneck does not allow all travellers 
to arrive at destinations at their desired arrival time in peak hours.  The model with the bottleneck model and 
departure time choice was introduced by Vickrey (1969) and many expanded studies are achieved.  Among 
these previous studies, for example, Arnott et al.(1989)(1990) has calculated total travel cost in consideration 
of specific type of schedule cost function.  Recently, an analysis with general schedule cost function is made 
by Lindsey (2004), which also discusses the change of travel cost of each traveller when demand increases.   
 
This study aims to find out the “travellers who make congestion worse” in the model where travellers choose 
their departure time in consideration of the schedule constraint at the destinations.  The model adopted by 
this study is similar to the model used by Lindsey, though a discrete time scheme is used instead of the 
continuous time scheme.  Unlike many previous studies other than the Lindsey’s one, the model of this study 
can handle completely heterogeneous travellers without imposing any special restriction on the schedule cost 
function.  An optimisation problem which is equivalent to equilibrium is stated first and is utilized to 
calculate the change of travel cost caused by the increase of travellers having certain characteristic increases.  
Then, it is discussed which type of characteristics of travellers can make congestion worse than other types. 
 
2 Definition of the system 
This study considers a network with only one link and bottleneck.  All travellers must pass through this 
bottleneck regardless of their origins or destinations.  No traveller has route choice option.  They can only 
choose their departure time from their origin.  Each traveller has his/her own desired arrival time at his/her 
destination.  Travel time is constant anywhere in the network other than the bottleneck.  Only the bottleneck 
can have delay.  The bottleneck capacity is given as a constant value μ .  A first-in first-out (FIFO) service is 
assumed at this bottleneck.  An example of a study network is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1 : Study network  
 
Assuming that all travellers know actual travel time before they depart, choosing departure time from the 
origin is equivalent to choosing departure time from the bottleneck.  This assumption can be used if 
equilibrium is established, where all travellers have perfect information on travel time.  This study assumes 
that travellers choose departure time from the bottleneck instead of departure time from origins.   
 
Travellers are heterogeneous.  They can have different origins, destinations, and preferences in their arrival 
time at destinations.  A concept of “class” is introduced to express the heterogeneousness.  All travellers are 
classified into one of the classes.  The total number of the class is m .  The travellers belonging to the same 
class is homogeneous. 
 
Each traveller choose his/her departure time from the bottleneck so as to minimize his/her travel cost.  Travel 
cost is determined as 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), ,j w p jπ τ τ τ= + ,        (2.1) 
 
where ( ) 0w τ ≥  is the bottleneck delay of travellers departing from the bottleneck at time τ  and ( ),p jτ  
is the schedule cost of the travellers in the j th class departing from the bottleneck at timeτ .  Note that the 
schedule cost ( ),p jτ  and travel cost ( ), jπ τ  is measured by the unit of delay time.  Because travel time 
from the bottleneck to the destination is constant, this schedule cost describes traveller’s preference in arrival 
time at his/her destination. 
 
This study adopts the discrete time scheme.  Time τ  is replaced by ( ) 01t t Tτ = − Δ + , where 0T  is 
beginning time of study hours, tΔ  is a duration of each time section, and t  is an integer.  The maximum 
number of t  is defined as n .  Time τ  in the equation (2.1) is replaced by the discrete time t .  The capacity 
of the bottleneck per tΔ  is defined as A tμ= Δ . 
 
Traveller’s behaviour is expressed by the “choice variable” ( ), 0X t j ≥ , which describes the number of 
travellers who belong to the j th class and choose time t  as their bottleneck departure travel time. 
 

( ),X t j  has two constraints.  One is the “demand constraint”, which is described as  
 

 ( ) ( )
1

,     for 
n

t
X t j D j j

′=

′ = ∀∑ ,        (2.2) 

 
where ( )D j  is a number of travellers belonging to the j th class.  The other is the “capacity constraint”, 
which is described as 
 

 ( )
1

,     for 
m

j
X t j A t

′=

′ ≤ ∀∑ .        (2.3) 

 
Equilibrium is defined as “no traveller can have the option which decreases his/her travel cost”, which is 
expressed by 
 

O r ig i n D e st i n a t io n

B o tt le n e c k

R o a dO r ig i n D e st i n a t io n

B o tt le n e c k

R o a d
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,     for , ,   if  , 0e e e ew t p t j w t p t j t j t X t j+ ≥ + ∀ > ,   (2.4) 
 
where et  is an integer satisfying 1 et n≤ ≤ . 
 
Also it is assumed that the capacity of the bottleneck is fully utilized by travellers if the delay at the 
bottleneck is greater than zero.  It is natural due to the property of the bottleneck model.  This assumption is 
described as 
 

 ( ) ( )
1

,    for     if   0
m

j
X t j A t w t

′=

′ = ∀ >∑ .      (2.5) 

 
This equation (2.5) must be also established in equilibrium.  Note that all other constraints on the system, 
such as non-negative constraint on ( ),X t j  and ( )w t  and the demand and capacity constraint shown by 
(2.2) and (2.3), must be also satisfied in equilibrium. 
 
Due to the FIFO service at the bottleneck, ( )w t  must satisfy another condition such as 
 
 ( ) ( )1w t w t t+ − ≤ Δ .         (2.6) 
 
This means that there is a maximum limit on the increasing speed of the delay at the bottleneck service.  A 
proof is shown in appendix 1. 
 
3 An optimisation problem equivalent to the equilibrium 
This section shows an optimisation problem which is equivalent to the equilibrium.  Consider an 
optimisation problem determined as 
 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

1 1

minimise  , ,

subject to , 0,   ,   and  ,   for ,

n m

t j
n m

t j

S X t j p t j

X t j X t j D j X t j A t j

′ ′= =

′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ ′=

′ ′≥ = ≤ ∀

∑∑

∑ ∑
  (3.1) 

 
This optimisation problem solves travellers’ choices of departure time which minimises total schedule cost 
imposed on all travellers.  This is a linear programming problem and has a corresponding dual problem such 
as 
 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

maximise  

subject to 0 and ,  for , ,

m n

e
j t

e e

S D j j A w t

w t j w t p i j t j

θ

θ
′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ ′= −

≥ ≤ + ∀

∑ ∑     (3.2) 

 
where ( ) ( ),ew t jθ  are new variables.  A complementarity condition is: 
(3.3) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ), , 0     for ,ew t p t j j X t j t jθ+ − = ∀      (3.3a) 

( ) ( )
1

, 0      for 
m

e
j

w t A X t j t
′=

⎛ ⎞
′− = ∀⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑        (3.3b) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

, 0,   ,   and  ,       for ,
n m

t j

X t j X t j D j X t j A t j
′ ′= =

′ ′≥ = ≤ ∀∑ ∑    (3.3c) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 and ,       for ,e ew t j w t p i j t jθ≥ ≤ + ∀      (3.3d) 
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Note that (3.3c) and (3.3d) are the same as the constraints contained by the primal problem (3.1) and dual 
problem (3.2) respectively. A process to derive out (3.2) and (3.3) is described in the appendix 2.  Due to the 
complementarity slackness theorem, the condition (3.3) is equivalent to the primal problem (3.1) and the 
dual problem (3.2). 
 
The variable ( )ew t  in the complementarity condition (3.3) satisfies the definition of equilibrium if they are 
recognised as the bottleneck delay of travellers departing from the bottleneck at time t  in equilibrium.  The 
equation (3.3a) can be replaced by 
 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,ew t p t j X t j j X t jθ+ =   for ,t j∀    (3.4) 
 
and therefore 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),    if  , 0ej w t p t j X t jθ = + > .  for ,t j∀    (3.5) 
 
is obtained.  Combining (3.5) and the second inequality of (3.3d), It can be confirmed that ( )ew t  satisfies 

(2.4).  ( )ew t  also satisfies (2.5)  due to the equation (3.3b).  Conversely, the equations (3.3) can be derived 
from the definition of the equilibrium described by (2.4) and (2.5) and the demand constraint and capacity 
constraint shown by (2.2) and (2.3).  Now assume that ( )ew t  indicates the bottleneck delay in equilibrium 

and define ( )jθ  as  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }min ,et

j w t p t jθ = + .        (3.6) 

 
This definition means that ( )jθ  represents the travel cost for travellers belonging to the j th class.  ( )jθ  
defined by (3.6) satisfies the second inequality of (3.3d).  Considering the definition of the equilibrium 
shown by (2.4) and the second inequality of (3.3d), (3.5) can be derived.  A combination of  (3.5) and the 
second inequality of (3.3d) can derive (3.4).  Therefore (3.3a) and (3.3d) is established.  (3.3b) is directly 
derived from (2.5).  (2.2) and (2.3) is identical to (3.3c) along with non-negative constraint on ( ),X t j .  
Thus, it can be concluded that the complementarity condition (3.3) is equivalent to the definition of 
equilibrium.  It means that the definition of equilibrium is equivalent to the optimisation problems defined by 
(3.1) and (3.2).  ( ),X t j  in equilibrium can be calculated by the primal problem (3.1) and ( )ew t  can be 
calculated by the dual problem (3.2).  Also, travel cost of travellers belonging to j th class can be calculated 
as ( )jθ  by the dual problem (3.2). 
 
Note that the calculation shown above neglects the condition of FIFO shown by (2.6).  This condition must 
be examined after calculating ( )ew t  by the dual problem (3.2).  If ( )ew t  satisfies (2.6), it can be concluded 

that the delay ( )ew t  can be made by the bottleneck where FIFO service is provided. 
 
The equivalence shown in this chapter has three important meaning.  One is that “equilibrium of the 
departure time choice problem can be solved by linear programming”.  This is useful to find equilibrium 
where all of the constants (capacity, demand and schedule costs) are given.  Another one is that 
“disregarding FIFO constraint, at least one equilibrium state exists”.  This can be said because the feasible 
set of the primal problem (3.1) is finite.   Last one is that “the sum of schedule cost measured by the unit of 
delay time is minimised in equilibrium”. 
 
The last characteristic is important to consider congestion alleviation policies.  Assume that an administrator 
can control each traveller’s departure time at his/her origin.  Under this assumption, the bottleneck delay can 
be erased with delaying his/her departure time for the delay which they have experienced in equilibrium.  
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This means that all of the travellers wait at their origins instead of joining the queue at the bottleneck and the 
sum of delay at the bottleneck is minimised by this policy.  Note that departure time from the bottleneck does 
not change.  Because the sum of the schedule costs has been minimised in equilibrium already, this policy 
achieves the minimum total schedule cost of all travellers which is available under the given capacity 
constraint and the amount of the demand.  Thus, it can be said that the policy shown above achieves 
minimum total travel cost of all travellers if the cost is measured by the unit of delay time. 
 
4 Increase of travel cost made by additive demand 
This section shows how to calculate the increase of travel cost made by additive demand.  It is shown in the 
section 3 that changing all travellers’ departure times can minimise the total travel cost of all travellers.  
Though this policy is the best solution to mitigate congestion, however, controlling all travellers’ departure 
times is not realistic.  Controlling behaviour of a part of travellers is more realistic.  For example, policies 
letting travellers belonging to certain class escape from the congestion (i.e. choosing off-peak time or 
alternative transport) may be less difficult as the targets of the policy may not be so many.  Knowing who 
makes congestion worse is important to determine the target of the polity.  
 
Calculating the increase of the total travel cost caused by additive travellers is necessary to find out travellers 
making congestion worse.  This problem can be considered as a sensitive analysis of the optimisation 
problem (3.2).  Now let the demand of the Dj th class increase by 0DΔ > .  All variables before adding 

travellers are described with an superscript of 0, such as ( )0 ,X i j .  All variables after adding travellers are 

described with an asterisk, for example ( )* ,X i j , and a change of a variable by additive demand is described 

with a delta followed by a variable, for example ( ) ( ) ( )0 *
e e ew t w t w t+ Δ = .  According to the knowledge of 

the sensitive analysis in linear programming, there is an upper bound of DΔ  for conserving the value of 
variables in the dual problem (3.2), that is,  
 
 ( ) ( )0 *    for all e ew t w t t= ,         (4.1) 

( ) ( )0 *   for all j j jθ θ= .        (4.2) 
 
The upper bound of DΔ  is defined as 0mDΔ ≥ .  Because of (4.2), all travellers who have stayed in the 
congestion before adding demand does not experience the change of their travel cost.  This means that the 
change of total travel cost can be explained with the travel cost which the additive travellers have.  No 
externality is observed here. 
 
The value of mDΔ  is determined with considering the change of the optimal function of the primal problem 
(3.1).  Applying (4.2), this can be described as 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

0 0 0

1 1 1 1

0 0 0

1 1 1 1

, , , ,

, , ,

n m n m

e
t j t j

n m n m

D e
t j t j

S X t j p t j X t j j w t t j

D j w t X t j X t j t j

θ γ

θ γ

′ ′ ′ ′= = = =

′ ′ ′ ′= = = =

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′Δ = Δ = Δ − +

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= Δ − Δ + Δ

∑∑ ∑∑

∑ ∑ ∑∑
 (4.3) 

 
where ( )0 ,t jγ  is a slack for  the second constraint in the dual problem (3.2), which is defined as  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0, ,et j w t p t j jγ θ= + − .       (4.4) 
 
Due to duality of the linear programming, SΔ  in the primal problem shown in (4.3) must be the same as the 

S ′Δ  in the dual problem (3.2).  Also, considering (3.3b) and ( ) ( )0 *
e ew t w t= ,  the second term of the right-

hand side of (4.3) is zero (see appendix 3).  Thus 
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( ) ( )0

1 1

, , 0
n m

t j

X t j t jγ
′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ ′Δ =∑∑ .        (4.5) 

 
is obtained.  Note that ( )0S D jθ′Δ = Δ  due to (4.1) and (4.2).  Therefore  
 

( ) ( )0, 0    if , 0     for ,X t j t j t jγΔ = > ∀ .      (4.6) 
 
must be satisfied in order to satisfy S S ′Δ = Δ .  Note that ( ),X t jΔ  cannot be negative if ( )0 , 0t jγ >  

because ( )0 , 0X t j =  in this case due to (3.3a).  Conversely, if (4.6) is satisfied, S S ′Δ = Δ  is established 
because the second and third term of the right-hand of the equation (4.3) become zero.  Other constraints are 
derived from the demand and capacity constraint.   Due to the demand constraint, ( ),X t jΔ  also have to 
satisfy 
 

 ( )
1

   if   
,

0        otherwise

n
D

t

D j j
X t j

′=

Δ =⎧′Δ = ⎨
⎩

∑        (4.7) 

 
and the capacity constraint requests that  
 

 ( ) ( )0

1 1
, ,

m m

j j
X t j A X t j

′ ′= =

′ ′Δ ≤ −∑ ∑        (4.8) 

 
is satisfied.  The non-negative constraint on ( ),X t j  also derives a condition of  
 
 ( ) ( )0, ,X t j X t jΔ ≥ − .         (4.9) 
 
To show the set of ( ),t j  where ( ),X t jΔ  can have a value other than zero, a “selection graph” is 
introduced.  The horizontal axis of the selection graph indicates time t  and the vertical axis indicates 
traveller’s class j .  Nodes are plotted at ( ),t j  where ( )0 , 0t jγ = .  Note that only ( ),t j  where nodes are 
plotted can be chosen by travellers.  An example of the selection graph is shown in the figure 2. 
 
The selection graph shows conservative laws of ( ),X t jΔ  shown by (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9).  The condition 

(4.7) shows the conservative law of ( ),X t jΔ  along the horizontal direction of the selection graph.  

Connecting all nodes having the same j  with “horizontal links”, it can be said that the sum of the ( ),X t jΔ  

belonging to the same link must be equal to mDΔ  where Dj j= , or must be zero where Dj j≠ .  If a node 

( ),t j  is not connected to any horizontal link, ( ),X t jΔ  must be mDΔ  where Dj j= , or must be zero 

where Dj j≠ .  Also, the condition (4.8) shows the conservative law of ( ),X t jΔ  along the vertical 
direction of the selection graph.  Connecting all nodes having the same t  with “vertical links”, it can be said 

that the sum of the ( ),X t jΔ  belonging to the same vertical link must not be greater than ( )0

1

,
m

j

A X t j
′=

′−∑ .  

This means that only the nodes where the capacity is not fully used can absorb the additive demand.  Such 
nodes are named as “anchors”.  The anchors must be placed the time t  where ( )0 0ew t = .  If a node ( ),t j  is 

not connected to any vertical link and is not an anchor, ( ),X t jΔ  must be zero.  These conservative laws 

conclude that ( ),X t jΔ  must be zero unless the node ( ),t j  is connected by both horizontal and vertical 
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Figure 2 : An example of nodes on a selection graph 
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Figure 3 : An example of a chain 
 
link, connected by vertical link and Dj j= , or connected by horizontal link and is an anchor. 
 
The increase of demand must be transmitted to the anchor(s) via the network made by the horizontal and 
vertical links due to the conservative laws expressed by vertical and horizontal links.  An example is shown 
in figure 3.  To treat the additive demand DΔ , ( ), DX t jΔ  at some t  must be greater than zero.  In figure 3, 

only one node whose ( ), DX t jΔ  can be positive is a node ( )3, Dt j  where a vertical link is connected.  So, 

let ( )3, DX t j DΔ = Δ .  This ( )3, DX t jΔ  must be cancelled by ( )3 2,X t jΔ , which is connected to 

( )3, DX t jΔ  by a vertical link.  Thus, ( )3 2,X t j DΔ = −Δ .  The decrease of ( )3 2,X t jΔ  must be cancelled 

by ( )2 2,X t jΔ , which is connected to ( )3 2,X t jΔ  by a horizontal link.  Thus, ( )2 2,X t j DΔ = Δ .  Such 

procedure must be repeated until it reaches an anchor where  ( ),a aX t j DΔ = Δ .  
 
A route consisting of nodes and links which is traced by this process is named as “chain”.  Chains have 
directions.  The direction toward an anchor is defined as the downstream and the direction toward nodes at 

Dj j=  is defined as the upstream.  Adding the demand DΔ ,  ( ),X t jΔ  at nodes on the chain will be as 
follow: 
 

 ( )
( )

( )

- a node on upstream end of a vertical link
  and on downstream end of a horizontal link, or if  is
- an anchor, or

and a node on upstream end of a vertical link
if  

     ,  

-   ,
   ,

D

D t j

j jX t j
D t j

⎧
⎪

Δ ⎨
⎪

=Δ = ⎩
−Δ is a node on downstream end of a vertical link
               and on upstream end of a horizontal link

Otherwise0         

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎩

 

            (4.10) 
 
The nodes where ( ),X t jΔ  decreases are named as “minus node”.   Two or more chains connecting nodes at 

Dj j=  to the anchor(s) can exist and each route can treat the additive demand separately.   
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The constraint of (4.9) restricts the amount of additive demand which can be treated by each route.  (4.9) 
gives a lower limit on ( ),X t jΔ  at each minus node and therefore limits the amount of transmitted demand 

DΔ  via a chain such as  
 
 ( ) ( ){ }0min , ,  set of minus nodes on the chainD X t j t jΔ ≤ ∈ .   (4.11) 

 
In the example in fig 3, ( ) ( ) ( ){ }0 0 0

1 2 1 3 2min , , , , ,aD X t j X t j X t jΔ ≤ , for instance.  If two or more 

chains exist, they can be used to transmit excess demand to anchor(s).  If no other chain is found, no more 
demand can be added.  Also the amount of the demand which can be absorbed by an anchor is limited.  This 

can be derived from the constraint (4.8), that is, ( )0

1

,
m

a
j

D A X t j
′=

′Δ ≤ −∑  must be satisfied at the time at  

where the anchor exists.  If DΔ  exceeds this limit, another anchor at a different time which can be 
connected by another chain must be used to absorb excess demand.  If no other anchor is found, no more 
demand can be added.  These restrictions determine mDΔ .  For example, mDΔ  of the example in fig 3 is 
calculated as 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 0
1 2 1 3 2

1
min , , , , , , ,

m

m a a
j

D X t j X t j X t j A X t j
′=

⎧ ⎫
′Δ = −⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
∑    (4.12) 

 
The nodes where ( ) ( )0, ,X t j X t jΔ = −  is named as “disconnected node”.  The anchor where 

( )*

1

,
m

a
j

X t j A
′=

′ =∑  is named as “disconnected anchor”. 

  
If mD DΔ > Δ ,  the disconnected node(s) must be abandoned and a new node must be placed on the selection 
graph in order to create a new chain which transmits an excess demand to the existing anchor, or a new 
anchor must be added to absorb an excess demand.  Though there are many possibilities to set a new node 
and form a new chain, this must meet the optimisation problem defined by (3.1).  This implies that the new 
node will be placed at ( ),t j  where ( )0 ,t jγ  can be as small as possible.  It can be derived from the equation 
(4.3) and a proof is shown in appendix 4.  An example of this procedure is shown in the figure 4.  A place 
where the new node is set is referred as ( ),p pt j . 

 
The chain can also be used to calculate the travel cost of each traveller ( )0 jθ .  Combining (4.4) at two 
nodes belonging the same vertical link,  

 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0

2 1 2 1, ,j j p t j p t jθ θ− = −        (4.13) 
 
can be obtained, where ( )1,t j  and ( )2,t j  are nodes on the some vertical link.   The equation (4.13) 

describes the difference of the travel cost between 1j  and 2j .  Accumulating this difference along a chain, 

( )0 jθ  can be calculated.  An example is shown in the figure 5.  Note that this accumulation can continue 

beyond Dj  if the vertical and / or horizontal links can be aligned continuously via nodes. 
 
The recombination of a chain caused by the excess demand can increase the travel cost of travellers who 
does not belong to the Dj th class, meaning that the externality is made.  Due to (4.13),  
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Figure 4 : A disconnected node and the reformation of the chain 
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Figure 5 : Calculation of travel cost 
 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 if   belongs to a node ,  or a node on the upstream side than ,  ,    p p p pp p j t j t jj t jθ γΔ =
            (4.14) 
 
See appendix 5 for a proof of (4.14).  Because ( )0 , 0p pt jγ > , total travel cost increases.  An example is 

shown in figure 6.  It indicates that the external cost made by additive demand is transmitted along the 
horizontal and vertical links toward the upstream direction.  Also it implies that travellers who belong to 
nodes on upstream have more chance to incur external cost than travellers on downstream nodes. 
 
5 Characteristic of travellers who makes congestion worse 
The results shown in the previous section indicates that the reformation of the chain increases travel costs.  
Therefore, the travellers who induce the reformation of the chain more often make congestion worse than 
others. 
 
Increasing the number of travellers belonging to the nodes on upstream side, congestion becomes worse with 
smaller additive demand.  The equation (4.12) indicates that mDΔ  become smaller if the chain has more 
“minus nodes”, which are candidates for the disconnected node.  Smaller mDΔ  means that smaller amount 
of the additive demand can change the chain, meaning that congestion becomes worse with fewer additive 
travellers.  Such case occurs when the node on the upstream side is chosen as the class where travellers are 
added.  An example is shown in figure 7.  In this figure, adding travellers belonging to 2j th class can have 
three candidates for disconnected nodes, whereas 1j th class can only have two candidates. 
 
Travellers who incur greater schedule cost to move out of the congestion, which is named as “high schedule 
cost travellers” belong to upstream nodes.  Considering the optimisation problem (3.1), high schedule cost 
travellers must choose the time in the middle of the congestion, whereas other travellers choose times nearer 
to the off-peak time.  This means the nodes of other travellers are included by the chain from the nodes of the 
high schedule cost travellers to an anchor, meaning that high schedule cost travellers are placed on the 
upstream side.  This suggests that high schedule cost travellers makes congestion worse. 
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Figure 6 : The change of travel cost 
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Figure 7 : Candidates of disconnected nodes 

 
6 Discussions 
This study shows a method to calculate travel cost and its change due to additive demand in equilibrium on 
the assumption of the bottleneck model and schedule constraint at destinations.  An optimisation problem is 
stated to calculate equilibrium.  Then, a concept of chain is introduced to calculate the change of travel cost 
when additive demand is induced.  The analysis in this study indicates that travellers incurring higher 
schedule cost make congestion worse. 
 
The concept of the chain proposed in this study can be used to examine the change of travel cost and 
travellers behaviour when the number of traveller changes.  It can also shows the externality of additive 
demand, that is, whose travel cost increases when new travellers join into the congestion.  An analysis 
carried out in this study is limited and further analysis in many other cases should be done with the concept 
of the chain to obtain more information of the externality of the bottleneck congestion with departure time 
choice. 
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7 Appendix 
 
Appendix 1 
The equation (2.6), which is the condition on FIFO, is proved here.  FIFO service is defined as “a vehicle 
arriving at the bottleneck earlier departs from the bottleneck earlier than the vehicle arriving later”.  This 
proposition can be formulated as 
 
 ( ) ( )2 2 1 1 2 1      t w t t w t t t− < − ⇒ < ,       (7.1) 
 
if the times 1t  and 1t  is continuous.  The proposition (7.1) is equivalent to  
 
 ( ) ( )2 1 2 1 2 10      t t t t w t w t− ≥ ⇒ − ≥ − .      (7.2) 
 
In the discrete time scheme, (7.2) is reformulated as  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2 1 2 10     t t t t t w t w t− ≥ ⇒ Δ − ≥ − .      (7.3) 
 
Substituting an equation 2 1 1t t= +  into (7.3),  
 
 ( ) ( )1 11w t w t t+ − ≤ Δ          (7.4) 
 
is obtained.  It is a necessary condition of FIFO.  This condition (7.4) can be also a sufficient condition of 
(7.3).  Assuming the left-hand side of inequality of (7.3),  
 

 ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( )
2

1

1

2 11
t

t t

w t w t w t w t
−

=

+ − = −∑        (7.5) 

 
is obtained.  Taking a summation of inequality (7.4) from 1t  to 2 1t −  and substituting the equation (7.5) into 
this summation,  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2 1w t w t t t t− ≤ Δ −         (7.6) 
 
is obtained.  This is the same as the right-hand side of the proposition (7.3).  Thus, it is proved that the 
condition (7.4) is equivalent to the FIFO condition. (QED) 
 
Appendix 2 
Here the dual problem (3.2) and the complementarity slackness condition (3.3) are derived from the primal 
problem (3.1).  The optimisation problem (3.1) can be rewritten as  
 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

1 1

minimise  , ,

subject to , 0,  ,0 0,  , , ,0 ,   for ,

n m

t j
n m

t j

S X t j p t j

X t j X t X t j D j X t X t j A t j

′ ′= =

′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ ′=

′ ′≥ ≥ = + = ∀

∑∑

∑ ∑
            (7.7) 
 
where ( ),0X t  is a slack.  Apart from non-negative conditions, (7.7) has two equations as constrains.  They 
can be reformulated as 
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 ( ) ( )
1 0

, ,    for 1
n m

t j

t t X t j A t nδ
′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ = ≤ ∀ ≤∑∑       (7.8) 

 
and  
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 0

, ,    for 1
n m

t j
j j X t j D j j mδ

′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ = ≤ ∀ ≤∑∑ ,     (7.9) 

 
where the Kronecker’s delta is defined as  
 

 ( )
1    if  

,
0    otherwise

i j
i jδ

=⎧
= ⎨
⎩

.        (7.10) 

 
Combining the equations (7.8) and (7.9), 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 0

, , ,    for all 1
n m

t j

t j l X t j B l l n mε
′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ ′ = ≤ ≤ +∑∑ ,    (7.11) 

 
where ( )B l  is defined as  
 

 ( ) ( )
                if   

     if   
A l n

B l
D l n l n

≤⎧⎪= ⎨ − >⎪⎩
        (7.12) 

 
and ( ), ,t j lε ′ ′  is defined as  
 

 ( )
( )
( )

,           if  
, ,

,     if  

t l l n
t j l

j l n l n

δ
ε

δ

′ ≤⎧⎪′ ′ = ⎨
′ − >⎪⎩

.       (7.13) 

 
Adopting (7.11) as a constraint of (7.7) and letting ( ),0 0p t =  for all t , 
 

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( )

1 0

1 0

minimise  , ,

subject to   , , ,    for 1

                  , 0   for 1 ,0

n m

t j
n m

t j

S X t j p t j

t j l X t j B l l n m

X t j t n j m

ε

′ ′= =

′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ ′=

′ ′ ′ ′ = ≤ ∀ ≤ +

≥ ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤

∑∑

∑∑    (7.14) 

 
is obtained.  (7.14) is a slack form of linear programming and its dual problem can be derived as 
 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
1

1

maximise     

subject to   , , ,  for 1 ,0

n m

l
n m

l

S v l B l

t j l v l p t j t n j mε

+

=
+

=

′ =

≤ ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤

∑

∑
   (7.15) 

 
A complementarity condition can be written as 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

, , , , 0  for 1 ,0
n m

l

p t j t j l v l X t j t n j mε
+

=

⎛ ⎞− = ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑    (7.16) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 0

, , ,    for 1
n m

t j

t j l X t j B l l n mε
′ ′= =

′ ′ ′ ′ = ≤ ∀ ≤ +∑∑      (7.17) 

( ), 0   for for 1 ,0X t j t n j m≥ ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤       (7.18) 

( ) ( ) ( )
1

, , ,  for 1 ,0
n m

l
t j l v l p t j t n j mε

+

=

≤ ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤∑      (7.19) 

 
(7.17), (7.18), and (7.19) are the same as the constraints included in the primal problem (7.7) and the dual 
problem (7.15).   (7.17) and (7.18) correspond to the constraints in the primal problem, which is identical to 
(3.3c).  On the other hand, (7.19) corresponds to the dual problem.  Let  
 
 ( ) ( )    for  1ev t w t t n= − ≤ ≤         (7.20) 
and 
 ( ) ( )    for  1v j n j j mθ− = ≤ ≤ .       (7.21) 
 
When 0j = , (7.19) becomes  
 
 ( ) 0    for 1ew t t n≥ ≤ ∀ ≤ ,        (7.22) 
 
otherwise it is  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ),     for 1 ,  1ej w t p t j t n j mθ − ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤ ,     (7.23) 
 
which is identical to (3.3d).  (7.16) can be modified into   
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ), , 0  for 1 ,1ep t j j w t X t j t n j mθ− + = ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤    (7.24) 
and 

( ) ( ),0 0  for 1ew t X t t n= ≤ ∀ ≤ .        (7.25) 
 
They are identical to (3.3a) and (3.3b) respectively.  Finally, the dual problem (7.15) can be rewritten as  
 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

maximise  

subject to   0,  ,     for 1 ,  1

m n

e
j t

e e

S D j A w t

w t j w t p t j t n j mθ
′ ′= =

′ ′ ′= +

≥ − ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤ ≤ ∀ ≤

∑ ∑   (7.26) 

 
which is the same as (3.2).  (QED). 
 
Appendix 3 
Here it is proved that the second term of the right-hand side of (4.3) is zero.  Considering  (3.3b) and 

( ) ( )0 *
e ew t w t= ,  

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 *

1 1
, ,       for 

m m

e e
j j

w t A X t j w t A X t j t
′ ′= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
′ ′− = − ∀⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑ .   (7.27) 

 
Therefore,  
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 ( ) ( )0

1
, 0   if  0

m

e
j

X t j w t
′=

′Δ = >∑        (7.28) 

 
can be derived (QED). 
 
Appendix 4 
The change of optimal function shown by (4.3) must be reconsidered here.  First, the second term of (4.3) 

must be zero unless ( )0 0ew t >  and ( )
1

, 0
m

j
X t j

′=

′Δ <∑  are established at certain time t .  This condition 

means that capacity is not fully utilized at the time where congestion exists before adding demand.  This 
cannot be achieved in an optimal solution because the residue of the capacity must be used to minimise the 
sum of the schedule costs.  Thus, only the third time must be considered to get the minimum SΔ  in (4.3).  
Adding a new node corresponds to let ( ), 0X t jΔ >  where ( )0 , 0t jγ > .  This means that choosing a new 

node  ( ),t j  having smaller ( )0 ,t jγ  makes  SΔ  smaller.  Therefore, a new node must be chosen by the 
following procedure: 
 
1. Select all nodes which can form a new chain transmitting excess additive demand mD DΔ −Δ  to the 

anchor(s). 
2. Find the node having the smallest ( )0 ,t jγ  from the nodes selected at the step 1. 
 
Appendix 5 
The equation (4.14) is proved here.  Assume that the situation shown in the figure 6, where a new node is 
added on ( ) ( )1 2, ,p pt j t j= .  Due to (4.4), 

 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

0 0 0
1 2 1 1 2 2

0 0
1 1 1 1

, ,

0 ,
e

e

t j w t p t j j

w t p t j j

γ θ

θ

= + −

= + −
      (7.29) 

 
is established .  Subtracting the second equation of (7.29) from the first equation, 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }0 0 0

1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1, , ,t j p t j p t j j jγ θ θ= − − −      (7.30) 

 
is obtained.  Applying (4.13) to the situation where the demand has been added, 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* * 0 0

2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1, ,j j j j j p t j p t jθ θ θ θ θ− = + Δ − = −    (7.31) 
 
is obtained.  Substituting (7.31) into (7.30), (4.14) is obtained. (QED) 
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Abstract 
 
This study investigates the global and local asymptotic stability of user equilibria in a transportation network. 
A dynamical system is said to possess global asymptotic stability when the maximal domain of attraction of its 
equilibrium point contains the entire feasible state space. That is, any feasible traffic state of the system will 
evolve toward user equilibrium.  For dynamical systems without global asymptotic stability, the system 
evolution starting with traffic states outside the domain of attraction will not arrive at user equilibrium. In this 
case, the feasible state space can be divided into various local domains of attraction, each corresponding to a 
different attractor of the dynamical system. By developing a good understanding of the relationships between 
the various domains of attraction, in this study, we demonstrate the possibility of directing the system 
evolution toward user equilibrium through temporary network alterations. The instruments for temporary 
network alteration may include traffic signal control, lane closure or addition, or pricing, etc. We believe that 
this approach of directing traffic system evolution onto a certain desirable course will open up innovative ways 
for traffic network management.   
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Ever since the notion of user equilibrium (UE) was proposed (Wardrop, 1952), it has become a cornerstone for 
traffic assignment analysis. Past research primarily focused on the issues of existence and uniqueness of 
equilibrium. The assumption is that if equilibrium exists, then it will also occur. This, of course, is an 
idealization. In fact, it has been shown that quite the contrary can happen. Horowitz (1984) demonstrated that 
even for a well-behaved system whose UE solution is known to exist, depending on the dynamic route 
adjustment process, the system may still fail to converge to UE. Therefore, it is not sufficient to ask whether 
equilibrium exists or not; it is equally important to ask whether and how the system can achieve the 
equilibrium state. In other words, the dynamic route adjustment processes of travelers in search of better 
routings constitute a key part of equilibrium analysis.  
 
To address this problem further, it is imperative to conduct a more elaborate study on the effects and properties 
of dynamic route adjustment processes. Studies on asymptotic stability (e.g., Smith (1979), Smith (1984) and 
Watling (1999)) address the attractiveness of a certain equilibrium state. Asymptotic stability is important in 
the sense that some equilibrium states may turn out to be unstable and thus could not be attained unless one is 
fortunate enough to start with an initial state that is identical to the equilibrium state. In general, asymptotic 
stability associated with an equilibrium state can be classified as either local or global. In local asymptotic 
stability, one can define the domain of attraction associated with the equilibrium state; any initial state within 
this domain of attraction will eventually converge to the equilibrium by the specified dynamic route 
adjustment process. On the other hand, in global asymptotic stability, the domain of attraction contains the 
entire state space; therefore, any initial state will converge to the equilibrium. In other words, when the 
asymptotic stability associated with an equilibrium is not global, whether the system will converge to the 
equilibrium or not depends on the initial state; those states that are outside the domain of attraction will not 
evolve toward the equilibrium. Instead, they may evolve to other attractors, such as periodic cycles or 
(aperiodic) chaos.  
 
By developing a good understanding of the domains of attraction associated with the equilibrium states, one 
can find ways to alter the system evolution. In this study, we show with a small example how traffic 
management techniques can be applied to direct the day-to-day dynamical system to equilibrium when the 
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system cannot achieve this on its own. In other words, given an initial state that is outside the domain of 
attraction of the equilibrium, by temporarily altering the network configuration via link cost adjustments 
(accomplished through pricing or signal control), we can direct the system to a state within the domain of 
attraction, thereby allowing the system to arrive at the equilibrium on its own. We believe that this approach of 
directing traffic dynamics onto a certain desirable course will open up innovative ways for traffic network 
management. On the other hand, such a finding implies that temporary network modifications, such as 
roadwork repair work or lane closure, could produce unintentional long-term effects on the system evolution, 
which may last long after the closure is finished.   
 
Although the technique in this study can be extended to within-day (i.e. continuous-time) dynamics and 
multiple equilibria, for simplicity, in this first study, we restrict our attention to day-to-day (i.e. discrete-time) 
dynamics with a unique equilibrium. In section 2, we will introduce models of day-to-day dynamics in the 
spirit of Cantarella and Cascetta (1995). Global asymptotic stability is discussed in section 3, together with 
other attractors associated with a dynamical system. Section 4 shows how the methodology can be 
implemented to direct traffic dynamics to equilibrium. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in 
Section 5.  
 
 
2. Day-to-Day Dynamics 
 
2.1. Traffic Assignment and Wardrop Equilibrium 
 
Consider a network with N  origin-destination (OD) pairs. Each OD pair i  ( 1 2i N= , ,..., ) is connected by a 
set of routes, denoted as iR , with i im =| |R  and 

1

N
ii

M m
=

= ∑ . On each day n , a demand of ( )n
id  users on OD 

pair i  make their travel choices over the route set iR . The M -vector ( ) ( )n n∈x D  denotes a feasible route flow 
assignment where ( )nD  is the feasible set:  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ 1 2 }

i

n n M n n
r i

r

x d i N+
∈

= ∈ℜ : = ,∀ = , ,..., .∑
R

D x      (1) 

 
The route cost function is defined as ( ) ( )( )n nc=c x  where ( )nc  is an M -vector; a flow ( )nx  is termed Wardrop 
equilibrium (Smith, 1979) if and only if  
 ( ) ( ) ( )0 ( ) ( ) 1 2n n n

r r s ix c c r s r s i N> ⇒ ≤ ,∀ , ∈ , ≠ , = , ,..., .x x R     (2) 
This Wardrop equilibrium flow ∗x  forms a steady state. Every trip-maker on the same OD pair experiences the 
same cost regardless of which route they choose. Each unused route has an equal or higher cost. As such, the 
system offers no incentive for any user to switch route. Thus, the system is in equilibrium.  
 
 
2.2. Dynamical System 
 
A first-order discrete-time dynamical system is defined by the following recurrence equation:  
 ( ) ( 1)( )n ny −=x x .          (3) 
A point *x  is called a fixed-point (or equilibrium point) if * *( )y=x x . The function y  maps the state of the 
system on day 1n −  to day n .  
 
The day-to-day dynamics of network flow can be modeled by the following system:  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)( )n n n n n n− −= + −x Q W x I W x ,       (4) 
where ( ) ( 1)( )n nW −=W x  is a diagonal M M×  matrix whose entry ( )n

kkw  represents the probability that users on 
route k  in the previous day reconsider their route choices. ( ) ( 1)( )n nQ −=Q x  is a block diagonal M M× matrix, 
containing i im m×  blocks ( )

[ ]
n
iQ , one for each OD pair i . An entry within each block, ( )n

kjq  for ik j, ∈R  

represents the probability of users on route  j  in the previous day switch to route k .  Note that a positive ( )n
jjq  

implies that users on route j  on day n  continue to use the same route as on day 1n − .  
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Furthermore, in this study, we consider the travel demand per OD pair as fixed over time, i.e. ( )n
i id d i= ,∀ . 

Therefore, the feasible set ( )n =D D  does not vary day by day. To fulfill this feasibility requirement, it is 
necessary to specify that:  
 ( ) ( )[0 1] and 1

i

n n
kk kj i

k

w k q j i
∈

∈ , ,∀ = ,∀ ∈ ,∀ .∑
R

R       (5) 

Under this condition, ( 1) ( )n n− ∈ ⇒ ∈x D x D . On the other hand, the Wardrop equilibrium ∗x  should concur as 
a fixed-point for this dynamical system, meaning that starting from the equilibrium point, the system should 
remain at that point. This requirement is represented as:  
 ( ) ( ) ( ( ))Q W W∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= + − .x x x x I x x        (6) 
 
The details of the dynamical system (4) can be specified and simplified in many ways. For example, on the 
same OD pair, if the probability of route choice reconsideration does not depend on the route chosen in the 
previous day, then ( ) ( )n n

kk i iw w k= ,∀ ∈R . In another example, the route switching matrix can be assumed to be 
invariant over time; that is ( )n =Q Q  or that the probability of route switching between each pair of routes 
remains unchanged. On the other hand, one can also define more elaborate routes for the route adjustment 
processes, making them functions of both the route flows and route costs in the previous day. 
 
 
2.3. The Two-link Example Network 
 
For simplicity, we restrict our attention to a two-link network with the fixed demand of one unit and use the 
same example throughout this study. The single OD pair is connected by two different routes, each consisting 
of one link. The flows on the two routes are denoted as: 1 2[ ]Tx x= ,x , with the feasible set defined as: 

1 2 1{ 0 1 1 }D x x x= : ≤ ≤ , = −x . The travel cost functions are linear and separable: 1 1 1( ) 0 6 0 4c x x= . + .  for route 
1 and 2 2 2( ) 0 4c x x b= . +  for route 2, where b  is a parameter to be varied between 0 1b< <  for illustration.  
 
Under fixed demand, there is only one degree of freedom to express the two route flows. If we denote 1x x=  
as the flow on route 1, then the flow on route 2 is 2 1x x= − . Therefore a single variable x  is sufficient to 
specify the network flow dynamics. Let 1 2( ) ( ) (1 )g x c x c x x b= − − = −  be the travel cost difference between 
the two routes, then solving the equation ( ) 0g x =  gives the equilibrium flow, i.e., x b∗ = .  
 

The day-to-day dynamics is specified by setting 
( )

( ) 1
( )
2

0
0

n
n

n

p
p

 
 
 
 
  

=W  and ( ) 0 1
1 0

n  
=  
 

Q  in (4). We further 

define { }( ) ( 1)
1 min 1 [ ( )]n np g xα −

+= ,  and { }( ) ( 1)
2 min 1 [ ( )]n np g xα −

+= , − , where { }[ ] max 0z z+ = , . In this setting, 

a proportion of 1p ( 2p ) users on route 1 (route 2) reconsider their previous route choices. And that all those 
who reconsider their previous route choices will switch to the better route on the current day. The probability 
of route reconsideration is proportional to the expected travel cost reduction scaled by α , and bounded from 
above by 1. The expected travel cost reduction, ( 1)[ ( )]ng x −

+  for route 1 and ( 1)[ ( )]ng x −
+−  for route 2, is equal to 

the previous day’s cost difference between the chosen route and the unused route, bounded from below by 0. 
This is consistent with the behavior that under higher travel cost differences, users are more willing to switch 
routes. Finally, one can verify that this route adjustment process from day to day fulfills condition (5). 
Therefore, its feasibility is maintained over time. Finally, one can verify that condition (6) also holds, i.e., 
Wardrop equilibrium is a fixed point of this dynamical system.  
 
The flow evolution function ( ) ( 1)( )n nx y x −=  is plotted in Figure 1. Three cases are shown: (a) 0 5 2b α= . , = , 
(b) 0 4 2b α= . , = , and (c) 0 4 0 5b α= . , = . . An additional straight line, y x= , is drawn on each graph. The 
intersection between this straight line and the evolution function indicates the equilibrium point. As can be 
seen, user behavior in terms of route switching is very active in cases (a) and (b), whereas it is not so active in 
case (c). Another point worth mentioning is that in case (b), the probability bound of route reconsideration 
forms a binding constraint for the horizontal region between [0 9 1 0]. , . .  
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(a) 0 5 2b α= . , =    (b) 0 4 2b α= . , =      (c) 0 4 0 5b α= . , = .  

Figure 1. Day-to-day dynamics 
 
 
3. Global Asymptotic Stability 
 
3.1. Asymptotic Stability 
 
We start by clarifying some concepts. The definitions of some properties for a fixed-point ∗x  of the dynamical 
system ( ) ( 1)( )n ny −=x x  are listed below:  
Convergence A fixed-point ∗x  is called convergent if there exists 0δ >  such that 

( ) (0) (0)lim 1 2n
n r rx x r Mδ∗ ∗
→+∞ = , ∀ :| − |< , = , ,...x x x .  

Stability A fixed-point ∗x  is called stable if for any 0ε > , there exists 0δ >  such that 
(0) 1 2r rx x r Mδ∗| − |< , = , ,...  ⇒ ( ) 1 2n

r rx x r Mε∗| − |< , = , ,...  for all 1n ≥ .  
Asymptotic stability A fixed-point ∗x  is called asymptotically stable if it is both stable and convergent.  
 
The difference between convergence and stability can be illustrated by the following two examples. Consider 
the dynamical system ( ) ( 1)n nx x x−= ,∀ ∈ℜ . Every point x  is a stable fixed-point yet each is not convergent, 
because if one starts with some (0)x  such that it satisfies (0)x x δ∗| − |<  but (0)x x∗≠ , the process will never 
move ( )nx closer to x∗ . In the second example, consider the recurrence equation:  

 
( 1)

( ) ( 1)

1 1if for some non-zero integer number or

0 otherwise

n
n n x k

x x k
−

−
 = ,= 
 .

 

The fixed-point 0x∗ =  is convergent but not stable. If one start with some ( )0x  that is not 1± , it will always 
converge to zero, at most in two cycles, some in one cycle. It is not stable when 1n =  for certain ( )0x ; some 

( )0x  is magnified by the process to ( )1x , violating the stability definition when 1n = . Actually, the smaller is 
the difference between ( )0x  and * 0x = , the larger is the magnification for ( )1x . For 2n ≥ , the process is fine, 
however. Also, for this recurrence equation, the fixed-points 1x∗ = ±  are neither stable nor convergent.  
 
Referring to the two-link example as shown in Figure 1, it can be derived that if ( )1/ 1b bα < −   , the 

equilibrium point x b∗ =  is asymptotically stable. According to this condition, for the case of 0 4b = . , the 
critical value of α  is 4 167. . In Figure 2, two trajectories from the same initial point of  (0) 0 39x = .  are shown 
for the first ten days, one for 4 0α = . ; the other for 4 2α = . . It can be seen from these trajectories that case (a) 
is gradually converging to the equilibrium point 0 4x∗ = . , whereas case (b) is not.  
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(a) 0 4 4 0b α= . , = .      (b) 0 4 4 2b α= . , = .  

Figure 2. System evolution under different values of α  
 
3.2. Domain of Attraction and Global Asymptotic Stability 
 
The domain of attraction (or attraction basin) for a fixed-point ∗x , ( )∗B x , is the set of all states which will 
dynamically evolve to the fixed-point: 1  
 (0) ( )( ) { lim }n

n

∗ ∗

→+∞
= : = .B x x x x         (7) 

Obviously, if a state lies within ( )∗B x , then all states on its trajectory 2 also belong to ( )∗B x . If the fixed-point 
∗x  is asymptotically stable, then there must be a neighborhood around ∗x  that forms a subset of ( )∗B x .  

 
A fixed-point ∗x  is said to possess global asymptotic stability if  
 ( ) (0)lim n

n

∗

→+∞
= ,∀ ∈x x x D .         (8) 

That is, every state in the feasible set converges to the fixed-point. It is equivalent to say that ∗x  is stable and 
( )∗ =B x D .  

 

Referring to the two-link example as shown in Figure 1, it can be derived that if 
4

0.5 0.51 1

2
bα − −

+ +
< , the 

equilibrium point x b∗ =  possesses global asymptotic stability, i.e. ( ) [0 1]x b∗ = = ,B . When 
4

0.5 0.51 1

2
bα − −

+ +
≥ , 

( )x b∗ =B  is a subset of [0 1], . Figure 3 shows the domain of attraction in relation to α  and b . Case (a) refers 
to the instance of 0 5b = .  and case (b) the instance of 0 4b = . . The two-headed arrows shown in Figure 3 (a) 
illustrate the domains of attraction for two different α  values. For 2α < , the entire feasible region overlaps 
with the domain of attraction, i.e., [0 1]= ,B  or the equilibrium point possesses global asymptotic stability. For 
2 4α≤ < , the domain of attraction  is bounded by the top and bottom curves, denoted as ( )l u= ,B  ( l  refers to 
the lower bound and u  the upper bound). Finally, for 4α ≥ , the domain of attraction becomes a point, 

{0 5}= .B . An important point to note is that the domain of attraction for 2 4α≤ <  is an open set rather than a 
closed set, which is to be discussed further in Section 3. In Figure 3(b), for the instance of 0 4b = . , [0 1]= ,B  
for 2 158α < . , ( )l u= ,B  (i.e., the open set bounded by the top and bottom curves) for 2 158 4 167α. ≤ < . , and 

{0 4}= .B  for 4 167α ≥ . . For both cases, with an increasing α , the domain of attraction gradually shrinks 
from the entire feasible set to a single point (i.e., the fixed-point). For case (b), there is a sudden change in B  
around the point 2 158α = . , which is due to the binding constraint on the proportion of users reconsidering 
their route choices (cf. Figure 1(b)).  
 
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the dynamic process for 0 5b = .  and different values of α . Although the 
equilibrium point possesses global asymptotic stability for 2α < , the system evolution processes are different 
for different values of α . When α  is small, as in Figure 4(a), the system evolves steadily toward the 
                                                 
1In some studies, the term  “maximal domain of attraction” is used and any subset of which is called a domain 
of attraction. 
2As defined by the recurrence equation (3). 
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equilibrium. For a larger α , as in Figure 4(b), the system swings back and forth around the equilibrium before 
arriving at it. 
 

 
(a) 0 5b = .      (b) 0 4b = .   

Figure 3. Domain of attraction 
 

 
(a) Phase portrait of x(n): 0 5 0.5b α= . , =   (b) Phase portrait of x(n): 0 5 1.9b α= . , =  

 

 
(c) Phase portrait of x(n): 0 5 2 4b α= . , = .  

Figure 4. Dynamical evolution 
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When the system does not possess global asymptotic stability, or when the domain of attraction for the 
fixed-point (and in the case of multiple fixed-points, the union of all attraction basins) does not cover the entire 
feasible set, there exist initial flow patterns that do not evolve to any fixed-point. Under this situation, the 
system may converge to other attractors.  
 
Generally there are three types of attractors for a dynamical system: fixed-points, cycles, and chaos.  
Fixed-points can be considered as cycle attractors with period one. Thus, when referring to cycle attractors, we 
typically mean cycles with a finite period of at least 2. In a similar way, chaotic attractors can be considered as 
cycles with an infinite period. Starting from any initial point in the feasible set, the dynamical system always 
evolves towards one of these three attractors. Earlier in this section, we illustrate the domain of attraction of a 
fixed-point. In a similar manner, cycle and chaotic attractors also have their domains of attraction. As a result, 
the union of attraction basins for all types of attractors spans the entire feasible set.  
 
Generally, finding the domains of attraction for all the attractors associated with a dynamical system can be 
arduous, indicating the complexity of the problem. In the following, we denote an n -cycle attractor by an 
n -element set ,1 ,2 ,{ , ..., }C C C C n

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= ,X x x x , which consists of the n  periodic values on the cycle. The subscript 
, ,...C I II=  is an index to distinguish between different attractors associated with the dynamical system. And 

the domain of attraction for cycle C is denoted by ( )C
∗B X . In the interest of space, we use the two-link example 

discussed earlier for this illustration and only state the results without deriving them.  
 
In the two-link example, other than fixed-points, 2-cycle attractors also exist, but there are no attractors with 
periods longer than 2. For case (a), with 0 5b = . , when 2α = , the 2-cycle attractor is: {0 1}I

∗ = ,X  where 

,1 0Ix∗ =  and ,2 1Ix∗ =  are the two values of x  on the 2-cycle. The domain of attraction contains only the two 

points on the cycle itself, i.e., ( ) {0 1}I
∗ = ,B X . When 2 4α< < , two 2-cycles exist, including: {0 1}II

∗ = ,X  and 

{ }III l u∗ = ,X  with their domains of attraction being ( ) [0 ) ( 1]II l u∗ = , ∪ ,B X  and ( ) { }III l u∗ = ,B X , respectively. 
When 4α ≥ , there is only one 2-cycle attractor: {0 1}IV

∗ = ,X , with its domain of attraction being 
( ) [0 0 5) (0 5 1]IV

∗ = , . ∪ . ,B X .  
 
For case (b), with 0 4b = . , when 2 158α = . , there is one 2-cycle attractor: {0 }V bα∗ = ,X  whose domain of 
attraction is ( ) {0} [ 1]V bα∗ = ∪ ,B X . The region [ 1]bα ,  represents the sudden change as shown in Figure 3(b). 
When 2 158 2 5α. < ≤ . , there are two 2-cycle attractors: {0 }VI bα∗ = ,X  and { }VII l u∗ = ,X  whose domains of 
attraction are, respectively, ( ) [0 ) ( 1]VI l u∗ = , ∪ ,B X  and ( ) { }VII l u∗ = ,B X . When 2 5 4 167α. < < . , there are two 
2-cycle attractors: {0 1}VIII

∗ = ,X  and { }IX l u∗ = ,X , whose domains of attraction are ( ) [0 ) ( 1]VIII l u∗ = , ∪ ,B X  and 
( ) { }IX l u∗ = ,B X , respectively. When 4 167α ≥ . , there is only one 2-cycle attractor: {0 1}X

∗ = ,X , whose domain 
of attraction is ( ) [0 0 4) (0 4 1]X

∗ = , . ∪ . ,B X .  
 
Cycles I, III, VII and IX are unstable attractors, whose domains of attraction contain only the periodic points on 
the cycles themselves. Initial flows between the two periodic points of the unstable 2-cycles are attracted to the 
equilibrium point, whereas initial flows on one side of these cycles are attracted to the boundary cycle (cycles 
II, VI and VIII). On the other hand, cycles II, IV, VI, VIII and X are stable. Neighborhoods around them belong 
to their domains of attraction.  
 
Figure 4(c) shows the case for 0 5 2 4b α= . , = .  where the equilibrium stability is not global but is restricted to 
a local neighborhood between ( , )l u . Only initial states within the ( , )l u  region are attracted to the equilibrium. 
The two points { , }l u  form an unstable 2-cycle (i.e., the same as cycle III above). All initial states within 
[0, ) ( ,1]l u∪  are attracted to the boundary cycle {0,1) .   
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4. Directing Traffic System Evolution to Equilibrium 
 
As discussed earlier, when the equilibrium of a dynamical system does not possess global asymptotic stability, 
initial points lying outside its domain of attraction will not converge to the equilibrium. However, this does not 
say that the system cannot be modified so that such initial points will eventually converge to the equilibrium. 
For this purpose, gaining an understanding of the domains of attraction of the various attractors associated with 
a dynamical system is instrumental in modifying the system dynamics toward the desired outcome.  
 
One way to modify the system dynamics is to alter travelers’ behavior in route switching. In the two-link 
example, referring to Figure 3, this can be achieved by lowering α or travelers’ propensity to route switching. 
The result is also observed in previous studies (e.g., Szeto and Lo, 2004), which showed that more aggressive 
route switching behavior generally led to over-reaction and smaller chances of convergence. Route switching 
behavior is, however, intrinsic to the network users and not something easy to change. From the network 
management point of view, it is much more feasible to alter the system behavior through traffic control, lane 
closure or addition, or pricing means. In particular, we illustrate with the following example that temporary 
alterations in the network configuration are sufficient to bring about fundamental shifts in the traffic system 
evolution. During the temporary network alteration, the system evolution will be shifted to a point that lies 
within the domain of attraction of the equilibrium. Subsequently, upon restoration of the original network 
configuration, the shifted point will evolve toward the equilibrium on its own. In other words, the system 
evolution can be “directed” by this temporary network modification. The key is to find out where and when to 
implement the temporary network alteration and for how long.  
 
 
4.1. General Approach 
 
Let the domain of attraction of the equilibrium point ∗x  be ( )∗B x ,  which is a subset of the feasible set, i.e.,  

( )∗ ⊂B x D . And let the initial flow assignment be (0)x , which is outside ( )∗B x , i.e. ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 ∗∈ , ∈/x D x B x , 

and thus will not by itself evolve towards ∗x . By altering the network configuration temporarily, we construct 
a new transitional alternative equilibrium point alt

∗x  such that  
 ( ) ( ) ( )0  and alt alt

∗ ∗ ∗∈ ∈x B x x B x .        (9) 

 
By allowing (0)x  to evolve sufficiently close to alt

∗x  during the temporary network alteration, the system will 
gradually move inside the domain of attraction of ( )∗B x  or ( ) ( )n ∗∈x B x . Afterward, the temporary 

alternation can be removed and the network is restored to its original form. This modified initial state ( )nx  will 
then continue to evolve toward ∗x . In the interest of space, we leave the details here but illustrate this approach 
with the two-link example discussed earlier.  
 
 
4.2. The Two-Link Example 
 
Only two variable parameters are presented in the two-link example: α  represents travelers’ route switching 
propensity, whereas b  is the free-flow cost on the second route. This route cost can be altered quite readily by 
traffic signal, lane closure, pricing, etc.  
 
Let’s consider the case of 0 4b = .  and 2 5α = . . As shown in Figure 3(b), the domain of attraction for the 
equilibrium * 0.4x =  is ( ) (0 121 0 734)x∗ = . , .B . An initial flow (0) ( )x x∗∈/ B , say, (0) 0 1x = . , will not evolve 
toward 0 4x∗ = . . Indeed the initial flow of (0) 0 1x = .  is attracted gradually to the boundary cycle, as shown in 
Figure 5 for days 0 ~ 9. On day 10, we change b  from 0.4 to 0.25 for one day. The equilibrium for this 
modified network is 0 25altx∗ = . , whose domain of attraction is ( ) [0 1]altx∗ = ,B . Since (10) *( )altx x∈B , the system 
recourses towards 0 25altx∗ = .  on day 11, moving to (11) 0 625x = . , which falls within the domain of attraction 
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of the original network, i.e. ( ) [0 121 0 734]x∗ = . , .B  . Upon restoration of the original link cost functions on day 
11, ( ) , 12,...nx n =  eventually arrives at the equilibrium point * 0.4x =  in a few more days. In this example, it 
turns out that one-day of network alternation is sufficient to modify the system evolution to achieve the 
equilibrium state of the original network.  
 

 
Figure 5. Directing the system dynamics: 0 25b = .  for day 10 and 0 4b = .  on all other days 

 
 
4.3. Implications for Network Traffic Management 
 
The results shown here may have implications on network modifications, such as road pricing and the opening 
of new routes, say for example. One can consider the variable b  in the two-link example to be the toll charge 
on route 2. With an initial flow of 0 1x = .  and a toll charge of 0 4.  (in travel cost term), the system will result 
in non-stop cyclic route switching without a fixed point. If the toll charge is lowered to 0 25.  (e.g., an initial 
discount) for one day, the system will calm down and evolve to the equilibrium flow without further route 
switching thereafter. Likewise, the opening of a new route to an existing network could introduce 
non-equilibrium cycles, which can be avoided by an initial partial opening of the route followed by its full 
opening. 
 
Although illustrated on a specific two-link example, this methodology of directing traffic system evolution 
through temporary network alteration is applicable to more general cases. Whenever the equilibrium points of 
a dynamical system do not possess global asymptotic stability, there exist such opportunities of modifying the 
system evolution through temporary network alteration. In other situations, when the system has multiple 
equilibrium points, one can also apply this technique to direct the system to the equilibrium that is the most 
beneficial to the traffic management objective.  
 
Many methods to temporarily alter the network configuration are possible. Generally they can be achieved by 
modifying the route cost functions. Some examples include changing the traffic signal setting, lane closure or 
addition, pricing, etc. We note that certain temporary roadway construction or closures may unintentionally 
introduce the same effect as discussed above, which could lead to long-term changes in the system evolution 
after the restoration of the network. It is interesting to find out whether this actually occurs in a real 
transportation network. For the time being, this approach represents a theoretical exploration of what are 
plausible.     
 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
 
In this study we provided a methodology through which we can direct the traffic system evolution to the 
equilibrium state for initial states that lie outside the domain of attraction. This can be achieved by temporary 
alternations of the network configuration, without modifying the demand constraint, feasible region, or route 
switching behavior terms. We believe that this technique can be implemented to a wide range of networks and 
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will open up new ways for contemplating traffic management and network design. Our current research is to 
extend this approach for a general transportation network.  
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EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMIC TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT
WITH ADAPTIVE ROUTING CHOICES

Song Gao, Caliper Corporation, USA, song@caliper.com

Abstract

This paper establishes a user-equilibrium traffic assignment model where users make adaptive routing choices,
defined as routing policies, in a stochastic time-dependent network. Waldrop’s First Principle is generalized to
be the equilibrium condition: each user follows a routing policy with minimum perceived disutility at his/her
departure time and no user can unilaterally change routing policies to improve his/her perceived disutility. A
general framework is provided and the equilibrium problem is formulated as a fixed point problem with three
components: the optimal routing policy generation module, the routing policy choice model and the policy-based
dynamic network loader. An MSA (method of successive averages) heuristic is designed. Computational tests
are carried out in a hypothetical network, where random incidents are the source of stochasticity. The heuristic
converges satisfactorily in the test network under the proposed test settings. The adaptiveness in the routing
policy based model leads to travel time savings at equilibrium. As a byproduct, travel time reliability is also
enhanced. The value of online information is an increasing function of the incident probability. Travel time
savings are high when market penetrations are low. However, the function of travel time saving against market
penetration is not monotonic. This suggests that in a travelers’ information system or route guidance system, the
information penetration needs to be chosen carefully to maximize benefits.

1 Introduction

Stochasticity in transportation systems is both intuitively prevalent and experimentally shown. Travelers’ routing
decisions in a stochastic network with online information is conceivably different from those in a deterministic
network. It is generally believed that adaptive routing will save travel time and enhance travel time reliability. For
example, in a network with random incidents, if one does not adapt to an incident scenario, he/she could be stuck
in the incident link for a very long time. However, if adequate online information is available about the incident
and the traveler adapts to it by taking an alternative route, he/she can save travel time compared to the non-
adaptive case. The adaptiveness also ensures that the travel time is not prohibitively high in incident scenarios,
and thus provides a more reliable travel time. The problem of optimal adaptive routing decision making for
individual travelers has been studied by various researchers and a complete literature review can be found in
Gao and Chabini [1]. A general conclusion from the above studies is that in a flow-independent stochastic
time-dependent (STD) network, an individual user’s expected travel time from being adaptive (in one way or
another, depending on the problems studied specifically) is always no higher than that from being non-adaptive,
i.e. following a simple path.

After understanding how an individual traveler makes adaptive routing decisions, another research question
would be: what will be the network-level impact if many travelers make adaptive routing decisions? In a con-
gested network, the stochastic nature of traffic variables affects travelers’ routing decisions, which in turn affect
traffic conditions. The interaction between supply and demand in a stochastic dynamic network needs to be
captured to evaluate the network-level impact. This interaction in a deterministic network (with possible percep-
tion errors from the demand side) is captured by a conventional dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model. This
paper then establishes a user-equilibrium traffic assignment model where users make adaptive routing decisions,
defined as routing policies, in a general stochastic time-dependent network. There is quite limited study of equi-
librium dynamic traffic assignment models in the literature, where adaptive routing decisions are an integral part
of a user’s behavior model. Hamdouch et al. [2] proposed a strategic model for dynamic traffic assignment, as
an extension to the static model studied by Marcotte et al. [3]. The strategic model is built around the concept
“strategy”, commonly used in the transit assigment literature to describe travelers’ adaptive behavior. A strategy
consists in a rule that assigns to each node of the network a set of arcs in the forward star of that node, sorted
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according to some preference order. A traveler follows the first available arc from the sorted set, where the avail-
ability of an arc is dictated by its rigid capacity. An equilibrium assignment is reached when expected delays of
active strategies are minimal, for every origin-destination pair and every departure time. Some key assumptions
of the model are: 1) Travel delays happen only at nodes, when the arc that a traveler wants to access has reached
its rigid capacity. Travel times on arcs are fixed. Travelers are in a vertical queue at a node before entering
outgoing arcs. 2) Randomness in travel time comes from the fact that the position of any traveler in the arrival
flow at a node is random, and thus there is a certain probability that a traveler cannot access his/her preferred arc
when the capacity of that arc is reached.

The first assumption is suitable in transit networks(rigid capacity and holding of traffic allowed), yet its applica-
bility to a general traffic network is to be validated. The second assumption implies that external random factors,
such as random incidents cannot be modeled, which limits the model’s ability to assess an advanced traveler
information system (ATIS) which usually plays an important role when random incidents happen in a traffic
network. Furthermore, online information is not explicitely modeled, and thus sensitivity analysis with respect
to online information is not available.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a conceptual framework for the policy-based stochastic DTA
model is introduced with three components described and a solution algorithm presented. Computational tests
are described in Section 3. Throughout the paper, a symbol with a ∼ over it is a random variable, while the
same symbol without the ∼ is one specific value of the random variable. A “support point” is defined as a
distinct value that a discrete random variable can take or a distinct vector of values that a discrete random vector
can take, depending on the context. Thus a probability mass function (PMF) of a random variable(vector) is a
combination of support points and the associated probabilities.

2 A Framework for the Policy-Based Stochastic DTA Model

We present a framework for the policy-based stochastic dynamic traffic assignment model to give a big picture
on the input, output, model components’ interaction, and data flow, as shown in Figure 1. The input to the overall
DTA model is the stochastic dynamic demand D̃ and supply S̃ represented by a joint discrete distribution with
R support points, each of which has a probability pr, r = 1, ..., R. The demand is assumed to be inelastic,
i.e. the demand distribution is fixed. In a discrete time representation, any realization of random demand is
given as a matrix of time-dependent numbers of O-D trips during all time intervals. D̃ = {D1,D2, ...,DR},
where Dr is the demand matrix for the rth support point. Dr = {Dr

jd,t, t = 0, 1, 2, ...,∀OD pair{j, d}}, where

Dr
jd,t is the number of trips between origin j and destination d for departure time t for the rth support point.

The random supply can be represented through the random occurrence, duration and severity of an incident or
any other random supply factors: S̃ = {S1, S2, ..., SR}. Note that the same probability pr is associated with
the outputs computed from Sr,Dr . In the remaining of the paper, whenever a support point has a superscript
r, its associated probability is pr, otherwise indicated. The output is an equilibrium distribution of link travel
times C̃ = {Cr

jk,t,∀{j, k} ∈ A,∀t, r = 1, 2, ..., R}, where A is the set of links of the traffic network, and the
corresponding routing policy splits f = {fi

jd,t}, where {j, d} is an OD pair, t is the departure time, and i is the
index of policies. Note that the distributions of all relevant traffic random variables are discrete, as our definition
of a routing policy is based on a discrete distribution of link travel times.

There are three major components of the stochastic DTA model: the users’ routing policy choice model, denoted
as U , the policy-based dynamic network loading model, denoted as L, and the optimal routing policy algorithm,
denoted as O.
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Figure 1: A Conceptual Framework of Stochastic Dynamic Traffic Assignment Model

2.1 Users’ Routing Policy Choice Model

The users’ routing policy choice model takes as input a set of routing policies G = {µ1, µ2, ..., µi, ...} generated
by the optimal routing policy algorithm, and a joint distribution of link travel timesC̃ = {Cr

jk,t, r = 1, ..., R}
generated by the policy-based dynamic network loading model. The method of generating the choice set will
be discussed in Section 2.4. Based on the relevant attributes of candidate routing policies, such as expected
OD travel time and travel time standard deviation, the users’ policy choice model outputs policy splits f among
the routing policies for each OD pair and each departure time. f = U(G,C̃) We keep the “large sample”
assumption and assume policy splits are equal to corresponding policy choice probabilities. Note that we use
“splits” rather than “flows” here: policy splits are deterministic, while policy flows could be stochastic, if the
demand is stochastic. Policy splits will be translated into policy flows in the network loading model. The notion
of policy flow can be understood as a generalization of path flow. Since a routing policy will manifest itself as a
specific path for a given realization of link travel times, a policy flow will become a path flow for each support
point of link travel times. Thus a policy flow can be viewed as a set of path flows, each with some probability.

2.2 Policy-Based Dynamic Network Loading Model

The demand is then loaded onto the network according the policy flow splits, by the policy-based dynamic
network loading model. The stochastic demand and supply play their roles in the loading process. For each
support point of the random demand and/or supply, the network loading model outputs a single realization of the
link travel time distribution. Therefore through the loading, we obtain the PMF of link travel times from the PMF
of demand/supply. Note that although the input demand/supply support points are distinct from each other, the
output link travel time realizations are not necessarily distinct. This is why the word “realization” is used here,
rather than support point. Nevertheless, the PMF of link travel times is still expressed through the R realizations
with the corresponding probabilities. C̃ = L(f, D̃, S̃)

2.3 Optimal Routing Policy Algorithm

The routing policy generation algorithm then takes as input the link travel time distribution and produces an
optimal routing policy for each destination, which again will be used to generate the choice set for the users’
policy choice model. µi = O(C̃), G = G ∪ µi. The two equations can be combined as G = G(C̃).

What follows is a summary of optimal routing policy problems described in Gao and Chabini [1]. Let G =
(N,A, T, P ) be a stochastic time-dependent network. N is the set of nodes and A is the set of links. The
number of nodes and links are denoted respectively as |N | = n and |A| = m. The network has a single
destination node d. T is the set of time periods {0, 1, ...,K −1}. Travel time on each link (j, k) during each time
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period t is a random variable C̃jk,t with finite number of discrete, positive and integral support points. Beyond
time period K−1, travel times are static and deterministic, i.e. the travel time of link (j, k) at any time t ≥ K−1
is equal to Cjk,K−1.

P is the probabilistic description of link travel times. Let P = {v1, v2, ..., vR} be the set of support points of the
link travel time distribution. The rth support point has a probability pr, and

∑R
r=1 pr = 1 . Cr

jk,t is the travel
time on link (j, k) at time t for the rth support point.

We assume the traveler knows a priori the probabilistic description P of the network. The traveler can make
decisions only at nodes. The decision is what node k to take next, based on the current state x = {j, t, I}, where
j is the current node, t is the current time, and I is the current information. Current information I is defined
as a set of available realized link travel times at the current time and current node that are useful for making
inferences about future link travel times. It represents the traveler’s knowledge about the network conditions.
This knowledge could be dependent on time, location of the traveler, mode of transportation, etc. Current
information I therefore should be regarded as I(j, t), but we usually use I only since I is always associated
with a state where j and t are well defined. An ideal case is when travelers have perfect online information,
where all link travel time realizations up to the current time are available, but generally the information is local,
e.g. one learns the travel time realization of some downstream links when he/she passes a Variable Message
Sign (VMS). One can be in many different states traveling in the stochastic time-dependent network, and we
have the following definition: A routing policy µ(x) is a mapping from network states to decisions (next nodes
specifically).

This definition indicates that the routing decision in a stochastic time-dependent network is far from being set a
priori. Rather, it is closely related to the network conditions, and this notion is critical in any ATIS application.
The generic optimality condition for optimal routing policy problems and an operational algorithm for the perfect
online information variant can be found in Gao and Chabini [1].

2.4 Policy-Based Equilibrium

The three components interact with each other, and a fixed-point formulation of the policy-based equilibrium can

be derived based on the interaction. C̃ = L
(
U

(
G

(
C̃,

)
, C̃

)
, D̃, S̃

)

The equilibrium can be described by the following generalized Wadrop’s First Principle: a traffic network is in
policy-based stochastic dynamic equilibrium, if each user follows the routing policy with minimum perceived
disutility at his/her departure time, and no user can unilaterally change routing policies to improve his/her per-
ceived disutility.

The idea of the solution algorithm is to find a solution to the fixed point problem by an iterative process on policy
splits. At each iteration, the policy splits are updated by combining the results from the current iteration and
previous iterations. Since no proof of convergence is available at this moment, the method is heuristic for the
DTA problem. The algorithm is presented as follows (Policy-Based Stochastic DTA Heuristic):

Step 0 (Initialization)
0.1: N = maximal number of iterations; MSA counter i = 1
0.2: Cr

(0) = free flow link travel times, r = 1, ..., R; Policy choice set G(0) = {paths}; Policy splits f(0) = 0
Step 1 (Main Loop)

1.1: Generate an optimal routing policy µi = O
(
C̃(i−1)

)
; Choice set update G(i) = G(i−1) ∪ {µi}

1.2: Users’ choice model f′ = U
(
G(i), C̃(i−1)

)
; M̄SA update f(i) = (1 − α)f(i−1) + αf ′, where α = 1/i

1.3: Loader C̃(i) = L
(
f(i), D̃, S̃

)

Step 2 (Stopping Criterion) If i = N , STOP; Otherwise, i = i + 1, and go to Step 1

A reasonable value for the maximum number of iterations will be obtained by running the heuristic for a suf-
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ficiently large number of iterations and observing the convergence property. Experimental results on this topic
will be presented in the next chapter. In Step 0.4, we initialize the policy choice set to include all paths that
would have been included in a choice set for a path-based DTA model. Note that for each OD pair and each
departure time, there is a choice set, and the initialization is done for all choice sets. The subscripts for OD pair
and departure time are omitted to avoid heavy notation. In Step 0.5, we initialize policy splits to be zeros for all
OD pairs and departure times. These are infeasible policy splits, and the initialization is just for the convenience
of writing a formula in Step 1.4. f(0) is not taken into account in the MSA update, as when i = 1, its coefficient
is zero.

3 Computational Tests

3.1 Comparison of Four Models

The motivation for the policy-based DTA model is to be able to model users’ adaptive choices and analyze the
effects of online information in a truly stochastic network. We develop four models for comparison purposes as
shown in Table 1.

Base Path Online Path Policy
Distributions
of demand/supply No Yes Yes Yes
Online
information No No Yes Yes
Optimal
online choice No No No Yes

Table 1: Four Equilibrium Models

In each column, we have one equilibrium model: base model, path model, online path model, and policy model,
respectively. We have three features listed: distributions of demand/supply, online information, and optimal on-
line choice, which specify respectively whether distributions of random demand/supply are considered, whether
online information is utilized in routing decision making, and whether online information is utilized optimally
by applying the optimal routing policy algorithm developed in Gao and Chabini [1]. We elaborate on the models
one by one.

The first model is the base equilibrium model. It is an assignment model in a deterministic network with deter-
ministic demand. It ignores stochastic disturbances in supply, e.g. assumes no incidents at all in a network. On
the other hand, the demand is set at its expected value, if any stochasticity in demand exists. This corresponds
to the case where users have no idea about the incident at all and just follow their habitual paths in a normal
network. After the equilibrium path flows are obtained, they are loaded onto the true network with stochastic
demand and supply, and the resulting measures of effectiveness are calculated.

The second model is the path based model with equilibrium in distribution. In this model, the distributions of
both demand and supply are known and are used in the assignment. We seek equilibrium in the distribution of
link travel times. Users are assumed to take paths with minimum expected travel time. We emphasize that a path
is a fixed set of concatenated links. If a user follows a path, then s/he will traverse this set of links one by one,
regardless of any online information. Note that online information includes information at the origin node and
it should not be restricted to information collected en route. Basically it is any information beyond the a priori
knowledge about the distribution of link travel times.

The third model is the online path based model with equilibrium in distribution. It makes use of online informa-
tion as compared to the previous model. With the equilibrium link travel time distribution, a user makes routing
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Figure 2: Test Network

Link 0(1) Link 2(4) Link 3(5) Link 6(7)

Length (mi) 0.5357 0.7576 0.8470 0.3788
# of Lanes 2 1 1 1
Free Flow 40 30 20 30
Speed (mph)
Free Flow 48 91 152 45
Time (sec)
Jam Density 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.15
(veh/link/meter)
Output Capacity 1.1 0.5 0.5 0.5
(veh/link/sec)

Table 2: Link Data of the Test Network

decisions as follows. For any given state, i.e. node, time and current information, the conditional link travel time
distribution is obtained and a path with minimum expected travel time is sought. The user then takes the first
link of the path. When s/he arrives at the next node with an arrival time and updated online information, a new
conditional distribution is obtained with a new minimum expected time path. The user continues on the first link
of this new path. The above steps are repeated until the destination is reached. We remark that the outcome of
the process is also a routing policy, in the sense that it is a mapping from any state to a next node. It is just that
the routing policy is not generated optimally, as each decision is made assuming that no further information will
be available. We term a routing policy generated in the above stated process as “online path”. On the other hand,
since the information is updated quite often (at the same pace as in an optimal routing policy algorithm), the
online path could be a good approximation to an optimal routing policy.

The last model is the optimal routing policy based model with equilibrium in distribution. It is different from the
online path model, in the sense that it makes optimal use of online information. We note that the routing decisions
in both models are link based, in the sense that only a next link is chosen at each decision node. However, the
attractiveness or utility of a link is evaluated differently in these two models. In the online path choice model, the
utility of a link is based on only one path; while in the optimal routing policy model, the utility of a link is based
on a set of paths that have this link in common. Intuitively the second approach should lead to better decisions.

By comparing results of the base model and the path model, we can study the value of a priori information
on stochasticity of demand/supply, as the base model ignores the stochasticity of demand/supply while the path
model makes use of the a priori knowledge on distributions of demand/supply. By comparing results of the
path model and the last two models (online path model and policy model), we can study the value of online
information. Finally, by comparing results of the online path model and policy model, we can study the value of
making optimal use of online information.

3.2 Experimental Design

3.2.1 The Test Network

We conduct computational tests on the simple hypothetical network shown in Figure 2. The network has 6 nodes
and 8 directed links. It is symmetric with respect to the horizontal line passing through nodes 0 and 5. The link
data is summarized and shown under the network.

We deal with one OD pair between node 0 and node 5. We assume zero flows between any other OD pair.
Four paths exist for OD pair (0,5) as shown in Figure 2, with online diversion possibilities at nodes 0, 1 and
2. The study period is from 6:30am to 8:00am. The time resolution is 1 minute for the optimal routing policy
algorithm and users’ behavior model. The loader works at a finer resolution (5 sec) for the simulation, but the
post-processed link (path) travel times are also by minute. Therefore we have 90 time periods in the tests.
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3.2.2 Random Incidents

We have random incidents in the network. An incident is defined by the segment ID, start time, duration and
capacity reduction factor. A segment is part of a link, and a link can be composed of one or multiple segments.
In our network, each link is composed of only one segment. If an incident starts from 8:00am and lasts for 20
minutes with a capacity reduction factor 0.5 on link 0, then the output capacity of link 0 will be 0.5× 1.1 = 0.55
veh/link/sec from 8:00am to 8:20am, and will revert to the original value 1.1 veh/link/sec from 8:20am on. As
the capacity reduction is with respect to output capacity, an incident could only happen at the end of a link.

The random incident is defined as follows: 1. There is at most one incident during the study period for any given
day; 2. The incident has a positive probability of occurring on link 0, 2, 3 and 6, but zero on links 1, 4, 5 and 7; 3.
The probability of incident occurrence on a link is proportional to the link’s length (for links 0, 2, 3 and 6); 4. If
an incident occurs on a link, the start time can be 6:30am, 6:40am, 6:50am, ..., 7:50am with equal probability; 5.
The duration of any incident is fixed at 10min, and the capacity reduction factor is fixed at 0.3; 6. The probability
of no incident in the network is 1 − p.

Based on the above description, the random incident can be described by the joint distribution of link ID l and
start time t0. Denote l0, l2, l3, l6 as the length of link 0, 2, 3 and 6 respectively and L =

∑
i=0,2,3,6 li.

(l, t0) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(0, 6:30 or 6:40 ... or 7:50), w.p. p × l0/L/9
(2, 6:30 or 6:40 ... or 7:50), w.p. p × l2/L/9
(3, 6:30 or 6:40 ... or 7:50), w.p. p × l3/L/9
(6, 6:30 or 6:40 ... or 7:50), w.p. p × l6/L/9
(non-exist, non-exist), w.p. 1 − p

3.2.3 Demand

We assume that the demand for OD pair (0, 5) is always deterministic. The flow rate is 2880 veh/hour between
6:30am and 7:00am, and 4680 veh/hour between 7:00am and 8:00am.

Users are assumed to minimize expected travel time with perception errors. The coefficient of expected travel
time is negative with a large enough absolute value (-6.0) to approximate a fastest policy (path) choice situation.
All users have perfect online information in the online path model and policy model, i.e. knowledge of travel
time realizations on all links up to the current time. Obviously, users have no online information in the base
model and the path model.

3.3 Results

We discuss the solutions of the four models and compare them when appropriate. For the sake of brevity, not
all results are presented. Note that we focus on the statistics collection period 7:00am through 7:30am, although
statistics for all time intervals are presented. Special caution should be taken when reading statistics close to
8:00am, as there are unfinished trips during that period and the calculation of travel times could be mistaken.

We present the equilibrium OD travel time distribution of the path model (dashed lines) and the online path
model (solid lines) as a function of departure time for all 37 support points in Figure 3. Each plot in the figure is
of the 37 discrete supporting points for the distribution of OD travel times. The x-axis represents departure time,
while the y-axis represents OD travel time. Recall that in support points 1 through 9, the incident is on link 0
and with 9 different start times from 6:30am to 7:50am. Then in support points 10 through 18, the incident is on
link 2; in support points 18 through 27, on link 3; and in support points 28 through 36, on link 6; and finally in
support point 37, there is no incident in the network. The incident link ID and incident start time are listed on the
top of each graph in the figure. Generally, the online path model gives lower OD travel time, and the savings are
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quite outstanding in some cases (e.g. when incidents are on link 4 and start from 7:00 and 7:10). This is largely
due to the flexibility gained through adaptive routing. Figure 4 gives time-dependent path flow distributions for
path 2, and we can see flows on path 2 change from different support points, while in a path model, path flows
are fixed across support points. We omit the presentation of other path flow distributions for the sake of brievity.
When an incident happens, affected links will have longer travel times. Furthermore, at different stages of an
incident, the realized link travel times so far are different. For example, if we are at a point when an incident
just begins, then link travel times along the time axis would be flat at normal values and then jump to higher
values. If we are at a point when an incident just ends, then we would see a longer period during which link
travel times are at high values. If we are at a point when an incident has ended for a while, then we would be
able to see link travel times first increasing and then decreasing. To sum up, the message contained in the current
realized link travel times makes us adaptive to incidents. A very distinctive feature of the flows in Figure 4 is the
decrease around incident across all support points. As we arrange the graphs by the start time of incident, we
can see a moving “pit” in path flow. This is more intelligent than deterministic path flows as in path model. Note
that policy flows are deterministic. As a policy will manifest itself as different paths in different incident support
points, path flows are random and we can talk about their distributions.

The OD travel time distribution and path 2 flow distribution of the policy model are very simliar to those of the
online path model, respectively, and thus are not presented here. In fact, these two models are both based on
routing policies, and it is just that the methods of generating optimal routing policies are different. We expect
that results from the two models are not significantly different in our simple test network, due to the limited
diversion nodes. Further computational tests on larger networks are desirable to study the differences between
these two models.

Next we compare expected OD travel times from all the four models in Figure 5. Expected OD travel time is the
major measure of effectiveness in our tests. We observe that the path model gives lower expected OD travel times
than the base model, and the two adaptive models (online path model and policy model) provide further travel
time savings. Figure 6 gives the time-dependent OD time standard deviations. Although travelers are minimizing
expected travel time only, their travel time variances are also reduced by taking adaptive routing choices. This
is due to the fact that their travel times are reduced in incident scenarios, and thus more smooth across support
points.

We just discussed in detail the results for a specific test setting (incident probability p = 0.9). We are also
interested in learning the behavior of the models when we vary the incident probability. On the other hand, in
reality online information could be provided only to part of the travelers, thus it is desirable to study how the
traffic conditions change as a function of market penetration of online information. We define a single measure
of effectiveness (MOE) to be compared in the sensitivity analysis, which is the expected OD travel time averaged
over the statistics collection period: 7:00am through 7:29am.

First we carry out the sensitivity analysis with respect to incident probability p. We vary p from 0 to 1.0 by
a step size of 0.1. The result is plotted in Figure 7. For each of the models, the average expected OD travel
time increases as incident probability increases, but different model has different increasing rate. This increasing
function seems intuitively correct, as a more likely incident increases the probability that a network is congested,
and thus a higher expected travel time. We note that the policy model gives a higher value for p = 0.9 (216.06)
than for p = 1.0 (216.00). We believe that this difference is too small to be significant, and are inclined to believe
that they are the same.

The relationship for the base model is linear. The explanation is as follows. First, the path flows are the same
for various incident probabilities, since the base model does not consider incidents at all. Then the OD travel
time for each incident support point is calculated, and a weighted average is taken to obtain the expected OD
travel time, where the weight is the probability of an incident support point. As we can see from the design of
incident distribution, incident probabilities are linear functions of p. Therefore the expected OD travel time is
also linear function of p. While in other three models, random incidents are considered in the equilibrium process
and equilibrium path (policy) flows differ when p differs. Therefore the relationship is in general nonlinear.

In general, the path model gives less expected travel time than base model, and the two adaptive models (online
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Figure 3: OD Travel Time Distribution of Online Path
Model (X-Axis: Departure Time; Y-Axis: OD Travel
Time (sec); p = 0.9)
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Figure 4: Path 2 Flow Distribution of Online Path
Model(X-Axis: Departure Time; Y-Axis: Path Share;
p = 0.9)

path model and policy model) give less expected travel time than the path model. The savings (path over base, and
adaptive over path) increase as incident probability increases, both in absolute values and in relative percentage
savings. The relative saving of the path model over the base model is in the range of 0 ∼ 2.9%, and the relative
saving of adaptive models over the path model is in the range of 0 ∼ 4.4%. This increasing function suggests
that values of both a priori and online information are more evident when traffic conditions are worse. This could
be reasonable in reality when traffic conditions without incident are not too congested, as then there is enough
room for diversion. This is actually the setting of our tests, as traffic is almost in free flow state with no incident.
We expect that when a network is already quite congested without incident, this function might become flat after
some point.

Next we carry out sensitivity analysis with respect to market penetration of online information. For a given
penetration k which is a value between 0 and 100%, we assign k of the demand to take minimum expected
travel time routing policies, while the remaining 1 − k of the demand to take minimum expected travel time
paths. Equilibrium is sought by an MSA heuristic that updates the path splits and policy splits simultaneously.
We have the result for p = 0.1 in Figure 8. The average expected OD travel time is at its largest value when
market penetration of online information is zero. At that time, if one traveler is intelligent enough and take a
routing policy rather than a path, he/she can save travel time. More and more of them find the benefits of online
information, and they gain travel time savings and thus bring down the average expected travel time. However, in
a congested traffic network, the changing of users’ behavior changes the network-wide traffic conditions through
interaction between supply and demand. As seen from the figure, the saving in travel time becomes less evident
when penetration goes from 20% to 40% and from 40% to 60%. Later on, higher penetration actually does
not bring any more savings. We see an increase in travel time from 60% to 100%. We then conclude that the
savings gained from online information is larger when market penetration is lower. After some point, more
online information could actually make things worse. Therefore the function of travel time saving against market
penetration is not monotonic. Despite the varying effect of online information, travel time savings are always
positive with online information, compared to no-online-information case. This analysis might only be valid for
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Figure 5: Expected OD Travel Time at Equilib-
rium of All Four Models (p = 0.9)
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Figure 6: Standard Deviation of OD Travel Time
at Equilibrium of All Four Models (p = 0.9)
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Figure 7: Average Expected OD Travel Times as
Functions of Incident Probability
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Figure 8: Average Expected OD Travel Times as
Functions of Market Penetration (p = 0.1)

the test setting, and caution should be taken if one intends to generalize the result.

4 Conclusions

This paper establishes a policy-based dynamic traffic assignment model for the analysis of effects of online
information in stochastic dynamic traffic networks. The distinctive feature of the proposed model is the ability
to model travelers’ adaptive routing choices based on online information. Computational tests are carried out in
a hypothetical network, where random incidents are the source of stochasticity. System costs derived from four
models with different information accessbility situations are compared. The adaptiveness to online information
leads to less expected travel time and variance at equilibrium. The value of online information is an increasing
function of the incident probability. Travel time savings are high when market penetrations are low. However,
the function of travel time saving against market penetration is not monotonic.
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Abstract 
In this study, it is assumed that a traveler is bounded rational, and chooses a route based on the satisficing principal, 
and also that the traveler is willing to travel the faster route and that there is a tendency for part of a flow to switch 
to a route with shorter travel time. On that basis, a model of the day-to-day route adjustment process (or mode 
choice) is formulated as a difference equation system. The model is applied to a simple network, in which on 
origin-destination pair is connected by a road and by mass transit. The difference equation system in this study is 
described as a discretized model of the projected dynamical system presented by Zhang & Nagurney (Trans. Res., 
30B, 1996) for a simple network. Analysis is carried out to investigate the stability/instability of network flow and 
to determine the conditions for stability/instability. Further, the question of whether or not chaos can exist in 
network flow is considered. 
 
1. Introduction 
Network equilibrium models have become the main thrust of advances in the field of traffic network analysis. 
Following Wardrop’s (1952) proposal of the network equilibrium model, Beckman et al. (1956) formulated the 
optimization problem for network equilibrium. Daganzo & Sheffi (1977) modeled a user stochastic equilibrium 
model. These days, dynamic network equilibrium has become the focus of much research. Thus, network 
equilibrium is being further and further elaborated. However, a couple of fundamental issues of network 
equilibrium remain in dispute. Is equilibrium really reached? What are the required conditions for equilibrium? 
Aren’t the assumptions for equilibrium — that travelers are rational and have perfect knowledge — too idealistic? 
In this study, light is shed on the twin problems of whether or not network equilibrium is reached and what 
conditions are required for stability of network flow. Possible methods of examining these problems are to analyze 
the stability of a determined equilibrium or to investigate the day-to-day dynamics of actual network flow. From 
the viewpoint of traffic management, it is particularly important to appreciate the conditions under which network 
flow is stable or unstable. 
 
Quite a number of researchers have studied the stability or day-to-day dynamics of network flow. A review of their 
findings is given in the next section, but roughly speaking, the majority of such studies imply that network flow 
may fail to converge to equilibrium under certain conditions. These findings indicate that it is essential to examine 
network flow instability and that it is of great importance to do so. Studies of the mechanism by which networks 
become unstable and the properties of network flow fluctuations have not uncovered very much in this regard. 
 
In general, traffic flow in a real network fluctuates. What causes these fluctuations? Are they caused only by 
exogenous variations, such as noisy origin-destination demand? As shown in studies of non-linear dynamics, 
fluctuations that appear to be probabilistic oscillations actually occur endogenously like chaos. Examining 
whether or not network flow can behave chaotically is one important point. 
 
So far, there has been little theoretical research on chaos in network flows. Cantellare & Cascetta (1995) touched 
upon the chaos of network flow. Nevertheless, there is plenty of room for the study of chaotic network flow, 
including the problem of whether chaos exists. From the standpoint of forecasting travel times or traffic volumes, 
it is very important to know whether or not network flow is chaotic; if network flow is found to be chaotic, it is 
possible to forecast flows or travel times over the short term, but it is theoretically impossible over the long term. 
This is a direct result of sensitivity to initial conditions in chaotic systems. It is impossible to observe the infinitely 
small values of network flows without error. And even if the initial error is extremely small, it increases 
exponentially over time. 
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In this study, it is assumed that a traveler is bounded rational. The traveler is also assumed to be willing to travel the 
faster route, that is, there is a tendency for part of a flow to switch to a route with shorter travel time. A model for 
the process by which a route choice is adjusted day-to-day is formulated as a difference equation system. Then this 
model is applied to a simple network for an analysis of stability/instability of network flow and an investigation of 
stability conditions. Further, it is examined whether or not chaotic flow can exist and the conditions for chaotic 
oscillations in the network if it can exist. 
 
2. Review 
Models of the day-to-day dynamics or stability of network flow can be classified into two groups according to 
whether they model the system in continuous time or discrete time. The former are mainly differential equation 
systems, and most are formulated as difference equations or simulation models. The difference between use of 
continuous time and discrete time is important, as described below. 
 
Zhang & Nagurney (1996) and Nagurney & Zhang (1997) formulated day-to-day dynamics (the route choice 
adjustment process) as a projected dynamical system, as first introduced by Dupuis & Nagurney (1993). The 
model developed by Zhang & Nagurney (1996) is the starting point for this discussion. The basic concept is very 
simple: if the route cost exceeds the equilibrium cost, the flow increases, whereas if the equilibrium cost exceeds 
the route cost, the flow decreases. The traffic flow on route r changes at a rate proportional to the difference 
between the minimum travel cost λω{d(f)} for the OD pair ω at equilibrium and the route cost cr(f), where d(f) is 
the travel demand, f is the vector of route flows, cr(f) is the cost of route r, and route r connects OD pair ω. They 
formulated the adjustment process as: 
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where fr is the flow on route r. They established global asymptotic stability according to Wardrop’s equilibrium 
under the assumptions that the cost performance functions (or travel time functions) and inverse travel demand 
functions, λ{d(f)}, are continuous and strictly monotonic. 
 
Smith (1984) studied the stability of Wardrop’s equilibrium with fixed travel demand. He assumed that traffic 
flows switch from route r to route s at rate fr max{0, cr(f) – cs(f)}. By compiling output flows to other routes and 
input flows from other routes, the dynamics of the flow on route r are represented as: 

{ } { }∑∑ −+−−= s rsss srrr ccfccff )()(,0max)()(,0max ffff&  (2) 
He showed that his dynamical system converges to Wardrop’s equilibrium using the Lyapunov theorem (e.g. Hahn, 
1963) if the travel cost function is continuously differentiable and monotonic and there are no explicit capacity 
restrictions. 
 
Friesz et al. (1994) described the route choice adjustment process model in continuous time as follows: 
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where dω(u) is travel demand for the OD pair ω and ζ, ξ, ρω, and σr are positive (constant) parameters. 
 
In these three studies, the authors presupposed that the traveler is rational and willing to take a route with lower 
cost (or shorter travel time). They formulated the adjustment process in continuous time. The models seem to be 
general and reasonable, so some believe that network flow will converge to the Wardrop equilibrium if sufficient 
time elapses under the same traffic conditions. However, the day-to-day dynamics of a traffic network in fact 
constitute a discrete time system due to repeated daily trips. Certain problems might arise if a discrete time system 
is formulated as a continuous time system. An illustration of this is the famous paradox called “Achilles and the 
tortoise”: imagine a race between the swift Achilles and a slow tortoise where Achilles is pursuing the tortoise. 
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Achilles gives the tortoise a head start. The Greek philosopher Zeno argued that Achilles can never overtake the 
tortoise, because he must reach a point that the tortoise has already passed, whereas the distance between Achilles 
and the tortoise will always be divisible. Logically the tortoise will always be ahead, because no point can be 
reached before the previous point has been reached. The effect is that there can be no motion at all, and Achilles, on 
these assumptions, can never overtake the tortoise. Thus, in some cases, a discrete time model and a continuous 
time model for the same system give a completely different picture. 
 
Most studies in discrete time show that the system may fail to converge to a (fixed-point) equilibrium, while the 
continuous time studies described above guarantee stability and equilibrium. In many models in discrete time, a 
traveler assumed to take the route that has the minimum perceived travel time, and this is generally calculated as 
weighted average of experienced travel times (Horowitz, 1984; Canterella & Cascetta, 1995; Emmerink et al., 
1995; Nakayama et al., 1999; Watling, 1999). 
 
There is one discrete time model that guarantees convergence to equilibrium. Kobayashi (1994) formulated 
travelers’ learning based on Bayes’ theorem, and showed that the system will converge to an equilibrium state that 
Kobayashi (1994) and Kobayashi & Tatano (1996) call the rational expectation equilibrium. The term “rational 
expectation” comes from economics (Muth, 1965; Sheffrin, 1996), and at rational expectation equilibrium the 
distribution of actual travel times in the network is identical to the distribution of travelers’ expected (or 
recognized) travel times. 
 
Models by simulation approach provides enriched findings relating to day-to-day dynamics, including an elaborate 
learning process resulting from the flexibility of the modeling. Nakayama & Kitamura (2000) assumed that 
travelers learn inductively, according to the theory of cognitive psychology (e.g. Holland et al., 1986); that is, they 
inductively learn how to choose routes based on experience. Their model system is basically a production system 
(Newell & Simon, 1972), which is a compilation of if-then rules that are revised by applying a genetic algorithm 
(Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1975). It is found that the average network flow converges very close to the Wardrop 
equilibrium (the variance is not zero, but is small enough) in a case where the traveler has a high capacity for 
information processing. On the contrary, in a case where the ability of a traveler to process information is low, the 
variance of network flow is large and it cannot be said to converge to equilibrium. If the traveler rarely switches 
routes capriciously, network flow may converge to a deluded equilibrium (Nakayama et al., 1999) as described 
below, which is far from the Wardrop equilibrium or stochastic user equilibrium. Deluded equilibrium may 
develop into frozen equilibrium, where most or all travelers habitually choose the same route. Note that a habitual 
traveler (automatically) continues to take the same route without taking other possible routes into account. 
 
Nakayama et al. (1999) indicated that travelers sometimes have excessively false perceptions (with systematic 
bias). Nakayama et al. call this phenomenon “delusion”, and deluded travelers form a stable condition known as 
“deluded equilibrium”. The point is that travelers with false understanding can form a stable system, and there is a 
possibility that a condition such as deluded equilibrium exists. 
 
3. Formulation  
In this study, the very simple network shown in Fig. 1 is investigated. The network has one pair Origin-Destination 
(OD) pair, connected by a road link and a public transit route. The service level of the public transit system is 
assumed to be independent of the number of users, and travel time is assumed constant. An implicit presupposition 
is that travel demand is elastic, and the study concentrates wholly on cases that are departure-time independent. 
 
Let x denote the traffic volume on the road link (x ≥ 0), tc or tc(x) the travel time over the road link, and tt the travel 
time by mass transit. Let us assume that tc(x) is a strictly monotonically increasing function of x. As described 
above, tt is constant. At equilibrium, the following equalities and inequalities hold: 
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t
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where x ≥ 0. Clearly, the equilibrium is unique. When tc(0) > tt, there is no flow on the road at equilibrium. This 
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state with no road traffic is of no interest. Hereafter, we investigate the system only for tc(0) < tt. 
 
The concept behind the flow dynamics (or the adjustment process) is that flow along the road link increases if road 
travel time is less than that by public transit, while it decreases if the travel time exceeds that by public transit. This 
may be seen as natural, and is similar to the projected dynamical system. These dynamics can be expressed by the 
following difference equation: 

)]([)()1( ixixix Ψ=−+  (5) 
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where x(i) is the flow on day i, and η and λ are positive parameters. The former parameter, η, represents the 
sensitivity (or speed) of the adjustment. If the latter parameter, λ, is less than 1.0, the adjustment function, Ψ, is 
degressive in respect of the difference of the travel times. Namely, travelers react more sensitively when the travel 
time difference is small than when it is large in the case of the same travel time difference. If λ is more than 1.0, 
travelers react more sensitively when the difference is large. Fig. 2 illustrates the function, Ψ(x). 
 
For illustration in the next section, let us define the function Ф(x) as follows: 
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The dynamics can then be rewritten as the following equation using Ф(x(i)): 

)]([)1( ixix Φ=+  (8) 
Fig. 3 is an example of equation (7). Here, the diagonal line is x = Ф(x) and x* is the equilibrium point. To reveal the 
orbit of x(0) graphically, first locate x(0) on the horizontal axis. The horizontal line through (x(0), Ф[x(0)]) crosses 
diagonal line x =Ф(x) at point (Ф[x(0)], Ф[x(0)]) = (x(1), x(1)). By applying the same process with x(1) in place of 
x(0), we obtain point (x(2), x(2)). Repeating the same process, the orbit of x(0) is produced. 
 
The above system of difference equations appears to be a discretized version of the projected dynamical system by 
Zhang & Nagurney (1996) for the network shown as Fig. 1. Note that this difference equation system is elaborated 
further than Zhang & Nagurney (1996) in some respects. The parameters η and λ are newly introduced. Parameter 
η was left as a future task by Zhang & Nagurney (1996). 
 
Here let’s consider behavioral principal of Eq. (5) and (6). Assume that the traveler has a threshold for mode choice 
(or route choice). Let θj

i denote the threshold of the jth traveler. If the road travel time is greater than θj
i, that is, tc > 

θj
i, the jth traveler switch from the road to the public transit. In the case that the number of travelers is continuous 

and that the threshold is uniformly distributed, the dynamics is expressed as Eq. (5) and (6) with λ = 1. Fig. 4 
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Fig. 1  The network in this study  Fig. 2  The function )(xΨ  Fig. 3  The function )(xΦ  
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illustrates this in the case of tc > tt. The gray part in the figure means tc > θj
i, and the area of the gray part switch 

from the road to the public transit. The maximum of switching volume is x(i), and in this case, the volume of the 
road is 0. The distribution of the threshold depends on the parameter λ as Fig. 5 shows. 
 
The threshold can be interpreted as satisfaction principal proposed by Simon (1957). Simon (1947) proposed the 
concept of bounded rationality. He also suggested that people with bounded rationality adopt satisficing principal 
rather than optimizing one. Even if they do not choose the optimum choice, they do not switch their choices in the 
case that they are satisfied with their choices. They are probably satisfied with the choices whose difference from 
the optimum one is not so large. Simon called this satisficing principal. In this study the threshold can be 
interpreted as the satisficing domain. Therefore, the macroscopic dynamics of Eq. (5) and (6) is a model of the 
mode choice adjustment with bounded rationality. 

 
4. Stability/Instability  
Let Ф′(x) denote the differential of Ф(x), namely dФ/dx, and Фn(x) the nth iterate of x for Ф. The derivative of Ф(x) 
at equilibrium, Ф′(x*), can be classified into three cases for the analysis of stability/instability: 
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When 0 < λ < 1, |Ф′(x*)| is greater than 1 and the (unique) equilibrium is not locally stable. Naturally, then, the 
equilibrium is not globally stable. When λ > 1, the equilibrium is locally stable, but is not asymptotically stable. 
When λ = 1, in the case that η is sufficiently large, it is clear that the equilibrium is not (locally) stable because 
|Ф′(x*)| > 1. At that time, the step size, x(i + 1) − x( i ), is very large. In the case that η is sufficiently small but not 0, 
the equilibrium is locally stable because η, λ, and )( *xtc′  > 0 (η is sufficiently small). In this case, the equilibrium 
might also be globally stable because the step size, x(i + 1) − x( i ), is so small that x approaches the equilibrium 
gradually. On the other hand, when 0 < λ < 1, the equilibrium is not stable and the flow does not converge even if η 
is small. This could imply that network flow does not converge (to the equilibrium) and is not stable when travelers 
react more sensitively to small cost differences than to large. 
 
In this study, the BPR-type function given below is generally adopted as the travel time function of the road, tc(x): 
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where tf is the free-flow travel time of the road, C is the road’s capacity, and α and β are positive parameters. The 
standard values of parameters α and β are 0.15 and 4.0, respectively. If the travel time function follows this BPR 
function, the traffic volume on the road at equilibrium, x*, is: 

tt = tc(x*) tc(xi)
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because tt > tf as described above. 
 
Let us examine stability/instability for the case where the BPR travel time function with λ = 1. Ф′(x*)⏐λ=1 is 
expressed as: 
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In the case of the standard values of α and β, Ф′(x*)⏐λ=1 is approximately 1 − 2.489 η tf (tt/tf − 1)3/4/C. If −1 ≤ 1 − 
2.489 η tf (tt/tf − 1)3/4/C ≤ 1, Ф(x*)⏐λ=1 is stable. That is, the condition for stability of Ф with λ = 1 in the standard 
BRP function can be expressed as:  
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5. Day-to-Day Dynamics and Chaos 
In this section, the dynamics and the presence of chaos in the dynamical system is examined. To illustrate the 
definition of chaos, let us introduce the Li-Yorke theorem (1975). 
 
Theorem (Li-Yorke). Let J be an interval and let F: J→J be continuous. Assume there is a point a ∈ J for which 
the points b = F(a), c= F2(a), d = F3(a), satisfy 

d ≤ a < b < c  (or d ≥ a > b > c) 
Then 
T1: for every k = 1, 2,… there is a periodic point in J having period k. 
T2: there is an uncountable set S ⊂ J (containing no period points), which satisfies the following conditions: 

(A) For every p, q ∈ S with p ≠  q, 
0)()(suplim >−

∞→
qFpF nn

n
 

and 0)()(inflim =−
∞→

qFpF nn

n
 

(b) For every p ∈ S and periodic point q ∈ J, 
0)()(suplim >−

∞→
qFpF nn

n
. 

If conditions T1 and T2 are satisfied, F is said to be chaotic in the sense of Li-Yorke. Condition T1 means that F 
can have infinitely many periodic points and condition T2 represents sensitivity to initial conditions. 
 
Let us use an example to illustrate chaotic behavior in network flow. The settings for this example are as follows. 
The travel time by mass transit, tt, is 30 (minutes). The travel time by road follows the BPR function. Regarding the 
performance of the road, its capacity, C, is 1,000 (pcu/hour), the free-flow travel time, tf, is 20 (min.), and 
parameters α and β are standard; that is, α = 0.15 and β = 4. The flow along the road at equilibrium is approximately 
1,351.2. Hereafter, we examine the flow with λ = 1 as an example because it is the most fundamental. 
 
As described in equation (9), the flow is locally unstable if approximately )(1 *xtc′⋅−η  = 10296.01 >− η , 

namely η > 67.56. This implies that the flow oscillates when η > 67.56 under the above settings. What kind of 
oscillation is it? Let us investigate the condition for chaos in the flow dynamics. Set a at 0. b = Фη(a) = 10 η. c = 
Фη(b) = max{0, 20 η − 3×10-8 η5}. d = Фη(c) = max{0, 30 η − 3×10-8 η5 − 3×10-12 η (20 η − 3×10-8 η5)4}. Fig. 4 shows 
b, c, and d, which are the functions of η. As stated above, a system is chaotic in the sense of Li-Yorke when d ≤ a < 
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b < c. From Fig. 6, 
when η is in the range 
from 106.23 to 115.53, 
d ≤ a < b < c is 
satisfied. Therefore, 
the flow is chaotic in 
the sense of Li-Yorke 
when η is at least in 
the range from 106.23 
to 115.53. Note that 
this condition is not 
necessary and 
sufficient, but it is 
sufficient. 
 
Thus, Ф is chaotic in 
the sense of Li-Yorke 
under the above 
conditions. Since 
parameter η represents 
the reactions of 
travelers, especially, 
the sensitivity (or 
speed) of the reaction, 
the implication is that 
network flow may be 
chaotic under certain 
conditions of traveler 
reaction and behavior. 
In other words, we 
cannot completely 
exclude the possibility 
of chaotic network 
flow. A future task is 
to examine whether or 
not there exists 
real-world network 
flow that is chaotic. 
 
Figures 7(a) through 
7(c) illustrate the 
dynamics of road flow, 
x(i), until day 100, 
when η is 25, 75, and 
100, respectively. The 
horizontal axis and the 
vertical axis represent 
day, i, and flow, x, 

respectively, and the initial value of x, x(0), is 500 in each figure. In Fig. 7(a), the flow converges to equilibrium. In 
Fig. 7(b), the flow oscillates with a 2-period cycle. The flow behavior is very complex in Fig. 7(c). 
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Fig. 6  The chaotic domain in the sense of Li-Yorke 
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Fig. 8 presents a 
bifurcation 

diagram for η. The 
diagram is a 

schematic 
representation of 
behavior of the 
system as it varies 
with the value of η. 
Fig. 8 is obtained 
by computer, with 
each x(i) (i = 5001, 
5002,…, 5250) 
plotted in the 
range 0 < η < 200. 
For 0 ≤ η ≤ 67.5, 
the line represents 
the point (η, x*) 
since x* attracts the 
iterates of all x. 
When 67.6 ≤ η ≤ 
85.1, there are two 
curves, and the 
iterates of all x that 
are not eventually 
fixed are attracted 
to the 2-period 
cycle. We find that 
the bifurcation 
point is located 
near 67.5. This 
coincides with the 

domain of local stability as mentioned in the previous section. As described in equation (9), the road flow is locally 
unstable if approximately 10296.01)(1 * >−=′⋅− ηη xtc , namely η > 67.56. The two curves bifurcate, and the 

iterates of x are attracted to the 4-period cycle. It seems that the various attraction cycles with 2k-periods appear in 
sequence (k = 0, 1, 2,…). 
 
In the introduction, it was pointed out that sensitivity to initial conditions is important in forecasting travel time or 
flow. A quantitative measure of sensitivity to initial conditions is the Lyapunov exponent. This is the averaged rate 
of divergence (or convergence) of two neighboring trajectories. According to one interpretation, behavior is 
defined as chaotic when the (maximum) Lyapunov exponent is more than 0. The Lyapunov exponent, L, of 
function F is defined as: 

∑
−

=∞→
′=

1

0
))((ln1lim

N

iN
ixF

N
L  (14) 

If the Lyapunov exponent is greater than 0, the orbit is unstable and chaotic. The orbit is attracted to a stable fixed 
point or a stable periodic orbit if the exponent is less than 0. The orbit is a neutral fixed point (or an eventually 
fixed point) if the exponent is exactly 0. Fig. 9 presents the Lyapunov exponent of the above system Ф. The 
settings for calculation of the Lyapunov exponent are that N (in equation (14)) is 500 and x(0) is 500. In Fig. 7, the 
Lyapunov exponent for η between approximately 103 and 200 is not depicted because the differential of function 
Ф at 0 cannot be defined. When η is in the range from 91 to 103, the behavior is generally chaotic in view of 
sensitivity to initial conditions with some exceptions. Therefore, the behavior in Fig. 5(c) is chaotic. 
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Fig. 8  The bifurcation diagram on η 
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6. Conclusions 
In this study, it is assumed that a traveler is willing to switch to a faster route, and a model of the day-to-day route 
adjustment process (or mode choice) is formulated as a difference equation system. The model is applied to a 
simple network, in which on origin-destination pair is connected by a road and by mass transit. The difference 
equation system in this study is described as a discretized model of the projected dynamical system presented by 
Zhang & Nagurney (1996) for a simple network. Analysis is carried out to investigate the stability/instability of 
network flow and to determine the conditions for stability/instability. Further, the question of whether or not chaos 
can exist in network flow is considered. 
 
The results of the study can be summarized as follows: 1) the condition for stability of network flow is that the 
traveler is not very sensitive to differences in travel time (or cost) between road and mass transit when the flow is 
close to equilibrium. In other words, the flow does not converge to equilibrium and is unstable when travelers react 
more sensitively when the cost difference is small than when it is large; 2) network flow becomes chaotic under 
certain conditions of traveler reaction, especially sensitivity (or speed) of reaction, in the example. These results 
are obtained for a simple network example, but they are still very interesting and highly suggestive. As Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS) move forward and become more widespread, information on travel times and route 
guidance systems will become very well organized. Sensitivity to travel times may become extremely high. In this 
case, paradoxically, there is possibility that network flows will become unstable under the influence of ITS. 
Furthermore, the fact that chaotic flow can exist implies that forecasting travel times and flows in a network may 
be impossible no matter how much progress is made with ITS. Network flows cannot be observed with infinite 
accuracy, so if this is the case long-term forecasts of flows cannot be made due to sensitivity to initial conditions 
that is the nature of chaos. In this situation, a very small error increases exponentially as time goes by. 
 
As a future work, this model and its analysis should be expanded to a more general network. The question of 
whether or not there exists network flow in the real world that is chaotic should be examined. 
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Abstract 
 
In urban areas taxi service is an important para-transit mode that serves as a complement to public 
transportation. Early aggregate taxi models do not take into account network topology. Our simulation based 
network model simulates taxi drivers’ individual learning process and use dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) 
as a basis to represent real-time network conditions. It is an attempt to model urban taxi service more 
realistically and to investigate the impacts of taxi drivers’ learning behaviours on the whole taxi service 
system. Two indicators are used to measure system performance, total taxi vacant time and total customer 
waiting time. A numerical example is provided at the end to demonstrate this model.  
 
1 Introduction 
 
In Asian countries where private cars are not widely owned, taxi provides a convenient and speedy option 
other than public transport. Due to the complex interactions between demand and supply as well as lack of 
knowledge of taxi drivers’ behaviours, taxi research has been overlooked comparing with other transport 
modes. Many economists have studied the regulation and fare structure of urban taxi services; however, 
generally they treated the taxi system as an aggregate, abstract model without considering the network 
topology of the road network. Detailed reviews on aggregate model can be found in Yang and Wong (1998). 
The first network model for taxi operations was developed by Yang and Wong (1998). Their model deals 
with the impact of fleet size on the level of service and taxi utilization for a given and fixed customer 
demand OD pattern. Wong et al. (2001) extended the network model into a bi-level optimization of two 
equilibrium problems in congested road network. However, these models are based on static equilibrium and 
do not considering time-varying traffic patterns in the road network which could be quite significant in rush 
hours especially in congested road network. Most recently, Yang et al. (2005) and Kim et al. (2005) made a 
first attempt to model taxi services in a dynamic network. Our model follows a similar approach but a 
different taxi learning model is used. Furthermore, we intend to incorporate the taxi model within a 
simulation based dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model.  
 
 
2 Main assumptions of taxi model 
 
With the rapid deployment of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) especially Advanced Traveller 
Information Systems (ATIS) providing real-time traffic information to drivers, taxi drivers will perceive the 
travel time quite close, if not identical, to the real travel time they may experience. However due to the 
randomness of costumers’ time-varying demand (within day or day to day); it is still hard for taxi drivers to 
know where the passengers are. Most common situation is that the taxi drivers will update the information 
about passenger demand according to their own experience, which is a learning process. Based on the above 
logic, we use a predictive dynamic user equilibrium model to depict the travel time of taxi drivers and use an 
individual cognitive model to simulate the day to day learning process of taxi drivers.  
 
Because of the diversity of taxi operation mode around the world, we also need to specify the taxi operation 
mode used in this study. There are mainly three methods of hiring a taxi: First, waiting taxis at taxi stands, 
which usually locate at places where large numbers of passengers are likely to be found. Second, taxis are 
often hailed on the street. This is the most convenient way of hiring a taxi, however, this mode causes taxis’ 
stop-and-go phenomenon, which may cause severe traffic safety problems as well as reduce road capacity 
heavily. Therefore, this kind of taxi operation mode is being discouraged by regulations such as parking 
restriction and road segregation facilities in central part of urban area. Another commonly used system in 
U.S cities, Dial-and-ride system, is not so popular in Hong Kong because of the high supplements and 
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demands for taxis. In this study, we focus on only one taxi operation mode, waiting taxis at taxi stands, 
which is the most common situation in CBD of Hong Kong.  
 
3 Network conditions based on DTA 
 
Predictive dynamic user optimal conditions are based on actual travel costs experienced by travellers. One 
illustrative definition of PDUO can be found in Tong and Wong (2000). “If, for any travellers between any 
O-D pair leaving their origin at any instant ,the actual travel time that these travellers experienced on any 
used routes are equal and minimal; and the actual travel times that these travellers would experience on any 
unused routes are greater than or equal to the minimum actual travel time on used routes ”. The DTA model 
used in this study has two major components: the pathfinders (PF) and the traffic simulator (TS).The PF 
finds the optimal path for each O-D pair, based on an assumed network loading pattern. The TS loads the O-
D demand onto the network based on the results of the PF and thereby updates the network loading pattern. 
The PF and TS modules are iterated successively until a convergent solution is obtained. Tong and Wong 
(2000) described in detail the simulation-based model used here. After the completion of DTA part, we 
assume that the travel time is independent of taxi flows during the taxi drivers’ day to day learning process. 
In future studies, we will also consider the interaction between taxis and normal vehicles. That means travel 
time of taxi will also be influenced by taxi flows. When taxi drivers’ learning process finish and taxi 
performance tends to be stable, we will use the new combined flow (taxis plus normal cars) to calculate new 
travel time again by looping back to the DTA part. After several iterations, the system will reach a 
consistency.  
 
4 Behaviours of taxi drivers 
 
Taxi drivers are seeking for passengers in the road network whenever it becomes empty and try to minimize 
their idling time, the summation of travel time to new taxi stands and expected waiting time at the taxi 
stands. For a particular taxi driver j, this idling time of choosing a certain stand i can be expressed as follow: 

( ) _ ( ) _ ( ) , for any , ,j j j jiU i Travel time i E Waiting i j J i Iε= + + ∈ ∈  
This utility of certain stand i is a random variable due to random arrival of passengers and variations in 
perceptions of taxi drivers. This random variable is assumed to follow Gumbel distribution. Then the 
possibility of taxi driver choosing a certain taxi stand i can be expressed as a multinomial Logit model: 

exp ( )
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U i
P i j J i I
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β
∈
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⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦∑

∈  

where I is the total set of taxi stands that can be chosen from and J is set of all taxi drivers. β is a nonnegative 
parameter reflecting the information that an individual taxi driver perceive about the passenger demand and 
taxi service in the whole network. Small β stands for high stochastic phenomenon. While largeβ  means 
more perfect information that an individual taxi driver obtains. Whenβ  goes to infinity, taxi drivers tend to 
do “all or nothing” choice between alternative taxi stands, which is a deterministic case. 
 
We have mentioned that taxi drivers update the passenger information according to their own experience. An 
individual cognitive model is adopted here to represent the day to day learning process. By repeatedly 
making decision, individuals are forming expected values of the attributes through acquiring knowledge 
from their memories. In our study, taxi drivers accumulate their knowledge about the waiting time at each 
stand through the waiting time they experienced previously. Two issues should be noted here: Firstly, how 
do taxi drivers store their knowledge about a certain stand? An individual taxi driver can either update the 
expected waiting time whenever the driver passes the stand once or each day the driver will average the 
waiting time experienced at the particular stand and get one value to stand for that day’s experience. We 
think the second way is more realistic and adopt this in our study. Because a particular taxi driver may get 
passengers from a certain stand several times during a day or even during the rush hours. Taxi driver will not 
be so sensitive to the difference of waiting time in the taxi stand within the day. In reality, it is also 
impossible for a taxi driver to remember all the waiting time whenever they get a passenger from a certain 
stand after several days. Therefore, we average the waiting time of a certain stand i for taxi driver j within a 
certain day d. Mathematically it can be expressed as follows: 
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where T is the set of total number of times for a particular taxi j gets passengers from stand i within day d 
and D is set of days. Secondly, how do taxi drivers build their expected waiting time based on previous 
experiences? Based on the literature review of learning model (Arentze and Timmermans, 2005), a 
commonly used learning model in transportation literature is: 

1( ) (1 ) ( ), for any ,n n nQ a r Q a n Nλ λ −= + − ∈  
where is the expected value of action a at time n. Parameter( )nQ a λ is typically interpreted as a measure of 
habit strength. If it is assumed thatλ is a constant, it follows that: 
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We can observe that expected value of the last day is a weighted average of the expected value of the first 
day and the past values. The weight given to past values depends on how long ago it was experienced. More 
specifically, more recent experience takes more weight than the older ones Sometimes it is called an 
exponential recency-weighted average. If we interpret the above rules in our taxi model content, the expected 
waiting time for taxi j at taxi stand i of day D can be expressed as: 

, , , , , , 1_ _ (1 ) _ ,for any ,j i d j i d j i d , ,E Waiting Waiting average E Waiting j J i I d Dλ λ −= + − ∈ ∈ ∈  
Another natural way of formulating taxi drivers’ expected waiting time is giving each day’s waiting time 
average the same weight. Thus, 
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Both ways of estimating expected waiting time are applicable and will be used in the numerical tests, though 
only the latter rule has been implemented due to its simplicity.  
 
In order to deal with the time-varying passenger demand, taxi driver may also separate the whole day or rush 
hours into several time slots. Ideally, when the number of these discrete time slots goes larger, taxi drivers 
can perceive time-varying demand more precisely. However, it is not realistic for taxi drivers to memorize 
and differentiate too many time slots. On the other hand, more time slots take more computational efforts in 
computer simulation .Therefore, limited time slots are used in this study. It should also be noted that dividing 
a day into many time slots means that all the variables mentioned above need to add one more dimension 
time slot S, because time variables perceived by taxi drivers in different time slots do not intervene with each 
other.  
 
5 Taxi service performance index  
 
As we have mentioned, we are interested in how taxi service performance evolves through taxi drivers’ day 
to day learning process. Before we looking into this problem, sound taxi performance indexes should be 
defined. In Yang et al. (2002), they used taxi availability (as measured by expected customer waiting time) to 
describe the demand side of the taxi service. Passengers will consider taxi availability as well as fares to 
determine their mode choice. On the supply side, they used another indictor, taxi utilization (as measured by 
expected fraction of time a taxi is occupied). Taxi companies will look at the taxi utilization to determine 
whether they are profitable. In a similar manner, we also use two indictors to reflect taxi service 
performance. From the passengers’ point of view, we introduce total waiting time of all passengers during 
the simulation period to reflect their satisfactory index. The smaller the total waiting time is the higher taxi 
service they perceive. Total waiting time consists of two parts: the waiting time of people who have gotten a 
taxi and leave the taxi stand and the waiting time of people who are still in queue at the stand by the end of 
the simulation period. From the taxi company’s point of view, the total taxi time of being occupied or total 
taxi vacant time are what they concern. Actually the summation of these two is just the total time of taxi 
operation. In our study, we use total taxi vacant time as the performance index of taxi companies. For those 
taxi companies, they definitely wish to decrease total taxi vacant time because that means occupied time will 
increase and their revenues will goes up too, vice versa. Total taxi vacant time also consists of two 
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components: Taxis’ waiting time in queues at the stands and the travel time in the network without a 
passenger. It is noted that similar taxi performance indictors can also be found in Kim et al. (2005).  
 
Another remark about Yang et al. (2002) is that they treated the taxi market as a demand-supply equilibrium, 
which means for a certain fleet size of taxi and fare structure there will be a corresponding taxi demand. 
However, in our study, at least at this stage, we do not consider that elastic demand and supply situations. 
Taxi demand and fleet size are treated as extraneous variables.  
 
6 A case study  
 
We use a case study to demonstrate the evolution of taxi service performance under learning behaviours of 
taxi drivers. Using two scenarios, we identify the relationship between taxi drivers’ learning behaviours and 
taxi service performance and give some discussions on under what circumstances learning process helps taxi 
drivers not only to improve their operation efficiency but also provide better services to passengers. The case 
study uses a four nodes’ network and two of them are taxi stand node (T1 and T2) and the other two are 
destination nodes (D3 and D4). All links are two directional links. The network structure is showed in 
Figure1 below. 
 

T1

D3T2

D4

 
Figure 1 

The parameter β  used in the Logit model can be calibrated with real world data (Wong et.al 1999). In this 
case study, β is assumed as 1 for all scenarios. The length of time slots which is the duration of each discrete 
section of a day or rush hours is set to be 15 minutes for all taxi drives. From realistic point of view, duration 
of time slot should be large enough for a taxi driver to differentiate. We think 15 minutes is a proper one. In 
further studies, we can use SP-survey to calibrate this parameter.   
 
Scenario one: 
 
We assume two taxi stands get different taxi demand. Constant demand is used in this scenario. The taxi 
demand of taxi stand 1 is 1 person per minute (60 persons /h), while taxi stand 2 gets 3 persons per minute 
(180 persons/h). Taxi fleet size is assumed to be 10 vehicles which are evenly distributed at the beginning of 
each day. The total simulation period is one hour each day for 100 days. We plotted the total taxi vacant time 
and total customer waiting time against the days in Figure2. In order to see the trends of these two 
parameters more clearly, they are plotted in the same graph and total taxi vacant time is scaled up 100 times 
to get a better illustration.  
 
From the simulation experiment, it is clear that in the first few days total taxi vacant time drops substantially 
and then tends to be stabilized with some fluctuations. So does the total customer waiting time. Several 
conclusions can be made from the observation. First, taxi vacant time and people waiting time are changing 
in the same fashion, which indicates that taxi service performance are improving from operators’ as well as 
users’ point of view. Second, taxi drivers’ learning process does help them improve taxi service 
performance. Third, the fluctuations observed after being stabilized are caused by stochastic decision 
elements.  
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Figure 2  
 

Scenario two: 
 
In order to illustrate the influence of taxi drivers’ learning process, we tested another scenario. All the 
settings of the network and taxis are the same but the taxi passenger demand at the stands. We assume two 
taxi stands get even demand, both of stands 1 and 2 get 2 persons per minute (120 persons/ h).Intuitively taxi 
drivers can not differentiate these two stands through learning process because for all taxi drivers perceive 
the two stands are just the same. Therefore, in this scenario day to day learning process should not help. The 
simulation experiment just verified the idea. We plotted the total taxi vacant time and total customer waiting 
time against the days in Figure3 for scenario 2.  
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Figure 3 

We can observe that neither the total vacant time nor the total customer waiting time is decreasing from day 
to day, which means taxi drivers can not be better off from the day to day learning process. However, we 
should note that this scenario will not happen in the real world. Every taxi stand has its own passenger arrival 
pattern and even for the same stand passenger arrival rate is also time-varying. In rush hours, this kind of 
variation could be quite significant, that is why we introduce discrete time slots in the taxi drivers’ behaviour 
part to cope with the time-varying people arrival patterns. 
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7 Findings and future research  
 
In this study, we introduced a framework of dynamic taxi service model and simulated taxi drivers day-to- 
day learning process. In embracing the dynamic elements in taxi services and taxi drivers’ day-to-day 
learning behaviour, our taxi model made it possible to research taxi service in more realistic situations as 
well as in different spatial road networks. From the simulation experiments, we got the conclusion that taxi 
drivers can improve their services and operation efficiency through their day to day learning process in real 
world situations.  
 
Our research on the dynamic taxi model is still continuing. Firstly, we will test more complicated scenarios. 
On the taxi demand side, time-varying demand needs to be introduced. On the taxi supplement side, different 
fleet size needs to be tested to see its influence on taxi performance. We will also use a larger size road 
network to test the stability of the model. Secondly, we will taxi and private car’s interactions. We 
understand that in some urban areas, taxis can take a great portion of total traffic volume. How to simulate 
the taxi-car interaction in the DTA model needs to be further investigated. Thirdly, we will develop different 
taxi drivers’ behaviours models. For examples, different cognitive rules or multi-class taxi driver model can 
be formulated so that urban taxi services can be modelled more accurately.  
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Abstract 
In this paper a DTA model with two components is described: a user equilibrium (UE) model and an en-
route model. The UE model is called MARPLE (Model for Assignment and Regional Policy Evaluation) that 
uses an iterative process to achieve equilibrium (deterministic or stochastic) (Taale et al., 2004). In each 
iteration a network loading model is used to determine travel times. MARPLE en-route is developed based 
on the MARPLE model, which uses one simulation of the network loading model, starting with the 
equilibrium assignment results. It updates the path set and path costs after each evaluation interval during the 
simulation. Travellers will update their path choice according to the instantaneous path costs at the end of 
each interval using some heuristic rules.  
A systematic framework for the robustness study of road networks is built up by combining both DTA 
approaches, in which the results of UE approach are used as references and en-route approach is used to 
simulate the network response for non-recurrent and short-term disturbances. The results for a hypothetical 
network show that for evaluating the network performance after such disturbances, the en-route assignment 
approach based on UE assignment results shows its capability and advantages in appropriately representing 
dynamic drivers’ route choice behaviour when facing unfamiliar or unexpected situations on the route. 
 
1 Introduction 
Network robustness, defined as the ability of a system to continue to operate correctly under a wide range of 
operational conditions, and to fail gracefully outside of that range (Gribble, 2001), has been widely 
developed in large-scale networks such as electronics and internet. It also became an important topic for 
transport networks. In that context robustness can be considered as the ability of the system to keep a certain 
capacity level to handle traffic demand under abnormal situations. Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) 
models play an important role in almost all the network robustness studies, because they take into account 
the reaction of drivers concerning route choice. Two approaches of DTA, user equilibrium (UE) assignment 
and en-route assignment, are separately implemented for different categories of network robustness and/or 
reliability studies. Basically, UE assignment models are used by many researchers when considering random 
changes in supply or/and demand of a transportation network. En-route assignment models are normally used 
to evaluate the effectiveness of certain traffic management schemes or measures for emergency situations or 
a short-term disturbance in the network. But, so far, little work has been done to develop a combined DTA 
model, to realize both UE and en-route assignment approaches, with the aim to be able to do a complete 
network robustness study. 
 
A main task of network robustness studies is to assess whether an existing transport network system is 
susceptible to random failures (i.e. severe accidents) and destructive events (i.e. earth quake or terrorist 
attack). More important, we would like to know which parts (so-called hot or weak spots) of the network are 
most fragile, or vulnerable to the external disturbances, so that both infrastructure and control schemes could 
be improved in such a way that the deterioration of the network caused by those disturbances is mitigated. 
 
Network robustness is rather new in the transportation domain and a limited amount of literature references 
could be found, such as Chiu and Mahmassani (2002) and Kaysi et al. (2003). Most of the methods 
implemented in these studies are borrowed from network reliability studies, which is in fact a quite different 
concept from robustness. Network reliability is defined as the probability of a device or a system performing 
according its purpose adequately for the period of time intended under the operating conditions encountered 
(Henley and Kumamoto, 1981; Wakabayashi and Iida, 1992), which means that reliability studies are 
generally concerned with probabilities only. And reliability problems are rooted in the uncertainty of traffic 
conditions. Existing reliability studies of road networks are mainly categorised according to three aspects: 
connectivity reliability, travel time reliability, and capacity reliability. In most of these studies, stochastic 
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user equilibrium (SUE) assignment models are implemented representing choice behaviour, especially route 
choice behaviour of travellers, to get the values of some chosen performance measures. This is done in the 
work of Bell and Iida (1997), Chen et al. (1999), Chen et al. (2002) and Du and Nicholson (1997).  
 
However, user equilibrium is an ideal situation for any road network, which never appears in reality due to 
many uncertainties in both demand and supply. So, it is mainly meaningful for network planning purposes. 
But for the network robustness problem that focuses more on the evaluation of network performance and 
assessment of its ability to handle unpredictable incidents, this equilibrium assumption is no longer suitable, 
especially when congestion, as the result of those unpredictable incidents, is non-recurrent and short-term. In 
order to achieve more accurate and realistic values of network performance measures after the occurrence of 
such disturbances, appropriate dynamic traffic assignment models must be developed to realise more 
accurate description or simulation of the choice behaviour of travellers. 
 
The objective of this paper is to develop methods for the evaluation of robustness of a road network, thereby 
forming a systematic framework for comprehensive network reliability and robustness studies. The paper is 
organised as follows. Section 2 describes the features and differences of user equilibrium assignment 
approach and en-route assignment approach, highlights the importance of en-route assignment approach in 
network robustness studies. Section 3 introduces the proposed en-route assignment approach based on an 
existing macroscopic traffic assignment model MARPLE. Section 4 provides a simulation-based systematic 
framework for network reliability and robustness studies, founded on both the UE assignment and en-route 
assignment approaches. In Section 5, the framework proposed in this paper is illustrated with a simple 
network. Section 6 summarises and analyses the results. 
 
2 Equilibrium assignment and en-route assignment 
A traffic assignment model, especially a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) model, is the core of any model 
based reliability and robustness study of transportation networks. A DTA model typically describes route 
choice by an assignment sub-model, and the way in which traffic propagates through a network by a network 
loading sub-model. ‘Dynamic’ does not only mean that the demand between origins and destinations (OD) 
varies in different discrete time slices, but also covers the dynamics of the network situation (e.g. capacity) 
and the queuing behaviour, due to all kinds of variability, and the changes in behaviour of travellers. A 
realistic DTA model should be able to capture "over-capacity" queuing, because it follows the trajectories in 
time and space of the vehicles. Basically, two distinct approaches exist to model route choice and network 
loading in DTA: equilibrium assignment and en-route assignment. 
 
2.1 Equilibrium assignment 
Wardrop (1952) was the first to propose the following condition for a deterministic user equilibrium (DUE): 
for each OD pair, the costs of the paths actually used are equal, and they are less than or equal to the costs of 
each unused path (Wardrop's first principle). It assumes that each traveller has perfect information and 
chooses a route that minimises his/her travel time or travel costs, such that all travellers between the same 
OD have the same travel time or cost. A consequence of the DUE principle is that all used paths for each OD 
pair have the same minimum costs. Unfortunately, this is not a realistic description of loaded and congested 
traffic networks (Slavin, 1996). 
 
The stochastic user equilibrium (SUE) was (amongst others) detailedly illustrated by Daganzo and Sheffi 
(1997). They defined the equilibrium state of traffic flow on a network as a stochastic user equilibrium when 
every user chooses his/her path such that his/her perceived travel time or cost between origin and destination 
is minimal. But perceived travel time or cost on a link varies randomly across users. The SUE problem is of 
the probit type if the perceived travel time or cost follows a normal distribution and of the logit type if it 
follows a Gumbel distribution. 
 
In the equilibrium assignment problem, only pre-trip path choice and iterative process are considered. It 
consists of two main components: a method to determine a new set of time-dependent path flows given the 
experienced path travel times in the previous iteration, and a method to determine the actual travel times that 
result from a given set of path flow rates. The algorithm furthermore requires a set of initial path flows, 
which are normally determined by assigning all vehicles to the shortest free-flow paths for each OD. 
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2.2 En-route assignment 
In the en-route assignment problem, the routing mechanism consists of successive executions of a set of 
behavioural rules, which determine how drivers iteratively react to information received en-route. 
Information may be available at discrete points in time, discrete points in space, or continuously in both 
space and time. Some information may only be available to a certain class of vehicles. Typically, the 
information strategy is an exogenous input. Drivers’ responses to information can be modelled by some 
heuristic rules that may involve one or more parameters, such as the ‘penetration rate’ or the ‘compliance 
rate’ that is the fraction of drivers that react on the information. Another input to this problem is a suitable 
pre-trip assignment. In many cases, a static all-or-nothing (AON) assignment is used for this purpose. An en-
route assignment thus only requires running a single dynamic loading of the demand onto the network over 
the time period of interest – apart from the assignments need to determine the initial route choice. 
 
2.3 Roles of both assignment approaches in the robustness study of road networks 
If an equilibrium assignment model is available, it is possible to find the equilibrium traffic pattern in a 
transportation network, taking into account all kinds of uncertainties. Network robustness studies use these 
patterns, as well as certain aggregated network performance measures, to perform comparisons and analyses. 
But with the equilibrium assignment approach it is not possible to represent the network situation under 
irregular and non-recurrent incidents, such as accidents. This means that DTA models with equilibrium 
assignment function only are not suited for the most common reliability and robustness studies: the analysis 
of the impact of disturbances on the traffic network. But it can be used in the network planning domain to 
analyse the impact of repeatable and long-term network changes, like introducing new measures of 
intelligent transportation system (ITS) or adding a new link to the network. 
 
On the other hand, according to the features of the en-route assignment approach, it can be used for the 
analysis of unrepeatable and short-term incidents, such as accidents or a natural disaster, because it can 
update the perception of travellers to the network status and make new path choices for them. If a DTA 
model is only capable of en-route assignment, it is necessary to find the exogenous input, especially the pre-
trip assignment, from other simulation tools or by other means. 
 
At the same time, it is logical that for the robustness study of road networks, a reference status, which could 
be treated as the situation when the network serves under normal traffic demand, is needed. Since the aim of 
(dynamic) equilibrium assignment is to achieve an ‘ideal’ long-term equilibrium status for a chosen 
transportation network, its result could be used as the basic scenario, i.e. reference, for en-route assignment. 
 
3 Framework for robustness studies 
Based on the features of both assignment approaches and requirements of robustness studies of road 
networks, a simulation-based two-stage systematic framework is designed by integrating both an equilibrium 
assignment model and en-route assignment model in each stage (Figure 1). In this framework, the 
equilibrium assignment model is a macroscopic model named MARPLE (Taale et al., 2004). The en-route 
assignment model is developed based on MARPLE, by using successively the network loading model and 
the route choice model for every pre-defined discrete interval. In Figure 2, differences between equilibrium 
approach and en-route approach are illustrated. In Stage One, as shown in the left part of the framework, 
only the equilibrium assignment for the basic situation is carried out. The following output for different 
functions is obtained: 

1. Being the reference state of the network, including the following equilibrium (*) network perfor-
mance indicators: 
a. TTT* total travel time during whole simulation period [veh•h]; 
b. TTD* total travel distance during whole simulation period [veh•km]; 
c. TD* total delay during whole simulation period [veh•h]; 
d. NAS*(t) equilibrium dynamic network average speed within period t [km/h], defined as 
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 where υa*(t) is the average link speed and fa*(t)  is the link flow of link a during 
period t in the equilibrium situation; 

e. NL*(t) equilibrium network load within period t [veh•h], defined as 
 

  (2) **( ) ,a
a

NL t f=∑
 

 
Figure 1: Systematic framework for robustness studies of road network 

 
2. Being the initial assignment input for the en-route assignment in Stage Two, including the following 

assignment variables: 
1. Rod route set for OD pair (o,d); 
2. qk

od average departure rate during time interval k for OD pair (o,d) [veh/h]; 
3. uk

r flows assigned to route r during time interval k [veh/h]; 
4. τkr average travel time of route r during interval k [min].  

 
After obtaining the equilibrium assignment results for the network, random disturbances on individual links 
will be introduced in Stage Two. Depending on the duration (long-term or short-term) of the disturbance, 
either the equilibrium assignment approach or the en-route assignment approach could be used for the 
simulation respectively. The five indicators (a-e) that are mentioned above will be calculated and compared 
to the reference values to evaluate the network performance. Specially, we use the loading multiplier µ in 
equation (3) as the main robustness indicator, which can reflect the aggregate network load for the whole 
simulation period. The so-called hot spots in the network are those arcs with the smallest loading multiplier.  
 

( ) / *( ).
t t

NL t NL tµ =∑ ∑  (3) 
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Figure 2 General differences between equilibrium approach (left) and en-route approach (right) 
 
4 Case study 
To demonstrate the framework described in the previous chapter and related assignment models, we applied 
it to a simple, hypothetical network as shown in Figure 3. The network consists of 10 nodes, 11 one-
directional links, and three OD pairs, in which origin 2 (O2) and destination 2 (D2) represent a town centre. 
 

 
Figure 3: Test network 

 
Table1: Link characteristics 

Link No. No. of lanes Length (km) Capacity (veh/h) Desired speed (km/h) 
1 4 4 8600 120 
2 4 4 8600 120 
3 3 4 6450 120 
4 1 2 1800 50 
5 1 2 1800 50 
6 1 2 1800 50 
7 3 4 6450 120 
8 1 2 1800 50 
9 4 4 8600 120 

10 4 4 8600 120 
11 1 16 1800 50 

 
In Table 1, link characteristics, including number of lanes, length, desired capacity, and desired speed are 
listed. Link 3 and 7 form a faster, but longer motorway, and link 11 is a parallel, slower arterial. Links 4, 5, 
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6, and 8 are urban links with lower speed and capacity, which are the connectors between the motorway and 
the town centre. There are in total 7 routes available for all the OD pairs, whose detailed information and 
peak-hour demand of each OD pair are listed in Table 2. Route 3 is not used under normal conditions. 
 
Table 2: Route information and peak-hour demand for the OD pairs 

(O,D) Route No. Link Sequence Length (km) Free flow travel time 
(sec) 

Peak-hour 
demand 
(veh/h) 

1 1-2-3-7-9-10 24 720 
2 1-2-4-8-9-10 20 768 (O1,D1) 
3 1-11-10 24 1392 

6000 

4 1-2-4 10 384 (O1,D2) 
5 1-2-3-5 14 504 

1500 

(O2,D1) 7 8-9-10 10 384 1500 
 
In our preliminary case study, simple scenarios are designed. In each scenario, one and only one link, except 
entrance link 1 and exit link 10, is blocked during the peak hour. In this hour, the capacity of the chosen link 
is set as the certain ratio (from 0.0 to 1.0) of the designed capacity. Before and after the peak hour, the 
network is working with the designed capacity and speed. In all the scenarios, we assume that 70% of the 
travellers will get instant and perfect knowledge about the network conditions and will update their paths, 
while other 30% will stay on their pre-defined paths. 
 
For each scenario, a 3.5-hour demand profile as shown in Figure 4 is used, representing a ‘warming-peak-
cooling’ loading procedure. The last half an hour is designed with zero demand in order to clear up the 
network and take into account the influence of queuing delays completely.  
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Figure 4: Profile of the demand ratio (related to peak-hour value) 

 
 
4.1 Aggregated network performance measures 
As noted earlier, three aggregated network performance indicators are used for the network robustness study 
in table 3. Compared with the equilibrium situation (when link 11 is blocked), the network performance 
deteriorated at different levels. The values in the parenthesis are the ratios to the equilibrium values. The 
highest delays appear when motorway links are blocked, such as link 2, 3, 7 and 9. For the arterial links, the 
influence of off-ramps (link 4 and 5) is much higher than on-ramps (link 6 and 8). Some of the total travel 
distance results give out relative values less than 1, which are the scenarios when the total delay is 
enormously high. This is caused by some remaining traffic, still present in the network at the end of the 
simulation. So for these cases, the actual values of the indicators must be higher than those in the table. 
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Table 3: Aggregated network performance indicators when links are blocked 

Blocked link Total travel time 
(veh•h) 

Total travel distance 
(veh•km) 

Total delay 
(veh•h) 

2* 10256.83 (1.59) 349208.02 (1.01) 4119.47 (13.23) 
3* 11771.86 (1.82) 330207.10 (0.96) 5634.50 (18.09) 
4 8785.83 (1.36) 349700.57 (1.01) 2648.47 (08.50) 
5 6712.87 (1.04) 346888.87 (1.01) 575.51 (01.85) 
6 6474.63 (1.00) 343449.95 (1.00) 337.27 (01.08) 

7* 12091.59 (1.88) 320616.49 (0.93) 5954.23 (19.12) 
8 7253.05 (1.12) 349336.07 (1.01) 1115.69 (03.59) 

9* 11666.83 (1.81) 334251.18 (0.97) 5529.47 (17.76) 
11 (equilibrium) 6448.78 (1.00) 344757.57 (1.00) 311.42 (01.00) 

* means route 3 is used in that case 
 
4.2 Dynamic network performance analysis 
Since en-route assignment is just a one-shot procedure, using the time-dependent indicators calculated in 
equations (1) and (2), the dynamics of the network performances are more clearly described in Figure 5. In 
both figures of figure 4, the equilibrium scenario and the scenarios with link 3 blocked, link 4 blocked and 
link 9 blocked are presented. When a link is blocked, its capacity drops to zero. The left sub-figure in figure 
4 demonstrates how the average network speed changes. It is obvious that after blocking link 3 and link 9 
network speed deteriorates much more and the negative impact lasts longer than other scenarios. In the right 
sub-figure of figure 4, curves of instantaneous network capacity also illustrate the different influences of 
blocking different link. For the scenario that link 3 is blocked, although the blockage is removed after the 
peak hour (interval 72) and the link capacity returns to its desired value, it takes about one hour (till interval 
100) for the total network capacity to recover to the normal value, which indicates the remarkable after effect 
level of the incident. 
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Figure 5: Dynamic network performance: network average speed (left) and network capacity (right) 

 
 
4.3 Sensitivity analysis 
Sensitivity information provides the change of the network loading multiplier calculated by equation (3) with 
respect to the changes of service level of each link capacity. Level of service is defined as the remaining 
capacity of the link after the incident on the link. Figure 6 shows the results of total network loading 
multiplier results the whole simulation period with different level of services in the scenarios when the 
capacity on links 3, 7, 8 or 9 drops. In general, when the level of service increases, the network capacity also 
increases. The curve of link 9 drops first and also the fastest if the service level decreases in those curves, 
because link 9 is a common link for both OD pairs (O1, D1) and (O2, D1). So to a certain extent, link 9 is the 
hot spot in this network. 
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Figure 6: Changes of Network Loading Multiplier (NLM) in relation with different level of service 
 
5 Conclusions and discussion 
In this paper, we presented a new simulation-based systematic framework for the study of robustness in road 
networks and tested its feasibility by evaluating several network performance indicators for the network 
robustness. It is the first time that both equilibrium assignment and en-route assignment approaches are 
integrated in the study of robustness of road networks. This systematic framework can be considered as a 
complete structure. The reason is simple: the equilibrium assignment model can represent normal daily 
situations as the reference situation and represent the abnormal situation with long-term disturbances, while 
the en-route assignment model can represent network performance for abnormal situations after non-recur-
rent and short-term disturbances. Neither model can be neglected due to the different travel behaviour under 
different conditions. In addition, several time-dependent network performance indicators, next to some 
common aggregated indicators, have been developed as the results of both DTA approaches. A simple 
hypothetical network, which represents a typical city network with a motorway and parallel low-level path 
bypass, has been used for testing. Numerical results for this network demonstrated the feasibility of the 
robustness evaluation procedure. Some general remarks on the robustness of such kind of network can be 
made: 
1. Common links that are used by multiple OD pairs have more influence on the network performance; 
2. Disturbances on off-ramps have more deterioration effects to the network, because they will immediately 

influence the motorway traffic and cause high delay; 
3. Time-dependent indicators, i.e. average network speed and network capacity, can clearly describe the 

change of the network performance, as well as the robustness of the network. 
 
Thought the framework for the robustness evaluation of a degradable road network is comprehensive, the 
current study is still in a preliminary stage. We outline a few potential research topics that need to be 
explored further. 
• Examine the sensitivity of network robustness of demands. In the study, we only tested the change of 

service level. The study of network robustness with different demand levels is of great practical 
importance for the situation that big events are held in the city, which attracts more traffic than normal. 

• Calibrate the route choice models in the framework, especially the choice models in the en-route 
assignment. It must be done together with other calibration processes, such as OD estimation. The 
calibration procedure proposed by Chu et al. (2004) might be included in the future study. 

• Incorporate robustness constraints to the network design problem. Some researchers, such as Yin et al. 
(2004) and Zhang and Levinson (2004), have introduced the concept of robustness to network design and 
upgrade. But due to the simplicity of their static assignment models, the understanding of the 
disturbances involved and their impact on the robustness performance of a road network is not suitable 
for describing the dynamics. Thus, one possible formulation to integrate robustness in the network 
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design problem is to maximise the network reserve capacity subject to meeting a pre-specified service 
standard (e.g., capacity multiplier). 
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Abstract: In this paper, activity location, time of participation, duration, and route choice decisions
are jointly modeled in a single unified framework referred to as Activity-Travel Networks (ATNs).
The proposed framework is motivated by the following objectives: (a) to capture transportation
demand-supply dynamics, (b) to capture activity demand-supply dynamics, and (c) to develop a
framework for testing alternative behavioral mechanisms in urban transport models. ATNs use a
network representation where nodes are activity centers that are joined by travel links. Each route
in the network represents a set of travel and activity arcs. Therefore, choosing a route results in the
choice of activity location, duration, time of participation and travel route. Equilibrium behavior
requires that each individual choose the activity-travel sequence that provides the maximum utility
and that all individuals from an origin participating in the same set of activities have the same
utility irrespective of the route chosen. The dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) conditions based on
the above behavior are then presented. An equivalent variational inequality problem is obtained. A
solution method based on route-swapping algorithm is proposed. ATNs offer an unified framework
to meet the objectives listed above; however, proof of existence of DUE solutions and efficiency of
algorithms to solve large-sized networks are unresolved.

1. Introduction.
Urban transport modeling process involves several dimensions of individual choice including activ-
ity participation, location, time of participation, duration, choice of mode, route, etc. Two critical
characteristics in modeling urban transport are: i) each individual makes choices so as to maximize
his/her benefit, however, ii) the choice environment is dynamic and interactive. Dynamic because
the supply side, represented by opportunities to participate in activities and transportation system
accessibility, varies over time (both within-day as well as day-to-day). And interactive since decisions
require use of shared resources: every individual’s decisions affects and are affected by every other
individual’s decisions (for example travel time experienced when only one individual uses a road is
different from that experienced when several individuals travel on the same road at the same time.)

Broadly, urban transport models can be divided into two dichotomous categories: one, descriptive
statistical and econometric models of travel choice and, the other, network equilibrium models based
on mathematical programming formulations and prescriptive behavior. The former category of mod-
els estimate demand for travel (hereon referred to as demand models). The latter category of models
equilibrates demand and supply over a transportation network (network assignment models).

Descriptive demand models honor the first characteristic - utility maximization, but ignore the
dynamic and interactive nature of the choice environment (at best they incorporate static supply
characteristics). Network assignment models, on the other hand, directly incorporate the interactions
and dynamics of the choice environment however at the expense of a sufficiently rich behavioral
specification on individual choice behavior. As a result, demand modelers focus on the dimensions
of activity participation, location, duration, time of participation, and choice of mode while network
modelers focus on determining route choices and, in some cases, departure time choices. In practice,
demand and network models are employed in conjunction and in some cases include a feedback mech-
anism between the two.

However, integrated models of both demand and supply dimensions have been developed recently
(Lam and Huang (2003); Zhang et al. (2005);Kim et al. (2006)). Lam and Huang (2003) develop a
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dynamic equilibrium model considering activity location, route, and departure time dimensions. But,
their framework ignores the duration of activity participation. Capturing activity duration is essential
to to understand the effect of activity scheduling on traffic congestion. An integrated work activity
scheduling and departure time choice model in a network with bottleneck congestion is developed by
Zhang et. al. (2005). However, their paper is concerned a single activity only. A logical extension is
to consider multiple activities and activity chaining decisions. This is the focus of the paper by Kim
et. al. (2006). They present an activity chaining model formulated from the perspective of a time
use problem with budget constraints. Their model includes a dynamic traffic assignment simulation
model to obtain network travel times and an iterative day-to-day dynamic process where activity
chains are updated based on the network travel times computed in previous iteration. Whether such
an iterative procedure results in consistent solutions and the performance of the solutions compared
to more holistic frameworks are interesting research questions that merit attention.

The current study, extends above studies by integrating activity location, time of participation,
duration, and route choice decisions in a single unified framework referred to as Activity-Travel Net-
works (ATNs). The basic description of ATNs and the motivation for developing a unified framework
is presented in the next section.

2. ATN Representation and Motivation
ATNs use a network representation where nodes are activity centers that are joined by travel links.
Activities are represented by arcs that both originate and terminate in the same node (activity cen-
ters). Each activity arc is characterized by a unique activity type and duration. An activity-travel
sequence for an individual can be represented as a route that includes both travel and activity arcs.
The model time frame may be set arbitrarily. However, all individuals at the beginning of the model
start from ‘home’ and must participate in a predefined set of activities. All activity-travel sequences
that traverses the set of activity arcs in which an individual participates in are considered feasible
sequences. Consistent with rational behavior, each individual is assumed to choose the activity-travel
sequence that provides the maximum generalized utility. However, modeling the network dynamics at
an individual level would complexify the problem. Therefore, we treat all individuals who participate
in a given set of activities as similar. We accordingly modify the behavioral framework to be consis-
tent with Wardrop’s (Wardrop (1952)) equilibrium framework. The behavior rule adopted is ‘each
individual chooses the activity-travel sequence that provides the maximum utility and all individuals
from an origin participating in the same set of activities have the same utility irrespective of the route
chosen.

The framework is presented in a discrete-time setting. Durations of arc-traversal for travel arcs is
always assumed to be a function of flow, while for activity arcs it is independent of flow in some cases.
For example, the duration of work activity could be assumed to be fixed irrespective of number of
employees working at the location, but duration of a shopping activity could depend on the number
of shoppers. Further, restrictions on minimum and maximum activity participation durations can be
easily incorporated.

The proposed framework is motivated by the following considerations: (a) to capture transportation
demand-supply dynamics by jointly modeling activity location, time of participation, duration, and
route choice, (b) to capture activity demand-supply dynamics in addition to transportation demand-
supply dynamics, and (c) to develop a framework for testing alternative behavioral mechanisms for
urban transport models. We discuss each of these with examples below.

2.1. Transportation demand-supply dynamics
The importance of transportation demand-supply dynamics can best be illustrated through the fol-
lowing example. Consider a hypothetical scenario in the double-diamond network shown in figure 1.
The network consists of 8 nodes: Home node (H), Work node (W), four Non-work activity centers
(N1-N4), and two intermediate nodes (I1 and I2). The nodes are connected by 12 arcs: 3, 4, 10, and
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11 are the activity arcs and the rest are travel arcs. Let us call the diamond with the home node as
the residential neighborhood diamond (R-diamond) and the other as business neighborhood diamond
(B-diamond). The total demand for travel from home to work is 100 individuals; all individuals drive
alone to work. Further, 50 individuals drive directly from home to work while 50 individuals make
a stop to participate in a non-work activity en route to work. All individuals have to arrive at work
at the same time, (say) T. It is assumed that T is sufficiently large to allow all individuals to reach
work. All travel arcs have a capacity of 50 vehicles per time unit and free-flow traversal time of one
time unit, while the duration of non-work activity participation (which is also the time for traversal
of activity arc) is two time units. The utility of participating in the non-work activity is 100 utils (let
us call the unit of measuring utility as utils) while the utility of travel on an arc is -5*(travel time)
utils. As mentioned earlier, the travel arcs have fixed capacities: at free-flow a travel arc traversal
would fetch -5 utils, while a queuing delay by one time unit would result in a payoff of -10 utils.

There exist two possible activity-chain sequence here: i) Home to Work, and ii) Home to Non-work
activity to Work. The former can be accessed via four different paths while the latter has eight paths
- four paths each that visit a non-work activity center in R-diamond and B-diamond. Since the utility
of participating in the non-work activity in all four nodes is the same, based on traditional models of
utility maximization, they attract equal amount of traffic. Therefore such an assignment model would
result in each of the eight paths that pass through the non-work activity having a flow of 50/8. The
corresponding total free-flow traversal time is 7 time units (therefore start time is (T −7)th time unit).
For the individuals who drive straight to work, the traversal time is 5 time units; the corresponding
flow is divided among the four paths (50/4). However, link 7, with a capacity of 50 vehicles per time
unit, has an upstream demand of 75 vehicles at the start of (T − 3)th time unit. This leads to delay
by one time unit for 25 individuals and a loss in overall utility of 125 utils (assuming there is no late
arrival penalty).

On the other hand, if the traffic dynamics is also incorporated in the assignment model, we would
obtain a solution where none of the individuals visit the non-work activity center in the R-diamond.
In this case, there is no delay for any of the individuals and the total overall utility is 125 utils more
than the previous case. The reason for the difference in utilities is the limited capacity of link 7.
Ignoring the traffic flow dynamics, could lead to sub-optimal assignment patterns. Therefore, it is
important to consider transportation demand-supply dynamics.
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2.2. Activity demand-supply dynamics
A second motivation for adopting ATN framework is the ability to incorporate activity demand-
supply dynamics such as capacity restrictions in shopping mall check-out counters. Current models
that ignore activity demand-supply dynamics could over-estimate trip-chaining of shopping activity
by commuters or under-estimate non-peak hour shopping trips. If in the example above, the non-work
activity centers located in the B-diamond had the following modified utility specification: 100 utils if
flow on arc is less than or equal to 15 individuals, 75 otherwise; then, the corresponding destination
choice and traffic assignment model would result in 15 individuals choosing to participate in the
non-work activity in B-diamond while 10-individuals choose the R-diamond. However, all individuals
with similar activity-travel sequence do not have same generalized utilities. This is a case where an
equilibrium solution does not exist. We discuss this problem in detail in section 5.1.

2.3. Testing alternative behavioral mechanisms
The behavioral framework adopted in traditional frameworks such as four-step models has been a
combination of random utility maximization (RUM) and Nash equilibrium. The individual level dis-
aggregate models are usually based on the RUM framework. Here, every individual is presented with
a set of alternatives and s/he chooses the alternative with the best utility/payoff. By construction,
RUM framework does not consider the interaction effects: that is the effect of every individual’s choice
on payoff of other individuals. On the other hand, the network route assignment models equilibrate
choices till Nash equilibrium is reached. This equilibrium is defined such that no individual can uni-
laterally change his/her choice and improve payoff (or generalized cost/utility). Several interesting
questions arise.

• Why should the equilibrium modeling be restricted to route choice alone treating location,
time, duration, and mode choice decisions as exogenous?
• Are the solutions obtained at equilibrium considering the above multiple dimensions different

from that obtained in prior framework? Which captures behavior better?
• Are the demand model parameter values obtained by considering supply characteristics as

exogenous different from those obtained when jointly estimating the parameters and supply char-
acteristics (this is similar to simultaneous equations model but estimates of supply characteristics
are obtained from solving mathematical programs instead of regression equations).

To answer the questions raised above, results from a unified model must be compared with traditional
models. The Activity-Travel network proposed here provides one such model framework.

3. Conceptual Framework
3.1. Definitions and Notation

h: index for household.
ih: index for individuals in household h.

ih ∈ 1,2, . . . , Ih.

G = {ν,α} is the activity-travel network, where ν is the set of nodes and α is the set of arcs.
α3 {αT , αA} correspond to the set of travel and activity arcs.

Aih : Set of activities individual ih participates in.

Atrav
ih

: Set of travel activities for individual ih.

A•: Set of activities for all individuals residing in zone represented by node n.

The elements of the above sets are characterized by attributes that denote their ‘state’. We repre-
sent the set of characteristics as Ω[.]. The characters shown in bold are assumed to be ‘known’ while
the italics indicate characteristics that need to be determined in our present framework.
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Ων [iν ,eν ,Xν ]: corresponding to incoming arcs, egress arcs, and accessibility measures.

ΩαT [(m,n), (f,TT (f))]: source node, sink node, flow, and travel-time.

ΩαA [(n, δ), (U,f)]: activity-center node, duration, and utility of traversing the arc, flow.

ΩAih
[ts, δ, n]: activity start time, duration, and location node.

ΩAtrav
ih

[ts, δ, o, d,µ, ρ]: travel start time, duration, origin, destination, mode, and route.

Ωh[.]: Characteristics of the household h such as type of household, number of vehicles.

Ωih [.]: Characteristics of individual such as age, gender, employment status.

3.2. Relationships: ATN Framework
We use two types of functional relationships, Φ and Ψ, to capture the various complex relationships
between the above variables. Φ functions are direct functional maps from <mn to <m (for example,
regression equations), while Ψ functions represent more complex relationships such as mathematical
programs with equilibrium constraints, fixed-point problems, and variational inequalities.

Several different frameworks arise based on the relationships assumptions among the above sets and
their characteristics. The set of relationships below represent the framework adopted in this paper.
In particular, we assume Φ1, the set of activities that an individual participates in, as known; the
focus of this paper is on the two Ψ-functions only.

Aih = Φ1(Ωh,Ωih ,Ων , Ω̂α) (1)

{ΩA• ,ΩAtrav
•

}= Ψ1(ΩαT ,ΩαA ,Ων) (2)

{ΩαT [f,TT (f)],ΩαA [U,f ]}= Ψ2(ΩA• ,ΩAtrav
•

) (3)

The reader would note that the Φ function is at an individual level while the Ψ functions are at
a network or zonal level. Also, the Φ functions are similar to disaggregate demand models while Ψ2

is similar to an aggregate network assignment model. Given the complexity of the Ψ functions they
are not modeled at an individual or disaggregate level (however, a quasi-disaggregate approach can
be adopted by grouping the individuals into user classes). The reader would also note that, the Φ
function includes estimates of Ωα denoted as Ω̂α.

Φ1 determines the set of activities that an individual participates in. This could depend on house-
hold and individual characteristics, activity center location and accessibility characteristics, (estimate
of) transportation and activity supply characteristics, and also the set of fixed activities the individ-
ual participates in.

The Ψ functions represent complex relationships between arc (both travel and activity arc) char-
acteristics and characteristics of activities (both fixed and flexible). The two relationships Ψ1 and Ψ2

together represent a fixed-point problem given by (4) below.

{ΩαT [f,TT (f)],ΩαA [U,f ]}= Ψ2(Ψ1(ΩαT ,ΩαA ,Ων)) (4)

4. Operational Framework
Two critical issues to operationalize the ATN framework are flow propagation dynamics and utility
function specification.
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4.1. Dynamics of Flow Propagation
Traffic flow has been modeled at different levels in the past. The most realistic models are disaggre-
gate microsimulation models where behavior of each vehicle on the network is modeled explicitly. On
the other hand, macroscopic models describe traffic flow based on relationships between speed, flow,
and density. Though microscopic models are more accurate they require greater computation time
and lack analytical solutions.

Macroscopic models, on the other hand, can be modeled as side constraints or provide approxi-
mate, quick solutions and are more suited for analytical DTA models. Macroscopic models can be
further divided into exit flow models, point queue models, and physical queue models. In this study,
we adopt the network level simulation adaptation of the cell transmission model (CTM) (Daganzo
(1994), Daganzo (1995)) to capture the dynamics of traffic flow propagation. The CTM is capable
of capturing the effect of physical queues (for a discussion on differences between point queues and
physical queues the reader may refer to Szeto and Lo (2006)). Also, we formulate the ATN problem as
a variation inequality (VI) problem. Existing VI solution techniques are based on heuristic searches
and require several iterations of network loading step. Therefore, microsimulation models may not be
a computationally feasible option. We omit the details of the traffic flow model here. The reader is
referred to Lo (1999) and Lo and Szeto (2002) for a detailed discussion.

The flow propagation on activity arcs are based on a simple point-queue model. Every activity has
a fixed duration and a flow capacity but no density constraints. The activities can also be represented
in the cell transmission framework with a simple modification to the cell occupancy update step: flow
entering an activity arc must remain in the arc for a period that is at least equal to the duration of
the activity represented by the arc.

An example of the cell transmission model representation of activities at a node is shown in Figure
2.

4.2. Utility Function Specification
Another critical step in the ATN framework is the utility function specification.
Let,
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Ac be the set of all possible activity combinations.

Ra
od : Set of routes from origin o to destination d containing activity arcs αA such that they

traverse all activities in activity combination a ∈ Ac. r is a route that belongs to the set Ra
od.

Each route r represents a set of travel and activity arcs. Therefore choosing a route r, results in
the choice of activity location, duration, time of participation and travel route.

Ua,r
od denote utility derived by individuals departing from o and reaching d, participating in activ-

ity chain a∈Ac using route r.

ha,r
od : Path flow from o to d, participating in activity chain combination a∈Ac using route r.

The temporal dimension in dynamic traffic assignment models (such as departure or arrival time
index) is not associated with the above definitions since all individuals are always traveling on the
network or participating in an activity.

Similar to Lam and Huang (2003), we assume an additive specification for the above utility expres-
sion.

Ua,r
od = Ua(r)−U trav(r) (5)

Ua(r) is the utility derived from participating in activity combination a ∈ Ac and is a function of
route r. Ua(r) can be represented as the sum of utilities derived from traversing each activity arc αa

in route r.

Ua(r) =
∑

∀αA∈r

Uα(r, f)

where, f is the flow in activity link. In general, utility derived from activity participation may be
assumed to be a function of type and duration of activity, time of participation, location of activity
with respect to the origin/destination of flow on route r, and the total flow on activity link αA.

U trav(r) = β ∗TT (r) is the disutility from travel on route r.
where, β is a parameter to convert travel-time into utility units and TT(r) is the total travel time on
route r.

The focus of the present paper is not on estimating utility function form or parameters. We may
assume reasonable functional forms and parameter values to illustrate the ATN framework. However,
accurate estimation of utility function form and parameters is an important issue that needs further
investigation in the future.

5. Mathematical Formulation of ATNs
5.1. Dynamic User Equilibrium Conditions
We can now express the DUE conditions as follows:

Ua,r
od =

= U
a

od if ha,r
od > 0

≤U
a

od if ha,r
od = 0

∀o,d,a∈Ac,and r(: r ∈Ra
od) (6)

Subject to the condition that flow on network should satisfy demand. This is expressed as:∑
∀r∈Ra

od

ha,r
od =

∑
∀ih∈(o,d)

ζa
ih

∀a∈Ac, o, d (7)

where,

ζa
ih

=
{

1 . . . if activity combination a∈Aih

0 . . . otherwise

U
a

od is the maximum utility derived by individuals departing from o and reaching d, participating
in activity combination a∈Ac using route r.
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DUE conditions, however, are not always satisfied in capacitated networks (Szeto and Lo, 2006).
Because for DUE to hold a packet of flow that departs at the same time from the same origin
should reach the destination intact. However in capacitated networks it is possible that packets of
flow are broken because of the lack of available capacity downstream. Also, discontinuities in travel
time or utility functions could also result in non-existence of solutions (Szeto and Lo (2006)). Any
discrete-time model exposes itself to the above drawback. Further study is required to understand
the properties of DUE in discrete-time capacitated network models.

5.2. Equivalent variational inequality formulation
The above DUE conditions can now be formulated as an equivalent VI problem.∑

∀a∈Ac

(ha − ĥa)
T
Ua(h)≥ 0 ∀ha ∈Ha and ∀a∈Ac (8)

where,
Ha is the set of feasible route flows traversing all activities in activity combination a, given by (7),
ha is the vector of route flows ∈Ha,
ĥa is the vector of route flows that satisfy the DUE condition in equation 6, and
Ua is a vector whose each element is given by Ua,r

od −U
a

od.

5.3. Solution Approach
The utility derived from traversing the activity-travel sequence represented by route r, expressed as
the sum of utility derived from participating in activities and the disutility from travel, is assumed to
be a monotone decreasing function of flow on route r. Therefore, a route-swapping algorithm (Szeto
and Lo, 2006; Lam and Huang, 2003; Nagurney and Zhang (1997)) may be adopted to obtain solu-
tions to the VI problem shown in (8). The detailed algorithm is presented below:

Step 0: Initialize.
Set iteration counter i = 0.
Choose an initial feasible vector of flows h(i).

Step 1: Computation.
Load flow h(i) and compute travel times TT(r) using the Cell-based transmission model.
Compute utilities Ua,r

od using (5) ∀r, o, d .
Set Ua

od = max
∀r∈Ra

od

Ua,r
od ∀o, d.

Step 2: Update flows.
Set R̂a

od = r ∈Ra
od : Ua,r

od = Ua
od.

For ever activity combination a∈Ac,
ha,r

od (i+1) = max(0, ha,r
od (i)+ ρha,r

od (i)(Ua,r
od −Ua

od)) ∀r ∈Ra
od\R̂a

od

Σh =
∑

∀r∈Ra
od
\R̂a

od

(ha,r
od (i)−ha,r

od (i+1))

ha,r
od (i+1) = ha,r

od (i)+ Σh

|R̂a
od
| ∀r ∈ R̂a

od

ρ is a scale parameter.
Step 3: Check for convergence.

if
∑

∀r∈Ra
od

(|ha,r
od (i+1)−ha,r

od (i)|) < 2ε, then terminate. ε is a convergence tolerance value.

else, i = i + 1; Go to Step 1.
Demonstration of the above algorithm on test networks is a direction of on-going research. Effi-

ciency of the above algorithm to solve large-sized networks has to be established. It is expected that
the efficiency would depend on utility function specification and model of flow dynamics. The effect
of these factors on convergence and on existence of DUE solutions are interesting topics for further
research.
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6. Summary and Further Work
In this paper, a formulation based on Activity-Travel network representation, capable of accommodat-
ing both traffic and activity demand-supply dynamics is presented. The motivation for adopting ATNs
are (a) to capture transportation demand-supply dynamics by jointly modeling activity location,
time of participation, duration, and route choice, (b) to capture activity demand-supply dynamics
in addition to transportation demand-supply dynamics, and (c) to develop a framework for testing
alternative behavioral mechanisms. The importance of transportation and activity demand-supply
interactions where demonstrated using examples.
The dynamic user equilibrium conditions were then presented and the equivalent variational inequal-
ity problem obtained. A solution method based on route-swapping algorithm is proposed. Several
open issues merit further investigation: first, we need to derive the properties such as solution exis-
tence and uniqueness of the variational inequality problem. Second, numerical or analytical results
on convergence properties of solution algorithms need to be developed. Also, other specialized algo-
rithms that leverage the particular structure of the problem needs to be explored. This would depend,
among other factors, on the utility function specification and the traffic flow dynamic model. Finally,
a holistic framework that includes data collection and simultaneous estimation of activity and travel
utility function parameters needs to be explored to completely realize the potential of the proposed
framework.
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Abstract 
This paper discusses an approach to transit assignment considering especially the following 
public transport properties: a) Transit vehicles have a finite capacity and there might be times of 
the day when the demand exceeds this capacity; b) demand is changing even within peak-hours; 
and c) in networks without published timetables passengers consider multiple routes and their 
actual route choice depends only on which vehicle arrives first (the so-called ‘common line’ 
effect). Central to the approach is the introduction of a probability that passengers are not able to 
board the transit line they wish to ride if this service does not have sufficient available space for 
all demand from this station during some time of day. This “fail-to-board probability” is set in 
such a way that all the available space is used but all demand exceeding the available capacity 
remains on the platform. To reflect changes in the fail-to-board-probability over time, time 
intervals are considered. Further, trips that can not be completed in one time interval are carried 
over to the next period. It is assumed that those passengers who failed to board attempt to 
continue their journey from the same platform in the next time interval.  
 
1. Introduction 
 
In road traffic the consideration of dynamic assignment is of importance because of changing 
supply and demand characteristics over the modelling period of interest. There is often a complex 
interaction between travel time of links and user route and departure time choice if the network 
becomes congested.  
 
The consideration of dynamic aspects is also an issue for transit assignment. The travel time of 
buses which share the road space with private cars is also depending on the congestion. However, 
also for rail (and buses operating on separate bus lanes) dynamic aspects need to be considered 
leading to the same assignment problems as for road traffic. The changing perception of travel 
cost over time for these modes is also due to capacity shortage; in this case however this does not 
primarily lead to changes in link travel times but to on-board crowding causing discomfort to 
passengers. In particular some passengers might not get a seat. Further to this, in some situations 
the overcrowding might get so severe that some passengers will not get on-board leading to an 
increase in travel time equal to the service headway (if passengers do not consider boarding other 
lines).  
 
In recent years schedule-based approaches to transit assignment have been further developed to 
capture dynamic aspects of transit assignment (see Wilson and Nuzzolo, 2004, for a summary). 
This work does however not overcome the need to also consider dynamic assignment for 
networks where the services operate with a high frequency (possibly without a timetabled 
schedule) and where passengers make their route choices by deciding for one line (or a group of 
lines) without opting for a particular service of a line. 
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In the following an approach to frequency-based transit assignment is discussed considering 
capacity constraints explicitly as well as time intervals in order to model the build-up of 
congestion over time. A “fail-to-board probability” q is introduced which is set in such a way that 
all the available space is used but all demand exceeding the available capacity remains on the 
platform. It is assumed that those passengers who failed to board attempt to continue their 
journey from the same platform in the next time interval (including a chance that they might fail 
to board again at this platform). Further, “long trips” that can not be completed in one time 
interval are carried over to the next period. These passengers are also assumed to continue their 
journey from the last node they reached in the previous time interval. 
 
 
2. Other approaches to dynamic capacity constrained transit assignment 
 
In general there two main approaches to transit assignment need to be distinguished. The classic, 
rather macroscopic frequency-based approach assigns passengers to lines. Compared to this, the 
major advantage of schedule-based approaches is that vehicle loadings can be predicted for 
specific runs. ‘This approach allows us to take into account the evolution in time of both supply 
and demand, as well as run loads and level of service attributes’ (Nuzzolo, 2003). Since Tong and 
Richardson (1984), scheduled-based assignment has been gaining in popularity. Theoretical 
advances as well as case studies have been published, for example Wilson and Nuzzolo (2004). 
However, schedule-based models are not advantageous in every situation as discussed in 
Schmöcker and Bell (2005). One might prefer to use a frequency-based approach for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, the models require less detailed input data and a less detailed network 
representations. This also often leads to advantages in run time. Frequency-based models might 
therefore be preferred for the strategic modelling with large scale networks. Secondly, if 
passenger arrivals and/or vehicle departures include some random element, the common line 
problem is easier to handle with frequency-based models. Thirdly, schedule-based models 
assume First-In-First-Out behaviour. Mingling among passengers who are already waiting for a 
long time and those who have just arrived, which happens at least to some degree on long 
platforms, can however be more easily modelled by frequency-based models. 
 
Frequency-based modelling constitutes the classical approach as it is simpler, requiring less input 
data and less computational power. Advanced frequency-based route choice models consider 
strategies as introduced by Spiess and Florian (1989). These modelling techniques have been 
developed to reflect the choice passengers face in a public transport network where a number of 
lines would bring a passenger to his destination. Often a passenger at a stop has a choice of lines, 
referred to as common lines, which will take him directly or indirectly to his destination. The 
lines may differ in their attractiveness, perhaps due to the travel time to the destination, the 
number of changes, the probability of seat availability, etc.  
 
In their seminal paper Spiess and Florian further suggest the “effective frequency” approach as a 
way of reflecting the priority of those on board over boarders in the competition for space. This 
approach is followed up by De Cea and Fernández (1993). The travel costs of transit arcs are 
assumed to be constant but the travel costs of waiting links are dependent on the link flows. With 
increasing flow the waiting time is strictly monotone increasing. The effective frequency is then 
defined as the inverse of the waiting time. The idea behind this is that with more buses arriving 
full, the waiting time will increase, because it is harder to get onto the next vehicle. If the vehicle 
arrives empty the effective frequency at this station is equal to the nominal frequency. But a 
service might still carry more passengers than it has capacity because only for line flows reaching 
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infinity the waiting cost becomes infinity and hence the effective frequency zero. The vehicle 
capacity acts more like a “practical capacity” which is part of the waiting cost function. De Cea 
and Fernández (1993) acknowledge that “practical capacities” do not solve the problem of 
overcrowding. However, they argue that this approach might be sufficient for strategic planning 
where one is not concerned about passenger loads for specific runs but is looking at the demand 
for the service over a longer time period.  
 
Cominetti and Correa (2001) therefore instead use a formulation of the effective frequency fi’ 
based on queuing theory: If vi → iv   then fi’ → 0 and wi → ∞ where iv  is the saturation flow and 
wi is the waiting time on the link. With this formulation of “strict capacities”, line loads will not 
exceed capacity. The assignment algorithm assumes that passengers travel on shortest hyperpaths 
and Dijkstra’s algorithm is used for finding shortest hyperpaths. As in De Cea and Fernández, the 
distribution of flows across links of a hyperpath is proportional to the effective frequency of this 
link. Cepeda et al (2005) continue the work of Cominetti and Correa (2001) show that a local 
equilibrium of the assignment is also the global equilibrium. Therefore it is possible to use a gap 
function that becomes zero if the solution is equal to the optimal one. The gap function is based 
on Wardrop’s first principle and shows the difference between the cost of all passengers using the 
cheapest path and the cost for all passengers with the current assignment. Based on these findings 
they propose a heuristic solution algorithm using the Method of Successive Averages that solves 
congested transit assignment for large-scale networks. Several case-studies in major cities around 
the world are briefly described demonstrating the validity of this approach. 
 
In summary, the effective frequency approach has been shown to successfully model large scale 
overcrowded networks. It might however be criticised for the assumption of a continuously 
increasing cost function, which means that passengers are deterred from boarding a line even if 
the flow is below capacity. It also does not allow an explicit estimation of the number of 
passengers that are not able to board the vehicle. In the following an approach is presented which 
seeks to overcome these shortcomings. Further, none of the above approaches consider dynamic 
effects. As the case study will show, providing sufficient capacity for the demand of the extended 
morning peak might still lead to severe congestion during the peak of the peak. Overcrowding 
within short time intervals present safety risks for the whole service and lead to delays and hence 
reduced overall capacity during long periods of time.  
 
 
3. Network description and notation 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the nodes and arcs used for the network description by illustrating one station. 
Besides the origin and the destination there are four node types. The stop node represents the 
platform at which passengers wait for the service to arrive. At the alighting node passengers who 
stay on-board and those who alight at this station are separated whereas at the boarding node 
those passengers staying on-board from previous nodes and those passengers boarding anew are 
mingled. To consider the capacity constraints, failure nodes are introduced. In this approach 
passengers are penalised by not being transferred further downstream in this time interval but 
have to attempt to board again in the subsequent time interval. 
 
There are nine arc types which connect the above described nodes. Line arcs (LA) correspond to 
transit lines and connect a boarding node with the alighting node of the next station downstream. 
On-board wait arcs (OBWA) are used by passengers not alighting at this station. Access walking 
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arcs (AWA) and egress walking arcs (EWA) connect the origin with the stop node and the stop 
node with the destination respectively. There is exactly one access arc and one egress arc in every 
hyperpath. Alighting arcs (AA), connect alighting and stop nodes, and boarding demand arcs 
(BDA), connect a stop node with a fail node. In order to reflect the reduced waiting time if 
passengers include common lines the waiting time is not associated with the boarding demand arc 
or the boarding arc (BA) but instead with the stop node. For those passengers who get onto the 
service, i.e. do not fail at the failure node, there is no additional cost, meaning that there is no cost 
associated with boarding arcs. The amount of passengers exceeding the available capacity is 
transferred back to the stop node via the failure arcs (FA). Finally, transfer arcs (TA) represent 
walking between platforms.  

Stop

Fail Board

O

BDA

BAAlight
AA

LA 

EA
D

Platform 1

OBWA

AWE

Platform 2

AWE EA

Alight

AA

LA Fail

BDA
FA

BoardBA

FA

TA

OBWA

LA

LA

 
Figure 1 Nodes and Arcs at a station with multiple platforms and lines 

 
Further, following notation will be used for the network description:  
 
L: Set of transit lines (with l ∈ L)  
capl: Capacity of a service on line l 
fl: Frequency of transit line l  
Ul: Set of platforms served by line l (with u ∈ Ul) 
I: Set of nodes (with i ∈ I) and  
S:  Set of stop nodes (with s ∈ S and su denoting a stop node at platform u) 
B: Set of boarding nodes 
E:  Set of failure nodes (with e ∈ E) 
A: Set of arcs (with a ∈ A) 
ca: Cost of travelling on arc a connecting nodes i and j  
 
In opposite to above variables flow and path choice dependent variables are changing in the time 
intervals. However, because in the “quasi-dynamic” model formulation these variables always 
refer to the current time interval t (unless indicated), a superscript t is for simplicity not added.  
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4. Cost function and hyperpath search 
 
In the search for the shortest route to each destination, the common line problem is considered. 
Therefore, not choosing shortest path p, but choosing a set of a paths called hyperpath h 
minimises the travel time or generalised costs. In order to search for h the arc transition 
probabilities πah need to be defined. For every node i the arc transition probabilities are non-
negative and satisfy: 

 ,  (1) 1=∑
∈ hiAa

ahπ hIi ∈∀

In (1) and in all following equations the subscript h indicates that the set of arcs or nodes 
concerns only those included in the hyperpath. At failure nodes following relationship holds: 
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where qi is the fail-to-board probability at node i.Since there are always exactly two arcs leading 
out of a failure node (one boarding arc and one failure arc (2) also fulfils (1). The fail-to-board 
probability qi causes an expected delay of TID*qi for passengers traversing node i in this time 
interval where TID is the duration of the time interval. The passenger must further consider that 
there is a probability that he also fails to board in the subsequent time interval. Therefore the 
probability of failing to board in the current time interval but being able to board in time interval 
t+1, t+2, t+3,… is  respectively which causes an expected delay of ),...1(),1(),1( 32 qqqqqq −−−
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Therefore the generalised cost of travelling on hyperpath h, gh, becomes 
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with αah as the probability of using arc a and βih as the probability of traversing node i when 
travelling on hyperpath h. wih is the expected waiting time at node i under consideration of all 
lines that are included in h. Further, θ is the person’s value of likely delays through overcrowding. 
If one would weight the first two terms of the generalised cost (on-board travel time and waiting 
time) with a parameter γ for “normal travel time” it is probably realistic to assume γ <θ because 
of “delay frustration”. Therefore in this case where γ is omitted a value θ > 1 is reasonable. The 
hyperpath search algorithm used in this approach is the same as the one described in Kurauchi et 
al (2003) which follows the one suggested by Nguyen and Pallotino (1988). In the same way as 
in Kurauchi et al (2003) it is easy to show that with cost function (4) the hyperpath costs are node 
separable which means Bellman’s principle applies. Therefore the hyperpath search and the 
resulting transition probabilities can be formulated destination-specific, i.e. it is not necessary to 
formulate the optimal transition probabilities OD or hyperpath specific. 
 
5. Network loading 
 
Let Πd = [πij]d denote the transition probability matrix for trips destined to d on a previously 
calculated set of hyperpaths (because Bellman’s principle applies we can omit subscript h in this 
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section). Further yid is defined as the demand from node i to destination d (in time intervals t > 1 a 
starting point with i ∉ O is also possible). Then for a static formulation of the network loading 
the vector of passengers traversing intermediate nodes i, vd, can be obtained by (5) following Bell 
(1995). In (5) and following equations the dash indicates matrix transposition. 

[ ]( ) static
dd

static
ddddd

static
d yIyIv

′
Π−=′+Π+Π+Π+Π+= −1432 )...(  (

)

5)  

For a dynamic formulation one needs, however, to consider that passengers might not traverse all 
nodes in the same time interval. For this let us define the matrix Δd with elements δij, which takes 
the value of 1 if node j is reachable from node i in one time interval and otherwise zero. Δd is 
clearly dependent on TID, further the subscript d is required because the travel time between 
nodes i and j is dependent on the set of hyperpaths used to d. Then the passenger volume that 
could reach node j can be expressed as Δ’ yd and the node volumes of passengers destined to d 
can be written as:  

[ ]( ) dddd yΠIv  1 Δ′
′

−= −  (6) 

Similar to the transition probabilities let us define the arcs also in terms of head and tail nodes, i.e. 
a = (i,j) with i:= Out(a) and j:=In(a). Then it follows that the arc volumes xij can be obtained from 
the node volumes as in (7): 

(∑∑ ⋅==
d

dd
d

d diag Πvxx )(  (7) 

The passengers who cannot reach their destination within one time interval are re-assigned in the 
following time intervals. In this study, all passengers are assigned at the beginning of the time 
interval and will be re-assigned from the furthest tail node they can reach within the time interval. 
To formulate this, let us define Κr

d
 with elements [κr

ij] as an arc connecting (i,j) satisfying 
following criteria:  

⎩
⎨
⎧ >≤

=
otherwise0

 and if1 TIDttTIDtt rjrir
ijκ  (8) 

where r is the start node of trips in this time interval, which can be an origin but also another 
node if the trip is continued over several time intervals. Note that because of common lines there 
might be several final nodes from each start node r that can be reached within one time interval. 
An algorithm to find the travel time matrix TTd :=[ttij]d showing the travel times between nodes i 
and j is described in Schmöcker (2006). With this definition of Κr

d indicating the “final nodes 
reachable in one time interval” the number of passengers who could not finish their trip and who 
have to be reassigned in the following time interval are calculated as in (9): 

[ ]( )∑ ′′
−=

−

r
d

r
ddd yΚΠImu  1*  (9) 

The star in (9) indicates that mud is calculated only after the equilibrium solution has been found. 
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the dynamic assignment. It illustrates that the equilibrium for 
one time interval is calculated before moving on to the next time interval. Therefore the 
unfinished trips are added to the OD demand of the next time interval as formulated in (10): 

d
t
d

t
d muyy +← ++ 11  (10) 
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Figure 2 Flow Chart of the quasi-dynamic assignment procedure 

 
 
6. Ensuring capacity constraints and reassignment of passengers who failed-to-board 
 
In (2) the transition probabilities are dependent on the failure probabilities q which have to be 
estimated. For each line arc (11) must be satisfied, where  is the flow on an arc of line l 
leaving platform u and cap

ulLAx

l is the The flow on a line arc consists of those staying on board xOB 
plus those wishing to board xBDA. Those staying on board have priority over those wishing to 
board as they have boarded the service earlier. This means that the fail-to-board probability qul 
needs to be adjusted in such a way that (12) is satisfied. 
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The adjustment is done by (13), which implies that at the equilibrium either qul is non-zero or 
constraint (11) does not need to be enforced (there are still spaces available on the service). 
 

ulLAl xcap ≥       (11)   LlUu l ∈∈∀ ,
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ululululul BDAulOBBAOBLA xqxxxx −+=+= 1 ,  LlUu l ∈∈∀ ,   (12) 
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Similar to unfinished trips, passengers who fail to board are assumed to continue their journey in 
the subsequent time interval. is the sum of those who failed to board at the failure nodes 
of lines l that are served at the same platform u. As illustrated in 

usdmq  

Figure 1, each platform has one 
stop node and passengers are re-assigned from this stop node so that the number of passengers 
starting their journey from su in the subsequent time interval can be calculated with (14): 

 
,∑

∈

=
u

ulBDAdu
Ll

ulsd xqmq **
 ,

Ll ∈∀ Uu ∈∀  (14) 

where d is the destination of the travellers and as in (9) the star indicates an equilibrium value, i.e. 
mqd is calculated after the equilibrium is found. Also in the same way as for unfinished trips mud, 
the passengers who failed to board are added to the origin demand before the assignment in the 
next time period. 

 
 (15) d

t
d

t
d mqyy +← ++ 11

 
7. Numerical Example 
 
In order to illustrate the above approach, it is demonstrated with the small network shown in 
Figure 4. The demand is assumed to be 100 passengers travel from each station to each station 
downstream (600 passengers in total, split into 100 passengers for OD pairs: A→B, A→C, B→C, 
B→D, C→D). In order to illustrate the treatment of the excess demand it is assumed that there is 
no new demand after one hour. However, the simulation period is extended to 3 hours to let all 
passengers arrive at their destination. 

12 12 12

15 8

Station A Station B Station C Station D

Line 1
Headway: 6 minutes
Capacity: 10 pas/veh

Line 2
Headway: 12 minutes
Capacity: 20 pas/veh

 
Figure 4 Small example network 

 

The three hour simulation period are modelled with TID equal to 60min, 30min and 15min. In 
case of TID = 30min (15min) it is assumed that the demand is equally spread between the two 
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(four) intervals of the first hour. In order to allow a better comparing of these results with the 
static results θ is set to 0. 
 
In Table 1 the fail-to board probability and the number of passengers failing to board during the 
first hour are identical to the results gained with the static model. Those passengers that failed to 
board are then reassigned in the second and third hour. In the second time interval the demand at 
Station B is still higher than the available capacity (qB=0.45) so that 63.9 passengers only arrive 
during the third time interval at their destination even though they started their journey during the 
first time interval. The line loads in Table 1 confirm that Line 1 leaving Station B is still fully 
occupied and in the second time interval and is also still used in the third time interval. 

B

 
Modelling shorter time intervals allows a more detailed analysis of the overcrowding in the 
network. Assignment with TID = 30 and especially with TID=15 reveal the gradual increase and 
later decrease of the congestion at Station B better. In case of TID=30 it can be seen that the 
overcrowding at B is worse after 30min ( 2

1,
=t

LBq =0.82) compared to the first time interval ( 1
1,

=t
LBq = 

0.7). This effect is hidden if one models too long time intervals. Note further that in the model 
with TID=15 the fail-to-board probability 1

2,
=t

LCq = 0 in the first time interval in contrast to the 
0.25 for the assignment with TID =30 and TID =60. This is because it takes more than 15min for 
passengers from A to arrive at C so that the model recognises that the first group of passengers 
from Station C do not compete for space with passengers from Station A. 
 

Table 1 TID = 60min a) Boarders and Fail-to-board probabilities, b) Line flows 

 
 

 
 

Table 2 TID = 30min a) Boarders and Fail-to-board probabilities, b) Line flows 
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Table 3 TID = 15min a) Fail-to-board probabilities, b) Line flows 

 
 

 
8. Concluding remarks 
 
This paper presented a dynamic approach to frequency-based modelling in order to overcome 
some of the disadvantages so far experienced with frequency-based models if one wants to 
analyse capacity problems at a strategic level. The assignment procedure described is a dynamic 
one, the route choice procedure does however only partially take the dynamic effects into 
account: It is considered that the route choice might vary in different time intervals and that 
passengers might change their initial route choice if they encounter too much congestion. The 
limitation is that the initial route choice for trips spanning more than one interval cannot respond 
to conditions in future intervals. This is an area for further work, if one finds that passengers’ risk 
averseness is significant. The advantage of the current simpler approach is however, that none of 
the variable values needs to be stored for more than one time-interval and a time-dependent and 
memory consuming notation of the variables can be avoided. 
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Abstract 
When planning line frequencies and fares in multimodal transit networks, frequency-based transit assignment 
models that consider the differences in the modes, fares, and passengers’ preferences are required. Stochastic 
Process (SP) models that seek an equilibrium probability distribution of route flows and costs considering 
daily variations in route costs have been developed for road traffic assignment, and were shown to give 
solutions that subsume UE and SUE solutions as particular cases. As a first step toward building an analytic 
model for multimodal, multi-user-class transit assignment that considers day-to-day dynamics, a SP model is 
presented in this paper. Monte Carlo simulation is used to model passengers’ information acquisition and 
decision process, based on a micro-simulation model for passengers’ and buses’ movements. A Random 
Utility Model is adopted for passengers’ route choice. Passengers’ expectations of the route costs are updated 
each day based on the experiences of ghost objects made to travel the alternative routes without contributing 
to the costs. Applications of the model are presented.  
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Public transport users in many cities have a choice of different transit modes with different level of service 
and cost attributes for the different social classes. For example, small minibuses (of 10-15 seats) operating 
together with bigger buses are common in some cities of developing countries. Forecasting patronage levels 
in such networks requires, as applicable, consideration of: parallel lines, possibly of different costs or modes; 
different and, sometimes, limited vehicle capacities; different fares and fare structures; passengers’ 
preference towards different modes; and number and type of inter- and intra- modal transfers likely to be 
made. 
 
Frequency-based transit assignment models forecast mean passenger route flows/proportions and costs for a 
transit system characterised by average line frequencies or headways (as opposed to time tables). Both UE 
and SUE models have been presented in the literature (see section  3) assuming passengers minimize their 
travel costs considering some of the issues listed in the preceding paragraph. These models are mostly 
formulated as fixed-point problems, that seek long-term steady state route costs and flows.  
 
Stochastic process (SP) models are an area of growing research interest. They simulate the convergence of a 
system towards an equilibrium state taking into account passengers’ information acquisition and decision-
making processes with full consideration of temporal fluctuations and transient conditions, without imposing 
an equilibrium condition. In addition, they provide important variability statistics of their estimates which 
decision-makers could use to determine the risks associated with the different options they appraise.  
 
With the intention of ultimately developing a model for day-to-day dynamics from which analytic 
approximations to passenger route costs and flows could be derived, this paper presents such an SP model. 
The following two sections present brief literature reviews of SP and frequency-based transit assignment 
models, respectively. Section  4 discusses the Monte Carlo simulation based framework for evaluating the SP 
model. Numerical applications are presented in the succeeding section after which conclusions are made in 
section  6. 

2 STOCHASTIC PROCESS MODELS 
SP models for route choice represent the day-to-day evolving interaction between transit system costs and 
passengers’ information acquisition and choice processes, based on assumptions of passengers’ choice 
updating behaviour and learning and forecasting mechanisms. In discrete-time process models for dynamic 
evolution of a system, passengers are assigned on the different routes based on the mean perceived costs and 
their distributions, giving a distribution of route flows. Passengers’ experiences of different routes are used to 
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continuously update passengers’ route perceptions. SP models that have the Markov property – which states 
the conditional probability distribution of future states of a SP, given the present state, depend only upon the 
current state – also have a unique stationary probability distribution of the equilibrium state, for a certain 
demand-supply system (e.g. Meyn and Tweedie, 1993). From the stationary distribution, comprehensive 
statistical descriptions of the equilibrium state of the system could be obtained.  
 
SP models have been applied in road traffic assignment models. Cascetta (1989) introduced the approach and 
discussed sufficient conditions for the stationarity of the process. Under certain conditions, similar results are 
reported when comparing the mean flows obtained from the model with steady state assignment models 
based on the SUE paradigm; divergent results are observed when multiple equilibria exist. Cantarella & 
Cascetta (1995) propose conditions for the existence and uniqueness of stationary probability distributions. 
Taking advantage of the existence of such distributions, Watling (1996) investigated the use of SP models 
for some commonly encountered asymmetric problems for which solution uniqueness is not guaranteed. 
Using simple examples, these distributions are shown to have a single peak or multiple peaks based on the 
uniqueness of the solution and stability of different points of equilibrium. Nuzzolo et al. (2001) discuss the 
application a similar approach for schedule-based transit assignment models, where explicit time table 
information is used to describe network supply.  
 
Monte Carlo simulation is the obvious approach to generate pseudorandom observations for such dynamic 
processes over some given time horizon, and to obtain estimates of the equilibrium mean and covariance 
matrix of (for example) route flows. Approximations to the mean and covariance matrix obtained from such 
simulation-based methods have been presented by Davis & Nihan (1993) and Hazelton & Watling (2004), 
respectively, for particular classes of such models.  
 
Without imposing equilibrium conditions, applications of SP models have been shown to converge to unique 
stationary probability distributions for road traffic assignment problems under certain conditions. SP models 
are particularly attractive for modelling asymmetric problems with multiple equilibria. To the authors’ 
knowledge, their use has not been investigated for frequency-based transit assignment models. 

3 FREQUENCY-BASED TRANSIT ASSIGNMENT 
This section gives a brief review of research in frequency-based transit assignment, concentrating on 
passenger route choice behaviours, issues of handling capacity constraints and multimodal networks, and 
highlighting some major developments and outstanding issues.  
 
In recognition of parallel services that might be available to passengers, Spiess & Florian (1989) introduce 
the notion of optimal strategies that assumes passengers have a fixed subset of “attractive” lines chosen for 
every stop they might encounter on their trip, and (at each stop) board the first arriving bus from that set to 
arrive at their destination. The attractive lines are identified by assuming passengers only consider lines that 
minimize their expected travel time. Nguyen & Pallottino (1988) provided a graph theoretic framework for 
this work that represented a strategy as a hyperpath. De Cea & Fernandez (1989) define a route as a (fixed) 
sequence of transfer stops. The set of attractive lines is chosen between each pair of transfer stops to 
minimize expected travel time, to make up what are called “route-sections”. This could be rather restrictive 
as it only considers transit lines that “visit” both termini of the route section in the attractive lines set. The 
two approaches are compared in De Cea et al. (1988).  
 
To model the effect of vehicle capacities on passenger waiting times and route choice, De Cea & Fernandez 
(1993) propose BPR-type additional waiting cost term that depends on the passenger flow-to-capacity ratio. 
The so-called effective-frequency approach, presented in Cominetti & Correa (2001) and Cepeda et al. 
(2006), uses flow-dependent decreasing functions, instead of fixed nominal frequencies, to represent impacts 
on waiting costs. Both these approaches use continuously increasing waiting cost functions which might 
over-estimate user costs. Kurauchi et al. (2003) incorporate strict line capacity constraints through failure-to-
board probabilities. A generalized cost specification that includes the risk of failing to board is used to 
consider passengers’ risk-aversion to highly congested stops. Waiting time impacts are, however, not 
considered until capacity is exceeded. Hamdouch et al. (2004) assume passengers’ route choice strategies 
specify ordered sets of attractive lines, where the probability of boarding a line is proportional to the residual 
capacity of the line and inversely proportional to the number of users that want to board the line. All the 
above methods aggregate all the runs of the line over the period they model and might not realistically 
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capture the variability of the waiting times, especially when the vehicle capacities and/or line frequencies are 
relatively small.  
 
Research in multimodal transit assignment models that consider different modes in the same framework have 
been presented in the literature. Lozano & Storchi (2002) presented an expanded, multimodal version of the 
work by Nguyen & Pallottino (1988) which forecast shortest viable hyperpaths, eliminating paths that do not 
respect constraints on the sequence of used modes and exceed a pre-specified number of modal transfers.  Lo 
et al. (2003) note the unrealistic type of intra-modal transfers and number of transfers that might arise from 
equilibrium formulations and the difficulty of modelling non-linear fare structures by equilibrium models. 
They suggest a transformation of the base network to a state-augmented network that avoids such problems. 
Nielsen (2000) presented a Probit-based SUE formulation for multimodal transit assignment where 
passengers’ preferences for different modes and cost attributes are simulated along side the perceived costs. 
He highlights the need to define more robust rules for when and how different lines should be aggregated to 
represent correlations and covariance in overlapping routes’ costs. Except for Nielsen (2000) which 
implemented BPR-type functions, the other works cited here have not considered capacity constraints. 
 
Despite major developments in the issues listed in section  1, research into multimodal multi-user-class 
frequency-based transit assignment model that consider strict capacity constraints are scarce.  

4 MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section, the analytic model for the SP and SIMTRANSIT, the Monte Carlo simulation model built to 
implement the SP approach to multimodal frequency-based transit assignment, are presented. First, the 
micro-simulation model for the buses and passengers, which is the core for simTRANSIT based on which 
the SP model is evaluated, is presented.  

4.1 Bus and Passenger Simulation Model 
A micro-simulation type approach is used to model the buses’ and the passengers’ movements. This will 
allow separate simulation of the different lines’ runs (i.e. without aggregating all the runs over the modelling 
period) to obtain better representation of the passengers’ experiences. Using a simulation time step-length of 
ω , the model processes bus arrivals, passenger arrivals, and bus departures sequentially; each initiating the 
different procedures briefly described as follows. Firstly, at each time step, due passengers and buses are 
generated based on assumed headway distributions. Then, alighting passengers are allowed to do so for every 
arriving bus, after which bus departure times would be assigned. Transferring passengers join the queue for 
their next service. Next, newly generated passengers are made to choose their route and queue accordingly, 
following the first-in-first-out rule. Finally, queuing passengers are made to board the departing bus if it is in 
their attractive lines set and has spare capacity. After allowing passengers to board it, the buses are assigned 
arrival times to the next stop in their itinerary. A constant stop-to-stop travel time is assumed in this study. 
 
The micro-simulation approach adopted allows the direct observation of waiting times without having to 
specify difficult-to-calibrate BPR-type functions to represent effects of strict vehicle capacities and ensures 
buses are not loaded beyond their capacities. Different theoretical or empirical passenger and line headway 
distributions could also be modelled explicitly. In addition, bus dwell times at transit stops and different fare 
structures could also be easily implemented in such a framework.  

4.2 Multimodal Route Choice Model 
In this study, the network supply representation presented in De Cea & Fernandez (1993) is used. As noted 
in section  3, this approach assumes passengers’ routes are defined by a sequence of transfer stops. 
Passengers are not allowed to change their choice of transfer stops once they set off on their journey. For the 
small network shown in Figure 2, all alternatives routes are enumerated allowing passengers to determine the 
active route sections, and hence the attractive lines in the network, as the SP evolves. Although they could 
easily be implemented in the approach presented in this paper, it should be noted that mode-specific costs are 
not considered. 
 
A stochastic transit assignment model is proposed assuming passengers do not have an exact knowledge of 
the “true” travel times and perceive waiting differently. Let U = vector of user classes, D = vector of OD 
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pairs, and hR = set of routes for OD pair h∈D . For each route hr∈R and u∈U , passengers’ perceived 
cost ( ,r uPC ) is the sum of the deterministic generalised cost ( ,r uGC ) and an error term ( ,r uξ ) as: 

, , , , ,r u r u r u hPC GC r uξ= + ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈R U       (1) 

The deterministic user-class specific generalized cost is composed of in-vehicle travel cost (T ), waiting cost 
(W ), and fares ( F ), see equation (2).  
 

, ( ), ( ),r u t u r w u r rGC T W Fγ γ= ⋅ + ⋅ +        (2) 

where, ( ),t uγ and ( ),w uγ  are the values of travel time and waiting time, respectively, for user-class u . 
 

 
Figure 1 SIMTRANSIT Program Flow 

 
To maintain realism, the model should consider the cost dependencies (in mean and variance) of the different  
route sections for each pair of transfer stops. For example, the waiting and travel costs of route sections that 
contain a particular line (the RED line in route sections B and D in Figure 2c) should be correlated. As a 
route section could be part of different routes, the costs of the routes that contain it should be correlated as 
well; e.g. routes 1 and 2 in Figure 2.  These requirements negate the use of discrete choice models such as 
the Logit model which suffer from the IIA nuisance. 
  
It is also necessary to obtain cost estimates for routes that would somehow not be sampled by the passengers. 
To obtain democratic cost sampling across the alternative routes, ghost objects are generated at a constant 
rate and made to travel the alternative routes. They experience the costs on all the routes, but do not 
contribute to them.  These ghosts also extract the dependencies in the mean costs of route sections (due to 
shared lines) and routes (due to shared route sections). In simTRANSIT (Figure 1), the ghosts are treated in 
the same way as the passengers, except in the buses where they do not contribute to the buses filling up.  
 
The variance in passengers’ perceived costs is modelled using error terms starting from the lines, through the 
routes sections, up to the routes as follows. Let rK = the vector of route sections for route hr∈R  and kA  = 
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the set of attractive lines that constitute the route section rk∈K . Then, the variance in the perceived cost 

rk∈K , 2
kσ , is given by equation (3). For uniformly and exponentially distributed passenger and line 

headways, respectively, the average uncongested waiting costs and frequency weighted average line travel 
cost is used as a basis for calculating 2

kσ . η  is a model parameter which can be interpreted as the variance 
of the perceived costs over a route section of unit cost. It is externally given and, in this paper, not assumed 
to be mode or user-class dependent. Admittedly, equation (3) assumes waiting times for lines that are 
included in multiple route sections are independent, which might not be realistic; this is an outstanding 
research issue which is not addressed in this study.  

( ), ( ),
2

, , , , ,k

k

w u l t u l
l A

k u r h
l

l A

f t
k r h u

f

γ γ
σ η ∀ ∈

∀ ∈

⎛ ⎞+ ⋅ ⋅
⎜ ⎟

= ⋅ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑
∑

K R D U  (3) 

where:  0η > , lf = frequency of line l, and lt = in-vehicle travel time on line l 
 

Assuming the perceived costs of the non-overlapping route sections of the alternative routes are independent, 
the elements of the covariance matrix are given by:  

  2
, , ,cov( , ) , , ,

r s

r u s u k u h
k

r s hξ ξ σ
∀ ∈ ∩

= ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈∑
K K

R D    (4)   

The variance in a routes’ perceived costs are given by:  
2 2

, , , ,cov( , ) ,
r

r u r u r u k u h
k

rρ ξ ξ σ
∀ ∈

= = ∀ ∈∑
K

R      (5) 

For each passenger, the error terms for the alternative routes are drawn from a normal distribution: 
2

, ,~ N(0, )r u r uξ ρ . The joint distribution of the perception errors across all routes is then multivariate 

normal, i.e. (0, )MVN Ω - where, Ω  is the covariance matrix with elements , ,cov( , )r u s uξ ξ . In this study, it 
is assumed that the covariance matrix is constant through out the evolution of the SP. 

4.3 Learning Process Model 
The basic assumption behind SP models is that the state of the system on a particular day n  is random. The 
vector of the expected cost on the alternative routes, nC , which is based on the ghosts’ experiences is chosen 
to describe the state of the system on day n . The route flow proportions vector nP is based on 1n−C . A 
Monte Carlo simulation model approach is followed to obtain estimates of nP ’s and nC ’s over a long 
period, from which the mean route flow proportions and costs are calculated.  
 
The learning process model employs simple weighted averages to update +1nC  using the ghosts experiences 

from the previous day, nG . This captures the effect of passengers choices on day n on the route costs based 

on which passengers’ update their expected costs. For a particular route hr∈R , ,
n
r uG  is calculated as a 

simple average of the experiences of all ghosts that used the route, as shown in equation (7). Using a 
“learning parameter” (φ ) as weight, nG  is used to update n+1C , for the next day, as shown in equation (6). 
Even though, past experiences will have increasingly lesser impacts as the process evolves, all previous 
experiences of will be influencing future decisions through a nested functional dependence.  

. (1 )n+1 n nφ φ= + − ⋅C G C         (6) 
where, 0 1φ< <  

 , ,
1

n
rg

n n
r u r u rG GC g=∑          (7) 

where, n
rg = number of ghosts finishing their journey on day n . 

 
Figure 1 shows how the models described in this section are integrated to provide estimates of route flow 
proportions and costs considering the day-to-day variation in system costs. The learning process model 
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updates +1nC  and outputs nG and nP for the day that was just completed. This simulation is run continuously 
by increasing the simulation time by ω  until a predetermined total period, Γ . In this model, a day is 
represented by one simulation hour to correspond with the demand and line frequency data.   
 
Although expensive in terms of the time they require to give results, the Monte Carlo simulation provides a 
logical base upon which analytic models could be built. To that effect, the models and the micro-simulation 
type model presented in this section allow mathematical representations of the model to be written down.  

5 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this section some results of the proposed model are presented using a test network (Figure 2). The network 
has two modes and five lines connecting three stops. Lines GRN, RED, and ORG are of the “Expensive” 
(Exp) mode, which is relatively faster, more expensive and of a lesser capacity than the “Cheap” (Chp) 
mode, see Figure 2b for line specific average hourly frequencies (Freq), vehicle capacities (Cap), travel time, 
and fare details. The route sections that passengers consider to use between transfer stops are indicated in 
Figure 2c. For the single OD pair (S1 to S3) considered in this study, the alternative routes are enumerated in 
Figure 2d. So, a passenger choosing route “2” which is made up of route sections “A” and “D”, waits for the 
GRN line at S1 and, when reaching S2, change to the first line of RED and BLU that arrives first. 
 

 
Figure 2 Test Network, Route Sections, and Alternative Routes 

 
Two distinct user-classes are defined in this study, where user-class I represents passengers from a relatively 
lower social class from the more affluent user-class II. For user-class I the values of waiting and in-vehicle 
travel time are 3 and 2 pence/min, respectively; the corresponding values for user-class II passengers’ are 10 
and 5 pence/min, respectively. As mentioned earlier, passengers are assumed to be indifferent to lines of 
different modes, and have a multimodal attractive lines set from which the board the first arriving line. But 
passengers’ mode related preferences, that are irrelevant to the route, could be readily incorporated in the 
generalized cost function (equation (2)) by defining mode specific constants for each user-class. 
 
The line and passenger inter-arrival headways are assumed to follow exponential and uniform distributions, 
respectively. To maintain reality, the line headways are truncated to a maximum of 30 minutes (and the mean 
of the generating, untruncated distribution is adjusted accordingly to preserve the required mean of the 
truncated distribution). The learning parameter, 0.1φ =  and the ghosts are generated every 5 minutes.   

5.1 Demand Scenario 1 
For this case, an average hourly S1 to S3 demand of 150 and 200 passengers is considered for user-classes I 
and II, respectively, giving a total demand-to-supply ratio of ~42%. The perceived costs variability 
parameter, 0.2η = . 
 
To provide a basis for comparison the average costs of the 10 alternative routes are calculated using equation 
(2); see Table 1. The waiting time, in-vehicle travel times, and fare were calculated as: 
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is the fare paid on line l. As noted earlier rW  does not consider the impact of passengers’ failing to board full 
transit vehicles. From the table, it can be seen that,  routes 9 and 10 are the least cost routes for user-classes I 
and II, respectively.  
 

Table 1 Average generalized cost calculations without considering congestion impacts 
 Average Route Costs (pence) 

Routes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
User-class  I 264.0 247.3 233.0 247.3 230.5 216.3 233.0 216.3 202.0 249.0 
User-class II 380.0 360.0 420.0 360.0 340.0 400.0 420.0 400.0 460.0 330.0 
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Figure 3 Day-to-day evolution of route cost expectations, flow proportions, and costs 

 
After running simTRANSIT for a total of 220 days, the evolution of average daily route cost expectations 
( ,

n
r uGC ), route flow proportions ( ,

n
r uP ), and route costs ( ,

n
r uG ) for the different user-classes, are presented in 

Figure 3. Considering a burn-in period of 20 days, during which no outputs are given, only data from routes 
that are, on average, chosen by more than 0.1% of the passengers over the whole SP are plotted. Each day is 
represented by a point on the chart. It should be noted that with-in day dynamics is not considered in this 
study. As explained earlier, the average route cost expectations (Figure 3a-b), updated each day considering 

(b)
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average route cost experiences (Figure 3e-f), drive the passengers’ route choice decisions (Figure 3c-d). 
Summary statistics of ,

n
r uP  and ,

n
r uG  are presented in Table 2, using two more seeds to check the impact of 

initial conditions. 
 
Passengers’ route cost expectations are observed going up until c. 40 days, the period it takes the SP to learn 
the “true” route costs. After that, they stabilize, varying over a smaller range. The summary statistics in 
Table 2 are thus calculated based on 160 observations starting from the 40th day. Passengers from user-class 
II are primarily split on routes 5 and 10, with the former being used by ~1/3 and the latter by ~2/3 of the 
passengers on average. Route 10 is direct, not requiring passengers to transfer. Route 5, which considers both 
modes in the attractive lines set, enables these passengers to compensate for the extra travel time due to 
mode Chp with the lower fare, and the lesser waiting time to offer competitive generalized cost. The 
generalized costs for these routes vary between 300 and 360 pence and seem to be in some sort of 
equilibrium; the average daily costs are 328.3 and 325.2 pence, respectively. Routes 6 and 8 are observed to 
be used by a very small proportion of the users (< 2 passenger/day) on average; this seems to be due to the 
value of η used which makes passengers’ perceive a more expensive route to be cheap (see Figure 3b, d). All 
passengers from user-class I use route 9 (the Chp mode) throughout, incurring an average daily generalized 
cost of 172.6 pence. Unlike passengers from user-class II, this group are not willing to pay higher fares for 
lesser journey times.  
 
Using different random number generating seeds, Table 2 gives the daily route flow proportions and cost 
proportions and the corresponding standard errors considering day-to-day variations. The means from the 
three runs are given in the last row. Compared to the costs shown in Table 1, the costs obtained from 
simTRANSIT are on the lower side. A possible explanation for this is the truncation of the exponential line 
headway distribution to a maximum headway of 30 minutes. Especially for the Chp mode which has a low 
frequency, correcting for the truncation, to obtain the same mean headway, implies a slightly higher 
frequency. For composite route sections, this increases the probability of the Chp mode arriving first at the 
stop and have a relative use more than that implied by the 

k
l ll A

f f
∀ ∈∑ ratio, based on nominal frequencies. 

This leads to decreases in the fares and (relatively smaller) increases in the generalized in-vehicle travel costs 
for routes including the multimodal attractive lines set. As the ghosts are assumed to board full vehicles, so 
long as they are at the front of the queue, these might also decrease cost estimates for the different routes.  
 

Table 2 Route costs and flow proportions summary using different random number generating seeds 
1 Route Flow Proportions (%) Route Costs (pence) 

User-class  I II I II 
Route†† 9 5 6 8 10 9 5 6 8 10 

Seed 1 100 
(0) 

33.32 
(10.70) 

0.39 
(0.70) 

0.42 
(0.65) 

65.80 
(10.63) 

173.0 
(10.1) 

328.9 
(12.7) 

347.2 
(21.9) 

346.8 
(22.8) 

325.4 
(7.3) 

Seed 2 100 
(0) 

37.33 
(13.27) 

0.23 
(0.49) 

0.86 
(1.64) 

61.53 
(13.60) 

172.9 
(9.2) 

328.0 
(13.2) 

348.4 
(26.3) 

344.0 
(20.7) 

325.4 
(6.6) 

Seed 3 100 
(0) 

35.79 
(11.16) 

0.17 
(0.54) 

1.03 
(1.38) 

62.99 
(11.49) 

171.8 
(8.9) 

327.9 
(12.5) 

348.3 
(23.0) 

342.3 
(21.8) 

324.8 
(6.4) 

Average 100 35.48 0.26 0.77 63.44 172.6 328.3 348.0 344.4 325.2 
 † The standard deviations are given in parenthesis, under the means. 
 †† For both user-classes, only routes with average flow proportions more than 0.1% are presented in this table.  

5.2 Demand Scenario 2 
Here, an average hourly demand of 250 & 350 is assumed for user classes I and II, respectively, giving  a 
demand-to-supply ratio of ~73%. The model is run for 220 days using a higherη of 0.3, assuming greater 
variability in passengers’ perceptions in a more congested network.  
 
After a burn-in period of 40 days, the day-to-day evolutions of the route costs expectations for the two user 
classes are given in Figure 4; summary statistics for route flow proportions and costs are given in Table 3, 
respectively. Compared to demand scenario 1, the passengers’ cost expectations are less stable and vary of a 
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bigger range. The average route costs are relatively higher due to the waiting time impact of full vehicles 
(see Figure 5). Higher day-to-day variability in route costs and flow proportions is also observed as the lines 
are operating closer to capacity, being fully loaded on some days requiring passengers to revise their route 
cost expectations. As the first scenario, user-class I passengers predominantly use route 9, using the Chp 
mode. Routes 5 and 10 are used by ~97% of user-class II passengers, with routes 2 and 4 being used by ~3% 
that choose a sequence of multimodal and Exp mode route sections.  
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Figure 4 Day-to-day evolution of route cost expectations 

 
Table 3 Route Costs and flow proportions summary† using different random number generating seeds 

 Route Flow Proportions (%) Route Costs (pence) 
User-class  I II I II 

Route†† 8 9 2 4 5 10 8 9 2 4 5 10 

Seed 1 0.02 
(0.07) 

99.98
(0.00)

0.88 
(1.20) 

2.39 
(3.26) 

34.68 
(16.21)

61.95 
(18.36)

215.0
(22.4)

195.0
(26.1)

368.0 
(40.0) 

365.3 
(39.8) 

354.8 
(40.0) 

350.7
(42.7) 

Seed 2 0.05 
(0.19) 

99.95
(0.00)

0.85 
(1.09) 

1.42 
(1.44) 

34.23 
(14.64)

63.43 
(15.92)

211.4
(17.9)

191.0
(20.3)

365.8 
(34.4) 

364.4 
(33.0) 

353.0 
(33.4) 

349.2 
(42.5) 

Seed 3 0.11 
(0.62) 

99.89
(0.00)

1.79 
(2.16) 

1.43 
(2.22) 

35.48 
(18.14)

61.36 
(20.49)

214.1
(22.0)

193.3
(25.0)

373.4 
(53.4) 

374.8 
(53.5) 

361.3 
(52.1) 

357.9 
(58.0) 

Average 0.06 99.94 1.17 1.75 34.80 62.25 213.4 193.1 369.1 368.2 356.4 352.6 
 † The mean and standard errors are given; the standard errors are given in parenthesis, under the means. 
 †† For both user-classes, only routes with average flow proportions more than 0.1% are presented in this table.  
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Figure 5 Day-to-day evolution of line loadings 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper a stochastic process approach for frequency-based transit assignment model considering day-to-
day dynamics has been presented. The model is holistic in the sense that it is multimodal, considers the 
differences in behaviours of different social classes and is strictly capacity constrained. It was observed that 
the stochastic process is less stable with increased congestion. For the test network presented, higher 
variability in forecasted route flows and costs was observed with increased congestion. This raises an 
interesting research question of how big such variabilities are on bigger networks. 
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Further work on the route choice model needs to look at: implementing more general passenger route 
negotiating strategies, arising types and numbers of transfers, and consideration of mode specific constants. 
Applying realistic error components that consider the relationships in passengers’ route cost perceptions 
starting from the lines up to the route level is an outstanding issue. As mentioned, the major purpose of this 
SP model is to provide a base for an analytic frequency-based transit assignment model for day-to-day 
dynamics. To that effect, studies into the stationarity of the SP and it having the Markov Property are 
important. In addition, sensitivity testing of the different model parameters  is necessary.  
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